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DEFINITIONS OF DISCIPLINES
 
ASTRONOMY - This category includes all observations of astronomical objects, both outside and 
within the solar system, made at various wavelengths (i.e., gamma rays through radio waves). 
Observed objects outside the solar system include stars, nebulae, galaxies, and all other matter. 
Observed objects within the solarsystem include zodiacal light sources, meteoroids, asteroids, dust, 
micrometeorites, and planetary radio emission sources. Other planetary observations (see Planetary 
Atmospheres, Planetology, or Ionospheric Physics) and solar observations (see Solar Physics) are 
excluded. Observations of cosmic-ray particles are listed under Particles and Fields. Celestial 
mechanics measurements are included under Geodesy and Gravimetry. 
GEODESY AND GRAVIMETRY - This category includes experiments that measure size, shape, mass, 
coordinates, altitudes, or gravity fields or experiments concerned with the mapping of a body. It 
includes the mechanics of orbiting artificial and natural bodies. 
IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS - This category includes observations of the ionosphere, which isdefined as 
that region of a planetary atmosphere which contains asignificant number of free thermal electrons 
on a daily basis and which has a free electron density maximum in the vertical direction. Its upper 
and lower extents are roughly defined as the areas in which densitiesapproach 10-1 of the peak 
values. Included are all in situ and remotely sensed observations of ionospheric charged particles' 
with thermal energies. This category is used for remotely sensed propagation experiments that 
primarily focus on the ionosphere, includingvery lowfrequency (VLF) and extremely low frequency 
(ELF) experiments; for other remotely sensed propagation experiments, an appropriate category, 
such as Particles and Fields, is used. 
METEOROLOGY -This category includes observations made in the Earth's hydrosphere and 
atmosphere up to the mesopause or D region. 
PARTICLES AND FIELDS - The subcategory Particles includes all in situ charged-particle measurements 
except those of thermal plasma in terrestrial or other planetary ionospheres (see ionospheric 
Physics). It includes all neutron measurements and electromagneticsignal propagation experiments 
designed to measure columnar electron densities (except those in which the most significant 
portion of the free electrons within the column is within an ionosphere). The subcategory Fields 
includes all in situ measurements of electric and magneticfields. It includes VLF and ELF experiments 
other than those primarily concerned with observing ionospheric properties. It excludes 
electromagnetic radiation (radio waves through gamma waves) propagating away from remote 
sources. (In such cases, either Solar Physics or Astronomy is used, as appropriate.) 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES - This category includes all observations of the gaseous envelope above 
the surface of a planet. For the Earth the lower limit for observations that belong in this category is 
about 65 km, the height of the mesopause or D region.(For studies below this altitude, Meteorology 
is used.) The upper limit is defined as the transition level of the lightest gas.This region overlaps the 
ionosphere for planets which have an ionosphere; however, ionospheric observations are restricted 
to observations related to the charge aspects of matter, while Planetary Atmospheres relates to the 
mass aspects of matter (e.g., composition measurements). For cases in which both atmospheric and 
ionospheric categories apply, both may be used. 
PLANETOLOGY - This category includes experiments for the purpose of deriving and analyzing data 
from the solid or liquid parts (excluding the oceansof the Earth) of anysolarsystem body. Chemical, 
physical, and geologic studies of properties of gross or small surface features, materials of the 
surface, internal properties, magnetic properties, etc., are included. Gravitational and geodetic 
experiments are excluded from this category (see Geodesy and Gravimetry). When the primary 
purpose of the study is to measure the residual effects of some external phenomena (such as 
meteorite or cosmic-ra , impacts), the external phenomena should determine the choice of 
category. If necessary, the experiment may be assigned to more than one category. 
SOLAR PHYSICS - This category includes all solar observations regardless of the wavelength being 
observed. The source region considered here extends outward from the Sun to includc-that area 
observed with solar coronagraphs (nominally to 10 solar radii). All in situ measurements of electricor 
magnetic fields and of particles for which the source isbelieved-to be theSun are considered to fall 
in the domain of Particles and Fields. 
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GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER 
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MEMORANDUM
 
TO: Users of NSSDC Particles/Fields Data Catalog of June 1975
 
FROM: Joseph H.King9//<
 
SUBJECT: Additional Particles/Fields Data
 
The production of a data catalog requires that the NSSDC Information
 
File be frozen a few months before the final distribution of the
 
catalog. During those months, new data sets and additions to old data
 
sets arrive at NSSDC. The purpose of this memo is-to indicate what
 
particles/fields data not announced in the catalog may now be available.
 
New Data Sets
 
Potential requesters are invited to query NSSDC for further details on
 
these data sets, especially as related to their degree of readiness for
 
distribution. Data beyond the times indicated in this memo are expected
 
to become available at NSSDC for many of these data sets.
 
Spacecraft Experimehter Experiment Data Set Time Period
 
Apollo 16/ALSEP Dyal Lunar Surface 0.3-sec vectors 04/27/72 - 05/21/72
 
Magnetometer on magnetic tape ­
corresponding
 
Apollo 12 & 15
 
data in catalog.
 
IMP D Sonett Magnetometer 	 5-sec vectors on 07/01/66 - 09/01/67
 
magnetic tape
 
'Sonett
IMP D Magnetometer 	 82-sec vectors 07/01/66 - 09/14/70
 
on magnetic tape ­
corresponding IMP E
 
data in catalog.
 
2. 
Spacecraft Experimenter 
IMP E Sonett 
IMP I Bame 
IMP I Gurnett 
IMP I Ness 
IMP H Krimigis 
IMP H Stone 
OGO 5 Russell 
S-Cubed All Experiments 

Experiment 

Mqgnetqmeter 

Plasma 

AC E and B 

Fields
 
Magnetometer 

0.3-100 MeV/p 

particles 

0.2-50 MeV/n 

particles 

Magnetometer 

Data Set Time Period
 
5-sec.vectors 07/19/67 - 10/28/71
 
on magnetic tape
 
hourly parameters 03/19/71 - 07/00/72
 
on tape and
 
microfilm
 
E & B summary plots 08/02/71 , 02/12/72
 
E & B sonograms 

15-sec vectors 

on magnetic tape
 
5-sec qpunt 

rates, all
 
detectors, on
 
tape
 
02/03/72 - 05/18/72
 
03/19/71 - 11/19/71
 
09/26/72 - 04/13/73
 
1/2-hr. resolution 09/26/72 - 02/7/74
 
plots on microfilm
 
magnetospheric B, 03/06/68- 08/30/71
 
Model B-L dipole
 
listings on
 
microfilm
 
sample master 
science tape ­
additional tapes 
expected.
 
Additions to data sets announced in catalog
 
Spacecraft Experimenter 
IMP G Simpson 
IMP G Brown 
(Lanzerotti) 
Data Set ID 

69-053A-93A 

69-053A-03B 

69-053A-03C 

69,053A-plA 

New End Date
 
19/14/72
 
12/23/72
 
12/23/72
 
04/08/71
 
3. 
Spacecraft 
IMP I 
Experimenter 
Bostrom 
Data Set ID 
II 
71-019A-07A 
New End Date 
08/26/71 
IMP I Simpson 71-09AO9A 09/11/72 
HEOS 2 Elliot 
(Hedgecoci) 
72-O05A-01B 08/01/74 
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE 
DATA CENTER 
'NATIONAL AERONAUTICS * a1 s6 si 
AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, parioldsdamamo 
18188873 
GREENBELT, MD. 
technical coordinator 
JOSEPH H. KING 
editor 
MARGARET L. KING 
June 1175 
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PREFACE
 
Many individuals have participated in some way toward 
the production of this catalog and deserve recognition 
for such efforts. I would like to both Acknowledge and 
thank the many spacecraft experimenters and their 
colleagues who have submitted their documented data. 
In addition, a number of National Space Science Data 
Center (NSSDC) personnel have interacted with experi­
menters in bringing to NSSDC the data announced and 
have generated the many descriptions in this catalog. Of 
the present staff, these personnel include L. R. Davis, 
D. J. Hei, J. H. King, and E.G. Stassinopoulos. A great 
many other NSSDC personnel, too numerous to name, 
have also been involved in the data and information 
handling necessary to produce this catalog. Most of these 
personnel are associated with the Data Center's onsite 
contractor, PMI Facilities Management Corporation. To 
all these, my thanks are extended. 
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the 
usefulness of this document by improving its form and 
content. Scientists are invited to submit their comments 
or recommendations to NSSDC regarding the data 
available, the services provided, and the contents and 
format of the catalog. Recipients are urged to inform 
potential data users of its availability. 
Joseph H. King 
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1. INTRODUCTION
 
In addition to its main function of providing selected1.1 PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION data and supporting, information for further analysis of 
space science flight experiments, the Data. Center pro-
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was duces a wide spectrum of publications. Among these are 
established by the National Aeronautics and Space a report on active and planned spacecraft and experi-
Administration (NASA) to provide data and information ments, a report of recent sounding rocket launchings, 
from space science experiments in support of additional lunar and planetary photographic data user notes, and 
studies beyond those performed by principal investi- users guides. For additional information on NSSDC 
gators. Available particles and fields data, covering the document availability and distribution services, write to 
period 1966-1973 inclusive, are announced in this the address identified in section 1.3 and ask for 
catalog. The period from 1958-1965 is included in a document NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 74-10. 
companion catalog. Data available in other disciplines 
(see inside front cover) comprise additional catalogs to 
be published in the near future. 
Virtually all the data sets available at or through-NSSDC 1.3 DATA AVAILABILITY, COSTS, 
result from individual experiments carried on board AND ORDERING PROCEDURES 
individual spacecraft. The Data Center has developed an 
information system utilizing the spacecraft/experiment/ The services provided by NSSDC are available to any 
data sethierarchy displayed in this document. The major individual or organization resident in the United States 
part of this catalog consists of two photoreduced and to scientists outside the United States. Normally a 
reports, produced by this information system, each charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost 
sorted by spacecraft common name and then by of reproduction and the processing of the request. The 
principal investigator's last name. One report relates-to requester will be notified of the charge, and payment,­
electric and magnetic field data; the other concerns must be received prior to processing the request. The 
particle data. 	 Director of NSSDC may waive, as resources permit, the 
charge for modest amounts of data when they are to beIn addition to the actual photoreduced reports, this used for scientific studies or for specific educational 
catalog contains a variety of user-oriented data. There purposes and when they are requested by an individual 
are discussions concerning a newly created composite affiliated with: (1) U.S. Government agencies, their 
interplanetary magnetic field data set and other data contractors, or their grantees; (2) universities and col­
products that may interest the particles/fields com- leges; (3) state and local governments; or (4) nonprofit 
munity. Many indexes are also provided to assist the user organizations. A user may obtain data by a letter or 
find the specific information he requires. telephone request, an onsite visit, or the NSSDC Data 
Request Form (contained at the end of this document). 
Anyone who wishes to obtain data for ascientific study 
1.2 NSSDC FACILITIES AND SERVICES 	 should specify the NSSDC identification number, the 
common name and/or number of the satellite and the 
NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and experiment, the form of data, and the time span (or 
for onsite data use. Resident and visiting scientists are location, when appropriate) of interest. A requester 
invited to study the data while at the Data Center. The should also specify why the data are needed, the subject 
Data Center staff will assist users with additional data of his work, his affiliation, and any Government 
searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to contracts he may have for performing his study. Data 
satellite and space probe data, the Data Center maintains may be provided in a format or medium other than that 
some supporting information and other supporting data noted in the data set descriptions. For example, mag­
that may be related to the needs of such scientists. See netic tapes may be reformatted, computer printout or 
section 5 of this catalog and the NSSDC Handbook of microfilmed listings can be produced from magnetic tape 
Correlative Data, NSSDC 71-05, for further details on data sets, enlarged paper prints are available from data 
supporting data. sets on photographic film and microfilm, etc. The Data 
Center will provide the requester with an estimate of the 
response time and, when appropriate, the charge for 
such requests. When requesting data on magnetic tape, 
the user should specify whether he will supply new tapes 
prior to the processing, return the original NSSDC tapes 
after the data have been copied, or pay for new tapes. 
The Data Center's address for requests is: 
National SpaceScience Data Center 
Code 601.4 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Phone: (301) 982-6695 
Users who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests 
for data to: 
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites 
Code 601 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A. 
Phone: (-301) 982-6695 
Since the World Data Center A for Rockets and 
Satellites (WDC-A-R&S) also maintains listings of rocket 
experiments, requests for information concerning rocket 
launchings and the experiments flown may be directed 
to this institution. 
1,4 DATA ACQUISITION 
NSSDC invites members of the scientific community to 
contribute data from satellite experiments. The Data 
Center assigns a specialist in the appropriate scientific 
discipline for each experiment to arrange for data 
acquisition with the principal investigator and to help 
solve related problems. Acquired data are cataloged and 
made available to users according to established proce­
dures. Scientists who have not been contacted by one of 
the subject specialists and who have analyzed or reduced 
data available for contribution are requested to contact 
NSSDC so that transfer of the data may be discussed. 
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2. COMPOSITE INTERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC FIELD DATA 
Most data (codes, models, etc.) that do not conform to 
the spacecraftfexperiment/data set hierarchy are dis­
cussed in section 5 of this catalog. Because experience 
indicates that interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) data 
are among the mbst requested types of particles/fields 
data, this section has been prepared to announce a newly 
created, composite IMF data set. The data set consists of 
a single 9-track, 800-bpi, IBM 360 binary magnetic tape 
containing hourly averaged, near-Earth IMF parameters 
(solar ecliptic Cartesian components, magnitude, latitude 
and azimuth angles, rms standard deviations, etc.) for 
almost 53,000 hours between November 27, 1963, and 
May 17, 1974. This composite data set was generated at 
NSSDC from data acquired on eight IMP/AIMP space­
craft (original data acquired by Dr. N. F. Ness and 
colleagues at Goddard Space Flight Center) and two 
HEOS spacecraft (original data acquired by Dr. P.C. 
Hedgecock and colleagues at Imperial College, London). 
As with all other NSSDC tape data sets, tapes with 
alternate formats can be made available. From the data 
tape, a data book was recently issued by NSSDC 
(NSSDC 75-04). The book contains listings of field 
magnitude and direction angles, the field component 
normal to the ecliptic, an rms standard deviation, and a 
spacecraft identifier for each hour of data coverage. The 
book also contains 27-day plots of field magnitude, 
direction angles, and the rms standard deviation. NSSDC 
will periodically update the composite tape so that data 
coverage may be as extensive and complete as possible. 
3 
3. AUTOMATED REPORTS
 
3.1 CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION 
The followingtwo reports, from the automated informa-
tion system files of NSSDC, are concerned with electric 
and magnetic field data and particle data, respectively, 
Each report contains discussions of individual spacecraft, 
applicable experiments carried on board, the spacecraft, 
and data sets resulting from these experiments. 
Each report is ordered by spacecraft common name, 
then by principal investigator's last name, and finally by 
a data set identification number. Because spacecraft 
common names (the first sort parameter) are not 
universally common, the Spacecraft Name Index (sec-
tion 4.1) contains all known names of ieI~vant space­
craft. So that all IMP and AIMP spacecraft may he 
grouped, prelaunch designations have been used a 
common names; e.g., AIMP-1 reverts to IMP-D. The 
Investigator NameIndex (section 4.4) may also assist the 
user'find data from' a given experimenter (the second 
sort parameter). The third sort parameter, data set ID, 
consists of a spacecraft ID; e.g., IMP 7 = 72-073A, with 
both an experiment sequence number (72-073AO-'01) and 
a data sit sequence letter (72-073A201 A) attached. 
For a few spacecraft listed in these reports, there are 
ephemeris data sets of special interest that are also 
identified. For the majority of spacecraft, however, 
NSSDC has available other ephemeris data sets (pri-
marily world maps), which are not specifically identified 
for each spacecraft.... 
Each entry in these reports consists of two parts: a 
heading and a brief description. Each type of entry; i.e., 
spacecraft, experiment, and data set, contains its. own 
heading. The headings list, generic characteristics of 
satellites, experiments, and data sets. 
3.1.1 CONTENTS OF SPACECRAFT ENTRIES 
The heading for each spacecraft description contains the 
following information about the spacecraft: launch date, 
weight in orbit, status of operation, and, for inoperable 
or operationally off spacecraft, the date last spacecraft 
data were recorded or, if available, the date last usable 
spacecraft data were recorded. Orbiting spacecraft also 
have the following orbital parameters included in the 
heading: epoch date, orbit type, orbit period, apoapsis 
and periapsis (distance from the surface of the reference 
body to the furthest and nearest orbitpoints,,respec­
tively), and inclination (the angle between the satellite 
orbital plane and the equatorial plane of. the primary 
gravitational body). For satellites with heliocentric 
orbits, the ecliptic plane is used in lieu of the equatorial 
plane. 
Each spbcecraft brief 'description contains a concise
 
summary of the spacecraft mission, specifically outlining 
the overall objectives of the mission and the scientific 
studies being performed. Information about the opera­
tional performance and status of the spacecraft during a 
given period of time is also included and is frequently 
updated. 
3.1.2 CONTENTS OF EXPERIMENT ENTRIES 
Each experiment entry heading lists the name of the 
original experiment institution and'the name and present 
affiliation of the principal investigator (PI) for the 
experiment. The names and present affiliations of other 
investigators (01) associated 'with the experiment are 
also listed. The experiment status of operation is then 
listed as "normal," "partial;" "operational off," or 
"inoperable." For inoperable or operationally off experi­
ments, the date last experiment data were reeorded or, if 
available,' the 'date last usable cxperimen't data were 
recorded, is also presented. In addition, 'ifthe experi­
ment is functioning in other than a normal mode, the 
brief description explains th& 'circumstances of, and 
periods affected by, thb change., 
The experiment brief description contains a concise 
summary of the experiment purpose and instrument 
characteristics, emphasizing those relevant to the scien­
tific use of the resulting data. Information about the 
.operational performance and status of the experiment 
during a given period of time is also included and is 
frequently updated. 
3.1.3 CONTENTS OF'DATA SET ENTRIES 
Each data set entry contains three elements in the 
heading: the time period covered by the data, the 
quantity of data and medium on which the data are 
stored, and an indicator describing the availability of the 
data. The time period covered is annotated with one of 
5 
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two additional comments: "as verified by NSSDC" - coverage provided by the experimenter, regardless of the 
identifying that portion of the data set for which the amount held or verified by NSSDC. Several indicators 
period of data coverage has been verified; or "as reported are used to describe the status of data availability to 
by the experimenter" - identifying the period of requesters: 
* 	 "Data at NSSDC Ready for Distribution" - designates a data set for which cataloging, verification, and 
documentation are sufficient to provide a comprehensible set of data to satisfy requests. 
" 	 "Data in Published Reports" - indicates that either all or a significant portion of the data are contained 
in a published report or journal, or that the only accessible source of any reduced data from an 
experiment is the published document. The publications cited in the brief descriptions for spacecraft, 
experiment, or data set entries normally are available through scientific libraries or document 
distribution centers. NSSDC provides copies of publications bnly if they cannot be obtained through 
such libraries or centers. 
* 	 "Data at NSSDC" - identifies data sets for which documentation and verification activities are in 
process. These data are usually sufficiently documented and verified to satisfy routine requests. 
* 	 "Data at NSSDC Processing Deferred" - indicates that the verifying, documenting, or cataloging of the 
data set is not complete, and that no additional work will be performed unless specifically requested. 
NSSDC may be able to supply the data from such a data set in a suitable form, depending upon the 
completeness of the processing and documentation and the particular requirements of the user. The 
completeness of the data set is indicated in its brief description. 
* 	 "Data Available from Experimenter" - used for data sets that NSSDC does not plan to acquire and that 
the experimenter is willing to make available, usually in limited amount, to other scientists. These data 
sets are not feasible for storing at NSSDC, either because they are large in volume or because they 
require special equipment to process. Requests for data sets carrying this indicator should be addressed 
directly to the experimenter. The experimenter's name and address and the expected date that the data 
will be ready for processing are given in the brief description of such a data set. 
* 	 "Data at Another Center" - used for data sets stored and distributed by any other data center. Requests 
for data sets with this indicator should be made directly to the organization identified in the brief 
description, 
* 	 "Data at Another Center that NSSDC can Process" - denotes a data set held by another data center but 
to which NSSDC has access for limited processing. Requests for this type of data set should be 
submitted to NSSDC. 
For information on the procedures for ordering data, please refer to section 1.3 of the-Introduction. 
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Electric and Magnetic Field Data 
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO IS LMALSEP 
ASEPALTERNAE NAMES- .4246, 12 

LEM 12. APOLLO 	S2C
 
NSDOC ID- 69-099C
 
LAUNCH DATE- I1/14/69 	 WFIGT- &37o. KG 

STATUS C' OPERATION- PARTIAL 

THE LUNAP MODULE ILMI WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED 

FOR SPACE OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON THE MOON. THE LM STOOD 7 M 

HIGH AND WAS 9." M WIDE (DIAGONALLY ACROSS THE LANDING GEAR). 

THE ASCENT AND DESCENT STAGES O= THE LM OPERATED AS A UNIT 

UNTIL STAGING. WHEN TNS ASCENT STAGE FUNCTIONED AS A SINGLE 

SPA.=CRAT 'O RENDEVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE COMMAND MODULE 

(CM). THE ALSIP EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED (1) THE PASSIVE 
5
 
SEISHOGRA H. WHICH WAS DESIGNED 
TO MEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY 

AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OP THE LUNAR CRUST AND INTERIOR. (2) 
THE SUPRATHEkRAL I0 DETFCTOR. DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE FLUX 
COMPOSITION. SNERGY. AND VELOCITY O LOW-ENERGY POSITIVE IONS, 
131 THE COLD CATHDE ION GAUGE. DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE 
ATMOSPHERe AND ANY VARIATIONS WITH TIME OR SOLAR ACTIVITY SUCH 
ATMOSPHERE WAY HAVE, (4) THE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR. 
ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT. DESIGNED TO MEASURE PARTICLE ENERGIES 
OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ELECTRONS THAT REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE 
AND TO PROVIDE DATA ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THESE SOLAR
 
PARTICLES. (SI THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER (LS). DESIGNED
 
TO MEASURE THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE LVNAR SURFACE, AND (6)
 
'THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER, WHICH MEASURED THE FLUXES AND 
SPECTRA OF THE ELECTRONS AND PPOTONS THAT EMANATE FROM THE SUN 
AND REACH THE LUNAR SUQFACE. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON THE LUNAR 
SURFACE 4OVEMBER 19-20. 1960. 
SONETT. APOLLO 12 NI4ALPSE 

EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR SURFACE MkGMETONEVER
 
NSSOC ID- 69-099C-04
 
STATJS OF OPERA'ION-	 INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE 	DATA RECORDED- "40370 

PERSONNEL 

PI - C.P. SDNETT .......... U OF ARIZONA 

TUCSON. AZ 

O - P. DYAL ............. NASA-ARC 

MOFFETT FIELD. CA 

THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER IS PART OF THE ALSEP 

PACKAGE AND CONSISTS OF THREE FLUXaATE SFNSORS LOCATED ON 

ORTHOGONAL B-F BOOMS. THE SENSORS ARE MOUNTED ON GIMBALS 

ALLOWING TH"IR MEASUREMENT AXES TO BE INTERCHANGED FOR 

PURPOSES OF CALI BRATION AND SITE SURVEV. THE INSTRUMENT WAS
 
DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE NOON'S MAGNETIC FIELD. AND OPERATED IN
 
THE RANGES MINUS TO PLUS 100. 200. OR 400 GAMNAS. IT WAS ALSO
 
EXPECTED TO YIFLD INFORMATION ABOUT THE LUNAR GROSS ELECTRICAL 
DIFFUSIVITY. 'HE EXISTENCE OF A MOLTEN CORE. THE EARTH'S
 
MAGNETIC TAIL. AND LOCAL MAGNETIC ANOMALIES. THE INSTRUMENT
 
MEASURED THE MAGNETIC FIELD CONSTANTLY FOR ABOUT THREE WEEKS
 
AFTER DEPLOYMENT., HEN ON THF DAYSIDE CONTINUOUSLY FOR SEVERAL 

MONTHS. THEN ON THE DAYSIDE VERY INTERMITTENTLY INTO 1972.
 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, SEE DYAL AND PARKIN. JGR, VOL 76, P 5947, 

.971. 

DATA SET NAME-	 TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND 

COMPONENTS ON MICROFILM 

NSSD IO- 9-099C-0A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 ti/1/69 TO 04/03170 

(AS VERIFIED nY NSSOCI 

GU&NTTTY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SFT CONSISTS OF 16-MN MICROFILM. GENERATED AT 
AJSSDC FROM HARDCOPY ORIGINAL PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONTAINS 30 OR 60 MIN OF DATA. THREE-
OR SIX-SEEC AVERAGE VALUES OF MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND OF 
EACH OF rHREE CARTESIAN COMPONENTS ARE PLOTTED PER FRAME. THE 
COORDINATE SYSTEM USED HAS THE X-AXIS NORMAL TO THE LOCAL
 
SURFACE. AND THE Y- AND Z-AXIS NORMAL TO X ANDODIRECTD 

EASTWARD AND NORTHWARD, RESPFCTIVELY. THERE ARE VERY FEW DATA
 
GAPS. 

DATA SET N-	 0.3-SEC MAGNETIC VECTORS ON TAPE
 
NSSDC 10- 69-099C-04B
 
AVAILABILITY O DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1119/69 TO 0A/03/70
 
AS VERIFIED BY MSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 35 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED MAGNETIC 
TAPES WRITTEN IN 556--PI. 7-TRACK. DCG BINARY FORAT ON AN 1PM 
70407094 COMPUTER. " CICAL AND PHYSICAL RECORDS HAVE 751 AND 
460 WORDS. RESPECTIVELY. PACH LOGICAL DATA RECORD CONTAINS THE 
TIME FOR THE -IRST DATA POINT. AND THE CATESIAN COMPONENTS OF 
BGG SUCCESSIVE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS. SINCE ONE DATA POINT
 
WAS DETAINED EVERY 0.3 SEC. EACH LOGICAL RECORD COVERS 2.6 MIN
 
OF DATA. FIELD COMPONENTS APE GIVEN IN A COORDINATE SYSTEM
 
WIYH X RADIALLY 'WVARD FROM THE LOCAL LUNAR SURFACE AND Y AND
 
Z TANGENT TO THE SURFACC AND DIRECTED EASTWARD AND NORTHWARD.
 
RESPECTIVELY, TYPICALLY, EACH TAPE CONTAINS THREE DAYS OF
 T
 
DA A. THE DATA COVER THE PERIOD FROM NOVENOEP 19. 969.
 
THROUGH APRIL 3, 1970. WITH THE FOLLOWING GAPS -- DECEMBER 12
 
THROUGH DECEM ER 16t 1969, JANUARY 4 THROUGH JANUARY 1?, 1970,
 
FEBRUARY 3 THROUGH FEBRUARY 15. 0970, MARCH 6 THROUGH MARCH
 
17. 1970.
 
DATA SET NAME- 	FILTERED AND DECIMATED MAGNETIC FIELD
 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSOC ID- 69-OSOC-O4C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PEREOD COVERED-	 11/28/69 TO 12/0D/59
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A SAMPLE T-TRACK. 556-BPI BCD 
MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING FILTERED AND DECIMATED MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA AS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE CONTAINS A 
HEADER RECORD AND SUCCESSIVE GROUPS OF THREE PHYSICAL RECORDS 
WHFRE EACH SUCH GROUP CONSTITUTES ONE LOGICAL RECORD. THE 
1602-CHARACTER HEADER RECORD INCLUDES THE DECREE OF DECIMATION 
ANO THE FILTER WEIGHTS USED. THE FIRST PHYSICAL RECORD IN
 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE TIME OF THE FIRST SUBSEQUENT 
VECTOR. THE SECOND AND THIRD PHYSICAL RECORDS EACH CONTAIN 50 
MAGNETIC VECTORS (CARTESIAN COMPONENTS IN ALSEP COORDINATES 
AND FIELD MAGNITUDE). NSSOC WILL HOLD A LIST OF TIMES FOR 
WHICH THE ORIGINAL DATA WERE SUBJECTED TO FILTERING AND 
DECIMATION AND WILL ACOUIRE APPROPRIATE TAPES FROM THE 
EXPERIMENTER AS REQUEST ACTIVITY WARRANTS.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO IA LMAALSEP
 
ALTERNATE NARES-	 ALSEP 14. LEN 1A
 
04905, APOLLO 14C
 
NSSDC ID- 71-008C
 
LAUNCH DATE- 01/31/71 	 WEIGHT- 4857. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
THE APOLLO 14 	 LUNAR MODULE ILMI CONSISTED OF A LUNAR
 
LANDING CRAFT AND 	 AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
 
(ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON 
THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF 
THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS (3 DEG 39 
IH I SEC S LATITUDE. I DEG 27 NIN 55 SEC W LONGITUDE). THE 
NUCLEAR POWERED ALSEP WAS DEPLOYEO AT THE LANDING SITE AND 
INCLUDED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE SEISMIC WAVES. MAGNETIC 
FIELDS. SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION AND INTERACTION WITH THE MOON. 
LUNAR ATMOSPHERE, AND IONIC ENVIRONMENT. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON 
THE LUNAQ SURFACE FEBRUARY 5-6, 1971. 
DYAL. APOLLO 14 LHtALSEP 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER 
NSSDOC I- 7-OGC-tO 
7 
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP
 
STATUS 0= OPEBATION- INOPPABLE THREE BOOM-MOUNTED FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS CAPABLE OF MEASURING 
DAVE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- C2/0671 MAGNETIC FIELOS IN THE THREE RANGES OF PLUS TO MINUS 5o, l0. 
OR 20 GAMMAS AS SELECTED BY EARTH COMMAND. THE RESOLUTIGN WAS 
PERSONNE- 0.5 PERCENT OF FULL SCALE. A FLIP-CALIBRATE SEGUENCE DESIGNED 
01 - AL..... NASA-ARC TO DETERMINE THE ABSOLUTE ACCURACY OF THE FLUXGATE SENSORS AND 
MOFFETT FIELD, CA TO OETECT DRIFTS IN ZERO LEVELS WAS PERFORMED AUTOMATICALLY AT 
oi - C.P. SONETT ....... U OF ARIZONA i-H INTERVALS. AT A TIME SPECIFIEO By THE PRINCIPAL 
TUCSON. AZ INVESTIGATOR EBUT AFTER THE ASTRONAUTS HAD LEFT TIE LUNAR 
0I - R.L. DUBOIS ....... U OF OKLAHOMA SURFACE). A MAGNETIC FIELD SITE SURVEY WAS PERFORMED BY 
NORMAN. OK ROTATING EACH OF THE SENSORS. THE PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY WAS TO 
OI - M.G. SIMMONS .. ...... MASS INST OF TECH LOCATE ANY MAGNETIC INFLUENCES INHERENT IN THE DEPLOYMENT
 
CAMBRIDGE, MA SITE. THE SITE SURVEY WAS PERFORMED ONLY ONCE. THE EXPERIMENT
 
PROVIDED USEFUL DATA UNTIL SEPTEMBER 20, 1972 HEN THE Y-AXIS
 
TH OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO OBTAIN MORE SENSOR FAILED. DATA FROM THE X- AND Z-AXIS SENSORS WERE
 
SCI-' |IC INfORMAtION ON' THE LOCATION. STRENGTH, AND TRANSMITTED UNTIL DECEMBER 9. 173.
 
DIMENSIONS OF LOCAL MAGIETIC SOURCES. THE LUNAR PORTABLE
 
RAGNETOMETER WAS DEPLOYED BY THE ASTRONAUTS. WHO THEN TOOK
 
MEASJREMSNTS A' VA-IOUS POSITIONS NEAR THE LANDIN SITE. THE 
INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF TI.BE ORTHOGONAL FLUXGATE MAGNETIC 
SENSOS, AFTER M ASURFMENT$ WERE COMPLETE, THE ASTRONAUTS 
TURNE THE EXPERIMHMT OFF AND LEFT THE HARDWARE ON THE LUNAR 
SURACE. 
DATA SET NAME- TOTAL MAGNETIC FIEBD MAGNITUDE AND
 
COMPONENTS ON MICROFILM
 
NMSDC 10- 710-43C-03A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT RSDC
 
DATA SET NAP-	PeMANENT MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND TIME PERIOD COVERED- 073t/? TO 09/20'72
 
COMPONENTS (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
NESOC 1D- 7I-OOBC-IOA 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- B REELIS) OF MICROFILM 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA S-T- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-AN MICROFILM. GENERATED AT 
NSSDC FROM HARDCOPY ORIGINAL PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 02/06tTI TO 02/06/7% EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONTAINS 30 OR 60 JIN OF DATA. THREE­
(AS VERIFIED BY MSEOCI OR SIX-SSC AVERAGED VALUES OF MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND OF 
EACH OF THREE COMPONENTS ARE PLOTTED PER FRAME. THE COORDINATE 
QUANTITY 0= DATA- I BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUM(S) SYSTEM USED HAS THE X-AXIS NORMAL TO THE LOCAL SURFACE. AND 
THE Y- AND Z-AXIS NORMAL TO X AND DIRECTED EASTWARD AND 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF VALUES OF THE LUNAR SURFACE NORTIWARD. RESPECTIVELY. THERE ARE VERY FEW DATA GAPS.
 
RENANENT MAGNE'IC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND CARTESIAN COMPONENTS
 
TAKEN AT TWO IDENTIPIMOD LUNAR SURFACE SITES AT FRA NAURO BY
 
THE AFO-LO 1 ASTRONAUTS. THE DATA ARE FOUND IN AN UNPUBLISHED 
NASA-ARC REPORT. 'LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER DATA.' 
DATA SET NAME- 0.3-SEC MAGNETIC VECTORS ON TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 71-063C-03B
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP 	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO ISC, ALSEP 15 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/I7 TO 09/20/72 
LEN 1, ROVER 15 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
C 5366 
QUANTZTY OF OATA- I3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 71-063C 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERINENTER-SUPPLIED MAGNETIC 
LAUNCH DATE- 0/26/71 .WEIGHT- 12700. IN TAPES WPITTEN IN 5O6-BPI, T-TRACK. OS BINARY FORMAT ON AN IBM 
7040/7094 COMPUTE S. LOGICAL 'AND PHYSICAL RECORDS HAVE 751 AND 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 46O WOFDS RESPECTIVELY. EACH LOGICAL DATA RECORD CONTAINS THE 
TIME FOR THE FIRST OATA POINT. ANO THE CARTESIAN COMPONENTS OF 
THE APOLLO I5 LUNAR MODULE (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR 500 SUCCESSIVE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS. SINCE ONE DATA POINT 
l 
LANDING _ AF. A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRVI' AND AN APOLLO WAS OBTAINED EVERY 0.3 SEC. EACH LOGICAL RECORD COVERS 2.5 IMN 
LUNAR SURPAC EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED OF DATA. FIELD COMPONENTS ARE GIVEN IN A COORDINATE SYSTEM 
SCIENTIFIC EXOFRIMNS TO BE LEFT 04 THE MOON AFTER COMPLETION WITH X RADIALLY OUTWARD FROM THE LOCAL LUNAR SURFACE AND Y AND 
OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THE MISSION. SHE LM LANDED I THE Z TANGENT TO THE SURFACE AND DIRECTED EASTWARD AND NORTHWARD, 
NORTH CENTRAL PART OF THW MOON (26 DEG A MIN 54 SEC N RESPECTIVELY. TYPICALLY EACH TAPE CONTAINS THREE DAYS OF 
LATITUDE. 3 DIG 39 NIN 30 SEC E LONSITUDE). AT THE FOOT OF THE DATA. THE DATA COVER THE PERIOD FROM JULY 31, 1971. TO 
APENNINE MOUNTAIN RANGE. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING SEPTEMBER 20. 1972, WITH VIRTUALLY DO0 PERCENT COMPLETENESS. 
SITE. THE LAV WAS USED OURING THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES 
(EVA) TO EXTEND THE DANCE OF MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION. THE 
NUCLEAR-P3WEREA ALSFP CONTAINED SEISMIC. MAGNETIC FIELDS. 
LUNAR ATMOSPHERIC CO4ODSITION, ION COMPOSITION LUNAR DUST. 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION. HEAT LOSS. AND SOLAR CELL RADIATION 
DAMAGE EXPERIMNTS. THE LI ITSELF WAS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE 
JULY 30-AUGUS" 2. 1q71. 
DATA SET NAME- FILTERED AND DECIMATED MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ED- 71-063C-03C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSODC
 
DYAL, AP3LLO 15 LMIALSEP 	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31171 TO OE8iS/71
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR SURFACE NAGNETOMETER 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC 10- 71-C63C-03 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A SAMPLE 7-TAC, 5-PEI. OCO 
STATUS 0= OPERATION- INOPEPABLE MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING FILTERED -AD DECIMATED MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDOED- 09120/72 DATA AS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTRE. THE TAPE CONTAINS A 
HEADER RECORD' AND SUCCESSIVE GROUPS OF THREE PHYSICAL RECORDS. 
PERSONNE. WHERE EACH SUCH GROUP CONSTITUTES ONE LOGICAL RECORO. THE 
A1 - 0 DYAL ........... N ASA-ARC 1602-CHARACTER HEADER RECORD INCLUDES THE DEGREE OF DECIMATION 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA AMD THE FILTER WEIGHTS USED. THE FIRST PHYSICAL RECORD IN 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE TIME OF THE FIRST SUBSEQUENT 
THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE VECTOR. THE SECOND AND THIRD PHYSICAL RECORDS EACH CONTAIN 5O 
THE MAGNITUDE AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETIC VECTDRS CCARTESIAN COMPONENTS IN ALSEP COORDINATES 
MAGNETIC FIELD IN ORDER TO DETERRINE THE INTERNAL ELECTRICAL AND FIELD MAGNITUDE). NSSOC WILL HOLD A LIST OF TINES FOR 
PROPERTIES [P THE NOON. THE DETECTOR PACKAGE CONSISTED OF WHICH THE ORIGINAL DATA WERE SUBJECT TO FILTERING AND 
8 
APOLLO 15.SUBSATELLITE APOLLO 16.LM/ALSEP
 
DECIMATION AND WILL ACOUIRE APPROPRIATE TAPES FROM THE TRIAXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS. THESE OATA-ARE BLOCKED
 
EXPERIMENTER AS PEOUEST ACTIVITY WAPRAWTS. WITH 560 WORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. TIMES ARE IN
 
MILLISECONDS.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO IS SUBSATELLITE 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF TR1AIAL 192-SEC AVG MAGNETIC 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO ISD 05377 FIELD DATA ON I6-MM MICROFILM 
P+FS 
Kss5CC 10 TI06o3p-Q2O 
NEC ID- 71-0630,
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
LAUNCH DATE- IS/D4flI 	 WEIGHT- 41. KG
 
LN 
 TIME PERIOD COVERED- B8/04/71 TO 02/03/72 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) -
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 01/22/73 
GUANTITY OF.DATA- 6 REEtAS) OF MICROFILM 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
OR8IT TYPE- SELENOCENIRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/04/71 THESE 16-MM MICROFILM REELS' GENERATED BY NASAfJSC FOR 
ORBIT PERIOD- 119.8 MIN INCLINATION- a8.7 DEG THE EXPERIMENTER CONTAIN TWO TYPES OF PLOTS. THE FIRST OR 'A' 
pERIAPSIS- 102.05 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 141.31 KM ALT PLOTS CONTAIN 192-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC X. Y. AND Z COMPONENTS 
IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES AND TOTAL FIELDOMAGNETUDE PLOTTED 
A SUBSATELLITE OF THE APOLLO 15 MISSION CARRIED AGAINST TIME FOR ONE ORBIT PER FRAME. SPACECRAFT COORDINATES 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS HAVE X AND Y IN THE SPIN PLAWE. WITH X ALONG THE PROJECTION-OF
 
AND SOLAR FLARES. THE SUBSATELLITE WAS DEPLOYED FROM THE THE EARTH-SUNLINE. THE Z DIRECTION LIES ALONG THE SPACECRAFT
 
COMMAND SERVICE MODULE'S SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE BAY SPIN AXIS. WHICH IS NEAPLY -PERPENDICIAR TO THE ECLIPTIC
 
WHILE APOLLO IS WAS IN LUNAR ORBIT. THE SUBSATELLiTE SPIN AXIS PLANE. NO SENSOR DRIFT CORRECTIONS HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO THE Z 
WAS APPROXIMATELY PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. THE COMPONENT OF THE DATA PRIOR TO PLOTTING. BUT DRIFTS.ARE 
SUBSATELLITE SPIN' RATE STABILIZED AT ABOUT 12 RPM AFTER BOO EXPECTED TO BE WITHIN 0.27 TO -0.87 GAMMA. OFFSET DRIFTS ARE 
DEPLOYMEnT. THE SUBSATELLTIE HBO THREE ECUALLY SPACED. FOLDED TABULATED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. ALONG WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW 
BOOMS MOUNTED AROUND ITS BASE. THESE BOOMS DEPLOYED TO APPLY THEM. THE SECOND SET. OR'. PLOTS CONTAIN 
AUTOMATICALLY AT LAUNCH TO A LENGTH OF ABOUT 1.5 M. THE ENGINEERING PARAMETERS. SPIN PERIODS, AND DATA FROM THE 
SUBSATELLITE PROVIDE ABOUT 6 MONTHS OF DATA-COVERAGE BEFORE 2 BERKELEY PARTICLE EXPERIMENT 71-0630-01 FOR THE SHIELDED AND 
SUCCESSIVE ELECTRONIC FAILURES IN FEBRUARY 1972 CAUSED THE 	 UNSHIELDED DETECTORS.
 
LOSS OF HOST OF THE DATA CHANNELS. THE SURVIVING DATA CHANNELS 
WERE MONITORED INTERMITTENTLY UNTIL JUNE 1972 AND THEN MORE OR 
LESS coNTI NuIUSLY UNTIL JANUARY t9V3. WHEN GROUND SUPPORT WAS 
TERMINATED, 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM LISTINGS OF 192-SEC AVG
 
MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS AND MAGNITUDE
 
NSSOC ID- 71-063D-02C
 
COLEMAN. JR.. APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
EXPERIMENT NAME- BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 080471 TO Ot/0t72 
NISOC ID- |-O63D-02 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE DUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REELIS) OF MICROFILM -
OATE LAST USABLE'DATA RECORED-'0203/72 
THESE. REELS OF IS-MM MICROFILM GIERATED AT NASAIJSC FOR 
PERSN.[E,. THE EXPERIMENTER CONTAIN 192 SEC AVERAGED MAGNETOMETER DATA 
PI - FJ. COLEMAN. JR. .. U OF CALIF. LA PRESENTED AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. THESE DATA LISTINGS CONTAIN 
LOS ANGELES. CA X, Y. &ND.Z VECTOR'COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES WHERE 
S. 	 THE X AND, Y AXES LIE IN THE SPACECPAFT SPIN PLANE, WITH A 
THE PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MOON AND ALONG THE PROJECTION OF THE EARTH-SUN LINE. THE Z AXISIS
 
THE INTERACTIONS OF THE SOLAR PLASMA WITH THE MOON WERE ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND IS APPROXIMATELY ALONG THE
1 
DETERMINED USING A 00 4-DELOYED BIAXIAL TWO FLUXGATE NORTHWARD NORMAL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. ALSO LISTED ARE 
MAGNETOMETER. ONE SENSOR WAS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND THE SHIELDED COUNTS FROM THE 
AXIS AN WAS SAMPLED ONCE EVERY 2 SEC OR ABOUT TWO TINES PER BERKELEY EXPERIMENT (I). SPACECRAFT STATE INFORMATION ARE 
REVOLUTION. AND THE OTHER WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THIS AXIS AND ALSO TABULATED. 
WAS SAMPLED ONCE PER SEC. A SUN PULSE GENERATOR WAS USED TO 
PROVIDE' SPIN PHASE INFORMATION NEEDED FOR VECTOR FIELD 
CALCULATIONS.- THE TWO DYNAMIC RANGES OF EACH SENSOR WERE PLUS 
OR MINUS' SO GAMMAS AND PLUS OR RINUS 200 GAMMAS. DATA WERE 
OBTAINED I" REA TIME AT A HIGH INFORMATION BIT RATE AND IN 
RECORDED MODE . ONCE EVERY I2 OR 24 SEC. FAILURE OF THE 
TELEXETRY SYSTEM ON FEBRUARY 3, 1972. TERMINATED THE USEFUL 
LIFE OF THE EXPERIMENT. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ALSEP 16. LEM 16 
ROVER 16, 06005 
-APOLLO IOC 
NSSDC ID T2-031C
 
DATA SET NAME- 2-SEC TIME RESOLUTION BIAXIAL LAUNCH DATE-,'D/16/72 WEIGHT- S010. XG 
VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS ON TAPE 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
NSSDC ID- 72-0630-02A 
THE APOLLO 16 LUNAR MODULE ILAI CONSISTED OF A LUNAR 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA 'AT NSSOC 	 LANDING CRAFT.- A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV). AND AN APOLLO 
LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/04/71 O 02/03/72 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS TO BE LEFT ON THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THE MISSION. THE LK LANDED 
IN THE DESCARTES HIGHLAND REGION JUST NORTH OF THE CRATER 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 29 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE DOLLAND AT 8 DEG 59 MIN SB SEC S LATITUDE. AND 15 DEG 31 MIN 
12 SEC E LONGITUDE. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING 
THESE MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED BY NASA/JSC FOR THE SITE. THE LRV WAS USED DURING EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES (EVA) 
EXPERIMENTER CONTAIN St-SEC MAGNETIC FIELD BATA AND TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION. THE 
ENGINEERING DATA' EVERY ,192 SEC, THE BASIC CYCLE TINE FOR TE NUCLEAR-POWERED ALSEP PACKAGE CONTAINED SEISMIC. MAGNETIC 
SUB-SATELLITE. THESE DATA ARE ON UNIVAC 1108 7-TRACK MAGNETIC 	 FIELD, AND HEAr FLOW EXPERIMENTS. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON THE 
TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 IGPt AN) OOD PARITY WITH 36-BIT WORDS. LUNAR SURFACE APRIL 21-24. 102. 
CONTAINED IN THE DATA ARE TIME. 'VARIOUS DATA RELEVANT TO 
SPACECRAFT POSITION AND HOUSEKEEPING. AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
MEASUREMENTS TRANSVERSE AND PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
 
AXES. WHICH ALONG WITH THE SUN PULSE INFORMATION YIELD OIRlVIV$At A9 OF POORQUA1TI 
APOLLO 16'LM/ALSEP APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
DYAL. APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP TIME PERIOD COVERED- O12f172 TO O4.2372 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER Q
QUANTITY OF-OATA- I BOOK(S) OR BOUNO VOLUME(S)
 
NSSDC ID- 72-031C-02
 N THIS- DATA 
SET CONSISTS OF VALUES 
OF THE OBSERVED
 
STATUS OP OPEpATIDN- NORMAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND COMPONENTS TAKEN AT FOUR
 
IDENTIFIED LUNAR SURFACE SITES BYTHE APOLLO 16 ASTRONAUTS.
 
PERSONNEL THE OATA ARE FOJND IN AN UNPUBLISHED NASA-ARC REPORT. 'LUNAR 
- PF. OYAL .......... NASA-ARC PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER DATA.-
MOFFETT FIELO CA 
OT - C.W. PARKIN ....... .. NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
Ol - C.P. SONETT ....... U CF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A TRIAXI. FLUXOATE 
MAGNETOMmTER AND WAS PART OF A THReE'STATION NETWORK (APOLLO SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 16 SUSSATELLITE 
12 15,16) INTENDED TO YIELD INFORMATION ON THE INTERNAL 
ELECTROMAGNE'TC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOON.. FLIPPABLE ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO lAD. 06O0 
SENSORS WERE LOCATED 75-CM ABOVE THE LUNAR SURFACE AT THE ENDS 
OF THREE ORTHOGONAL 100-C BOOMS. SENSOR ORIENTATION WAS NSSDC I0- 72-0310 
INITIALLY DETERMINED BY THE ASTRONAUTS USING A'BUBBLE LEVEL 
AND A SHADOWGRAPH. AND HAS SEEN SUBSEQUENTLY MONITORED (WITH LAUNCH DATE- 04/2472 WEIGHT- 36. NO 
AN ACCURACY OF 0.2 DEGREES) BY GRAVITY-LEVEL SENSORSZ- EACH 
SENSOR COULD BE OPERATED IN THE RANGES FROM MINUS TO PLUS SD* STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERASLE 
10. OR 200 GAMMAS. WITH A 0.1-GAMMA RESOLUTION. FREQUENCY DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0529/72 
RESPONSE WAS FROM 0 TO 3 HZ. THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED 
NORMALLY CROM EMPLACEMENT TO JULY 24. k972. WHEN THE SENSOR ORBIT PARAMETERS 
FLIP MECHANISM FAILED. THE EXPERIMENT CONTINUED IN THIS STATE. ORBIT TYPE- SILENOOEITRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/1247Z 
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15. 1973, WHEN A LONG PERIOD OF INTERMITTENT ORBIT PERIOD- 119.4 MIN INCLINATION- 1S1.2 DEG 
INSTRUMENT OPERATION ENSUED. ON AUGUST I7. 1973, THE PERIAPIS- 103.49 KE ALT . APOAPSIS- 135.90 .W ALT 
INSRUMENTRETURNED TO A FULLY OFERATIONAL CONDITION. 
THE SUBSATE..ITE OF THlE APOLLO 16 MISSION CARRIED
 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
 
AND ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES. THE BUBSATELLITE WAS DEPLOYED
 
-FROM THE COMMAND SERVICE MODULE'S SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE
 
(SIM DAY WHILE APOLLO 06 WAS IN LUNAR ORBIT. THE SIBSATIE.LITE 
SPIN AXIS WAS APPROXIMATELY PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE. ITS SPIN RATE STABILIZED AT ABOUT 12 RPM AFTER BOOM 
DATA SET NAME- TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND DEPLOYMENT. THE SUBSATELLITE HAD THREE EQUALLY SPACED. FOLDED 
COMPONENTS ON MICROFILM BOOMS MOUNTEB AROUND ITS BASE. THESE BOOMS DEPLOYED 
AUTOMATICALLY AT LAUNCH TO A LENGTH OF ABOUT 1.5 M. THE 
NSSDC ID- 72-031C-03A SUBSATELLITE PREMATURELY IMPACTED WITH THE MOON ON MAY 20, 
1972. ArTER 34 DAYS (425 REVOLUTIONS) IN ORBIT. 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0-1t'72 TO 1/Lt/73
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-M MICROFILM. GENERATED AT COLEMAN. JR.. APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE 
NSSOC FROM HARDCOPY ORIGINAL PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONTAINS 30 OR 60 NIN OF DATA. THREE- EXPERIMENT NAME- BIAXIAL FLU.GATE MAGNETOMETER 
OR SIX-SEC AVerAGE VALUES OF MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND OF 
EACH OF THREE CARTESIAN COMPONENTS ARE PLOTTED PER FRAME. THE NSSDC ID- 72-031D-02 
COORDINATE SYSTEM USED HAS THE X-AXIS NORMAL TO THE LOCAL
 
SURFACE. AND THE Y- AND Z-AXIS NORMAL TO THE X-AXIS AND STATUS OF OPERATION-INOPERA0LE
 
DIRECTED EASTWARD AND NORTHWARD. RESPECTIVELY. THERE ARE VERY DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 05t29/T
 
FEW DATA GAPS.
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - P.J. COLEMAN. JR. ... U OF CALIF. LA
 
LOS ANGELES. CA
 
THE APOLLO 16 LUNAR-GRBITING SUBSATEL.LETE MAGNETOMETER
 
WAS A BDOM-6SPLOTED BIAXIAL FLUXdATE INSTRUMENT. ONE O ITS
 
AXES LAY ALONG THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. THE OTHER LAY IN THE
 
OVAL. AP3LLO 16 LM/ALSEP SPIN PLANE. A SUN PULSE SECTOR GENERATOR PROVIDED TIS PHASE
 
INFORMATION NEEDED TO OBTAIN THE DIRECTION OF THlE MAGNETIC
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER VECTOR. THE SPIN RATE WAS S.I7S SEC. THE INSTRUMENT OPERATED 
IN TWO MODES. PLUS' OR MINUS 50 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR MINUS 100 
NSDC 10- 72-03IC-0 GAMMAS OTHERWISE IT WAS IDENTICAL TO THE APOLLO IS 
SUBSATELLITE MAGNETOMETER 71-0630-02. THE INSTRUMENT'S USEFUL 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INDERABLE LIFE WAS TERMINATED ON MY 29. 1972, WHEN THE SATELLITE 
DATE LAST USAM-E DATA RECORDED- 04'23/72 IMPACTED THE MOON. 
PERSONNEL 
P - P. OVAL ....... . NASA-ARCI 

MOFFETT FIELD, CA
 
TH OBJ.ECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO OBTAIN MORE
 
SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION ON THE LOCATION, STRENGTH. AND
 
DIMENSIONS OF LOCAL MAGNETIC SOURCES. THE LUNAR PORTABLE DATA SET NAME- 24-SEC TIME RESOLUTION BIAXIAL
 
MAGNETOMETER WAS DEPLOYED BY THE ASTRONAUTS. WHO THEN TOOK VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS ON TAPE
 
MEASUREMENTS A" VAPIOUS POSITIONS HEAR THE LANDING SITE. THE
 
INSTRUMENT CONSISTEO OF THREE ORTHOGONAL FLUXGATE MAGNETIC NSSDC ID- 7Z-031D-OZA
 
SENSORS. AFTER NEASURENENTS WERE COMPLETED. THE ASTRONAUTS
 
TURNED THE EXPE"IMENT OFF AND LEFT THE HARDWARE 0M THE LUNAR AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-
 04'S/72 TO 05/29172
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 9 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED .Y NASAlJSC FOR THE 
EXPERIMENTER CONTAIN 24-SEC MAGNETIC FIELD DATA AND 
DATA SET NAME- TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND ENGINEERING DATA EVERY 192 SEC. THE BASIC CYCLE TIME FOR THE
 
COMPONENTS SUB-SATELLITE. THESE DATA ARE WRITTEN ON BIO BPI, OP0 PARITY.
 
36-BIT WORD UNIVAC 1108. 7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPES. CONTAIHED IN 
NSSOC ID- 72-031C-OBA THE DATA ARE TIME. VARIOUS DATA RELEVANT TO SPACECRAFT 
POSITION AND HOUSEKEEPING. AND THE TRANSVERSE AND PARALLEL 
10 
APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE/ATS 1
 
MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS WHICH ALONG WITH THE SUN PULSE 
INFORMATION YTELD TRIAXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS. THESE 
DATA ARE ILOCKED WITH 560 WORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. TIMES 
ARE N ILLISECONDS. 
DATA SET NARE- PLOTS OF TRIACIAL 19Z-SEC AVG MAGNETIC 

FIELD DATA ON 16-MM MICROFILM 

NSSDC ID- 72-OSID-OO 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NGSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- &/25/I TO 05/2/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE 16-M MICROFILM GENERATED AT 4SC FOR THE 
t
 
EXPERIMENTER CONTAIN TWO TYPES OF PLOTS. THE FIRST OR A. 
PLOTS CONTAIN 192-SEC AVG MAGNETIC X- Y. AND I COMPONENTS IN 

SPACECRAFT COORDINATES AND TOTAL FIELD MAGNITUDE PLOTTED
 
AGAINST TIME FOR ONE ORBIT PER FRAME. SPACECRAFT COORDINATES 

HAVE X AND Y IN THE SPIN PLANE WITH X ALONG THE PROJECTION OF
 
THE EARTH-SUN LINE IN THE SPIN PANE AND Y ROUGHLY OPPOSITE 

THE DIRECTION OF PLANETARY NOTION. THE Z DIRECTION IS
 
NORTHWARD RELATIVE TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND ALONG THE S/C 

SPIN AXIS. NO SENSOR DRIFT CORRECTIONS HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO
 
THE Z-COMPONENT OF THE DATA PRIOR TO PLOTTING BUT DRIFTS ARE 

EXPECTED TO BE WITHIN -0.27 TO -0.R7 GAMMA. OFFSET DRIFTS ARE 
TABULATED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. ALONG WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW 
TO APPLY THEM. THE SECOND SET OF PLOTS. OR 'S' POTS. CONTAIN 
ENGINEERING PARAMETERS. SPIN PERIODS. AND DATA FROM THE 
SHIELDED AND UNSHI SLDED DETECTORS OF THE BERKELEY PARTICLE 
EXPERIMENY (72-031-011. 

DATA SET NAME- LISTINGS OF SUSSATELLITE HAGNETrnETER 

VECTORS ON MICROFILM 

HESOC ID- 72-0310-02C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- G257Z TO OS129IT2 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS -REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT JSC FOR THE 

EXPERIMENTER CONTAINS t9-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETOMETER DATA 

PRESENTED AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. THESE DATA LISTINGS CONTAIN
 
X, Y. AND Z VECTOR COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES WHERE
 
THE X AXIS IS ALONG THE PROJECTION OF THE EARTH-SUN LINE ONTO
 
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PLANE, THE- Y AXIS IS ANTIPARALLEL TO THE
 
PLANETARY MoTIoN. AND THE Z AXIS IS ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN
 
AXIS. APPROXIMATELY ALONG THE NORTHWARD NORMAL TO THE ECLIPTIC
 
PLANS. ALSO LISTED ARE MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE. IHE SHIELDED
 
COUNTS FROM THE BERKELEY EXPERIMENT (0I), AND SPACECRAFT STATE 

INFORMATION. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS I
 
ALTERNATE NAMES AIS-. 02609 
NSSC ID- B6-IIOA 
LAUNCH DATE- 1/0766 	 WEIGHT- 352. KG 

STATUSOFOPERATION-PARTIAL 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12ZO /66 

ORBIT PERIOD-	 1466. IN INCLINATION- 0.'3 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 3552.0KM ALT APOARPSIS- 3687.0 KM ALT 

ATS I (APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE) WAS DESIGNED 
AND LAUNCHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF (1) TESTING NEW CONCEPTS IN 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN, PROPULSION, AND STABILIZATION, (2) 
COLLECTING NIGH-UALITY CLOUDCOVER PICTURES AND RELAYING 
PROCESSED METEOROLOGICAL DATA VIA AN EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS
 
SATELLITE. (3) PROVIDING IN SITU MEASUREVENTS OF THE AEROSPACE 
EMVIRONMEHT. AND (4) TESTING IMPROVED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. 
THE SP!'-STABILIZED SPACECPAFT WAS CYLINDRICALLY SHAPED AND 

MEASURED 135 	CM LONG AND 142 IN IN DIAMETER. THE PRIMARY
 
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS WERE A HONEYCoMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND 

THRUST tUBE. 	SUPPORT RODS EXTENDEO RADIALLY OUTWARD FROM THE
 
THRUST TUBE AND WERE AFFIXED TO SOLAR PANELS THAT FORMED THE 
OUTER WALLS OF THE SPACECRAFT. EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS AND 
PAYLOAD WERE MOUNTED IN THE ANNULAR SPACE BETWEEN THE THRUST 
TUBE AND SOLAR PANELS. IN ADDITION TO SOLAR PANELS. THE
 
SPACECRAFT WAS EOUIPPED WITH TWO RECHARGEABLE NICKEL-CADMIUM
 
BATTERIES TO 	 PROVID ELECTRICAL POWER. EIGHT lED-CM-LONG VHF
 
EXPERIMENT WHIP ANTENAS WERE MOUNTED AROUND THE AFT END OF
 
THE SPACECRAFT, WHILE EIGHT TELEMETRY AND COMMAND ANTENNAS
 
WERE PLACED ON THE FORWARD END SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND
Y 23-IG HYDROGEN
ACCOPISHD
ORBITAL CORRECTIONS WERE 

PEROXIDE AND HYDRAZINE TIUSTERS, WHICH WERE ACTIVATED BY 
GROUND COMMAD. THE SATELLITE WAS INITIALLY PLACED AT 151.16 
DEG W LONGITUDE OVER THE PACIFIC OCEAN IN A GEOSTATIONARY 
EQUATORIAL OBBIT, IN GENERAL, MOST OF THE EXPERIMENTS WERE 
SUCCESSFUL. DATA COVERAGE WAS HIGH UNTIL ABOUT 1970, AFTER 
WHICH LIMITED REAL-TIME DATA ACQUISITION WAS CARRIED OUT BY 
NOAA UVTIL THE MAY 1974 LAUNCH OF SES I. LIMITED ATE I DATA 
ACOUISITION WAS BEGUN BY NASA AT ABOUT THAT TIME ROR ATS I -
ATE 6 CORRELATIVE STUDIES. 
COLEMAN, JR., ATS I
 
EXPERIKENT NAME- BIAXIA FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
NSSOC 1D- 66-IOA-02
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PERSONNEL 
P - P.J. COLEMAN, JR- --... U OF CALIF. LA 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
THIS BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER MEASURED VECTOR 
MAGNETIC FIELDS AT SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE. ONE SENSOR WAS 
MOUNTED IN THE SPIN PLANE OF THE SPACECRAFT AND ONE ALONG THE 
SPIN AXIS. USING THE ONBOARD SUN SENSOR- TRIAXIAL VECTOR 
MeASUREMENTS WERE DEDUCED. AS THE SENSOR WAS MOUNTED ON ONLY A 
I5-CM BOO . IT HAS SUFFERED FROM SERIOUS SPAC ECRAFT 
INTERFERENCE. THOUGH MEASUREMENT PRECISION WAS ABOUT 0.5 
GAMMA, INTERFERENCE FIELDS WERE OF THE ORDER OF THE AMBIENT 
FIELO4S PROCEDURES FOR OFFSET CORRECTIONS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED 
AND I LEMENTED FOB ABOUT 95 PERCENT OF THE INTERFERENCE 
SOURCES TO A 15-SEC TIME RESOLUTION, ALSO SPECTRAL ANALYSES OF 
WAVE MODES PRESENT WERE POSSIBLE TO A 0.32-SEC TIME 
RESOLUTION. THUS OC FIELDS WERE OBTAINABLE FROM THIS DATA UP 
TO IS-SEC TIME RESOLUTION. AND WAVE DATA UP TO 1.5 HZ. CERTAIN 
NONMAGINE CORRCTABLE OFFAETS STILL PLAGUE REDUCED DATA FROW 
THIS EXPERIMENT. BUT THESE ARE IDENTIFIABLE AND HAND 
CORRECTABLE. THE ONSOARD SUN SENSOR FAILED NOVEMBER 2. 1969.
 
HOWEVER. THE SUN CAUSED A NOISE MODULATION OF THE SPINNING
 
SPACECRAFT SO THAT EVEN AFTER THIS TIME. WITH SOME EFFORT.
 
VECTOR DATA WERE EXTRACTABLE FROM ThE TELEMETERED DATA. DATA
 
COVERAGE WAS ABOUT 90 PERCENT THROUGH AUGUST 1968. DURING
 
AUGUST 1968 TO NOVEMBER 1969. COVERAGE DROPPED TO 0 PERCENT.
 
DATA WERE RECORDED BY NOAA. BOULDER. STARTING IN OCTOBER IS70.
 
COVERAGE WAS ABOUT ad pERCENT.
 
DATA SET NAN-	 ZE-HIN AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON FILM 
NESOC ID- 66-I10A-02B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- It/I/67 TO 12/29f68
 
(ASVERIFIED BY NSSOCI
 
DUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE 16-MM REELS OF MICROFILM MADE AT NSSDC FARO 
CALCOMP PLOTS GENERATED AT UCLA ARE OF 2.S MIN AVERAGED 
MACHINe-CORRECTED REDUCED HAGNETONETER DATA PRESENTED IN THE 
UCLA V-D-H 	 COORDINATE SYSTEM WHERE (k) THE H AXIS IS 
ANTIPARALLEL TO THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC DIPOLE AXIS, (2) THE V
 
AXIS IS RADIALLY OUTWARD IN THE MAGNETIC EQUATORIAL PLANE. AND
 (3) THE D AXIS IS AZIMUTHALLY EASTWARD. PLOTTED AGAINST COMMON 
TIME ARE THE 3 MAGNETIC FIELD CARTESIAN COMPONENTS AND AN 
INDICATOR OF THE SATELLITE STATE VECTOR. WHICH IS USEFUL IN 
IDENTIFYING OFFSET CHANGES THAT ARE NOT CORRECT4D BY MACHINE 
IN THE PLOTTED DATA. 
DATA SET NAME- 2S.-MIN AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM
 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON TAPE
 
NSSOC ID- 66.IDGA-0C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
11
 
ATS VATS 5
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 120766 TO S2tI9'68 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THESE THREE EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 7-TRACK. 800-BPI
 
MAGNETIC TAPES CONTAIN DATA FROM DECEMBER 7. 1966, TO DECEMBER
 
29. 1968, WRIJTEN IN A BCD FOQHAT WITH 80 CHARACTERS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD. AND 3204 CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THESE 
TAPES CONTAIN TIME. THE SPACECRAFT STATE VECTOR. AND 1.5 MIN 
AVERAGED CARTESIAN MAGNETIC FIELD IN V-D-H COORDINATES. THE H 
AXIS IS ANTIPARALLEL TO THE EARTHS MAGNETIC DIPOLE AXIS. THE 
V AXIS IS RADIALLY OUTMAMO IN THE MAGNETIC EDUATORIAL PLANE. 
AND THE D AXIS IS AZIMUTHALLY EASTWARD. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE 
FILE. THESE DATA HAVE BEEN CORRECTED POP OFFSETS BY MACHINE AS 
MUCH AS POSSIBLE. THEY STILL CONTAIN SOME OFFSET ERRORS. BUT 
CONSIDERATION OF THE SPACECRAFT STATE VECTOR ALLOWS CORRECTION
 
FOR THESE BY HAND. 

DATA SET NAME- 15-SEC AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON FILM 
NSDC ID- 66-IIOA-D2D 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 121D/66 TO 12/29/68 
(AS VERIPIED BY NssDCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THESE 35-MM MICROFILM WES MADE AT HSSDC FROM CALCOMP 
PLOTS GENERATED AT UCLA OF 2S-SEC AVERAGED MACHINE 'CORRECTED 
REDUCED MAGNETONETER DATA PRESENTED IN THE UCLA V-O-H 
COORDINATE SYSTEM. THE H AXIS IS ANTIPARALLEL TO THE EARTH'S 
MAGNETIC DIPOLE AXIS THE V AXIS IS RADIALLY OUTWARD IN THE 
MAGNETIC EOUATORIAL PLANE AND THE D AXIS IS AZIMUTHALLY 
EASTWARD. PLOTTED AGAINST COMMON TIME ARE THE THREE MAGNETIC 
FIELD CARTESIAN COMPONENTS AND AN INDICATOR OF THE SATELLITE 
STATE VECTOR, WHICH IS USEFUL IN IDENTIFYING OFFSET CHANGES 
THAT COL-D NOT BE CORRECTED BY MACHINE IN THE PLOTTED DATA. 
DATA SET NAME- I -SEC AVG VECTOR'MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM
 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON TAPE 

NSSCC 1D- 66-IIOA-02E 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I2/0,'T66 TO 12129/O0 
(A1 VERI"FIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 22 AEL(S OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THESE 22 EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 7-TRACK 800-BPI MAGNETIC
 
TAPES CONTAIN DATA FROM DECEMBER 7. 1966. TO DECEMBER 29. 
1958. WRITTEN IN A BCD FORMAT WITH S0 CHARACTERS PER LOGICAL 
RECORD. AND 3204 CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THESE TAPES 
CONTAIN TIME, THE SPACECRAFT STATE VECTOR. AND 15 SEC AVERAGED 
DATA IN BOTH GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES AND THE 
UCLA V-D-H COORDINATES WITH THE H AXIS ANTIPARALLEL TO THE 
EARTHS MAGNETIC DIPOLE AXIS. THE V AXIS RADIALLY OUTWARD IN 
THE MAGNETIC EQUATORIAL PLANE, AND THE 0 AXIS AZIMUTHALLY 
EASTWARD. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. AND ABOUT 40 DAYS OF 
DATA. THESE DATA HAVE BEEN CORRECTED FOR OFFSETS BY MACHINE AS 
MUCH AS POSSIBLE. THEY STILL CONTAIN SOME OFFSET ERRORS. BUT 
CONSIDQERATION OF THE SPACECRAFT STATE VECTOR ALLOWS CORRECTION 
FOR THESE BY HAND. 
DATA SET NAME- SPACECRAFT AND EXP ERIMENT COMMAND LOG AS 

A MULTIDIMENSIONAL VECTOR ON TAPE
 
NSSDC TO- 66-IICA-02G 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I2/07/66 TO 12131/6a
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
CONTAINS THREE FILES. REPRESENTING OPERATION IN 1966. 1967. 
AND 1968. THE 9-TRACK ODD PARITY 800-SPI TAPE HAS EBCOIC 
LOGICAL RECORDS OF 133 BYTES BLOCKED TO 7182 BYTES PER 
PHYSICAL RECORD. THE DATA CONTAINED ARE THE LISTINGS OF THE 
OCTAL COMMANDS SENT TO THE ATS SATELLITE FROM DECEMBER 7. 1966
 
TO DECEMBER 31. 1968. THESE COMMAND LOGS WERE REQUIRED TO MAKE
 
THE MACHINE CORRECTIONS APPLIED TO THE MAGNETOMETER OATA FROM
 
THIS SPACECRAFT. A MICROFILUED LISTING OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS
 
TAPE IS ALSO AVAILABLE AT NSOC A6G6--110A-0F).
 
SPACECRAFT OINON NAME- ATS 5
 
ALTERNATE NAMES-	PL-6928. ATS­
04068
 
HSSDC ID- 69-069A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 0Rt12/69 	 WEIGHT- 821. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/23/69
 
ORBIT pERIOD- 1463. NIN INCLINATION- 2.6 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 35760.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36894.0 KM ALT
 
AT$ 5 WAS AN EQUATORIAL-ORBITING SYNCHRONOS--ALTITUDE
 
TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE INTENDED TO TEST VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
AND EARTH OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEMS. ALSO INCLUDED ON BOARD WERE 
PARTICLE. ELECTRIC FIELD. AND MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS. 
BECAUSE OF A MALFUNCTION. THE INTENDED GRAVITY GRADIENT 
STABILIZATION MECHANISM COULD NOT BE DEPLOYED. AND ATS S WAS 
STABILIZED IN A SPINNING MODE AOUT SPACECRAFT Z AXIS AT 
APPROXIMATELY 71 RPM. ALL EXPERIMENTS WHICH DEPENDE ON THE 
PLANNED GRAVITY GRADIENT STABILIZATION WERE ADVERSELY AFFECTED 
TO VARYING DEGREES. AND THE MISSION WAS DECLARED A FAILURE.
 
HOWEVER. SOME OF THE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS. INCLUDING THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR AND THE PARTICLE EXPERIMENTS. RETURNED 
USABLE DATA DURING THE CPERATIONAL LIFETIME OF THE MISSION.
 
ATS S WAS POSITIONED AT ABOUT WE bEG W LONGITUDE OVER THE
 
PACIFIC OCEAN. DATA WERE RECORDED ABOUT 60 PERCENT OF THE TIME
 
THROUGH MOST OF THE SPACECRAFT'S OPERATIONAL LIFETIME. WHICH
 
EXTENDED TO JUNE I I73. AFTER WHICH THE ACQUISITION RATE 
DECREASED FURTHER. 
SUGIURA. ATS 5
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
 
NSSDC ID- 69-069A-I3 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL.
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI 
01 
- N. 
- R.A. 
SUGIURA 
LANGEL ..
...... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT NO 
........ NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE PROCESSES 
TAKING PLACE ON THE AURORAL MAGNETIC SHELLS. IT WAS ALSO 
INTENDED TO PROVIDE CORRELATIVE DATA FOR THE OTHER EXPERIMENTS 
ON THE SATELLITE. THE EXPERIMENT WAS PART OF THE MAGNETIC 
STABILIZATION SySTEM THAT WAS THE BACKUP FOR THE 
GRAVITY-GRADIENT STABILIZATION SYSTEM. THE SENSOR SYSTEM 
CONSISTED OF A TRIAXIAL FLUXOATE MAGNETOMETER. THE SYSTEM 
MEASURED THE MAGNETIC FIELD ALONG THREE AXES BY COMBINING A 
FINE RANGE (PLUS AND MINUS 25 GAMMAS) ANO A COARSE RANGE OF 32 
INCREMENTS (32.8 GAMMAS EACH) TO GIVE THE TOTAL RANGE OF PLUS 
AND MINUS 590 GAMMAS. THE FINE AND COARSE READINGS WERE 
SAMPLED ON THE PFM TELEMETRY AT 5.12-SEC INTERVALS. THE FINE 
READINGS ONLY WERE RECORDED ON THE PFR TELEMETRY AT 2.97-SEC 
INTERVALS. THE PCM COARSE READINGS WERE SUBCOMNUTATED AT 
95-SEC INTERVALS. A 0-GA4MA CALIBATION PILSE WAS INITIATED 
TWICE A DAY FOR 5.6 MN. THE FAST SPIN RATE OF THE SATELLITE. 
THE SLOW SAMPLE RATE OF THE DATA. A" THE RESULTING ALEASING 
PROBLEMS DEGRADED THE DATA IN THE SPIN PLANE. THE MAGNETOKETER 
ITSELF HAD OPERATED SATISFACTORILY SINCE LAUNCH AND HAD ABOUT 
A S0 PERCENT COVERAGE UP TO THE TIME WHEN REGULARLY SCHEDULED 
DATA ACQUISITION WAS DISCONTINUED. 
DATA SET NAME- TRIAXIAL 1.5-NIN AVG MAGNETIC FIELD DATA
 
UNCORRECTED FOR SPACECRAFT INTERFERENCE
 
NSSOC ID- 69-09A-13A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED
 
12 
ATS 5/GRS-A/HEOS 1
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/A69 TO 05/09170 
(As VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
MUSMANN. GRS-A 
QUArTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
EXP EPIMENT NAME- F.VXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
THIS REEL OF EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM 
C0NTAINS I.-MIN-AVMAZD VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTTED 12 HR NSSOC ID- 69-97A-1 
PER FRAME. UNCORRECTED FO OFFSET DRIFT OR SPACECRAFT 
INTERFERENCE. THE DATA ARE INTENDED FOR USE WITH GROUND-BASED 	 STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
HAGNETOGRAMS AND DTHER SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS TO CORRELATE DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 07/04170 
CHANGES DUE TO PRECIPITATION OF TRAPPED PARTICLES RELATED TO 
AURORAL AND OTHER IDNOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES. THE DATA ARE PERSONNEL 
BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE FOR RELATIVE CHANGES TO PLUS OR MINUS Pl - 0. MUSMANN ........ BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U 
to OR 20 GAMMAS FOR HIGH OR LOW SATELLITE BIT RATE. BRAUNSCHWEIG. FED REP OF GERMANY 
RESPECTIVELY. THE TELEMETRY COVERAGE FROM WHICH THESE DATA ARE 
DERIVED HAS BEEN ABOUT 50 PEPCCNT. RELATED TO THE OPERATION OF A TWD-'OMPNENT FLUXCATE MAGNETOMETER WITH TWO IDENTICAL 
ATE 5 APPLICATIONS EXPERIMENTS. ELECTRICALLY INDEPENDENT MEASURING UNITS WAS USED AS AN 
ATTITUDE SENSOR AND AS AN EXPERIMENT FOR DETECTING TRANSVERSE
 
NYDROMAGNETIC WAVES. IT WAS ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE
 
MAGNETIC FIELD. IN ORDER TO ELIMINATE MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM
 
THE SATELLITE. THE.MAGNETOMETER WAS PLACED ON A BOOM ABOUT 80
 
C. LONG. THE SENSOR WAS TO BE THERMALLY SHIELDED BY A 
CYLINDRICAL METAL CAP. EACH SENSOR HAD A RANGE OF NI MUS TO 
PLUS 10,000 GAMMA. WITH 4 .8-GAMMA DIGITIZATION RESOLUTION. 
DATA SET NAM - DAILY VARIATIONS IN HOURLY AVERAGED EACH SENSOR WAS SAMPLED FOR 125 MSEC ONCE EVERY 5 SEC. THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTTED IN PUBLISHED REPORT EXPERIMENT WORKED NORMALLY UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY 
SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONED IN EARLY JULY 1970. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. 
MSSOC ID- 69-069A-136 	 SEE THEILE AND PRAETORIUS.. PLANET. SP. SCI., VOL 21. P 179. 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/bi/69 Yb 09,30/71 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC). 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PLOTS AND LISTINGS TAKEN FROM DATA SET NAME- *.BT-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
THE NASA-GSFC INTERNAL PUBLICATION (X-645-72-301) -AVERAGE OBSERVATIONS ON TAPE 
DAILY VARIATIONS IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD AS OSSERVEO BY ATE 5 
BY T. L. SKILLMAN. ALL HOURLY VALUES FOR FIELD MAGITUDES AND NS'EC ID- G9-09TA-DIA 
0. H. AND V COMPONENTS OBTAINED BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 1969 AND 
SEPTEMBER 1971 HAVE BEEN GROUPED ACCORDING TO LOCAL TIME (24 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
ONE-HR CLASS INTERVALS), DIPOLE TILT (.LT. -10 DEG. -10 TO +10 
DEG. GT. +10 DEG), AND KP RANGE (0 TO I. I TO 2, 2 TO 3. AND TIME PERIOD COVERED- 5I/0a/69 TO O6/Z17O 
ABOVE 3). THE VALUES IN EACH OF THE 1152 GROUPINGS WERE THEN (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI 
AVERAGED. THESE AVERAGES WERE THEN SORTED BY TILT AND KP 
RANGES AND PLOTTED AND LISTED VS LOCAL TINE. STANDARD GUANTITY OF DATA- 30 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
DEVIATIONS FOR TNE AVERAGES ARE ALSO LISTED. ALSO PRESENTED 
ARE THE RESULTS OF A HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF THE LOCAL TIME THIS DATA SET. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS 
VARIATIONS. THE AMPLITUDE AND PHASES ARE GIVEN UP TO THE OF TAPE RECORDER AND REAL-TIME TELEMETRY 9.875-SEC AVERAGED 
FOURTH HARMONIC. A RECTANGULAR (DVH) COORDINATE SYSTEM WAS MAGNETIC FIELD DATA FROM A BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. THE 
USED FOR THE ANALYSIS. WHERE THE H-AXIS POINTS NORTHWARD ALONG DATA ARE ON 7-TRACK. BO0-BPI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED 
THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE 0-AXIS POINTS EASTWARD, AND THE ON A COC 3000 COMPUTER. THERE ARE A VARIABLE NUMBER OF FILES 
V-AXIS POINTS RADIALLY OUTWARD FROM THE EARTH. PER TAPE. THE DATA WITHIN ONE FILE ARE CONTINUOUS WITH RESPECT 
TO THE TIME. THE FIRST PHYSICAL RECORD IN A FILE IS A FILE 
LABEL RECORD GIVING THE ORBIT NUMBER AND TIME. THIS RECORD IS 
FOLLOWED By A VARIABLE NUMBER OF DATA PHYSICAL RECORDS. EACH 
PHYSICAL RECORD I THREE HUNDRED AND THIRTY 48-OTT COMPUTER 
WORDS IN LENGTH AND IS FURTHER DIVIDED INTO SIX LOGICAL 
RECORDS OF SS WORDS EACH. THE DATA WITHIN ONE LOGICAL RECORD 
COVER THE TIME OF ONE SUBCOMMUTATED DATA FRAME. I.E.. 9.875 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GRS-A SEEC AND CONTAIN THE TIME OF OBSERVATION (UT YEAR. DAY OF THE 
YEAR. MSEC OF DAY), THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS ALONG THE 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-694D, AZUNR. ERMAN RESEARCH SAT TWO SENSORS. SPACECRAFT LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. ANO GEOCENTRIC 
Gs-AI. 0*221 RADIAL DISTANCE AND SOLAR SENSOR OUTPUT. 
NSSC 10- 69-097A 
LAUNCH DATE- 11/08/69 	 WEIGHT- 70?.T KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- OT/4170 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HEOS I
 
ORBIT PARANMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/19170 ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-AI. NEOS-A
 
ORBIT PERIOD- tI.8 N INCLINATION- 105.976 DEG - 03595
 
PERIAPSIS- 3115.00C M IALT APOAPSIS- 3139.00 KR ALT
 
NSSDC ID- 68-109A
 
THE MAGNETICALLY ALIGNED SPACECRAFT GRS-A. LAUNCHED INTO 
A NEAR-POLAR ORBIT IN NOVEMBER OF 1969, WAS A PRODUCT OF A LAUNCH DATE- I2105468 WEIGHT- 105. KG 
JOINT EFFORT BY NASA-GSFC AND INE GERMAN BUNDESMINISTERIUM FUR 
WESSENSCHAFTLICHE FOASOUNG (BMWFI AND HAD AS ITS PRIMARY STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PURPOSE THE ACOUISITION OF 'TERRESTRIAL RADIATION BELT DATA. DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06100/73 
SPECIFICALLY. THE SCIENTIFIC MISSION OF THE SPACECRAFT WAS AS 
FOLLOWS - 1) TO SCAN THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF INNER ZONE PROTONS ORBIT PARANETERS 
AND ELECTRONS. 2) TO MEASURE THE FLUXES OF ELECTRONS OF ENERGY ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/24/09 
GREATER THAN 40 KYV THAT ARE PARALLEL. ANTIPARALLEL. AND ORIT PERIOD- 6690. NIN INCLINATION- 28.1 DEG 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE OVER THE AURORAL PERIAPSIS- 6804. M ALT APOAPSIE- 22709*. AM ALT 
ZONE AND TO MEASURE ASSOCIATED OPTICAL EMISSION. AND 3) TO 
RECORD SOLAR PROTONS ON ALERT. AFTER ABOUT 24 HOURS IN ORBIT. HEOS I WAS AN EARTH ORBITING. SPIN-STABILIZED SATELLITE 
A COMMA4D SYSTEM INSTABILITY DEVELOPED AND PERSISTED THAT WAS LAUNCHED BY ESRO. IT WAS BASICALLY CYLINDRICAL WITH 
INTERMITTENTLY THROUGHOUT THE FLIGHT. THE TAPE RECORDER FAILED AN AXIAL BOOM SUPPORTING THE ANTENNA ANO THE MAGNETOMETERS, 
ON DECEMBER 8 1969. PRIOR TO THIS FAILURE. THS GERMAN PROJECT THE SPIN AXIS ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE WERE CHANGED BY ONBOARD 
OFFICE ESTIMATED 8-90 PERCENT OP THE EXPECTED DATA HAD BEEN GAS JETS. THE SPACECRAFT OBJECTIVES WERE TO STUDY THE 
OBTAINED. ALL EXPERIMENTS WERE OPERATING NORMALLY UNTIL THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS, COSMIC RAYS. SOLAR WIND. AND 
SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONED IN EARLY JULY 1970. 	 THE MAGNETOSHEATH. THE SPACECRAFT P ERATION WAS FULLY 
SATISFACTORY FOR 16 MONTHS, AFTER WHICH INTERMITTENT LOSS OF 
SOME SOLAR GATE (ATTITUDE REFERENCE) PULSES OCCURRED. BY 
1974. SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY COVERAGE WAS 50 PERCENT AND ONLY
 
THE MAGNETIC FIELO EXPERIMENT WAS OPERATIONAL. THE SPACECRAFT
 
IS EXPECTED TO REENTER THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE IN OCTOBER 1975
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HEOS 1/HEOS 2
 
ELLIOT. NEOtS I 
EXPERIMENT AE--FLUXGATE MAGETOMETER 

NSSDC 1O - &-IOgA-02 

STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PERSONNEL 

PC - N. ELLIOT ............ IMPERIAL COLLEGE 

LONDON, ENGLAND 

DI - P.C. HEOGECOC ...... IMPERIAL COLLEGE 

LONDON~ E.LAND 

THIS EXPERIMENTt WAS DESIGNE TO MEASURE MAGNETIC FITLS 
IN THE RANGE LUS TO MINUS 64 GAMMAS WITH AN ACCURACY OF 0.20 
T
GAMMA USING A BO0O-MOUNTED PIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. 
THE HEOS-AI SPACECRAFT WAS LAUNCHED INTO A HIGHLY ECCENTRIC 
o ai? SO THAT THE MAGNETOMETER MEASURED MAGNETIC FIELDS WITHIN 
THE MAGNETOUSPHERE AND THE TRANSITION AND INTERPLANETARY 
REGIONS. THE MAGNETOMETER OPErATED CONTINUOUSLY IN TWO MODES. 
ONE GAVE A CONTINUOUS SERIES OF VECTORS SAMPLED AT BS SEC 
INTERVALS. THE OTHER OPERATED VIA A 16 KILOBIT DATA STORE 
WITH A VARIETY OF MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS WITH OPTIONS INCLUDING 
COMMAND OR AUTOMATIC REPLAY. SHOCK TYPE EVENT DETECTION. ETC. 
THE EXPERIMENT OPERATION WAS NORMAL AS OF OCTOBER 197 EXCEPT
 
THAT MEASUREMENTS WERE MISSING .HEN SOLAR GATE PULSS WERE
 
MISSING.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELD VECTORS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC ID- 68-09A-OSA 

AVAILABILITy OF DATA SET DATA AT NSC0D~ 

TO 08/0I/7L
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 12116. 

(AS VERIFIED By NSSOC) 
OLANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMETER-SUPPLIED .0I PI 
BCD MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC FIELD. DATA DETERMINED FROM THE EOS I AND HEBS 2 
MAGNETOMETPRS 	OVER THE PERIOD DECEMBER 1968 THROUGH AUGUST 
1974. DATA 	ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF CARTESIAN COMPONENTS IN 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR EQ.IPTIC COORDINATES. FIELD MAGNITUDE. AND 

FIELD LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES IN THE SAME COORDINATES. 

RMS DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR THE LAST THREE PARAMETERS. AS IS
 
THE NUMBER OF POINTS CONTRIBUTING TO EACH HOURLY AVERAGE. ALL 
HOURLY AVERAGED PARAMETERS WERE COMPUTED AS AVERAGES OVER 
FINER TIME SCALE VALUES OF T E SAME PARAMETERS. NO DATA ARE' 
AVAILABLE FOR THE MAY TO AUGUS1 PERIO OF 1969, 1970. AND 1071 
DUE TO HU0S I ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS. TH FIELD MAGNITUDE AND 
DIRECTION DATA HAVE ALSO BEER PLOTTED FOR 1968-1972, AND ARE 
FOUND IN DATA SETS 68-IOQA-C2O AND 72-OOSA-OIB. 
• 

DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELO VECTORS ON MICROFILM 
NSSC ID- 65-109A-028
 
AVAILASILITY OF DATA ET- DATA AT NISOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- SttIi1/6 TO 123112 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

GUA lITy OF DATA- I IEELIS) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A REEL OF 35- MICROFILM 
PROVIDED BY THE XPE NTER. EACH FRAME CONTAINS HOURLY 
AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION 
(THETA AND PHI IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC C.ORDINATESI FOR A 27-DAY 
PERIOD, THESE DATA ARE TAKEN FROM TAPE DATA SETS 6.-109A-OA 
AND 72-05A-OIA. 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECODEO- 08OsGfl*
 
OROIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- OI3I//72
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 7835. HN INCLINATION- 00.17 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 439.000 K ALT APOAPSIS- 248161. KM ALT
 
HEOS 2 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SPACECRAFT WITH A HIGHLY
 
ECCENTRIC ORBIT WHOSE APOGEE OCCURRED AT HIGH LATITUDE. IT$ 
PRIMARY SCIENTIFIC MISSION WAS THE INVESTIGATION OF 
INTERPLANETARy SPACE AND THE NIGN-EATITUDE MAGNET.OSPHEAE A.4 
ITS BOUNDARY IN THE REGION AROUNO THE NORTHERN NEUTRAL POINT. 
HEOS 2 PROVIDED NEW DATA OH THE SOURCES AND ACCELERATION 
MEtHANISMS OF PARTICLES WHICH ARE FOUND IN rHE TRAPPED 
RADIATION BELTS AND IN THE POLAR PRECIPITATION REGIONS AM 
AURORAL ZON.S. IT MONITORED S LAR ACTIVITY AND COSMIC 
RADIATION. THE SATELLITE CARRIED A MAGNETOMETER AND PARTICLE 
DETECTOS WHICH COVERED A BROAD RANGE FROM THERMAL TO 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGIES. THE SATELLITE HAD THREE ANTENNAS TO STUDY 
EXTREME LOW FREQUENCY (ELF) WAVES AND CARRIED A SENSITIVE 
MICRCPETEORITE DETECTOR. THE SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONED NORMALLY 
UNTIL IT REENTERED THE EARTH'.$ ATMOSPHERE ON AUGUST S. 1q74. 
ELLIOT. HEOS 2 
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXCATE MAGNETOMETER
 
NSSDC 10- 72-05A-O 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERA-E
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECOROEO GG'D5C4
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - H. ELLIOT .......... IMPERIAL COLLEGE
 
LONDON. ENGLAND
 
- P.C. HEOGECOCK ....... IMPERIAL COLLEGE
 
LONDON, ENGLAND
 
A THREE-AXIS 	FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WAS USED TO MEASURE
 
MAGNETIC FIELDS OF UP TO PLUS OR M US 16 GAMMAS WIH A 
DIGITAL RESOLUTION o 0.1215 GAMMA AND FROM 16 TO IS GAMMAS 
WITH A I-GAMMA RESOLUTION. CONTINUOUS FIELD SAMPLING OCURREQ 
AT A RATE OF ONE VECTOR PER 3Z SEE. FASTER ADDITIONAL. RATES 
ARE AVAILABLE IN A LIMITED DUTy CYCLE WHEN CORE BUFFER STORAGE 
IS USED. RM, NOISE MEASUREMENTS FORIONE FIELD COMPONENT IN A 
FREQUENCY BAND FROM I TO 1 HZ WERE ALSO MADE. THE INSTRUMENT 
WAS SIMILAR TO THAT USED FOR EXPERIMENT 68-109A-02 CARRIED ON 
HEGS0-Al. THE INSTRUXENT WORKED NORMALLY UNTIL SPACECRAFT 
REENTRY ON AUGUST 5. 1974. 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC
 
FIELD VECTORS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NISDC IO- 72-05A-OIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME-PERIO COVERED- G1/31/7I TO 0B/0I/74
(AS VERIFIED0Y'/SC
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED 800 BPI, 
OCO MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINING HOURLY AVERAGED ZNTERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC FIELD DATA DETERMINED FROM THE HEOS I AND REDS Z 
MAGNETOMETERS 	OVER THE PERIOD DECE.MBER 1968 THROUGH AUGUST
 
19T4. DATA ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF CARTESIAN COMPONENTS IN
 
OEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. FIELD MAGNITUDE. AND
 
FIELD LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES IN THE SAME COORDINATES, 
RMS DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR THE LAST THREE PARAMETERS. AS IS 
THE NUMBER OF POINTS CONTRISUTING TO EACH HOURLY AVERAGE. ALL 
HOURLY AVERAGED PARAMETERS WERE COMPUTED AS AVERAGES OVER 
FINER TIME SCALE VALUES OF THE SAME PARAMETERS. NO DATA ARE 
AVAILABLE FOR THE NAY TO AUGUST OF 1969. 2970. M1971PERIOD ID 
. DUE TO HEOS I R.CT CHARACTERISTTCS. THE FIELD MAGNITUDE AD 
DIRECTION DATA HAVE ALSO BEEN PLOTTED THROUGH 172 AMO ARE 
FOUND IN DATA SETS 68-109A-E. AND 72-O0A-OI. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HE0S 
ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-AI. 05814 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELD VECTORS ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC It-" 72.OOSA NSSOC ID- 72-OOSA-OIB 
LAUNCH DATE- 0G/31/72 WEIGHT- ±08. KG AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
14 
HEOS 2/IMP-C
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0I,3Et72 TO 12/31/7 THE DTHER PERFORMED NORMALLY. SAMP.ING THE MAGNETIC FIELD 30 
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) TIMES WITHIN EACH OF SIX 4.8-SEC INTERVALS EVERY 5.46 MIN. 
UNCERTAINTIES IN DATA ARE PLUS OR MINUS 1.0 GAMMA. USEFUL 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM FLUXCATE DATA WERE TRANSMITTED UNTIL MAY 11, 1967. A RUBIDIUM 
VAPOR MAGNETOMETER WAS INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE. B UT 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM PROVIDED BY IT PRODUCED NO USEFUL DATA. THE INSTRUMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 
THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAHE CONTAINS HOURLY AVERAGED WERE SIMILAR TO THOSE OF EXPLORERS 18 AND 21, DESCRIBED IN 
INTERPLANETARY MAGNTIC WILD MAGNITUOE AND DIRECTION (THETA JGR. VOL 69. P 3531. 1964, MO IN JGR, VOL 72, P 2379. 1967. 
AND PHI IN SOLAR DCLIPTIC COOROINATES) FOS A 27-DAY PERIOD. 
THESE DATA ARE TAKEN FROM TAPE DATA SETS 60-109A-OA AND
 
72-OOSA-OIA.
 
DATA SET'NAME- S.46-IN VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA
 
MERGED WITH EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-C 	 NSSDC ID- 65-042A-02C
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 28. IMP 3 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
S 748. 01388
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/29165 TO OS/Ifl7
 
MSSDC 10- 5-02A (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
LAUNCH DATE- 015'9/65 	 WEIGHT- I2. KG QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THREE -TRACK. 800-PI. I8
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- Q$05//67 7094. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. THE F.UXGATE DATA CONTAINED ON
 
NINE EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED TAPES (65-GA2A-02A) WERE MERGED AT
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSOC WITH COMPLETE EPHEMERIS DATA GIVEN IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/29/65 SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. TNE FLUXGATE DATA CONSIST
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 850. MIN INCLINATION- 34.0 DEG OF 5.46-MINUTE AVERAGED MAGNETIC VECTORS IN BOTH CARTESIAN AND
 
PERIAPSIS- 200.000 KM ALT APDAPSIS- 264000. KM ALT SPHERICAL REPRESENTATIONS IN A SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATE
 
SYSTEM.
 
EXPLORER SB (IMP 3) WAS A SOLAR-CELL AND
 
CHEMICAL-OATTERY POWERED SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTED FOR 
INTERPLANETARY AND DISTANT NAGNTTOSPHERIC STUDIES OF ENERGETIC 
PARTICLES, COSMIC RAYS. MAGNETIC FIELDS. AND PLASMAS. INITIAL 
SPACECRAFT PARAMETERS INCLUDED A LOCAL TIME OF APOGE OF 0E0
 
ME. A SPIN RATE OF 23.7 RPM, AND A SPIN DIRECTION OF 6.9 DEG 
RIGHT ASCENSION AND -10-9 DEG DECLINATION. EACH NORMAL PFM 
TELEETRY SEQUENCE 01.9 SEC IN DURATION CONSISTED OF 795 DATA DATA' SET NAE- HOURLY AVERAGED VALUES OF INTERPLANETARY 
BITS. AFTER EVERY THIRD NORMAL TELFMETRY SEQUENCE WAS AN MAGNETIC FIELD DATA 
81.9-SEC INTERVAL OF RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETODETER ANALOG DATA 
TRANSMISSION. PERFORMANCE WAS ESSENTIALLY NORMAL UNTIL LATE NSSOC ID- 65-G42A-O SE 
APRIL 1967. THEN INTERMITTENT UNTIL MAY 12. 1967. AFTER WHICH 
NO FURTHER OATA WERE ACQUIRED. AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/01/65 TO Ol/9/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY N$SDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SETCONSISTS OF TWO 9-TRACK. S0O-BPI. IBM 360.
 
DATA SET MANE- MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS DATA ON EBCOIC MAGNETIC TAPES PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THF DATA
 
TAPE INCLUDE SPACECRAFT POSITION AND HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR
 
MAGNETIC FIELD DATA IN BOTH CARTESIAN AND SPHERICA
 
N$C I0- $S-042A-OOG REPRESENTATIONS IN A SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. ONLY
 
DATA OBTAINED IN INTERPLANETARY SPACE ARE INCLUDED. THE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION PER7ODS JUNE 1. 1D5. TO JANUARY 26. 1966. AND JULY I. 1966.
 
TO JANUARY 29. 1967, ARE COVERED WITH 90 PERCENT COMPLETENESS.
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/29165 TO 06/11/67 A MICROF ILMED LISTING OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS DATA SET IS
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 	 ALSO AVAILABLE (6S-02A-02F).
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF BLOCKED. 7-TRACK 800-BPS IBM
 
094 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM UNBLOCKED
 
TAPES SUBMITTED BY N, F, NESS. THERE ARE FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS
 
PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THE TAPES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING
 
INFORMATION AT S-MIN INTERVALS - (I) GEODETIC AND GEOMAGNETIC DATA SET hAUt- HOURLY AVERAGED VALUES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC 
LATITUOE AND LONGITUDE AND RADIAL DISTANCE OF THE SPACECRAFT, MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE 
I2) CARTESIAN REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SPACECRAFT POSITION IN 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNTOSPHERIC COORDINATES. (3) NSSDC ID- 65-042A-02G
 
GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF THE SUBSOLAR POINT. (A
 
THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND THE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
SATELLITE-SUN LINE. AND (5) MODEL MAGNETIC FIELD INFORMATION. 
THE COVERAGE IS GREATER THAN 80 PERCENT. A SEPARATE DATA SET TINE PERIOD COVERED- 05/965 TO 05/1067 
(6S-42A-06N) WITM ONE SET OF EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS PER HR IS (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI 
AVAILABLE ON AN NSSDC-GENERATED TAPE.
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC'TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 9-TRACK BOO-BPI. IBM 30. 
EBCOIC MAGNETIC TAPE PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE DATA 
INCLUDE SPACECRAFT POSITION AND HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR 
MAGNETIC FIELO SATA IN BOTH CARTESIAN AND SPHERICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS IN SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. 'ONLY 
NESS. IMP-C HOURLY AVERAGES WITHIN THE MAGNETOSPHERE ME INCLUDED. TIME 
COVERAGE EXTENDS FROM MAY 29. 1965 TO MAY 10, 1967. WITH 
EXPERIMENT NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ABOUT 20 PERCENT COMPLETENESS. A NICROFILMED LISTING OF THE 
CONTENTS OF THIS DATA SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE (05-O*2A-02H). 
NSSDC ID- 65-042A-02 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0511/67
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - M.F. NESS ............. NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, NO DATA SET NAME- MULTISPACECRAFT HOURLY AYERAGED INTER-
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS ON TAPE 
EACH OF TWO UNIAXIAL FLUXGATe MAGNETOMETgRS HAD A 
DYNAMIC RANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS 40 GAMMAS AND A SENSITIVITY OF NSSDC ID- 65-042A-091 
PLUS OR MINUS 0.25 GAM. ONE FLUXGATE FAILED AT LAUNCH. BUT ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
15 0? POOR QUALITI
 
IMP-C/IMP-D
 
NS$DC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06'01165 TO 05106167 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
I REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 OUANTITY 3F DATA-

THIS DATA SETS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTERe WAS 
GENERATED FROM EXPLORER 28. 3A, 33. AND 3S (IMP 3 AND 4. AIMP 

SAND 2) DATA TO HAVE AS COMPLETE AS POSSIBLE A RECORD OF THE 

INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. WITH I-HR TIME RESOLUTION. OVER
 
THE PERIOD JUNE 15965 THROUGH DECEMBER 196, THE DATA WERE 

SUBMITTED ON ONE 9-TRACK. BOO-BPI. ESCGIC CARD IMAGE MAGNETIC
 
TAPE. EACH CARD IMAGE CONTAINS DATA FOR 1 HR AS OBTAINED ON 

ONE SPACECRAFT. NO HOUR IS COVERED BY MORE THAN ONE 

SPACECRAFT. EACH RECORD CONTAINS TIM,.- SPACECRAFT 

IDENTIFICATION AND IOCATION (RADIAL DISTANCE AND SOLAR 

ECLIPTIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES). AND HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC 

FIELD VECTOR MAGNITUDE. SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE 
ANGLES. AND CARTESIAN COMPONENTS WITH THEIR STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-D 

ALTERNATE NAMES-	EXPLORER 33. AIMP I
 
02258, ANCHORED IMP I
 
MSSDC to- 66-ISA 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/01/66 	 WEIGHT- 212. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/15/71
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/08/66 

OROIT PERIOD- 231.0. NI INCLINATION- 29.0 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 30532.0 KM ALT APDAPSIS-494230- KM ALT 

EXPLORER 33 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED (SPIN AXIS PARALLEL TO 
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. SPIN PERIOD VARYING BETWEEN 2.2 AND 3.6 
SEC) SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTED FOR STUDIES OF INTERPLANETARY 
PLASMA, ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES (ELECTRONS. PROTONS, AND 

ALPHAS). MAGNETIC FIEL-S1..AND SOLAR X.RAYS AT LUNAR DISTANCES. 
THE SPACECRAFT FAILED TO ACHIEVE LUNAR ORBIT BUT DID ACHIEVE 
MISSION OBJECTIVES. T E INITIAL APOGEE OCCURRED AT ABOUT 1600 
HR LOCAL TIME. OVER THE FIRST 3-YR PERIOD. PERIGEE VARIED 
BETWEEN 0 AND 46 EARTH RADII GEOCENTRIC. APOGEE VARIED BETWEEN 
70 AND 135 EARTH RADII. AND THE INCLINATION WITH RESPECT TO 
THE EDUATOR OF THE EARTH VARIED BETWEEN T AND 60 DEG. PERIODS 
OF PRINCIPAL DATA COVERAGE (ESSENTIALLY 100 PERCENTI ARE JULY 
1, 1966 (LAUNCH) TO JANUARY I.. IWO. FEBRUARY 21.I970 TO 
MARCH .6. '1970. JULY 31, 1970 TO SEPTEMBER 14, 1970. JANUARY 
15. 1971 TO FEBRUARY 28. 1971. MARCH 23. 1971 TO MAY 31. t971. 

AND AUGUST 23. 1971. TO SEPTEMBER 1S. 29Wt. NO DATA WERE 

OBTAINED AFTER SEPTEMBER 21. 1971. 

DATA SET NAME- SOLAR ECLIPTIC ANO SOLARMAGNETOSPHERIC
 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM 

NSSC ID- 66-05BA-0OD 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0701166 TO 1012971
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELISI OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILMED 
PLOTS OF THE EXPLORER 33 EPHEMERIS DATA. SHOWN IN SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC. AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. X-Z AND X-Y 
PROJECTIOVS IN SOLAR MGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR THE TIME PERIODS FROM JULY 1, 1966, TO FEBRUARY 14. 1967 
CORBITS I TO IS). AND PROM MAY SI. 1967. TO SEPTEMBER 8. 1967 
(ORBITS 24 TO 29)- X-Z AND X-Y PROJECTIONS IN SOLARiECLIPTIC 
COORDINATES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE TIME PERIOD FROM JULY I. 
1966. TO OCTOBER 29, 1971 (OROITS I TO G5). ON THE SOLAR 
ECLIPTIC PROJECTIONS OF ORBITS I TO S. THE MOON'S ORBIT IS 
PLOTTED. TICK MARKS ARE SHOWN EVERY 3 HR FOR THE SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATE PROJECTIONS AND EVERY 6 HR FOR THE 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTIONS. 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR 	EIPTIC ERHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSDC 10- 66-OOA-OOE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	O7t01/66 TO 02'28/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 CARD($) OF O/W MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION, 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33, 34. AND
 
35. JULY 1966 - APRIL 1969.' WRITTEN BY K. W, BEHANNON. K. H. 
SCHATTEN. D. H. FAIRFIELD, AND N. F. NESS (NAA-GSFC 
X-692-70-4 FEBRUARY 1970) -CONTAINS THE TRAJECTORIES OF
 
EXPLORERS 33. 34. AND 35 FROM LAUNCH TO APRIL 160 (EXCEPT FOR
 
EXPLORER 34 FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH L969) AS 
PROJECTED INTO THE X-Y PLANE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. 
TICK HARKS INDICATING I-DAY INTERVALS ARE SHOWN FOR EXPLORERS 
33 AND 39 AND. WHERE POSSIBLE, FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS 
PUBLICATION ALSO HAS THE X-Z SOLAR ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS 
OF THESE SATELLITES FOR JANlUARY 1969 TO APRIL 1969. COMPUTED 
AVERAGE POSITIONS OF THE ROW SHOCK AND AAGNETOPAUSE ARE SHOWN. 
A CONTINUATION OF THIS DATA SET IS FOUND IN -TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORER 33, 35. 41. 43. AND 47. MAY 1969-DECERDER 19720 
WRITTEN BY D. H. FAIRFIELD. K. W. BENANNON. R. P. LEPPENG. AND 
N. F. NESS (NASA-GSFC X-2-73-291. OCTOBER 19733. EXPLORER 
33 DATA ARE FOUND IN 	THIS DOCUMENT THROUGH FEBRUARY 20. 1970.
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
 
NSSDC ID-66-OSBA-OOF
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/01168 TO 02/aa/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 49 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS SET OF EPHEMERIS DATA IS CONTAINED ON TWELVE
 
7-TRACK. 556-BPI. BCD. IBM 360 TAPES. EACH TAPE CONSISTS OF
 
MONTH OF DATA ON ONE FILE. THE DATA RECORDS ON THE TAPES ARE
 
BLOCKED WITH FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL. RECORD, EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINING 51 WORDS (204 CHARCTERS)- EAC TAPE 
CONTAINS ONE HEADER RECORD. THIS IS A PHYSICAL RECORD THAT IS 
BLOCKED THE SAME AS THE DATA RECORDS. THE FTOLLOWING 
INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON THESE TAPES AT 5-MIN INTERVALS --
TIME. GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF NOON AND 
SPACECRAFT. SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES OF MOGN AND
 
SPACECRAFT. SELENOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF
 
SPACECRAFT. AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUE AND LONGITUDE OF
 
SPACECRAFT SUBSATELLITE POINT. EXCEPT FOR JANUARY THROUGH
 
MARCH 1969 AND JANUARY 1970. TAPES COVERING THE TIME PERIOD
 
INDICATED ARE AVAILABLE. 
DATA SET NAME- 12-HOUR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS 
PARAMETER LISTING ON MICROFILM
 
NSOC ID- 66-OSBA-OOG 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	07/OI/66 TO 02 28/70
 
(AS VERIFIED OY NSSOCI
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED LISTING. 
GENERATED AT NSSDC. OF SELECTED DATA FROM TAPE DATA SET 
66-OE5A-DOF. SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS GIVEN IN 
GEOENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES ONCE EACH 12 HR. 
PARAMETERS GIVEN INCLUDE 'CARTESIAN COORDINATES. RA6IAL
 
DISTANCE. AND POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES. GEOCENTRIC SOLAR
 
ECLIPTIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE MOON ARE ALSO GIVEN AT
 
THE SAME 12-HR INTERVALS. COVERAGE IS COMPLETE BETWEEN JULY I
 
1966. AND FECRUAJY 28. 1470. EXCEPT THAT THERE ARE NO DATA POP 
MARCH 1969. 
16 
IMP-D/IMP-E
 
ONLY 81.92-SEEC AVERAGES IN -OIC. TEMPORAL COVERAGE. AS OPPOSED 
TO RESOLUTION. IS THE SAME FOR DATA SETS -OIA AND -01C. 
NESS. IMP.D
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- GSFC MAGNUTOMETER
 
NSSDC t0- 66-056A-OX
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 1011068 SONETT. IMP-D 
PERSONNEL EXPERIIENT NAME- AMES MACNETIC FIELDS 
PI - N.F. NESS ........... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT; MD NSSOC I0- 66-0SA-03 
01 - K.W. BEHANNON ..... N.ASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. NO STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- O5/31/71
 
FOR THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A
 TH5 INSTRUMENTATION 

BOOi-MOUNIEO TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGMETOHETE-. EACH OF THE THREE PERSONNEL 
SENSORS HAD A RANGE OF MINUS TO PLUS 64 GAMMAS AND A PI - C.P. SONETT -......... U OF ARIZONA 
DIGITIZATION RESOLUTION OF MINUS TO PLUS 0.25 GAMMA. TUCSON. AZ 
ZERO-LEVEL DRIFT WAS CHECKED BY pERIODIC REORIENTATION OF THE O - J.H. WOLFE ............ NASA-ARC 
SENSORS. SPACECRAFT FIELDS AT THE SENSORS WERE NOT GREATER MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
THAN THE DIGITIZATION UNCERTAINTY. ONE VECTOR MEASUREMENT WAS 01 - R.W. SILVA ........ NASA-AG 
OBTALED EACH 5.12 SEC. THE BANDPASS OF THE MAGNETOMETER WAS 0 MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
TO HZ. WITH A 20-0t PER DECADE FALLOFF BOR HIGHER 01 - W.J. KERWIN ..... NASA-ARC 
FREQUENCIES. THE DETECTOR FUNCTIONED WELL BETWEEN LAUNCH AND MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
OCTOBER I0, 196B, WHEN THP OC POWER CONVERTER FAILED. NO 
USEFUL DATA WERE OBTAINED AFTER THAT DATE. FOR FURTHER THE AMES MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 
DETAILS. SEE OEHANNON. JIR. VOL T3, P gO7, 16. 8OOM-MOUNTED TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AND AN ELECTRONICS 
PACKAGE. THE SENSORS ERE ORTHOGONALLY MOUNTED ITH ONE SENSOR 
ORIENTED ALONG THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT. A MOTOR 
INTERCHANGED A SENSOR IN THE SPIN PLANE WITH THE SENSOR ALONG 
THE SPIN AXIS EVERY 24 MR ALLOWING INFLIGHT ZERO4-EVEL 
DETERMHNATION. THE INSTRUMENT PACKAGE INCLUDED A CIRCUIT FOG 
SPIN-DEMODULATING THE .UTPUTS FROM THE SENSORS IN THlE SPIN 
PLANS. THE NOISE THRESHOLD WAS ABOUT 0.2 GAMMA. THE INSTRUMENT 
DATA SET NAME- 5.12-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON HAD THREE RANGES COVERING PLUS OR MINUS 20. 6O. AND 2O0 GAMMAS 
TAPE FULL SCALE FOR EACH VECTOR COMPONENT. THE DIGITIZATION 
ACCURACY FOR EACH RANGE WAS I PERCENT OF THE ENTIRE-RANGE 
NSSDC ID- 66-058A-OIA COVERED. THE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR WAS MEASUREO 
INSTANTANEOUSLY. AND THE INSTRUMENT RANGE WAS CHANGED AFTER 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC EACH MEASUREMENT. A PERIOD OF 2.05 SEC ELAPSED BETWEEN 
ADJACENT MEASUREMENTS AND 6.L4 SEC BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS USING 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- .7101166 TO /IOGS6R THE SAME RANGE. THE INSTRUMENT WORKED WELL DURING ALL PERIODS 
(AS VERIFIED BY HESOC) OF SPACECRAFT TRACKINO. FOR FURTHFR DETAILS. SEE MIHALOV ET 
AL. 4GB. VO. 73. P 943. 1968.
 
59 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 QUANTITY OF DATA-

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED. 
9-TRACK. 800-PI. IBM 360 BINARY RAGNETIC TAPES. EACH TAPE HAS 
ONE OR TWO FILES. WHERE EACH FILE CONTAINS DATA FOR'OMB WEEK. 
EXCEPT AT THE END OF A FILE. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 
FOUR LOGICAL RECORDS OF 1OO BYTES EACH. EACH LOGICAL RECORD 
CONTAINS DATA TAKEN DURING ONE 81.92-SEC TELEMETRY SEQUENCE. DATA SET NAME- AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ON 
INCLUDED IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD ARE TINE (WITH JANUARY I AS MICROFILM 
DAY 0) AND I VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS. WITH 
CARTESIAN* COMPONENTS GIVEN IN FOUR COORDINATE SYSTEMS -- A NISOC ID- 66-05A-03A 
SYSTEM COROTATING WITH THE SPACECRAFT. A SYSTEM WITH ITS Z 
AXIS ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND ITS X AXIS IN THE AVAILABILITY OF DATA ET- DATA AT NISDC 
PLANE DEFINED BY THE SPI.N AXIS AND THE SATELLITE-SUN LINE. 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. AND SOLAR 4AGNETOSPHERIC TIME PERIOD COVEREO- 07/01/66 TO 0913170 
COORDINATES. FOR THE LATTER THREE COORDINATE SYSTEMS. SEQUENCE (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
AVERAGES AND RE DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR THE COMPONENTS. IN 
ADDITION. 18 FIELD MAGNITUDES AND THE SEQUENCE-AVERAGED QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S OF MICROFILM 
MAGNITUDE AND ITS RNS DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN. THE LATITUDE AND 
AZIMUTH ANGLES OF THE SEOUENCE-.AVERAGED FIELD VECTOR ARE GIVEN THESE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ARE CONTAINED ON TWO 
IN THE PAYLOAD AID SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEMS. REELS OF 16-MM AND TWO REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM. THESE REELS 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOUND IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDES CONTAIN PLOTTED EI.B-SEC SCALAR AVERAGES IN EITHER SOLAR 
TIMES FOR THE 16 FT IOL MASUREMENTS, SPIN PERIOD. SPIN AXIS MAGNETOSPHERIC OR SOLAR OUATORIAL COORDINATES (Z AXIS 
DIRECTION AND SPACECRAFT POSITION IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AI. SOLAR NORTHWARD IN A PLANE CONTAINING THE SOLAR DIRECTION AND THE
 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. ALL DATA EXCEPT THE THIRTEEN SOLAR SPIN AXIS) OF THE MAGNITUDE. THE LONGITUDE. AND THE
 
16-ELEMENT ARRAYS OF 5.12-SEC DATA HAVE BEEN TRANSFERRED TO LATITUDE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD B. GENERALLY. DATA ARE PLOTTED
 
DATA SET 66-OSSA-C*C. THE DATA COVER THE TIME PERIOD JULY 1. IN SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR TIMES WHEN THE
 
1966 THROUGH OCTOBER 5. 1968, WITH AT LEAST 90 PERCENT SPACECRAFT WAS INSIDE THE MAGNETOSPHERE OR GEOMAGNETIC TAIL.
 
COMPLETENESS. AND IN SOLAR EQUATORIAL COORDINATES WHEN THE SPACCRAFT WAS
 
OUTSIDE THESE REGIONS. ABOUT 4 HR OF DATA ARE PLOTTED ON EACH
 
FRAME. SEQUENCE NUMBER. TIME. AND THE COORDINATE SYSTEM USED
 
ARE INDICATED ON EACH PLOT. DRIFTS IN ZERO LEVELS OF THE
 
SENSORS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. DATA ARE
 
AVAILABLE OVER THE TIME PERIOD SPECIFIED WITH 95 PERCENT
 
COVERAGE.
 
DATA SET NAME- 82-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC 10- 66-05BA-GIC
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
SPACECRAFT CIMON NAME- IMP-E
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- OT/0I/66 TO IO/08/6I
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSODC) ALTERNATE NARES- EXPLORER 3S. AIMP 2
 
AIMP-E. Glee.
 
IS REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
GUANTITY OF DATA-

NSSDC ID- 67-OY0A
 
THIS DATA ST CONSISTS OF FIFTESEN T-TRACK. I0-BPI.I
 
SINGLE FILE. 1GM 70 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. THEY WERE LAUNCH DATE- 07111/67 WEIGHT- 230. KG
 
GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM THE 59 EXPEPIMENTER-SUPPLIED TAPES
 
THAT CONSTITUTE DATA SET 6-05BA-01A. ALL THE DATA OF EACH STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
LOGICAL RECORD OF DATA SAT -01A WeE TRANSFERRED TO THIS DATA DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/24/73
 
SET (-CIC) EXCEPT FOR THE THIRTEEN 16-ELEMENT ARRAYS GIVING
 
INDIVIDUAL 5.12-SEC DATA POINTS. THUS, WHETHER A USER NEEOS
 
DATA SET -CIA OR -OIC IS DETERMINED BY THE REQUIREMENTS OF
 
TEMPORAL RESOLUTION AS -HERE ARE S. -SEC DATA IN -OIA. AND
 
PAGE I1O7RGNAL 
OF POR ULIY 
IMP-E
 
ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCETRIC 9PDCH DATE- 07/22/67 
ORBIT PERIOD- 691.8 AM INCLINATION- 169. DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 2568. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 9388. KM ALT 
EXPLORER 35 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SPACECRAFT 
INSTRUMENTED FOR INTEKSLANETARY STUDIES AT LUNAR DISTANCES OF 

THE INTERPLANETARY PLASMA. MAGNETIC FIELD. ENERGETIC 

PARTICLES AND SOLAR X RAYS. IT. WAS LAUNCHED INTO AN 

ELLIPTICAL LUNAR ORBIT. THE SPIN AXIS DIRECTION WAS NEARLY 

PERPENDICULAR 	 TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. AND THE SPIN RATE WAS 

25.6 RPM. MISSION 	OBJECTIVES WERE ACHIEVED. AFTER SUCCESSFUL 
OPERATION 	 FOR SIX YEARS. THE SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF ON JUNE 
IS, .973. 
OATA SET NAME- SOLAR 	ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSOC 10- 67-070A-000
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07119/6T TO 12t31172 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
GIJANTITY OF DATA- 2CAROlS) OF "/W MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION, 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 34. AND 
35. JULY 1965 - APRIL 1969.. WRITTEN BY C. W. BEHANNON. K. H. 
SCHATTE", D. .H. FAIRFIELD. AND N. F. HESS (NASA-GSFC 
X-69-70-64. FEBRUARY 1970) CONTAINS THE TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORERS 33. 34. AND 35 FROM LAUNCH TO APRIL 1969 (EXCEPT FOR 
EXPLORER 34 FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH'1969) AS 
PROJECTED INTO THE X-Y OLANE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. 
TICK MARKS, I-DAY APART ARE SHOWN FOR CXPLORERS S3 AND 35 
AND. WHERE POSSIBLE. FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS PUBLICATION ALSO 
HAS THE X-Z SOLAR ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS OF THESE 
SATELLITES FOR JANUARY 1969 TO APRIL 1969. COMPUTED AVERAGE 
POSITIONS OF THE BOW SHOCK AND NAGNETOPAUSE ARE SHOWN. A-
CONTINUATION OF THIS DATA SET IS FOUND IN 'TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORER 33. 35. 41. 43. AND 4, 4AY 1969-DECEMBER 1-72., 

WRITTEN BY D. H. FAIRFIELD K. W. BEHANNON. R. P. LEPPIKG. AND 

N. F. NESS INASA-CSFC X-69-73-291 OCTOBER 1973). EXPLORER 

3S DATA ARE FOUND IN THIS DOCUMENT FOR TH ENTIRE PERIOD. MAY 
14 - DECEMBER 1972. 
DATA SET NANE-	 MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES 

NSSDC ID- 67-70A-OOE 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/0I/68 TO 0/I/70' 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 17 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS SET OF EPHEMeRIS DATA IS CONTAINED ON SEVENTEEN 

7-TRACK. 556-BPI. ECD. IBM 360 TAPES. EACH TAPE CONSISTS OF I
 
MONTH OF DATA ON ONE FILE. THE DATA RECORDS ON THE TAPES ARE 
BLOCKED WITH FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINING SI WORDS (204 CHARACTERS). EACH TAPE 
CONTAINS ONE HEADER RECORD. THIS IS A PHYSICAL RECORD THAT IS 
BLOCKED THE SAME AS THE DATA RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON THESE TAPES AT E-MIN INTERVALS --

TIME, GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF MOON AND 
SPACECRAFT. SOLAR MAGRETOSPHERIC COORDINATES OF MOON AND 
SPACECRAFT. SELEANCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF 
SPACECRAFT. AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE ANO LONGITUDE OF 
SPACECRAFT SUBSATELLITE POINT. EXCEPT FOR JANUARY THROUGH 
MARCH 1960 AND NOVEMBER 1969, TAPES COVERING THE TIME PERIOD 
INDICATED ARE AVAILABLE. 
NESS, IE-PE 
EXPERIMENT NAME- GSFC MAGNETOMETER 
NSSOC 10- 67-OCA-04 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/24/73 
PERSONNEL 
PI - N.F. NESS......... NAEAGSFC 
GREENBELT. RD 
THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A BOOK-MOUNTEO TRIAXIAL 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. EACH SENSOR HAD DUAL RANGES OF MI JS TO 
PLUS 24 GAMMAS AND 64 GAMMAS, WITH DIGITIZATION RESOLUTICIS OF 
MINUS TO PLUS 0,094 GAMMA AND 0.25 GAMMA RESPECTIVELY, ZERO 
LEVEL DRIFT WAS CHECKED BY PERIODIC REORIENTATION CC THE 
SENSORS UNTIL MAY 20. 1Q69. WHEN THE FLIPPER MECHANISM FAILED. 
PAST THIS POINT. DATA ANALYSIS WAS MORE DIFFICULT AS THE ZERO 
LEVEL DRIFT OF THE SENSOR PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS 
WAS NOT READILY DETERMINED. SPACECRAFT INTERFERENCE WAS LESS 
THAN 0.12S GAMMA. ONE VECTOR MEASUREMENT WAS OBTAINED EACH 
5.12 SEC. THE SAMOPASS OF THE MAGNETOMETER WAS 0 TO 5 HZ. WITH
 
A Z0-P0 PER DECADE FALLOFF FOR HIGHER FREQUENCIES. EXCEPT FOR
 
THE FLIPPER FAILURE WHICH OCCURRED ON MAY 20. 1969. THE
 
EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH TO SPACECRAFT
 
TURNOFF (JUNE 2., 1973). FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE NESS ET AL.
 
JGR. VOL 721 P 	5769. 196T.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 5. I2'SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC 1D- 67-OTOA-A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVEREO-	 07/L9/67 TO 05/01/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 76 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED
 
0-TRACK. OD-BPI SINGLE FILE IBM 360. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES.
 
EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS FOUR LOGICAL RECORDS OF 1092
 
ByTes EACH. 	 EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS DATA TAKEN DURING
 
ONE 81.92-SEC TElEMETRY SEOUENCE. INCLUDED IN EACH LOGICAL 
RECORD ARE TIME (WITH JANUARY I=DAY 0$ AND 16 VECTOR MAGNETIC 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS. WITH CARTESIAN COMPONENTS GIVEN IN FOUR
 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS -- It) A PAYLOAD SYSTEM COROTATING WITH THE 
SPACECRAFT. C2) A SYSTEM WITH ITS Z AXIS ALONG THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AXIS. AND ITS X AXIS IN THE PLANE DEFINED By THE SPIN 
AXIS AND THE SATELLITE-SUN LINE. (3) SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
COORDINATES. AND (4) SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. FOR
 
THE LATTER THREE COORDINATE SYSTEM. SEQUENCE AVERAGES AND RAS 
DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR THE COMPONENTS. IN ADDITION. 16 
FIELD MAGNITUDES. THE SEQUENCE-AVERAGEO MAGNITUDE AND ITS RKS 
DEVIATIONS ARE GIVEN. THE LATITUDE AND AZIMUTH ANGLES OF THE
 
SECUENCE-AVERAGED FIELD VECTOR ARE GIVEN IN THE PAYLOAD AND 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE DATA HAVE NOT BEEN
 
CORRECTED FOR LUNAR SHADOW EFFECTS. AS SUCH, FIELD DIRECTION 
INFORMATION IS UNRELIABLE DURING LUNAR SHADOW PERIODS. 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOUND IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDES 
TIME FOR THE 1 FIELD MEASUREMENTS. SPIN PERIOD. DIRECTION, 
AND SPACECRAFT POSITION IN GEOCENTRIC AND $ELENOCENTRIC SOLAR
 
ECLIPTIC COOROINATES AND GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
 
COORDINATES. 	 FOR THE FIRST 3 YEARS OR S0 DATA COVERAGE IS 
NEARLY 100 PERCENT COMPLETE. BUT FOR THE LAST YEAR OR SO A
 
SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF DATA GAPS APPEAR. THERE IS SOME
 
MODULATION IN THE LAT-TIME-PERIOD 5.12 SEC DATA PROBABLY DUE
 
TO 	THE DATA-GAP-ASSOCIATEO INABILItY OP THE FILTERING PROGRAM
 
TO 	REMOVE ALL SPIN MODULATION, THE 81.92-SEC AVERAGED DATA
 
ARE EXPECTED TO BE MORE RELIABLE FOR THIS LATE TIME PERIOD. A
 
SEPARATE SET OF TAPES WITH JUST THE 81.92-SEC AVERAGED DATA IS
 
ALSO AVAILABLE (67-D70A-O48).
 
DATA SET NANE-	 82-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC 1D- 67--DTDA-04B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	 D7/19/67 TO 0/ 3/72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
OUAHTITY OF DATA-	 10 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK. 800'PI. IBM 7094 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED AT NSsOC FRM THE 
EXPERIMENTSR-SUPPLIED TAPES THAT CONSTITUTE DATA SET 
67-OOA-OAA. ALL THE MAGNETIC FIELD AND SUPPORTING DATA OF 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD OF DATA SET -04A WERE TRANSFERRED TO THIS 
DATA SET (-048) EXCEPT FOR THE THIRTEEN 16-ELEMENT ARRAYS 
GIVING INDIVIDUAL 5.12-SEC DATA POINTS. THUS. WHETHER A USER 
NEEDS DATA SET -04A OR -04B IS DETERMINED BY THE REQUIREMENTS 
OF TEMPORAL RESOLUTION, AS THERE ARE 5tZ-.SEC DATA IN -O'A AND 
ONLY 81.92-SEC AVERAGES IN -049. TEMPORAL COVERAGE. AS OPPOSED 
TO RESOLUTION.' IS THE SAME FOR DATA SETS -04A AND -040. 
01 - K.W. EHAM ...... MASA GFC 
GREENBELT. HO 
18 
IMP-E
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
'ATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06124/73 
DATA SET NAME- S.12-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS EN 
MICROFILM PERSONNEL 
PI - C.P. SONETT ......... U OF ARIZONA 
NSSDC ID- 67-OTDA-04 TUCSON. AZ 
01 - J.H. WOLFE .......... NASA-ARC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
D - R.W. SILVA ..... NASA-ARC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/19/67 TO 02123/72 MOFPETT FIELD, CA 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 01 - V.J. KERWIN ............ NASA-AEC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 57 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THE AMES MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPL TIED. 16-MM EOOM-MOUNTED TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AND AN ELECTRONICS 
MICROFILMED PLOTS OF INDIVIDUALLY MEASURED 5. 12-SEC MAGNETIC PACKAGE. THE SENSORS WERE ORTHOGONALLY MOUNTED. WITH ONE 
VECTORS. EACH FRAME CONTAINS DATA FOR I HR. WITH 30NIN SENSOR ORIENTED ALONG THE SPIN AXIS OF THE SPACECRAFT. A MOTOR 
ACROSS THE FRAME, TWICE. FIELD MAGNITUDE AND LATITUDE AND INTERCHANGED A SENSOR IN THE SPIN PLANE WITH THE SENSOR ALONG 
LONGITUDE ANGLES IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC OR SOLn MAGNETOSPHERIC THE SPIN AXIS EVERY 24 HR. ALLOWING INFLIGKT CALIBRATION. THE
 
COORDINATES ARE GEOCENTRIC SPACECRAFT POSITION IX, V. PACKAGE INCLUDED A
GIVEN. 	 INSTRUMENT CIRCUIT FOR SPIN DEMODULATING
 
Z. AND R IN EARTH ROAII) IS LISTeD ONCE PER FRAME. AND THE OUTPUTS FROM THE SENSORS IN THE SPIN PLANE. THE NOISE 
SELENOCENTRIC POSITION IS LISTED Z, THRESHOLD WAS AOIUT THREE RANGESSEVERAL TIMES (X, 1, AND R 0,2 GAMMA. THE INSTRUMENT HAD 

IN LUNAR RADII). COVERING PLUS OR MINUS 20, 60. AND 2O0 GAMMAS FULL SCALE FOR
 
EACH VECTOR COMPONENT. THE OIGITIZATION ACCURACY FOR EACH
 
RANGE WAS ONE PERCENT OF THE ENTIRE RANGE COVERED. THE
 
MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR WAS MEASURED INSTANTANEOUSLY. AND THE'
 
INSTRUMENT RANGE WAS CHANGED AFTER EACH MEASUREMENT. A PERIOD
 
OF 2.05 SEC ELAPSED BETWEEN ADJACENT MEASUREMENTS AND 6.14 SEC
 
BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS USING THE SAME RANGE. THE INSTRUMENT 
PERFORMANCE WAS NORMAL UNTIL SPACECRAFT TURNOFF ON JUNE 26. 
DATA SET NAME- 80 2-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS ON 1973. 
.MICROFILN 
NSSDC ID0 07-0A-04E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0719167 TO 02/23/72
 
{AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) DATA SET NAME- AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ON
 
MICROFILM
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MZCRGFILM
 
NSSDC 1O- 67-070A-03A
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED. 16-MM
 
MICROFILIEO PLOTS OF 01.9a-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC VECTORS. AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
EACH FRAME CONTAINS DATA FOR 6 HR. WITH 3 HR ACROSS THE FRAME,
 
TWICE. FIELD MAGNTUhDES {AS AVERAGED OVER 5-12-SEC TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/19/67 TO 12/23/70
 
MAGNITUDES). LATI UDE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES (AS DETERMINED FROM (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
81.92-SEC AVERAGED. SOLAR ECLIPTIC OR SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
 
CARTESIAN COMPONENTS), AND THE RMS DEVIATION IN THE MAGNITUDE 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 QEEL(S) O MICROFILM
 
AVERAGE ARE PLOTTED. GEOCENTRIC SPACECRAFT POSITION (X, Y Z
 
IN- EARTH RADII) IS LISTED EVERY 3 HR. AND SELENOCENTRIC THESE MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ARE CONTAINED ON THREE
 
SPACECRAFT POSITION IS LISTED EVERY HOUR (X Y. Z IN LUNAR REELS OF 3S-MM MICROFILM AND ONE REEL OF I6-MM MICROFILM.
 
RADII). THESE REELS CONTAIN PLOTTED El -- SEC SCALAR AVERAGES IN EITHER
 
SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC OR SOLAR EQUATORIAL COORDINATES (Z AXIS
 
NORTHWARD ON A PLANE CONTAINING THE SOLAR DIRECTION AND THE
 
SOLAR SPIN AXISI OF THIE MAGNITUDE. THE LONGITUDE, AND THE
 
LATITUDE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD B. GENERALLY. DATA ARE PLOTTED
 
IN SOLAR NAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR TIMES WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS INSIDE THE MAGNETOSPHERE OR GEOMAGNETIC TAIL 
AND IN SOLAR EQUATORIAL COORDINATES WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS 
DATA SET NAME- VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA LISTINGS ON OUTSIDE THIS REGION ABOUT HR OF DATA ARE PLOTTED ON EACH 
MICROFILM FRAME. SEQUENCE NUMBER. TIME. AND THE COORDINATE SYSTEM USED 
ARE INDICATED ON EACH PLOT. TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS AND DRIFTS
 
NSSC 1D- 67-O7GA-0AF IN ZERO LEVELS OF THE SENSORS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE OVER THE TIME PERIOD
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NEDC SPECIFIED WITH A 0S PERCENT COVERAGE.
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- G719J67 TO 02/23/72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 57 REEL(TS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED. 16-MM 
MICROPILMED DATA LISTINGS OF Two INRRSPERSED TYPES. ONE TYPE DATA SET NAE- 1.92-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON 
LISTS INDIVIDUAL 5-f-SEC FIELD MAGNITUDES tX I) AND MAGNETIC TAPES 
B.92-SEC AVERAGES OF THESE MAGNITUDES. THIS TYPE ALSO LISTS
 
81.92-SEC AVERAGES OF PAYLAD-COORDIMATE-SYsTEM CARTESIAN NSSOC Io- 57-07OA-03C
 
COMPONENTS (X S0). THEIR STANDARD RMS DEVIATIONS (X 100)
 
LATITUDE AND LONGTTUDE ANGLES DERIVED FROM THE AVERAGED AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
COMPONENTS. AND DATA OUALITY PLAGS. THE OTHER TYPE-OF LISTING
 
CONTAINS ONLY 01.92-SEC VALUES. INCLUDING SELENOCENTRIC TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0719/67 TO 10/28/71
 
SPACECRAFT POSITION (SOLAR ECLIPTIC X. Y. Z IN LUNAR RADII IX (AS REPORTED By THE EXPERIMENTER)
 
100), AND DERIVED LONGITUDE). GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
 
SPACECRAFT Z COORDINATE IN EARTH RADII IX 10). FIELD MAGNITUDE QUANTITY OF DATA- 19 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
AVERAGE (CX 1) AND ITS R S DEVIATION (X 100). SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC CARTESIAN COMPONENTS OF THE FIELD ( THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED.
 
I0). PMS DEVIATIONS EX 100) FOR THE ECLIPTIC COMPONENTS. 7-TRACK. 556 BPI, ODD PARITY BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. 
EACH
 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES DERIVED FROM THE ECLIPTIC PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 2760 CHARACTERS OF-WHICH THE FIRST IS
 
COMPONENTS. AND DATA QUALITY FLAGS. 	 CONSTITUTE A DCS CONTROL WORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 
132 CHARACTERS OF WHICH THE FIRST 6 CONSTITUTE A OCS CONTROL 
WORD. DATA GIVEN WITHIN EACH LOGICAL RODD WERE OBTAINED BY 
AVERAGING THE INDIVIDUALLY MEASURD VECTORS WITHIN A GIVEN 
61-92-SEC SEQUENCE. DATA INCLUDE FIELD MAGNITUDE. CARTESIA 
COMPONENTS AND THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND FIELD LATITUDE
 
AND LONGITUDE ANGLES. THE DATA ARE GIVEN IN SOLAR EQUATORIAL*
 
SOLAR NAGNElTOPHERIC. AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES.
 
SONETTi IMP-E
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS 

. 
SOC IO- 67-070A-03 
19 
IMP-F
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-F 

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 34. IMP 4 
NSSOC ID- 67-OSIA 
LAUNCH DATE- 0S/24/67 	 WEIGHT- 163. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABIF DATA RECORDED- OS0/03/69
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- O0/2467 
OR0I PERIOD- 6B46. MIN INCLINATION- 67.17 DEG 
'PERIAPSIS- 242.000 KMALT APOAPSI S- 514383. KR ALT 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED INTO, A M4GH-INCLINATION. 
HIGHLY ECCENTRIC EARTH ORBIT. THE APOGEE POINT WAS LOCATED 
NEAR THE EClIPtIC PLANE AND HAD AN INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF ABOUT 
1900 HR. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AND HAD AN INITIAL 
SPIN PERIOD D. 2.6 SEC. THE SPIN VECTOR WAS APPROXIMATELY 
PERPENDICQLAP TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. LIKE THE EARLIER IMPS, 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS INSRUMENTED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY 
MAGNETIC . FIELDS. ENERGETIC PARTICLES, AHD PLASMA. THE 
SPACECRAFT OPTICAL ASPECT SYSTEM FAILED ON MARCH 4. 1969. 
OTHERWISE. USEFUL DATA WEBE ACQUIRED UNTIL JUST BEFORE 
SPACECRAFT REENTRY. WHICH OCCURRED ON MAY 3. 1q69. 
DATA SET NAME-	 SOL AR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC
 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM 

NSSOC 10- 67-0IA-OD 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05124/67 TO 05103169 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 

QUANTITy OF DATA. I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILMED 
PLOTS OF EPHEMERIS DATA -SHOWN IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR ALL THE ORBITS OR EXPLORER 34. 
THE X-t. X-Z. ANO Y-. PROJECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BOTH 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE X-Y SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTION SHOWS 
THE COMPUTED AVERAGE POSITION OF THE BOW SHOCK AS COMPUTED By 
OR. 0. FAIRIELD OF GEF. TWO THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR EACH ORBIT, 
EVERY PLOT SHOWS ONE FULL ORBIT CURVE AND TABULAR LISTINGS OF 
THE ORBIT NUMBER. APOGEE. PERIGEE, START TINE. STOP TIME, 
COORDINATE SYSTEM. AND PROJECTION OR. PERSPECTIVE FOR THE 
ORBIT. AN ASTERISK IS USED TO MARK THE FIRST MOON OR MIDNIGHT 
(UT), ENCOUNTERED. WITH, TICK MARKS USED AT SUCCESSIVE 12-HOUR 
,POINTS. 
DATA SET NAME-	 SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS 
NSSOc jo-1 -51A-Oe 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	05124/6? TO 03100/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I CARD(S) OF 91W MICROFICHE 
THE PUBLICATION. 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 34, AND
 
35. JULY 1966 - APOIL 1969.' WRITTEN BY K. W. BEHANNON. K. K. 
SCHATTEN. 0. N. FAIRFIED.D. AND N. F. NESS (NASAF-GRC 
X.692-7D-6* FEBRUARY 1970) CONTAINS THE TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORERS 33. 34, AND 35 FROMLAUNCH TO'APRIL 1969 (EXCEPT FOR 
EXPLORER 34 FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH 1969) AS 
PROJECTED 'INTO THE X-Y PLANE IN 50AR ECLIPTIC'COORDINATES. 
TICK MARKS. I-DAY APART. ARE SHOWN FOR EPYORERS 33 AND 35 
AND. WHERE POSSI (LW. FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS PUBLICATION ALSO 
HAS 'HE X-Z SOL ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS OF THEIE 
SATELLITES, FOR JANUARY 1969 TO APRIL 1969. COMPUTED AVERAGE 
POSITIO'J OF THE BOW SHOCK AND MAGNSTOPAUSE ARE ALSO SHOWN. 
- P 
DATA SET NAME- U OF CHICAGO EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE
 
NSSDC I- 67-OSIA-OOF 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 2A167 TO 0S/03/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FIVE 7-TRAC. 80O-pI. BINARY 
TAPES USING XDS 930 INTEGER FORMAT. THE TAPES WERE GENERATED 
BY PERSONNEL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. EACH PHYSICAL 
RECORD CONSISTS L0 REcORDS 25OF OGICAL OF WORDS EACH-
EOD-F-FILE MARKS SEPARATE ORBITS- AND A DOUBLE END-OR--FILE 
MARK EOS EACH TAPE. EPHEMERIS POINTS (LOGICAL RECORDS) ARE 
GIVEN AT 61.44-SEC INTERVALS. DATA -PRESENTED INCLUDE TIME. 
PSEUDO SEQUENCE COUNT. SATELLITE RADIAL DISTANCE. SATELLITE 
AND SUN GEOCENTRIC AND GEOMANETIC* LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.
 
SATELLITE SOLAR-MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES,
 
SATELLITE-EARTH-SUN ANGLE. SATELLITE SPEED. B AND L. Bf0O, AND 
THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC COMPONENTS OF THE CSFC (12/66) MODEL 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AS UPDATED TO 1965.0. THERE ARE NO KNOWN 
SIGNIFICANT DATA GAPS. 
NESS. IMPF
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
 
NSDC ID- 67-SIA-11
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- DS/03169
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - NF. NESS ......... NASA-GFC
 
G
REENBELT. MD
 
.1 -D .H. FAIRFIELD ..... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT. MD
 
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAG.ETOMETER. 
EACH SENSOR HAD DUAL RANGES OF MINUS TO PLUS 32 GAMMAS AND IU 
GAMMAS AND. DIGITIZATION ERRORS OF MINUS TO PLUS 0.16 AND 0.4 
GAMMA. RESPECTIVELY. THE OPERATING RANGE COULD Be CHANGED%BY 
GROUND COMMAND. THE SENSOR PARALLEL TO THE SPIN-AXIS WAS ON A
 
I.E-N BOOM AND WAS FLIPPED EVERY 3.9 DAYS TO CHECK THE ZERO
 
LEVEL. THE OTHER TWO SENSORS WERE ON-A SEPARATE BOOM. VECTOR
 
MEASUREMENT WERE RETURNED EACH 2.56 SEC. AN ONDOARD
 
AUTOCORRELATION COMPUTER WAS INCLUDED. AUTOCORRELATION-DATA
 
BASED ON 240 SAMPLINGS WEREIRETURNED ON ALTERNATE COMPONENTS
 
EACH 20.45 SEC. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL THROUGHOUT THE LIFE
 
OF THE SPACECRAFT. HOWEVER. FAILURE OF THE SPACECRAFT DPTICAL
 
ASPECT SYSTEM ON MARCH 4. 1069. RENDERED IMPOSSIBLE THE
 
DETERMINATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD DIRECTION OVER THE LAST 2
 
MONTHS OF DATA ACOQUISITION. FOR FURTHER DETAILS, SEE
 
FAIRFIELD. JGR. V01- 74. P 3541. 1969.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 20-SEC.AVIHAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA OH TAPE 
NSSDC 10- 67-OSIA-IIA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0S/24/ TO 12/06e/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
-
THIS EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIE ,DATA SET CONSISTS, OF 
20.4,-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA MERGED WHEN 
POSSIBLE. WITH 3-MIN AVERAGE BULK PLASMA PARAMETERS. TE DATA 
ARE FOUND ON 9-TRACK. BOB-BPI. IM/360 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. 
EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 280 LOGICAL RECORDS, AND EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 27 4-BYTE DAYA WORDS. EACH TAPE 
CONTAINS DATA FOR 10 ORBITS (43 DAYS). THE MAGNETIC FIELD DATA 
FOUND IN AMY ONE LOGICAL RECORD REPRESENTS A 20.45-SEC AVERAGE 
OVER & INDIVIDUALLY MEASURED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELDS. THES 
AVERAGES WERE PERFORMED BY THE .EXPERIMENTER IN HIS DATA 
ANALYSIS SEQUENCE. TH--AGNETIC DATA INCLUDE FIELD MAGNITUDE. 
FIELD VECTOR LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AMt 
SOLAR ANETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. AND STANDARD DSVIATIO SOF 
THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC X. Y, AND Z COMPONENTS (BUT HOT THE 
COMPONENTS THEMSELVES). EACH LOGICAL RECORD ALSO . CONTAINS 
TIME. SPACECRAFT POSITION IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES. THE GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE 
OF THE SUN. AND A DATA OUA .ITY FLAG. THE PLASMA DATA.
 
SEPARATELY IDENTIFIED AS DATA SET 67-OSIA-OB ARE AVAILABLE
 
FOR ONLY THE FIRST 58 ORBITS OF THE IMP F FLIGHT AND INCLUDE 
20
 
IMP-F/IMP-G
 
PROTON DENSITY. TEMPERATURE. VELOCITY. FLOW DIRECTION WAS ABOUT 1300AND HR. INITIAL SATELLITE SPIN RATE WAS 27.5 RPM. 
RATIO OF BULK VELOCITY TO THERMAL SPEED, AO ALPHA PARTICLE THE BASIC TELEMETRY WASSEQU6NCE 20.41 SEC. THE SPACECRAFT
 
DENSITY AND VELOCITY. FUNCTIONED VERY WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL IT DECAYED FCM ORBIT 
ON DECEMBER 23. 1972. DATA TRANSMISSION WAS NEARLY 1D PERCENT 
FOR THE SPACECRAFT LIFE EXCEPT FOR THE INTERVAL NOVEMBER ES. 
.971. TO FEBRUARY I 1972o. WHEN DATA ACOUISITION WAS LIMITED 
To THE VICINITY OF THE MAGNETOTAIL NEUTRAL SNZET 
DATA SET NAME- 20-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS ON 
MICROFILM 
NSSOC IO- 67OSIA-1IB 
DATA SET NAME- PROJECTION AND PERSPECTIVE EPHEMERIS
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC 
 PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0B/24/67 TO 0307169 	 NSSDC ID- 69-053A-000 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSDCJ 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSOBC 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/2I/69 TO OBaZ5T70 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI 
THREE REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM CONTAINIMG 6 HR OF DATA PER 
FRAME. POINTS REPRESENTINO FIELD MAGNITUDE AND FI0D VECTOR DUANTITY OF DATA- I REE A S OF MICROFILM 
POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC OR SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES GIVEN EACH 20 SEC. SPACECRAFT DATA CONSISTSARE THIS SET OP ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM
 
EPHEMERIS 
DATA ARE LISTED ONCE EACH HOUR. THE DATA COVERAGE IS PLOTS OF EPHEMERIS DATA SHOWN IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AM SOLAR 
COMPLETE BETWEEN LAUNCH AND THE LOSS OF SOLAR ASPECT ON MARCH MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR THE ORBITS OF EXPLORER 41. THE 
*. 1969. X-Y. X-I, AND Y-Z PROJECTIONS ADE AVAILABLE FOR BOTH 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE X-Y SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTION SHOWS 
THE COMPUTED AVERAGE POSITION OF THE DOW SHOCK AS COMPUTED BY 
DR, D. FAIRFIELD OF GSFC. TWO THREE-OIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR EACH ORBIT. 
EVERY PLOT SHOWS ONE FULL ORBIT CURVE AND TABULAR LISTINGS OF
 
THE ORBIT NUMBER, APOGEE, PERIGEE. START TIME. STOP TIME.
 
COORDINATE SYSTEM. AND PROJECTION OR PERSPECTIVE FOR THE
 
DATA SET NAME- 2.5--SEC MULTICODRDINATE MAGNETIC VECTORS ORBIT. AN ASTERISK IS USED TO MARK THE FIRST NOON OR MIDNIGHT 
ON TAPE 	 (UT) ENCOUNTERED. WITH TICK MARKS USED AT SUCCESSIVE IZ-HOUR
 
POINTS.
 
NSSDC ID- 67-051A-IID
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT MSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD 	COVERED- OBs2416T TD 02/I0169 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA-
 136 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 DATA SET NAME- MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED NSSOC ID- 69-053A-OOE 
9-TRACK. 50O-BP1 IBM 360 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. EACH TAPE 
CONTAINS DATA TAKEN DURING ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT (4.3 DAYS). AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS A 4-BYTE CONTROL WORD AND 16 
LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS A 4-BYTE CONTROL 
 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/21/69 TO It/L15TI

WORD AND 307 FOUR-BYTE DATA WORDS FOR ONE TELEMETRY SEGUENCE 
 CAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
(20.48 SEC). DATA FOUND IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDE TIME. 
SPACECRAFT POSITION (RADIAL DISTANCE. GEODETIC AND GEOMAGNETIC aUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGETOPHERIC X. Y, AND Z). AND MAGNETIC FIELD DATA AS THIS 	 B0-PTI.DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACI. BINARY TAPES 
MEASURED BY EACH OR THE THREE SENSORS (EIGHT TI.ESI. AND AS USING ADS 930 INTEGER FORMAT. THE TAPES WERE GENERATED BY 
CONVERTED TO NONROTATIG PAYLOAD. SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR PERSONNEL 
 AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD
 
MIAGN-TOSPHERIC COORDINATES. =OR EACH OF THE THREE LATTER 
 CONSISTS OF 40 LOGICAL RECORDS OF 25 WORDS EACH* END-OF-FELE
 
INDIVIDUALLY MAGNETIC
COORDINATE 	SYSTEMS. MEASURED VECTORS MARKS SEPARATE ORBITS. AND A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK ENS EACH
 
(2.5-SEC RESOLUTION] .AND SSQUENCE-AVERAGEO VECTOR$ (29-SEC TAPE. EPHEMERIS POINTS (LOGICAL RECORDS) ARE GIVEN AT
 
RESOLUTION) ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF BOTH CARTESIAN COMPONENTS 61.44-SEC INTERVALS. DATA PRESENTED INCLUDE TIME. PSEUDO
 
(WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE AVERAGES) AND MAGNITUDE AND SEOUENCE 
 COUNIT. SATELLITE RADIAL DISTANCE. SATELLITE ANO SUN
 
POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES. 
 THE DATA COVERAGE IS COMPLETE GEOCENTRIC AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. SATELLITE
 
BETWEEN MAY 24. 1967. AND FEBRUARY I. 1969, EXCEPT FOR THE SOLAR-MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. SATELLITE-EARTH-SUN ANGLE.
 
FOLLOWING 1968 GAPS - JANUARY 1-4. JANUARY 26-FESRUARY 3. MAY SATELLITE SPEED. 0 AND L. O/BO. AND THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
9-I8. MAY 	 22-26, APRIL 13-17, OCTOBER 24-29. ANDDECEMBER COMPONENTS OF THE GSPC (12166) MODEL GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AS
 
EXPERIMENTER SET CF
7-11. THE HAS GENERATED A TAPES WITH THE UPDATED TO l96S. THERE ARE NO KNOWN SIGNIFICANT DATA GAPS.
 
20-SEC AVERAGED DATA AND NO 2.5-SEC VECTORS. THIS SET OF
 
TAPES, WITH TEN ORBITS OF DATA PER TAPE. IS ALSO HELD AT
 
NgSOC AND IS DATA SET 67-OIA-IIA. 
DATA SET NAME- GSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
PROJECTIONS
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-G NSSDC 10- 6 OB3A-O0G 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-691K. IMP 5 	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
EXPLORER 41, 03990> 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/2169 TO 12/23/72 i

NSSDC TO- 69-053A 
 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
LAUNCH OATE- O62/2169 	 WEIGHT- 175. KG aUANTITY OF DATA- . I CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
 THE PUBLICATION 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 35.,41.

DATE LAST USABL.E DATA RECORDED- 1223172 	 43. 
 AMt 47, NAY 1959 - DECEMBER 19720* WRITTEN BY D. H
 
FAIRFIELD. K. W. BEHANNON. R- P. LEPPING. AND N. F. NESS
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
 (NASA-GSFC 	X-692-73-291. OCTOBER 1973). CONTAINS THE ECLIPTIC
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH.OATE- 06,21/69 PROJECTIONS ORBITS OF EXPLORER 41.
PLANE OF ALL 331 THE PLOTS
 
ORSIT PERIOD- 443. MIN INCLINATION- 8.78 DEG ARE NOT USEFUL FOR DETAILED STUDIES. BUT THEY ARE USEFUL IN
 
PERIAPSIS- 370.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 176434. KM ALT THE
INDICATING DRITAL PHASE OF THE SPACECRAFT OH A GIVEN DAY
 
AND SHOWING WHERE APOGEE IS IN LOCAL TIME. Ih ADDITION ONE
 
EXPLORER 41 (IMP-G) WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SPACECRAFT 
 PLOT IS GIVEN TO SHOW THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC X-C PROJECTIONS OF 
PLACED INTO A HIGH-INCLINATION, HIGHLY 'ELLIPTIC ORBIT TO FOUR ORBITS WITH S-YR SPACING.
 
MEASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLES6 MAGNETIC FIELDS. AM) PLASMA IN 
CISLUNAR SPACE. ThE LINE OF ARSIDES AND THE SATELLITE SPIN 
VECTOR WERE WITHIN A FEB DEGREES OF-BEING IN AND NORMAL TO. 
RESPECTIVELY. THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE 
IMP-G/IMP-I
 
NESS I-MP-G 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL FLU"GATE MAGNETOMETER 
69-053A-Il
NSSOC ID-

OPERATION- INOPERABLE
STATUS OP 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12A2TS12 

PERSONNEL 
PI - N.F. NESS .......... NASAGSFC 
GREENBELT. Mo 
0I - DO.H. FAIRFIELD N........ ASA-GSFC 

GREENBELT. MD 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER MEASURED
TRIAXIAL 

MAGNETIC FIELDS IN THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. IN THE 
MAGNETOSHEATH, AND IN THE GEIOAGNETIC TAIL. THE MAGNETOMETER 
HAD DYNAMIC RANGES OF PLUS OR MINUS 40 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR 
MINUS 200 GAMMAS WITH RESPECTIVE SENSITIVITIES OF PLUS OR 
MINUS 0.2 GAMMA AND PLUS OR MINUS 1.0 GAMMA. AUTOMATIC ONBOARD 

RANGE SELECTION WAS INCLUDED, MEASUREMENT OF THE ENERGY 

SPECTRA OF MAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS WAS ACCOMPLISHED 

THROUGH A COMPUTATION OF THE AUTOCORRELATIO. FUNCTION IN AN 
ONROARD DIGITAL PROCESSOR. THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED NORMALLY 

FROM LAUNCH UNTIL T.' SPACECRAFT DECAYED FROM ORBIT (JUNE 21. 

1969 - DECEMBER 23. 10723. 
A BODM-MOUNTED 

DATA SET NAME- SO-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON MICrOFILM 
NSSOC ID- 69-053A-IIA 
AT NSSOC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	06/2V169 TO 12/Z3172
 
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 8 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED .Y THE EXPERIMENTER, CONSISTS OF 
MICROFILM CONTAINING 6 HOURS OF DATA PER FRAME, POINTS 
REPRESENTING PIELD MAGNITUDE AND FIELD VECTOR POLAR AND 
AZIMUTHAL ANGLES IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC OR SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC 
COORDINATES ARE GIVEN EACH ZO SEEC. SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS DATA 
ARE LISTED ONCE EACH HOUR. THE DATA COVERAGE IS COMPLETE 
EXCEPT FOR A GAP FRO NOVEMBER 1. 1971. TO JANUARY 31. I972I 
DATA SET BAME- 2.5-SECJLTICDRDINATE MAGNETIC 
VECTORS ON TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 6G-OSOA-IIB 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET3 DATA AT N $D 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06,21,6* '0 12/23.72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 367 REEL(S OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERINENTER-SUPPLIE. 
9-TRACK. Boo BPI, IfM'360 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. EACH 
CONTAINS DATA TAKEN DURING ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT (3.3,.AYSI. 
EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS A FOURO.YTE CONTROL WORD AND 16 
LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS A FOUR-RYTE 
CONTROL WORD AND 307 FOUR- yTE DATA WORDS FOR ONE TELEMETRY 
SEQUENCE (20.45 SEC). DATA FOUND IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD 
INCLUDE TIME. SPACECRAFT POSITION (RADIAL DISTANCE. GEODETIC 

AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND
 
SOLAR RAGNETOSPHERIC I. Y. AND ZI AND MAGNETIC FIELD DATA AS 

MEASURED BY EACH OF THE THREE SENSORS EIGHT TINES AND AS 

CONVERTED TO NON-ROTATING PAYIOAD, SOLAR ECLIPTIC, AND SOLAR
 
NAGHSTOSPHERIC COORDINATES * FOR EACH' OF THE THREE LATTER 

COOROINATE SYSTEMS. I NDIVIDUALLY MEASURED MAGNETIC VECTORS 

(2.5 SEC RESOLUTION) AND SECOENCE-AVERAGED VECTORS f2. SEC 
RESOLUTION) ARE GIVEN IN TERMS OF THEIR CARTESIAN COMPONENTS 
(WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE AVERAGES) AND MAGNITUDE AND 
POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES. NESOC EXPECTS TO GENERATE A SET 
= 

o TAPES ON.Y SEOUENCE-AVESA4ED DATA ABOUT 1.CONTAININdM 	 WITH 
ORBITS OF DATA PER TAPE.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-1 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 43., IMP 6 
05063
 
NESOC ID- TI-0I9A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 03/13171 	 WEIGHT- 635. NO
 
STATUS OF OPERATION. PARTIAL
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/1771
 
ORBIT PERIO.- 5956 . IN INCLINATION- 2S.eO BEG 
PERIAPS 353.000 KM4 ALT APOAPSIS- 20457 KM ALT 
I'P-I CONTINUED THE STUDY. BEGUN-Sy EARLIER IMPS. OF THE 
INTERPLANETARY AND OUTER MA NETOSPHERIC REGIONS BY MEASJRING 
ENERGETIC PARTICLES. PLASMA AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS. 
A RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO INCLUDED IN THE 
SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD. THE IB-SIOED SPACECRAFT WAS 152.12 CM HIGH 
By 135.64 CM IN DIAMETER. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS NORMAL 
TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE- AND ITS SPIN RATE WAS 5 RPM. THE 
INITIAL APOGEE pOIIT LAY NEAR THE EAR"t-SUN LIN. THE 
S.AR-CELL AND CHEMICA-BAfTERY-POWERED SPACECRAFT CARRIED TWO 
TRANSMITTERS. ONE CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED PC. ENCODER DATA AT 
A 100-PS INFORMATION BIT RATE. THE'SECOND TRANSMITTER WAS 
USED FOR TRANSMISSION OF VLF DATA AND FOR RANGING INFORMATION.
 
THREE ORTHOGONAL PAIRS OF DIPOLE ANTENNAS WERE USED FOR THE
 
ELECTRIC FIELDS EXPERIMENTS. AND ONE OF THESE PAIRS WAS ALSO
 
USED FOR TE RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT. THE MEMBERS OF THE
 
ANTENNA PAIR ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS EXTENDED 2.9 N,
 
THE MEMBERS OF THE PAIR USED IN BOTH THE ELECTRIC FIELD AND
 
RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENTS EXTENDED 45.5 A. AND THE MEMBERS
 
OF THE THIRD PAIR WERE SLIGHTLY UNBAACED. EXTENDING 2.4 AND 
27.6 M, RESPECTIVELY. ALL FOUR ELEMENTS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
 
SPIN AXIS WERE TO HAVE EXTENDED 66.5 N. THE SPACECRAFT 
REENTERED THE EARTHS ATMOSPHERE OCYOBER . 1974. AFTER A
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL MISSION. 
DATA SET NAME- GSC TRAJICTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC 
PROJECTIONS
 
NSSDC ID- 71-019A-00D
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PU-BLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/13/71 TO 12/31/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I CARD(S OF BSW MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION -TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 35, .
 
43. AND 47. MAY 1969 - DECEMOER 1572,' WRITTEN BY 0. H. 
FAIRFIELD. K. W- BEHANNN. R P. LEPRPING. AND N. F. NESS 
(NASA-GSPC X-692-TS-291. OCTOBER. I93). CONTAINS THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE PROJECTIONS OF THE FIRST 1S OR.ITS OF EXPLORER 4.. THE 
PLOTS ARE NOT USEFUL FOR DETAILED STUDIES. RUT THEY ARE USEFUL 
IA INDICATING THE ORBITAL PHASE OF THE SPACECRAFT ON A GIVEN 
DAY AND IN SHOWING WHERE APOGEE I$ IN LOCAL TIME. IN AD.ITION, 
ONE PLOT IS GIVEN TO SHOW THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC X-Z PROJECTIONS 
O TWO ORBITS SEPARATED BY ONE yEAR-
NESS. IMP-I 
EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT 0) MAGNETIC FIELDS 
NSSOC ID- 71-01A-01
 
STATUS OP OPERATION- INOPSRABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/02174
 
PERSONNEL 
pE - N.F. NESS I-....- - NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, ND 
.1 - JB.- SEEK ..... ASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. ND 
01 - D.H. FAIFF IELD- ........ NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. ND 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ACCURATELY THE 
VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 1H THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM AID IN THE 
EARTH'$ MAGNETOSPHERE MAGNETOTAIL. AND MAGNETOSNEATMH THE 
DETECTOR WAS A BOOM-NMUNTED TREAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETIETER 
WITH FOUR RANGES -- MINUS TO PLUS 16. A8. 144. AND 432 GAMMAS. 
RESPECTIVELY. CORRESPONDING SENSITIVITIES WERE PLUS OR MINUS 
0.06. 0.19 0.56, AND 1.69 GAMMAS. RESPECTIVELY. AUTOMATIC 
RANGE SELECTION CAPABILITY WAS INCLUDED. A FLIPPING MECHANISN 
PERMITTED INFLIGHT CALIBRATION OF THE THREE SENSOR ZERO 
LEVELS- THE VECTOR 	 SAMPLING RATE WAS 12.S SAMPLES PER SECOND. 
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IMP-I/INJUN 5
 
THE EXPERIMENT FUMETIOS NORMALLy THROUGH THE SPACECRAFT 
LIFE. FOR FURTHER DETA'LS. SEC FAIRFIELD, JGR. VOL P. 
1368. t974. 
wom i 

DATA SET NAME-	 I S-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS 
ON MICROFILM 
NISOC TO- 71-019A-OIA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0B/13/'I TO 04/03/" 

(ASIVERIFIED BY NSSDCI 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-MM MICROFILM WHICH WAS 

SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND WHICH CONTAINS 6 HRS OF 

15.36-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGN TIC-FIELD DATA PLOTS PER FRAMS 
(3 HRS ACROSS THE FRAME. TWICE). THE DATA CONSIST OF FIELD 
.NAGNITUDES (OETERMINED AS AVERAGES OVER INDIVIDUAL MAGNITUDES) 
AND FIELD LATITUE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC 

COORDINATES. LISTED EACH NOU ARE SPACECRAFT POSITION IN 

SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES (CARTESIAN COMPONENTS, RAOIAL 

DISTANCE, LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ANGLES. DISTANCE FROM X AXIS) 
AND THE GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE QE THE SUN. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON MAE- INJUN 5 

ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 40. INJUN-C 

INU. IE-C, 0338 

NSSOC I- 6aR066 

LAUNCH DATE- 08/08/68 	 WEIGHT- 71.4 XG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/07/I 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0/11/68 

ORBIT PERIOD- IIB.3 MN INCLINATION- 80.67 DEG 

PERIAPSIS- 631.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2533.00 KM ALT 

EXPLORER 60 (INJJI 5) WAS A 71 KG. MAGNETICALLY ORIENTED 

SPACECRAFT LAUNCHES TOGETHER WITH A S.65S INFLATABLE BALLOON 

(EXPLORER 39, 19L$-06A. USR FOR AIR DENSITY MEASUREMENTS) 
USING A SINGLE SCOUT VEHICLE. EXPLORER 40 WAS DESIGNED TO 
ACCOKPLISH THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES -- (I) COMPREHENSIVE STUDY 
OF THE DOWNWARD FLUX OF CHARGED PARTICLES (2) STUDY OF VLF 
RADIO EMISSION IN THE IONOSPHERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE DOWNWARD 
FLUX. (3) STUDY OF GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PROTONS, ALPHA 
PARTICLES. AND ELECTRONS. (4) OBSERVATION OF SOLAR COSMIC 
RAYS. (5) OBSERVATION OF THE CONTINUING DECAY OF THE STARFISH 
ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT. AM (0) STUDY OF THE TEMPERATURE 
AND DENSITY OF ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS OF THERMAL AND NEAR 
THERMAL ENERGY. THE SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS PERFORMED NORMALLY 
EXCEPT FOR THE MALFUNCTION OF THE SOLAR CELL POWER DUMP DEVICE 
(SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH) WHICH CAUSED THE SOLAR CELLS TO DELIVER 
A LOWER POWER LEVEL TO THE EXPERIMENTS AND REDUCED THE TINE 
DURING WHICH THE ONBOARD TAPE RECORDER COULD BE RUN. AFTER A 
PERIOD OF OUASI-RANDOM TUMBLING. THE PASSIVE MAGNETIC 
ALIGNMENT BECAME EFFECTIVE IN MID-DECEMBER 196B. THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF PROM MAY 31. I970 TO FEBRUARY IS. 

1971 AFTER WHICH IT WAS TURNED ON AGAIN. THE SPACECRAFT WAS
 
PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF NODE IN EARLY JUNE 1971. AND BECAME 

INOPERABLE SHORTLY THEREAFTER.
 
GURNETT. INJUN 5 

EXPERIMENT NAME- VLF RECEIVER 

NSSDC ID- 6a-066-02 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/07/71 

PERSONNEL 

PT - DA. GURETT . .... U OF IOWA 

IOWA CITY. IA 

01 - L.A. FRANK -.......... U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
THIS VERY LOW FREQUENCY (VLPI RECEIVER WAS DESIGNED TO 
STUDY BOTH ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS (BOTH PHASE AND 
AMPLITUDE] OF VLF SIGNALS. THE DIRECTION OF SIGNAL PROPAGATION 
COULD BE DETERMINED AND USED TO ASSIST IN IDENTIFYIN THE
 
OGINS OF VARIOUS VLF SIGNALS. THE OBSERVATIONs OF ANTENNA
 
IMPEDANCE FOR THE ELECTRIC ANTENNA CECA) WERE NEEDED TO STUDY
 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCH AN ANTENNA OPERATING IN A PLASMA.
 
THERE WERE TWO ANTENNAS, ONE DRIVING A MAGNETIC-FIELD
 
COMPONENT RECEIVER (NCR). AND THE OTHER DRIVING TWO
 
ELECTRIC-FIELO COMPDNENT RECEIVERS (ECR). THE NCR OPERATED 
FROM A GS9C-N-DIAM LOOP ANTENNA (MCA), AND THU ECRS OPERATED 
FRO. AN ANTENNA CONSISTING OF TWO 20.3-CM-DIAM ALUMINUM 
SPHERES MOUNTED 2.8S N APART ON OPPOITE SIDES OF THE 
SPACECRAFT (SCI. BOTH THE MCA AND ECA WERE MOUNTED ON BOOMKSTO 
REDUCE IMTERFERENCE FROM THE SC- WITHIN A FEW WEEKS AFTER 
LAUNCH. THE 5C WAS DESPUN AND MAGNETICALLY STABILIZED SO THAT 
NOMINALLY. THE ANTENNA AXES AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD LINE
 
THROUGH THE SC WERE OPTHOGONAL. IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE,
 
THE MCA SUPPORING BOOK WAS INCLINED EARTHWARD. BOTH THE NCR 
AND ECR OPERATED FROM 10 TO SOB3 HZ. ALSO OPERATING FROM THE 
ECA WAS A NARROW-BAND STEP FREOUENCY RECEIVER (ECR 21 WHICH 
WAS RECEIVING THROUGH FILTERS WITH CENTER FREQUENCIES AT 7.5, 
10.5. 22. 52.5, 70. AND 105 (PLUS OR MINUS 7.5 PERCENTI KHZ.
 
SUPPLEMENTARY TO THESE TIEE RECEIVERS AND TWO ANTENNAS WERE
 
(I) A SPECIAL CIRCUIT THAT COULD MEASURE PHASE AND AMPLITUDE 
OF THE IMPEDANCE ON THE ECA BETWEEN 20 AND 2023 HZ AND (2) AN 
ELECTRON GUN USED TO BIAS THE EA. THE NCR AND ECRI OSERVED 
AND TELEMETEREO (ON A O.R-W. 400-MHZ CHANNEL) ANALOG. 
BROAOBANO DATA IN REAL TIME. WHEN THE SC WAS IN TELEMETRY 
RANGE OF A GROUND STATION. WHEN LATER ANALYZED. THE NORMAL 
DATA FORM FOR THESE BROADBAND DATA WERE PHOTOGRAPHICALLY 
PRODUCED FREQUENCY VS TIME PLOTS. (SPECTROGRA.S) PREPARED BY 
USE OF A SPECTRUM ANALYZER. SEPARATE PLOTS,WERE REGUIRED TO 
SHOW THE DATA FROM EACH RECEIVER. THE IMPEDANCE OSERVATIONS 
APPEAR ON THE ECR SPECTROGRAMS. WHEN OPSERVING WITH THE 
IMPEDANCE CIRCUIT ON. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED B-OF 
EACH 30 SEC OF WIDEBAND OBSERVING TIME. THE SIGNAL STRENGTH 
VALUES FROM THE SCRI, AND SEPARATELY FROM ROTH THE LOW (0.03 
TO 0.65 (HZI AND HIGH (0.3 TO S0 KHZ) RANGES OF THE ECRI AND 
MCA. WERE RECORDED ON THE SC TAPE RECORDER AND COMPRISED THE 
DIGITAL DATA FOR THIS EXPERIMENT- THE RESOLUTION OF WIDEBAND 
DATA IS LARGELY DEPENDENT UPON THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER (AND ITS 
FILM TRANSPORT SPEED) USED FOR DATA PROCESSING IN THIS 
EXPERIMENT, THE DIGITAL DATA WERE OBSERVED AND RECORDED OVER A 
30-SEC CYCLE WITHIN WHICH THE SIGNAL AMPLITUDES FROM THE TWO 
LOW FREQUENCY STEPS OF THE ECR2 WERE OBSERVED EVERY 4 SEC 
II-SEC DURATION) AND THE OTHER FREQUENCIES OBSERVED EVERY 8 
SEC. WHEN THE *IMPEDANCE CIRCUIT WAS ON, EIGHT SAMPLES OF THE 
STEP RECEIVER DATA WERE NOT OBSERVED DURING EACH 30-SEC CYCLE. 
EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE WAS NOMINAL WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE
 
ELECTRON GUM OPERATION. THE CAUSE OF ITS INEFFECTIVE OPERATION
 
WAS UNKNOWN. BUT THIS FAILURE WAS NOT A MAJOR LOSS TO THE
 
EXPERIHENT RESULT. THIS FAILURE ONLY REDUCED THE CAPABILITY OF
 
STUDYING ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS UNDER DIFFERENT BIAS
 
CONDITIONS. FAILURE OF THE SC POWER REGULATOR EARLY IN THE
 
MISSION LIMITED OPERATION TO SOME EXTENT, BUT NOMINAL DATA
 
WERE OBTAINED UNTIL MAY 2B. 1970. DURING FEBRUARY TO JUNE
 
1971. WHEN THE SC WAS REACTIVATED. IT IS PRESUMED THAT
 
ADDITIONAL V.F DATA WERE OBTAINED. PRINCIPAL TELEMETRY SITES
 
FOR THE DATA THROUGH MAY 1970 WERE IN IOWA AND ALASKA. FURTHER
 
EXPERIMENT DETAILS MAY RE FOUND IN GURNETT ET AL., UNIV. OF
 
IOWA. REPORT 66-43, AND GURNETT ET AL-, JGR VOL. T4. PP.
 
4631-468.
 
DATA SET NAME- MASTER DATA TAPE INCLUDING VLF SIGNAL
 
STRENGTH
 
NSSDC ID- 6S-066B-OA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	 08/09/68 TO 0/29/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 9X9 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER CONSISTS OF
 
A TIME-ORDRED MASTER FILE FOR EXPLORER 40 (INJUN 5) OF
 
SATELLITE TELEMETRY DATA ON 049. 7-TRACK. UNIVAC 418. BINARY
 
MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 00 BPI WITH 696 CHARACTERS PER
 
LOGICAL RECORD. 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. A
 
VARIABLE MJDER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER FILE. AND ONE FILE PER
 
TAPE. IN ADDITION TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA. THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE
 
GIVEN -- TIME (UT-LOCALI. ORBIT NUMBER. GEOCENTRIC LOCATION
 
(GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES AND. EOUATORIAL INERTIAL COORDINATES
 
SATELLITE VELOCITY 	VECTOR. MAGNETIC FIELD LOCATION (DIPOLE
 
MODEL. MCILWAIN L, AND INVARIANT LATITUDE), SOLAR RIGHT
 
ASCENSION AND DECLINATION IN CELESTIAL COORDINATES. SUN
 
ECLIPSE TIME. AND 	ATTITUDE OF SATELLITE. THIS SET OF TAPES
 
CONTAINS DATA SETS 6B-0669-0IA. -02A -03A. AND -04A. THE VLF
 
DATA OCCUR IN DATA WORDS 62 THROUGH 65 OF EACH 90-WORD DATA 
FRAME AND CONTAIN 	 INFORMATION ON SIGNAL STRENGTH OF THE SIX 
FREDUENCIES RECEIVED DY THE VLF RECEIVER. FURTHER DESCRIPTIONS 
OF THE CONTENT OF THE VLF DATA IS NOT YET AVAILABLE FROM 
MSSDC.
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MARINER, 5-

FROM THE SUN. THE I AXIS POINTING IN THE DIRECTION OF 
PLANETARy MOTION, AND THE Z AXIS NORMAL TO THE ECLIPTIC. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MARINER S (POSITIVE NORTH). ALL AVAILABLE GOOD OUAL7TY DATA POINTS ARE 
CONTAINED ON THIS TAPE -- ABOUT 300,000 VECTOR VALUES. 
ALTERNATE NAMES- VENUS. MARINER VENUS 67 
02645 
NSSOC I- 67-0604 
LAUNCH DATE- 06/1467 	 WEIGHT- Z45. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE DATA SET NAME- 1-. 3-. AND 24-HOUR AVERAGES OF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11121/67 INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSOC ID- 67-06A-OSB
 
ORBIY TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH.DATE- 0614/67
 
ORBIT PSRIOD- 291. DAYS INCLINATION- 0. DEG AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
PERtIAPSIS- .72 AU RAD APOAPSI S- 1.0 AU MAD
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06114/67 TO 11/21/67
 
THE MARINER S SPACECRAFT WAS THE FIFTH IN A SERIES OF tAS VERIPIED BY- NSSDC)
 
SPACECRAFT USED FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IN THE FLYBY MODE,
 
MARINER 5 WAS A REFURBISHED BACKUP SPACECRAFT FOR THE MARINER QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
A MISSION AND WAS CONVERTED FROM A MARS MISSION TO A VENUS 
MISSION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS FULLY ATTITUDE STABILIZED. USING THIS 9-TRACK. BOG-BPI. IBM 360. BINARY TAPE. SUPPLIED By 
THE SUN AND THE STAR CANOPUS AS REFERENCES. A CENTRAL COMPUTER THE EXPERIMENTER, CONTAINS AVERAGED DATA FROM THE JpF HELIUM 
AND SEQUENCER SUBSYSTEM SUPPLIED TIMING SEQUENCES AND MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT ON MARINER 5. THERE ARE TUO LOGICAL 
COMPUTING SERVICES FOR OTHER SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS- THE RECORDS PER 24 HR OF DATA. THE FIRST LOGICAL RECORD SPANS 20 
SPACECRAFT PASSED 4000 KNFRON VENUS ON OCTOBER -19. 1967. THE PHYSICAL RECORDS OF 257 ORDS AND ONE PHYSICAL RECORD OF 173 
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS MEASURED BOTH INTERPLANETARY AND WORDS. THIS RECORD CONTAINS TINE. EPHEMERIS. 16a.75-SEC. 
VNUSIAN MAGNETIC F7ELDS. CHARGED PARTICLES. AND PLASMAS, AS 2235-IN. 3-HR. AND I-DAY AVERAGES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
WELL AS THE RADIO REFRACTIVITY AND UV EMISSIONS OF THE VECTOR COMPONENTS IN GE COORDINATES. AND THE FIELD MAGNITUDE. 
VENUSIAN ATMOSPHERE. THE MISSION WAS TERMED A SUCCESS. 	 VARIANCE. AND NJMBER OF VECTOR READINGS IN EACH AVERAGE, THE 
SECOhO LOGICAL RECORD SPANS SIX PHYSICAL RECORDS OF 255 WORDS 
AND ONE PHYSICAL RECORD OF 227 WORDS. IT CONTAINS THE CROSS 
VARIANCeS FOR EACH OF THE ABOVE SETS OF AVERAGES.
 
SMITH. MARINER 5
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUM MAGNSTOMETER
 
DATA SET NAME- I-DAY. 3-HR. AND I-HR AVG PLOTS
 
NSSDC ID- 67-060A-05 OF TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER DATA ON MICROFILM
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE NSSDC ID- .7-0OA-0SC
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/21/67
 
AVAILABIITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
PERSONNEL
 
P1 - E.J. SMITH ............ WASA-JPL TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/14/67 TO Il/2L/67
 
'PASADENA. CA (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
FOR THIS EXPERIMENT-A LOW-FIELD HELIUM MAGNETOMETER WAS QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
USED TO OBTAIN TRIAXIAL MEASUREMENTS. OF INTERPLANETARY AND 
VENUSIAN MAGNETIC FIELDS. ITS OPERATION DEPENDED ON THE THIS DATA - SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM 
VARIATION IN ABSORPTIVITY OF' EXCITED HELIUM TO CIRCULARLY EXPERINENTER-GENERATEO MICROFILM. AS FOLLOWS -- (II I HR 
POLARIZED INFRARED LIGHT WITH APPLIED FIELD. SWEPT HELMHOCTZ AVERAGES FROM JUNE 14, 1967 TO JULY 23. 1967. (2) HR 
COILS NULLED THF AMBIENT FIELD BY USE OF FEEDBACK CIRCUITS. AVERAGES' PROM JILY 24. 1967. TO NOVEMBER 21I 1967, AND 435 1 
MOUNTED ON A I.-N BOOM. THE INSTRUMENT'S DYNAMIC RANGE WAS DAY AVERAGES FROM JUNE 14. 1967. TO NOVEMBER 21. 1967. THE 
PLUS OR MINUS 204 GAMMAS PER AXIS. WITH A MEASUREMENT MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AVERAGE AND AVERAGES OF THE VECTOR 
PRECISION DETERMINED BY TELEMETRY CONSTRAINTS OF PLUS OR MINUS COMPONENTS IN THE JPL VERSION OF SPACECRAFT CENTERED SOLAR 
0.2 GAMqA. OFFSET FIELDS WERE CORRECTABLE TO WITHIN 0.2S GAMMA ECLIPTIC COORDINATES' ARE PLOTTED. DATA COVERAGE IS HEARLY 
PER COMPONENT. THE EXPERIMENT OPERATED IN A HIGH (LOW) COMPLETE. 
BIT-RATE MODE OF 3 VECTOR SAMPLES SPACED 1/7. 2/7, AND 4/7 OF 
THE IEOUENC FVERY 12. (50. 4) SEC, THUS THE NYGUIST 
'FREQUENCIES WERE ABOUT 0.11 AND 0.03 HZ RESPECTIVELY. 
HIGH-RATE DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM JUNE 14 TO JULY 24, 1907. 
AND FOR 4 HOURS ON OCTOBER 25. 1967. LOW BIT-RATE DATA WERE
 
OBTAINED FOR THE REMAINDER OF THE EXPERIMENT'S USEFUL
 
LIFETIME. QUALITY OF DATA WAS HIGH EXCEPT DURING SEPTEMBER 23
 
TO 	 OCTOBER 1, 1967. WHEN TELEMETERED DATA WERE OF UNCERTAIN DATA SET NAME- TRIAXEAL MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
 
UJALITY. FOR THE MARINER ENCOUNTER WITH VENUS
 
NSSOC 1D- 67-06GA-050 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 10/19/67 TO 10/191/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
DATA.SET NANE-	FINE-TIME SCALE MAGNETOMETER DATA ON
 
TAPE QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NESDC 10- 67-06DA-OSA THIS TAPE GENERATED FROM CARDS PROVIDED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 4tS-SEC AVERAGES OF THE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA-AT'NSSOC MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND VECTOR COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT
 
COORDINATES. SINCE HARIHER 5 WAS THREE-AXIS STABILIZED. THESE
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/14/67 TO 11/21/67 COMPONENTS REPRESENT THE FIELD COMPONENTS ALONG THE SPACECRAFT
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) SUN LINE. IN THE DIRECTION OF MOTION ABOUT THE SUN. AND NORMAL
 
TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. ALSO CONTAINEO ON EACH-CARD ARE THE
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR EACH OF THE AVERAGES DATA IN THIS
 
DATA SET COMPLEMENT THE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE (05AI AND
 
THIS EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED DATA SET ON BINARY 556-PP. CONTAINS OT&Y THE DATA RELEVANT TO THE VENUS PLANETARY 
7-TRACK IBM 7094 MAGNETIC TAPE HAS A PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE OF ENCOUNTER. 
330 WORDS. AND A NOMINAL LOGICAL RECORD SIZE OF 6S2 WORDS. 
NOMINALLY THERE ARE 12 'FRAMES OF DATA PER LOGICAL RECORD.
 
EACH FRAME CONTAINS FIVE PACKED DATA WORDS, CORRESPONDING TO
 
ONE TIME WORD AND CARTESIAN COMPONENTS OF THREE VECTOR
 
READINGS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD. THE TIME COVERED BY EACH FRAME 
is 12.6 SEC FOR THE HIGH SATELLITE BIT RATE AND 50.4 SEC FOB
 
THE LOW RATE. AT THE END OF EACH LOGICAL RECORD ARE CONTAINED
 
EPHEMERIS INFORMATION AND DATA R"DUIRED TO GENERATE THE
 
ORIGINAL TELEMETERED DATA IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES. THESE
 
DATA ARE IN 'THE JPL VERSION OP SPACECRAFT-CENTERED SOLAR
 
ECLIPTIC COORDINATES WITH THE X AXIS POINTING RADIALLY AWAY
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OGO 1
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OA I 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EOGO I. OGO-A 
00879. S 49 
NS$OC ID- 64-054A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 0910S/6A WEIGHT- 487. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- Il/ZS/69 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 3039. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 281.000 KM ALT 
EPOCH OATE- 09 07/64 
INCLINATION- 31.2 DEG 
AFOAPSIS- 1493B5. KM ALT 
THE PURPOSE OF THE 0GO I SPACECRAFT, THE FIRST OF A 
SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES. WAS TO 
CONDUCT MANY OIVERSIFICO GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAIN A 
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE EABTH AS A PLANET AMD TO DEVELOP 
AND OPERATE A STANDARDIZED OBSERVATORY-TYPE SATELLITE. 0G I 
CONSISTED OF A MAIN BODY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO 
SOLAR PANELS, EACH MATH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 
(SOEP). TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP) AND SIX 
APPENDAGES EP-1 THROUGH EF-6 SUPPORTING THE BOOMEXPERINENT 
PACKAGES. ONS FACE OF THE MAIN BODY WAS DESIGNED TO POINT 
TOWARD THE EARTH (*Z AXIS). AND THE LINE CONNECTING THE TWO 
SOLAR PANELS IX AXIS) WAS INTENDED TO BE PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR PANELS WERE ABLE TO 
ROTATE ABOUT THE X AXIS. THE OPEP'S WERE MOUNTED ON AND COULD 
ROTATE ABOUT AN AXIS WHICH WAS PARALLEL TO THE Z AXIS AND 
ATTACHED TO THE MAIN BODY. DUE TO A BOOM DEPLOYMENT FAILURE 
SHORTLY AFTER ORBITAL INJECTION, THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT INTO A 
PERMANENT SPIN MO E OF 5 RPM ABOUT THE Z AXIS. THIS SPIN AXIS 
REMAINED FIXED WITH A DECLINATION OF ABOUT -10 EG AND RIGHT 
ASCENSION OF ABOUT 40 DEG AT LAUNCH. THE INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF 
APOGEE WAS 2100 HR. 0O0 I CARRIED 2O EXPERIMENTS. TWELVE OF 
THESE WERE PAPTICE STUDIES AND TWO WERE AGNETIC FIELD 
STUDIES. IN ADDITION. THERE WAS ONE EXPERIMENT FOR EACH OF THE 
FOLLO ING TYPES OF STUDIES -- INTERPLANETARY DUST. VLF. 
LYMAN-ALPHA. ENSCHEI.. ATMOSPHERIC MASS AND RADIG 
ASTRONOMY. REAL-TIME DATA WEAE TRANSMITTED AT 1. B, OR 64 KBS 
DEFENDING ON THE DISTANCE OF THE SPACECRAFT FROM THE EARTH. 
PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPE RECORDED AT I KS ANT TRANSMITTED AT 
6A KOS, TWO VIDEBAND TRANSMITTERS. ONE FEEDING INTO AN 
ONDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND THS OTHER FEEDING INTO A 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. WERE USED TO TRANSMIT DATA. A 
SPECIAL-PURPOSE T ELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER ANTENNA. 
WAS ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIEBANO DATA IN REAL TIME ONLY. 
TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING RADIO BEACONS A. A RANGE 
AND EAMIE-.ATE S-BANG TRANSFONDER. BECAUSE OF THE BOOM 
DEPLOYMENT FAILURE. THE BEST OPERATING MOE FOR THE DATA 
HANDLING SYSTEM AS THE USE OF ONE OF THE WIDEBAND 
TRANSMITTERS AND THE DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. ALL DATA RECEIVED 
FROM THE OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA WERE NOISY. DURING SEPTEMBER 
196k. ACCEPTABLE DATA WERE .RECEIVED OVER 70 PERCENT OF THE 
ORBITAL PATH. BY JUNE 1969. DATA ACOUISITION WAS LIMITED TO 10 
PERCENT OF THE ORBITAL PATH. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A 
STAND-BY STATUS NOVEMBER 25. 1969. AND ALL SUPPORT WAS 

TERMINATED NOVEMBER 1. 1971. BY APRIL 1970. THE SPACECRAFT 

PERIGEE HAD INCREASED TO 44.000 KM AND THE INCLINATION HAD 

INCREASED TO 5B- DEG. 

DATA SET NAME- MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS 

NSSDC IO- 64-OSSA-OOH 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/07/6A TO OI6 o5T
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF. 35-MM MICROFILM. FILMED BY 
NSSDC FROM EXFERIMENTER-GFNERATED CALCOMP PLOTS. THE DATA SET 
CONTAINS TWO-DIMENStONAL PROJECTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL ORBITS. 
WITH TIC MARKS FOR TIME IN A VARIETY OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS. 
INCLUDED ARE THE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH-SUN-LI4E GEOMAGNETIC 
OIPOLE PLANE. DISTANCE FROM THE NEUTRAL SHEET. THE OGRIT IN 
dEOCENYAIC SOLAR MAMGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. DISTANCE FROM THE 
eARTH-SUN-LINE EC IPTIC POLE PLANE. AND THE ORBIT IN 
GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. ONE ORBIT IS INCLUDED PER 
PLOT. AND DISTANCES ARC ALL IN EARTH RADII. 
SMITH. 0GO I 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETZR 
NSSDC 10- 64-054A-01
 
STATUS O OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDO- 1126169
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - =.J. SMITH ........ NASA-PL 
PASADENA. CA 
01 - R.I. HOLZER .......... U OF CALIF, LA 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
THE 0GO I TRIAXIAL SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER WAS CISIGNED 
TO MEASURE THE MAGNETIC FIELO FLUCTUATIONS FROM 0.01 TO I KHZ. 
DUE To A SPACECPAFT MALFUNCTION. THE OGO SATELLITE ASSUMED A 
SPIN-STABILIZED MODE WITH A 12-SEC PERIOD. THIS MEANT THE 
MAGNETOMETER OUTPUT WAS MODULATED WITH AN APPROXIMATELY 
SINUSOIDAL SIGNAL, PROVIDING A MEASURE OF THE DC COMPONENT OF 
THE MAGNETIC FIELD PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS AS WELL AS 
THE AC DATA. THE MAGNETOKETER ASSEMBLY WAS O A 6.1-M BOOM, 
AND THE ELECTRONICS WERE IN THE BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT. THE 
SENSITIVITY WAS 10 MICROVOLTS PER GAHJA-SEC. THt LOW-FREOUENCY 
CHANNEL WAS SAMPLED FIVE TIMES EVERY 1.152 SEC BY THE 
TELEMETRY SYSTEM WHEN THE DATA RATE WAS I KOS, AND 
PROPORTIONALLY FASTER FOR THE HIGHER TELEMETRY RATES OF 8 AND 
64 KOS. HOWEVER. DUE TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN, THE HIGIH ST BIT 
RATE COULD NOT BE USED WHEN THE SATELLITE WAS MORE THAN 10 
EARTH RADII AWAY. THE UPPER FREOUENCY CUTOFF (TO AVOID 
ALIASING IN THE DATA) WAS 2 HZ FOR THE 1- AND 0-KEG TELEMETRY 
RATES. AND 130 HZ FOR THE 64-KBS PATE. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY
 
CHANNEL PROVIDED SPECTRAL ANALYSIS INFORMATION FOR FREOUBNCIES
 
FROM I TO I0 KHZ IN FIVE STEPS. THE EXPERIMENT OPERATED
 
SATISFACTORILY. AVERAGING ABOUT 4000 HR OF DATA PER YEAR.
 
DATA SET NAME- S3.864.-SEC AVERAGED SEARCH-COIL 
MAGNETOMUTER DATA ON TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 64. SAA-01A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC PROCESSING EFERRED
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/23/64 TO tII/T/6T 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 29 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE 29 EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 7-TRACK 556-BPI, BED
 
MAGNETIC TAPES CONTAIN 36.864-SEC AVERAGED SEARCH COIL
 
MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM ALL EXPERIMENT MODES. EACH FILE
 
CONTAINS IN ABOUT 1600 RECORDS. DATA FROM ONE ORBIT. WITH THE
 
POSSIBILITY OF SOME OVERLAP AT THE END OF EACH FILE. AN INDEX
 
TO EACH FILE IS CONTAINED ON MICROFILM IN DATA SET
 
64-0SA-oID. IN EACH RECORO ARE TIME AND THE AVERAGED VECTOR
 
FIELD NOISE AMPLITUDES FOR THE 10-. 30-. 100-. 300-. AND
 
800-HZ CENTER FREQUENCY CHANNELS. REAL-TIME DATA AND TAPE
 
RECORDED PLAYBACK DATA WERE PROCESSED SEPARATELY. THOUGH THE
 
TAPES CONTAIN CONSECUTIVE DATA. MERGING OF THESE TWO TYPES OF
 
DATA WAS NOT PERFORMED. AS THE INSTRUMENT RESPONDED
 
DIFFERENTLY TO BROADBAND AND MONOTONE SIGNALS. IT WAS NOT
 
POSSIBLE TO CALIBRATE THE MEASURED FIELD SIGNAL MAGNITUDES
 
WITHOUT INDEPENDENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE NATURE O THE MEASURED
 
SIGNAL. IN ANY CASE. THESE DATA ARE USEFUL AS INDICATORS OF
 
THE TIMES AND PLACES OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY. AND MAY BE USED TO
 
IDENTIFY SHOCK FRONTS. MAGNETOPAUSE CROSSINGS. PLASMAPAUSE
 
CROSSINGS. THE NATURE OF MAGNETOSPHEkIC WAVES. ETC.. TO THE
 
NEAREST MINUTE.
 
DATA SET NAME- SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER SQUISH PLOTS ON
 
MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 6.-0SAA-OI
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC PROCESSING DEFERRED
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/23 64 TO 03/10/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I RERL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS REEL OF EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM HAS
 
13 SEPARATE ABSCISSA-ORDZNATE COMBINATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST
 
COMMON TIME. THE REEL CONTAINS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE VECTOR -­
10-, 30., 100- AND 800-HZ DATA. AVERAGED OVER 147.45 SEC. THE
 
36.864-SEC AVERAGED IO-HZ I CHANNEL IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES
 
(COMPOMENT ALONG SPIN AXIS) AND AN INDICATOR OF THE DATA
 
DUALITY ARS ALSO INCLUDED. AS WILL AS DATA FROM THIS
 
INSTRUMENT. PROCESSED INTO TWO BANDS. VECTOR DATA (IN SPINNING
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SPACECRAFT COORDINATES) FOR PREDUENCIES GREATER THAN 0.2 HZ 

AND VECTOR DATA FOP FREGUENCIES RETWEEN 0.15 AND 0.1 HZ ARE 
AVERAGED OVER 36.06A BEC. THESE DATA WIRE RECEIVED IN AN 
EXTREMELY COMPRESSED FORMAT. AND BLOWN BACK TO A FULL-SIZE 
PLOT 6 FT IN LENGTH AND I FT EN WIDTH. THESE DATA CAN BE USED 
TO LOCATE REGIONS OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY SUCH AS SHOCK FRONTS. 
MAGNETOPAUSE CROSSINGS. ETC., TO A CRUDE TIME CR SPATIAL 
SCALE. UNFORTUMATELY. MUCH OF THE FILM IS OF POOR DUALITY AND 
HAY BE DIFFICULT TO USE. SHORT PORTIONS OF THE DATA WHICH 
WERE ORIGINALLY OF POOR QUALITY WERE REFILMED AND ARE INCLUDED 
= 

AT THE END 0 THE ORIGINAL DATA SET. AN INDEX IN THE FRONT OF 

THE DATA SET IDENTIFIES THE INTeRVAlS THAT ARE NOT IN 

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. 

DATA SET NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION 

NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXS ON FILM
 
NSSOC ID- 64-054A-OIC
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/05/6A TO 09129/66 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM 

MADE BY NSODC FROM EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED CALCOMP PLOTS 

CONTAINING MEASUREMENTS OF THE AMPLITUDE AND DIRECTION OF THE
 
MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENT IN THE PLANE NORMAL TO ThE OGO 

SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE TIME RESOLUTION RETRIEVABLE FROM 

THESE PLOTS IS LIMITED TO ABOUT 10 MINUTES. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 000 2 

ALTERNATE NAMES- OGO-C. POGO I 

S 50. 01620 
NSSDC ID- 65-0LA 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/14/65 	 EIGHT- 520. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0E'00/6 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/1/S5 

ORBIT PERIOD- 104. MIN INCLINATION- 87.356 DEG 

PERIAPSIS- 414.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1510.00 KM ALT 

OG3 2 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH 20 

EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO MAKE SIMULTANEOUS. CORRELATIVE 
OBSERVATIONS OF AURORA AND AIRGLOW EMISSIONS. ENERGETIC 

PARTICLES. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATIONS. IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES. 
ETC.. ESPECIALLY OVER THE POLAR AREAS. IG 2 CONSISTED OF A 
MAIN BODY, GENEPAI.LY PARALLELEPIPED IN PORM. TWO RECTANGULAR 
SOLAR PANELS. BACK WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 
(SOEP). AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES CoPEp). IT 
ALSO INCLUDED SIX EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (EP) MOUNTED ON BOOMS 
EXTENDING GENERALLY FORE AND AFT OF THE SPACECRAFT ALONG THE Y 
AXIS. ANTENNA AND ATTITUDE CONTROL FIXTURES ALSO EXTENDED FROM 
SEPARATE AND/OR EA O MS. THE MAIN BODY WAS 
ATTITUDE-CONTROLLED BY USE OF HORIZON SCANNERS AND GAS JETS 
AND WAS DESIGNED TO POINT TOWARD THE EARTH (Z AXIS). THE AXIS 
CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS IX AXIS) WAS DESIGNED TO 
OSCILLATE IN ORDER T0 REMAIN PFRPENDICULAR TO THE 
EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR PANELS ACTIVATED BY SUN 

SENSORS COULD ROTATE ABOUT THIS X AXIS IN ORDER TO OBTAIN 
MAXIMUM RADIATION FOR THE SOLAR CELLS AND CONCURRENTLY ORIENT 
THE SOEP PROPERLY. THE OBER'S WERE REORIENTED ON EITHER END OF 
AN AXIS THAT WAS PABA.IEL TO THE Z AXIS AND ATTACHED TO THE 
FORWARD END OF THE MAIN BODY. THESE OPEF SENSORS NORMALLY WERE 
MAINTAINED LOOKING FORWARD IN THE ORBITAL PLANE OF THE 
SATELLITE. TO MAINTAIN THIS ORIENTATION. THE OPEP AXIS COULD 
ROTATE OVER 90 DG. IN ADDITION. AN ANGULAR OIFFERENCE OF OVER 
90 OEG WAS POSSIBLE BETWEEN THE ORIENTATION OF THE UPPER AND 
LOWER OPEP PACKAGES. THE SOEP CONTAINED FOUR EXPERIMENTS. AND 
THE OREP CONTAINED FIVE EXPERIMENTS. NEWTON'S PARTICLE 

EXPERIMENT FAILED ON LAUNCH, AND KREFPLIN'S SOLAR X-RAY 

EXPERIMENT FAILED SHORTLY THEREAFTER. SOON AFTER ACHIEVING 

ORBIT, DIFFICULTIES IN MAINTAINING EARTH LOCK WITH HORIZON 

SCANNERS CAUSED EXHAUSTION OF ATTITUDE CONTROL GAS BY OCTOBER 

23. 1B5. 10 DAYS AFTER LAUNC AT THIS TIME. THE SPACECRAFT 
ENTERED A SPIN MODE (ABOUT 0.11 RPM) WITH A LARGE CONING ANGLE 
ABOUT THE PREVIOUSLY VERTICAL AXIS. FIVE EXPERIMENTS BECAME 
USELESS WHEN THE SATELLITE WENT INTO THIS SPIN MODE. SIX 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS WERE DEGQADED BY THIS LOSS OF ATTITUDE 
CONTROL. BY APRIL 1966, BOTH BATTERIES HAD FAILED. SO 
SUBEQUENT OBSERVATIONS WERE LIMITED TO SUNLIT PORTIONS OF THE 
ORBIT. BY DFCEMBER 1966, ONLY EIGHT EXPERIMENTS WERE 
OPERATIONAL. FIVE OF WHICH WERE HOT DEGRADEO BY THE SPIN MODE 
OPERATION. BY APRIL 1967, THE TAPE RECORDERS HAD MALFUNCTIONED 
AND ONLY ONE THIRD OF THE RECORDED DATA COULD BE PROCESSED.
 
SPACECRAFT POWER AND PERIODS OF OPERATIONAL SCHEDULING
 
CONFLICTS CREATED SIX LARGE DATA GAPS SO THAT DATA WERE
 
OBSERVED ON A TOTAL OF ABOUT 306 DAYS OF THE TWO-YR I8-DAY
 
TOTAL SPAN OF OBSERVED SATELLITE OATA TO NOVEMBER 1. 1967. THE
 
DATA GAPS WERE -- (A) OCTOBER B4 L966 TO NOVEMBER 5, 19651
 
(C) DECEMBER 6. 1965 TO JANUARY 7. 1966. (C) APRIL 9. 1966 TO
 
JUNE 21. 1966. (0 SEPTEMBER 2. 1966 TO NOVEMBER 18. 1966, (E)
 
DECEMBER 27. 1966 TO APRIL 11. 1967. AND IF) MAY 9. 1967 TO
 
SEPTEMBER 19. 1967. TIE SACECRAFT WAS 
SHUT DOWN ON NOVEMBER
 
1. 1967 WITH SIGHT EXPERIMENTS STILL OPERATIONAL- IT WAS 
REACTIVATED FOR TWO WEEKS IN FEBRUARY 1968 TO OPERATE 
EXPERIMENT S [J. CAIN). 
CAIN. 00 2
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- RUBIOIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER
 
NSSOC ED- 65-081A-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/02167
 
PERSONNEL 
PT - J.C. CAIN-........ NASAESFC 
GREENBELT, ND 
01 - RP.4 LANGEL ......... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD 
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE TO REFINE 
THE ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN GEOMAGNETIC FIELD (AS 
PART OF THE U.S. CONTRIBUTION TO THE WORLD MAGNETIC SURVEY) 
AND TO MEASURE THE SECULAR CHANGE IN THE MAIN FIELD. THE
 
DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTED OF TWO DUAL-CELL. OPTICALLY PUMPED.
 
SELF-OSCILLATING, RUBIDTIU C85) VAPOR MAGNETOMETERS. THE
 
OSCILLATION FREQUENCY (PROPORTIONAL TO THE AMBIENT FIELD
 
MAGNITUDE) WAS COUNTED By TWO ELECTRONIC SCALERS FOR ALTERNATE
 
HALF-SECONDS. EACH SCALER WAS READ OUT ONCE IN EACH MAIN
 
FRAME. SINCE THE SPACECRAFT OPERATED AT 4 XBS. 16 BS, OR 64
 
KBS. THE MAIN FRAME WAS READ OUT IN 0.280. 0.072, OR 0.018
 
SEC. BECAUSE OF THE RATE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HALF-SECOND
 
SAMPLING TIMES AND THE TIMES BETWEEN READOUTS, THE SAME DATA
 
POINT WAS OFTEN READ OUT MORE THAN ONCE. THE OSCILLATION
 
FREQUENCY OF THE MAGNETOMETER WAS ALSO TRANSMITTED IN REAL
 
TIME ON ONE CHANNEL OF THE SPACECRAFT-S SPECIAL PURPOSE
 
TELEMETER TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ON FIELD FLUCTUATIONS. THIS
 
MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM MADE SCALAR MEASUREMENTS OVER A RANGE OF
 
15.000 TO 64,000 GAMMAS AND HAD PRECISION OF 1.5 TO 1.5 GAMMAS 
OVER THIS RANGE. SPACECRAFT FIELDS ARE EXPECTED TO INTRODUCE 
AN OFFSET INTO THE ABSOLUTE FIELD MEASUREMENT. IN SPITE OF THE 
SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM PROBLEMS. THE MAGNETOMETER 
FUNCTIONED WELL. THE INSTRUMENT OPERATION WAS NOMINAL POR THE 
FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE SATELLITE LIFETIME. AFTER WHICH A 
FAILURE OF ONE SCALAR POWER SUPPLY CAUSED THE LOSS OF THE 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY SIGNAL AND HALF OF THE DIGITAL DATA. 
THE REDUCTION IN THE SCIENTIFIC USEFULNESS OF THE DATA 
RECEIVED FROM THE REMAINING SCALER WAS MINOR. HOWEVER. BECAUSE 
OF THE REDUNDANCIES BUILT INTO THE SYSTEM. TNE REST OF THE 
DATA FROM THE MAGNETOMETER WERE OBTAINED WITH THE REMAINING 
SCALER UNYIL NAY 1967 AND THEN IN THE INTERVAL FROM SEPTEMBER 
19 TO OCTOBER 2. 1967, DURING WHICH TIME DATA COLLECTION WAS
 
VERY INTERMITTENT.
 
DATA SET NANE- MICROFILM PLOTS OF REDUCED MAGNETIC AND 
DELTA FIELD (CAIN 12/66 GSFC MODEL) DATA 
NISOC ED- 6$-O01A-0SC
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 10/L4/65 TO 01/22/6G 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS REDUCED DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER, 
CONSISTS OF PLOTS OF O.5-SEC AVERAGES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
MAGNITUDE AND PLOTS OF THE DIFFERENCE 0ETWEEN THE MEASURED 
FIELD AND THE CAIN (12S66) GSFC FIELD MODEL. APOGEE, PERIGEE, 
TIME. LONGITUDE. LATITUDE. AND SATELLITE ALTITUDE ARE MARKED 
ON EACH PLOT. THERE ARE SIX TIMES AND NINE LATITUDES. 
ALTITUDES. AND LONGITUD9 INDICATED ON EACH PLOT. EACH POT 
COVERS 1.5 HRO OR ABOUT ONE ORBIT. THE DATA ARE CONTAtNO ON 
ONE REEL OF 35-Mg MICIROFILM AND HAVE AN 80 PERCENT COVERAGE 
FOP THE TIME PERIOD INDICATED. 
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DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM PLOTS OF REDUCED MAGNETIC AND 

DELTA FIELD (CAIN 10/6 POGO MODELI DATA
 
NSSDC ID- 65-IA-OSFE 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 10/14/65 TO 10/02/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS REDUCED DATA SET, SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
CONSISTS OF PLOTS OF 0..-SEC AVERAGES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
MAGITUDE AND PLOTS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEASURED 
FIELD AND THS CAIN POGO (10/68) GSPC FIELD MODEL. APOGEE. 
PERIGEE. TIME. LONGITUDE. LAVITUDE. AMD SATELLITE ALIITUDE ARE 
MARKED ON EACH PLOT. THERE ARE SIX TIMES AND NINE LATITUDES. 
ALTITUDES. AND LONGITUDES INDICATED ON EACH PLOT. EACH PLOT 
COVERS 1.6 HR. OR ABOUT ONE ORBIT. THE DATA ARE CO.TAINED ON 
TWO REELS OF 35-MR MICROFILM AND HAVE AN 80 PERCENT COVERAGE 
FOR THE FOLLOWING TIME PERIODS -- OCTOBER 14. 196S. TO OCTOBER 
24. 1965. OCTOBER 29. 1965. TO APRIL 2. 1966. JUNE 11. 1966. 
TO JUNE 12. 1966. JUNE 29. 1966. TO AUGUST 4. 1966, NOVEMBER 
22. 2166, TO DECEMBER 22. 1966. APRIL 11, 1967. TO MAY 8. 
1967. AND SEPTEMBER IS, 1967. TO OCTOBER 2, 1967. 
DATA SET NAME- COMPRESSED 0.5-SEC REDUCED MAGNETIC 

FIELD AVERAGES ON TAPE 

NISOC ID- 65-OkA--0S 
AVAIIASILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NEEDC 

TIME PERIOD COVSASD- IO.'1A/6S TO ±0/02/AT 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS REDUCED DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY ThE EXPERIMENTER. 

CONSISTS OF 0.5-EC AVERAGES OFTHE MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE 

EVEQY 0.5 SEC OR EVERY I SEC. NO EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS 

INCLUDED. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON FOUR -TRACK. ...- PI. 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. THESE TAPES WERE PRODUCED ON AN ION 
7094. THE DATA ON EACH TAPE ARE CONTAINED IN ONE FILE OF 
VARIABLE-LENGTH RECORDS. THI DATA ARE TINE ORDERED. AND TIME 
IS XPRESSED IN JUjAN DAY AND M351 OF THE JULIAN DAY. A 

FORTRAN IV PROGRAM IS AVAILABLE TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE 

BETWOEN THE OBSERVED FIELD AND EITHER THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD
 
MODEL TMAT USES THE POGO 10/6 COEFFICIENTS OR THE MODEL THAT
 
USES THE GSFC 12/" COEFFICIENTS. THE COEFFICIENTS AND THE
 
EPHEMERIS TAPE REQUIRED FOR THIS PROGRAM ARE AVAILABLE. THE
 
EPHEMERIS TAPE IS 7-TRACK. BINARY. WRITTEN AT 116 SPI AND
 
PRODUCED ON A 7094. T CONTAINS ONE FILE.,
 
DATA SET NAME- 0.5-SEC AVERAGES OF MAGNETIC FIELD 

MAGNITUDE SAMP.ED EVERY £0 SEC ON TAPE 

NSSDC ID 6-OBlA-OSH 

AVAILABILIT OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- Il/IA/AS TO 10/92/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY 455D0) 

QUANTITY. OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET. SUppLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 

0.5-SEC AVERAGES OF THE MAGNETIC FIELDM~AGNITUDE EVERY 10 SEC. 
NO EPHEMERtS INFORMATION IS INCLUbE. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED 
ON ONE 7-TRACK. 0OO-BI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. THIS TAPE WAS 
PRODUCED ON AN IBM 709.. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED IN ONE FILE OF 
VARIABLE-LENGTH RECORDS. THE D4TA ARE TIME ORDERED. AND TIME 
IS EXPRESSED IN JULIAN DAY £1D MEEC OF THE JULIAN DAY. A 
FORTRAN IV PRDGRAM IS AVAILABLE TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE OBSERVED FIELD AND EITHER THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 
MODEL THAT USFS THE POGO 10/68 COEPPICIENTS OR THE MODEL THAT 
USES THE GSFC 12f6 COEFFICIENTS. THE COEFFICIENTS AND THE 
EPHSMERIS TAPE REQUIRED FOR THIS PROGRAM ARE AVAILABLE. THE 
EPHEMERIS TAPE IS 7-TRACK, BINARY. WRITTEN AT 556 5PI AND 
PRODUCED ON A 709T. IT CONTAINS ONE FILE. 
DogePERSONNEL 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 3
 
ALTERNATE NANES- 00-0, 00 30195. B 49A
 
SSOC 1D- 66-049A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 06/07/66 	 WEIGHT- 515. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/01)69
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/19/66 
ORBIT PERIOD- 2915. MIN INCLINATION- 31.4 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 319;000 " ALT APOAPSI- 158511. KM ALT 
THE PURPOSE OF THE OGO 3 SPACECRAFT, THE THIRD OF A
 
SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL DOSERVATORIES, WAS TO 
CONDUCT MANY DIVEMSIFIED GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAXN A 
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE EARTH AS A PLANET. OGO 3 CONSISTED 
OF A MAIN BOOT THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM TWO SOLAR
 
PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE (SOEP).
 
AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP). ONE FACE OF 
THE MAIN BODY WAS DESIGNED TO BE EARTH POINTING (Z AXIS). AND 
THE LINE CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS (X AXIS) WAS INTENDED 
TO BE PErPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE 
SOLAR PANELS WERE ABLE TO ROTATE ABOUT THE X AXIS. THE OPP'S 
WERE MOUNTED ON. AND COULD ROTATE ABOUT. AN AXIS WHICH WAS 
PARALLEL TO THE Z AXIS AND ATTACHED TO THE MAIN BODY. DUE TO A 
FAILURE IN THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ON JULY 23. 1966. 
THE SPACECRAFT WAS pUT INTO A PERMANENT SPIN MODE ABOUT THE Z 
AXIS. BOTH THE ORIENTATION OF THE SPIN AXIS AND THE SPIN
 
PERIOD WERE VARIABLE. THE LATTER USUALLY IN THE RANGE 90 SEC
 
TS 425 SEC. AT LAUNCH, THE LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE WAS 23OO HR.
 
ODD 3 CARRIED 2I EXPERIMENTS. THIRTEEN OF THESE-WERE PARTICLE 
STUDIES. AND TWO WERE MAGNETIC FIELD STUDIES. IN ADDITION. 
THERE WAS ONE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF EXPERIMENTS --
INTERpLANETARY DUST. VLF. LYMAN-ALPHA. GEGENICHEIN.
 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION, AID RADIO ASTRONOMY. REAL-TIME DATA
 
WERE TRANSMITTED AT I, . OR 64 ASS DEPENDING ON THE DISTANCE
 
FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO EARTH. PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPS RECORDED
 
AT I KBS &NO TRANSMITTEO AT 64 KBS. TWO WIDSBAND TRANSMITTERS.
 
QNE FEEDING INTO AN ONNIOIReCTIONAL ANTENNA AND THE OTHER
 
FEEING INO A DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA, WERE USED TO TRANSMIT
 
DATA. A SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER
 
ANTENNA. WAS ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIDEBAND DATA IN REAL TIME
 
ONLY. TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHID BY USING RADIO BEACONS AND A
 
RANGE AND RANGE-RATE S-SAND TRANSPONDER. ROUTINE SPACECRAFT
 
OPERATION WAS DISCONTINUED ON OECEMBER 1. 1Q69. AFTER WHICH 
ONLY DATA FROM HEPPNER-S EXPERIMENT WAS ACQUIRED. .Y MARCH 
1971 SPACECRAFT PERIGEE HAD INCREASED TO 16.400 KM AND THE 
INCLINATION HAD INCREASED TO 75.8 DEG. ALL SPACECRAFT SUPPORT
 
TERMINATED ON FEBRUARY 29. 1972.
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTICOOROINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
N SOC ID- 66-04A-OOH
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	06/07/66 TO 04/02/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
aUANTITY OF DATA. 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM. FILMED BY
 
NSSDC FROM EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED LCOMP PLOTS. THE DATA SET
 
CONTAINS TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIONS DF INDIVIDUAL ORBITS,
 
WITH TIC MARKS FOR TIME, IN A VARIETY OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS, 
INCLUDED ARE THE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH-SUN-LINE GEOMAGNETIC 
DIPOLE PLANE. DISTANCE FROM THE NEUTRAL SHEET. THE ORBIT IN 
TEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES, DISTANCE FROM THE 
EARTH-SUN-LINE ECLIPTIC POLE PLANE, AND THE ORBIT IN 
GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. ONE ORBIT IS INCLUDED PER 
PLOT. AND DISTANCES ARE ALL IN EARTH RADII. 
HEPNER. OGG 3 
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS 
SSDC IO- 66-049A-.11
 
STATUE OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDEO- 1/01/69 
p - J.P. HEPPNER ........ NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT, MD
 
27 
OGO 3
 
O1 - R.M. CAMPBELL .......... 	NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT. 8(D
 
0I - T.L. SKILLMAN ........ NASA-GSFC 

GPEENBELT, AD 

GI - A. SUJGIURA ......... MASA-GSPC
 
GREENBELT, AD 

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY 

THE GEOMAGETIC FIELD AND ITS INTeRACTIONS WITH THE
 
ENVIRONMENT. 	 THE DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTED O= A GOON-MOUNYEa. 
TRIAXIAL. DUAL RANGE. FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AND TWD 

BOOM -MOUNTED. 	 DUAL CELL., OPTICALCY PUMPED. SELF-OSCILLATING 
RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOETERS. THE TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE 
MAGNETOMETER PROVIDED SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF THE THREE 
MAGNEIC FIELD VECTCR COMPONENTS IN TWO DIFFERENT RANGES. PLUS 
OR MINUS 30 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR MINUS 3O0 GAMMAS. THE SAMPLING 
RATES. WHICH WERE DEPENDENT ON TELEMETRY BIT RATE. FOR THE 
30-GAMMA RANOE WERE I.?. I4. ANO 110 SAMPLES PER SEC PER AXIS. 
THE SAMPLING RATES FOR THE 300-GAMMA RANGE WERE 0435, 7 AND 
5 SAMPLES PEP SEC PER AXIS. TE ACCURACY FOR THE FLUXGATE 
WAS PLUS OR MINUS 2 GAMMAS IN FIELD INTENSITIES UP TO 30 
GAMMAS AND REACHED A MAXIMUM OF 10 GAMMAS I. FIELD INTENSITIES 
OF 300 GAMMAS {CHECKED BY MEANS OF INFLIGHT COMPARISON WITH 
THE RUBDIUM 	MAGHETOMETER). THE RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETERS 

PROVIDED SCALAR MEASUREMENTS OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE. 
HOWEVER. A TRIAXIAL COIL SYSTEM WAS BUILT INTO THE SPHERE 
SURROUNDING THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS TO ALLOW VECTOR 
MEASUR ENTS. ON COMMAND EVERY 300 SEC. EACH COIL APPLIED A 

PLUS I0-GAMMA FIELD AND THEN MINUS 10-GAMMA FIELD TO THE 

RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS. RESULTANT CHANGES IN THE SCALAR FIELD
 
BEING MEASURFD MADE IT POSSIOLE TO COMPUTE THE FIELD
 
DIRECTION. THIS VALUE USED TO MONITOR THE OUTPUT OF THE
 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AS A CHECK ON ZERO DRIFTS- THE RUBIDIUM
 
VA O MAGETOMETERS HAD AN ACCURACY OF PLUS Oft MINUS 0.4 
GAMMA. FOR RELATIVE CHANGES IN FIELD MAGNITUDC ITS ABSOLUTE
 
ACCURACY FOR HIGH FIELDS. INCLUDING FRRORS DUE T0 SPACECRAFT
 
OFFSETS, WAS WITHIN Z GAMMAS. THE INSTRUMENT WAS HOT RELIABLE 

FOR SMALL FIELDS (ABOUT 10 GARMAS). THE RUSIDjUM VAPOR
 
MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM HAD TWO OUTPUTS. THE FIRST OUTPUT PHASE 

MODULATED THE 40-HZ SUBCARRIER ON THE OGO 3 SPECIAL PURPOSE
 
TRANSMITTER. THE RANGE OF 'HIS OUTPUT WAS FROM 5 TO 0517 
GAMMAS. THE SECOND OUTPUT DIRECTLY MODULATED THE OGO SPECIAL
 
PURPOSE TRANSMITTER. THE RANGE OF THIS OUTPUT WAS FROM 4Z.0 

TO 1.O00 GAMMAS. THE SAMPLING RATE OF THE SPECIAL PURPOSE 

TELEMETRY DATA WAS ARBITRARY. USUALLY A RATE OF 6.94 SAMPLES
 
PER EEC WAS USED IN GROUND DATAPDOCESSIN. THE FLUXGATE AND 

RUBIDIUM SENSORS RETURNED NOMINAL DATA UNTIL ABOUT JULY 23, 
1966 WHEN THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FAILED. 

CAUSING SPACECRAFT SPIN-UP. FLUXGATE DATA TAKEN AFTER THIS 

DATE ARE OF POORTO-USELESS QUALITY DUE TO THE DIFFICULTY IN 

DESPINNING THESE DATA. THE VECTOR DATA FROM THE RUBIDIUM
 
INSTRUMENT SUFFER FROM THIS SAME PROBLEM. HOWEVER. THE FIELD 

MAGNETIJDES OBTAINED BY THE RUBIOIUM MAGNETOMETERS REMAINED 

USEFUL. WITH 	 ABOUT S0IPERCENT DATA COVERAGE FROM JULY 1966 TO 
AUGUST 196R. 
DATA SET NAME-	 FIELD MAGNITUDE AS MEASURED BY THE GSFC 
RUBSOIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETBR ON FILM 
NSSOC ID- 66-049A-IIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0609f66 TO 00./I/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2. AEELISI OF MICROFILM
 
THIS SET OF 00 3 RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER PLOTS ON
 
EXPERIMETER-GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM CONTAINS I/7 SEC 
AVERAGES O THE SCALAR MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTTED AGAINST TIME. . 
MIN PER FRAME AND ABOUT 5 DAYS PER REEL, THE VERTICAL SCALE 
CHANGES ACCORDING TO THE FIELD MAGNITUDE. INCLUDED ARE BOTN 
THE FIELD MAGNITUDE. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A MODEL FIELD AND THE 
MEASURED FIELD. AND A CALIBRATION SIGNAL THAT ALLOWS 
DETERMINATION OF THE VECTOR FIELD ONCE EVERY 5 MIN IF THE 
SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION IS KNOWN. THE MINIMUM DETECTABLE FIELD 
BY THIS INSTRUMENT IS ABOUT 3 GAMMAS. UNCERTAINTIES IN LOW 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS ARE HIGH. A MINIMUM PRACTICAL FIELD 
THRESHOLD FOR ABOUT Z0 PERCENT UNCERTAINTY IN THE FIELD 
MAGNITUDE. INCLUDING SYSTEMATIC ERRORS SUCH AS SPACECRAFT
 
OFFSET. IS ESTIMATED AT ABOUT 	 SO GAMMAS. SMALL FIELD CHANGES 
ARE DETECTABLE. LIMITED BY THE RESOLUTION BF THE PLOTS. THE 
DIFFERENCE PLOT USUALLY ALLOWS FIELD CHANGES OF ABOUT 0.1 
GAMMA TO BE DETECTED EVEN FOR HIGH FIELD MAGNITUDES. MUCH OF 
THE BAD DATA HAS BEEN EDITED FROM THESE DATA. AND PHYSICAL 
PROCESSES MAY BE SORTED FROM NONPHYSICAL PROCESSES SUCH AS 
BOON VIBRATIONS WITH RELATIVIE EASE IN THE DATA THAT REMAINS. 
DATA SET NAME-	 MICROFILM LI STINGS OF 30-SEC AVG MAGNETIC 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS IN SEVERAL COORDINATES 
NSSOC ID- 66-049A-1I 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERICO COVERED-	 06/09/ 6 TO 07/21'66 
(AS VERIFIED BY ASSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REELIS)I OF MICROFILM 
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GNRATED MICROFILM CONTAIN LISTINGS 
OF 30-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND CARTESIAN 
COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT AND IN TOPOGRAPHIC COORDINATES. A 
MODEL REFERENCE FIELD. THE DIFFERENCE FIELD (MEASURED MINUS 
MODEL). AND FIELD MAGNITUDE . AND COMPONENTS IN SOLAR 
GEOMAGNETIC. SOLAR )AGMETOSPHERIC, - AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS. FIELD DIRECTIONANGLES ARE ALSO GIVEN FOR 
ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. THE DATA IN THE LISTINGS HAVE NOT BEEN 
CORRECTED FOR SPACECRAFT OFFSET. AND THE OFFSET HAS BEEN 
DETERMINED TO BE ABOUT 2 GAMMAS BY GROUND MEASUREMENT. AN 
LATER' CONFIRMED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT BEGAN ITS SPIN-STABILIZED 
MODE OF OPERATION. THESE DATA ARE FOR THE INTERVAL JUNE 9 TO 
JULY , RI 9 0964, WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THREE-AXIS 
STABILIZED MOOE OF OPERATION. BAD DATA HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM 
THIS DATA SET. 
SMITH. OG 3 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER
 
NSOC ID- 66-049A-12 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
OATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12t01/69
 
PERSONNEL
 
Ft 
01 
- E.J. SMITH .......... NSA-JPL 
PASADENA. CA 
- R.E. HOLZER ............ U OF CALIF. 
LOS ANGELES. 
LA 
CA 
IN THIS EXPERIMENT. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATIONS WERE 
MEASURED YREAXIALLY FROM 0.01 TO 800 HZ By A BOMC-MOUNTED 
SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER WITH HIGH-PERMIABILITY CORE,. TWO 
DIGITALLY SAMPLED AND-ONE ANALOG BROADBAND CHANNEL MAPPED THE 
VECTOR WAVE DATA. THE TWO DIGITAL CHANNELS COVERED FREQUENCIES 
FROM 0-01 TO OBS'HZ OR 061 TO 7 HZ. DEFENDING ON TELEMETRY 
RATE. THE ANALOG CHANNEL. TRANSMITTED VIA THE FM SPECIAL 
PURPOSE TELEMETRY. 	 COVERED FROM A TO 1000 HZ. ALSO INCLUDED 
WAS - A FIVE-CHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH CENTER FREQUENCIES 
AT I0. 32. 100. 320. AND 80 HZ. THESE CHANNELS OVERLAPPED AT 
THE -12 D5 POINTS. THE TIME REQUIRED FGR.A TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM 
ANALYSIS VARIED WITH TELEMETRY RATE FROM 147 TO 18.6 SEC TO 
2.3 SEC FOR THE I, S. AND 64 KBS RATES. RESPECTIVELY- THE 
INSTRUMENT PERFORMED THROUGHOUT THE OPERATIONAL LIFE o THE 
SPACECRAFT, BUT ThE USEFULNESS OF THE THREE BROADBAND CHANNELS 
WAS GREATLY REDUCED By INTERFERENCE FROM THE DIGITAL SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER CHANNELS.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 36.864-SEC AVERAGED SEARCH-COIL 
MAGCETOMETER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 66-049A-ISA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFEPRE 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06Z9/66 TO 04/2T/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 41 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THESE *1 EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED '7-TRACK, 556-SPI. BCO 
MAGNETIC TAPES CONTAIN 36.864-SEC AVG SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER 
DATA FROM ALL EXPERIMENT MODES. EACH FILE CONTAINS DATA FROM 
ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT. WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF SOME OVERLAP AT 
THE END OF THOSE FILES THAT CONTAIN APPROXIMATELY 1200 
RECORDS. AN INDEX TO EACH FILE IS CONTAINED ON MICROFILM IN 
DATA SET 66-OASA-IZC. IN EACH RECORD ARE TIME AND THE-AYERAGED 
VECTOR FIELO 	AMPLITUDES FOR THE 10-. 30-. 100-. 30-. AND 
8OO-HZ CENTER FREGUENCY CHANNELS. REAL-TIME DATA AND TAPE 
RECORDED DATA WERE PROCESSED 	SEPARATELY. THOUGH THE TAPES
 
CONTAIN CONSECUTIVE DATA, MERGING OF THESE TWO TYPES OF DATA 
WAS NOT PERFORMED. AS THE INSTRUMENT RESPONDS DIFFERENTLY TO
 
BROADBAND MND MONOTONE SIGNALS. IT WAS NOT POSSIBLE TO
 
CALIBRATE THE MEASURED FIELD SIGNAL MAGNITUDES WITHOUT 
INDEPENDENT KNOWLEDGEOF THE NATURE OF THE MEASUREO SIGNAL. IN 
ANY CASE. THESE DATA ARE USEFUL AS INDICATORS OF THE TIMES AND 
PLACES OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY. AND MAY BE USED TO IDENTIFY SHOCK 
28.
 
OGO 3/OGO S
 
FRONTS. MAGHETOPAUSE CROSSING. PLASMA-PAUSE CROSSINGS. THE 
NATURE OF MAGNETOSPHERIC WAVES. ETC. TO THE NEAREST KNI. 
DATA SET NAME- NULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS 
NSSDC ID- 68-I4A-OOD
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FORDAISTII"TION 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0O3C4/68 TO tO/04/71 
DATA SET NAME- SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER SQUISH PLOTS ON (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
ICRO.FILM 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
NSESOC I- 66-OSDA-12B
 
THIS SET CONTAINS MI CIOFILM GENERATED BY DR. CHRISTOPHER
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC RUSSELL OF UCLA. THERE ARE NINE PLOTS PER ORBIT. THREE IN
 
GEOCENTRIC 50LAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. THREE IN GEOCENTRIC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/09/66 TO O2/12/68 SOLAR MAGNETOIPHERIC COORDINATES,, ONE IN CYLINDRICAL 
(AS VERIFIED By ?JSSDC) COORDINATES. ONE LOCAL TIME VS L-VALUE PLOT. AND ONE RADIAL 
DISTANCE VS MAGNETIC LATITUDE POLAR PLOT. 
OUANTrTY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS REEL OF EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 35-M MICROFILM HAS 
13 SEPARATE ABSCISSA-OROINATE COMBINATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST 
COMMON TIME. THE PLOTS CONTAIN THE MAGNITUDE OF THE VECTOR 
10-. 30-. 00-. AND 800-HZ DATA. AVERAGED OVER 147.45 SEC. 
ALSO PRESENTED ARE (1) 3.864-SC AVERAGED DATA FROM THE 10-HZ 
Z-CHANNEL IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES. (COMPONENT ALONG SPIN DATA SET NAME- TABLE OF EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS ON 
AXIS). 921 AN INDICATOR OF THE DATA QUALITY. AND {3) DIGITIZED MICROFILM 
WAVERORM DATA FROM THE SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER. PROCESSED 
INTO TWO BANDS. VECTOR DATA (IN SPINNING SPACECRAFT NSSDC ID- 68-014A-O0E 
COORDINATES) FOA FREQUENCIES GREATER THAN 0.2 HZ. AND VECTOR
 
DATA FOR FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 0.15 AND 0.1 HZ ARE AVERAGED OVER AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
35.84 SEC. THESE DATA WERE RECEIVED IN AN EXTREMELY 
COMPRESSED FORMAT. AND BLOWN SACK TO A FULL-SIZE PLOT 6 FT IN TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0304/68 TO 05/26/70 
LENGTH AND I FT IN WIOTH. THE HORIZONTAL TIME AXES 1. 30 SEC (AS VERIFIED BY NESC) 
PER 0.01 IN. OR 1.2 IN.JHR. THESE DATA MAY BE USED TO LOCATE 
REGIONS OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY SUCH AS SHOCK FRONTS. QUANTITY OF DATA- 12 REEL(SI OF MICROFILM 
MAGNETOPAUSE CROSSINGS. PLASMAPAUSE CROSSINGS. ETC.* TO A 
CRUDE TIME OR SPATIAL SCALE. UNFORTUNATELY. MUCH OF THE FILM THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 12 REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM
 
IS OF POOR QUALITY AND WAY E DIFFICULT 10 USE. THAT CONTAIN 
OGO 5 EPHEMERIS INFORMATION GIVEN AT VARIABLE
 
TIME INTERVALS (5 SEC NEAR PERIGEE, 00 MN NEAR APOGEE).
 
EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS INCLUDE RADIAL DISTANCE, GEOMAGNETIC
 
LATITUDE (NOT INVARIANT LATITUDE, DERIVED FROM THE
 
SUBSATELLITE POINT). L. BB0 SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. AND GEOGRAPHIC AND 
GEOMAGNETIC LOCAU TIME. THESE REELS OF MICROFILM. SUPPLIED TO 
NSSOC BY OR H. MEST OF THE THE LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY, 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 5 COVER THE FIRST 300 OGO S ORBITS (MARCH 4. 196B TO MAY 26.
 
1970).

ALTERNATE NAMES- OGGOE. EGO S 
FOO 5, 03030
 
S 59
 
NSSDC ID- 68-0I4A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 03/04/68 WEIGHT- GI
C 
 
COLEMAN, JR.. 0GO 5 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- EXPERIMENT07/13/72 NAME- UCLA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
 
ORBIT DARAMETERS 
 NSSDC TO, 68-016A.I4
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0310418
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 3796. KNI INCLINATION-
 31.1 DEG STATUS BF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
PERIAPSIS- 232.000 KN ALT APOAPSIS-- 148228. KM ALT 
 DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/20/71
 
THE PURPOSE OF THE DGO 5 SPACECRAFT. THE FIFTH OF A PERSONNEL
 
SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES, WAS TO Pl - P.J. COLEMAN, JR .... U OF CALIF LA
 
CONDUCT MANY DIVERSIFIED GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAIN A 
 LOS ANGELES, CA
 
BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE BARTH AS A PLANET. AND TO DEVELOP 01 - T.A. FARLEY .. ..... U OF CALIF. LA
 
AND OPERATE A STANDARDIZED OBSERVATORY-TYPE SPACECRAFT. 000 5 
 LOS ANGELES CA
 
CONSISTED OF A MAIN BODY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO 01 - D.L. JUDGE ...... . OF SOVTHERN CALIF 
SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE LOS ANGELES. CA 
(SOEPI. AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP). ONE 01 - C.T. RUSSELL ...... U OF CALIF. LA 
FACE OF THE MAIN ODY WAS EATH-POINTING (Z AXIS). AND THE LOS ANGELES. CA
 
LINE CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS (X AXISl WAS
 
PERPENDIULAR TO THE EARTH-SN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE

PANELS, WERE ABLE TO ROTATE ABOUT THE X AXIS. THE OPEPS WERE MAGNETOMETER MOUNTED ON A 6.1-M BOOM. THE RANGE OF EACH SENSOR
 
MOUNTED ON AND COULD ROTATE &BOUT AN AXIS THAT WAS PARALLEL TO WAS MINUS TO PLUS 16 GAMMAS; WITH 0.225-GANA DIGITIZATION 
THE Z AXIS AND THAT WAS ATTACHED TO THE MAIN BODY. AT LAUNCH. WINDOWS. FOR A GIVEN AMBIENT FIELD, A KNOWN OFFSET FIELD COULD 
THE INITIAL LOCAL TINE OF APOGEE WAS 0944 HR. OO 5 CARRIED 25 BE APPLIED TO THE SENSOR BY A SURROUNDING CURRENT-CARRYING 
EXPERrMENTS. IT OF WHICH WERE PARTICLE STUDIES. TWO. MAGNETIC COIL. IN THIS WAY. AMBIENT FIELDS 0= MINUS TO PLUS 64.000 
FIELD STUDIES. IN ADDITION. THERE WAS ONE EACH OF THE GAMMAS PER AXIS WERE MEASURABLE WITH 0.125-GAMMA DIGITIZATION 
FOLLOWING TYPES OF EXPE I ENTS -- RADIO ASTRONOMY. UV ACCURACY. THE SENSOR OUTPUT SIGNALS WERE PASSED THROUGH A 
SPECTRUM. LYMAN-ALPHA, SOLAR X.RAY. PLASMA WAVES, AND ELECTRIC FILTER THAT REMOVED FREQUENCY COMPONENTS HIGHER THAN THE 
FIELD. REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANSMITTED AT 1, B. AND 6A KBS SAMPLING FREOUENCY THE FILTERED SIGNALS WERE THEN SANMLED IN 
DEPENDING ON THE DISTANCE FROM THE SPACECRAFT IO THE EARTH. 
 REAL TIME AT 0.BT. 6.96. OR 55.5 VECTOR MEASUREMENTS PER 
PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPE RECORDED AT I KOS AND TRANSMITTED AT SECOND. DEPENDING ON THE SATELLITE SIT RATE, AND AT 0.87 
64 KBS. TWO WIOE-BAND TRANSMITTERS. ONE FEEDING INTO AN VECTOR MEASUREMENTS PER SECOND IN THE TAPE RECORDED CHANNEL. 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND _TME OTHER FEEDING INTO A AS THE INSTRUMENT SHIFTED OFFSET FIELD RANGES, THE FIRST SIX
 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. WERE USED 
TO, TRANSMIT DATA. A SPECIAL DATA POINTS TAKEN AFTER THE SHIFT WERE AFFECTED IN AN 
PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER ANTENNA. WAS UNDERSTOOD. THEREFORE CORRECTABLE, ALSO.AND WAY. THE
 
ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIDE-BAND 
DATA IN REAL lIME ONLY. INSTRUMENT HOUSING WAS EGUIPPED WITH AN ELECTRIC HEATER THAT 
TRACKING WAS ACCOMPISHED BY USING RADIO BEACONS AND A RANGE INTROUCED CORRECTABLE OFFSET FIELD WHEN IT CAME ON. 
AND RANGE-RATE S-SAND TRANSPONDER. THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE FURTHER. THE ZERO OFFSET ON EACH SENSOR DRIFTED SLOWLY (ON 
CONTROL FAILED ON AUGUST 6, 1971. AFTER 1 MONTHS OF NORMAL TIMESCALES COMPARED 10 6 HOURS) AS A FUNCTION OF SENSOR
 
OPERATION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A STANDBY STATUS ON ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE. By USING SIMULTANEOUS FLUXGATE AND
 
OCTOBER .. 1971. THREE EXPERIMENTS (MEYER, BLAMONT. AND RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM TIE GSFC EXPERIMENT. THIS
 
SIMPSON) WERE REACTIVATED FOR THE PERIOD FROM JUNE 1 T0 JULY OFFSET CORRECTION COULD BE DETERMINED WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 3
 
13. 1972, AFTER WHICH ALL OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TERMINATED. GAMMAS OVER MOST OF THE SPACECRAFT ORBIT. DATA WERE RECEIVED
 
SPACECRAFT ORBIT PARAMETERS CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE 
 UNTIL SEPTEMBER 20. 1971. WHEN THE EXPERIMENT WAS TURNED OFF.
 
SPACECRAFT LIFE. BY APRIL 1971. SPACECRAFT PERIGEE HAD TEMPERATURE PLOTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM NSSDC FOR ORBITS 38 AND
 
INCREASED TO 26,400 KM AMR INCLINATION HAD INCREASED TO 54 THEREAFTER. DURING LOW-TEMPERATURE TIMES. OFFSETS COULD BE AS
 
DEG. 
 MUCH AS 10 GAMMAS. IT IS EXPECTED THAT DATA FROM THIS
 
EXPERIMENT WILL BE MOST USEFUL IN THE INNER MAGNETOSPHtRE AND
 
OTIGIN'k fL 29OnPORn~ t 
OGO 5
 
FOR WAVE STUDIES. MAGNITUDES OF BETTER THAN 10 GAMMA. BUT RELATIVE CHANGES ARE
 
RELIABLE TO 0.128 GAMMA PER COMPONENT.
 
DATA SET NAME- I-MIN AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC 10- 68-DIAA-IAA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 11/18/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 1 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET. ON 16 REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM. CONTAINS 
ALL EXISTING DATA FOR -. E TIME PERIOD CITED. THE DATA ARE 
PRESENTED AS I-MIN AVERAGED CARTESIAN COMPONENTS AND AVERAGED 
MAGNITUDE. WITH HM OF DATA PER FRAME. AND ARE AVAILABLE IN 
THREE SEPARATE COORDINATE SYSTEMS -- SPACECRAFT BODY 
COORDINATES, GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. AND 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. IN ADDITION. 
I-MIN VALUES OF THE RM5 FLUCTUATION AMPLITUDE FOR THE SIGNAL 
BETWEEN 0.0? HZ AND THE SAMPLING FREQUENCY ARE PRESENTED FOR 
EACH AXIS AMD FOR THE FIELD MAGNITUDE. PLOTTED ON THE SAME 
FRAME IS A MEASURE CF THE NUMBR OF GOOD DATA POINTS THAT WERE 
VSER TO GENERATE EACH AVERAGE. A CENTRAL PROCESSING PROGRAM 
HAS ATTEMPTED TO REMOVE OR CORRECT IDENTIFIABLE BAD DATA. AND. 
FOR THE MOST PART. THE DATA ARF CLEAN AND RELIABLE TO WITHIN 

PLUS OR MINUS 0.063 GAMMA FOP RELATIVE CHANGES. OFFSET ERRORS 

OF UP TO 10 GAMMAS ARE PRESENT IN THESE DATA, SO FOR ABSOLUTE 
MAGNITUDES THE DATA MUST BE USED WITH CAUTION. THE DATA ARE 

INTENDED TO SE USED AS ROAD MAPS OF 'HE SATELLITE LOCATION IN 

SPACE. 

DATA SET NAME- I-MIN AVG VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD AND RMS 
NOISE AMPLITUDE DA'A TAPES IN S/C COORD. 
NSaC ID" 68-DI&A-IAB 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIDO COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 09101/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 14 ReELISI OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THESE DATA. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSIST OF 
TIME-ORDERED I-NIN AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD CARTESIAN 
COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES, THE MAGNETIC FIELD 

MAGNITUDE. THE RMS DEVIATIONS O EACH COMPNENT AND OF THE 

TOTAL FIELD. AND A DATA QUALITY INDICATOR. THE DATA ARE ON IBM 

360 UCLA STANDARD LABELED BINARY 7- AND 9-TRACK 800 OPI 
MAGNETIC TAPES. WITH FIVE DATA FILES PER TAPE. EACH FILE 
CORRESPONDS TO ONE ORBIT. THERE ARE HEADER AND TRAILER FILES 
BETWEEN EACH DATA FILE. TOTALING 15 FILES PER TAPE. 1128 
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. AND A BLOCK SIZE OF 5132 
WORDS. THERE ARE NO EPHEMERIS DATA ON THESE TAPES. OFFSET 
CORRECTIONS WILL HAVE TO BE APPLIED TO THESE DATA TO OBTAIN 
ACCURACY IN ABSOLU'E MAGNITUDES OF BETTER THAN 10 GAMMA. BUT 
RELATIVE CHANGES ARE RELIABLE TO 0.063 GAMMA PER COMPONENT. 

DATA SET NAME- 4.00-SEC AVERAGED FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 
DATA IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES ON TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 68-BI4A-VGC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TINE PEREOD-COVERED- 03105/68 TO 09/01/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 14 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED 9-TRACK. 
O0-B'I. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES' GENERATED ON A. IBM 360/9S 
COMPUTER. EACH TAPE CONTAINS DATA FILES WITH A HEADER AND 
TRAILER FILE FOR EACH DATA FILE. EACH FILE CONTAINS 
OVERLAPPING DATA INTO THE NEXT ORBIT AT PERIGEE. AS OFFSET 
CORRECTIONS ARE INTRODUCED AT APOGEE AND EXTRAPOLATED BACKWARD 
AND FORWARD IN 'TIME THROUGHOUT EACH ORBIT. THESE OVERLAPPING 
PERIODS IN GENERAL WILL NOT EXACTLY AGREE. EACH PHYSICAL 
RECORD CONTAINS 128 LOGICAL RECORDS OF SIX WORDS EACH. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. THE VECTOR FIELD At AVERAGED 
OVER 4.608 SEC IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES TAPES IN DATA SET, 
AND A QUALITY INDICATOR. OFFSET CORRECTIONS WILL HAVE TO BE 
APPLIED TO 	 THESE DATA TO' OBTAIN ACCURACY IN ABSOLUTE 
DATA SET NAME-	 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER DATA ON FILM. 4.0.0 
-SEC AVG IN SPACECRAFT COORDINATES 
MSSDC I- 68-064A-IAD 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03105/68 TO 08/06/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 40 REEL(S) OF MICRFILM
 
THESE 4.605-SEC AVERAGES OF THE FLUXGATE NAGNETONETER 
DATA ARE PLOTTED ON 40 REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM SUPPLIED BY 
THE EXPERIMENTER PRINCIPALLY TO PERMIT THE STUDY*OF FIELD 
VARIATIONS WITH 4 SEC RESOLUTION. EACH FRAME CONTAINS 20 MIN 
OF DATA. THE THREE VECTOR CARTESIAN COMPONENTS IN SPACECRAFT 
COORDINATES AND THE MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE ARE PL TTEO ON A9 
LINEAR SCALE AGAINST COMMON TIME. ALSO INCLUDED ARE INITIAL 
AND FINAL EPHEMERIS INFORMATION FOR EACH FRAME. BECAUSE OF 
COARSENESS OF SCALE AND ACCURACY OF THESE PLOTS. THE MAGNETIC 
TAPE DATA 68-01A-14C SHOJLD BE USED WHERE ACCURATE FIELD 
VALUES ARE REQUIRED. ESPECIALLY WHEN THE AMBIENT FIE.D IS 
SMALL- THE FIRST 37 ORBITS OF DATA WERE PLOTTED FROM 
PRELIMINARY VERSIONS OF THE DATA TAPES IN DATA SET OB-OIAA-IC 
AND, DFORTUNATELY. CONTAIN OFFSET ERRORS OF UP TO 22 GAMMAS. 
THE CORRECTIONS OF THE PLOTTEO VALUES TO THE TAPE DATA VALVES 
ARE INCLUDED IN THE DOCUMENTATION THAT WILL BE SENT WITH 
REQUESTS FOR THESE DATA. NOTE THAT EVEN THE TAPE DATA CONTAIN 
OFFSET ERRORS THAT MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR BY A USER REQUIRING 
ACCURACY OF BETTER THAN 10 GAMMA. 
OATA SET NAME- I-MIH AVG VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON 
TAPE IN SEE COORDINATES 
NSSDC ID- 68-OAA-14E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/6B TO 09/O1/B 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 14 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THESE DATA SUPPLIED 'BY THE EXPERIMENTER ARE THE 
TIME-ORDERED I-MIN AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD CARTESIAN 
COMPONENTS AND FIELD MAGNITUDES 163-Dl4A-14BI. WHICH THE 
EXPERIMENTER HAS ROTATED INTO GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC GSERI 
COORDINATES. ALSO INCLUDEO IS THE SPACECRAFT POSITION IN GSE. 
THE DATA ARE ON 7- AND S-TRACK 800-BPI UCLA STANDARD LABELED 
360 (BINARY) TAPES. WITH FIVE DATA FILES PER TAPE ANr ONE 
ORBIT PER FILE. THERE ARE HEADER AND TRAILER FILES FOR EACH 
DATA FILE. TOTALING 1 FILES PER TAPE. THE B-OCK SIZE IS .1232 
CHARACTERS. OFFSET CORREaIONS WILL HAVE TO BE APPLIED TO 
THESE DATA TO OBTAIN ACCURACY IN ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDES OF BETTER 
THAN 10 GAMMA. BUT RELATIVE CHANGES ARE RELIABLE TO 0.063 
GAMMA PER COMPONENT.
 
DATA SET NAME- I-MIN AVG VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON 
TAPE IN GSM COORDINATES 
NSSOC I- 8-014A-14F
 
AVAILABILITY oF'DATA SET- DATA AT MSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/6B TO 09/01168 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 14 AEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE DATA. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSIST OF 
TIME-ORDERED I-MIN AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD CARTESIAN 
COMPONENTS AND FIELD MAGNITUDE, WHICH THE EXPERIMENTER HAS 
ROTATED INTO GEOCENTRIC SOLAR NAGNETQSPNRIC COORDINATES' 
CGSI. ALSO INCLUDED IS THE SPACECRAFT POSITION IN G4. THE 
DATA ARE ON IB-360 BINARY 7- AND 9-TRACK BGO-PI UCLA 
STANDARD LABELED TAPES. WITH FIVE DATA FILES PER TAPE AN ONE 
ORBIT PERIOD PR DATA FILE. THERE IS A HEADER AND TRAILER 
FILE FOR EACH DATA FILE. TOTALING I5 FILES PER TAPE. THE 
BLOCK SIZE IS 1232 CHARACTERS. OFFSET CORRECTIONS WILL HAVE 
TO, BE APPLIED TO THESE DATA TO OBTAIN ACCURACY IN ABSOLUTE 
MAGNITUDES OF BETTER THAN 10 GAMMA. BUT RELATIVE CHANGES ARE 
RELIABLE TO 0.063 GAMMA PER COMPONENT.
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MADE THROUGH THE DATA CENTER HILE FUNDING IS AVAILABLE TO DO
 
En. AN INDEX OF ALL AVAILABLE DATA FROM MARCH 5. I968. THROUGH
 
CROOK. OGO 5 OCTOBER 16. 1969. ES CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
AT NSSOC. LATER DATA ARE AVAILABLE. BUT NSSDC DOES NOT HAVE AN
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR INDEX OF THESE DATA AT THE PRESENT TIME.
 
NSSDC ID- 6O-0IAA--

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/0B/71
 
PERSONNEL 
Pi - G.M. CROOK - .......... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP DATA SET NAME- TABULATED ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC WAVE 
REDONDO BEACH, CA ENVELOPES ON MICROFILM 
01 - F.L. SCARF ...... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
REDODNDO BEACH, CA MiSOC 1D- 6E-DAA-2C 
01 - R.W. FREDERICKS...... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
REDONDO BEACH. CA AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NBSDC 
DI - I.M. GREEN-. TRW SYSTEMS GROUP-...... 
REDONDO BEACH. CA TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/11/68 TO 0111/71 
(AS VERIFIED BY N$C 
THE PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR INCLUDED FIVE ELECTRIC DIPOLES 
AND THREE ORTHOGONAL SEARCH-COIL MAJNETOMETERS MOUNTED ON A QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
6.7- ROOM. THE T MEE 0.5-M ORTHOGONAL ELECTRIC DIPOLES WERE 
NORMAL TO THE PLANES OF THE MAGNETOMETERS EACH OF THE THESE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON FOUR REELS OF COMPUTER 
ORTHOGONAL COMPONENTS OF THE DIPOLE AND MAGNETOMETER WAS GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM LISTINGS MADE AT TRW. THE MICROFILM 
SAMPLED SIMULTANEOUSLY FOR 9.2 SEC THROUGH IS-PERCENT BANDpASS CONTAINS NO DATA OF QUESTIONABLE VALIDITY. THE MAXIMUM. 
FILTERS IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE -- 0.56. 1.3. 3.0. 7.35. MINIMUM. AVERAGE, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL THE ELECTRIC 
14.5, 3D.0. AND 70.0 KHZ FOR EACH DIPOLE CONCURRENT WITH 0.56. AND MAGNETIC FIELD DIGITAL DATA (SCALAR SUM OVER THREE AXES OF 
0.56. B.S6 056. 70.0. 70.0 AND 70.0 KHZ FOR EACH FIELD COMPONENT MAGNITUDES) ARE GIVEN FOR EACH FREQUENCY
 
MAGNETOMETER. REPEAT TIME FOR THIS SEQUENCE WAS 3.26 MIN. CHANNEL AND FOR EACH 3.26-M1N EXPERIMENT CYCLE AND ARE
 
ONDARD AUTOCORRELATION WAS PERFORMED BETWEEN EACH ELECTRIC TABULATED AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. THESE DATA INDICATE THE
 
FIELD AND MAGNETIC FIELD NESUREMENT. THE REMAINING TWO OMNIDIRECTIONAL NOISE AMPLITUDE IN VARIOUS DISCRETE FREIJENCY
 
BOOM-MOUNTEO DIPOLES URGE COLINEAR. DIFFCRING ONLY TN LERGTH. CHANNELS. THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN EACH CALCULATION 
EACH DIPOLE WAS MO ITORED THROUGH A 2O0-HZ Ia-PERCENT FILTER IS INCLUDED. AND THESE NUMBERS CAN BE USED TO DETERMINE THE 
FOR 2 SEC ONCE EVERY 9.2 SEC. IN ADDITION TO THE DIGITAL DATA. DATA DUALITY. 
I- TO 22-HZ ELECTRIC FIELD DATA TAKEN FROM ONE MAIN DIPOLE 
AND YIELDING POyEG SPECTRUM INFORMATION FOR THAT AXIS WERE 
CONTINUOUSLY MONITORED BY A SPECIAL PURPOSE ANALOG TELEMETRY
 
SYSTEM. THRESHOLD SENSITIVITY OF THESE MEASUREMENTS WAS
 
TELEMETERED WITH THE DIGITAL DATA. INTENSE EMISSIONS BELOW t
 
KHZ AND ABOVE 22 HZ MAY STILL BE DETECTABLE. THE EXPERIMENT 
OPERATED NORMALLY. OUT MUCH OF THE DATA RETURNED AFTER APRIL 
1968 WERE OF POOR QUALITY DUE TO A TRANSMITTER FAILURE. DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL 3.26-MN AVERAGED SPECTRUM 
ANALYSES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSOC 1D- 68-DIGAS24D-
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 010069 TO 03/00/70 
DATA SET NAME- ORIGINAL ELECTRIC FIELD SONOGRAMS ON (AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
MICROFILM 
QUANTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC 1D- 6a-I*A-24A 
THE FIVE 7-TRACI. 6O0-OPI, BCD MAGNETIC PRINT TAPES OF 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC THIS DATA SET WERE GENERATED AT TRW BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THEY 
CONTAIN THE MAGNETIC TAPE FORM OF DATA SET 68-014A-AC. THEY 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/1I/58 TO 0/03/7 CONTAIN HO DATA OF QUESTIONABLE VALIDITY. THE MAXIMUM. 
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) MINIMUM, AVERAGE, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL THE ELECTRIC 
AND MAGNETIC FIELD OIGITAL DATA (SCALAR SUM OVER THREE AXES OF 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 3S REEL(S) OF MICROFILM FIELD COMPONENT MAGNITUOI ARE GIVEN FOR EACH FREQUENCY 
CHANNEL AND FOR EACH 3.6-MIN EXPERIMENT CYCLE AS FUNCTIONS OF 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM CONTAINING TIME. THESE DATA INDICATE THE ONNIDIRECTIONAL NOISE AMPLITUDE 
ELECTRIC FIELD SONOGRAMS GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER FROM IN VARIOUS DISCRETE FREQUENCY CHANNELS. THE NUMBER O POINTS 
ANALOG DATA. THE DATA COVER AN AVERAGE OF 3 HR PER DAY FOR 8 USED IN EACH CALCULATION IS INCLUDED. AND THIS NUMBER CAN BE 
DAYS INTERSPERSED BETWEEN MARCH 27 1968. AND SEPTEMBER 15, USED TO INDICATE THE DATA QUALITY. PERIODS OF DATA EARLIER 
1968. THE DATA WERE PROCESSED AT A RATE OF 16 SEC PER INCH. THAN JANUARY 1969 ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN TAPE FORM. 
THE FREQUENCY INTERVALS INCLUDED IN THE SET ARE 0 TO 2.5. 0 TO 
5. 0 TO 10, 9 TO 0, 0 TO 20, AND 0 TO 30 KHZ. WITH THE 0- TO 
5 0- TO 10-. AND 0- TO 20-KHZ INTERVALS PRESENTED MOST 
OFTEN. THE ANALOG DATA USED TO GENERATE THESE SOHCGRAMS ARE 
FROM ONE AXIS OF THE THREE ORTHOGONAL DIPOLES CF THE TRW
 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR. SENSITIVITY CALIBRATION OF ThE ELECTRIC
 
FIELD AMPLITUDE VS FREQUENCY INFORMATION IS NOT INCLUDED IN
 
THIS DATA SET. DATA SET MANE- 0-10 KHZ SPECTRA OF MAGNETOSPHERIC AND
 
PLASHASPH.EIC BOUNOARIES ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC I- 68-01A-24E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/14/68 TO 05/12/69 
DATA SET HAME- INDEX OF ANALOG EL-ECTRIC FIELD SOMOGRAM (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
DATA TAPES AT TRW 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 54 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
NSSDC O- 68-0O4A-240 
THESE DATA ARE SIMILAR TO THIE DATA CONTAINED IN 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 68-014A-24A BUT INCLUDE ONLY DATA FROM SELECTED 
NAGNETOPAUSE-T0-PLAS.AOAUSE CROSSINGS (CONTAINING INTERESTING
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 03/,O/B6 TO 1Z16/69 FEATURES IN THE O-TGO--KHS BANDWIDTH). THEY ARE SONOGRAMS,
 
[AS-REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER) WITH TIME AS ONE AXIS AND FREQUENCY AS THE OTHER. THE
 
INTENSITY OF THE PATTERN INDICATES THE RELATIVE POWER IN AN 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(SI OF MICROFILM EMISSION. THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED DATA ARE PLOTTED ON 
31-M MICROFILM. 
ANALOG DATA FROM THE SPECIAL PURPOSE BROADBAND 
TELEMETRY. IN GRIGINAL FORM ON MAGNETIC TAPE. ARE AVAILABLE 
 OR Taflt 
THROUGH TRW. THESE DATA ARE BEING USED TO GENERATE THE ANALOG
 
ELECTRIC FIELD SONOGRAMS (DATA SET B-IAA-24A) AT NSSDOCGP0M 
BECAUSE THE EQUIPMENT REGUIRED TO GENERATE THIS MICROFILM IS 
SOMEWHAT SPECIALIZED AND NOT GENERALLY AVAILABLE TO A 
POTENTIAL USER. THE 'EXPERIMENTER HAS AGREED'TO PROCESS INTO 
SONOGRAMS REASONABLE AMOUNTS OF DATA FOR SPECIFIC INTERVALS 
NOT COVERED IN DATA SEY 68-OIAA-26A. IN RESPONSE TO REQUESTS 
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FIELD MAGNITUDE MEASURED BY THE RUBIDIUM 'SENSOR, AMD THE 
DIFFERENCE FIELD BETWEEN THE MEASURED i7-SEC VALUE AD THE 
HEPPNER, OGO 5 VALUE CALCULATED FROK THE CAIN OSFC FIELD MODEL DATED 5560. 
THERE ARE 120 SEC OF DATA PLOTTED PER 35-N FRAME. THESE DATA 
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS ARE CAPABLE OF BEING USED *FOR DERIVING VECTOR FIELD 
INFORMATION EVERY 205 SEC. THIS VECTOR INFORMATION IS MOST 
NSSDC ID-- 68-014A-25 ACCURATE WHEN THE FIELD MAGNITUDE IS IN THE VICINITY OF 5I 
GAMMAS AND THE AMBIENT FIELD IS STEADY. THIS DATA SET CONTAINS 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE MANY TIME GAPS DUE NOT ONLY TO TELEMETRY GAPS AND TIMES WHEN 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- I/08/TI THE INSTRUMENT WAS TURNED OFF, OUT ALSO TO EDITED INTERVALS. 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - J.P. HePPHER ...... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT. ED
 
0I - B.G. LEDLEY ........... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT, RD
 
IT - M. SUGIURA ......... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT, ND SMITH, DGOS
 
01 - T.L. SKILLMAN ...... NSA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT, MD EXPERIMENT LAME- TRIAXIAL SEARCH-C IL MAGNETOMETER
 
01 - R.M. CAMPBELL ....... NASA-GSFC
 
GREEHBELT. RD NSSDC ID- 68-014A-16
 
THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO STUDY STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS INTERACTIONS WITH THE DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/0871
 
ENVIRONMENT. THE DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A TRIAXIAL
 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AND TWO DUAL-CELL. OPTICALLY PUMPED PERSONNEL
 
SELF-OSCILLATING. RUBIDIUM (87) VAPOR MAGNETOMETERS. BOTH PI - E.J. SMITH .-........... NASA-JPL
 
MAGNETOMETERS WERE MOUNTED ON BOOMS TO MINIMIZE EFFECTS OF PASADENA. CA
 
SPACECRAFT FIELDS. THE TOIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETONETER PROVIDED 0I - R.E. HOIZER ... ... U OF CALIF, LA
 
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF THE THREE MAGNETIC F-ELD VECTOR LOS ANGELES. CA
 
COMPONENTS IN THE RANGE 0 TO PLUS OR MINUS 4000 GAMMAS (OVER A
 
FREO.SENCY RANGE 0= 0 TO 120 HZ) A IO-GAMMA INFLIGHT THE UO.A-JPL SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER SAMPLED AMBIENT
 
CALIBRATION WAS APPLIEO ON COMMAND AS A CHECK ON SENSITIVITY FIELD FLUCTUATIONS FROM 0.01 TO 1000 HZ IN TWO MDES. THE 
CHANCES. THE ACCURACY WAS PLUS Os MINuS A GAMMA CCHECXEO BY TRIAXIAL SEARCH COILS MOUNTED AT THE END OP A 6.1-N BOOM 
MEANS OF TNFLIGHT COMPARISON WITH THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS). PROVIDEO TRIAXIAL WAVEFORM DATA IN THREE BANDS. FROM 0.03 TO 
THE SAMPLING RATES WERE 1.7. 7. 55. AND LIZ SAMPLES PER SECOND 0.1 HZ, 0.L TO 0.3 "Z. AND 0.3 HZ TO CUTOFF. WHICH DEPENDED ON 
PER AXIS. THERE HAS BEEN NO DEGRADATION OF THE FL1XOAYE SAMPLING RATE I- FOR SIT RATES OF 1. S. OR 64 KBS. THE CUTOFF 
MAGNETOMErER (JUNE 30. 1971). SINCE LAUNCH. DATA HAVE SEEN WAS 0.0. 7. OR S HZ. RESPECTIVELV. SIGNALS FROM THE TRIAXIAL 
RECEIVED FROM THIS MAGNETOMETER WHENEVER DATA WERE RECEIVED SEARCH COILS WERE ALSO SAMPLED By SEVEN COMB FILTERS WITH 
FROM THE SPACECRAFT. THE RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETERS PROVIDED CENTER FREQUENCIES OF 10. 22. 47. L00. 216. 467. AND 1000 HZ. 
SCALAR MEASUREMENTS CF THE MAGnETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE. HOWEVER, THE TIME REQUIRED FOR A COMPLETE TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 
A TRIAXIAL COIL SYSTEM WAS BUILT INTO THE SPHERE SURROUNDING (21 DATA VALUES) WAS 8.06. 1.01, OR 0.126 SEC, ALSO DEPENDING 
THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS TO ALLOW VECTOR MEASUREMENTS TO BE ON THE SATELITE BIT RATE, INTERFERENCE OCCURRED BETWEEN THE 
MADE. ON COMAND EVERY 295 SEC. EACH COIL A-LIED A +O-GAMMA SEVEM-CHANNEL SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND THE BROADBAND CHANELS. 
FIELD. THEN A -10-GAMMA FIELD TO THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS. SERIOUSLY DEGRADING THE BROADBAND SIGNALS THROUGHOUT THE 
RESILTANT CHANGES IN THE SCALAR FIELD BEING MEASURED MADE IT OPERATIONAL LIFE Or THE EXPERIMENT. THE EXPERIMENT OPERATED 
POSSIBLE TO COMPUTE THE FIELD OIRECTION. THIS WAS USED TO ADEQUATELY THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. 
MONITOR THE OUTPUT OF THE FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER AS A CHECK ON 
ZERO DRIFTS. THE RUBIDUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETERS HAD AN ABSOLUTE 
ACCURACY OF PLUS OR MINUS 0.5 GAMMA. THE MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM 
HAD THREE OUTPUTS. THE FIRST OUTPUT PHASE MODULATED THE 40-KHZ 
SUBCARRIES ON THE DGO 5 SPECIAL PURPOSE TRANSMITTER. THE RANGE 
OF THIS OUTPUT WAS 3 TO R5.T.GAMMAS OVER IHE FREQUENCY RANGE 
20 TO 600 HZ. THE SECOND OUTPUT DIRECTLY MODULATED THE OGO 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TRANSMITTER. THE RANGE OF THIS OUTPUT WAS 42.8 DATA SET NAME- 2.5-MIN-AVG SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 
TO t4,000 GAMMAS OVER THE FREQUENCY RANGE 300 TO l000000 HZ. NOISE AMPLTUDES.O.03 TO 1000 HZ ON FILM 
THE THIRD OUTPUT CONSISTED OF MAIN FRAME DIGITIZED DATA. THE 
RANGE OF THIS OUTPUT WAS 3 TO 50.000 GAMMAS OVER A FREQUENCY NSSDC ID- 6-O14A-GA 
RANGE OF 20 TO 350,000 HZ. THE SAMPLING RATE OF TE MAIN FRAME 
RUBIDIUM DATA WAS 1.7 SAMPLES PER SECOND. THE SAMPLING RATE OF AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSsC 
THE SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY DATA WAS ARBITIRARY. USUALLY 6.94 
SAMPLES PER SECOND WERE USED IN GROUND DATA PROCESSING. SIX TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/0T/68 TO 03/07/71 
WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. TE FREOUENCY COUNTER FAILED THEREBY (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
CAUSING LOSS OF THE MAIN FRAME.DIGITIZED DATA OUTPUT OF THE
 
RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM. THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETER SYSTEM QUANTITY OF DATA- 0-REEL(IS OF MICROFILM
 
WAS OPERATING WHENEVER DATA FROM THE SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY
 
WERE BEING RECORDED. HOWEVER. THIS TELEMETRY SYSTEM 'WAS THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED COMPRESSED DATA PLOTS ON
 
OPERATED ONLY 30 PERCENT OF THE TIME. A PROBLEM THAT DEVELOPED MICROFILM OF VARIOUS SIZES SUMMARIZE THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE
 
WITH TINE AND HAD AN EFFECT ON THE QUALITY OF THE RUBIDIUM TO BOTH AMBIENT AND INSTRUMENTAL EFFECTS. CONTAINING 36-BEC 
DATA WAS A LAMP OSCILLATION DP ONE OF THE TWO RUBIDIUM AVERAGES, THE PLOTTED MAGNETOMETER DATA ARE READABLE TO AOUT 
MAGNETOMETERS. THIS LED TO TURNING OFF THE MALFUNCTIONING 1.5-H TINE RESOLUTION. EACH ORBIT IS REPRESENTED BY A PAIR 
RUBIDIUM HAGNETOMETER IN APRIL 1968. WITH THIS MAGNETOMETER OF PLOTS. THE FIRST CONTAINING COMPRESSED PHYSICAL DATA. AND 
OFF. THE OPERATION WAS NORMAL BUT CAUSED THE RUBIDIUM SYSTEM THE SECOND THE INFORMATION THAT MAY AFFECT THE EXPERIMENT --
TO HAVE LARGER NULL ZONES. AS A RESULT. SOME OF THE DATA ARE SUCH AS INSTRUMENT GAIN. BANDWIDTH INFORMATION. SAMPLE OUTPUT 
EITHER OF LOWER OUALI Y OR ABSENT. IN DECEMBER 1970. OWING TO FROM THE E-FIELD EXPERIMENT (60-014A-24), SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM 
FURTHER PROBLEMS WITH THE LAMP OSCILLATIONS. IT WAS DECIDED TO THE FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT (66-OIA-14). AND SAMPLES 
TURN ON THE RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETERS ONLY BRIEFLY AT SELECTED OF THE SPACECRAFT STATUS. THE PHYSICAL DATA CONSIST OF THE 
TIME INTERVALS IN ORDER TO CHECK THE OPERATIONS OF THE SEVEN MAGNITUDES (AVERAGED OVER THREE COMPONENTS) FROM THE 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMITER. BY THE NATURE OF FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS SEVEN-CHANNEL TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER. THE DATA QUALITY 
WITHOUT FLIPPERS ON NON-SPINNING SPACECRAFT. A ONE-GAMMA INDICATOR. AND THE THREE SETS OF TRIAXIAL WAVIFORM DATA 
DRIFT CAN BE EXPECTED IN ONE ORBIT. THUS. THE ACCURACY OF THE REPRESENTING MAGNETIC SIGNALS FROM O.G3 TO 0.1 HZ. 0.1 TO 0.3 
FLUXGATE DATA AFTER CORRECTION IS AT DEST 1.5 TO 3 GAMMAS. HZ. AND 0.3 HZ TO EXPERIMENT CUTOFF. THESE PLOTS WERE USEFUL 
IN IDENTIFYING THE INTERPLANETARY REGION, BOW SMOCK.
 
MAGNETOPAUSE, PLASMA AND PLASMASPHERE. ETC. WHICH THE
 
SPACECRAFT COULD BE SAMPLING AT ANY PARTICULAR TIME.
 
DATA SET.NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS FROM THE 
SCALAR RUBIDIUM MAGNETOMETER ON 35-M FILM 
NSSOC ID- 6a-OIAA-ISA DATA SET NAME- SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER SUMMARY TAPES. 
36.9-SEC TIME RESOLUTION
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC
 
NSSDC ID- 68-014A-16B
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0310S/68 TO 05/13170
 
(AS VERIFIED DY NSSDC) AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 71 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03'0D/68 TO 0I/02/71
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
THESE REELS OF 35-MM MICROFILM. GENERATED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER AND EOITED FOR BAD DATA. CONTAIN PLOTS OF THE QUANTITY OF DATA- 45 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
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THESE EXPERINENTER-SUPPLIED DIGITAL TAPES REPRESENT 
SUMMARIES OF ABOUT 2000 FINE-TIME SCALE DATA TAPES. WHICH THE 
EXPERIMENTER CURRENTLY HOLDS. THESE TAPES ARE 9-TRACK 
MULTIPLE-FILE ESCOIC CODED DIGITAL MAGNETIC TAPES PRODUCED ON 
AN IBM 360'01 COMPUTER. RECORDED AT Soo BPI. THEY HAVE 42o 
CHARACTERS PER RECORD AND ABOUT 1500 RECORDS PER FILE. WHICH 
REPRESENTS ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT OR ABOUT 2.7 DAYS. THESE DATA 
ARE TIME ORDERED EXCEPT FOR OCCASIONAL OVERLAPPING DATA AT THE 

END OF A FILE. AN INDEX TO THE FILES ON EACH TAPE IS PROVIDED
 
IN DATA SET 6-014A-16C. EACH DATA RECORD CONTAINS 36.9-EC 

AVERAGED VALUES FOR TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER OUTPUTS AT 10. 

22, *7, lO0. 216. 467. AND 1000 HZ (21 VALUES3. 7RIAXIAL
 
OROADBAM DATA FROM 0.03 TO 0.1 HZ. 0.1 TO 0.3 HZ. AND 0.3 HZ 

TO INSTRUMENT HY"UIST FREQUENCY. WHICH IS DETERMINED B BIT
 
RATE (9 VALUES). ALIASING DOES NOT OCCUR EXCEPT DURING THE 

TAPE RECORDED PLAYBACK MODE. HOWEVER DI'S QUESTION OF ALIASING 

IS ACADEMIC FOR THE OGO 5 INSTRUMENTS OPERATING IN THE 

WAVEFORM MODE. AS INTERFERENCE OCCURS BETWEEN THE SEVEN 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER CHANNELS AND THESE THREE BROADBAND MODES. 

SERIOUSLY DEGRADING THE BROADBAND CHANNELS. ALSO ON THE TAPES 

IS A DATA QUALITY INDICATOR. A MICROFILMED INDEX OF THIS DATA 

SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE (EB-GIAA-SC). 

DATA SET NAME- FREOUENCY TIME SPECTROGRAMS FOR 0-1000 HZ
 
ANALOG SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER
 
NSSDC IO- 69-01A-16D 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	03/06168 TO 10127/6B
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 27 REEL(S) OFIMICROFILM 

THESE EXPEREMENTER-GENERATED SPECTROGRAMS ARE ON 35-MN 
MICROFILM. THEY CONTAIN 0- TO IO00-HZ SEARCH COIL SIGNAL 
AMPLITUDES PLOTTED AS FUNCTIONS O FREQUENCY (ON A LINEAR 
SCALE) AND OF TIME. THE STRENGTH OF THE SIGNAL IS INDICATED 
BY THE DENSITY OF THE IMAGE ON THE FILM. THE STRONGER SIGNALS 
GIVE DENSER IMAGES ON THE MICROFILM. THE FREQUENCY RESOLUTION 
OF THESE PLOTS IS ABOUT 5 HZ. THE TIME RESOLUTION I5 

APPROXIMATELY O.S SEC. EACH SEGMENT OF DATA IS ABOUT 10
 
MINUTES LONG AND HAS A START TINE INDICATED AT THE BEGINNING 

OF THE RUN. TIME IS INDICATED BY TICK MARKS OR DOTS AT TNE 

.OTTOM OF THE FILM. TIME SHOWN IN DOT REPRESENTATION LA9S 

ACTUAL TINE BY APPROXIMATELY SIX SECONDS. THE DATA WERE 

GENERATED FROM THE SPECIAL-PURPOSE ANALOG TELEMETRY LINK 

ABOARD OGO 5. SO THAT DATA COVERAGE AVAILABLE WAS LIMITED BY 

THE TRACKING ACQUISITION FROM THAT PORTION OF TdLtSMSERIO 

SIGNAL. 

DATA SET NAME-	MICROFILM LISTINGS OF SEARCH 3TSEC AVG 

DATA WITH AMPLifIER GAIN INCLUDED 

NSSDC ID- 6E-O1A-16E 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/0668 TO 0/25f68 
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THESE NESOC 	 GENERATED 16-MM MICROFILM CONTAIN DATA 
INCLUDED IN DATA SET 68-014A-166. NOWEVER. ONLY A SUBSET OF 

6B-OI4A-16 HAS BEEN PROCESSED TO DATE. THEY ARE LISTINGS BY 

TIME AND TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM CHANNEL OF THE 36.8-SEC AVERAGES OF 

THE SEARCH COIL DIGITAL WAVE CORMNS AND 7-CHANNEL SPECTRUM 

ANALYSES. THE AMPLIFIER GAIN HAS SEEN INCLUDED SO THAT THE 

DATA REPRESENT SIGNAL APLITUDES'ON A COMMON SCALE. GAIN WORDS 

HAVE NOT BEEN INCLUDEO IN THE PLOTS IN 6B-OIAA-6A OR 

EXPLICITLY IN THE AMPLITUDES GIVEN IN 6B-14A-16B, ALTHOUGH IT 

IS CONTAINED IN THE SPACECRAFT STATUS WORD IN THAT DATA. DUE 

TO A SEVERE INTERFERENCE PROBLEM BETWEEN THE 7 TRIAXIAL 

DIGITAL CHANNELS AND THE WAVEFORM CHANNELS. A-CHANGE IN THE 

DIGITAL CHANNELS IS REFLECTED IN THE VAVEFORM CHANNELS. FOR 

THIS REASON THE WAVEFORM CHANNELS HAVE BEEN FLAGGED BY MINUS 

SIGNS WHENEVER THERE IS SIGNIPICANT ACTIVITY IN THE DIGITAL 
CHANNELS. THE CRITERIA FOR SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITY WAS OBTAINED 
THROUGH A JOINT NSSDC-EXPERIMENTER EFFORT. DIGITAL WAVEFORM 
DATA FLAGGED WITH MINUS SIGNS SHOLD BE VIEWED WITH MORE 
CAUTION THAN UNFLAGGED WAVEFORM DATA. 
DATA SET NAME- 	MICROFILM LISTINGS OF INSTRUMENT
 
GAIN-CALIBRATED TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL DATA
 
NSSOC ID- 68-OI4A-16F
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 03/C7/68 TO 01/01/71 
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER) 
DUANTITY OF DATA- 0 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET MAKES 	AVAILABLE INSTRUMENT-GAIN-CALIORATED 
LISTINGS OF 37-SeC AVERAGED SEARCH COIL DATA IN INSTRUMENT 
COORDINATES. TO PRODUCE SUCH LISTINGS. A COMPUTER PROGRMN WAS 
WRITTEN AT NSSOC TO PROCESS TAPE DATA SET CB-OIA-AB. 
HOWEVER. BULK PROCESSING HAS NOT BEEN DONE FOR THE ENTIRE SET 
OF TAPES. UPON RQUEST. A 16-MR MICROFILM LIS"ING OF VARIOUS
 
ORBITS FROM DATA SET -16B CAN BE PRODUCED AND WOULD CONTAIN
 
TIME AND TRIAXIAL COMPONENTS OF THE SEVEN DIGITAL CHANNELS
 
FROM I0 TO LOGO HZ. NOTE THAT NEITHER DATA SET -16A NOR -16E
 
CONTAINS DATA CORRECTED FOR INSTRUMENT-GAIN VARIATIONS,
 
SPACECRAFT CCMMON NAME- 000 6 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-691D, OG-F 
5 60. FOO 3
 
039.6
 
NSSDC I0- 69-051A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 06/OS/69 	 WEIGHT- 632.0 KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/00/7Z 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/04169
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 099.66 MIN INCLINATION- 81.9810 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 413. M ALT APDAPSIS- 1077. jIM ALT
 
OGO 6 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH 26
 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE VARIOUS INTERRELATIONSHIPS
 
BETWEEN. AND LATITUDINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF. HIGH-ALTITUDE
 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS DURING A PERIOD OF INCREASED SOLAR
 
ACTIVITY. THE MAIN BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT WAS ATTITUDE
 
CONTROLLED By MEANS OF HORIZON SCANNERS AND GAS JETS SO THAT
 
ITS ORIENTATION WAS MAINTAINED CONSTANT WITH RESPECT TO THE
 
EARTH AND THE SUN. THE SOLAR PANELS ROTATED ON A HORIZONTAL
 
AXIS EXTENDING TRANSVERSELY THROUGH THE MAIN BODY OF THE
 
SPACECRAFT. THE ROTATION OF THE PANELS WAS ACTIVATED BY SUN
 
SENSORS SO THAT THE PANELS RECEIVED MAXIMUM SUNLIGHT. SEVEN
 
EXPERIMENTS WERE MOUNTED ON THE SOLAR PANELS (THE SOPE
 
PACKAGE). AN ADDITIONAL AXIS. ORIENTED VERTICALLY ACROSS THE
 
FRONT OF THE MAIN BODY. CARRIED SEVEN EXPERIMENTS ITHE OPEP
 
PACKAGE). NOMINALLY. THESE SENSORS OBSERVED IN A FORWARD
 
DIRECTION IN THE ORBITAL PLANS UF THE SATELLITE. THE SENSORS
 
COULD BE ROTATED MORE THAN 90 DEG RELATIVE TO THE NOMINAL
 
OBSERVING POSITION AN MORE THAN 90 DEG BETWEEN THE UPPER AND
 
LOWER OPEP GROUPS MOUNTED ON EITHER END OF THIS AXIS. ON JUNE
 
22. 1969. THE SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL DROPPED SIGNIFICANTLY 
DURING SUNLIGHT OPERATION AND REMAINED 50 DURING SUBSEQUENT 
SUNLIGHT OPERATION. THIS UNEXPLAINED SHIFT AFFECTED SEVEN 
EXPERIMENTS WHICH MADE MEASUREMENTS DEPENDENT UPON NNOWI EDGE 
OF THE SPACECRAFT PLASMA SHEATH DURING OCTOBER 1969 A STRING 
OF SOLAR CELLS FAILED. BUT THE OILY EFFECT OF THE DECREASED 
POWER WAS TO CAUSE TWO EXPERIMENTS TO CHANGE THEIR MODE OF 
OPERATION. ALSO DURING OCTOBER 1969. A COMBINATION OF MANUAL 
AND AUTOMATIC ATTITUDE CONTROL WAS INITIATED. WHICH EXTENDED 
THE CONTROL GAS LIFETIME OF THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM. IN 
AUGUST 1970. TAPE RECORDER (TRI NO. I OPERATION DEGRADED SO 
THAT ALL RECORDED DATA WERE SUBSEQUENTLY TAKEN WITH TR NO. 2, 
BY SEPTEMBER 1970. POWER AND EQUIPMENT DEGRADATION LEFT 14 
EXPERIMENTS OPERATING NORMALLY. THREE PARTIALLY. AND NINE OFF.
 
FROM OCTOBER 14. 1970. T NO. 2 WAS USED ONLY ON WECNESDAYS
 
(WORLD DAYS) TO CONSERVE POWER AND EXTEND TR OPERATION. IN
 
JUNE 197T THE NUMBER OF 'ON' EXPIRIMENTG DECREASED FROM 13 TO
 
7. AND ON JUNE 28S 1971. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A
 
SPIN-STABILIZCE MODE ABOUT THE YAW (Z) AXIS AND TURNED OFF DUE
 
TO DIFFICULTIES WITH SPACECRAFT POWER. OGO 6 WAS TURNED ON
 
AGAIN FROM OCTOBER 10. 1971. THROUGH MARCH 1972. FOR OPERATION
 
OF EXPERIMENT 35 By RADIO RESEARCH LABORATORY. JAPAN.
 
SMITH, d.0 6 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRrAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 
NSSOC ID- 69-OSIA-22 
33 
OGO 6/PIONEER 6
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECnODED- O6/28/7I 
PERSONNEL 

PI - E.J. SMITH ....... NASA-JPL 

PASADENA. CA 

0I - R.E. HOLZER ...... U OF CALIF. LA 

LOS ANGELES, CA 

THE UCLA-JPL SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER SAMPLED AMBIENT 
FIELD FLUCTUATIONS FROM 0.01 TO 1000 ME IN TWO MODES. THE 
TRIAXIAL SEARCH COILS MOUNTED AT THE END OF A 6.1-N 800M 
PROVIDED TRIAXIAL WAVEFOM DATA IN THREE BANDS. FROM 0.03 TO 
0.1 HZ. 0.1 TO 0.3 I2. AND 0.3 HZ TO CUTOFF. WHICH DEFENDED ON 
SANPING RATE AND GAIN MODE IN THE FOLLOWING WAY -- FOR BIT 
RATES 0' . 16 OR 64 CBS, THE CUTOFF WAS 4, 8, OR 32 HZ. FOR 
DUAL GAIN MODE AD a. 16. AND 64 HZ FOR SINGLE GAIN MODE. 
RESPECTIVELY. SIGNALS FROM THE TRIAXIAL SEARCH COILS WERE 
ALSO SAMPLED By SEVEN COMB FILTERS WITH CENTER FREQUENCIES OF 
10. 22. 47. 100. 216. 550 AND 1000 HZ. THE TIME REQUIRED FOR 
A COMPLETE TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYSIS SIl DATA VALUES) WAS 
1.01. 0.504 OR 0.126 SEC. ALSO DEPENDING ON THE SATELLITE BIT 
RATE. INTERFERENCE OCCURRED BETWEEN THE SEVEN-CHANNEL 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND TH_ BOADBAND * CHANNELS. SERIOUSLY 
DEGRADING THE BROADBAND SIGNALS THROUGHOUT THE OPERATIONAL 
LIFE OF THE EXPERIMENT. THE EXPERIMENT OPERATED ADEQUATELY 
THROUGHOUT THE MISSIOM. 
DATA SET NAME- 	36-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETOMETER DATA.
 
MICROFILMED PLOTS
 
NSSDC 1D- 69-OSA-22A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	06loZ69 TO 10/13 T0 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

DATA PLOTS ON
COMPRESSED
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 

16-KM MICROFILM SUMMARIZE THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE TO BOTH 
AMBIENT AND INSTRUNENTAL. EFFECTS. CONTAINING 36-SEC AVERAGES. 
THE PLOTTED MAGNETUMTER DATA ARE READABLE TO.ABOUT 1.5-NIN 
TINE RESOLUTION. EACH ORBIT IS REPRESENTED BY A PAIR OF 
PLOTS. THE FIRST CONTAINING COMPRESSED PHYSICAL DATA* AND THE 
SECOND THE INFORMATION THAT MAY AFFECT THE EXPERIMENT -SUCH AS 
INSTRUMEQT GAIN, BANDWIDTH INFORMATION. AND SAMPLES OF THE 
SPACECRAFT STATUS. THE PHYSICAL DATA CONSIST OF THE SEVEN 
MAGNITUDES (AVERAGED OVER THREE- COMPONENTS) FROM THE 
SEVEN-CHANNEL (10 TO 1000 HZ) TRIAXIAL SPECTRUM ANALYZER. THE 
DATA QUALITY INDICATOR. AND THE THREE SETS OF TRIAXIAL 
WAVEFORM DATA REPRESENTING MAGNETIC SIGNALS FROM 0.03 TO 0.1 
H, 0.1 TO 0.3 H. AND 0.3 HE TO EXPERIMENT CUTOFF. THESE 
PLOTS ARE USEFUL IN IDENTIFYING THE PLASMAPAUSE. ETC. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 6 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-A 01841 

NSSOC I, 65-10RA 

LAUNCH DATE- 12#1665 	 VEIGHT- 146. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORB" TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/S6/65 
ORBIT PERIDD- 311.3 DAYS INCLINATION- -1639 DE 
PERIAPSIS- .9%43 AU RAD APAPSIS- .936 AU BAD 
PIONEER 6 WAS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-DRBITING. 
SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS ON A CONTINUING BASIS OF 
INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN 
SPACE. ITS EXPERIMENTS STUDIED THE POSITIVE IONS AMD ELECTRONS 
IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO 
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS. AND 
THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. ITS AIN ANTENNA WAS A 
HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS 
SPIN-STASILIZED AT ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE 
*OUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE BIT RATES. 
ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING NODES 
COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512, 256. 66. 16. 
AND 5 BPS. THREE OP THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY 
SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-IT WORDS PER 
FRAME. 04E SCIENTIFIC DAVA FORMAT WAS FOR USE AT THE TWO 
HIGHEST PIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS OR USE AT THE THREE LOWEST BIT 
RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO 
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED 
MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE REAL 
TIME. TELEMETRY STORE. DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND MEMORY READOUT. 
IN THE REAL-TIME MOOE. DATA WERE SAMPED AND TRANSMITTED 
DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS S ECVIIEO BY THE 04TA FORMAT AND 
BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE MODE, DATA WERE 
STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND At TIE 
BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE KODE. A SINGLE 
FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 
512 BPS. THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE 
OF SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COULD BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 
2 AND 1T MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP 
TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE OIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE 
MEMORY REAOCUT MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER SIT RATE 
WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE 
BIT RATE WAS 512 BPS FROM DECEMBER 16. 1965. TO FEBRUARY 20. 
1966. 256 SPS FROM MARCH 1. 1966, TO MARCH IT. 1966. 4 BPS 
FFO MARCH IS. 1,66. TO APRIL 13. 1966. AND 16 OR B BPS FOR 
ALL SUBSEUENT PERIODS. THE REAL-TIME TRANSAISSION MODE WAS
 
USED PREDOMINANTILY THROUGHOUT THE FLIGHT WHEN TRACKING 
STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. BETWEEN TRACKING PERIODS. THE DUTY 
CYCLE STORE MODE WAS GENERALLY USED. DATA COVERAGE AMOUNTED T0 
ALMOST 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 23 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THEN 
THE COVERAGE DROPPED TO BETWEEN 10 AND E0 PERCENT UNTIL 
NOVERBER. 1969 AT WHICH TINE THE DATA COVERAGE ROSE TO BETWEEN 
20 AMN 60 PERCENT. THERE HAS BEEN ALMOST NO TRACKING SINCE 
JULY. 1972. A LEAK IN THE ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM PREVENTED 
FURTHER ATTITUDE CORRECTIONS FOLLOWING AN ADJUSTMENT MADE ON 
JUNE 9. 1966. HOWEVER. THE SENSORS THAT DETERMINED THE SPIN 
AXIS DIRECTION CONTINUED TO WORK AND INDICATED THAT THE SPIN 
AXIS DIRECTION REMAINED CLOSE TO NOMINAL DURING THE MAJOR
 
PERIODS OF DATA ACQUISITION.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE 
NSSDC 1D- 65-I05A-OOF 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I#16165 TO 05/16/72
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSDC BY TAKING THE NoSY ACCURATE 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PROVIDED 5Y JPL (DATA SET 
65-I05A-OOE) AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF 
ONE T-TRACK. I8M 709A. 800-SPI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS a* WORDS. AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS 
AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY (EXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT IS CLOSE TO ThE EARTH, WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE 
SHORTERI -- I1" DATE. (2) TIME, (3) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO 
THE PROBE. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE SUN. (5) 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE SUN
 
TO THE PROBE. (I) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION 
OF PROBE. SUN. AND NOON. (a) GEOCENTRIC LATITUOE. LOKGITUDE. 
AND ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH. (9) EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE, (10) 
EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (II) SUN-PROBE-NEAR LIMB OF EARTH ANGLE
 
(SUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE MINUS .THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER OF
 
EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD BE THE
 
PROOE-CENTEREO ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH),
 
(12) MOON-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (133 MOO-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (141 
EARTH.PROBE-MOON ANG-E. (151 CANOPUS-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE. (16) 
CANOFJS-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (17) ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN TO PROSE 
VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE. (1B) X. Y. I COMONENTS 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
(SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM. X AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR, 
I AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC NORTH POLE). (19) LONGITUDE OF 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (20) A. Y, 
I COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC. SELENOCENTRIC. 
HELIOCENTRIC VENVS-CENTERED. MARS-CENTERED. SATUR-CENTEREO. 
AND JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATE ( POINTS TO VERNAL 
EQUINOX. Z POINTS ALONG THE NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE 
REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH'S TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE). (21) 
BAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR AND X. Y. I COMPONENTS OF THE 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL COORDINATES. (22) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO eARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR), (23) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE 
DEFINED GY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC 
INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (24) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL 
VELOCITY. (25) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY 
THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE 
SUN-TO-PROE VECTOR). (26) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF PROBE 
(ANGLAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN-PROBE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH 
POLE). (271 CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF EARTH. (28) CELESTIAL 
LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (29) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES wHIN ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. 
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PIONEER 6/PIONEER 7
 
NSS. pIONEER 	6 

EXPERIMENT NAME- UNIAXI AL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 

NSSOC ID- 65-IOSA-01 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLF' 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/06/70 

PERSONNEL 
P1 - N.F. NESS .......... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, GO 
A SINGLE. BOOM-MOUNTED UNIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. 
WITH A DYNAMIC PANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS 6I GAMMAS AND PLUS OR 
MINUS O.ZS-GAMMA RESOLUTION. OBTAINED A COMPLETE VECTOR 
MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT SY MEANS OF THREE MEASUREMENTS 
TAKEN AT EQUAL TIME INTERVALS DURING EACH SPACECRAFT SPIN 
PERIOD (APPROXIMAIELY I SECI. AT TELEMETRY BIT RATES LESS THAN 
OR EQUAL TO 16 BPS. AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED ON BARD FOR 
TRANSMISSION TO EARTH. THE INSTRUMENT WORKED WELL FROM LAUNCH 
TO JULY 6. 1970. NO USEFUL DATA WERE OBTAINED AFTER THAT DATE. 
FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE NESS EY AL. JGR. VOL 71. P 3305. 
1906. 
DATA GET NAME- 30-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC 
FIELD DATA ON TAPE 
NSSOC ID- 05-105A-OIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- IZ6/65 TO 07/S466 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSDO 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REECLSI OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACKv 556-BP1. IBM 7094 

BINARY TAPES SUPPIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER EACH TAPE CONTAINS 

ONE FILE, AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTANS DATA FOR I HR. 
THIRTY-SEEC AVERAGES OF THE VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS 
ARE GIVEN IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. THE NUMBER OF POINTS 
IN EACH AVERAGE I OF TO 301 AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION ARE 

GIVEN. TIMES OF THE AVERAGES AND OTHER SUPPGRTINO INFORMATION 

ARE ALSO GIVEN. THERE IS NO SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. 

DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON RICROFILN
 
NSSDC ID- 65-15A-01B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TINE PERIOD COVERED-	1217/65 TO 09/0567 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REE(S) OF MICROFILH 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILED ONS 35-MN REEL) 
VERSION OF GODDARD X DOCUMENT 'MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS BY 
PIONEER 6. I-HOURLY AVERAGES (IX--690-T1-49) BY N. F. NESS AND 
F. W. OTTENS. DATA PRESENTED IN THE DOCUMENT INCLUDE HOURLY 

AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS (MAGNITUDE. LATITUDE. LONGITUDE) 
IN SPACECRAFT-CENTEREO SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. TIME 

COVERAGE IS NEARLY COMPLETE FROM LAUNCH UNTIL MAY 22, 1966.
 
AFTER WHICH THE COVERAGE. AS LIMITED BY SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY. 

IS VERY SPOTTY. EACH OF 21 FRAMES CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ONE SOLAR 
ROTATION COVERING THF INTERVAL DECEMBER 17. 1965 THROUGH 
SEPTEMBER 5, 1967. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 7 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-S. 02395 
NGS. ID- 66-075A 

LAUNCH DATE- 08/1766 WEIGHT- 136. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/17/66 
ORBIT PERIOD- 402.9 DAYS INCLINATION- .09767 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 1.O1O0 AU PAD APOAPSIS- 1.1250 AU RAD 
PIONEER 7 WAS THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-CRBLTING.
 
SPIN-STABILIZED, AND SOLAR-CELL AND eATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES 
DESIGNED To OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA 
FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY POSITIVE IONS AND 
ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON
 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIENT)., SOLAR AND GALACTIC
 
COSMIC RAYS, AND THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. ITS MAIN
 
ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIH DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT
 
WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS
 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED APPROXIMATELY
 
TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE BY GROUND COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE
 
BIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING
 
MODES COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512 256. 6. 
16. AND 8 BPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA. FORMATS CONTAINED 
PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF 32 SEVEN-RIT WORDS 
PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED FOR THE TWO 
HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS USED FOR THE THREE LOWEST SIT 
RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM OILY THE RADIO 
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED 
MAINLY ENGINEERING 	DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE (II 
REAL TIME. (2) TELEMETRY STORE. 13) DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND (4)
 
MEMORY READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE SAMPLED AND
 
TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE
 
DATA FORMAT AND SIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE
 
MODE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE
 
FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE
 
MODE. A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND
 
STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME PERIOD BETWEEN WHICH 
SUC CESSIVE FRAMES WERE COLLECTED AND STOAEo COULD BE VARIED BY 
GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND I7 HIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA 
COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT 
STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ 
OUT AT WHATEVER EXT RATE WAS AlPROPRIATE TO TH SATELLITE 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE SIT RATE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE 
DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM AUGUST 17. 1966. TO OCTOBER 23. 1966, 
256 BPS FRC OCTOBER 25. 1966. TO NOVEMEER 6. 1966. 6 E S 
FROM NOVENBER 9. 1966. TO DECEMBER 16, 1966, 16 BPS FROM 
DECEMBER 16. 1966, TO MAY 15, 156?. AND 5 BPS FROM MAY 15 
1967 AND THEREAFTER. HIGHER SIT RATES WERE POSSIBLE WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS EING TRACKED BY THE 64-N ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA 
COVERAGE AT THESE TIMES WAS LOW. ST FEBRUARY 1960. ALL 
REAL-TINE DATA WERE BEING RECEIVED AT B BPS. DATA COVERAGE 
AVERAGED BETWEEN SO AND I00 PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE FIRST 30 
WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THE DATA COVERAGE THEN FELL TO BETWEEN 20 
AND 30 PERCENT UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1968. AFTER THIS TIME. IT 
DROPPED TO BETWEEN 0 AND 20 PERCENT THROUGH JANUARY 1971. 
ONLY AN INSIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF DATA HAS SEEM OBTAINED SINCE 
JANUARY 1971. REAL-TIME TRANSMISSION WAS GENERALLY USED WHEN 
TRACKING STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. OTHERWISE. THE DUTY CYCLE 
STORE NODE WAS USED. SOMETIME BETWEEN FEBRUARY 9. 1169. AND 
FEBRUARY 16. 1969. THE SUN SENSOR THAT GENERATED THE 
SPACECRAFT SUN PULSES FOR ONOARD SECTORING OF EXPERIMENTS 
FAILED. HOWEVER, THE REMAINING SUN SENSORS CONTINUED TO 
FUNCTION. THUS PERMITTING DETERMINATION OF THE SPIN AXIS
 
OIRECTION UNTIL ABOUT JANUARY £972.
 
Il
 
DATA SET NAME-	 COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC
 
TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 66-075A-DOF
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/17/66 TO 01/02/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PROVIDED BY JPL (DATA SET 
66-07SA-O0E) AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF 
ONE -TRACX. IBM 7094, 800-SPt. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 59 WORDS. AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS 
AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY (EXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT IS CLOSE TO THE EARTH. WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE 
SHORTER) -- (I) DATE. (2) TIME. (3) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO 
THE PROSE. (4) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE SUN. (B) 
DISTANCE FR THE EARTH TO THE MOON, (01 ITANCE PROM THE SUN 
TO THE PROBE. (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATICN 
OF PROBE. SUN. MOON, (8) GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LONGITDE. AND 
ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH (9) EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE. (10) 
EARTH-PROSE-SUN ANGLE. (It) SUN-PROBE-NEAR LIMO OF EARTH ANGLE 
CSUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE MINUS THS ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER OF 
EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD BE THE 
PROBE-CENTERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH), 
(12) MOON-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (13) MOON-PROBE-SUN ANGLE, (14)
 
EARTH-PROSE-MOON ANGLE, CIS) CANOPUS-PRORE-EARTH ANGLE. (16)
 
CANOPUS-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (17) ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN-TO-PROSE
 
VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE. (18) X, Y. Z COMPONENTS 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
(SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM. X AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR, 
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Z AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC NORTH POLE). T19) LONGITUDe OF 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM, (SO) X. Y. 
Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC, SELENOCENTRIC. 
NELrOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED. MARS-CENTERED. SATURN-CENTERED. 
AND JUPITE-CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATE (X POINTS TO VERNAL 
EQUINOX, Z POINTS ALONG THE NORTH POLE VCTOR WITH THE 
REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH'S TRUE EGUATOR OF DATE), (21) 
MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR AND X. Y. I COMPONENTS OF THE 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRC INERTIAL COORDINATES (22) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR). (23) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE 
DEFINED BY THE EARTH-TO-OROSE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC 
INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (241 HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL 
VELOCITY. (25) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY 
THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE 
SUN-TO-PpOBe VFCTOR). (26) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF PROBE 
(ANGULAR OISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN-PROBE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH 
POLE), (27) C'LESTIAL LONGITUDE OF EARTH. (28) CELESTIAL 
LATITUDE OF EAPTH, AND (29) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. 
HESS. PIONEER 7 

EXPERIMENT NAME- SINGLE-AXIS MAGNITOMETER 
NSSDC 1D- 66-075A-01 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA PECORDED- 02/01/69 
PERSONEL. 

RE - -,F, MESS ....... H4AA-GSFC 

GREENBELT, MD 

A SINGLE. BOO-HOUNTED, UNIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER. 
WITH A DYNAMIC RANG OF PLUS OR MINUS 32 GAMMAS AND PLUS OR 
MINUS 0.125-GAMMA RESOLUTION. OBTAINED A VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
MEASUREMENT BY MEANS OF THREE SCALAR MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT 
EDUAL TIME INTERVALS DURING EACH SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD 
(APPROXIMATELY I SEEC). AT TELEMETRY BIT RATES LESS THAN OR 
EDUAL TO 16 BPS. TIME-AVEQAGED FIELD DATA WERE RETURNED FROM 
tHE SPACECRAFT. THE OETCTOP PERFORMED NELL UNTIL FEBRUARV 
1969. AFTER WHICH NO FURTHER DATA WERE OBTAINED. FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS SEE MARIAII ET Al. JUG. VOL 7S, P 6037. 1970. 
DATA SET NAME- VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA. 30-SEC 
AVERAGES ON TAPE 
N$SDC ID- *6--TEA-OIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0OS17/66 TO 02/25/67 
(AS VERIFIED RY NESOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK, 556-SPI. IBM 7094. 

BINARY TAPES SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTME. EACH TAPE CONTAINS 

ONE FILE, AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS DATA FOR 1 HR. 

THIRTY-SEC AVERAGES OF THE VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS 

ARE GIVEN IN SOLAP ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. THE NUMBER OF POINTS 

IN EACH AVERAGE (IUP 'D MI AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION ARE 

GIVEN. TIMES OF THE AVERAGES AND OTHER SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

ARE ALSO GIVEN. THERE IS NO SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. 

DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 

DATA ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC TO- 66-OTSA-01B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN-PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0817/66 TO 10/29/67 

'[AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED (ONE 35-MM REEL) 
VERSION OF GODDARD A DOCUMENT 'MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS BY 
PIONEER 7, I-HOURLY-AVERAGES CX-690-7-A5) * BY N. F. NESS AND 
F. W. OTTENS. DATA PRESENTED IN THE DOCUMENT INCLUDE HOURLY 
AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS (MAGNITUDE. LATITUDE. LONGITUDE) 
IN SPACECRAFT-CENTERED SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. TIME 
COVERAGE IS NEARLY COMPLETE FROM LAUNCH UNTIL MARCH 3, 1967, 
AFTER WHICH THE COVERAGE. AS LIMITED BY SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY. 
IS VERY SPOTTY. EACH OF 17 FRAMES CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ONE SOLAR 
ROTATION COVERING THE INTERVAL AUtUST 17. 1966 THROUGH OCTOBER
 
29. 1967.
 
SPACECRAFT COMON NAME- PIONEER 8
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONER-C, 03066 
NSSOC IO- 67-123A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 12/13/67 WEIGHT- 146. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 1t13 6T
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 386.6 DAYS INCLINATION- .0578 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- .9892 AU RAO APOAPSIS- 1.0880 AU RAD
 
PIONEER 8 WAS THE THIRD IN A $RIES OF SOLAR-ORITING. 
SPIN-STABILIZED. SOLAR CELL. AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES
 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA 
FRON WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY ThE POSITIVE SONS 
AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
COSMIC RAYS. THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. COSMIC DUST. 
AND ELECTRIC FIELDS. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SOIN-STABILIZED AT 
ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY 
GROUNE COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE SIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA 
FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD BE SEIECTED. 
THE FIVE BI? RATES WERE S12. 256. 64. 16. AND S BPS. THRCE OF 
THE FOUR DATA FORHATS WERE USED PRIMARILY FOR SCIENTIFIC DATA 
AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONS 
SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES-
ANOTHER WAS USED AT WHE THREE LOWEST SIT RATES. THE THIRD WAS 
USED FOR DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. TH 
FOURTH DATA FORMAT WAS USED MAINLY FOR ENGINEERING DATA. THE 
FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE II) REAL TIME. (2) TELEMETRY STORE. 
(3) DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND () MEMORY READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME 
MOOs DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT 
STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE 
SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE MODE. DATA WERE STORED AND 
TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE 
SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE. A SINGLE FRAME OF 
SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS CLLECTED AND STORED AT A BATE OF 512 BPS. 
THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF 
SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COULD OE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN S 
AND 17 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 
19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY 
READOUT MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER SIT RATE WAS 
APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT 
RATE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512-SPS FROM DECEMBER 
13 1967 TO MARCH 20. 1968. 256 BPS FROM MARCH 20. 1965 TO MAY 
6. 196a. 64 S FROM MAY 6. 1968 TO AUGUST 29. 1968. AND IS OR 
a BPS THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES ERE USED WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED SY THE 64-M ANTENNA, BUT THE DATA 
COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED CLOSE 
TO SOG PERCENT FOR THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH. AFTER THAT. 
THE DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED BETWCN 50 AND B0 PERCENT UNTIL 
NOVEMBER 1970 WHEN COVERAGE DROPPED TO BETWEEN 50 AND 0 
PERCENT. ALMOST NO DATA HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED SINCE MAY 1971. 
DURING A REORIENTATION MANEUVER IN MARCH 1968. ONE OF THE FOUM 
SUN SENSORS (WHICH WAS CONNECTED TO THE ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM 
USED TO KEEP THE SPIN AXIS POINTED) WAS FOUND TO BE 
INOPERATIVE. IT WAS NOTED AT THIS TIME THAT THE SPACECRAFT 
ATTITUDE WAS OFF 4 DEG. ANOTHER ORIENTATION WAS ATTEMPTED IN 
JUNE 196B, AND IT WAS FOUNP THAT THREE OF THE FOUR ATTITUDE 
SUN SENSORS WERE INOPERATIVE. 
DATA SET NAME- COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE 
NSSOC ID- 67T-123A-OOE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- E2t13/67 TO 1 t15/71
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PROVIDED BY JPL (DATA SET 
67-123A-000) AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF 
ONE T-TRACI. TIM 709, BOO-W-T. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH 
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LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 8G WORDS AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD (SARTELS' SOLAR ROTATION 1939 TO 105O1 By F. MARIANI, N. F.
 
CONTAINS 2O LOGICAL RECORDS. THE 
 FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS NESS, AND B. BAVASSAND. LASONATORIG DI RICERCA E TECHOLOGIA 
AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY CEXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE PER LO STUDIO DEL. PLASMA NELLO SPAZID. LPS-7122. JULY 1Q71. 
SPACECRAFT IS TO EARTH. WHEN THE I.NERVAL MAY BE
CLOSE THE 

SHORTERI -- (II DATE. (2) TIRE, (3) OISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO 
THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE SUN. 15) 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE SUN
 
TO THE PROBE. (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION 
OF PROBE. SUN. MOON, (El GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE, AND
 
ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH (9) EARTH-SUN-PMOBE ANGLE. (10)
 
EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (I1) SUN-PROBE-NEAR LIMB OF EARTH ANGLE DATA SET NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR AVERAGES ON30-SEC 
(SQN-PROEE-EARTH ANGLE MINUS THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER OF TAPE 
EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD BE THE
 
PROBE-CENTERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH). NSSDC IO- 6t-123A-01B 
(12) MOON-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (13) MOON-PROSE-SUN ANGLE. (143 
EARTH-PROBE-MOON MILE. (15) CANOPUS-PRDBE-EARTH ANGLE, (165 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SST- DATA At NSSOC 
CANOPUS-PRORE-SUN ANGLE. (175 ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN TO PROBE 
VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE, (1) X- Y. Z COMPONENTS TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12d13t6T TO 12103/68 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
(S"UN-CENTERED SYSTEM. A AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR, 
I AXIS 15 TOWARD ECLIPTIC NORTH PALE3. (195 LONGITUDE OF QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (20) Xv Y, 
. COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC. SELENOCENTRIC, THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THREE 7-TRAC. S00 BPI. 
HELIOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED. MARS-CENTERED. SATURN-CENTERED. MULTIFILE UNIVAC 1106 BINARY TAPES SUBMITTED BY THE 
AID JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATES (X POINTS TO VERNAL. EXPERIMENTER. EACH FILE CONTAINS DATA FOR ABOUT ONE DAY. EACH 
EQUINOX. Z POINTS AL-ONG THE NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS. IM 72 WORDS. PACKED DATA FOR ONE 
REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH'S TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE. (21) HR. THE DATA CONSIST OF TIME AND 30 SEC AVERAGES OF MAGNETIC
 
MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR AND X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF THE FIELD 
 MAGNITUDE SOLAR ECLIPTIC CARTESIAN COMPONENTS.
 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL, COORDINATES. (22) AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS. AND CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS.
 
OEOCENTRIC INERTIA. PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY THE DATA COVERAGE IS NEARLY COMPLETE BETWEEN DECEMBER 13, 196T
 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO EARTH"-TO-PROBE VECTOR), (23) AND DECEMBER 3. 19S. ALTHOUGH OVER THE LAST MONTH OR SO THESE
 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE ARE SEVERAL DATA GAOS OF ABOUt A DAy'S DURATION. AN UNPACKING 
DEFINED SY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC ROUTINE THAT WAS SUOMITTED TO NSSOC BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 
INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (241 HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL WHICH RESULTS IN A PRINTOUT DESIGNED BY HIM IS AVAILABLE. THIS 
VELOCITY. (25) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY IS A FORTRAN PROGRAM THAT RUNS ON THE UNIVAC 1108. A SLIGHTLY 
THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE MODIFIED IBM 7094 VERSION IS ALSO AVAILABLE. ALTERNATIVELY. A 
SUN-TO-PROBE VECTOR). (26) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF PROBE DETAILED FORMAT STATEMENT IS AVAILABLE FOR USERS WISHING TO 
IANQUIAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC UNPACK THE DATA IN A DIFFERENT WAY. 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN-PROSE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH 
POLE). (27) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF EARTH. (28) CELESTIAL 
LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (29) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. 
SCARF. PIONEER 8
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR
 
NSSOC I- 67-23A-07
 
NESS. PIONEER 8
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- O3O0..7I
 
NSSOC 10- 67-123A-0I PERSONNEL
 
PT - F.L. SCARF . .......... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL REDONDO BEACH, CA
 
0i - I.-M GREEN ........ TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
 
PERSONNEL 
 REDONDO REACH. CA 
PI - N.P. NESS. ........ H ASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD ELECTROSTATIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC PLASMA WAVES WERE 
01 - S.C. CANTARNO ...... U OF ROME MEASURED IN THE SOLAR WIND NEAR I AU USING AN UNBALANCED
 
ROME. ITALY DIPOLE 
ANTENNA. THE 423-MHZ STANFORD UNIVERSITY ANTENNA. WHICH 
DI - F. MART ANT ......... U OF AQUILA SERVED AS THE SENSOR. WAS CAPACITIVELY COUPLED TO THREE 
AQUILA, ITALY CHANNELS. CHANNEL S WAS A IS PERCENT BANDPASS FILTER CENTERFD 
AT 400 HZ, A TYPICAL INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CYCLOTRON 
'A SINGLE. BOON-MOUNTED UNIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER, FREQUENCY. CHANNEL 2 WAS A 15 PERCENT BANDPASS FILTER CENTERED 
WITH MODE-DEPENDENT RANGES OF PLUS OR MINUS 32 GAMMAS AND PLUS AT 22 KHZ, A TYPICAL INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON PLASMA FREQUENCY. 
OR MINUS 96 GAMMAS MND CORRESPONDING RESOLUTIONS OF PLUS OR THE BROADBAND CHANNEL FRO. 10. HZ TO 100 AHZ WAS FED INTO A 
MENUS 0.125 GAMMA AND PLUS OR MINUS 0.375 GAMMA. OBTAINED A COUNT RATE METER THAT MEASURED THE NUMBER OF POSITIVE GOING 
VECTOR AGN.ETIC FIELD MEASUREMENT BY MEANS OF THREE PULSES PER UNIT TIME KAVING AMPLITUDES LARGE ENOUGH TO CROSS 
MEASUREMENTS TAKEN AT EQUAL TIME INTERVALS DURING EACH THE PRESENT TRIGGER LEVEL. THE TRIGGER LEVEL WAS VARIED IN 16 
SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD (APPROXIMATELY I EC. AT TELEMETRY BIT STEPS PER TELEMETRY SEQUENCE. THE TRIGGER LEVELS TOGETHER WITH 
RATES LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO I BPS, AVERAGES WERE COMPUTED ON THE COUNT RATE AT EACK LEVEL GAVE A MEASURE OF THE BROADOAND 
BOARD FOR TRANSMISSION TO EARTH. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE POWER SPECTRUM. ALMOST ALL OF THE tIME THIS MEASUREMENT 
MARIANI AND NESS. JIGR. VOL 74. P 1633. 1969. AMOUNTS TO THE POWER SPECTRUM AT NEAR 100 KZ. AT THE HIGHEST 
TELEMETRY RATE OF PIONEER 8, THIS SEQUENCE WAS REPEATED EVERY
 
7.47 NIN.
 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
DATA SET HAME- REOJCED ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NGSDC IO- 6T-123A-OIA 
NESOC ID- 67-123A"A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA CT- DATA AT NSSOC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/23167 TO j207/68

l D
 
(AS VERIFIEO A C) IOG0716a
S.NSG TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12lI3/67 TO 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 16 REELIS) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM 
CONTAINING ANALOG PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD THESE 16 REELS OF 35-NM MICROFILM CONTAIN DATAREDUCED 
COMPONENTS (MAGNITUOE LATITUDE, LONGITUDE) IN A PLOTS OP THE BROADBAND OUTPUT, THE 400-HZ OUTPUT AND THE 
SPACECRAFT-CENTERED SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. EACH OF 58-HZ OUTPUT AFTER CALIBRATION AND 11 THE FINEST TIME SCALE 
THE 13 DATA FRAMES CONTAINS DATA FOR ONE SOLAR ROTATION. THE 
 AVAILABLE FROM THE TELEMETERED DATA. THE APPROPRIATE
 
TIME COVERAGE IS NEARLY COMPLETE FOR MOST OF THE INTERVAL STATISTICAL INFORMATION ACCUMULATED OVER EACH EXPERIMENT CYCLE
 
COVERED. THE DATA AND DOCUMENTATION ARE AS FOUND IN 'MAGNETIC IS ALSO INCLUDED. IT IS NOTED THAT THE EXPERIMENT CYCLE
 
FIELD 
 MEASUREMENTS BY PIONEER 8 "3. HOURLY AVERAGES OF THE DEPENDS ON THE BIT RATE OF THE TRANSMITTER AND VARIES FROM 
FIELD ELEMENTS FROM DECEMBER 23. 1967 TO DECEMBER 7. 19B 7.47 MIN TO 1 HR FOR ONE BROADBAND MEASUREMENT OF 16 STEPS AND 
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FOR SIXTEEN 400-HZ AND SIXTEEN 22-KHZ MEASUREMENTS. THE 22-KHZ
 
CHANNEL WAS DEGRADED CONSIDERABLY FROM SPACECRAFT INTERFERENCE
 
ANO WAS USEFUL ONLY WHEN STRONG 22-KHZ SIGNALS WERE PRESENT IN DATA SET NAME- COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC
 
THE AMBIENT PLASMA, SUCH AS NEAR THE EARTH OR AT THE PASSAGE TAPE
 
OR AN INTERPLANETARY SHOCK.
 
NSSOC ID- 68-IOOA-OOE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/08/68 TO 04/16/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC
 
DATA SET NAME- SUMMARY PLOTS OF EACH EXPERIMENT CYCLE OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
ON MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
NSS0C ID- 67-123A-07O INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT HSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET. DATA AT NSSOC THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. 860-BPI. 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE, EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS a9 WOROS 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/3/T67 TO 09/23f'6 AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) FOLLOWING IMPORXATION IS AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY 
JEXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE SPACECRAFT IS LOSE TO THE EARTHt 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 RESLCS) OF MICROFILM WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE SHORTER) - (1) DATE (2) TIME. (3) 
DISTANCE FRPO THE EARTH TO THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FROM THE 
THESE DATA ON TWO REELS OF EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 35-MN EARTH TO THE SUN. (S) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) 
MICROFILM. SUMMARIZE DATA SET ET-123A-OTA. THEY CONTAIN DISTANCE FRM THE SUN TO THE PROBE. (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT 
MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM 400-HZ LEVEL. MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM 22-KHZ ASCENSION AND DECLINATION OF PROBE. SUN. MOON. (8) GEOCENTRIC 
LEVEL. AND THE AVERAGE OF TWO (STEP 7) 100-HZ BROADBAND LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. AND ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH, I9) 
LEVELS. PRESENTED FOR EACH EXPERIMENT CYCLE 1024 MAIN EARTH-SUN-PROSE ANGLE. (10) EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. Ell) 
TELEMETRY FRAMES) IN THE FULL DATA PLOTS. THEY REPRESENT ABOUT SUN-PROBE-NEAR LIMO OF EARTH ANGLE (SUN-PaOBE-EArTH ANGLE 
ONE To EIGHT DATA POINTS PER HR. MINUS THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER OF EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR 
SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD BE THE PROBE-CENTERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH 
LIMe AND CENTER OF EARTH). (12) MOON-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (13) 
MOMNPRO.E-SN ANGLE. CIA) EARTH-PROBE-MOON ANGLE. (15) 
CANOPUS-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE, 16) CANOPUS-PROSE-SUN ANGLE. (17) 
ANGLE MADE SY THE SUN TO PROBE VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE
 
OF DATE. 18) X, V, Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN THE
 
SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM (SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM, X AXIS
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 9 15 ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR. I AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC 
NORTH POLE). (19) LONGITUDE OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH 
ALTERNATE NAMES- pIONER-O. PL-684K LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. 120) X. Y, Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT 
03533 IN GEOCENTRIC. SCLENICENTRIC. HELIOCENTRIC VENUS-CEITERED. 
MARS-CENTERED. SATURN-CENTERED. AND JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL 
NESOC ND- 68-100A COORDINATE (IX POINTS TO VERNAL EQUINOX. Z POINTS ALONG THE 
NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE REFERENCE PLANE BEING THIE EARTH'S 
LAUNCH DATE- 11/08/68 WEIGHT- l47. KG TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE). (21) MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR 
AND X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL INERTIAL COORDINATES. (I) GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE 
(ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO 
ORBIT PARAMETERS EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR). (23) GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE 
ORBIT TYPE- H EOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- l1/f*t (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE DEFINED BY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR 
ORSBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS INCLINATION- .086509 DEG AND THE GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (24) 
PERtAPSIS- 0.7S42 AU RAO APOAPSTE- 0.9905 AU BAD HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL VELOCITY. (25) HELlOCENTRIC INERTIAL 
PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY TIIE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND 
PIONEER 9 WAS THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-ORBITING. THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE SUN-TO-PROBE VECTOR), C26) CELESTIAL 
SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES LONGITUDE OF PROBE (ANGULAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA ALONG THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO 
FROM WIDELY SFPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. THE PROJECTION OF THE SUN-PROBE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE POSITIVE IONS FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH POLE). (273 CELESTIAL LONGITOE OF 
AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WINO. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON EARTH. (28) CELESTIAL LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (29) VARIOUS 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCERED 
COSMIC RAYS. THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC VIELD. COSMIC OUST. IN THE OOCUMENTATION. 
ANO ELECTRIC FIELDS. ALSO. A NEW CODING PROCESS WAS 
IMPLEMENTED FOR PIOMEER 9. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN 
DIRECTIO4AL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT 
ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY 
GROUND COMMAND, ONE OF FIVE SIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA
 
FORMATS. AN5D ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD BE SELECTED.
 
THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 256. 64. 16, AND 8BPS. THREE OF SCARF. PIONEER 9
 
T 
THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CON AINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND 
CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR 
DATA FORMAT WAS USED AT THE TWO HIGNEST SIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS 
USED AT 'HE THREE LOWEST BIT RATES. AND THE THIRD CONTAINED NSSDC O- 68-IOOA-O 
DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH 
DATA FORMAT CONTAINED MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
OPERATING MODES MERE REAL TIME. TELEMETRY STORE. DUTY CYCLE 
STORE, AND HPMORY READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE PERSONNEL 
SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS Pi - F.L. SCARF .......... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AMR BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE REDONDO BEACH. CA 
TELEMETRY STORE MODE, DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED DI - I.M. GREEN ......... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN REDONDO BEACH, CA 
THE DUTY CYCLE STDRF MOVE, A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA 01 - G.M. CRQO ..... TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME PERIOD REDONDO BEACH. CA 
BETWEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE COLLECTED AND STORED 0E - R.W. FREORICKS ... . TRW SYSTEMS GROUP 
COULD SE VARIED BY GOUND COMMAND BETWEEN Z AND 17 MIN TO REDODOD BEACH. CA 
PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS OF UP TO 19 HR. AS 
LIMITED BY 'HE SIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READOUT ELECTROSTATIC AND ELECTROMAGNETIC PLASMA WAVES WERE 
MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS APPROPRIATE MEASJRED IN THE SOLAR WIND NEAR I AU USING AN UNBALANCED 
TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE SIT RATE FOR THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE ANTENNA. THE 423-MHZ STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM NOVEMBER S. 1968. TO ANTENNA. WHICH SERVED AS THE SENSOR. WAS CAPACITIVELY COUPLED 
S-A1JARY lB. 1RS96 256 RPS FROM JANUARY 16. 1969. TO JANUARY TO THREE TELEMETRY CHANNELS. CHANNEL I WAS A IS-PERCENT 
29.; 1969. A4 BPS FROM JANUARY 30. 1969 TO MARCH 27. 1969. AND RANOPASS FILTER CENTERED AT 400 NE. CHANNEL 2 WAS A IS-PERCENT 
16 OR 8 BPS THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE BANOPASS FILTER CENTERED AT 30 KHZ. THESE CHANNELS WERE EACH 
SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED BY THE 64-C ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA SAMPLED 64 TIMES PER TELEMETRY SEQUE CE. CHANNEL 3 WAS A 
COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. THE DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED BROADBAND 1O0-HZ TO II0-XHZ CHANNEL. THE BROADBAND CHANNEL WAS 
CLOSE TO 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 29 WEEES AFTER LAUNCH. FED INTO A COUNT RATE METER THAT MEASURED THE NUMBER OF 
AFTER THIS. DATA COVERAGE DROPPED TO CLOSE TO 50 PERCENT UNTIL POSITIVE GOING PULSES PER UNIT TINE HAVING AMPLITUDES LARGE 
DECEMBER 1969. AND IT VARIED BETWEEN 10 AND 30 PERCENT THROUGH ENOUGH TO CROSS THE PRESENT TRIGGER LEVEL. THE TRIGGER LEVEL 
JULY 19TI. ALMOST NO DATA WERE ACOIRED BETWEEN JULY 1971 AND WAS VARIED THROUGH EIGHT STEPS EIGHT TIMES PER TELEMETRY 
JUNE 1972. FOR THE NEXT 10 MONTHS COVERAGE WAS TYPICALLY SEQUENCE. THE TRIGGER LEVELS. TOGETHER WITH THE COUNT RATE AT 
BETWEEN 10 AND 30 PERCENT, WITH 100 PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE EACH LEVEL. GAVE A MEASURE OF THE BROADBAND POWER SPECTRUM. 
MAJOR SOLAR ACTIVE PERIOD OF AUGUST 191z. FROM APRIL 1973 DUE TO AMBIENT CONDITIONS. THESE DATA USUALLY REPRESENT THE 
THROUGH AUGUST 19T4 COVERAGE AVERAGED 5 PERCENT. POWER AT ABOUT lOG HE. THE TELEMETRY SEOUENCE WAS REPEATED 
PIONEER 9
 
DVER TIME INTERVALS FROM 7 MTN 26 SEC TO 472 NIH 52 SEC, WITH 
MOST OF THE DATA OBTAINED AT S9 MIN 44 SEC PER TELEMETRY 
SEQUENCE DURING THE FIRST YEAR OF ACOUISITION. THIS IMPLIES 
THAT ONE B-STER PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS AND EIGHT 400-HZ AND 
30-KHZ MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE EVERY 7 NIN 28 SEC. 
DATA SET NAME-	PLOTS Or HOURLY AVERAGED BROADBAND AND 
400-HZ WAVE LEVELS 
NSSOC ID- 66-100A-0TA 

AVAILABILITY OF OATA 	55T- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	1110818 TO 02/27/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE DATA CONSIST OF FIVE EXPERIMENTER GENERATED HOURLY 
AVERAGED PLOTS OF BROADBAND WAVE LEVEL AND 400-HZ WAVE LEVEL. 
BOTH IN MILLIVOLTS, FROM THE TRW ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENT ON 
PIONEER 9. H1E DATA ARE ABOUT 00 PERCENT COMPLETE. AND GAPS 
CURRENTLY EXISTING IN THE DATA WILL EVENTUALLY BE FILLED IN.
 
FOR CONVENIENCE. THE HOURLY AVERAGED AP INDEX HAS BEEN 

INCLUDED WITH THESE DATA.
 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILMED FINE TIME SCALE E-FIELD 

SPECTRUM DATA 

NSSOC ID- 6-GOA-07B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	i1/O/68 TO 09/0T/6 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 9 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THESE ORIGINAL 35-MN MICROFILM PLOTS WERE GENERATED AT 

NASA/AMES FOR TRW. THEY ARE OHS OF THREE REDUCED DATA OUTPUTS 

FROM THE E-FI ED EXPERIMENT. INCLUDED ARE THE COUNT RATES FOR 

EACH OF THE EIGHT LEVELS IN THE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS, THE
 
400-HZ AND 30-KHZ WAVE AMPLITUDES. AND CALCULATED STATISTICS
 
BASED ON THESE EASULCMENTS. TI- STATISTICS INCLUDE THE
 
AVERAGE STANDARD DEVIATION AND THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM OF THE
 
EIGHT 400-HZ WAVE AMPLITUDES AND OF THE EIGHT 30-KHZ WAVE
 
AMPLITUDES OBSERVED DURING THE EIGHT-POINT PULSE HEIGHT 

ANALYSIS. EPHEMERIS DATA ARE ALSO INCLUDED. TIME COVERAGE WILL
 
BE ADDED TO THIS DATA SET AS IT BECOMES AVAILABLE. 

DATA SET NAME-	FRAME SUMMARY PLOTS OF 100 HZ. 40O HZ. 
AND 30 KNZ E-FIELD AMPLI IDES ON FILM 
NSSOC 10- 68-I00A-07C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 12/03/68 TO 09/06169 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE DATA REPRESENTSUMMARIES CF DATA PRESENTED IN DATA
 
SET 6O-IOOA-070. PLOTTED AGAINST COMMON TIME ARE THE 100-HZ
 
AMPLITUDE IN MILLIVOLTS FOR EACH FRAME, AND MAX AND MIN 400-HZ
 
AND 30-KHZ AMPLITUDES IN MILLIVOLTS FOR EACH FRAME. THESE DATA
 
ARE ON EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM. 
DATA SET NAME- FINE-TIME SCALE 100 HZ. 400 "Z. AND 30 
KHZ ELECTRIC FIELD AMPLITUDES ON TAPE 
NSSoC D_ 68OOA-o7D 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

THESE MAGNETIC TAPES MADE AT HEBDC FROM 
EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED DATA TAPES CONTAIN ALL PROBABLY CORRECT 
DATA FROM THE PIONEER 9 EXPERIMENT IN BOTH REDUCED AND PACKED 
RAW FORM. LOGICAL TESTS WERE MADE ON THE TIME WORDS DURING 
TAPS COPYING TO ASSURE THAT SCRAMBLED. AND THUS UNINTELLIGIBLE 
DATA RECORDS. WERE NOT RETAINED. ("HESE RECORDS WERS RETAINED 
ON A FOURTH TAPE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM NSSOC. RECORDS 
CONTAINING ALL ZEROS WERE ROT DELETED. AND SO E FILES MAY 
CONTAIN NO DATA RECCRDS. THE DATA ARE ON 800-PI BINARY. 
7-TRACC TAPES WITH NUMEROUS FILES PER TAPE. EACH FILE CONTAINS 
A 648 CHARACTER BCD HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED BY ,50 BINARY 
36-BIT WORD DATA RECORDS (2700 CHARACTERS). EACH PHYSICAL 
RECORD CONTAINS ONE LOGICAL RECORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD 
INCLUDES EIGHT SETS OF EIGHT 100-HZ MEASUREMENTS, SIXTY-FOUR 
400-"Z AND 30-KCHZ AMPLITUO MEASUREMENTS, TIMES FOR EACH 
MEASUREMENT. AND SATELLITE EPHEMERIS. 
SONETT. PIRCtE 9 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRIAXIAL MAGNZTOMETER
 
NESOC ID- 66-IOOA-OI
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
 
PERSONNEL 
PT - C.P. SONETT ....... U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
01 - DS. COLSURN .......... NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
A BOOM-MOUNTED TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WAS USED
 
TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD AND its
 
FLUCTUATIONS. THE SENSORS WERE ORTHOGONALLY MOUNTED WITH ONE
 
AXIS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. UPON COMMAND. A
 
MOTOR INTERCHANGED A SENSOR IN THE SPIN PLANE WITH THE SENSOR
 
ALONG THE SPIN AKIES ENABLING INFLIGHT DETERMINATION OF ZERO
 
LEVELS. EVERY 24 HR. THE INSTRUMENT WAS COMMANDED INTO A
 
SELF-CALIBRATE SEOUENCE, AND THIS WAS OFTEN REPEATED AFTER THE
 
SENSORS WERE 	FLIPPED. THE INSTRUMENT. WHICH HAD A DYNAMIC
 
RANGE OF PLUS OR MINUS 500 GAMMAS WITH A RESOLUTION OF PLUS OR
 
MINUS 0.2 GAMMA. WAS CAPABLE OF INFLIGHT DEMODULATION OF THE
 
SIGNALS RECEIVED FROM THE TWO SENSORSIN THE SPIN PLANE. EACH
 
MAGNETIC FI EtD COMPONENT WAS DIGITIZED INTO A 10-IT TELEMETRY
 
WORD. NIE 	 MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS. COMPRISING THREE
 
MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS. WERE TRANSMITTED IN EACH SPACECRAFT
 
TELEMETRY FRAME.
 
.. ..
 
DATA SET NAME-	 30-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
HSSOC ID- 6B-IOA-OLA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 11/08/68 TO 06/1S/S9
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OR 36-MN MICROFILM GENERATED AT
 
NESDC FROM HARDCOPY PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH
 
FRAME CONTAINS 70 MIN OF DATA. THIRTY-SEC AVERAGED VALUES OF
 
MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE. WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND FIELD
 
VECTOR POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
COORDINATES ARE GIVEN.
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TIME PERIOD COVERED-	12/0B/S TO 07/03/6Q
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
39
 
Particle Data* 
1963-038C /ALOUETTE. 2
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1963-SSC DATA SET NAME- I NDEX TO TIME-ORDERED REDUCED PROTON AND 
ELECTRON COUNT RATr DATA TAPES 
AtTERNATE NAMES'- SN 39. SE S
 
0OSTS 	 NSSOC 1O- 63-038C-OE
 
NSSOC D- 63-038C 
 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIOUTION
 
LAUNCH DATE- 09/28163 	 WEIGHT- 59. KG TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09120/63 TO 12168
 
(AS VERIFIED flY NSSDC)
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL 
OFF
 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 11/00/74 	 QUANTITY OF OATA- 6 REELIS). OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE TAPE PER YEAR'OF DATA. FOR
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/20/63 A TOTAL OF SIX TAPES. EACH 9-TRACK. 80O-BPI. IBM 360. BINARY
 
ORRI PERIOD- 107.5 WIN INCLINATION- 9.94 DEE TAPE IS AN INDEX OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN DATA SET
 
PERIAPSIS- 1067.00 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1147.00 KH ALT 63-038C-OtD, START AND STOP TIMES FOR INDIVIDUAL PASSES ARE 
LISTED CHRONOLOGICALLY. 
THE MAGNETICALLY ALIGNED 1963-038C SPACECRAFT WAS 
DESIGNED TO MEASURE ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES. MAGNETIC 
FIELDS. AND THE SOLAR SPECTRUM. AND TO ACQUIRE GEODETIC DATA. 
AFTER AUGUST 1969. THE SATELLITE. WHICH ATTAINED A NEARLY 
CIRCULAR POLAR MREIT, SAMPLED ITS ENVIRONMENT ONLY 
INePEOUETLY. THE LAST DATA WERE TRANSMITTED DURING NOVEMBER 
1974. THE MISSION WAS HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL. 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES VS TIME OR 
VS 0 AT DISCRETE L ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC 10- 63-038C-OF 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
BISTRO, 19563-030C 	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09128t63 TO 12t31167 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
EAPERIANT NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRON AN PROTON DETECTORS 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 63-038C-01 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTSOF TWO,REELS CF.36-MM MICROFILM 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL CONTAINING EXPERIMENTER GENERATED PLOTS OF RAW COUNT RATE DATA
 
(EXCEPT ELECTRONS ABOVE 3-6 MEVI FROM ALL DETECTORS. IN SOME
 
PERSONNEL PLOTS. COUNT RATES ARE'GIVEN VS TIME AT DISCRETE L VALUES
 
PI . C.O. BOSTROM ....... APPLIED PHYSICS LAB BETWEEN 1.2 AND 20 AND WITHIN.A FIXED RANGE OF . FOR SACK L.
 
SILVER SPRING. NO IN OTHER PLOTS. COUNT RATES ARE GIVEN VS B AT DI SCRETE L 
0I - .J. WILLIAMS ...... NOAA-ERL VALUES BETWEEN 1.2 AND SD FOR ONE IS-DAY INTERVAL IN EACH OF 5 
BOULDER. CD YR. THE PLOTS COVER THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER 2B, 1963. THROUGH 
DECEMBER 31. 1967. SEVERAL PAGES OF A MORE DETAILED 
THE CHARGED PARTICLE EXPERIMENT ON 1963-038C CONSISTED DESCRIPTION OF THIS DATA SET ARE FOUND ON THE FIRST REEL OF 
OF AN ARRAY OF SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. FIVE DETECTORS COMPRISED MICROFILM THAT ALSO INCLUDES THE DATA. 
AM ELECTRON SPECTROMETER THAT MEASURED THE DIRECTIONAL 
INTENSITY 0= ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 0.28. 1.2. 
2.4. AND 3.6 HEV. EACH OF TWO PROTON SPECTROMETERS UTILIZED 
TWO SENSORS AND THREE ELECTRONIC DISCRIMINATION LEVELS TN 
VARIOUS COMBINATIONS TO MEASURE THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF 
PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 1.2 TO 2.2 NEV. 2.2 TO 8.5 MEV. 
0.5 TO ZS NEV. AND 25 TO 100 MEV. THREE OMNIDIRECTIONAL (2 Fr) 
DETECTORS MEASURED THE SUM OF ELECTRON AND PROTON INTENSITIES DATA SET NAME- ELECTRON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
(IS AND IP) ACCORDING TO THE OLLOWING -- TE IE GREATER THAN 
.28 MEV" PLUS IP (E GREATER HAN-2.2 MEV). LE IE GREATER THAN NSSOC'ID- 3-038C-01GI 
.. I HEV) PLUS IP II GREATER THAN 8.5 MEV). AND IE CE GREATER 
THAN -1.. MVI PLUS 4P (E GREATER THAN 25 NEV). THE ELECTRON AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUT ION 
SPECTROMETER AND ONE PROTON SPECTROMETER WERE ORIENTED WITH 
THEIR AXES NORMAL TO THE GEOMAGNETIC .FIELD. ALL OTHER TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09I28163 TO 0416166 
DETECTORS WERE PARALLEL TO THE FIELD LOOKING UPWARD WHEN IN (AS VERIFIED BY NSOC) 
THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. MOST DETECTORS WERE SAMPLED 22.9 
TIMES PER MINUTE. THE LOWEST ENERGY OMNIOIRECTIONAL DETECTOR QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
WAS SAMPLED 45.8 TIMES PER MINUTE. EXCEPT FOR THE GREATER THAN 
3o6-EV FLECTRON SPECTROMETER DETECTOR. WHICH HAS BEEN THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 
UNUSABLE MOST OF THE TIME DUE TO NOISE. AND ONE OF THE PROTON THAT GIVES THE COUNT RATES OF ELECTRONS ABOVE 200 KEV AND 1.2 
SPECTROMETERS. WHICH .WAS INTERMITTENT FOR PERIODS DURING THE REV PLOTTED VS TIME. THESE PLOTS ARE PRESENTED AT DISCRETE L 
FIRST M3NTH. THE EXPERIMENT HAS WORKED WELL THROUGH THE VALUES BETWEEN 2.6 AND 8.0 (280,KEV) OR 2.6 AND 4.S (1.2 MEV). 
SPACECRAFT LIFETINE. AFTER AUGUST 9S9. . DATA WERE ACQUIRED DAYSIDE AND NIGHTSIDE DATA ARE DISTINGUISHABLE. DST AND KP 
ONLY INFREQUENTLY AND ON SPECIAL EXPERIMENTER REQUEST. VALUES ARE ALSO PLOTTED. , THE PLOTS WERE GENERATED BY D.J. 
VIRTUALLY NO DATA WERE ACQUIRED AFTER 1970 . WILLIAMS. 
DATA SET NAME- TIME-ORDERED REDUCED PROTON AND ELECTRON SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ALQUETTE Z
 
COUNT RATES ON TAPE
 
ALTERNATE MANES- ALOMEflE-B. S 578
 
NSSDC I1- 63-035C-OID I 3-X, 01004
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NS;OC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION NSSDC ID- 65-09BA 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0928/63 TO 1213U166 LAUNCH DATE- I1/29/65 WIGHT- 14. KG (As VERIFIED'BY NSSDC] 
. . ( . • STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 103 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06/03 73 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 9 TRACK; 800 DPI. IBM 360. ORBIT PARAMETERS -
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES SUBSMtTTED BY THE EXPEPIMNTER. THESE ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/20/65 
TAPES REPRESENT A TIME' ORDERED. COMPRESSED VERSION OF THE ORBIT PERIOD- 1I. IH INCLINATION- T9.72A DEE 
EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED DATA 'SET 63-038C-01A (COVERAGE, FOR PERIAPIS'- 529.000 K. ALT APOAPSIS- 2956.00 KM ALT 
SEPTEABER, ZR. -963 TO MARCH 1. 196T ON 430 TAPES] EXCEPT THAT 
THE OBSERVED MAGNETIC FIELD VALUES'FOUND IN,63-03OC-OIA ARE ALOUETTE 2 WAS ENERGETICL IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY 
NOT FOUND IN THIS DATA SET. TIME COVERAGE FOR THIS DATA SET INSTRUMENTED WITH A SWEEP FREQUENCY IONOSPHERIC SOUNDER, A VLF 
is ALSO- GREATER THAN THAT OF 0330C-IA. EACH RECORD RECEIVER, TWO ENERGETIC PARTICLE EXPERIMENTS, A COSMIC NOISE 
CONTAINS. FOR FACH DETECTOR. DEAD TIRE CORRECTEO COUNT RATES EXPERIMENT. AND AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. THE SPACECRAFT USED 
WITH STATISTICAL UNCERTAINTIES AND EPHEMERIS DATA (INCLUDING 8 TWO LONG DIPOLE ANTENNAS ('5.9 N AND 22.8 N LONG. 
AND LI. RESPECTIVELY) FOR THE SOUNDER. VLF. AND COSMIC NOISE 
OF ?OOR 	 PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT PImfv
 
ALOUETTE 2 APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP
 
EXPERIMENTS. THE SATELLITE WAS SpIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 2.26 
RpM AFTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. BY JANUARY 1970. THE SPIN HAO 
DECAYED TO 1.80 RPI. END PLATES ON THE LONG ALOUETTE 2 ANTENNA 
SEEM TO HAVE CORECTED THE RAPID DESPIN OCCURRING ON ALOUETTE 
I, WHICH WAS BELIEVED TO RESULT FROM THERMAL DISTORTION OF THE 
ANTENNA AND FROM RADIATION PRESSURE. THERE WAS NO TAPE 
RECORDER. So THAT DATA ARE AVAILABLE ONLY FROM WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS IN LINE OF SIGHT OF TELEMETRY STATIONS. 
TELEMETRY STATIONS ARE LOCATED SO THAT PRIMARY DATA COVERAGE 
IS NEAR THE 80 DEG W MERIDIAN PLUS AREAS NEAR HAWAII. 
SINGAPORE. AUSTPALIA. ENGLAND. INDIA. NORWAY. AND CENTRAL 
AFRICA. IRITIALLY. DATA WERE RECORDED FOR ABOUT 7-8/2 .S PER 
DAY. IN 1972. OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE FOR ABOUT Z HR PER DAY. 
ROUTINE SPACECRAFT OPERATION WAS DISCONTINUED AFTER MARCH 
3II 1973, BUT SPECIAL REDUEST OPERATION HAS OCCURRED 
OCCASIONALLY SINCE THEN. 
MCDIARMID. ALOUETTE 2
 
EXPERIMFNT ANE- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS
 
NSSDC I.- 65-098A-O
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06103/73 

PERSONNEL 
PI - I.B. MCDIASMIO...... NAIL RES COUNC OF CA 
OTTAWA. ONTARIOICANADA 
THE ALDUETTE 2 COSMIC PARTICLE DETECTION EXPERIMENT WAS 
COMPOSED OF SEVEN DETECTORS. FOUR OF THESE WERE GEIGER-MUELLER 
TUBES. THE FIRST RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 3.9 MEV 
AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 40 MEV. THE SECOND HADIA MAGNETIC 
BROOM AND RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 250 KEV AND 
PROTONS GREATER THAN BOO KV. THE THIRD RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS 
GREATER THAN ,O KEV AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 5O0 REV. THESE 
THREE G% TUBES WERE PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE FOURTH 
GM TUBE WAS 1O DEG FROM THE SPIN AXIS AND RESPONDED TO 
ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 40 KEV AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 50O 
REV. THE FIFTH DETECTOR WAS A SILICON JUNCTION WHICH DETECTED 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES WITH MINIMUM ENERGIES OF I AND 5 
REV. RESPECTIVELY. AND MAXIMUM ENERGIES OF 8 AND 24 NEV, 
RESPECTIVELY. THE SIXTH DETECTOR WAS A GEIGER TELESCOPE WHICH 
DETECTED PRDTONS GREATER THAN 100 MEV. THE SEVENTH DETECTOR 
WAS A PLASTIC SCINTTLLATOR WHICH DETERMINED THE PROTON SPECTRA 
IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 100 TO 600 NEV. PARTICLES ASSOCIATED 

WITH AURORAL AND SOLAR EVENTS WERE STUDIED. AN INDEX OF 

OPERATION TIMES AND LOCATIONS FOR THIS EXPERIMENT IS AVAILABLE 

IN DATA SET 65-DnA-OOE. 

DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATE 'DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC ID- A5-D98A-0.O
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/02/65 TO It/O/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY ASSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 7 REEL(]S OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 9-T14AK MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN 
IN BINARY AT 800 OPI ON AN IBM 360 COMPUTER. EACH TAPE 
SUBMITTED BY THE EXPER IMENTER CONTAINS I FILE OF REDUCED DATA. 
ALL LOGICAL RECORDS ARE S0 BYTES LONG. AND ALL BLOCKS CONTAIN 
SO RECORDS I8LKSIZE EQUAL TO 4000). ALL RECORDS WERE WRITTEN 
UNDER FORMAT CONTROL. (20A4). EACH RECORD CONTAINS ORBIT AND 
TIME INFORMATION KP INDEX. ALTITUDE. B. INVARIANT LATITUDE. 
LOCAL MAGNETIC TIME. ORIENTATION AND PITCH ANGLE.-COUNT RATES 
FOR ALL COUNTING MODES WITH TINE RESOLUTION OF ONE SECOND. AND 
MISCELLANEOUS OTHER INFORMATION. THE DATA ARE STORED IN 
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER COVERING THE PERIOD FROM DECEMBER , 1965. 
TO NOVEMBER 8. 196 AND INCLUDE ONLY THOSE TIMES WHEN THE 
INVARIANT LATITUDE EXCEEDED SO DEG. THERE ARE GAPS IN THE 
DATA. 
DATA SET NAME- ANALYZED SELECTED BOUNDARY DATA ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 

HSEDC ID- 65-090A-DAB 

AVAILABILITY Or DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIM PERIOD COVERED-	 11/29/65 TO 06/11869 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 9-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE
 
WRITTEN IN EBCOtC AT 800 OPI ON AN IOM 360 COMPUTER. THE
 
TAPE. SURMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER, CONTAINS I FILE OF
 
REDUCED DATA. THE FILE IS MADE UP OF 1784 RECORDS ONE RECORD
 
FOR EACH SATELLITE PASS. IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, AND ALL
 
RECORDS APE 120 BYTES LONG. WRITTEN UNDER FORMAT CONTROL.
 
EACH RECORD CONTAINS ORBIT NUMBER. TIME INFORmATION PASS
 
DIRECTION, INTERPLANETARY FIELD POLARITY MAGNETIC SOLAR
 
CO-DECLINATION KD AND AD INDICES. LOCAL MAGNETIC TIME AND
 
INVARIANT LATITUDE 	FOR VARIOUS 4I-KEV ELECTRON BOUNDARIES
 
INVARIANT LATITUDE 	FOR 250 KEV. 3.9 MV. AND I- TO O44EV
 
ELECTRON BOUNDARIES. INVARIANT LATITUDE, INTENSITY. B. LOCAL
 
MAGNETIC TIME FOR INTENSITY MAXIMA OF 40 REV. 3.9 REV ANO 250 
KEV ELECTRONS. AND SIMILAR INFORMATION FOR INTENSITY MINIMA.
 
THERE ARE SOME GAPS IN THE DATA. THE DATA ON THIS TAPE COVER
 
THE PERIOD FROM NOVEMBER 29. 1965, TO JUNE 18. 1969. THE
 
INTERPLANETARY FIELD POLARITY IS OBTAINED FROM WILCOX AND
 
COLBURN. JIR. VOL. 74. P 2388. 1969.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 12 LM/ALSBP
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- 0*246, ALSEP 12
 
LEM 12. APOLLO 12C
 
NSSDC ID- SO-O9C
 
LAUNCH DATE- 11/14/69 	 WEIGHT- 4379. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
THE LUNAR MOGULE CLM) WAS A TWO-STAGE VEHICLE DESIGNED 
FOR SPACE OPERATIONS NEAR AND ON THE MOON. THE LM STOOD N 
HIGH AND WAS 9,4 M WIDE (DIAGONALLY ACROSS THE LANDING GEAR), 
THE ASCENT AND DESCENT STAGES OF THE LM OPERATED AS A UNIT 
UNTIL STAGING. WHEN THE ASCENT STAGE FUNCTIONED AS A SINGLE 
SPACECRAFT FOR RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING WITH THE COMMAND NODULE 
(c). THE ALSOP EXPERIMENTS INCLUDED (1) THE PASSIVE 
SEISMOGRAPH. WHICH WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SEISMIC ACTIVITY 
AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE LUNAR CRUST AND INTERIOR. (2) 
THE SUPRATKERMAL ION DETECTOR DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE FLUX 
COMPOSITION. ENERGY. AND VELOCITY OF LOW-ENERGY POSITIVE IONS. 
(3) THE COLD CATHODE ION GAUGE. DESIGNED TO MEASURE TIE
 
ATMOSPHERE AND ANY VARIATIONS WITH TINE OP SOLAR ACTIVITY SUCH
 
ATMOSPHERE MAY HAVE. (4) THE CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR
 
ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT. DESIGNED TO MEASURE PARTICLE ENERGIES
 
OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ELECTRONS THAT REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE
 
AND TO PROVIDE DATA ON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THESE SOLAR
 
PARTICLES. (5) THE LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER (LIM. DESIGNED
 
TO 'MEASURE THE MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE LUNAR SURFACE AND (6)
 
THE SOLAR' WIND SPECTROMETER. WHICH MEASURED THE FLUXES AND
 
SPECTRA OF THE ELECTRONS AND PROTONS THAT EMANATE FROM THE SUN
 
AND REACH THE LUNAR SURFACE. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON THE LUNAR
 
SURFACE NOVEMBER 19-20. 8969.
 
FREEMAN. APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERMAt. ION DETECTOR
 
NSSDC 10- 69-099C-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
PERSONNEL 
P - J.W. FREEMAN ......... RICE U 
HOUSTON, TX 
0I - FC NICKEL -..... RICE U 
HOUSTON, TX 
THIS EXPERIMENT. WHICH WAS PART OF THE ALSEP PACKAGE,
 
STUDIED THE IONIC ENVIRONMENT OF THE MOON BY DETECTING FREE 
STREAMING AND THERNALIZED SOLAR WIND IONS AND THOSE IONS WHICH 
RESULT FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. A 
LOW-ENERGY CURVED PLATE ANALYZER WITH A VELOCITY FILTER OF 
CROSSEO ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS DETERMINED THE PARTICLE 
FLUX IN SELECTED INTERVALS OVER THE RANGE 0.2 TO 48.6 EV PER 
UNIT CHARGE. WITH SPECIES DISCRIMINATION OF MASSES UP TO 1000 
AMU. ANOTHER ANALYZER WITHOUT A VELOCITY FILTER DETECTED 
HIGHER-ENERGY PARTICLES SUCH-AS THOSE FOUND IN SELECTED ENERGY 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 10 AND 3500 EV. DUE TO ITS ORIENTATION. THIS 
INSTRUMENT DID NOT OSERVE SOLAR KIND PARTICLES EXCEPT IN THE 
SHEATH AND TAIL. HOWEVERt IT DID SEE UPSTREAMINO PARTICLES 
FROM THE EARTH'S BOW SHOCK. HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY ARCING 
CAUSED SOME LOSS OF DATA. AFTER MAR0H SR. 1970. THE INSTRUMENT 
WAS NOT OPERATED WHEN SENSOR TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. 
42 
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THESE TAPES CONTAIN THE HIGHEST TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA
 
DATA AVAILABLE FROM THIS EXPERIMENT ISB SEC PER SPECTRUM).
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION THE TAPES WERE GENERATED OR A UNIVAC 1108 IN 7-TRACKS. AT C00
 
DATA ON IA-MM MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA 
 BPI. BCD. AND EVEN PARITY. PHYSICAL RECORDS ARE OLOCKED TO
 
384 WORDS. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINING 32 LOGICAL RECORDS
 
OF 12 WORDS EACH. AT 72 CO. CHARACTERS TO EVERY 12 WORDS.
 
CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD ARE --

NSSOa 10- 69-099C-OEA 

TIM* PROTON DENSITY 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESDC ALPHA-TO-PROTON RATIO. BULK SPEED. ANGLE OF FLOW. MOST 
PROBAB.E THERMAL SpEED, AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING AND FIT 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/IA/71 TO 02/01/73 PARAMETERS RELATING TO THE RELIABILITY OF THE CALCULATED 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE FIRST RECORD(S) ON EACH TAPE CONTAINS 
LABELING INFORMATION TO IDENTIFY THE TAPE CONTENTS TO A USER, 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 22 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. 
THESE ERIJASNTSR-GENEATED MICROFILM REELS CONTAIN 
PLOTS OF THE TOTAL IBM DATA IN 20 CHANNELS FROM 3500 EV/O TO 
10 EV/QO AND OF THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA IN SIX ENERGY 
RANGES FROM 40-6 EV TO 0.2 EV A IN 20 MASS RANGES FRO. 10 TO 
Io. ANU .LOT'ED AGAINS FRAME NUMBER. (501 1 SPECTRA ARE ON 
TKE SAME PLOT). EACH SET OF SPECTRA REQUIRES 2A SEC TO 
COMPLETE IN THE NORMAL EXPERIMENT NODE. INTERPRETATION OF DATA SET NAME- HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON 
THESE PLOTS REQUIRES REFERENCE TO HOUSEKEEPING DATA IN DATA MAGNETIC TAPE 
SET 69-099C-0B. DATA EARLIER THAN SEPTEMBER 14. 1971 ARE 
AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY. CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER. NSSOC 10- 69-099C-O20 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD.COVERED- 1119t69 TO 02ZIO/72
 
(AS VERIFIED B NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TARE 
DATA SET NAM- LISTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION 
DATA ON 16-R MICROFILM. 4-SEC RES DATA THESE EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED TAPES CONTAIN 
HOURLY-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE TAPES ARE IN I TRACK(S. 
NESDC 10- 69-099C-OEE 800 BP AND EVEN PARITY. AND WERE WRITTEN IN BCD ON A UNIVAC 
108. EACH SET OF AVERAGES IS IN TWO LOGICAL RECORDS, WITH 
TWO RECORDS PHYSICAL RECORD. THERE ARE 216 BCD 
CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. FOUR SETS OF HOURLY AVERAGED 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC LOGICAL PER 

TIME PERIOD COVFRED- 09/14/71 TO 02103/73 PARAMETERS ARE COMPUTED. USING AS INPUT DATA (1) ALL FINE TIME 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) SCALE PARAMETERS (FTSP). (2), ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA 
WITH SMALL RMS ERROR ON CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL SPEEDS LESS 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 37 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM THAN ONE-HALF THE BLK VELOCITY. (3) ALL TSP COMPUTED FROM 
SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE REOUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL 
THESE EXPEPIMENTER-GE ERATSD 16-MM MICROFILM CONTAIN AS ONLY ONE FLOW ANGLE THAT CAN BE DIRECTLYHAVING MEASURED. 
LISTINGS OF THE 20 CHANNEL TOTAL ON SPECTRA FROM 3500 EV/O TO AND (4) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE 
00 EVIO AND THE MASS SPFCTROMETER DATA FROM SIX ENERGY RANGES REQUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL AS HAVING BOTH FLOW ANGLES 
FROM 48.8 EV-.TO 0.2 EV AND IN 20 MASS RANGES OF L0 TO 1000 AMU DIRECTLY MEASURABLE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. CONTAINED 
LISTED AGAINST FRAME NUNBER AND TIME. ALSO INCLUDED ARE IN EACH OF THE FOUR SETS OF AVERAGES ARE THE PROTON DENSITY,
 
HOUSEKEEDING DATA NFEDED TO INTERPRFT THESE LISTINGS AND THE ALPHA-TO-PROTON RATIO. BULK SPEEO. ANGLE OF FLOW, NUMBER OF
 
PLOTS IN DATA SET 69-09C-05A. EACH SET OF TOTAL ION SPECTRA SPECTRA. AND RMS DEVIATIONS OF EACH AVERAGE.
 
AND MASS ANALYZER SPECTRA REQUIRES 24 SEC TO COMPLETE. DATA
 
EARLIER THAN SEPTEMBER '1.. 1971 APE AVAILABLE IN HARDCOPY.
 
CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
 
DATA SET HANS- PLOTS OF HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS 
NSSDC ID- 69-099C-02C
 
SNYDER. APOLLO 02 LM/ALSEP
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDOC
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/20/69 TO 05/1'/74
 
NSSDC ED- C9-099C-02 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL QCJANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED PLOTS CONTAIN HEURLY 
Pi - C.W. SNYDER ........ ASA-JPL AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. WITH 22 DAYS 
PASADENA. CA PER FRAME. CONTAINED IN EACH PLOT ARE THE HOURLY AVERAGED 
PERSONNEL 

OT - D.R. CLAY ....... ..... NAA-JPL PROTON SILK SPEED. MOST PROBABLE THERMAL SPEED. PROTON 
PASADENA. CA DENSITY. AND ANGLE OF FLOW FROM THE HOURLY AVERAGED DATA IN 
O - M.M. NEUGEBAUSR ..... NASA-JPL DATA SET 69-099C-O2 THAT SATISFIED CRITERION 2. THAT IS. 
PASADENA. CA WHICH HAD SMALL RNS ERROR ON CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL WEEDS 
LESS THAN ONE-HALF THE SULK SPEED. 
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER WAS PART OF THE APOLLO 12 
ALSEP PACKAGE LEFT ON THE LUMAR SURFACE. IT CONSISTED OF SEVEN 
MODULATED FARADAY CUPS OPENED TOWARD DIFFERENT. BUT SLIGHTLY 
OVERLAPPING, PORTIONS OF THE LUNAR SKY. THE INSTRUMENT WAS 
USED TO OBSERVE THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITIES OF THE ELECTRON 
(6-1330 EVI AND POSITIVE ION (18-9780 EVI COMPONENTS OF THE 
SOLAR WIND AND MAGNETOTAIL PLASMA THAT STRIKE ThE SURFACE OF 
THE MOO. THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER OPERATED WELL FROM SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 14 LMtALSEP 
TURN-ON UNTIL NOVEMBER S. 1971. WHEN TROUBLE WAS ENCOUNTERED 
IN TWO OF THE SPECTRAL ENERGY LEVELS. ALTERNATE NAMES- ALSEP 1A. LEN 14 
04905. APOLLO 14C 
NSSDC ID- -OOSC 
LAUNCH DATE- 0131/71 WEIGHT- 4057 KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
DATA SET NAME- TWENTY-EIGHT SECOND TIME RESOLUTION
 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE THE APOLLO 14 LUNAR MODULE (LAI CONSISTED OF A LUNAR
 
LANDING CRAFT MHD AN APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
 
CONTAINED EXPERIMENTS TD BE-LEFT ON 
THE LUNAR SURFACE AFTER COMPLETION OF THE MANNED PORTION OF 
AVAILASILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC THE MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS (3 DEG 39 
AEN I SEC S LATITUDE. 17 DEG 27 N 55 SEC W LONGITUDE). THE 
TIME PERIOD COVERO- 1 'I9/69 TO 0Z'2I'72 NUCLEAR POWERED ALS WAS DELOyED, AT THE LANCING SITE AND 
(AS VERIFIED BY'NSSBC) INCLUDED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE SEISMIC WAVES. MAGNETIC 
FIELDS. SOLAR WINO COMPOSITION AND INTERACTION WITH THE MOON. 
QUANTITY OF DATA- t3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE LUNAR ATMOSPHERE. AND IONIC ENVIRONMENT. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON
 
NSSDC 1D- 69-099C-OSA (ALSEP) THAT SCIENTIFIC 
43 
APOLLO 14 IM/ALSEP
 
THE LUNAR SURFACE FEBRUARY 5-6. 1971.
 
FREEMAN, APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP 

EXPERIMENT NAME- SVUOATHRMAL ION OTECTOR 
NSSDC to- 7015C-06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

PERSONNEL 

PI - J.W. FREEMAN ..... o. RICE U 

HOUSTON. TX 

01 - P.C. MICHEL ... ..... RICE U 

HOUSTON. TX 

THE ALSEP SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT MEASURED 

IONS GENERATED FROM ULTRAVIOLET IONIZATION OF THE LUNAR 

ATMOSPHERE AND THE FREE-STRE&MING SOLAR WIND/LUNAR SURFACE 

INTERACTION. FROM THE OATA OBTAINED FLUX, NUMBER OENSITY. 

VELOCITY. AND ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE CAN BE DE ERMINEO. A 

CURVED PLATE ANALYZER AND A" E-CROSS-B VELOCITY SELECTOR 

DETECTED IONS WITH NORMAL VELOCITIES FROM 0.4 TO 93.5 KM/SEC

AND ENERGIES FROM 0.2 TO 48.6 EV. ENABLING SPECIES 

OISCRIMINATION OF MASSES UP TO ISO AMU. A SEPARAI CURVED 

PLATE ANALYZER COUNTED PROTONS IN SELECTED ENERGY INTERVALS 

FROM 10 TO 3500 EV. CUE TO THE ORIENTATION OF THESE 

DIRECTIONAL INSTRUMENTS. SOLAR MIND IONS WERE NOT OBSERVED 

DIRECTLY EXCEPT IN THE TAILWARO SHEATH. HOWEVER. IONS FROM THE 

BOW SHOCK WERE OBSERVED. ON APRIL 5. 1971 SOME ENGINEERING 

DATA WIRE LOST DUE TO THE PARTIAL FAILURE OF AN 

ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER. THE EXPERIMENT RETURNED GOOD 

CONTINUOUS SCIENTIFIC DATA UNTIL OCTOBER 20. t971 WHEN ARCING 

IN THE NIGH-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY LIMITED OPERATION NEAR LUNAR 

NOON. AFTER DECEMBER 16. 1971 OPERATION WAS DISCONTINUED WHEN 

INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURE EXCEEDED 85 DEG C. ALL DATA TAKEN AFTER 

MARCH 29. 1972 WERE TAKEN IN AN ANOMALOUS STANDBY MDE, AND 

DATA COVERAGE WAS VERY POOR, 

DATA SET ANE- PLOTS OF MASS ANALYZER ANM TOTAL ION 

DATA ON 6-MN MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA
 
NSSOC ID- 71-000C-OA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- O8/26/72 TO 03/03/73
 
(AS VERIFIEO BY NSSDCI 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 47 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED MICROFILM REELS CONTAIN 

PLOTS Or THE TOTAL ION DATA TN 20 CHANNELS FROM 3500 E/O TO
 
10 EVO AND THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA IN SIX ENERGY RANGES 

FROM 40.6 EV TO 0.2 EV AND IN SO MASS RANGES FROM 6 TO 750 AMU 

PLOTTED AGAINST FRAME NUMBER. (BOTH SPECTRA ARE ON THE SAME
 
PLOT). EACH SET OF SPECTRA REQUIRRS 24 SEC TOCOMPLETE IN THE 

NORMAL EXPERIMENT MODE. INTERPRETATION OF THESE PLOTS
 
REQUIRES REFERENCE TO HOUSEKEEPING DATA IN DATA SET 

71-6r-060. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TO AUGUST 26. 1972-" ARE 

AVAILABLE IN HAROCOPY CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 

DATA SET NAME- 	LISTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION DATA
 
ON I6-M MICROFILm. S4-SEC RES DATA
 
NSSDC I- 71-OQaC-6
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVRED- 1O121T TO 02/tI073 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 41 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 16-MM MICROFILM REELS 

CONTAIN LISTINGS OF THE 20 CHANNEL TOTAL ION SPECTRA FROM 3500 
.EVIQ TO 10 EV/O AND THE MASS SPECTROMETER DATA FROM SIX ENERGY 
RANGES FROM' 48.6 EV TO 0.2 EV AN IN 20 MASS RANGES OF 6 TO 
750' AMU LISTED AGAINST FRAME NUMBER AND TIME. EACH SET OF 
TOTAL ION SPECTRA AND MAS ANALYZER SPECTRA REOUIRES 24 SEC To 

COMPLETE. - ALSO INCLUDED ARE HOUSEKEEPING DATA NEEDED TO 
INTERPRET THESE LISTINGS . AND THE 'PLOTS IN DATA SET 
TI-016C-.DBA. DATA TAKEN PRIOR TO AUGUST 26. 1972. ARE 
AVAILABLE IN MAROCOPY CURRENTLY HELD BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
O'BRIEN. APOLLO IA LM ALS-P 
EXPERIMENT NAME- CHARGEO PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
 
NSSOC ID- 7-00C.08 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - B J O'BRIEN ........... DEPT OF ENVIRON PROT
 
PERTH. AUSTRALIA
 
0E - D.L. REASONER .......... NASA-MSFC
 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ENERY
 
SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLES STRIKING THE LUNAR
 
SURFACE. THE MAIN PART OF THE INSTRUMENTATIQN CONSISTEO OF TWO
 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS. ONE OF THESE POINTED TOWARD LOCAL
 
LUNAR VERTICAL. AND THE OTHER TO A POINT-60 DEC ROM VERTICAL
 
TOWARD LUNAR WEST AS A FIRST APPROXIMATION BOTH DETECTORS
 
COULD BE CONSIDERED TO POINT IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANt. EACH
 
ANALYZER CONSISTED OF A SET OF DIRECTION-DEFINING SLITS,
 
DEFLECTION PLATES FIVE SMALL-APERTURE C-SHAPED CHANNEL
 
ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS AND ONE LARGE-APERTURE CHANNEL ELECTRON
 
NLATIRLIER. FOR A GIVEN APPLIED DEFLECTION VOLTAGE. THE FIVE
 
MULTIPLIERS WERE ARRANGED TO COUNT PARTICLES OF CNE POLARITY
 
WITH DIFFERING ENERGIES WHILE THE LARGE-APERTUrE MULTIPLIER
 
MADE A WIDE-SAND MEASUREMENT OF PARTICLES OF THE OPPOSITE
 
POLARITY. DURING EACH 19.2-SEC INTERVAL IN THE AUTOMATIC MODE
 
OF EXPERIMENT OPERATION. DEFLECTION VOLTAGES OF ZERO (TWICE)
 
AND PLUS AND MINUS 35. 350. AND 3500 WERE APPLIED TO THE
 
DEFLECTION PLATES OF BOTH ANALYZERS FOR 2.4 SEC EACH VOLTAGE.
 
THE LITTLE-USED MAND.L NODE PERMITTED THE CONTINUOUS 
APPLICATION OF A SINGLE DEFLECTION VOLTAGE. THUS INCREASING 
TEMPORAL RESOIUT DN FOR PARTICLES IN A LIMITED PORTION OF THE 
SPECTRUM. USEFUL DATA OBTAINED DUEING EACH 19.S-SEC INTERVAL 
(AUTOMATIC MOOE) WERE. FOR EACH ANALYZER. 1.2-SEC ACCUMULATED 
COUNTS OF ELECTRONS IN 1 ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN 40 EV AND 20 
KEW. AND TONS IN 12 ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN 0.17 AND 20 GEV. 
THE EXPERIMENT WORKED NORMALLY =ROM DEPLOYMENT (FEB. 5. 19711 
UNTIL APRIL S. 197t WHEN THE ANALYZER POINTING AWAY FROM LUNAR 
VERTICAL FAILED. THE OTHER ANALYZER CONTINUED 'TO FUNCTION 
NORMALLY UNTIL JUNE 6. 1971 WHEN A PARTIAL FAILURE OCCURRED. 
OPERATION OF THIS ANALYZER WAS INTERMITTENT FOR THE REST OF 
1971. DURING MOST OF 1972. OPERATION WAS CONTINUOUS DURING 
LUNAR NIGHT AND INTERMITTENT DUPING LUNAR DAY. FROM DECENBER
 
1971 TO FEBRUARY 1973 OPERATION WAS CONTINUOUS, AFTER WHICH
 
TIME THE HIGH VOLTAGE PROBLEMS OCCURRED AGAIN. FOR FURTHER
 
DETAILS. SEE BURKE AND REASONER. PLANET. SPACE SCI.. VOL 20. P
 
.2E. 1Q72.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 71-008C-08A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0Zt05/71 TO 03/02/73
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- S6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OP EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED MAGNETIC
 
TAPES. EACH TAPE IS 7-TRACK. 56-BRPI. GDS 92 BINARY. WITH 10
 
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. AND ONE HUNDRED AND
 
ELEVEN 36-BIT WORDS PER LOGICAL RECORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD
 
CONTAINS ALL THE PARTICLE COUNTING DATA TAKEN OVER ONE
 
19.2-SEC SEQONCE. IN ADDITION TO THE NECESSARY TIME AND MODE
 
IDENTIFICATION 	INFORMATION.
 
DATA SET NAME-	EXPERIMENT PODITION AN ORTENTATION
 
INFORMATION VS TIME ON TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 71-OOC-085 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- DlO17t TO 12/31/73

(AS VEPIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE T-TRACK. SB-QPI. MAGNETIC 
TAPE IN BINARY INTEGER 36-BIT FORMAT. WHICH WAS GENERATED BY 
THE EXPERIMENTER ON AN SDS 92 COMPUTER. THERE ARE THREE FILES. 
ONE FOR EACH YEAR -- 1971. 1972. AND L973. ONE SET OF DATA IS
 
GIVEN FOR EVERY 2 HR IN EACH RECORD. DATA INCLUDE (I)
 
LOOK-DIGECTION INFORMATION FOR EACH EXPERIMENT ANALYZER
 
RELATIVE TO MOON-SUN AND NOON-EARTH LINES AND IN GEOCENTRIC
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. AND (2)
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APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP APOLLO 15 IMALSEP
 
INSTRUMENT-LOCATION INFORMATION. RELATIVE TO LOCAL LUNAR THIS INTERMITTENT THOUGH SCIENTIFICALLY USABLE. BEHAVIOR
 
RIDNICHT AND IN GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR CONTNUED UNTIL INSTRUMENT FAILURE ON JUNE 30. 1972.
 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. NOTE THAT SOME COMPUTED
 
PARAMETERS APE INCLUDED FOR A TIME PERIOD PRIOR TO THE LUNAR
 
EMPLACEMENT OF THE INSTRUMENT.
 
DATA SET NAME-	28-SEC TIME RESOLUTION
 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
DATA SET NAME- 200-EV ELECTRON COUNT PATE PLOTS ON NSSDC ID- 71-063C-04A
 
NHICPOFILM
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
NSSC 7D- ?I-OGEc-oBC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/71 TO 12/08/71
 
AVAILABILITY O DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/06/71 TO 03/I2f7I QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
THESE TAPES CONTAIN THE HIGHEST TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILK DATA AVAILABLE FROM THIS EXPERIMENT (28 SEC PER SPECTRUMI. 
THE TAPES WERE GENERATED ON A UNIVAC 108 IN V TRACKS. AT 00 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT DPI. CD. AND EVEN PARITY. PHYSICAL RECORDS ARE BLOCKED TO 
NSSOC FROM 18 HARDCQOV PLOTS SUBMITTED BY ThE EXPERIMENTER. 38! WORDS. EACK PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINING 32 LOGICAL RECORDS 
EACH R DT CONTAINS 2 DAYS OF S-MINUTS-AVERAGED. 200-EV OF I2 WORDS EACH. AT 72 BCD CHARACTERS TO EVERY 12 WORDS. 
ELECTRON COUNT RATES (COUN
T 
S PER 1.2 SEC - CONVERSION TO FLUX CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD ARE -- TIME, PROTON DENSITY. 
(PER SO CM STER EV) EFFECTED BY MULTIPLICATION BY 100). THIS ALPHA-TO-PROTON RATIO. BULK SPEEO ANGLE OF FLOW ROST 
MODE WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE IT INCLUDES THE PEAK IN THE PLASMA PROBABLE THERMAL SPEED. AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING AND FIT 
SHEET ELEC'RON PCTRU AND PORTIONS OF THE PHOTOELECTRON AND PARAMETERS RELATING TO TNS RELIABILITY OF THE CALCULATED 
NAGNETOSHEATH ELECTRG SPECTRUMS. THE PLOTS INCLUDE THE TIME PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE FIRST RECORDISI ON EACH TAPE CONTAIN 
PFRIO0 PEORUASY 6 TO MARCH 12. 1971 WHICH CONTAINS THE FIRST LABELING INFORMATION TO IDENTIFY THE TAPE CONTENTS TO A USER. 
ORBIT OF THE NOON ABOUT HS EARTH AFTER THE PLACEMENT OF THE EACH TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. 
INSTRUMENT CN THE MOON. THE EXPERIMENT HAS MARKED ON THE PLOTS 
PHYStCALLY SIGNIFICANT TRANSITIONS (E.G.. FROM THE MAGNETOTAIL 
TO THE GIAMETOSHEATHI AND T HE MONTHLY Ia-HR PERIOD OF SOLAR 
ULTRAVIOLEt-INDUCED PHDTOELECTOMH CONTAMINATION. THE 
EXPERIMENTER ALSO HAS GENERATED SIMILAR PLOTS FOR OTHER TIMES 
AND OTHER MODES THAT WERE SCIENTIFICALLY INTERESTING TO HIM.
 
BUT NOT ON A ROUTINE BASIS. ALL HIS DATA ARE TO BE FqUMO IN
 
MAGNETIC TAPF DATA SET TI-OOSC-0IA. DATA SET NAME- HOUR-AV RAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON
 
MAGNETIC TAPS
 
NSSOC 10- 71-063C-0
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT 'SSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/T TO 12/08/71
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON tN- APOLLO IS LM/ALGSEP (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO ISC. ALSEP IS QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
LEN IS. ROVER IS 
5366 THESE EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED TAPES CONTAIN HOURLY 
AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE TAPES ARE IN T-TRACKS, AT 800 
NSSOC ID- 71-063C BPI AND EVEN PARITY, AND WERE WRITTEN IN BCD ON A UNIVAC 1101. 
EACH SET OF AVERAGES IS IN TWO LOGICAL RECORDS. WIH TWO 
LAUNCH DATE- 07Z26/71 WEIGHT- 12700. KG LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THERE ARE 216 BCD 
CHARACTERS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. FOUR SETS OF HOURLY AVERAGED 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL PARAMETERS ARE COMPUTED. USING AS INPUT DATA (1) ALL FINE TIME 
SCALE PARAMETERS FTSP). (2) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA 
THE APOLLO I LUNAR MODULE (LM) CONSISTED OF A LUNAR WITH SMALL RHS ERROR ON CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL SPEEDS LESS 
LANDING CRAFT. A LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE CLRV) AND AN APOLLO THAN ONE-HALF THE BULK VELOCITY. (3) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM 
LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE (ALSEP) THAT CONTAINED SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL 
SCIENTIFIC EXDEOIMETS TO BE LEFT ON THE MOON AFTER COMPLETION AS HAVING ONLY ONE FLOW ANGLE THAT CAN BE DIRECTLY MEASURED. 
OF THE MANNED PORTION OF THF MISSION. THE LM LANDED IN THE AND (4) ALL FTSP COMPUTED FROM SPECTRA THAT SATISFY THE 
NORTH CENTRAL PART OF THE MOOM (26 DG 4 MIN 54 SEC N REQUIREMENTS OF CRITERION 2 AS WELL AS HAVING BOTH FLOW ANGLES 
LATITUDE. 3 DEG 39 MIN 30 SFC E LONGITUDE). AT THE FOOT OF THE DIRECTLY MEASUREABLE. EACH-TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. CONTAINED 
AFENNINC MOUNTAIN RANGE. THE ALSEP WAS DEPLOYED AT THE LANDING IN EACH OF THE FOUR SETS OF AVERAGES ARE THE PROTON DENSITY. 
SITE. THE LRV WAS USED DURING THE EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITIES ALPHA-TD- PROTON RATIO. BULK SPEED. ANGLE OF FLOW. NUMBER OF
 
(EVA) TO EXTEND THE RANGE OF MANNED LUNAR EXPLORATION. THE SPECTRA, AND RMS DEVIATION$ OF EACH AVERAGE.
 
NUCLEAR-POWEREO ALSEP CONTAINED SEISMIC. MAGNETIC FIELDS.
 
LUNAR ATMOSPHFRIC COMPOSITION, ION COMPOSITION, LUNAR DUST.
 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION, HEAT LOSS. tN SOLAR CELL RADIATION
 
DAMAGE EXPERTMNTS. THE LM ITSELF WAS ON THE LUNAR SURFACE
 
JULY 30-AUGUST 2. 197t.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS
 
NSSOC To- ?1--063C-04C
 
AVAILABILITV OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
SNYDER. APOLLO 2S LN4ALSEP
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/0217L TO 06130/72
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
NSSOC ID- 71-063C-04 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE THESE EXPERIMENTSR-GSERATED PLOTS CONTAIN HOURLY 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0613/72 AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. WITH 22 DAYS 
PER FRAME. CONTAINED IN EACH PLOT ARE THE HOURLY AVERAGED 
PERSONNEL PROTON BULK SPEED. MOST PROBABLE THERMAL SPEED, PROTON 
P1 - C.W, SNYDER ......... o NASA-JPL DENSITY* AND ANGLE OF FLOW FROM THE HOURLY AVERAGED DATA IN 
PASADENA. CA DATA SET 71-063C-048 THAT SATISFIED CRITERION 2. THAT IS WHICH 
HAD SMALL PAK ERROR ON CURVE FITTING AND THERMAL SPEEDS LESS 
THE SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THAN ONE-HALF THE BULK SPEED.
 
ENERGIES. DENSITIES. INCIDENCE ANGLES. AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS
 
OF THE ELECTRON AND PROTON COMPONENTS OF THE SOLAR WIND PLASMA
 
THAT STRIKES THE SURFACE OF THE MOON. 'SEVRN FARADAY CUP
 
SENSORS MEASURED ELECTAONS IN' THE ENERGY RANGE I0 TO 1480 EV
 
AND PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 90 TO 10°400. THE EXPERIMENT
 
PERFORMED WELL UNTIL NOVEMBER 5. I971 WHEN INTERMITTENT
 
MODULATTON DRIPPING IN PROTON CHANNELS I3 AND 14 OCCURRED.
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO ISO. 05377
 
P + F S 

NSSDC ID- 71-063D 

LAUNCH DAYE- 0804/71 	 WEIGHT- 4l. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE OATA RECORDED- 01/2Z/73 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/04/71 
ORBIT PERIOD- 119.0 MIN INCLINATION- 28.7 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- I02.05 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 141.31 KM ALT 
A SUSSATELLITE OF THE APOLLO IS MISSION CARRIED 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS 
AND SOLAR FLARES. THE SUBSATELLITE WAS DEPLOYED FROM THE 
COMMAND SERVICE MODULE'S SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MODULE BAY 
WHILE APOLLO IS WAS IN LUNAR ORBIT. THE SUBSATELLITE SPIN AXIS 
WAS APPROXIMATELY PERPSNDIULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. THE 
SUBSXTELLITE SPIN 'BATE STABILIZED AT ABOUT 12 RPM AFTER BOOM 
DEPLOYMEnT. THE SUBSATELLITE HAD THREE EQUALLY SPACED. FOLDED 
BOONE MOUNTED AROUND ITS BASE. THESE BOOMS DEPLOYED 
AUTOMATICALLY AT LAUNCH TO A LENGTH, OF ABOUT 1.5 M. THE 
SUBSATELLITE PROVIDED ABOUT 6 MONTHS OF DATA COVERAGE EFORE 2 
SUCCESSIVE ELECTRONIC FAILURES IN FEBRUARY 1972 CAUSED THE 
LOSS OF MOST OF THE DATA CHANNELS. THE SURVIVING DATA CHANNELS 
WERE MONITORED INTERMITTENTLY UNTIL JUNE 1972 AND THEN MORE OR 
LESS CONTINUOUSLY UNTIL JANUARY 1973. WHEN GROUND SUPPORT WAS 
TERMINATED. 
ANDERSON, APOLLO I5 SUBSATELLITE 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER 

NSSDC ID- 71-063D-01 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA REC RDEO- 02/03/72 
PERSONNEL 
PI - K.A. ANDERSON .... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
01 - L.M. CHASE ........... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
01 - R. LIN ......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
01 - J. MCCOY ........... NASA-JSC 
HOUSTON. TX 
IT - G. SCHUBERT ........ U OF CALIF. LA 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE PLASMA REGIMES 
THROUGH WHICH THE MOON MOVES, THE INTERACTION OF THE MOON AND 
PLASMAS, AND EOM FEATURES OR THE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF 
THE MAGNETOSPHERE. TWO 2-FLEMENT SOLID-STATE PARTICLE 
TELESCOPES AND POUR ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WERE USED. THE 
TWO JELESCOPES WERE ALIGNED ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND 
DIFFEREO IN THAT ONE HAD AN ORGANIC FOIL IN WHICH INCIDENT 
ELECTRONS LOST RELATIVELY LITTLE ENERGY AND PROTONS LOST 
RELATIVELY MUCH ENERGY. EACH TELESCOPE WAS OPERATED AT SIX 
DISCRIMINATION LEVELS. WHICH CORRESPONDED ON BOTH TELESCOPES 
TO ELECTRON THRESHOLD ENERGIES OF APPROXIMATELY 20. 40. BS. 
I5. 320. AND 520 KEW THE UNSHIELDD TELESCOPE WAS SENSITIVE 
TO PROTONS OF APPROXIMATELY THE SAME ENERGIES AS ELECTRONS IN 
THE SIX DISCRIMINATION STATES. OUT THE SHIELDED TELESCOPE WAS 
SENSITIVE TO PROINS WITH SIX THRESHOLDS BETWEEN ABOUT 340 AND 
700 KEY. SPECIES RESOLUTION WAS DETERMINED FROM THE RELATIVE 
RESPONSES OF THE TWO TELESCOPES. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS 
WERE ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND 
MEASURED BOTH LARGE FLUXES OF ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY WINDOWS 
0.53-0.6B, 1.75-.25. AND 5.8-6.5 KEY AND SMALL FLUXES OF 
ELECTRONS IN THE WINDOWS 5.5-6.5 AND 13.I- 5.0 KEY. THEE 
ANALYZERS DID NOT COUNT PROTONS. SPIN-1NTEGRATED COUNTS WERE 
OBTAINED FOR ALL ENERGY WINDOWS EXCEPT THE 13.S-15.0 WINDOW IN 
WHICH A-SECTORED DATA WERE OBTAINEO. EXCEPT FOR AN APPARENT 
TEMPERATURE-DEENDENT GAIN SHIFT IN ONE TELESCOPE AND A 
HNIH-TEMPERATURE-INDUCED MALFUNCTION OF THIS TELESCOPE BETWEEN 
OCTOBER AND DECEMBER 1971. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED AS PLANNED. 
DATA SET NAME-	 I0-NIN AND 2-R AVERAGED PARTICLE COUNT 
RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 7t-063D-OIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 08/04TI TO 02103/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELSIS OP MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF AVERAGED PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
FLUXES ON 7-TRACK 	 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE, WRITTEN AT 800 BP,
 
AND GENERATED ON A COC 6600 COMPUTER. THEME IS ONE PILE PER
 
TAPE, AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 276 60-BIT WORDS.
 
THE FIRST 16 WORDS OF A PHYSICAL RECORD GIVE THE OPRBIT NUMBER.
 
DATE AND FRACTIONAL DAY OF THE START OF THE ORBIT. FOLLOWED
 
By THE NUNER 	OP MINUTES CF OPERATION OVER THE ORBIT ( H) OF
 
THE 0.53- TO 0.68-KEV ELECTRON MODE. AND 12 SUCCESSIVE IO-NIH
 
VALUES OF THIS PARAMETER. THE NXT 260 WORDS CONSTITUTE A 13-

X 20-WORD ARRAY WHERE THE FIRST COLUMN OF THE ARRAY CONTAINS
 
ORBIT-AVERAGED FLUXES FOR ALL COUNTING MODES. AND EACH OF THE
 
NEXT 12 COLUMNS CONTAINS I-MIN AVERAGED FLUKES FOR THESE
 
MODES.
 
DATA SET NAME- 24-SEC ANO IO-MIN AVERAGED PARTICLE
 
COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM
 
NSDC ID- 71-0630-0I 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0/04/71 TO 09/1ta72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
CUANTITY OF DATA-	 19 REELCSI OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PLOTS OF PARTICLE FLUXES ON
 
MICROFILM. AS PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TIME 
INTERVAL IS COVERED BY 10 FRAMES. EACH HAVING TWO TRACES. 
REPRESENTING ALL THE COUNTING MODES OF THE EXPERIMENT. 
ALTHOUGH SOME CHARACTERS ON THE RICR0FILM FRAMES ARE 
ILLEGIBLE. THE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION PERMITS READY USE OF 
THE PLOTS. THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF PLOTS, ONE TYPE PRESENTING 
THE FINEST TIME SCALE DATA AT 2 HR PER FRAME AND THE OTHER 
PRESENTING I-MIN AVERAGES AT 24 HR PER FRAME. FOR ANY ONE 
TINE. BOTH' TYPES OF PLOTS ARE INCLUDED (SO EACH). TWO-HR 
AVERAGES OF ALL COUNTING MODES PLOTTED AT 10 DAYS PER FRAME 
ARE IDENTIFIED IN NSSDC DATA SET 71-063D-01C 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- APOLL.O 16 SUBEATELLITE
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- APOLLO 160. 06004 
NESC 1O 72-031 
LAUNCH DATS- 04/24/72 	 EIGHT- 36. KO 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/29/7Z 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- SELEROCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04.24/2 
ORBIT PERIOD- 119.8 MEN INCLINATION- 151.25 DEG 
PERIAPSTS- 103.49 RM ALT APOAPSIS- 13S.90 CM ALT 
THE SUBSATELLITE OF THE APOLLO 16 MISSION CARRIED 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS 
AND ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLES. THE SUSBSATELLITE WAS DEPLOYED 
FROM THE COMMAND SERVICE NODULE5 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT PODULE 
(SIM) BAY WHILE APOLLO 16 WAS IN LUNAR ORBIT. THE SUBSATELLITE 
SPIN AXIS WAS APPROXIMATELY PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE. ITS SPIN RATE STABILIZED AT ABOUT 12 RPM AFTER BOOM 
DEPLOYMENT. THE SUBSATCL.ITE HAD THREE EOUALLY SPACED, FOLDED 
BOOMS MOUNTED AROUND ITS BASE. THESE B0.S DEPLOYED 
AUTOMATICALLY 	 AT LAUNCH TO A LENGTH OF ABOUT 1.6 M. THE 
SUBSATELLITE PREMATURELY IMPACTED WITH THE MOON ON NAY 29. 
19725 AFTER 34 DAYS (4a5 REVOLUTIONS) IN ORBIT. 
ANDERSON. APOLLO 16 SUOSATELLITE
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER 
NSSDC A0- 72-0310-01 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INEOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/29/72 
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APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE/ATS 1
 
PI - K.A, ANDERSON ...... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY. CA
 
01 - L.P. CHASE ......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY SPACECRAFT COMMNON NAME-
 ATS I 
BERKELEY CA 
01 - P.J. COLEMAN. JR... U OF CALIF. LA ALTERNATE NASS- ATS-B, 02608 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
0I - R.F. LIN .. . ..... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY NSSOC ID- 66-lGA 
BERKELEY. CA 
01 - J. MCCOY ....... NSA-JSC LAUNCH DATE- 12107t66 WEIGHT- 152. KG HOUSTON. TX
 
01 - 0. SCHUBerT .... U OF CALIF. LA STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
LOS ANGELES. CA
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS OEStENEO TO STUDY THE PLASMA REGIMES oeIT TYPE- GECENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/07/66
 
THROUGH WHICH THE MOON MOVES, THE INTERACTION OF THE MOON AND ORBIT PERIOD- 1466. KIN INCLINATION- 0.23 DEG
 
PLASMAS. AN THE SAME FEATURES. vWO 2-ELEMENT SOLID-STATE PSRIAPSIS- 35852.0 A4 ALT APOAPSIS- 36087.0 M4 ALT
 
PARTICLE TELESCOPES AND FOUR ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS %ERE
 
USED. THE TWO TELESCOPES WERE ALIGNED ALONG THE SPACECRAFT ATS I (APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE] WAS DESIGNED
 
SPIN AXIS AND DIFFEPED IN THAT ONE HAD AN ORGANIC FOIL IN AND LAUNCHED FOR THE PURPOSE OF (1) TESTING NEW CONCEPTS IN
 
WHICH INCIDENT FLECTRONS LOST RELATIVELY LITTLE ENERGY AND SPACECRAFT DESIGN, PROPULSION. AND STABILIZATION, (2)
 
PROTONS LOST RELAtIVELY MUCH ENERGY. EACH WAS COLLECTING HIGH-OUALITY PICTURES AND RELAYING
TELESCOPE CLOUDCOVER 

OPERATED AT SIX DISCRIMINATION LEVELS WHICH CORRESPONDED ON PROCESSED METEOROLOGICAL DATA VIA AN EARTH-SYNCHRONOUS 
BOWH TELESCOPES ELECTRON ENERGIES SATELLITE, PROVIDING IN OFTO THRESHOLD OF (3) SITU MEASUREMENTS THE AEROSPACE 
APPROXIMATELY 20, 40. SS. 155. 320. AND 520 REV. THE ENVIRONMENT. AND (4) TESTING IMPROVED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. 
UNSHIELDED TELESCOPE WAS SENSITIVE TO PROTONS OF APPROXIMATELY THE SPIN-STABILtZED SPACECRAFT WAS CYLINDRECALLY SHAPED AND 
THE SAME ENERGIES AS ELECTRONS IN THE 51X DISCRIMINATION MEASURED 135 CM LONG AND 142 CM IN DIAMETER. THE PRIMARY 
STATES, BUT THE SHIELDED TELESCOPE WAS SENSITIVE TO PROTONS STRUCTURAL MEMBERS WERE A HONEYCOMBED EQUIPMENT SHELF AND 
WITH SIX THRESHOLDS BETWEEN ABOUT 360 AND 700 KEY. SPECIES THRUST TUBE. SUPPORT RODS EXTENDED RADIALLY OUTWARD FOM THE
 
PANELS THAT FORMED THE 
TWO TELESCOPES. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WERE ORIENTED OUTER WALLS OF THE SPACECRAFT. EQUIpMENT COMPONENTS AND 
RESOLUTION WAS DETERMINED FROM THU PEATIVE RESPONSES OF THE THRUST TUBE AND WERE AFFIXED TO SI-AR 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND MEASURED BOTH PAYLOAD WERE MOUNTED IN THE ANNULAR SPACE BETWEEN THE THRUST 
LARGE FLUXES 0' ELECTPONS IN THE ENERGY WINDOWS 0.53-0.68, TUBE AND SOLAR PANELS. IN ADDITION TO SOLAR PANELS, THE 
1.9-2.0 AND 5.9-6.4 REV AND SMALL FLUXES OF ELECTRONS IN THE SPACECRAF'T WAS EQUIPPED WITH TWO RECHARGEABLE NICKEL-CADMIUM 
WINDOWS 5.8-6.5 
AND 13.5-tS.0 REV. THESE ANALYZERS DID NOT BATTERIES TO PROVIDE ELECTRICAL POWER. EIGHT 050-CM-LONG VHF 
COUNT PROTONS. SPIN-lNTGRATED COUNTS WERE OBTAINED FOR ALL EXPERIMENT WHIP ANTENNAS WERE MOUNTED AROUND THE AFT END OF 
ENERGY WINDOWS EXCEPT THE 13.S-15.0 WINDOW IN WHICH 4-SECTORED THE SPACECRAFT. WHILE EIGHT TELEMETRY AND COMMANO ANTENNAS 
DATA WERE OBTAINEO THE INSTRUMENTS WORKED AS PLANNED FOR THE WERE PLACED ON THE FORWARD END. SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND 
CORRECTIONS ACCOMPLISHED 2.3-KG 
PEROXIDE AND HYDRAZINE THRUSTERS. WHICH WERE ACTIVATED BY 
GROUNO COMMANDo THE SATELLITE WAS INITIALLY PLACED AT 151.16 
DEG W LONGITUDE OVER THE PACIFIC OCEAN IN A GEOSTATIONARY 
EQUATORIAL ORBIT. IN GENERAL. MOST OF THE EXPERIMENTS WERE 
SUCCESSFUL. DATA COVERAGE WAS HIGH UNTIL ABOUT 0970. AFTER 
WHICH LIMITED REAL-TINE DATA ACQUISITION WAS CARRIED OUT BY 
HOAA UNTIL THE NAY 1974 LAUNCH OF SMS 1, LIMITED ATS I DATA 
DATA SET NAME- 10-MIN AND 2-HR AVERAGED PARTICLE COUNT ACQUISITION WAS BEGUN BY NASA AT ABOUT THAT TIME FOR ATS I -
RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE ATS 6 CORRELATIVE STUDIES. 
LIFE OF THE SPACECRAFT. ORBITAL WERE BY HYDROGEN
 
NSSOC ID- 72-0310-01A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/25172 TO 05/2972
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDG)
 
BROGWN ATS I
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PARTICLE TELESCOPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF AVERAGED PROTON AND ELECTRON 
FLUXES ON 7-TRACK BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. WRITTEN AT 300 BPI ON NSSDC ID- 66-ILOA-OS 
A CDC 6600 COMPUTFR. THERE 15 ONE FILE PER TAPE, AND EACH 
PHYSICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 276 60-BIT WORDS. THE FIRST 16 STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
WORDS OF A PHYSICAl. RECORD GIVE THE JRBIT NUMBER. DATE, AND DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/D1170 
FRACTIONAL DAY OF THE START OF THE ORBIT FOLLOWED By THE 
NUMBER OF MINUTES OP OPERATION OVER THE ORBIT (2 NM) OF THE PERSONNEL 
0.53- T3 0.68-KFV ELECTRON MODE. AND I2 SUCCESSIVE 10-MIN PS - W.L. BROWN ........ BELL TELEPHONE LAB 
VALUES OF THIS PARAMETER. THE NEXT 260 WORDS CONSTITUTE A 13- MURRAY HILL, NJ 
A 20-WORD ARRAY WHERE THE FIRST COLUMN OF THE ARRAY CONTAINS 01 - L.J. LANZEROTTI ...... BELL TELEPHONE LAB 
ORBIT-AVERAGED FLUXES FOR ALL COUNTING MODES AND EACH OF THE MURRAY HILL. NJ 
NEXT IS COLUMNS CONTAINS 10-MIN AVERAGED FLUXES FOR THESE 
NODES* THE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED UF A 
SIX-EL NENT SEMICONDUCTOR PARTICLE TELESCOPE MOUNTED BEHIND A
 
COLLIMATOR WITH A HALF ANGLE OF ABOUT 20 DEG. THE SIX ELEMENTS
 
OPERATED IN NINE MODES WITH FIVE ENERGY INTERVALS PER MODE.
 
THE INSTRUMENT COULD DETECT PROTONS FROM O.6 TO 100 REV. ALPHA
 
PARTICLES FROM 2.4 TO 400 MEY. AND ELECTRONS FROM 0.4 TO 3
 
MEV. SPECIES DISCRIMINATION WAS POSS1ELE OVER MOST OF THE
 
ENERGY RANGES. ONE OF THE NINE MODES PROVIDED DATA On DETECTOR 
DATA SET NAE- 24-SEC AND IO-MIN AVERAGED PARTICLE NOISE AND PARTICLE BACKGROUND. ONE EXPERIMENTAL MODE WAS 
COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM MONITORED DURING ONE TELEMETRY SEQUENCE. THE COMPLETE 
EXPERIMENT SEQUENCE READOUT REQUIRED 16 TELEMETRY SEQUENCES 
NSSOC ID- 72-031D-018 - AND WAS REPEATED EVERY 5.46 MIN. ONCE EVERY S.9 HR. THE 
COUNTERS AND ELECTRONICS WERE CALIBRATED. THE EXPERIMENT HAS 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC FUNCTIONED NORMALLY TIOUGHOUT THE OPERATIONAL LIFE OF THE 
SPACECRAFT.
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/257/2 TO 05/29/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 PEEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PLOYS OF PARTICLE FLUXES ON
 
MICROFILM, AS PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TIME
 
INTERVAL IS COVERED BY 10 FRAMESI EACH HAVING TWO TRACES. DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF REDUCED PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON
 
REPRESENTING ALL THE COUNTING MODES OF TKE EXPERIMENT. MICROFILM
 
ALTHOUGH SOME CHARACTERS ON THE MICROFILM FRAMES ARE
 
ILLEGIBLE. THE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION PERMITS READY USE F NSSOC TD- 66-110A-05A
 
THE PLOTS. THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF PLOTS. ONE TYPE PRESENTING
 
THE FINEST TIME SCALE DATA AT 2 HR PER FRAME AIM THE OTHER AVAILAbILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
PRESENTING O-MIN AVERAGES AT 24 HR PER FRAME. FOR ANY ONE
 
TIME. BOTH TYPES OF PLOTS ARE INCLUDED (10 EACH). TWO-HR TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/09/66 TO 03/01/67
 
AVERAGES OF ALL COUNTING MODES PLOTTED AT 10 DAYS PER FRAME (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
ARE IDENTIFIED IN NSSOC DATA SET t-03D-OIC.
 
QUANTITY OF OATA- 7 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE REDUCED DATA. GENERATED AT BELL TELEPHONE
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LABORATORIES FROM ORIGINAL DATA. CONSIST OF SEVEN REELS OF 
35-MA MICROFILM PLOTS. THE PLOTS CONTAIN DATA IN EACH OF NINE 
EXPERIMENTAL MODES DESIGNATED 'A' THROUGH .'.. EACH MODE 
LETTER INDICATES A SPECIFIC LOGICAL PROGRAM FOR THE ONEOARDT 
DATA PROCESSIHG INVOLVING HE Use OF COINCIDENT AND 
MTICOINCIDENT CIRCUITS TO YIELD A PARTICULAR SPECIES PARTICLE 
COUNT RATE- FOR EACH MODE. THE LOG OF THE COUNT RATE OF EACH 
TELESCOPE ELEMENT (INVOLVED IN THAT MODE) 15 PLOTTED AGAINST 
TIME. EIGHT HR OF DATA ARE PLOTTED ON EACH GRAPH. AND EACH 
GRAPH CONTAINS DATA FROM A SINGLE MODE. BECAUSE EACH MOOE WAS 
MONITORED IN TURN FOR 5.12 SEC AND THE EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLING 
SEQUENCE REQUIRED 2.73 MIN TO BE COMPLETED. THE PLOTS 
EFFECTIVELY REPRESENT SIM LTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS CFTHE COUNT 
RATES FOR EACH MOOE. THE TIME PERIODS COVERED ARE DECEMBER 9. 
1966. TO DECEMBER 19. 1966. AND DECEMBER 23, 1966. TO MARCH 1. 
t967. 
FREEMAN, ATS I 

EXPERIMENT NAME- SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR 
NSSDC 1D- 66-110A-01 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	1GPERAe-E
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 02/Ie/67 
PERSONNEL 
PT - FREEMAN ........ RICE UJ.W. 	 -
HOUSTON. TX
 
THE ATS I SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR WAS DESIGNED TO 
SEARCH FOR CONVECTIVE FLUXES OF LOW-ENERGY IONS IN THE 
MAGNTOSPHERE. THE DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A PLANAR 
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER. WHICH FED INTO A CHANNELTROM. 
THE ANALYZER OPERATED IN THE DIFFERENTIAL MODE FOR S0 ENERGY 
WINDOWS FROM 0 TO 50 BV AMC IN AN INTECRAL MODE FOR TWO 
WINDOWS, GREATER HN 0 AND GREATER THAN 50 EV. THE SYSTEM WAS 
SENSITIVE TO IONS FROM 0 TO O EV, ELECTRON& GREATER THAN Z 
KEW. AND ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION. THE SATELLITE SPIN RATE WAS 
ABOUT 97 ARM. THE ACCUMULATED COUNTS FROM THE CHANNELTRON WERE 
SEGMENTED IN TIME SO THE DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL OF INCOMING 
PARTICLES WERE DIVIDED INTO 30 DISCRETE 12-DEG 1SY 25-DEG 
WIE) ANGULAR SECTORS, tHE TIME REQUIRED FOR A COMPLETE SET OF 
ENERGY-AIGULAR SCAN DATA WAS 112.6 SEC, WITH 0.64 SEC EVERY 
S.IO SEC REDUIRED FOR EACH ENERGY WINDOW SCAN. AND 0.02 SEC 
REQUIRED FOR EACH ANGULAR WINDOW PER ENERGY WINDOW SCAN. THE 
DETECTOR WAS POINTED IN A DIRECTION NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN AXIS. CHAUNETRONS SUFFERED DEGRADATION BY HIGH COUNTING 
FLUXES. BECAUSE OF THe NATURE OF ITS MISSION, THE INSTRUMENT 
WAS DESIGNED TO ACCEPT LARGE FLUXES OF PARTICLES. THEREBY 
SACRIFICING LONGEVITY. THE EXPERIMENT WAS SUCCESSFUL. WAVING
 
DETECTED FLUXES OF IONS ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS DURING ITS 50 
DAYS OF CONTINUOUS OPERATION. FOR FURTHER DETAILS OF THIS 
EXPERIMENT. SEE EXIAIT DES ANNALES OE GEOPHYSIQUE.' TOME 24, 
1968, BY FREEMAN ET, At. 'GN THE VARIETY OF PARTICLE PHENOMENA 
CISCERNABLE AT GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT VIA THE ATS I SATELLITE'. 
DATA SET NAME- SUPRATHERMAL ION DATA FROM THE ATS-

SPECTROMETER ON BCD MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 66-10A-OIA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- I2/I0/66 TO 02/18/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 5 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMEHTER-SUPPLIED 7-TRACK.
 
556-SPI. BCO 	 MAGNETIC TAPES. THERE IS ONE SHORT HEADER FILE
 
AND ONE DATA FILE 'ER TAPE. THE DATA FILE CONTAINS SIX 
CHARACTERS PER WORD, 10 WORDS PER LOGICAL RECORD, 22 LOGICAL 
RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. AND APPROXIMATELY l4D PHYSICAL
 
RECORDS PER FILE. TWENTY-TWO LOGICAL RECORDS INCLUDE THE DATA 

FROM ONE COMPLETE SPECTRAL AND ANGULAR SCAN. APPROXIMATELY 660 
DATA POINTS. ALSO INCLUDED IN EACH LOGICAL RECORD ARE TIME AND 
DATA OIALITY FLAGS. THE COUNTS PER ENERGY ANGULAR WINDOW 
(COUNTS PER 0.02 SEC) MUST 09 CORRECTED BY THE USER FOR 
TELEMETRY ERRORS AND A PRESCALER. THE ALGORITHM FOR THIS 
CORRECTION IS PROVIDED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. 
PAULI4KAS ATS I
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- OMNIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER
 
HSSOC ID- 66-IIOA-03
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - G.A. PAULIKAS 	.......... AEROSPACE CORP
 
EL SEGUNDO. CA
 
01 - J.0. BLAKE ............AEROSPACE CORP
 
EL SEGUNDO. CA
 
al - S.C. FREDE 	 ..... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT. MD 
THE CHARGED PARTICLE EXPERIMENT DESIGNED FOR ATS I fY 
AEROSPACE CORPORATION PERSONNEL CONSISTED OF AN ARRAY OF THREE 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL DETECTORS. THESE SHIELDED. SOLID-STATE 
DETECTORS MEASURED 	 ELECTRONS WITH THRESHOLDS OF 0.30. 0.45. 
1.OS. AND 1.90 MEY. AND PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 5 TO 21 
KEV AND 21 TO 70 MEV. GOOD ELECTRON DATA WERE OETAIt D ONLY 
UNTIL JULY 1, L970. AS OF DECEMBER 1974. USEFUL PROTON DATA 
WERF OBTAINED WHENEVER DATA WAS ACQUIRED FROM THE SPACECRAFT. 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON AND ELECTRON FLUX VALUES ON TAPE
 
NESOC 1V- 66-10A-03A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 1I17/66 TO 12/05/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 49 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FORTY-NINE 7-TRACE. 800-BaZ 
CDC 600. BINARY - MAGNETIC TAPES COVERING. IN CHRO.OGICAL 
ORDER. THE TIME PERIOD DECEMBER 17. 1966. THROUGH DECEMBER 5. 
1968. THE TAPES CONTAIN PROTON AND ELECTRON FLUX VALUES THAT 
WERE DERIVED 	FROM OBSERVED COUNT RATES. ORBIT INFORMATION IS 
NOT CONTAINED 	ON THESE TAPES. A COMPRESSED SET OF tO IBM 7094 
BINARY TAPES CONTAINING THE SAME DATA I5 ALSO AVAILABLE 
I66-IOA-03C). 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON FLUXES PUBLISHED
 
IN -SO-AR-GEOPHYSICAL OATA'
 
NSSOC ID- 66-IOA-03D
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 01/01/70 TO 08/3I/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF OATA- 32 BDOGS) OR BOUND VOLUME(S)
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY TABULAR LISTINGS OF 
HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES OF OMNIDIRECTIONAL. GEOSYNCHRONOUS 
PROTONS WITH ENERGIES IN THE INTERVALS 5 TO 21 MEV AND 21 TO 
70 MEy. DATA OBTAINED DURING A GIVEN MONTH WERE PUBLISHED 
(UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1972) IN *SOLAQ-GEOPHYSICAL DATA (PROMPT 
REPORTS)' WITH A I-MONTH LAG. 
WINCKLER. ATE I
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
 
NSSOC ID- 66-110A04
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- 	INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/3068
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - .R. WINCEKLER ......... U OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS. RN 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE TRAPPED 
ELECTRON COMPONENT AT ABOUT 6,0 EARTH RADII IN THE ENERGY 
RANGE FROM 50 TO 1000 KEV. THE INSTRUMENT WAS A HtGH-TIME 
RESOLUTION MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER, WHERE THE ELECTROMAGNET 
STEPPED REPEATEDLY THROUGH FOUR FIELD VALUES ALLOWING 
DETERMINATION OP BACKGROUND-CORRECTED ELECTRON FLUX
 
MEASUREMENTS IN EACH OF THREE CHANNELS 60 TO ISO KEV. lID TO
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ATS 1/ATS 2
 
soO KEV 500 TO 1000 KEV. THE FLUX IN EACH CHANNEL WAS SAMPLED 
FOR 40 MS ONCE EVERY 160 MS. THE DETECTOR SYSTEM CONSISTED OF 
A SHIELDED PLAS'IC SCINTILLATOR COUPLED TO A PHOTOIULTIPLIER, 
WHOSE SIGNAL PASSED THROUGH A PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER TO AN 
APPROPRIATE SCALING CIRCUIT. THE LOOK DIRECTION MADE AN ANGLE 
0, 74 DEG TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE STORED DIGITAL 
COUNTS WIPE CONVERTED TO AN ALOG SIGNALS PRItOR TO TELEMETRY 
INTERROGATION. THE INSTRUMENT MEASUREDO ELECTRON FLUXES FROM 
0.4 TO 1.000.000 PARTICLES PER CM SO PER SEC PER STER PER KEY 
TYPICALLY THE BACKGROUNO CORRECTION TO THE DATA WAS LESS THAN 
10 PERCENT. HE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED WELL THROUGH MOST OF THE 
TINE INTERVAL DECEMBER IT. 1966 TO JANUARY 53. 1968. DURING 

SOME SHORT 	 SUBINTFRVALS. HOWEVER. IT WAS NOT OPERATING 

=ROPESLY. FROM JANUARY 23. 1960. UNTIL THE END OF JUNE 1968. 

ONLY THE BC TO ISW KEV AND I50 TO 500 KEV CHANNELS FUNCTIONED 
PROPERLY. AFTER JUNE 1965. THE SPECTROMETER FAILED COMPLETELY 
AND NEVER RECOVERED. 
DATA SET NAME- 6-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE
 
NESOC 10- 66-IIOA-04A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/19/66 TO 12/3067
 
kAS VERIFIED BY NESDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS
 
OF ONE 7TRACK. 800-PI BCO (EVEN PARITY) MAGPETIC TAPE. THERE 

ARE FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD (400 CHARACTERS) 

CONTAINING 6-NN AVERAGE COUNT RATES FOR THE TIME PERIOD FROM 

DECEKBER I9. 1966 TO DECEMBER 30. 1967. EACH CARD IMAGE 

CONTAINS INIORMATION AS TO TIME. COUNT RATE. AND BACKGROUND 

RATE FOR ALL THREE CHANNELS. PLUS THEIR STATISTICAL ERRORS.
 
NOTE -- ALTHOUGH TAPE ENTRIES START AT DECEMBER 9t 1966. NO 

DATA ARE CONTAINED IN THE FIRST TEN LOGICAL RECORDS. FIRST 

DATA ENTRY OCCURS ON 	DECEMBER 1, t,66. 

DATA SET NAME-	 6-NIN AVERAGED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON 

MICROFILM 

NSSDC TO- 66-IIOA-048 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TINME PERIOD COVERED- Z/19606 TO I230167 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS COMPLETE DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 3S-NM
 
MICROFILM THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY
 
THE EXPERIMENTER. COVERING THE TIME PERIOD PROM DECEMBER 19,
 
1966 TO DECEMBER 20. £067. PRESENTED ARE 6-MIN AVERAGE COUNT
 
RATES VS TIME. EACH PLOT GIVING ONE DAY FOR ALL THREE
 
CHANNELS. NO BACKGROUND INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON PLOTS. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ATS 2
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ATS-A, 02743
 
NSSDC ID- 6T-O3A 

LAUNCH GATE- 04/06/67 	 WEIGHT- 319.11 KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/00/68 

OBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/07t67 

ORBIT PERIOD- 21.RT NIH INCLINATION- 28.32 DEG 

PERIAPSIS- 186.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 11180.0 KM ALT 

ATS 2 (APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE) WAS A MEDIUM
 
ALTITUDE. GRAVITY-GRADIENT-STABILIZED SPACECRAFT DESIGNED TO
 
(1) TEST NEW CONCEPTS IN SPACECRAFT DESIGN, PROPULSION. AND
 
STABILIZATION. (21 TAKE HIGH-DUALITY CLDUOCOVER PICTURES. (3)
 
PROVIDE IN SITU HEASUREMENTS OF THE AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT, AND
 
(4) TEST IMPROVED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS. THE 
CYLINDRICALLY-SHAPED SPACECRAFT MEASURED 142 CM IN DIAMETER 
AND tB3 CM IN LENGTH. THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE CONSISTED 
PRIMARILY OF A CORRUGATED THRUST TUBE WITH HONEYCOMBED 
BULKHEADS SECURED TO EACH END. EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS AND 
PAYLOAD WERE EXTERNALLY MOUNTED ON THE OUTER SURFACE BF THE
 
THRUST TUBE AS WELL AS ON A STRUCTURE THAT SLID INTO THE
 
INTERIOR OF THE THRUST TUBE. ELECTRIC POWER WAS PROVIDED BY
 
TWO SOAR ARRAYS MOUNTED ON EITHER END OF THE SPACECRAFT'S
 
OUTER SHELL AND BY TWO RECHARGEABLE NICKEL-CADMIUM BATTERIES.
 
EXTENDING RAOALLY OUTWARD FROM THE SIDE OF THE SPACECRAFT
 
WERE FOUR 28.2-N. ADJUSTABLE GRAVITY-GRADIENT BOOMS. THE 
SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM CONSISTED OF FOUR 2.1-. 
TRANSMITTERS (TWO AT 136.47 MHZ AND TWO AT 137.35 MMII. IN 
ADDITION TO A MICROWAVE COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENT. ATS 2 WAS 
PROGRAMMED TO BE LAUNCHED INTO AN 11.000-KM CIRCULAR EARTH
 
ORBIT. HOWEVER THE SECOND STAGE OF THE LAUNCH VEHICLE FAILED
 
TO IGNITE. THUS RESULTING IN AN ELLIPTICAL ORBIT. STRESSES
 
INDUCED BY THIS UNPLANNED ORBIT EVENTUALLY INDUCED SPACECRAFT
 
TUMBLING. IN SPITE OF THESE CONDITIONS. USEFUL DATA WERE
 
OBTAINED FROM SOME OF THE EXPERIMENTS* MOST NOTABLY THE
 
CSMIC-RAY AND PARTIO.E EXPERIMENTS AND THE FIELD DETECTION
 
EXPERIMENTS. DATA WERE SPORADICALLY TRANSMITTED UNTIL
 
SEPTEMBER 196$. THE SATELLITE REENTERED THE ATMOSPHERE ON
 
SEPTEMBER 2. 1969.
 
MCILWAIN. ATE 2 
EXPERIMENT NAME- OB1NIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DETECTORS 
NESOC I0- 67-OSIA-OS
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/23/67
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - C.E. NCILWAIN ...... U OF CALIF. SAN DIG 
SAN DIEGO. CA 
01 - R.W. FILLIUS ......... U OF CALIF. SAN BIBB 
SAN DIEGO. CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO MEASURE
 
FLUCTUATIONS IN I-.MEV PROTONS ON THE TIME SCALE OF THEIR 
AZIMUTHAL DRIFT PERIOD. THE PARTICLE FLUXES WERE MEASURED BY
 
THREE SPHERICAL PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS, EACH OF WHICH HAD FIVE
 
ASSOCIATED ELECTRONIC DISCRIMINATION STATES. EACH OF TWO
 
SCINTILLATORS. DIFFERING IN THEIR GEOMETRICAL FACTORS.
 
SEPARATELY MEASURED OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF PROTONS ABOVE I2
 
NEW AND OF ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.44. 0.63. AND 1.31 NEV. THE THIRD
 
SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY MEASURED OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF
 
PROTONS ABOVE 20 MEV AND OF ELECTRONS ABOVE 1.10, 1.27. AND
 
1.93 MEV. THE FIFTH DISCRIMINATION LEVEL OF EACH SCINTILATOR 
WAS USED TO CHECK THE RELATIVE SETTING OF THE MAIN PROTON 
LEVEL AND TO CHECK FOR ELECTRON CONTAMINATION IN THE PROTON 
LEVEL. EVERY 5.12 SEC. COUNTS WERE ACCUMULATED FOR 4.46 SEC IN 
THE PROTON DISCRIMINATION STATE OF EACH OF THE THREE DETECTORS 
AND WERE THEN TELENETERED. EVERY 81A92 SEC, COUNTS WERE 
ACCUMU.ATED DURING ONE O TWO A.46-SEC INTERVALS IN EACH OF 
THE OTHER OISCRIMINATION STATES (AND ONCE IN A CALIBRATION 
MODE) OF EACH OF THE THREE DETECTORS AND WERE TELEMETERED. 
USEFUL DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM LAUNCH UNTIL OCTOBER 23. 1967. 
DATA SET NAME- PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON TAPE
 
NSSOC ID- 67-031A-05A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT N$SDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06107/67 TO 10/2367 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 31 REEL(S) OF-MAGNET1C TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THIRTY-ONE 7-TRACK. 600-PI. 
CDC 3600. BINARY MAGNETIO TAPES. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 
10 LOGICAL RECORDS OP TWENTY-SEVEN 46-BSIT WORDS EACH. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS DATA FOR A 5.1 -SEC TELEMETRY
 
SEQUENCE. THESE DATA INCLUDE TIME TIEE DEAD-TIME-CORRECTED
 
PROTON COUNT RATES. ONE COUNT RATE FROM A NO"-PROTON
 
DISCRIMINATION STATE. EPHEMERIS INFORMATION (INCLUDING a AND
 
L), TEMPERATURE AND VOLTAGE LEVELS, AND ERROR FLAGS IF
 
APPROPRIATE. TIME COVERAGE EXTENDS FROM APRIL 7, 1967. THROUGH
 
OCTOBER 23. t967. A LIST OF BAD DATA VALUES DETECTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTERS SUBSEQUENT TO SUBMISSION OF DATA TO NSSOC IS
 
AVAILABLE ON MICROFILM AT NSGOC.
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SPACECRAFT COMMONRAN- ATS 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-692B 
04060 
ATS-E 
NSSOC ID- 69-069A 
LAUNCH DATE- 08/I2/69 WEIGHT- 82t. KG 
STATUS OP OPERATION- PARTIAL 
ORBIT PARAMETEAS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 1463. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 35760.0 KM ALT 
EPOCH OATE- 00/23/69 
INCLINATION- 2.6 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 36a94.0 KM ALT 
ATS 5 WAS AN EQUATORIAL-.ORBITING, SYfNRONUS-ALTITUDE 

TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE INTENDED TO TEST VARIOUS COMMUNICATIONS
 
AND EARTH OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEMS. ALSO INCLUDED ON 6OAP WERE 

PARTICLE. ELECTRIC 	FIELD. AND MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS.
 
BECAUSE OF A MALFUNCTION. THE INTENDED GRAVITY GRADIENT 
STABILIZATION MECHANISM COULD NOT BE DEPLOYED. AND ATS 5 WAS 
STABILIZED IN A SPINNING MOO ABOUT SPACECRAFT Z AXIS AT 
APPROXIMATELY 71 RPM. ALL EXPERIMENTS WHICH DEPENOED ON THE 
PLANNED GRAVITY GRADIENT STABILIZATION WERE ADVERSELY AFFECTEO 
TO VARYING DEGREES, AND THE MISSION WAS DECLARED A FAILURE. 
HOWEVER. SOME OF THE SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS. INCLUDING THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR AND THE PARTICLE EXPERIHENTS. RETURND 
USABLE DATA DURING THE OPERATIONAL LIFETIME OF THE MISSION. 
ATS 5 WAS POSITIONED AT ABOUT 105 DEG W LONGITUDE OVER THE 
PACIFIC OCEAN. DATA WERE RECORDED ABOUT 60 PERCENT OF THE TIME 
THROUGH MOST OF THE SPACECRAPT'S OPERATIONAL LIFETIME. WHICH 
EXTENDED TO JUNE 1. IR73. AFTER WHICN THE ACQUISITION RATE 
DECREASED FURTHER. 
MOZER. ATS 5
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TRI-DIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE 
DETECYOR 
NESC ID- 69-069A-04
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 

DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 09/01/73 
PERSONNEL 
P - F.S. MOZER ............. U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
TIlS EXPERIMeNT CONSISTED 0# THREE ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL 
SCINTILLATION FHOTW14ULTIPLIER DETECTORS. EACH INTENDED TO 
MEASURE (SEPARATELY) ELECTRONS AN PROTONS , IN THREE ENERGY 
WINDOWS CENTERED RESPECTIVELY AT 40. 7, AND 120 REV AND 
60.120. AND SS RV. TWO DETECTORS. LOOKING IN OPPOSITE 
DIRECTIONS, WERE TILTED BY I2 DOG FROM THE SATELLITE Z AXIS 
AND ONE WAS ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THIS CONFIGURATION. OVER 
MOST OF ITS DATA COLLECTING LIFETIME. THE SATELLITE WAS 
SPINMENG ABOUT ITS 2 AXIS. WITH A SPIN PERIOD OF 0.78 SEEC. DUE 
TO AN UNPLANNED SPACECRAFT SPIN SOON AFTER LAUNCH. A SHUTTER 
SYSTEM WAS ACTIVATED THAT RENDERED THE PERPENDICULAR DETECTOR 
INEFFECTIVE. THEREFORE. EASUREMENTS WERE ADE ONLY IN 
DIRECTIONS APPROXIMATELY PARALLEL AND ANTIPARALLEL TO THE 
LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD. THE SPECIES ANALYSIS WAS PERFORMED BY A 
THREE-CHANNEL PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER, AND PARTICLE CCNTS WERE 
TELEMETERED IN BOTH ANALOG AND DIGITAL NODES. THE INTEGRATION 
TIME FOR EACH CHANNEL WAS 0.01 SEC. WHILE THE READOUT RATE FOR 
ANY ONE CHANNEL VARIED FROM 0.2 TO 5.12 SEC. DEPENDING ON A 
COMMANDABLE READOUT MODE* FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONSULT --
'DEVELOPMENT OF A DOUBLE-LAYERED SCINTILLATOR FOR SEPARATING 
AND DETECTING LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AN ELECTRONSt' BY F. S. 
MOZER, F. H. OGOTT AND C. V. BATES. JR.. IEEE TRANS. 0. 
NUCL. SCI., VOL NS-iS. P 144. i65. 

DATA SET NAME- A- TO I20-KEV ELECTRON AND 60- TO 
16S-KEy PROTON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NESOC ID- 69-0.9A-04
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	09116/69 TO 04/0/TI 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 319 REELCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET, SUPPLIED BY THE EXPEREMENTER, CONTAINS 

INTERMEDIATE DATA TAPES AND TAPE SUMMARY SHEETS. THESE ARE ALL
 
CDC 6606 GENERATED. 7-TRACK. OD0-BPI., BINARY TAPES WITH A
 
VARIABLE NUMBER 'OF FILES. THIS ENTRY IS TEMPORARY (03-IS-f3).
 
PENDING FURTHER .ARIFICATION OF TAPE CONTENTS. UNTIL
 
ADDZTLONAL DOCUMENTATION IS RECEIVED FROM THE EXPERIMENTER. NO
 
INFORMATION AS TO PARTICLE SPECIES, TYPES OF MEASUREHNTS. 
TINE RANGE. ENERGY. RATE. ETC. CAN BE GIVEN. 
DATA SET NAME- 40- TO ISO.KEV ELECTRON AND 60 TD
 
I6B-KEV PROTON DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NISOC ID- 69-069A-0.8
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/17/69 TO 10/01/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCl 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REL(S)IOF MICROFILM
 
THIS EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED, DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM 
MICROFILM CONTAINING MACHINE PLOTS DEPICTING TIME-OGOERED 
PARTICLE FLUXES, ENERGY OENSITIES. E-FOLDIG ENERGIES, AND 
MAGNETOMETER DATA. EXTENDING FROM SEPTEMBER IT* L969 TO 
OCTOBER 1. 190. ALL PLOTS ARE 8 HR LONG AND CAN BE READ WITH 
ABOUT 5-MIN TIME RESOLUTION. THERE ARE FOUR FRAMES FO EVERY 
B-HR TIME INTERVAL CONTAINING. RESPECTIVELY -- (1) THE SOUTH 
ENERGY DENSITY AID FLUXES, (2) THE NORTH ENERGY DgNS[TY AND 
FLUXES. (3) THE RADIAL ENERGY DENSITY AND FLUXES. AND (4) THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS. MEASURED BY ONBOARD MAGNETGMETEP 
ANTICOINCIDENCE CHANNEL DATA. AND E-FOLDING ENERGIES. SUNLIGHT 
CONTAMINATION OCCURS DURING PART OF EACH SPIN IN THE SOUTH 
ENERGY DENSITY. SOMETIMES IN THE SOUTH PROTON CHANNELS. AND IN 
ALL NORTH CHANNELS. THIS CONTAMINATION IS OBVIOUS ON THE 
PLOTS. FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE MAGNETIC FIELD DETECTOR 
USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT CONSULT ATSE- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 
INSTRUMENTATION. BY T. L. SKILLMAN. REPORT NO. X-64570-54. 
GSFC. GREENBELT. MO. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EPE D
 
ALTERNATE WAMES- EXPLORER 26. S 3C
 
00963
 
NSSDC ID- B-O6A
 
LAUNM DATE- 12/21/64 	 WEIGHT- 65.8 KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/26/6T
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/21/64
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 456. NIH INCLINATION- 20.1 DEC
 
pERIAPSIS- 305.000 M04ALT APOAPSIS- Z7192.0 14 ALT
 
I
 
EXPLORER 26 WAS A SPrN-STABILIZED, SOLAR-CELL--POWERED
 
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTED TO MEASURE TRAPPED PARTICLES ANM THE
 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD. A 16-CHANNEL PFMIpH TIME-DIVISION
 
MULTIPLEXED TELEMETER WAS USED. THE TIME REQUIRED TO SAMPLE
 
THE I6 CHANNELS (ONE PRAMS PERIOD) WAS 6-30 SEC. HALF CF THE
 
CHANNELS WERE USED TO CONVEY EIGHT-LEVEL DIGITAL INFORMATION.
 
THE OTHER CHANNELS WERE USED FOR ANALOG INFORMATION. DURING
 
GROUND PROCESSING. THE ANALOG INFORMATION WAS DIGITIZED WITH
 
AN ACCURACY OF 1/800 OF FULL SCALE. ONE ANALOG CHANNEL WAS
 
SUBCOHMUTATED IN A 16-FRAME-LONG PATTERN AND USED 70 TELEMETER
 
SPACECRAFT TEMPERATURES. POWER SYSTEM VOLTAGES. CURRENTS. ETC.
 
A DIGITAL SOLAR ASPECT SENSOR MEASURED THE SPIN PERIOD AND
 
PHASE. DIGITIZED TO 0.036 SEC. AND THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SPIN
 
AXIS AND $UN DIRECTION TO ABOUT 3-OEG INTERVALS, THE
 
SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS FUNCTIONED WELL. EXCEPT FOR lORE
 
UNDERVOLTAGE TURNOFFS, UNTIL MAY 26. 1961 WHEN THE TELEMETER
 
FAILED. THE INITIAL SPIN RATE WAS 33 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS
 
DIRECTION WAS RIGHT ASCENSION 272.6 DEG. AND THE DECLI NATION
 
2.l DEC. THE SPIN RATE DECREASED WITH TIME TO 2 RPM ON
 
SEPTEMBER 9, 1965. FOR THE BALANCE OF ITS LIFE, THE SPACECRAFT
 
WAS CONING OR TUMBLING AT A RATE OF A3OUT I RPM.
 
BROWN EPE-D
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR
 
NSSDC O- 64-OSGA-Ot
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- OS/J'6T
 
50 
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WL. BELL TELEPHONE LAB - NCILWAIN .... . 
MURRAY HILL. NJ SAN DIEGO. CA 
01 - L.J. LANZEROTTI ....... BELL TELEPHONE LAB 01 - R.N. FILLIUS .... . - OF CALIF. SAN DISC 
MURRAY HILL, NJ SAN DIEGO, CA 
01- L. HBO. ........... SELL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. NJ OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF 40- TO 110-4V PROTONS AND OF 
ELECTRONS GREATER THAN ABOUT 4 REV WERE SEPARABLY MEASURED BY 
TRAPPED ELECTRONS AND PROTONS IN THE EARTH'S VAN ALLEN A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOq. A SECOND PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR WITH AN 
DELTS WERE MEASURED USING A COMBINATION OF SIX OMNID IECTIONAL 8-DEG HALF-ANGLE APERTURE AND A LOK DIRECTION PERPENDICULAR 
AND DIRECTIDNAL SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTORS (SILICON P-N 	 TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS SEPARABLY MEASURED PROTONS 
P1 - BROWN ......... 	 PT C.E. U.. OF CALIF. SAN DIS
 
ABOVE 
JUNCTIONS). ELECTRONS WERE ANALYZED IN THE ENERGY RANGES E.GT. 5.2 MEW AND ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.5 MEV. THE ABILITY TO 
I MEV. E.GT. 3.5 MEW. AND E.GT. 2.5 ME WITH THE THREE DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE ENERGY LEVELS WAS DUE TO THE PRESENCE
 
(El, E3), TWO EACH DETECTOR.
OMNIDIRECTIONAL DETECTORS E2, ANM IN THE RANGES OF DISCRIMINATION LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH 

E.GT. 0.3 MEV AND E.GT. 0.45 MFV WITH THE THREE DIRECTIONAL HIGH QUALITY DATA TRANSMISSION FROM THIS EXPERIMENT WAS
 
DETECTORS (ES. E6, FT1 PROTONS WERE ANALYZED IN THE ENERGY ESSkNTI-ALLY CONTINUOUS FROM LAUNCH UNTIL ABOUT THE MIDDLE Ow 
RANGES E.GT. I0 NE, E.GT° 27 NEV. AND E.GT. 21 REV WITH THE 156. THEN INTERMITTENT UNTIL MAY 25 197. AFTER WHICH NO 
OMMIDIRECTIOHAL. DETECTORS. AND IN THE RANGES .CT. 1.7 MeV. FURTHER DATA WERE OBTAINED. 
E.GT. 1.2 MEV. AND E.GT. 16 MEW WITH THE DIRECTIONAL 
DETECTORS. SPECIES DISCRIMINATION WAS NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE. 
OMMIDIRECTIONAL DATA WERE ACCUMULATED AND TELEMETERED EVERY 
1.43 SEC. DIRECTIONAL OAA WFRPE ACCUMULATED FOR 0.145 SEC AND
 
TELEMETERED EVERY 0.29 SEC. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD 
INCREaSED FDM 0.03 SEC TO OS SEC DURING THE SPACECRAFT LIFE. 
PROTON DATA ARE PRIMARILY USEFUL IN IDENTIFYING PROTON 
CONTAMINATION OF ELECTRON COUNTING RATES. THE INSTRUMENT DATA SET NAME- L-ORERED COUNT RATES ON TAPE 
BEHAVED WELL THROUGHOUT THR SPACECRAFT LIFE. 
NSSDC ID- 64-086A-02A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12A2I/64 TO 02/S866 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED ELECTRON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
(THMRFSOLDS 0.3 TO 3.5 MEV) 
THIS ANALYZED DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO T-TRACK. 5-& PT, 
NSSOC ID- BCD WHICH THE DATA HAVE BEEN INTERPOLATED TO64-086A-OIA 	 MAGNETIC TAPES ON 
ABOUT 65 DISCRETE L VALUES BETWEEN 1.15 AND 7.00. THERE ARE 10 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSD LOGICAL RECORDS OF 144 CHARACTERS EACH PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
COUNT RATES FOR BOTH DISCRIMINATION LEVELS OF BOTH DETECTORS 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/21/64 TO 0S/IS67 ARE PRESENTED. FOR EACH SET OF FOUR COUNTS. TIRE (UT). 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) COMPUTED MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE, AND SPACECRAFT POSITION 
(ALTITUDE. LATITUDE. LONGITUDEI AND ORIENTATION ARE GIVEN. 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 68 REELCEI OF MAGNETIC TAPE THESE TAPES., ORDERED ON B AND L. WERE GENERATED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER FROM HIS TIME-ORDERED TAPES. 
THESE DATA ARE ON SIXTY-EIGHT 7-TRACKC IBM. BINARY TAPES 
GENERATED AT BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES FROM THE ORIGINAL 
DATA AT EDO BP (BESYS FORMAT) IN A TIME-ORDERED SEQUENCE. THE 
DATA INCLUDE THE OUTPUT FROM COUNTERS El. E2. E3. ES. C6. AND 
E7 IN A DIGITAL FORMAT. MAGNETIC COORDINATES (L. X). THE ANGLE 
BETWEEN THE DETECTOR AND (W X BI IN RADIANS (WHERE . IS FOR
 
SPIN VECTDR). GEOGRAPHIC SATELLITE- POSITION. SATELLITE SPIN
 
RATE. UT. TEMPEPATURE (PLUS OR MINUS I DEG C). AND VARIOUS DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
 
CONTROL PARAMETERS. COUNTERS El, E2 AND Ea WERE
 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL, AND COUNTERS ES. 
E6. AND E7 WERE DIRECTIONAL. NSSDC ID- 64-086A-28
 
THE THRESHOLDS FOR COJNTING ELECTRONS FOR THE SIX COUNTERS 
WERE I MEW. 3.5 MEV. 2.5 REV. 0.3 HEV. 0.45 NEV, AND 1.7 MEV. AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSDC 
RESPECTIVELY. THESE .OATA COMPR E ALL USEFUL DATA FROM THIS 
EXPERIMENT. TIME PERIOD COVERED- 122/64 TO 05/ZI/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 42 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FORTY-TWO 7-TRACK. 556-BpI. 
CDC 1600. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. THERE ARE 10 LOGICAL RECORDS 
OF 96 CHARACTERS EACH PER PHYSICAL RECORD. TINE-ORDERED 
DATA SET NAME- L-INEkNPa=ATEO OUTER ZONE ELECTRON DATA REDUCED COUNT RATES FOR BOTH DISCRIMINATION LEVELS OF BOTH
 
ON MAGNETIC TAPES DETECTORS. ALONG WITH NOISE FLAGS. EPHEMERIS
SPACECRAFT 

INFORMATION (LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. ALTITUDE. COMPUTED B AND L).
 
HSSDC ID- 64-05A-OI AND HOUSEKEEPING INFORMATION, ARE PRESENTED IN EACH LOGICAL
 
RECORD. THE TAPES WERE GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 12/21/64 TO 0S/IS/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
- THESE 
 DATA CONSIST OF SIX 556-BPI. 7-TRACK. EVEN PARITY. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GRS-A
 
BCD TAPES. ONE FOR EACH OF THE SIX DETECTORS OF EXPERIMENT
 
6A-056A-BI. GENERATED AT NSDC FROM DATA SET 6A-DOA-DIA. EACH ALTERNATE HAMES- PL-654D AZUR.ERmAN RESEARCH SAT
 
TAPE CONTAINS L-INIERPOLATED ELECTRON COUNT RATES. MAGNETIC GRS-Al. 04221 
FIELD. TIE. AND POSITIONAL INFORMATION. DATA WERE 
INTERPOLATED TO L--VALUES FROM 3.5 TO 7.5 EARTH RADII IN NSSDC ISD- 69-OTA 
INCREMENTS OF 0.5 EARTH RADII. THE DATA WERE SORTED ON L. AND 
ORDERED CHRONOLOGICALLY WITHIN EACH L-SET. LAUNCH DATE- 1108/69 WEIGHT- 70.7 KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/0470
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/19/70
 
15M_ 	 ORBIT PERIOD- 11.8 MIN INCLINATION- 102.976 DEGNCILWAIN. EPE-D 	 PERIAPSIS- 385.000 M ALT APOAPSIS- 3139.00 4 ALT 
EXPERIMENT NAME- OMIOJDIRECTIONAL ANOZ.UNIDIRECTIONAL 	 THE MAGNETICALLY ALIGNED SPACECRAFT GRS-A LAUNCHED INTO 
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES A NEAR-POLAR ORBIT IN NOVEMBER OF 1969, WAS A PRODUCT OF A 
JOINT EFFORT BY NASA-GSFC AND THE GERMAN EUNDESMHISTERIULA FUR 
NSSO 1O- 64-086A-02 WISSENSCHAFTLICHE FORSCHUNB (OMWF) AND HAD AS ITS PRIMARY 
PURPOSE THE ACOUIITION OF TERRESTRIAL RADIATION BELT DATA. 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE SPECIFICALLY. THE SCIENTIFIC MISSION OF THE SPACECRAFT WAS AS 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/25/67 	 FOLLOWS - 1) TO SCAN THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF INNER ZONE PROTONS 
AND ELECTRONS, 2) TO MEASURE THE FLUXES OF ELECTRONS OF ENERGY 
GREATER THAN 40 KEV THAT ARE PARALLEL. ANTIPARALLEL. AND 
ORIGINAL PAGE IB
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GRS-A
 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE OVER THE AURORAL
 
ZONE AND TO MEASURE ASSOCIATED OPTICAL EMISSION, AND 3) TO
 
RECORD SOLAR PROTONS ON ALERT. AFTER ABOUT 24 HOURS IN ORBIT, 

A COMMAND SYSTEM INSTABILITY DEVELOPED AND PERSISTED
 
INTERMITTENTLY THROUGHOUT THE FLIGHT. THE TAPE RECORDER FAILED 

ON DECEMBER 8. 1969. PRIOR TO THIS FAILURE. THE GERMAN PROJECT
 
OFFICE ESTIMATED 85-90 PERCENT OF THE EXPECTED DATA HAD BEEN 

OBTAINED. ALL EXPERIMENTS WERE OPERATING NORMALLY UNTIL THE
 
SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONED IN EARLY JULY 1970. 

HOVESTADT. GRS-A 

EXPERIMENT NAME- PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE 

NSSOC Io- 69-09TA-O2 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE 

OATE LAST DATA RECORDED- O/281TO 

PERSONNEL 
Pl - D.K. HOVESTAOT ..... MPI 
CARCHIN. FED REP OF GERMANY 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO IDENTICAL PROTON-ALPHA 

PARTICLE TELESCOPES. ONE ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR AND ONE 

ORIENTED AT 45 OEG WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC PIELD
 
VECTOR. IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. THE A5 DEC TELESCOPE
 
POINTED UPWAROS. THE TELESCOPES WERE TO DETECT PROTONS AND
 
ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE EARTH'S TRAPPING REGION. THIE
 
EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH 69-0TA-04
 
(PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTORS) TO PROVIDE PITCH ANGLE 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PROTONS ABOVE 20 NEV. EACH TELESCOPE IS
 
COMPOSED OF SEVEN FULLY OEPLETEO SILICON SURFACE BARRIER 
DETECTORS (ol THROUGH 073 SURROUNDED BY A PLASTIC 
ANTICOINCIDENCE SCINTILLATOR (DB AND A HEAVY SHIELDING 
(PROTON THRESHOLD ENFRGY OF 7S NEV). THE SEVEN ENERGY 

CHANNELS FOR WHIEC DATA WERE OBTAINED ARE AS FOLLOWS --
PROTONS I.E TO 2.7. 2.7-5.2, 5.2-10.4. 10.4--1. 52-9. AND 
49-104 NEV. AND ALPHA PARTICLES 6 TO 19 NEV. THE TELESCOPES
 
HAD GEOMETRIC FACTORS OF ABOUT 0.0580 CM SO STER. THE 

ACCEPTANCE CO E OF BOTH TELESCOPES WAS 31 DEG FULL ANGLE . THE 

EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY THROUGHOUT THE MISSION.
 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE AND ELECTRON COUNT 

RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

NSSOC 1D- 69-097-02A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	III/69 TO 03/15/70 

[AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA GET WAS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 

CONSISTS OF A MASTER FILE OF PARTICLE COUNT RATE (COUNTS19.B75 

SEC) DATA FROM EXPERIMENTS 69-097A,02 AND -04 WITH A PORTION 

OF THE DATA FROM AS-097A-03 (CORRESPONDING TO LOW INVARIANT 

LATITUDES). THE DATA APE IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER ON 9-yRACK 

MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN AT 800 PI WITH TWO FILES PER TAPE. EACH 

TAPE BEGINS WITH A TAPE IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINING 81 

WORDS FOLLOWED BY AN END-OF-FILE MARK. THE TAPE IDENTIFICATION 

RECORD IS FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE NURDER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS. 

EACH PASS OR ORBIT REVOLUTION 0 THE SATELLITE IS NOTED IN THE
 
PASS HEADER PHYSICAL RECORD WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY THE NORMAL
 
DATA PHYSICAL RECORDS. EACH OF THESE RECORDS. PASS AS WELL AS
 
DATA RECORD. CONTAINS 81 WORDS. IN ADDITION TO THE PASS
 
NUMBER. THE PASS HEADER RECORD CONTAINS THE TIME (YEAR DAY.
 
SECOND OF THE BEGINNING AND CLOSE OF THE PASS). STATION NAME.
 
AND MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDEX (KP). EACH DATA RECORD CONTAINS
 
THE TIM (UT. TEAR. DAY MILLISECONDS). LOCAL TIME. MAGNETIC 

LOCAL TIME. ORBIT NJMBER. GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE.
 
ALTITUDE. RIGHT ASCENSION. DECLINATION. MAGNETIC LATITUDE. 

LONGITUDE. 8. L INVARIANT LATITUDE. RE (EARTH RADII). ANGLE 

BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AXIS AND PAGNETIC FIELD. AZIMUTH WITH 
RESPECT TO MAGNETIC FIELD. ASPECT SOLAR ANGLE, AZIMUTH WITH 
RESPECT TO THE SUN, THE THREE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS COMPONENTS. 
3 LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD (X. Y. Z) COMPONENTS AND VARIOUS 

HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. AS WEI. AS THE PROTON. ELECTRON. AND
 
ALPHA PARTIQE COUNT RATES FROM THE THREE EXPERIMENTS. 

HOVESTAOT. GRS-A
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR 
NSSOC ID- 69-097A-04 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06/28/70
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - OK. HOVESTAOT ......... MPI 
GARCHING. FED REP OF GERMANY 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
PROTON/ELECTRON DETECTORS COMPOSED OF CUBICAL LITHIUM-DRIFTED 
SILICON ELEMENTS. HEAVILY SHIELDED ON ONE SIOE AND COVERED BY 
A HEMISPHERICAL SHEILD OVER A 2-PI STEP SOLID ANGLE ON THE 
OTHER SIDE. THE DETECTORS WERE USED TO MEASURE TRAPPED AND 
SOLAR PROTONS AND ELECTRONS. AND THE EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO SED 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH 69-097A-0 (PROTON/ALPHA PARTICLE 
TELESCOPES) TO PROVIDE PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR PROTONS 
ABOVE 50 HEV. ONE OF THE DETECTORS WAS SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS 
WITH E OT1. 15 MEV AND PROTONS WITH E OT. O NEV IN ONE 
ELECTRICAL THRESHOLD NODE AND SENSITIVE ONLY TO PROTONS FROM 
20 TO 5 NEV IN THE OTHER MODE. SIMILARLY. THE OTHER DETECTOR 
WAS SENSITIVE TO ELECTR6NS WITH E .GT. 4 MEV AND PROTONS WITH 
E .GT. 40 MEV IN ONE ELECTRICAL THRESHOLD MODE AND SENSITIVE 
ONLY TO PROTONS FROM 40 TO 72 NEV IN THE OTHER MODE. THE 
EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON AND ELECTRON COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
ASSOC ID- 69-0OTA-I4A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	11/1669 TO 03J15170
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I4 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET WAS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 
CONSISTS OF A MASTER FILE OF PARTICLE COUNT RATE (COUNTSZ9.875 
SEI DATA FROM EXPERIMENTS 69-09?A-02 AND -04 WITH A PORTION 
OF THE DATA FROM 59-097A-03 (CORRESPONDING TO LOW INVARIANT 
LATITUDES). THE DATA ARE I" CHRONOLOGICAL OROER ON 9-TRACK 
MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN AT 800 BPI WITH TWO FILES PER TAPE. EACH 
TAPE BEGINS WITH A TAPE IDENTIFICATION RECORD CONTAINING 81 
WORDS FOLLOWED BY AN END-OF-FILE MARK. THE TAPE IDENTIFICATION 
RECORD IS FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS. 
EACH PASS OR ORBIT REVOLUTION OF THE SATELLITE IS NOTED IN THE 
PASS HEADER PHYSICAL RECORD WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY THE NORMAL 
DATA PHYSICAL RECORDS. EACH OF THESE RECORDS, PASS AS WELL AS 
DATA RECORDS. CONTAINS 8I WORDS. IN ADDITION TO THE PASS 
NUMBER. THE PASS HEADER RECORD CONTAINS THE TIME (YEAR.'DAY. 
SECOND OF THE BEGINNING AND CLOSE OF THE PASS). STATION NAME.
 
AND MAGNETIC ACTIVITY INDEX (KPJ. EACH DATA RECORD CONTAINS
 
THE TIME (UT. YEAR. DAY, MILLISECONDS), LOCAL TIME. MAGNETIC
 
LOCAL TIME. ORBIT NUMBER. GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE, LONGITUDE.
 
ALTITUDE RIGHT ASCENSION, DECLINATION, MAGNETIC LATITUDE.
 
LONGITUDE. B. L. INVARIANT LATITUDE. RE (EARTH RADII), ANGLE
 
BETWEEN THE SATELLITE AXIS ANO MAGNETIC FIELD. AZIMUTH WITH
 
RESPECT, TO MAGNETIC FIELD. ASPECT SOLAR ANGLE. AZIMUTH WITH
 
RESPECT TO THE SUN. THE THREE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS COMPONENTS
 
THREE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD (X. Y. Z) COMPONENTS AND VARIOUS
 
HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. AS WELL AS THE PROTON. ELECTRON. ANO
 
ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT RATES FROM THE THREE EXPERIMENTS.
 
WORITZ. CRS-A
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PROTON TELESCOPE
 
/ 
NSSDC EO- 69-09TA-03
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECOROED- 07/04170
 
PERSONNEL
 
Pt - J. MORITS ......... 	 U OF UIEL
 
KIEL. FED REP OF GERMANY
 
TWO SOLID-STATE DEVICES WERE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH
 
FOUR PULSE HEIGHT DISCRIMINATORS TO DETECT TRAPPED AMC SOLAR
 
PROTONS USING COINCIDENCE TECHNIQUES. THE DETECTOR HAD SIX
 
ENERGY CHANNELS - PROTONS FROM 0.25 TO'I,65. 0.25 TO 12.5. 0.5
 
TO 1.6 . 1.0 TO 1.65. 0 TO MEV.
 1.65 13.5 AND ALPHA
 
PARTICLES FROM 2.0 TO 6.4 NEV. ELECTRONS WERE ELIMINATED FROK
 
THE INCIDENT BEAM BY USING A BROOM MAGNET. THE ACCEPTANCE CONE
 
WAS 20.4 DEG FULL ANGLE. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED NORMALLY UNTIL
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THE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONED IN EARLY JULY 

1970. 

DATA SET NAME- PROTON AND ALPHA PA7ICLE COUNT RATES 

nPOERED By INVARIANT LATITUDE ON TAPE 

NSSDC ID- 69-097A-O3A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/10/69 TO 06/28/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
QUANTITY OF OATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SEPARATE PROTON AND ALPHA 
PARTICLE COUNT RATES (COUNTS PER 9.875-SEC INTERVALI ON 
7-TRACK. BINARY. 0I PARITY. 800-OP, CDC 3400 FORMATTED 
MAGNETIC TAPES. THF DATA ARE ORDERED BY INVARIANT LATITUDE 
INTERVALS OF A EW DEGREES EACh. AND THE DATA WITHIN-A GIVEN 
INTERVAL ARE CHRONOLOGICALLY ORDERED. EACH TAPE HAS A VARIABLE 
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 79 
LOGICAL RECORDS. WITH EVFRY 79TH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINING
 
BOOKKEEPING INFORMATION. EACH OF THU OTHER 78 DATA LOGICAL 

RECORDS CONTAINS SIX COC 3400 COMPUTER WORDS (ONE DATA SAMPLE) 

GIVING THN INVARIANT LATITUDE. TIME <UT IN DAYS SINCE YEAR OF
 
LAUNCH AND FRACTIONS OF A DAY), MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH (OSFC 
12/6.). MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. THE HENISPHERF (NORTH OR SOUTH) 
IN WHICH THE DATA WERE OBTAINED. AND THE COUNT RATES. EACH 
TAPE HAS AN END-OF-FILE MARK AT 'HE END OF THE TAPE. 
DATA SET NAME- SELECTION OF VARIOUS PLOTS FOR PROTONS 

AND FOR ALPHA PARTICLES ON MICROFILM 

NSSOC TV- 69-097A-03B 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 11/09/69 TO 06/28/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(Sl OF HICROF1LM
 
THIS DATA SET CONTAINS FOUR SETS OF PLOTS SUPPLIED BY 

THE EXPERIMENTER ON MICROFILM -- (I) PROTON (AND ALPHA
 
PARTICLE SEPARATELY) COUNT RATE VS TIME IN THE INVARIANT 

LATITUDE INTERVALS 7O IO 74 AUG AND 75 TO 87 DEG, IS) PROTON 

FLUX VS TIME (SAKE LATITUDE INTERVALS AS ABOVE BUT FOR
 
DIFFERENT ENERGY CHANNELS). (3) PROTON FLUX VS TIME AT SEVERAL 
B, L POINTS. AND (4) SPACECRAFT ORBIT P SSES ACROSS THE NORTH 
POLE REGION. ALTHOUGH 'HE PLOTS OF COUNT RATE AND PARTICLE 
FLUX AS A FUNCTION OF INVARIANT LATITUDE ONLY COVER THE RANGE 
70 TO S7 0EG, SIMILAR PLOTS FOR OTHER INVARIANT LATITUDES 
INTERVALS MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE MAGNETIC TAPS DATA SET 
69-097A-03A, THE PARTICLE ENFRGY CHANNELS ARE AS FOLLOWS --
PROTONS - 0.25 TO 0.50. 0.50 TO 1.00. 1.00 TO 1.65, AND 1.65 
TO 13.5 MEV AND ALPHA PARTICLES - 2.00 TO 6.40 MEV. THE SIGMA 
KP INDEX IS GIVEN AT THR TOM OF EACH PAGE OF SECTIONS (I) 

(2), AND (3). THE DATA SET COVERS THE ENTIRE TIME INTERVAL FOR 
WHIC H THE SPACECRAFT WAS DPFRATIONAL, AND MOST OF THE PLOTS IN
 
SECTIONS (1). (2), 	AND (3) EACH COVER THAT OPERATIONAL PERIOD 

ALTHOUGH SOME PLOTS COVER A IS-DAY INTERVAL. 

DATA SET NAME- 'ABLE OF PROTON AND ALPH PARTI OE COUNT 
RATES AND FLUXES ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- A9-097A-0C
 
AVAILABILIT) OF DATA ST7 DATA AT NESOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	11/00/69 TO 06/30/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET, WI.'r.SWA SUBMITTED BY IHSEXPERIHNTER. 
CONSISTS OF LISTINGS OF'"(L) PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT
 
RATES SEPARATELY (PROTONS Ie65 Tb- 13.5 REV, 0.25 TO '12.5 MEV. 
0.25 TO 1.65 REV, 6.50 TO 1.6S MEV. AND I.D TO 1.65 HEV. AND 
ALPHA PARTI O-ES 2.0 TO 6.4 MEV) AND t2) PROTON FLUXES 
(PARTICLES/CM SO-SEC-STER FROM 0.25 TO 12.5 HEM, 0.50 TO 1.65 
MEV. 1.0 TO 1.6S NEV. AND 1.65 TO 13.5 REV) FOR THE INVARIANT 
LATITUDE INTERVALS 55 PLUS OR MINUS 0.5 DEG AND 75 PLUS CR 
MINUS 0.5 DEG ON 35-MM MICROFILM. THE DATA WITHIN EACH OF 
THESE INTERVALS ARE TIME ORDERFO. AND FOR EACH COUNT RATE 
(COUNTS/9.TBS EEC) AND FLUX ARE GIVEN THE INVARIANT LATITUDE 
LAMBDA, UNIVERSAL TIME CDAY, HOUR, MINUTE AND SECOND). 
MAGNETIC LATITUDE (DEG). GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE (DEG). B AND L 
(GSFC 12/66). PITCH ANGLE ALPHA. ./0, RADIAL DISTANCE 
(MEASURED FROM THE CENTER OF THE EARTH'S DIPOLE IN KM). 
LATITUDE OF THE SATELLITE IN DIPOLE COORDINATES AND AN 
INDICATOR TO SHOW IN WHICH HEMiSPHERE THE OBSERVATION WAS MADE 
IN-NORTH. S-SOUTH). A MINUS SIGN TO THE LEFT OF THE HEMISPHERE 
INDICATOR FOR L GREATER THAN 2 MEANS THAT THE DATA ARE 
GUESTIONABLE. THE DATA SET IS BASED ON ALL OF THE ACCEPTABLE 
REAL-TTME OBSERVATIONS MADE IN THESE TWO INVARIANT LATITUDE 
INTERVALS FOR THE ENTIRE MISSION OF GRS-A. A CDC COMPUTER 
PROGRAM LISTING IS ALSO INCLUDED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 
MICROFILM AND MAY BE USED WITH THE COC COMPUTER TAPES OF DATA 
SET 69-09TA-03A TO GENERATE SIMILAR LISTIHGS FOR OTHER 
INVARIANT LATITUDE INTERVALS. 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT
 
RATES AMD FLUXES ON NICROFILN
 
NSSDC ID- 69-097A-030
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/08t69 TO 06I20/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 12-HR-AVERAGED PROTON AND 
ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT PATES (COUNTS/0 SEEC) AN FLUXES VS. TIME 
ON 16 MM MICROFILM. THE PLOTS ARE ORDERED BY INVARIANT 
LATITUOE. ANt EACH PLOT INCLUDES A FOUR-DEG INCREMENT IN 
INVARIANT LATITUDE FOR ONE ENERGY CHARNEL, THI DATA SET COVERS 
INVARIANT LATITUDES FROM -25 DEG TO -89 DEG AND +25 DEG TO +69 
DEG. AND WAS GENERATED AT NSSOC USING THE MAGNETIC TAPE DATA 
SET 69-O7A-O3A. THERE ARE FIVE ENERGY CHANNELS FOR EACH 
FOUR-DEG INTERVAL OF INVARIANT LATITUDE -- FOR PROTONS. 0.25 
TO 0.SO REV. 0.50 TO 1.00 REV. 1.O TO 1.65 REV AND 1.65 TO 
13'5 MEV. AND FOR ALPHA PARTICLES. 2.00 TO 6-60 MEV. DOTTED 
,LINES ARE USED IN THE TRACES TO INDICATE GAPS IN THE DATA 
COVERAGE. EACH PLOT IN THE DATA SET COVERS THE ENTIRE PERIOD
 
FOR WHICH THE SPACECRAFT WAS OPERATIONAL.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HEOS I 
ALTERNATE NAMES- HEOS-AI. 
03595 
HEOS-A 
NSSDC 10- 6Ba-OEA 
LAUNCH DATE- 12/05/68 WtGHT- 105. KG 
STAT US OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06/00/73 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TyPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT pERIOD- A.9. MIN 
PERIAPSIS- 6804S. .1 ALT 
EPOCH DATE- 12/24/69 
INCLINATION- 28.1 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 227099. KM ALT 
HEOS I WAS AN EARTH ORBITING. SPIN-STABILIZED SATELLITE
 
THAT 'WAS LAUNCHED BY ESRO. IT-WAS BASICALLY CYLINDRICAL WITH
 
AM AXIAL OON SUPPORTING THE ANTENNA 'AND THE MAGNETOMETENRS.
 
THE SPIN AXIS ATTITUDE AND SPIN RATE WISE CHANGED BY ONBOARD
 
GAS JETS. THE SPACECRAFT OBJECTIVES WERE TO STUOT, THE 
INTERPLANETARY KAGNETIC FIELDS. COSMIC RAYS. SOLAR WIND* AND 
THE hAGREMOSE.TH. THE SPACECRAFT OPERATION WAS FULLY 
SATISFaCTOY POP 16 MONTHS. AFTER WHICH INTERMITTENT LOSS OF 
SOME SOLAR GATE (ATTITUDE REFERENCE) PULSES OCCURRED. SY 
1974, SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY COVERAGE WAS 50 PERCENT AND ONLY 
THE MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT WAS OPERATIONAL. THE SPACECRAFT 
IS EXPECTED TO REENTER THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE IN OCTOBER 1975. 
BAROUCH. HEO I
 
EXPERIMENT NAE- COSMIC-RAY PARTICLE FLUX 
NSEOC 10- 68-109A-06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/00/72
 
PERSONNEL 
Pi - E. BAROUCH ......... CNS 
GIF-SUR-YVETTC. FRANCE 
OI - L. KOCH ..... CENS 
GIF-SUR-YVETTE FRANCE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 3 
nr PflflP ATTAT.T11 
HEOS 1/IMP-C
 
OD 
at 
01 
-
-
-
j. 
P. 
K. 
ENGELMANN ....... CENS 
GIF-SUR-YVETTE. FRANCE 
MASSE ............ CENS 
GIF-SUM-YVETTE* FRANCE 
GROS -........ CENS 
GIF-SUR-YVETTE. FRANCE 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SOLAR AND 
GALACTIC PROTONS IN SEVEPAL ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN 3.8 AND 

22.8 MEV. THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF A FOUR-SENSOR 
(LITHIUM-DIFTED SILICON) SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE WITH AN 
ANTI-COINCIDECF SHIELD. THE -TELESCOPE LOOK DIRECTION WAS 
ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS (WHICH WAS ITSELF CHANGED BY 
COMMAND AT VARIOUS TIMES). A COMPLETE DATA COLLECTION CYCLE 
REQUIRED 125 -SEC. FIVE PULSE-HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION LEVELS 
WERE APPLIED TO THE SIGNAL COMING OFF THE FIRST SENSOR (ONE 

LEVEL FOR EACH OF FIVE SUCCESSIVE 24-SEC INTERVALS). DURING 

EACH 24-SEC INTERVAL. FOUR COUNT RATES WERE OBTAINED. THESE
 
WERE COUNTS IN SENSOR I. AND COINCIDENT COUNTS IN SENSORS I
 
AND 2. 1 AND 3. AND I AND 4. THE LAST COUNT RATE IS NOT
 
RELIABLE. AS THE COUNTER ROLLED OVER AFTER 16 COUNTS. THE
 
INSTRUMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL JUNE 1971 WHEN THE
 
ANTICOINCIDENCE ELEMENT FAILED. THE INSTRUMENT CONTINUED IN
 
THIS MODE OF ODERATION UNTIL JUNE 1073, AFTER WHICH NO USEFUL
 
DATA WERE OBTAINED. 

DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF PROTON HOURLY AVERAGED 

DIFFERENTIAL PARTICLE FLUX ON HARDCOPY
 
NSSDC ID- 60-109A-6A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED. OIlOI/69 TO II/O617 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSCI 

QUANTITY OF DATA 3 PAGE(S) OF UNBOUND HARDCOPY 

THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 
CONSISTS OF PLDTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED. DIFFERENTIAL PARTICLE 
FLUX (PARTICLESCM SO SEC STER) VS TIME ON THREE SHEETS OP 
HAROCOPY. FLUXES ARE GIVEN FOR ENERGY CHANNELS U. 9. 13 17T. 
AND I4. WHICH CORRESPOND TO PROTON ENERGIES OF 3.0 TO 4.9 NEV. 
4.3 TO 4.2 MEV. 5.2 TO 7.1 KV. 7.1 TO 23 MEV. AND 23 TO TO AS 
NEV. RESPECTIVELY. EACH SHEET COVERS A ONE YEAR PERIOD. AND 
THE DATA SET COVERS THE PERIOD FROM JANUARY 1969 THROUGH 
NOVEMBER 6, 1971. 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON COUNTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 60-109A-06B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD CDVERED- 01/I/69 TO 12/24/T2 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUAWTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET 	CONSISTS OF A 2-FILE. 9-TRACK. 1600.-BPI 
IB)4360 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
DATA FOR 1969 AND 1970 ARE ON THE FIRST FILE AND DATA FOR 1971 
AND 1972 ARE ON THE SECOND. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS A 
CONTROL WORD AND FOUR LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH LOGICAL RECORD OF 
6020 BYTES CONTAINS A CONTROL WORD. A WINDOW IDENTIFIER AND 
START TIME FOR SUBSEQUJENT DATA, AM 300 SUCCESSIVE COUNT 
RATES (COUNTS PER 24-SEC ACCUMULATION PERIOD) FOR THE 

INDICATED WINDOW (DEFINED IN TERMS OF ENERGY LOSS IN FIRST 

SENSOR AND COINCIDENCE SEOUIREMENT). THUS EACH LOGICAL RECORD 

CONTAINS DATA FOR ABOUT 4.4 DAYS. AND 20 SUCCESSIVE LOGICAL 

RECORDS CONTAIN ALL THE EXPERIMENT DATA FOR 4.4 DAYS. NO 

SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS OR ORIENTATION INFORMATION IS ON THE 

TAPE. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON RARE- IMP-C 
ALTERNATE NANES-	EXPLORER 28. IMP 3 

S 748. 01308 

NSSOC ID- 65.042A 

LAUNCH DATE- 05/29/65 	 WEIGHT- 128. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/It/67 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 8550. NIH 
PERIAPSIS- 200.o000 KM ALT 
EPOCH DATE- 05f29i65 
INCLINATION- 34.0 DEG 
APOAPSIS- 264000. HI ALT 
EXPLORER 2. (IMP 3) WAS A SOLAR-CELL AND 
CHEMICAL-BATTERY POWERED SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTED FOR
 
INTERPLANETARY AND DISTANT MAGNSTOSPWREIC STUDIES OF ENERGETIC
 
PARTICLES. COSMIC RAYS. MAGNETIC FIELDS, AND PLASMAS. INITIAL
 
SPACECRAFT PARAMETERS INCLUDEO A LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE OF 2020
 
HR. A SPIN RATE OF 23.7 RPM. AND A SPIN DIRECTION OF 64.0 DG
 
RIGHT ASCENSION AND -10.9 DEG DECLINATION. EACH NORMAL PFM 
TELEMETRY SEQUENCE 81.9 SEC IN DURATION CONSISTED OF 795 DATA 
BITS. AFTER EVERY THIRD NORMAL TELEMETRY SEQUENCE WAS AN 
81.o9-SEC INTERVAL OF RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER ANALOG DATA 
TRANSMISSION. PERFORMANCE WAS ESSENTIALLY NORMAL UNTIL LATE
 
APRIL 1967. THEN INTERMITTENT UNTIL MAY 12 197. AFTER WHICH
 
NO FURTHER DATA WERE ACQUIRED.
 
DATA SET NAME- MIULTICOORD.ATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS DATA ON
 
TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 65-042A-OOG
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 05/29/65 TO 0SI167
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA 4 REELCS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF BLOCKED 7-TRACK. 6O0-BPI. IBM
 
794 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM UNBLOCKED
 
TAPES SUBMITTED BY N. F. NESS. THERE ARE FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS
 
PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THE TAPES CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION AT 6-MIN INTERVALS - (1) GEODETIC AND GEONAGIETIC 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE AND RADIAL DISTANCE OF THE SPACECRAFT. 
(2) CARTESIAN REPRESENTATIDNS OF THE SPACECRAFT POSITION IN
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. (3)
 
GEOMAGNETIQ LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF THE SUOSOLAR POINT (4)
 
THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND THE
 
SATELLITE-SON LINE. AND (5) MODEL MAGNETIC FIELD INFORMATION. 
THE COVERAGE IS GREATER THAN 00 PERCENT. A SEPARATE DATA SET 
(6S-O2A-OOH) WITH ONE SET OF EPHENERIS PARAMETERS PER HR IS 
AVAILABLE ON AN NSSDOC-GENERATED TAPE. 
ANDERSON, IMP-C
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS
 
NSSOC 1D- 65-042A-0G 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/11/67
 
PERSONNEL 
PT - K.A. ANDERSON ......... U OF CALIF, BERKELEY 
BERKELEY,t CA 
-E GLHE PITT .Y......... UEOF CALIF.
BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY, CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT. DESIGNED TO MEASURE FLUXES OF
 
GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES. CONSISTED OF A
 
T.6-CM-DIAMETER 	 NgHER-TYPE IONIATION CHAMBER AND TWO ANTON 
223 GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES- THE ION CHAMBER RESPONDED TO 
ELECTRONS AM PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN I AND 17 HEV. 
RESPECTIVELY. BOTH ON TUBES WERE MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. GM TUBE A DETECTED ELECTRONS GREATER 
THAN 45 KEy SCATTERED OFF A GOLD FOIL. THE ACCEPTANCE CONS FOR 
THESE ELECTONS HAD A FULL ANGLE OF 61 DEG. AND ITS SPIN AXIS 
OF SYMMETRY MADE AN ANGLE OF 59.S BEG WITH THE SPACECRAFT SPIN 
AXIS. CM TUBE A RESPONDED OMNIDIRECTIONALLY TO ELECTRONS AND 
PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 6 AND 52 REV. RESPECTIVELY. 
ON TUBE B LOOKED DIRECTLY INTO SPACE THROUGH A HOLE IN THE 
SPACECRAFT SKIN. THE ACCEPTANCE CONE FOR GM TUBE B HAD A FULL 
ANGLE OF 38 0E9. AND ITS AXIS OF SYMMETRY WAS PARALLEL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. ONNIDIRECTICNALLY. G TUBE B RESPONDED 
TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 6 AND S2
 
MEV. RESPECTIVELY. DIRECTIONALLY. GM TUBE B RESPONDED TO 
ELECTRONS AND PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 40 AND 500 
KEV. RESPECTIVELY. PULSES FO THE ION CHAMBER WERE 
ACCUMULATED FOR 326.08 SEC AND READ OUT ONCE EVERY 327.68 SEC. 
COUNTS FROM GM TUBE A WERE ACCUMULATED FOR 39.36 SEC AND READ 
OUT SIX TIMES 	EVERY 327.68 SEC. COUNTS FRO GM TUBE 8 WERE 
ACCUMULATED FOR 	39.36 SEC AND READ OUT FIVE TIMES EVERY 327.68
 
SEC. THIS EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH THROUGH 
NAY 11. 2967. THE DATE OF THE LAST USEFUL DATA TRANSMISSION. 
54 
IMP-C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF COUNT RATES AND PULSE RATES VS TIME PERIOD CQVERED- 05/2'fS5 TO 05/S/67 
TIME ON MICROI.LM (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
NSSDC I- 65-42A-OSB 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 	 THESE ANALYZED DATA. GENERA'TED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. ARE 
ON ONE IBM 7094. 7-TRACK. BOO-Bp EVEN PRITY. BCO MAGNETIC 
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- OS/'2965 TO O1Oi166 TAPE MITH EIGHTEEN ISS-CHARACTER LOGICAL RECORDS PEA PHYSICAL 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) RECORD. THOSE DATA TAKEN AT RADIAL DISTANCES FROM THE EARTH OF 
LESS THAN S EARTH RADII ARE THE MOST USEFUL. THE TIME-ORDERED 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM TAPE CONTAINS A MEASURE OF'THE ELECTRON DENSITY. TEMPERATURES 
FOR A TWO-ENERGY COMPONENT MAXWELLIAN FIT TO THE DATA, AND A 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM MEASURE - OF THE SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL. EPHEMERIS DATA ARE ALSO 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE INCLODED. 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE THE PULSE RATE OF THE ION CHAMBER 
TIMES 100 AND THE COUNT RATES OF GM TUBES A AND B TIMES I AND 
10. RESP ?fVELY. THESE RATES ARE PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC 
SCALE VS TIM. THE DAY OF THE YEAR IS GIVEN ON EACH FRAME. THE 
DATA ARE TIME ORDERED AND CONTAIN NO EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. 
THE DATA CDVER APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD FROM MAY 
29. 1965. TO JANUARY I. 1966. 
SIMPSON. IMP-C
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- CISAIC.RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSE 
NSSOC ID- 65-042A-03 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATA SET NAME- ON CHAMBER AND GEIGER TUBE ACCUMULATIONS DATE CAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04129t'7 
ORDERED BY DAY OF YEAS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
PERSONNEL 
NSSDC ID- 65-04A-0BC 	 PI - J.A. SIMPSON ...-.-... U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 0I - C.Y. FAN - ...... -U-.. - OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/29/65 TO Ol03/67 01 - . GLOECKLER -...- U OF MARYLAND 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 	 COLLEGE PARK. NO 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 A CHARGED PARTICLE SOLID STATE TELESCOPE WAS USED TO 
MEASURE RANGE AND ENERGY LOSS OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR C05MIC 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ?-TRACK. BCD. 8OO-BPI MAGNETIC RAYS. THE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY PARTICLE ENERGIES 
TAPES THAT WERE GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED (ENERGY PER NUCLEON INTERVALS APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONAL TO Z 
DATA SET 6B-0B2A-OSA. EACH TAPE HAS ONE FILE WITH A VARIABLE SQUARED 2/A, FOR PROTONS 2.6-190 NEV. 13.3-26 REV. 26-94 NV 
NUMBER OF 108-CHARACTER PHYSICAL RECORDS, EACH CONSISTING OF AND 94-190 4EV) AND CHARGE SPECTRA (Z.LE.61. THE DETECTOR WAS 
EIGHTECH 56-CHARACTER LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH LOGICAL RECORD ORIENTED NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. THE DETECTOR
 
CONTAINS THE 	TIMM CUT DAY. HOUR. MINUTE. AND MSEC). ONE ACCUMULATORS FOR EACH ENERGY INTERVAL WERE TELEMETERED SIX 
ACCUMULATION EACH PROM THE ION CHAMBER AND GM 
TUBE B. TWO TIMES EVERY 5.49 MINUTES. EACH ACCUMULATION WAS ABOUT 40 SEC
 
ACCUMULATIONS FROM GM TUBE A. THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE (SUN. LONG (INITIAL SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD WAS ABOUT 3.3 SEEC). THE
 
SPACECRAFT. OPTICAL SENSOR ANGLE). THE POLAR SOLAR ANGLES OVTPUT FROM TY 126-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS WAS
O (SPIN AXIS, SPACECRAFT. SUN ANGE). THE SATELLITE SPIN PERIOD. OTAINED FOR ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE EVERY 41 SEC AND WAS READ 
AND A NUMBER OF PROCESSING ERROR FLAGS. THE DATA ARE ORDERED OUT ALONG WITH THE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS. THE EXPERIMENT 
BY DAY OF YEAR. HOWEVER. ALTHOUGH THE YEAR NUMBER APPEARS IN PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL APRIL 21. 1966. AFTER WHICH SEVERAL 
THE FORMAT, THE DATA ARE NOT ORDERED BY YEAR. THE DATA COVER PROBLEMS JITH THE INSTRUMENTATION DEVELOPED. CAUSING SPIKES IN 
APPROXIMATELY 80 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD FROM MAY 29, 1965 TO THE COUNT RATE DATA. ESPECIALLY IN THE LOWEST ENERGY CHANNEL. 
JANUARY 3. 16'?. THIS DATA SET DIFFERS FROM 6-OAEA-OSA IN THE DATE OF TRANSMISSION OF LAST USEFUL INFORMATION WAS APRIL 
FORMAT AND IN ORDERING. AND CERTAIN NONSCIENTIFIC FIELDS HAVE 29. 1967. 
BEEN DELETED.
 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS CR VS ENERGY LOSS) ON 
SERBU. IMP-C MICROFILM 
EXPERIMENT NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 	 NSSOC 10- 65-042A-038 
NSSDC ID- 65-02A-01 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOERABLE 	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- OSIf2</6S TO 05/02/67 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05t12/6" 	 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
PERSONNEL 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
PC - G.P. SERBU .......... NASA-OSFC
 
GREENBELT, MD 	 THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF MACHINE-GENERATED COLT RATE 
PLOTS FOR THE TELESCOPE SENSOR COMBINATIONS (DI. BIDE NOT 03. 
THE RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER WAS A FDUR-LEMENT D1D2D3 NOT D4. AND DIDZOD3O4). WHICH CORRESPOND TO THE 
FARADAY CUP. IT WAS MOUNTED NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS FO.OWING ENERGY INTERVALS FOR PROTONS -- 2. 6 TO 190 NEV. 13.3 
AND HAD AN FFPECTIVE LOOK ANGLE OF 5 STER. TIF EXPERIMENT TO 26 NEV. 26 TO 94 MEV. AND 94 TO 190 REV. EACH PLOT GIVES 
OPERATED FOR 5.2 SEC IN EACH OR SIX MODES ONCE EVERY 645 SEC. THE COUNT RATE (LOGARITHMIC) VS TIME (DAY NUMBER) FOR ONE 
IN TWO MODES. IS-STEP SPECTRA FOR TONS WERE DETERMINED FOR SOLAR ROTATION. THE PLOTS ARE ON ONE REEL tF 36-MM MICR ILM 
RETARDING POTENTIALS IN THE RANGES -5 V TO +S V AND S V TO THAT CONTAINS A TOTAL OF 108 PLOTS. THERE ARE 27 PLOTS FOR 
+45 V. IN TWO OTHER MODES. SIMILAR INFORMATION FOR ELECTRONS EACH OF THE FOUR SENSOR COMBINATIONS. THE TIME INTERVAL 
WAS OBTAINED By CHANGING THE SIGNS OF THE POTENTIALS. THE COVERED IS FROM SOLAR ROTATION NIMBER 1804 (MAY 29, 1965) 
REMAINING TWO MODES WERE NET CURRENT MODES WITH ZERO POTENTIAL THROUGH 1830 (MAY 2. 1967).
 
APPLIED TO ALL ELEMENTS FOR 15 MEASUREMENTS. THE INSTRUMENT 
EXPERIENCED SECONDARY ELECTRON CONTAMINATION. BUT OPERATED
 
WITHEUT DEGRADATION DURING THE SPACECRAFT LIFETIME (I.E..
 
UNTIL MAY 12. 1967.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 REOCED PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA'ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 65-042A-03C
 
DATA SET NAME- ANALYZED ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND
 
DENSITY VALUES 	 ON MAGNETIC TAPE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
NSSDC 1D- 65-0-2A-OIA
 
PRIGOAI-OF PORl' 	 55IX~1 
IMPC/IMP-D
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	05129/65 TO 0A28/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET. SUPIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
REDUCED PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON ONE 7-TRACK, ODD PARITY, 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPS WRITTEN AT 8O BPI IN A TIME-ORDERED 
FORMAT USING AN XDS930 COMPUTER AN END-OF-FILE HARK 
TERMINATES EACH SPACECRAFT ORBIT OF DATA. AND A DOUBLE 
END-OF-FILE MARK TERMINATES THE LAST ORBIT OF THE TAPE. AN 
ORBIT 0' DATA CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS 
WITH 200 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL PECORD. THERE ARE 120 
ORBITS OF DATA ON THE TAPE. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE 
FOLLOWING COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE PL.SE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA --

01. AND 03 DETECTOR O..EMENT PULSE HEIGHTS. TIME OF OBSERVATION. 

ORBIT NUMBER. AND DATA QUALITY INFORMATION. 

DATA SET MAKE- REDUCED COUNT ACCUMULATION DATA ON 

MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 65-042A-03D
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSIDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	05/29/65 TO 04/28/67
 
(AS VERIFI ED BY NSSDCI 

GUANWITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
REDUCED COUNT ACCUML-ATIONS ON OWE 7-TRACK. ODD PARITY. BINARY 
MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN AT 800 BPI IN A TIME-RDERED FORMAT 
USING AN XDS30 COMPUTER. AN MD-OF-FILE MARK TERMINATES EACH 
SPACECRAFT ORBIT OF [ATA. AM A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK 
TERMINATES THE LAST ORBIT OF THE TAPE. AN ORBIT OF DATA 
CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS WITH 204 
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THERE ARE 120 ORBITS OF 
DATA ON THE TAPE. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE ACCUMULATIONS -- DI. DID2 NOT 
03, D±D2D3 NOT 04 DID2D3D. AND 05 CORRESPONDING TO PROTON 
ENERGY INTERVALS 2.6 TO 190 MEV. 13.3 TO 26. 26 TO 94. 94 TO 

190 HEV. AMD ABOUT I HEV. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE FORMAT ARE THE 

TIME OF OBSERVATION ANO DATA QUALITY INFORMATION. 

DATA SET NAME- 5-MIN AVERAGE COtNT RATES ON
 
MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 65-02A-03E
 
AVAILABILITY O DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/29/65 TO 04/29/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
OU4ANTITY OF DATA- 2 PEEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
 
COUNTING RATES AVERAGED OVER 4 SEDUENCE COUNTS (APPROXIMATELY 

328 SECI. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON TWO 7-TRACK, BLOCKED BCD 

MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT E.. BPI IN A TIME-ORDERED FORMAT
 
USING AN XDE 930 COMPUTER. AN END-OF-PILE MARK TERMINATES EACH 

SPACECRAFT ORBIT OF DATA. AND A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK
 
TERMINATES THE LAST ORBIT OF THE TAPE. THERE ARE 90 FILES ON 

THE FIRST TAPE AND 30 FILES ON THE SECOND TAPE. AN ORBIT OF 

DATA CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS WITH 57 

LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD AND 33 WORDS PER LOGICAL 

RECORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING COSMIC-RAY 

TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE RATES -- DI. 0102 NOT 03. 016203 NOT D4 

DID2D304, AND O CORRESPONDING TO PROTON ENERGY INTERVALS 0.9 

TO 190. 6.5 TO 59. 19 TO 90. 90 TO RO MEV. AND ABOUT I MEV. 

RESPECTIVELY. ALSO INCLUDED IN THE FORMAT, ARE THE TIME OF 

OBSERVATION, SEQUENCE COUNT. SATELLITE GEOCENTRIC DISTANCE, AE 

INDEX. KP INDEX. AND 	DATA DUALITY INFORMATION. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-D -
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 33, AIMP I 
02250. ANCHORED IMP I 
NSSOC ID- 66-OS6A 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/05/66 WEIGHT- 212. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09115/T
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT Type- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/08/66 
ORBIT PERIOD- 231A. MIN INCLINATION- 29.0 DEC 
PERIAPSIS- 30532.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 494230. KM ALT 
EXPLORER 33 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED ISPIN AXIS PARALLEL TO 
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. SPIN PERIOD VARYING BETWEEN 2.2 AND 3.6 
SEC) SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTED FOR STUDIES OF INTERPLANETARY 
PLASMA. ENERGETIC CHARGED PARTICLES (ELECTRONS. PROTONS. AND 
ALPHASI. MAGNETIC FIELDS. AND SOLAR X PAyS AT LUNAR DISTANCES. 
THE SPACECRAFT FAILED TO ACHIEVE LUNAR ORBIT BUT DID ACHIEVE 
MISSION OBJECTIVES THE INITIAL APOGEE OCCURRED AT ABOUT 100
 
HR LOCAL TIME. OVER THE FIRST 3-YR PERIOD. PERIGEE VARIED
 
BETWEEN 6 AND 44 EARTH RADII GEOCENTRIC. APOGEE VARIED BETWEEN
 
70 AND 15 EARTH RADII, AND THE INCLINATION WITH RESPECT TO
 
THE EQUATOR OF THE EARTV VARIED BETWEEN 7 AND 60 DEG. PERIODS
 
OF PRINCIPAL DATA COVERAGE (ESSENTIALLY 100 PERCENT) ARE JULY
 
1. 1966 (LAUNCH) TO JANUARY 14. 1970, FEBRUARY 21, 1970 TO 
MARCH 6. 1970. JULY 31. 1970 TO SEPTEMBER 14. 1970. JANUARY 
51, 1971 TO FEBRUARY 28. 1971. MARCH a,. 191T TO MAY 31. 197I. 
AND AUGUST 23. 1971. TO SEPTEMBER IS. 1971. ND DATA WERE
 
OBTAINED AFTER SEPTEMBER 21. 1971-

DATA SET NAME- SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGETOSPHERIC
 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
NS$DC ED- 06-O5SA-QOD 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NS C 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/01/66 TO 10/29/71 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILMED 
PLOTS OF THE EXPLORER 33 EPHEMERIS DATA SHOWN IN SOLAR 
MAQNETOSPHERIG AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES X-Z AND X-Y 
PROJECTIONS IN SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES ARE AVAILABLE 
FOR THE TIME PERIODS FROM JULY 1. 1966. TO FEBRUARY 1. 1967 
(ORDITS I TO 15). AND FROM MAY 31. 1967. TO SEPTEMBER S. 1967 
(ORBITS 24 TO 29). X-Z AND X-Y PROJECTIONS IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC 
COORDINATES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE TIME PERIOD FROM JULY I. 
1966. TO OCTOBER 29. 1971 (ORBITS I TO 85). ON THE SOLAR 
ECLIPTIC PROJECTIONS OF ORBITS I TO S. THE MOONES ORBIT IS 
PLOTTED. TICK MARKS ARE SHOWN EVERY 3 HR FOR THE SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATE PROJECTIONS AND EVERY 6 HR FOR THE 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTIONS.
 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR 	ECL IPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSCD ID- 66-OSBA-OOE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07101/66 TO 02128/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 CARD(S) OF B/M MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION. 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 3. AND
 
35. JULY 1966 - APRIL 19690 WRITTEN BY K W BEHANNN K. H
 
SCHATTEN D. H. FAIRFIELD, AND N. F. NESS (NASA-GSFC
 
X-.92-70-6A. FEBRUARY £970) CONTAINS THE TRAJECTGRIE$ OF
 
EXPLORERS 33. 34, AND 35 FROM LAUNCH TO APRIL 1969 (EXCEPT FOR 
EXPLORER 34 FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH 1969) AS 
PROJECTED INTO THE X-Y PLANE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES, 
TICK MARKS INDICATING I-DAY INTERVALS ARE SHOWN FOR EXPLORERS
 
3S AND 35 AND. WHERE POSSIBLE FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS
 
PUBLICATION ALSO HAS THE X-Z SOLAR ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS
 
UP THESE SATELLITES FOR JANUARY 1969 TO APRIL 1969. COMPUTED
 
AVERAGE POSITIONS OF THE BOW SHOCK AND MAGNETOPAUSE ARE SHOWN.
 
A CONTINUATION OF THIS DATA SET IS FOUND IN 'TRAJECTORIES OF
 
EXPLORER 33. 35, 41. 43. AND AT. MAY 196"DECEMBER 1972,1
 
WRITTEN BY D. H. FAIRFIELD K- V. BEHANNON. R P. LEPPING, AND
 
N. M. -NESS (NASA-GSFC X-692-73-291. OCTOBER 1973). EXPLORER
 
33 DATA ARE FOUND EN THIS DOCUMENT THROUGH FEBRUARY 20. 1970.
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTICOORDNATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES 
NESOC 10- D6-.OA-.OF 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
56
 
- -
IMP-D
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	12/01'68 TO 02/28/70 
(AS VERIFIEo BY NsSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 49 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS SET OF EPHEMERIS DATA IS CONTAINED ON TWELVE 
7-TR.CK. 556-BPI. BCD. ISM 360 TAPES. EACH TAPE CONSISTS OF I 
MONTH OF DATA ON ONE FILE. THE DATA RECORDS ON THE TAPES ARE 
BLOCKED WITH FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD, EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAIVING St WORDS (204 CHARACTERS).eACN TAPE 
CONTAINS ONE HEADER RECORD. 'HIS IS A PHYSICAL RECORD THAT IS 
BLOCKED THE SAME AS THE DATA RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON THESE TAPES AT S-MIN INTERVALS --
TINE. GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF OON AND 
SPACECRA-Tt SOLAR MAGNETOSPIERIC COORDINATES OF MOON AND 
SPACECRAFT. SEIENRCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF 
SPACFCRAFT. AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF 
SPACECRAFT SUBSATELLITE POINT. EXCFPT FOR JANUARY THROUGH 
MARCH 1969 AND JANUARY 1970, TAPES COVERING TE TINE PERIOD 
INDICATED ARE AVAILABLE. 
DATA SET NAME- It-HOUR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS
 
PARAMETER LISTING ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 66-058A-OOG
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 07/01/66 TO 02/2870
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DAYA- I REFL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED LISTING. 
GENERATED AT NSSDC. OF SELECTED DATA FROM TAPE DATA SET 
66-O5A-OOF. SPACECRAFT EPHOMERIS INFORMATION IS GIVEN IN 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES ONCE EACH 12 HR. 

PARAMETERS GIVEN INCLUDE CARTESIAN COORDINATES. RADIAL 

DISTANCF. AND POLAR ANO AZIMUTHAL ANGLES. GEOCENTRIC SOLAR 

ECLIPTIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES OF THE MOON ARE ALSC GIVEN AT
 
THE SAME 12-HR INTERVALS. COVERAGE IS COMPLETE BETWEEN JULY 1. 
1956, AND FEBRUARY 28, 1970. EXCEPT THAT THERE ARE NO DATA FOR 
MARCH 1q69. 
ANDERSON. IMP-D 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TON CHAMBER AND 6M COUNTERS 
NSSOC I- 66-OSSA-04 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- ID/20/7T
 
PERS.NEL 
HI - K.A. ANDERSON ...... U OF CALIF. RERKELEY 
BERKELEY, CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 10.2-CM HEHER-TYPE 
IONIZATION CHAMBER AND TWO LIONEL TYPE 205 HT GEIGER-MUELLER
 
TUBES. THE ION CHAMBER RESPONDED OMNIDIRECTIONALLY TO 

ELECTRONS ABOVF 0.7 MEV AND PROTONS ABOVE I2 NEV. BOTH GM
 
TUBES WERE MOUNTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. 

GM TUBE A DETECTED ELECTRONS ABOVE 45 NEV WHICH WERE SCATTERED
 
OFF A GOLD FOIL. THE ACCEPTANCE COME FA THESE ELECTRONS HAD A 

FULL ANILE OF 61 DEG AND AXIS OF SYMMETRY WHICH WAS 

PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. G9 TUBE S RESPONDED
 
TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS ABOVE 22 AND 300 KEV. RESPECTIVELY. 

IN AN ACCEPTANCE CONE OF 45 DEG FULL ANGLE WITH AXIS OF
 
SYMNETRY PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRA T SPIN AXIS. 0OTH 0H 
TUBES RESPONDED OMNIDIRECTIONALLY TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS OF 
ENERGIES ABOVE 2.5 AND 35 NEV. RESPECTIVELY. PULSES FROM THE 
ION CHAMBER AND COUNTS FROM EACH GM TUBE WERE ACCUMULATED FOR 
39.72 SEC AND READ OUT EVERy 40.96 SEC. THE TIME BETWEEN THE 
FIRST TWO ION CHAMBER PULSES IN AN ACCUMULATION PERIOD WAS 
ALSO TELEJAETERED. ON AUGUST 5. t967. OM TUBE a BEGAN TO BEHAVE 
ERRATICALLY, AND ON AUGUST 9. 1967. IT STOPPED COUNTIHG- GM 
TUBE A STOPPED COUNTING A FEW DAYS LATER. THE ION CHAMBER 
OPERATED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2. 1966. 

BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 2. 1966. AND OCTOBER 20, 1967, THE DATE OF 

LAST USABLE DATA. THE ION CHAMBER OPERATED AT A LOWER 
THRESHOLD VLTAGE. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE LIN. SOLAR 
PHYSICS, VOL 12. P 266. 1970. 
DATA SET NAME- ORIGINAL REDUCED ION CHAMBER AND GM 
COUNTS ON TAPE 
NSSOC ID- 06-O5SA-0A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/01166 TO 06/09/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 7 REEL(S) OF JAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK. BCD. 800-8H. MAGNETIC 
TAPES THAT WERE SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH FILE ON A 
TAPE HAS A 12-CHARACTER IND6iX WHICH IDENTIFIES THE ORIGINAL 
GSFC TAPES FROM WHICH THE DATA WERE TAKEN, AND'A VARIABLE 
NUMBER OF 865-CHARACTER DATA RECORDS, EACH DATA REGORD 
CONTAINS FOUR DATA SEQUENCES. A SEQUENCE CONTAINS THE UT (DAY 
AND MSEC) OF THE OBSERVATION. TWO ACCUMULATIONS EACH FROM GM 
TUBES A AND B AND THE ION CHAMBER. THE TIME BETWEEN THE FIRST 
PAIR OF ION CHAMBER PULSES IN EACH OF TWO ACCUMULATION 
PERIODS. THE SUN ANGLE. THE SATELLITE SPIN PERIOD. AND A 
NUMBER OF PROCESSING ERROR FLAGS. THESE DATA, WHICH ARE TIME
 
ORDERED, COVER THE PERIOD JULY I, 1966. TO JUNE 9. 1967.
 
BRIDGE. IMF-D
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA PROBE
 
NSSC 1O- 66-OSBA-05 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/31/71
 
PERSONNEL 
AS - H.S. BRIDGE ......... MASS INST OF TECH 
CAMBRIDGE. MA 
A SPLIT-COLLECTOR FARADAY CUP MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT 
EQUATOR WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF SOLAR 
WIND IONS AND ELECTRONS. THE FOLLOWING 2S-SEC SEQUENCE WAS 
EXECUTED THREE TIMES FOR IONS AND ONCE FOR ELECTRONS EACH 328 
SEC. TWENTY-SEVEN DIRECTIONAL CURRENT SAMPLES FROM THE TWO 
COLLECTORS WERE TAKEN IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE (E O) WINDOW 
FROM 80 TO 2850 V. THE CURRENTS IN THE TWO COLLECTORS WERE 
THEN SAMPLED IN EIGHT E/O WINDOWS BETWEEN SO AND 5.400 V AT THE 
AZIMUTH. AT WHICH PEAK CJRRENT APPEARED IN THE PREVIOUS 27 
MEASUREMENTS. DUE to TELEMETRy LIMITATIONS. ONLY THE FOLLOWING 
BATA WERE RETURNED TO EARTH EVERY 328 SEC -- FOR IONS THE 
SUMS OF CURRENTS MEASURED ON THE TWO COLLECTOR PLATES TWICE 
AND THE DIFFERENCE ONCE - FOR ELECTRONS, ThE SUMS ONE. THE 
EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL TNE FINAL SPACECRAFT 
DATA TRANSMISSION. 
DATA SET NAME- 3-NHI INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS
 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC ID- 66-058A-OB
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/06166 TO 09/23/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A 7-TRACK. BLOCKED 
EVEN-PARITY. BCD. 656-BPI DATA TAPE THAT WAS GENERATED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER ON AN IBM 36Q. THE BLOCK SIZE 1$ 1000 CHARACTERS. 
WITH A LOGICAL RECORD SIZE OF 100 CHARACTERS. EACH LOGICAL 
RECORD CONTAINS ONE SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENT. ThE TAPE CONTAINS 
ONLY ION SOLAR WINO DATA INCLUDING THE THERMAL SPEED. THE 
NUMBER DENSITY. THE FMOW SPEED. AND THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC 
LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE OF TE FLOW DIRECTION. THESE PARAMETERS 
ARE TIME ORDERED. THEY WERE DERIVED USING A GAMMA DSSTAIGOITON 
FUNCTION. WHICH 1N THE SOLAR WINO IS ESSENTIALLY EOUIVALENT TO 
A CONVECTED ISOTROPIC NAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. THE 
PARAMETER SET VAS CALCULATED BASED ON A 2.1-RIN SPECTRUM. AND 
CHANGES IN THE SOLAR WIND ON TIME SCALES SHORTER THAN THAT 
PERIOD. E.G.. THE PASSAGE OF AN.INTERPLANETARY SHOCK FRONT. 
WILL INVALIDATE THE PARAMETER SET CALCULATED FROM DATA TAKEN 
,DURING THAT INTERVAL.
 
ORIGINAL PpkGQWOF POR R U -AL 4 57 
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DATA SET NAME- PLOYS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA 

PARAMETERS ON FICHE 

MSSOC IS- 66-055A-6C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07106/66 TO 0./2Dfl1 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I CARD(S) OF EIM MICROFICHE 
THESE EXPERIMENE R-GENERATED PLOTS CONTAIN HOURLY 
AVERAGED. INTERP-NETARY SOLAR WIND THERMAL SPEED. BULK SPEED. 
AND DENSITY PLOTTED AGAINST TIME. WITH ONE SOAR ROTATION PER 
HORIZONTAL AXIS. IH 	 DATA ARE CONTAINED ON MICROFICHE. 

DATA SET ANE- HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA 
DATA ON TAPE WITH BLOCKS OF ZEROS REMOVED 

NSSOC ID- 66-05A-06D 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0706166 TO 9123169 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS MSSOC REFORMATTED TAPE (GENERATED FROM DATA SET 
66-OSSA-IBA) CONTAINS HOURL0 AVERAGED. INTERPLANETARY PLASMA 
PARAMETERS. INCLUDED ARE THE AVERAGED THERMAL SPEED. THE 
AVERAGED NUMBER DENSITY. THE AVERAGED FLOW SPEED. THE AVERAGED 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF THE FLOW DIRECTION, 
ANO THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATIONS. THESE DATA ARE ON A 
?-TRACK. 556-BPI BCO MAGNETIC TAPE WITH-84 CHARACTERS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD AND ONE LOGICAL RECORD PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
EACH RECORD CONTAINS ONE SET OF PLASMA PARAMETERS. A.D NO 
RECORD CONTAINS ALL ZERO OR BLOCK ZERO DATA (AS WERE CONTAINED 
ON THE ORIGINAL MIT-GEHERATEO TAPE). 

VAN ALLEN. IMP-D 

EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 
NISOC ID- 66-OASA-05 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 1S/00T1 
PERSONNEL 
P1 , J.A. VAN ALLEN ..... U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA 
THREE EON TYPE 6213 GEIGER-MUELdER TUBES (SMI, GM2.AND 
OM3) AND A SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTOR (SSD) PROVIDED 
MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR X RAYS (GEIGER TUBES ONLY. BETWEEN 2 AND 
I2A) AND OF SOLAR. GALACTIC, AND MAGNETOSPHERZC CHARGED 
PARTICLES. THE GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES MEASURED ELECTRONS OF 
ENERGIES GREATER TRAM 45 TO 50 KEV'AND PROTONS OF ENERGIES 
GREATER THAN 730 TO 830 KEV. THE SSD OUTPUT WAS DISCRIMINATED 
AT FOUR THRESHOLDS -- (11 PHI. WHICH DETECTED PROTONS BETWEEN 
.31 AND I0 MEV AND ALPHAS BETWEEN .59 AND 125 NEV. (2) PHI. 
WHICH DETECTED PROTONS BETWEEN .50 AND 4 MEY AND ALPHAS 
BETWEEN *7S AND 98 NE. (3) PN3. WHICH DETECTED PROTONS 
BETWEEN .82 AND 1.4 MEV AND ALPHAS BETWEEN 1.13 AND 46 REV. 
AND (4) PN4, WHICH DETECTED ALPHAS BETWEEN 2.1 AND 17 MEV. GM 
I AND TIE S5 WERE ORIENTED PARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS. AND GM 
3 WAS ORIENTED ANTIPARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS. DATA FROM GM 1 
AND PHI WERE DIVIDED INTO DATA FROM QUADRANTS ORIENTED WITH 
RESPECT TO THE SUN (SECORS I. It III, IV WERE CENTERED 186. 
270. 0 AND 90 OEG FRON THE SUN, RESPEITIVELY). DATA WERE READ 
OUT IN EITHER BIOR 164-SEC INTERVALS. HIGH TEMPERATURES 
ADVERSELY AFFECTED THE SS0 PARTICLE DATA DURING THE PERIODS 
FROM SEPTEMBER 16 TO JANUARY 1. AND FROM MARCH 16 TO JULY 14 
OF EACH YEAR FOLLOWING SEPTEMBER 1. 1966. HOWEVER, THE ALPHA 
PARTICLE DATA ARM BELIEVED TO BE UNAFFECTED. ON RARE OCCA$ION 
(LESS THAN 10). A GM TUBE WOULD PRODUCE A HIGH. SPURIOUS COUNT 
RATE FOR A PERIOD OF SEVERAL HOURS. THIS EFFECT APPARENTLY WAS 
PRODUCED ONLY DURING PERIODS OF EXTREMELY HIGH PARTICLE AND 
X-RAY FLUXES. AC UIX.ATOR FAILURES OCCURRED ON JULY 21. 1967. 
AND SEPTEMBER 24, 1967, A LIMITED AMQUNT OF USABLE DATA WAS 
COLLECTED THROUGH NAY 3. IO71. ThE DATE OF FINAL SPACECRAFT 
TRANSMISSION. 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS 	OF X-RAY AND PARTICLE DATA ON
 
MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 66-05SA-05
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDEC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	0T0tI66 To 2/31I/68
 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 IS REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET IS A SERIES OF PLOTS CONTAINED ON 16 REELS 
Or 35-MM MICROFILM. THESE ARE PARTIALLY REDUCED DATA SUBMITTED 
BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE DATA COVERAGE IS GREATER THAN 90 
PERCENT. SIX PLOTS ARE GIVEN FOR EACH 14 HR PERIOD (DOGO TO 
1200 MR 1200 TO 2400 UT). THESS PLOTS CONTAIN. AS A FUNCTION 
OF TIME, (1) THE COUNT RATES OF SMI FOR EACH SECTOR. I2) THE 
COUNT RATES OF PNI FOR EACH SECTOR. (3) THE COUNT RATES OF 
GMS. OM3. P02. AND GMI (GM1 SUMMED OVER ALL SECTORS). (4) THE 
COUNT RATES OF ALL CHANNLS OF THE SSO (PNi SUMMED BVER ALL 
SECYORSI. (5) THE AVERAGE COUNTING RATE (GIAVI OF SKI FOR 
SECTORS I. II AND IV. AND THE COUNTING NATE OF GMI * SECTOR 
III. DUE TO SOLAR X RAYS (SlX), OR (.) THE ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION DATA IN THE FORM OF THE RATIO OF THE COUNTING 
RATES OF SME TO GM3 AND COEFFICIENTS (ASSUNING A DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE FORM 1 + C COS (00.1 BEING TIE ROTATION ANGLE OF THE 
SPACECRAFT) C AND 0 FOR PHI AND GMI. 
SPACECRAFT CONMON NAME- IP-E 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 35. AIMP 2 
AIMp-Er, 02884 
NSSOC 1D 67-070A 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/1967 	 WEIGHT- 230. KG 
STATUS OF CPERATION-	 INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0612743
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- SELENOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/22/67
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 691.S NIN INCLINATION- 169. DEC
 
PERIAPSIS- 2568. M ALT APOAPSIS- 0388. AN ALT
 
E XPLORER 35 WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED' SPACECRAFT 
INSTRUMENTED FOR INTERPLANETARY STUOIES AT LUNAR DISTANCES OF 
THE INTERPLANETACy PLASMA. MAGNETIC FIELD. ENERGETIC
 
PARTICLES, AND SOLAR X RAYS. IT WAS LAUNCHED INTO AN
 
ELLIPTICAL LUNAR ORBIT. THE SPIN AXIS DIRECTION WAS NEARLY
 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. AND THE SPIN RATE WAS
 
25.6 RPM. MISSION OBJECTIVES WERE ACHIEVED. AFTER SUCCESSFUL 
OPERATION FOR SIX YEARS. THE SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF ON JUNE 
24, 197T. 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSDC 10- 6T-OTOA-QOD
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	0711967 TO 12'31/2
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 CARD(S) BF BW MICROFICHE 
THE PUBLICATION. 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 34. AND 
35 JULY 1965 - APRIL 1969.' WRITTEN BY A. .. BEHANNON. K. I. 
SCHATTEN. 0. H. FAIRFIELO AND N. F. NESS (NASA-GSFC 
X-69-0-64, FEBRUARY 1910) ,CONTAINS THE TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORERS 33. 34. AND 35 FROM LAUNCH TO APRIL 1969 (EXCEPT FOR
 
EXPLORER 38 FOR WHICH THERE APE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH 1969) AS
 
PROJECTED INTO THE X-Y PLANE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES.
 
TICK MARKS I-DAY APART. ARE SHOWN FOR EXPLORERS 33 AND 35
 
AND, WHERE POSSIBLE, FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS PUBLICATION ALSO
 
HAS THE X-Z SOLAR ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS OF THESE
 
SATELLITES FOR JANUARY 1969 7O APRIL 1969. COMPUTED AVERAGE
 
POSITIONS OF THE BOW SHOCK AND MAGNETOPAUSE ARE SHOWN. A
 
CONTINUATION OF THIS DATA SET IS FOUND IN 'TRAJECTORIES OF
 
EXPLORER 33. 35. 41. 63 AND *T.MAY 1969-DECEMBER 1972.'
 
WRITTEN BY 0. H. FAIRFIELD, KT W. SEANNON. R. P. LEPPING. AND
 
N. F. NESS (NASA-GSFC X-691-73-2S. OCT.SER 1973). EXPLORER 
3S DATA ARE FOUND IN THIS DOCUMENT FOR THE ENTIRE PERIOD. MAY 
t969 - DECEMRER 197E. 
58 
IMP-E
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTICCORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
 
SSOC 10- 67-07A-OOE 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 IS/0I/6B TO DB3St7 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 17 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS SET OF EPHEMERIS DATA IS CONTAINED ON SEVENTEEN
 
7-TRACK. 556-SBPI. BCD. TM 360 TAPES. EACH TAPE CONSISTS OF I 

MONTH OF DATA ON ONE FILE. THE DATA RECORDS ON THE TAPES ARE 

BLOCKED WITH FIVE LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH
 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINING SI WORDS (IS. CHARACTERS). EACH TAPE 

CONTAINS ONE HEADER RECORD. THIS IS A PHYSICAL RECORD THAT IS 

BLOCKED THE SAME AS THE DATA RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING 

INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON THESE 'APES AT B-N INTERVALS --

TIME, GEOCENTPIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF MOON AND 
SPACECRAFT, SOLAR MhAOETOSPHERIC COORDINATES OF MOON AND 
SPACECRAFT. SCLENOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES OF 
SPACECRAFT, AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF 
SPACECRAFT SUBSATELLITE POINT. EXCEPT FOR JANUARY THROUGH 
MARCH 1969 AND NOVEMBER 1960. TAPES COVERING THE TIME PERIOD 
INDICATED ARE AVAILABLE. 
ANDERSON. IMP-E 

EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE 

NSSDC 10- 67-070A-02
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DAYE LAST DATA MFCRO- 06/24/73
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - .. A. ANDERSON-. .. o. U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
01 - G.M. PITT ............ U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
SERKELEY. CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A I-CM NEHER TYPE 

IONIZATION CHAMBER AND TWO LIONEL TYPE 205 HT GEIGER-MUELLER 
TUBES. THE ION CHAMBER RESPONDED OMNIDIRECTIONALLY TO 
ELECTRONS ABDVF 0.7 MEV ANO PROTONS ABOVE 12 MEV. BOTH GN 
TUBES WERE MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. CR 
TUBE I DETECTED ELE"RONS ABOVE 4S KEV THAT WERE SCATTERED-OFF 
A GOLD FOIL. THE ACCEPTANCE CONE FOR THESE ELECTRONS HAD A 
to-DEG FULL ANGLE AND AXIS OF SYMMETRY THAT WAS 20 DEG OFF THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS- GM TUBE 2 RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS AND 
PROTONS ABOVE 22 AND 300 KEY. RESPECTIVELY, IN AN ACCEPTANCE 
CONE OF TO-DEG FULL ANGLE CENTERED AT THE SPACECRAFT SPIN 
AXIS. BOTH GM TUBES RESPONDED OMIDIRECTIONALLY TO ELECTRONS 
AND PROTONS OF ENERGIES ABOVE 2.5 AND 50 NEV. RESPECTIVELY. 
PULSES FROM THE ION CHAMBER AND COUNTS FROM EACH GM TUBE WERE 
ACCUMULATED FOR 39.72 SEC AND READ OUT EVERY 40.96 SEC. IN 
ADDITION. THE TIME BETWEEN THE FIRST ION CHAMBER PULSES IN AN 
ACCUMULATION PERIOD WAS ALSO TPLEMETERED. THIS EXPERIMENT 
PERFORMED WELL INITIALLY. ON NOVEMBER 20. 1968. THE ION 
CHAMBER FAILED. DN NAY 9. 199, GM TUBE Z FAILED. GM TUBE I 

OPERATED NORMALLY UP TO MAY 14, 1970. AFTER WHICH THE DATA 

COVERAGE WAS INTERMITTENT UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF 

ON JUNE 24. 1973. 

DATA SET NAME-	ORIGINAL REDUCED ION CHAMBER AND GM
 
COUNTS ON TAPE 

NSO IV- 67-07OA-OA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/19/67 TO 07/2/6B 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 8 FEEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ION,CHAMBER OBSERVATIONS AND 
ACCUMULATED COUNTS FRO% TWO OM TUBES IN A TIME-ORDERED FORMAT 
SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON 7-TRACK. BCD MAGNETIC TAPES 
WRITTEN AT OD BPI USING AN I0M 360/40 COMPUTER. EACH TAPE WAS 
GENERATED BY STAC ING SEVEN SHORT GSFC DATA TAPES. THE FIRST 
FILE ON EACH STACKED TAPE IS A ONE-RECORD FILE WHICH SERVES AS 
AN -INDEX TO THAT SHORT TAPE. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD IS 865
 
CHARACTERS LONG AND CAN CONTAIN SEVENTY-TWO 12-CHARACTER
 
LOGICAL RECOROS. TE INDEX FILE PRECEDES THE STACKED
 
EXPERIMENT DATA. IN WHICH EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS FOUR
 
DATA SEQUENCES. A SEQUENCE CONTAINS THE UT (DAY AND MSEEC) OF
 
THE OBSERVATION, TWO ACCUMULATIONS EACH FROM ON TUBES A AND 5
 
AND THE ION CHAMBER. THE SUN ANGLE, SATELLITE SPIN PERIOD, SUN
 
TIME MOON TIME. AND A NUMBER OF PROCESSING ERROR FLAGS. 
BRIDGE, IMP-E 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA PROBE 
NSSDC Io- 67-070A06
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/04,6B
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - H.S. BRIDGE .. .... M ASS INST OF TECH
 
CAMBRIDGE, MA
 
A' MULTIGRID SPLIT-COLLECTOR FARADAY CUP MOUNTEDON THE 
EQUATOR OF THE SPACECRAFT WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL 
INTENSITY OF SOLAR WIND POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS WITH 
PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON THE INTERACTION OF THE SOLAR MIND WITH 
THE MOON. TWENTY-SEVEN INTEGRAL CURRENT SAMPLES (REOUIRING 
ABOUT *.3 SEC) WERE TAKEN IN AN ENERGY PER CHARGE WINDOW FROM
 
Go TO 2050 V. THEN THE CURRENT WAS SAMPLED IN EIGHT
 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY PER CHARGE WINDOWS BETWEEN S0 AND 5400 V
 
AT THE AZIMUTH WHERE THE PEAK CURRENT APPEARED IN THE PREVIOUS
 
SERIES OF INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS. THESE MEASUREMENTS (INTEGRAL 
AND DIFFERENTIAL) TOOK ABOUT S SEC. BOTH SUM AND DIFFERENCE 
OF COLLECTOR CURRENTS WERE OBTAINED FOR POSITIVE EONS. ONLY 
THE SUM WAS OBTAINED FOR ELECTRONS. A COMPLETE SET OF 
MEASUREMENTS (TWO COLLECTOR PLATE SUMS AND ONE DIFFERENCE FOR 
PROTONS AND ONE COLLECTOR PLATE SUM FOR ELECTRONS) REQUIRED
 
320 SEC. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL ITS
 
FAILURE IN JULY 1968.
 
DATA SET ANE- 3-MEN INTERPLANETARY PLASHA PARAMETERS
 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC 10- 67-07OA-6B
 
AVAILABILITY OF OATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0t25/67 TO 07/03/66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A 7-TRACK. BLOCKED.
 
EVEN-PARITY. BCD. 556-SPI DATA TAPE. THAT WAS GENERATED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER ON AN 	IBM 360. THE BLOCK SIZE IS 1000 CHARACTERS 
WITH A LOGICAL RECORD SIZE OF 100 CHARACTERS- EACH LOGICAL 
RECORD CONTAINS ONE SOLAR WIND MEASUFREMENT. THE TAPE CONTAINS 
ONLY ION SOLAR WIND DATA INCLUDING THE THERMAL SPEED. THE 
NUMBER DENSITY, THE FLOW SPEED. THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE 
AND LATITUDE 	 OF THE FLOW DIRECTION- THESE PARAMETERS AE TIME 
ORDERED. THEY WERE DERIVED USING A GAMMA DISTRIBUTION
 
FUNCTION WHICH IN THE SOLAR WIND IS ESSENTIALLY EQUIVALENT TO
 
A CONVECTED ISOTROPIC MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION THE
 
PARAMETER SET WAS CALCULATED BASED ON A 2.T-IN SPECTRUM. AND
 
CHANGES IN THE SOLAR WIND ON TIME SCALES SHORTER THAN THAT
 
PERIOD. E.G. THE PASSAGE OF AN INTERPLANETARY SHOCK FRONY.
 
WILL INVALIDATE THE PARAMETER SET CALCULATED FROM DATA TAKEN
 
DURING THAT INTERVAL.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS 	OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA
 
PARAMETERS 
NSODC ID- 6T-*OA-06C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/25/6T TO 07/03168
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 1 CARD(S) OF BIW MICROFICHE
 
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED PLOTS CONTAIN HOURLY 
AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY SIAR WIND THERMAL SPEED. BULK SPEED. 
AND DENSITY PLOTTED AGAINST TIME. WITH ONE SOLAR ROTATION PER 
HORIZONTAL AXIS. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON MICROFICHE. 
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DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA 

DATA ON TAPE WITH BLOCKS OF ZEROS REMOVED
 
NSSOC 10- 67-07OA-OSD
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/2567 TO 07/03/6B
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS NSSDC REFORMATTED TAPE IGENERATED FROM DATA SET
 
67-071A-O6A) - CONTAINS HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA 
PARAMETERS. INCLUDED ARE THE AVERAGED THERMAL SPEED. THE
 
AVERAGED NUMBER ONSITY. THE AVERAGED FLOW SPEED. THE AVERAGED 

SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF THE FLOW DIRECTION,
 
AND THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATIONS. THE DATA ARE ON A 
7-TRACK. 556-BpI. BCD MAGNETIC TAPS WITH 44 CHARACTERS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD AND ONE LOGICAL RECORD PER PHYSICAL RECORD.
 
EACH RECORD CONTAINS ONE SET OF PLASMA PARAMETERS, AND NO 
RECORD CONTAINS ALL ZERO OR BLOCK ZERO DATA (AS WERE CONTAINED 
ON THE ORIGINAL NIT-GENSRATEC TAPE). 
VAN ALLEN. IMP-E 

EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS 

NSSDC 1D- 67-070A-O1 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 06/24/73
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN ........ U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA 
THREE EON TYPE 6213 GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES (Gm1. GME. AND 

GM3) AND A SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTOR (SSD) PROVIDED 

MEASUREMENTS OF SOLAR X RAYS (GMI ONLY, BETWEEN 2 AND 12 A)
 
AND CHARGED PAPTIC.S IN THE VICINITY OF THE MOON. GI AND GM3 
MEASURED ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 48 TO 50 KEY AND 
PROTONS OF ENERGY GREATER THAN 740 TO 820 NEV. WHILE CR2 WAS 
SHIELDED BY A CAP APPROXIMATELY I GRAM PER SO CH THICK 
(LIMITING ITS RESPONSE TO PROTONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN 
ABOUT 55 MEVI. THE SD OUTPUT WAS DISCRIMINATED AT FOUR 
THRESHOLDS -- () MfI. WHICH DETECTED PROTONS BETWEEN .32 AND 
6.3 MEV. (a P2. WHICH DETECTED PROTONS BETWEEN .48 AND 3.0 
MEV. (3) PNA, WHICH DETECTED ALPHAS BETWEEN 2 AND 10.2 REV. 
AND (A) PN3, WHICH WAS SENSITIVE TO PARTICLES OF Z GREATER 
THAN 3, CARBON 12 BETWEEN .58 AND 9.5 MEV PER NUCLEON, 
NITROGEN I4 BETWEEN .514 AND 13.9 MEV PER NUCLEON. AND OXYGEN 
1 BETWEEN .466 AND B.8 MEV PER NUICLEON. GNI AND $5D WERE 
ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. G02 WAS 
ORIENTED PARALLEL TO THE 5PIN AXIS. AND GMS WAS ORIENTED 
ANTIPARALLEL TO THE SPIN AXIS. DATA FROM GMI. PNI. AND PN4 
WERE DIVIDED INTO DATA FROM QUADRANTS ORIENTED WITH RESPECT TO 
THE SUN (SECTORS I II III IV WERE CENTERED 180. 270. 0. AND 
90 DEG AWAY FROM THE SUN, RESPECTTVELY). DATA WERE READ OUT 

EVERY 82 OR 164 SEC. AND THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMANCE WAS 

NORMAL. SEE 'PARTICLE SHADOWING BY THE MOON.- BY J. A. VAN 

ALLEN AND N. F. NESS. J. GEOPHYS. RES.. 74. 71-93. 1969. BUT 

NOTE THE REVISED SSD ENERGY LEVELS. 

DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNT RATE DATA ON 

MICROFILM
 
NSEDC ID- 67-07OA-OIG
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	07/2916 TO 12/31/6A 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSODC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 	 I0 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET IS A SERIES OF PLOTS CONTAINED ON 10 REELS 

OF 35-MM MICROFILM. THIS IS A COMPLETE SET OF PARTIALLY 

REDUCED DATA SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE COVERAGE IS 

GREATER THAN 90 PERGCMT. SIX PLOTS ARE GIVEN FOR EACH 22-HA 
PERIOD (0000 TO 1200 OR 1200 TO 2400 GMTI. THESE PLOTS 
CONTAIN AS A FUNCTION OF TIME, (1) THE COUNT PATES OF GMI FOR 
EACH SECTOR (21 THE COUNT RATES OF PHI FOR EACH SECTOR. (3) 
THE COUNT RATES O GM2 GM3. PN2 AND DM1 (GI SUMMED OVER ALL 
SECTORS). (4) THE COUNT RATES OF PNI. PN2S AND PNA OF THE SED 
(PNI SUMMED OVER ALL SECTORS). (5 THE AVERAGE COUNTING RATE 
(GIAV) OF GMI FOR SECTORS 1, II AND IV. THE COUNTING RATE OF 
GM0 SECTOR TIT, DUE TO SOLAR X-nAYS (GIXt. Aiv THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE COUNT RATES OF GM3 AND GHZ. AND (6) THE ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTION DATA IN THE FORM OF COEFFICIENTS (ASSUMING A 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FORM 1 + C COS (OMICRON * D) (OMICRON 
BEING THE ROTATION ANGLE OF THE SPACECRAFT) C AND 0 FOR PNI 
AND GMI. 
SPACECRAFT CIR4HON NAME- IMP-F
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 34. IMP 4
 
02a17 
NESOC O- 67-051A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 05/24/67 	 WEIGHT- 163. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDOED- 05/03/69
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- DGS24J67 
ORBIT PERIOD- 6846. MIN INCLINATION- 67.1? DEG
 
PERIAPRSS- Z42.000 .M ALT APOAPSIS- 214303. A ALT
 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED INTO A HIGH-INCLINATION,
 
HIGHLY ECCENTRIC EARTH ORBIT. THE APOGEE POINT WAS LOCATED
 
NEAR THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND HAD AN INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF ABOUT
 
1900 HR. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AND HAD AN INITIAL
 
SPIN PERIOD OF 2.6 SEC. THE SPIN VECTOR WAS APPROXIMATELY
 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. LIKE THE EARLIER IM~pS.
 
THIS SPACECRAFT WAS INSTRUMENTED TO STUDY INTERPLANETARY
 
MAGNETIC FIELDS. ENERGETIC PARTICLES. AND PLASMA. THE
 
SPACECRAFT OPTICAL ASPECT SYSTEM FAILED ON MARCH 4. 1969.
 
OTHERWISE. USEFU DATA WERE ACQUIRED UNTIL JUST DEFOR9
 
SPACECRAFT REENTRY. WHICH OCCURRED ON MAY 3. 1q96.
 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR 	 ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 67-051A-OO 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	05/24 67 TO 05/03/6
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SIT CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 36-MM MICROFILMED 
PLOTS OF EPHEMERIS DATA SHOWN IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AM SOLAR 
MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR ALL THE ORBITS OF EXPLORER 34. 
THE X-Y. X-Z. AND Y-Z PROJECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BOTH
 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE X-Y SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTION SHOWS
 
THE COMPUTED AVERAGE POSITION OF THE BOW SHOCK AS COMPUTED BY
 
DR. 0. FAIRFIELD OF GCFC. TWO THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVES
 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR EACH ORBIT.
 
EVERY PLOT SHOWS ONE FULL ORBIT CURVE AND TABULAR LISTINGS OF
 
THE ORBIT NUMBER. APOGEE. PERIGEE. START TIME. STO TIME.
 
COORDINATE SYSTEM. AND PROJECTION OR PERSPECTIVE FOR THE
 
ORBIT." AN ASTERISK ISUSED TO MARK THE FIRST MOON OR MIDNIGHT
 
(UT) ENCCUNTERED. -ITH TICK MARKS;USED AT SUCCESSIVE 1-HOUR
 
POINTS.
 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSDC 1O- 67-051A-DIE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0 V24/67 TO 03/00/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 34, AND 
35. JULY 1966 - APRIL 1q60.0 WRITTEN BY X. W. OEHANNON. K. H. 
SCHATTEN. D. H. FAIRFIELD, AND N. F. NESS (NASA-GSFC 
X-692-70-64. FEBRUARY 19701 CONTAINS THE TRAJECTORIES OF 
EXPLORERS 33. 34, AND 35 FROM LAUNCH TO APRIL 1969 (EXCEPT FOR 
EXPLORER 34 FOR WHICH THERE ARE NO PLOTS AFTER MARCH 1969) AS 
PROJECTED INTO THE X-Y PLANE IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDNATES. 
TICK MARKS. I.DAY APART. ARE SHOWN FOR EXPLORERS 33 AND 35 
AND. WHERE POSSIBLE FOR EXPLORER 34. THIS PUBLICATION ALSO 
HAS THE X-Z SOLAR ECLIPTIC ORBIT PROJECTIONS OF THESE 
SATELLITES FOR JANUARY 1969 TO APRIL 0969. COMPUTED AVERAGE 
POSITIONS OF THE ROW 	SHOCK AND MAGNETOPAUSE ARE ALSO S"O0M.
 
60
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OF EACH PLOT.
 
DATA SET NAME- U OF CHICAGO EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE
 
NSSDC TO- 67-OSIA-OOF
 
AVAILABILITY 0' DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/24/67 TO 0503/69 BOSTROM, IP-­
(AS VERIFIED BY SESOC)
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC tD- 6T-OSIA-07
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FIVE 7-TRACK. OO-BPI. BINARY
 
TAPES USING XDS 930 INTEGER FORMAT. THE TAPES WERE GENERATED STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
BV PERSONnEL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. EACH PHYSICAL DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 65/03/69
 
RECORD CONSISTS OF AG LOGICA RECORDS OF 25 WORDS EACH,
 
END-OF-FILE MARKS SEPARATE ORBITS. AND A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE PERSONNEL 
MARK ENDS EACH TAPE. EPHMErTIS POINTS (LOGICAL RECOROS) ARE PI - C.C. BOSTROM .......... APPLIED PHYSICS LAS 
GIVEN AT 61.44-SEC INTERVALS. DATA PRESENTED INCLUDE TIME. SILVER SPRING. NO 
PSEUDO SEQUFNCE CO UNT. SATELLITE RADIAL DISTANCE SATELLITE 01 - D.J. WILLIAMS .... NOAA-ERL 
AND SUN GEOCENTRIC AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. BOULDER. CO 
SATELLITE SDLAR-NANETOSPHSRIC COORDINATES, 01 - D.E. HAGGE .......... N ASA-JSC 
SATELLITE-EAPTK-SUN ANHLE SATELLITE SPEED. B AND L. B/BO, AND HOUSTON. TX 
THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC COMOHENTS OF THE. GSFO (12/66) MODEL 01 - FB. MCDONALD ..... NASA-GSFC 
GEDMGNETIC FIELD AS UPDATED TO 1960.0. THERE ARE NO KNOWN GREENBELT. MD 
SIGNIFICANT DATA GAPS. 
THE SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT USED FOUR 
SEPARATE DETECTORS, EACH OF WHICH USED ONE OR MORE SOLID-STATE 
SENSORS. THREE DETECTORS MEASURED THE MNI IRECTIONAL FLUXES 
OF PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES WITH ENERGY PER NUCLEON VALUES
 
ABOVE 10. 30. AND 60 NEV. ALPHA PARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
 
TOTAL COUNT RATES WERE GENERALLY LESS THAN 10 PERCENT. THESE
 
DETECTORS WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE APPROXIMATELY
 
ANDERSON. IMP-F 0.7. 2. AD B MEV. RESPECTIVELY. THE 10-MEV CHANNEL WAS 
SAMPLED FOR TWO 19.2 SEC INTERVALS EVERY 163.8 SEC AND THE 30-
EXPERIMENT NAME- ION CHAMBER AND 60-MEV CHANNELS FOR ONE 19.2 SEC INTERVAL EVERY 163.0 SEC. 
RESULTANT HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN 
NSSDC ID- 67-OSIA-OS SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA (NAA. BOULDER) ON A RAPID OASIS. THE 
FOURTH DETECTOR HAD A 60-DEG FULL LOOK ANGLE NORMAL TO THE 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND MEASURED FLUXES OF T- TO 10-MEV 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDFO- 11/05167 PROTONS FOR TWO 19.2 SEC INTERVALS EVERY 163.8 SEC. DATA WERE
 
OBTAINED FROM THE FIRST THREE DETECTORS BETWEEN LAUNCH AN MAY 
PERSONNEL 3. 141.. DATA FROM THE FOURTH DETECTOR WERE OBTAINED BETWEEN 
PI - K.A. ANDERSON ........ U OF CALIF. BERKELEY LAUNCH AND JUNE I2. 1960. 
BERKELEY. CA
 
01 - G.M. PITT .- ........ U OF CALIF BERKELEY
 
.BERKELEY. CA
 
TIl INSTRUMENTATION FOR THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 
4-IN. NHER TYPE IONIZATION CHAMBER AN TWO LIONEL TYPE 205 NT 
GEIGER-MUELLER TUBES. THE ION CHAMBER RESPONDED 
OHNIDIRECTIONALLY TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.7 1EV AND PROTONS ABOVE DATA SET NAME- DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATES, 10-. 30- 0­
12 NEV. BOTH GM TUBES WERE MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT REV CHANNELS 
SPIN AXIS. GM TUBE DETECTED ELECTRONS ABOVE AS KEV THAT WERE
 
SCATTERED OF' A GBD FOIL. THE ACCEPTANCE CONE FOR THESE NSSDC ID- 67-51A-OTA
 
ELECTRONS HAD A 70-DEG FULL ANGLE AND AN AXIS OF SYMMETRY THAT
 
WAS 20 DEG OFF THV SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. GN TUBE B RESPONDED AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS ABOVE 24 AND 300 KEV. RESPECTIVELY.
 
IN AN ACCEPTANCE CONE OF TO-DEG FULL ANGLE CENTERED AT THE TINE PERIOD COVERED- 05/24/7 TO 05/02/69
 
SPIN DIRECTION. BOTH GM TUBES RESPONDED OMNIDIRECYSONALLY T0 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
ELECTRONS AND PROTONS OF ENERGIES ABOVE 2.5 AND 50 REV.
 
RESPECTIVELY. PULSES FROM THE ION CHAMBER AND COUNTS FROM EACH QUANTITY OF DATA- 1 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
GM TUBE WERE ACCUMULATED FOR 9.92 SEC AND READ OUT EVERY 10.24
 
SEC. THE TIME BETWEEN THE FIRST TWO ION CHAMBER PULSES IN AN THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 
ACCUMULATION PERIOD WAS ALSO TELEMETERED. THIS EXPERIMENT WHICH CONTAINS COPIES OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIEO PLOTS OF DAILY 
PERFORMED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH THROUGH SEPTEMBER B. AVERAGED RATES TIME TAKEN IN THE I0-. 30-.1967. WHEN COUNT VERSUS AND GM TUBE A FAILED. ON NOVEMBER 5, 1967.GM TUBE B FAILED AND 60-MEV PROTON CHANNELS. 
THE EXPERIMENT WAS TERMINATED. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE LIN.
 
SOLAR PHYSICS, VOL 12, P 266. 1970. 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES 
PULISHED IN 'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' 
DATA SET NAME- ION CHAMBER AND GN TUBE COUNT RATES ON 
MICROFILM NSSDC I0- 67-OSIA-TB
 
NSSDC ID- 67-05IA-02A AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA 
IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
AVAILAOILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/Z4/67 TO 05/02/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/24/67 TO 09/15/67
 
(AS VERIFIED a, NESOC) QUANTITY OF DATA- 17 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-
 I R"L(S) OF MICROFILM THIS PUBLISHED DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY PLOTS AND
 
TABULAR LISTINGS OF HOURLY AVERAGED OMNIDIRECTIONAL PLUXES OF
 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER CONSISTS OF PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE IT, SO, AND 60 4EV. DATA OBTAINED
 
COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS/SEEC VS UT EARTH-SPACECRAFT DISTANCE. DURING A GIVEN MONTH WERE PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA
 
MAGNETOSPHERIC LATITUDE. AND ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE) FOR THE ION (COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS) WITH A 6-MONTH LAG.
 
CHAMBER AND TWO GH TUBES OF THE EXPERIMENT. THE PLOTS ARE
 
CHRONOLOGICALLY ORDERED ON ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM. THE GM 
COUNT RATES ARE DEAD TIME CORRECTED. EACH PLOT COVERS A 24-HR 
TIME PERIOD AND CONTAINS THREE TRACES -- (1) ELECTRONS ABOVE 
.5 KEV FOR GN TUBE A (DESIGNATED 'SCATTER' PARTICLES IN THE 
PLOTSI. (2) ELECTRONS ABOVE 22 KEV AND PROTONS ABOVE 300 KEV 
FOR GM TUBE 8 (DESIGNATED 'OPEN' PARTICLES IN THE PLOTS). AND 
(3) ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.? REV AND PROTONS ABOE 12 REV FOR THE DATA SET NAME- COUINT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES 
ION CHAMBER. THE PLOTS ARE ANNOTATED WITH DATA QUALITY FLAGS. 
HOWEVER. THESE FLAGS DEMOTE THE NOISINESS OF DArA TRANSMISSION NSSDC TO- 6T-GSIA-OTC 
AND NOT NECESSARILY THE INTRINSIC QUALITY OF THE DATA. THE
 
SCALING FACTORS FOR EACH OF THE THREE TRACES APPEAR T THE TOP AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NB. 
 CN2 
IMP-F
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I5A./A7 TO CSI.OD69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 22 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 22 IM 360 BINARY. 150-1P. 
9-TRACK TAPES AS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. SEVEN-TRACK 
COPIES EXIST. EACH TAPE HAS ON FILE AND IS BLOCKED WITH 20 

LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL. RECORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD HAS 

176 32-BIT WORDS. THERE ARE INTERSPERSED ON THE TAPES BOTH ID 

RECORDS AND DATA RECORDS. THERE IS ONE ID RECORD FOR A GIVEN 

SEGMENT OF DATA OBTAINED BY ONE TRACKING STATION DURING DNE 
SPACECRAFT PASS OVER THAT STATION. THE DATA LOGICAL RECORDS 
CONTAIN TINE DATA QUALITY INDICATORS. OEAD-TIME CORRECTED 
COUNT RATES (CPS) OBTAINED FROM ALL THE DETECTOR READINGS 
TAKEN DURING ONE 5.73-IN INTERVAL. ORBIT DATA. AND OTHER 
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION. DATA COVERAGE BETWEEN MAY 24. 196t. 
AND MAY 3. 1969, IS VIRTUALLY COMPLETE. 
DATA SET NAME-	 EDITED HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC O- 67-SA-OD 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/2A167 TO 0503/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED 
TAPE. WHICH IS OF TTRACK. 800 OPT. IBM1360 BINARY FORMAT. 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 3120 8-BIT BYTES AND CONTAINS 
DATA FOR I DAY. THERE ARE SIX LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL 
RECORD. AND ONE FILE FOR EACH CALEKDAR YR OF DATA ON THE TAPE. 
DATA GIVEN WITHIN EACH LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDE TIME EPHEMERIS 
DATA AND HOURLY AVERAGED COIJNT RATES FOR EACH OF THE FIVE 
EXPERIMENT COUNTING NODES. THESE RATES WERE THOROUGHLY EDITED. 
IN THAT NOISE POINTS AND MAGNETOSPHERIC COUNTING HAVE SEN 
REMOVED. RECOGNIZABLY INTERPOLATED INTERPLANETARY COUNT RATE 
VALUES HAVE BEEN INSERTED FOR MANETOSPHERIC TRAVERSAL 
PERIODS. THE TIME COVERAGE IS ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE BETWEEN MAY 
24. 1967 AND MAY 3. 1969. WHEN TAKEN TOGETHER WITH THE 

CORRESPONDING DATA SET FROM IMP S (69-053A-07C). THESE DATA 

PROVIDE A NEARLY CONTINUOUS RECORD OF I TO 100 MEV 

INTERPLANETARY PROTON FLUXES FROM MAY 1967 TO DECEMBER 1972. 

BROWN. IMP-F 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE 
NSOC ID- 67TOSIA-01 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0503t69
 
PERSONNEL 
PT - W.L. CROWN ........... BELL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. NW 
01 - G.L. MILLER .. ..... DILL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. NJ 
OI - C.S. ROBERTS ....... S..BELL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. NJ 

A FOUR-ELEMENT SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE WITH AN ACCEPTANCE 
CONE HALF ANGLE OF 20 DEG WAS MOUNTED NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN "IS. DURING EACH 2.F3-MNl INTERVAL. 9.B2-SEC 
ACCUMULATIONS WERE 	OBTAINED IN EACH OF I DIStINCT COUNTING
 
MODES. THESE 	MODES INVOLVED PROTONS IN FIVE ENERGY INTERVALS 

COVERING 0.6 	TO IS NEV. ALPHA PARTICLES IN FOUR INTERVALS 

COVERING 1.7 TO B0 REV. AND ELECTRONS. DEUTERONS, TRITONS, AND 

HELIUM-3 NUCLEI IN THE INTERVALS 0"3 TO 3, 6 TO 20. 5.5 TO 25. 

AND It TO 72 MEV. RESPECTIVELY. DBOARD CALIBRATION CHECKS 

WERE PERFORMED EVERY 6 HR. THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY 

FROM LAUNCH TO THE SPACECRAFT REENTRY DATE MAY 3. 1969. FOR 

FURTHER DETAILS. SEE LANZEROTTIT JGR. VOL 74. P 2861. 1969. 

AND REFERENCES CONTAINED THEREIN. 

DATA SET NAME-	 REDUCED ELECTRON. PROTON. AND HEAVIER 
ION TELESCOPE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 67-OSIA-OIA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- S0/24/6T TO 0/03/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 33 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
TIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THIRTY-THREE 7-TRACK, 800-DPI. 
GE/635 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
EXPEIMENT DATA RECORDS AND EPHEMERIS RECORDS ARE INTERSPERSED 
ON THE TAPES. THE DATA RECORDS ARE MADE UP OF TEN 36-41T 
COMPUTER WORDS WITH EACH WORD BEING FURTHER BROKEN DOWN INTO 
INTEGER NUMBERS OP SPECIFIED MEANINGS. DATA FOR ONE EXPERIMENT 
SEQUENCE (10.23 SEC) ARE FOUND IN ONE RECORD AND INCLUDE (I) 
TIME IUT). (2) SPACECRAFT CLOCK DATA. (3) COUNTS FOR EACH OF 
THE FIVE REGISTERS FOR 0ME SENSOR COINCIOENCE MODE. AND (4) 
VATA QVALITY FLAGS RELATED TO THE NOISINESS OF IT 
TRANSMISSION. THE EPHEMERIS RECORDS CONSIST OF TWENTY 36-IT 
WORDS. 19 OF WHICH ARE FLOATING POINT. EPHEMERIS RECORDS OCCUR 
ONCE EACH I OR 10 MIN ACCORDING TO WHETHER THE SPACECRAFT 
RADICAL DISTANCE IS LESS THAN OR GREATER THAN t2.000 KM. 
EPHEMERIS DATA INCLUDE SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE. GEOCENTRIC 
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. INERTIAL ECLIPTIC DECLINATION AND 
RIGHT ASCENSION. SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND MAGNETOSPHEREC CARTESIAN 
COORDINATES. AND B AND L. THERE ARE NO DATA GAPS LASTING 
LONGER THAN 24 HOURS. THERE ARE 6 GAPS OF MORE THAN 6 IURS,
AND 1 GAPS OF MORE THAN 2 HOURS OVER THE 2 YEAR PERIOD 
COVERED BY THE DATA.
 
DATA SET NAMS- REDUCED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 6T-DSIA-IC
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 90 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM SUBMITTED BY 
THE EXPERIMENTER.- PLOTTED ARE COUNTS OBTAINED IN INDIVIOAL 
ACCUMULATION INTERVALS AND FLAGGED AS GOOD DATA. CALIBRATION 
MODE COUNTS AND OCCASIONAL DATA POINTS THAT ARE OBVIOUSLY DAD 
BUT ARE FLAGGED AS GOOD DUE TO THE CLEANLINESS OF THEIR
 
SPACECRAFT-TO-EARTH 	 TRANSMISSION AGE VISIBLE. EACH MICROFILM 
REEL CONTAINS ABOUT B DAYS OF DATA. EACH FRAME CONTAINS B HR 
OF DATA. THERE ARE 24 DATA FRAMES COVERING EACH a HR INTERVAL.
 
THESE FRAMES COVER ALL THE EXPERIMENT COUNTING NODES. EVERY
 
26TH FRAME CONTAINS 8 HR OF EPHEMERIS DATA "(RADIAL DISTANCE
 
AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE AND
 
LONGITUDE). ALL THE DATA OBTAINED BY THIS EXPERIMENT OVER THE
 
LIFE OF THE SPACECRAFT ARE AVAILABLE FROM NSSOC IN THIS FORM.
 
MCCRACKEN. IND-F 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 
HNSDC ID- 67-OSIA-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 IHOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/03J6%
 
PERSONNEL 
AT - K.4. MCCRACKEN .... i F ADELAIDE 
ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA 
at - P.C. RAO .....- .. PHYSICAL RESEARCH LA 
AHMEDABAD. INDIA 
01 - W.C. BARTLEY ....... NATL ACADEMY OF SCI 
WASHINGTON. DOC 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY SOLAR PARTICLE
 
.NESOTROPY AND ITS VARIATION WITH TIME. A TELESCOPE
 
CONSISTING OF THREE ALIGNED DETECTORS (A. SOLID STATE. B.
 
PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR G CSI SCINTILLATOR) AND A PLASTIC
 
SCINTILLATOR ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD (D). WAS USED TO MEASURE
 
PROTONS FROM 0.8 TO 7.0 KEY (COUNTS IN A BUT NOT IN R) AND
 
FROM 35 TO 110 MEV (COINCIDENT COUNTS IN B (DE/DX0 AND C
 
(TOTA. El BUT PT IN 0). PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS YIELDED 
SIX-POINT SPECTRA WITHIN EACH OF THESE TWO ENERGY INTERVALS. 
PROTONS FROM 7 TO 55 REV (COUNTS IN A AND B) WERE ALSO 
RECORDED WITHOUT SPECTRAL INFORMATION. IN ADDITION. A 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER PROVIDED DIRECTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF X 
RAYS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE Z KEY AND ELECTRONS ABOVE 70 KEV. 
COUNTS IN EACH PARTICLE COUINTING MODE WERE OBTAINED IN EACH OF 
EIGHT OCTANTS IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. X-RAY COUNTS WERE 
OBTAINED IN THE SOLAR OCTANT. A COMPLETE SET OF COUNT RATES 
AND SPECTRAL DATA WAS OBTAINED EVERY 8.9 SEC. THE 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER AND TELESCOPE WORKED WELL FROM LAUNCH 
UNTIL MARCH 27, 1960* AND NAY 3. 1969 (SPACECRAFT REENTRY
 
DATE). RESPECTIVELY. FOR A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION. SEE 
SOLAR PHYSICS. 17. PAGE 218 (1971). 
62"
 
HOURLY-AVERAC5D FLUXES (50 DAYS PER PAGE) FOR THREE PROTON 
ENERGY INTERVALS (0.9 TO 1.6. 6 TO 20. AND 20 TO SO NEV) AND 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON TAPE FOR ONE ELECTRON INTERVAL (0.5 TO 1.4 MEVI. ELECTRON ONSET 
TIMES ARE SPECIFIED WITH INDICATED UNCERTAINTIES BETWEEN 3 AND 
NSSDC ID- 67-OSIA-OSA 30 HIN. PROTON ONSET TIMES R SPECIFIED FOR EVENTS WITH NO 
ODSCEPNIBLE ELECTRON INCREASES. DATA GAPS ASSOCIATED WITH 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET.- DATA AT NSSBC PERIGEE PASSES AND OCCASIONAL SATURATION PERIODS ARE CLEARLY 
MARKED. 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0S/YS/67 TO 05/0/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 7-TRACK. EOO- pI. BCD
 
MAGNETIC TAPE SUBhITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH PHYSICAL
 
RECORD CONSISTS OF 240 CAMD IMAGE LOGICAL RECORDS- EACH MCDONALD. IMP-F
 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TINE AND HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES. 
IN THE FIRST OF FOUR PILES. COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF THE POUR EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAV ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS 
SENSORS MAKING UP THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE ARE GIVEN. THESE 
ARE OF SOMFWHAT LIMITED UTILITY BECAUSE GEOMETRICAL FACTORS NSSOC TO- 67-051A-10T 
ARE SIGNIFICAN LY ENERGY DEPENDENT. IN THE SECOND FILE, 0.7-
TO 7.6-MEV PROTON COLNT RATES FOR EACH OF EIGHT AZIMUTHAL STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
OCTANTS ARE GIVEN. IN THE THIRD FILE. COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED-,OS03/69 
EIGHI" AZIMUTHAL OCTANTS OBTAINED FROM THE PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 
ARE GIVEN IN THE LAST FILE. 7- TO 55-MEV PROTON COUNT RATES PERSONNEL 
FORl EACH OF EIGHT AZIMUTHAL OCTANTS ARE GIVEN. THE COUNT PC - P.R. MCDONALD ...... NASA-GSPC 
RATES 14 THE LAST THREE FILES ARE READILY CONVERTIBLE TO GREENBELT, ND 
FLUXES. THE DATA IN EACH FILE ARE COMPLETE FROM LAUNCH 0I - G.H. LUDWIGA ........... OAA 
THROUGH MAY 2. 199 (FILE 11, MARCH 16, 1969 (FILE 2). SUITLAND. 1D
FEBRUARY IS. 19GB (FILE 3). AN D JUNE lII 1967 (FILE A). THIS EXPERIMENT 
USED A E./DX. C TELESCOPE WITH THIN 
AND 
THICK CST SCINTILLATORS (ONE EACH) AND AN ANTICOINCIDENCE 
PLASTIC SCINTILLATION COUNTER. THE TELESCOPE AXIS WAS PARALLEL 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. COUNTS OF PARTICLES PENETRATING
 
THE THIN CS) SCINTILLATOR AND STOPPING IN THE THICK CSI
 
SCINTILLATOR WERE ACCUMULATED FOR A 4.48-SEC INTERVAL TWICE
 
EVERY 2.73 MIN. THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE COUNT RATE OF 
MCDONALD. ICP-P VARIOUS SPECIES (ELECTRONS BETWEEN 2.7 AND 21.5 MEV, NUCLEI 
WITH CHARGE I AND 2. ATOMIC MASS 1. 2 Z, AND 4, AND ENERGY 
EXPERIMENT NANE- LOW-EN RGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR BETWEEN 18.7 AND 81.6 MEV/NUCLEON) AND ENERGY SPECTRAL 
INFORMATION WERE DETERMINED BY 102-CHANMEL PU.SE HEIGHT 
NSSDC 10- 67-051A-09 ANALYSIS PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY O THE OUTPUT OF BOTh CSI 
SCINTILLATORS 16 TIMES EVERY 2.73 MIN. COUNTS GF ELECTRONS 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE BETWEEN 0.3 AND 0.9 MEY STOPPING IN THE THIN SCENTILLATOR WERE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDEO- 0503/69 ALSO OBTAINED ONCE EACH 2.73 MIN. EXCEPT AS NOTED ABOVE. THE 
EXPERIMENT PERFORMED WELL FROM LAUNCH TO MAY 3, 1969 
PERSONNEL (SPACECRAFT REENTRY DATE). 
PI - FB. MCDONALD .......... NASA-.BFC 
GREENBELT, ND 
01 - G.N. LUDWIG ..... . NOAA 
SUITLAND. MD 
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A OEZDX E TELESCOPE WITH ONE THIN 
AND TWO THICK SURFACE BARR[IE. SOLID-STATE DETECTORS AND AN 
ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR COUNTER. THE TWO THICK DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC-RAY 
OETFCTORS ACTED TOGETHER AS ONE DETECTOR. THE TELESCOPE AXIS EVENTS (VAN HOLLEBEKE ET AL. X-661-74-27) 
WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. COUNTS OF 
PARTICLES PFNETRATING THE THIN DETECTOR AND STOPPING IN A NSSDC ID 67-OSIA-IOA 
THICK DETECTOR WERE ACCUMULATED FOR TWO A.48-EC INTERVALS 
EVERY 2.73 WIN. THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE COUNT RATE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
OF PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 4.2 AND 
19.1 MEV/NUCLEDH AND ENERGY SPECTRAL INFORMATION WERE TIME PERIOD COVERED- OS/25/67 TO 05/02/69 
DETERMINED BY I02-CH4INEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS. WHICH WAS (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY ON THE OUTPUT OF THE SLIID-STATE 
DETECTORS EIGHT 'TIMES EVERY 2.73 MIN. PROTONS STOPPING IN THE QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIN DETECTOR (ANM PARTICLES PENETRATING IT) WERE MEASURED BY 
PASSING THE OUTPUT SIGNAL THROUGH AN EIGHT-LEVEL ENERGY THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED VERSION OF THE 
THRESHOLD DISCRIMINATOR. THE EIGHT CORRESPONDING PROTON DOCUMENT 'A CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENTS - IMPS 4 AND 5 
ENERGIES RAN FROM 1.1 TO ABOUT A MEV. DATA FROM ANY ONE LEVEL (MAY 1967 - DECEMBER 1975),l BY M. A. VANHOLLEQEKE, J. R, 
WERE TRANSMITTED ONCE EVERY 2.73 NI. THE ANTICOINCIDENCE WANG, AND F. B. MCDONALD (GSFC X-661-74-27. JANUARY 1974). 
SCINTILLATOR FAILED IN MARCH 1960. THIS RESULTED IN SOMEWHAT THE CATALOG CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ABOUT 18S EVENTS. WITH AN 
HIGHER BACKGROUND MUNT RATES. WHICH RENDERED ISOTOPIC (BUT 'VENT' DEFINED AS AN INCREASE IN THE 20- TO 80-MEV PROTON 
NOT CHARGE) SEPARATION MORE DIFPICMT. EXCEPT AS ALREADY FLUX WHICH EXCEEDS 0.000t PROTONS/(CM SO SEC STER MEV) AND 
NOTED, THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL MAY 3. LASTS FOR MORE THAN 5 MRS. THE MINIMUM INCREASE OVER THIS 
1969 (SPACECRAFT REENTRY DATE). ENERGY RANGE CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT 6 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL 
GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY FLUX AT I AU. THE DATA ARE PRESENTED AS 
HOURLY-AVERAGED FLUXES (10 DAYS PER PAGE) FOR THREE PROTON 
ENERGY INTERVALS tO.9 TO 1.6, 6 TO 20. AND 20 TO 80 MEV) AND 
FOR ONE ELECTRON INTERVAL (0°S TO 1.1 MEV). ELECTRON ONSET 
TIMES ARE SPECIFIED WITH INDICATED UNCERTAINTIES BETWEEN 3 AND 
30 MN PROTON ONSET TI7MES ARE SPECIFIED FOR EVENTS WITH NO 
DISCERNIBLE ELECTRON INCREASES. DATA GAPS ASSOCIATED WITH 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY PERIGEE PASSES AND OCCASIONAL SATURATION PERIODS ARE CLEARLY 
'EVENTS (VAN HOLLEBEKE ET AL. X-.661-74-27) MARKED. 
NSSIC 1D- 67-OSIA-OA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05 25167 TO 05/02/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSDC) 
OGILVIE, IP-F 
aUANTITy OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED VERSION OF THE 
DOCUMENT 'A CATALOG OP SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENTS - IMPS A AND 5 NSSDC ID- 67-0SIA-08 
(MAY 1967 - DECEMBER 972).' BY . A. VANHOLLEBEKE. J. R: 
WANG, AND F. B. NCDONALD (GSFC X-661-7A-27. JANUARY 1474). STATUS OF OPIRATION- INOPERABLE 
THE CATALOG CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ABOUT 185 EVENTS. WITH AN DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 01/30t68 
'EVENT DEFINED AS AN INCREASE IN THE 20- TO BO-NEV PROTON 
FLUX WHICH EXCEEDS 0.0001 PROTONS(CM SO SEC STER HEV) AND PERSONNEL 
LASTS FOR MORE THAN 5 HRS. THE MINIMUM INCREASE OVER THIS PC - NM. OGILVIE -......- HASA-GSFC 
ENERGY RANGE CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT S PERCENT OF THE TOTAL GREENBELT. MO 
GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY FLUX AT I AU. THE DATA ARE PRESENTED AS D - ToDo WILKERSON ...... U OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK. ND
 
6g3
 
IMP-F
 
,AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND AN E CROSS B VELOCITY 
SELECTOR NORMAL TO THE SUACECRAFT SPIN AXIS' WERE USED TO 
SEPARATELY DETERMINE 'PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE SPECTRA IN THE 
SOLAR WIND. FOR EACHSPECIES. MEASUREMENTS IN THE ENERGY PER 
CHARGE RANGE 310 TO SIO0 EV W RE MADE AT 14 POINTS 
LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED IN ENERGY. DURING INDIVIDUAL 
SPACECRAFT ROTATIONS. COUNTS WERE OBTAINED IN EACH OF SIXTEEN 
22.6-DEG SECTORS FOR A GIVEN SPECIES AND ENERGY. THE SUM OP 
THESE COUNTs. THE SUM OF THE SOUARES OF THESE COUNTS. AND THE 
SECTOR NUMBER OF MAXIMUm COUNTING WERE TELEMETERED TO EARTH. 
AFTER SUCCESSIVE 61.14-SEC SPECTRAL DETERMtNATIONS FOR PROTONS 
AND ALPHA PARTICLES, I5 CONSECUTIVE READINGS FOR PROTONS AT 
1408 EV WERE OBTAINED. A PERIOD OF 3.07 KIN SEPARATED TWO 
SPECTRA OF THE SAME SPECIES. THE INSTRUMENT OPERATED NORMALLY 
UNTIL JANUARY 30. 1968. AT THAT TIME. IT WAS TURNED OF AS 
SPACECRAFT APOGEE HAD MOVED INTO THE MAGNETOTAIL. LATER. 
ATTEMPTS TO REACTIVATE THE SENSOR FAILED. 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCE ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA WITH 
DERIVED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC ID- 67-OSIA-OOA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA.AT NSSDC 

TI"E PERIOD COVERED- 05/2767 TO 01/30/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 BEEI(S) UP MICROFILM 
THIS EXPERIMENTER GENERATED DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED
 
VELOCITY STEP COUNTS (ENERGY SPECTRAI. THE LOCATION NUMBER OF
 
THE 22.5-DEG SECTOR WHERE MAXIMUM COUNTS WERE RECORDED. AN 
INDICATION OF THE AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SPREAD IN THE INCOMING 
FLUX OF PARTICLES. THE DERIVED PLASMA FLUID PARAMETERS FOR 
EACH ENERGY SPECTRA. AND EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. THE THERMAL 
SPEED TO CONVECTION SPEED RATIO ISALSO INCLUDED. THE DATA ARE 
CONTAINED ON FOUR REELS OF 35,-MM MICROFILM AND ONE REEL OF 
16-SUN MICROFILM. DATA ARE GIVEN SEPARATELY FOR BOTH PROTONS 
AND ALPHA PARTICLES, THE TIME BETWEEN EACH SPECTRA IS 3 MIN. 
WITH THE TIME TO ACQUIRE ONE SPECTRA BEING I MIN. THE PLASMA 
PARAMETERS WERE DERIVED BY FITTING A SERIES O CONVECTED 
MAXVELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS TO THE VELOCITY STEP 
SPECTRUM. CONSIDERING THREE POINTS AT A TIME.. THE RESULTING 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION WAS USED TO CALCULATE THE DENSITY. MEAN 
VELOCITY. AND TEMPERATURE BY THE METHOD OF MOMENTS. DATA ARE 
AVAILABLE WITH A 95 PERCENT COVERAGE FROM MAY 2. 196T, TO 
JANUARY 30. 1968. 
DATA SET NAME- PLASMA PARAMETERS MERGED WITH MAGNETIC 
FIELD DATA ON TAPE 
NSSDC ID-.67-051A-08B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED 05/24Z67 TO 01/30/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 RCEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THESE DATA. SUPPLIED By THE EXPERIMENTER, CONSIST OF 
3.07-NIN VALUES OF THE BULK PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE. MERGED WITH A 20.45-SEC MAGNETIC FIELD DATA SET 
(6TOSIA-IIA). THE PLASMA PARAMETER DATA ARE ON SIX 0-TRACK. 
800-OPI. IBM 360. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
CONTAINS 280 LOGICAL RECORDS. AND EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 
27 FOUR-BYTE DATA WORDS. EACH TAPE CONTAINS DATA FOR 10 ORBITS 
(43 DAYS). DENSITY. TEMPERATURE, BULIK VELOCITY. THE RATIO OF 
BULK VELOCITY TO THERMAL. SPEED. AND FLOW DIRECTION ARE 
INCLUDED FOR BOTH THE PROTON AMt ALPHA PARTICLES COMPONENTS OF 
THE SOLAR WINO AND SHEATH LASMA. THESE PARAMETERS WERE 
COMPUTED By FITTING AN APPROPRIATE SMOOTH CURVE THROUGH ALL 
THE MEASURED SPECTRAL POINTS SUFFICIENTLY ABOVE THRESHOLD AND 
THEN TAKING MOMENTS OF THIS EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. 
SIMPSON. IMP-F 

EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/DX) 

NSSDC 1D- 67-0I1A-03
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 051D3169 
PS - J.A. SIMPSON .. °...... U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
THE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SEPARATELY THE 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF SOLAR NUCLEI AND OF GALACTIC NUCLEI (Z.LE. 14) 
USING A' SOLID STATE COSMIC RAY TELESCOPE DESIGNED FOR 
ENERGY-LOSS VS RANGE OR TOTAL ENERGY MEASUREMENTS. THE
 
PARTICLE ENERGY PER NUCLEON INTERVALS WERE APPROXIMATELY 
PROPORTIONAL TO Z SUARED/A. FOR EXAMPLE. FOR PROTONS 0-B TO 
9.6 REV. 9.6 TO 16.8 REV, 20.5 TO 94.2 MEV. AND g..2 TO 170 
MEV AND ABOVE, THE DETECTOR VIEWING ANGLE WAS PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. A SECOND. SMALLER. SOLID-STATE 
TELESCOPE MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS 
USED TO DETECT ELECTRONS IN THE RANGES 80 TO 10 KEV AND 175 
TO 390 NEV. THE ELECTRON DETECTOR WAS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE 
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE SHAPE AND INTENSITY OF THE 
MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRON SPECTRA. THE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS 
FOR EACH ENERGY INTERVAL WERE TELEMETERED FOUR TIMES EVERY 
20.48 SEC. EACH ACCUMULATION WAS 4.8 SEC LONG (SPACECRAFT 
INITIAL SPIN PERIOD WAS ABOUT Z.6 SEC), THE OUTPUT RO. THREE 
256-CHANNEL NUCLEAR PARTICLE TELESCOPE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS 
WAS OBTAINED FOR ONE INCIDENT PAUTItCLE EVERY S.12 SEC AND WAS 
TELEMETERED ALONG 'WITH THE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS. THE ..
 
ELEMENT OF THE FIRST TELESCOPE BEGAN TO BE INTERMITTENTLY
 
NOISY NOVEMBER 16. 1967. NECESSITATING A MORE COMPLEX ANALYSIS 
TO MAINTAIN DATA USEFULNESS. AFTER SEPTEMBER 1966. NO USEFUL 
DATA ABOVE 30 MEVfNUC WERE OBTAINED. OTHERWISE THIS TELESCOPE 
FUNCTIONED UNTIL SPACECRAFT REENTRY. THE ELECTRON TELESCOPE 
PROVIDED USEFUL DATA FOR ONLY THE FIRST SIX DAYS AFTER LAUNCH. 
THE INSTRUMENT AID ITS PERFORMANCE ARE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL IN
 
GARCIA-MUNOZ, ET R-. AP.J. 18. PP 967- 994. SEPT. 1973.
 
DATA SET NAME- TELESCOPE ACCUMULATOR READINGS ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC ID0- &7-OSIA-O3A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIME PERICO COVERED- 05S24.'67 TO 05/02/69 
(AS VERIFIED By NSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ACCUMULATOR READINGS FOR EACH 
TELEMETERED FRAME (5.12 SEC)' FOR ALL NONOVERLAPPED SEQUENCES 
(20.40 SEC) THAT CONTAIN AT LEAST ONE FRAME FOR WHICH DATA 
QUALITY IS CONSIDERED GOOD OR FAIR. THE DATA ARE CONTAINEO ON 
SIX 7-TRACK BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI USING AN 
XDS930 COMPUTER. THE DATA ARE ORDERED BY SATELLITE ORBIT 
REVOLUTION NIMBER, WITH D FILES ON AL.L TAPES EXCEPT THE LAST 
ONE. WHICH CONTAINS 14 FILES. EACH FILE ON THE TAPES CONTAINS 
ACCJMULATOR COUNT DATA FOR ONE ORBIT. THERE ARE A VARIASLE 
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (CONTAINING 816 BINARY WORDS EACH)
 
PER FILE. AND THERE ARE EIGHT WORDS PER SEQUENCE AM 102
 
SEQUENCES- (LOGICAL RECORDS) PER PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH SEQUENCE 
CONTAINS DETECTOR ACCUMULATOR COUNTS. DISTANCE OF SATELLITE 
FROM EARTH. SEQUENCE NUMBER. AND VARIOUS DATA QUALITY FLAGS. 
DATA SET NARE- PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER EVENT SUMMARIES ON
 
MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSOC O- 67-051A-G3C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 0524.67 TO 05/02/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 9 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS' DATA SET CONSISTS OF COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE PULSE
 
HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON NINE 7-TRAQC. BINARY. MAGNETIC TAPES. 
WRITTEN AT 8O0 BPI USING AN XDS930 COMPUTER. THE DATA SET 
CONTAINS ALL NONOERLAPPED. GOOD OR FAIR QUALITY. NONSUPLICATE 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS EVENTS FROM THE THREE 256-CHANNEL PULSE 
HEIGHT ANALYZERS. THE OUTPUT FROM THESE ANALYZERS WAS OBTAINED 
FOR ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE EVEN EVERY S.12 SEC. THE DATA ARE
 
ORDERED BY SATELLITE ORBIT REVOLUTION NUMBER. WITH SO FILES ON
 
ALL TAPES EXCEPT FOR THE LAST ONE WHICH HAS POUR FILES. EACH 
FILE ON THE TAPE CONTAINS PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS DATA FOR ONE 
ORBIT. THERE ARE A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (EACH
 
CONTAINING 600 BINARY WORDS) PER FILE. THERE ARE THREE BINARY
 
WORDS PER EVENT. AND 200 EVENTS (LOGICAL RECORDS) PER PHYSICAL
 
RECORD. IN ADDITION. THE TAPES INCLUDE THE ORBIT NUMBER. RANGE
 
IDENTIFICATION. SEQUENCE NUMBER. AND DATA QUALITY FLAGS.
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IMP-F/JMP-G
 
SLAVED TO THE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM. THE VIEWING
 
DIRECTION OF THE SEGMENTS WAS CALCULATED FROM THE SPACECRAFT
 
DATA SET NAME- 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON OPTICA. ASPECT INFORMATION. THE INSTRUMENTS PERFORMED NORMALLY
 
MAGNETIC TAPE FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE SATELLITE DECAYED ON MAY 3. 1969. FOR
 
FURTHER DETAILS. SEE FRANK. J9R,. VOL 75. P 707. 1970
 
NSSDC I0- 67-DIA-030
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 0512467 TO 05/02/69
 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
*UANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE DATA SET NAME-	 NOTION PICTURE SURVEY OF THE 
MAGNETOSPHERE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
COUNTING SATES AVERAGED OVER 15 SEQUENCES (ABOUT 5 MIN) AND NSSOC ID- 67-0S1A-OAA 
BASED ON GOOD NONOVERLAP DATA. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON TWO 
7-TRACK. BCO MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BUY USING AN XDS930 AVAILABILITY OF DATA DATA AT NSSOC READYSET-	 FOR DISTRIBUTION 
COMPUTER. THE DATA ARE ORDERED BY SATELLITE ORBIT REVOLUTION 
NUMBER WITH 133 FILES ON THE FIRST TAPE AND 64 FILES ON THE TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0 6/30/67 TO 07/06/67 
LAST TARE. EACH FILE ON THE TAPE CONTAINS COUNTING RATE DATA (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
FOR ONE ORBIT. THERE ARE A VARIABLE NUMBER CF PHYSICAL RECORDS 
(EACH CONTAINING FIFTY-SEVEN 33-Wo0 BUD LOGICAL RECORDS) PER QUANTITY OF DATA- 400 FRAMES 
FILE. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE COUNTING RATES FOR THE 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMBINATIONS THAT CORRESPOND THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED DATA PROVIDED BY THS 
TO THE FOLLOWING ENERGY INTERVALS FOR PROTONS -- 0.8 TO 9.6 EXPERIMENTER ON ONE 400-FT REEL. OF 16-MM MOVIE FILM. THE FILM 
NEV. 9.6 TO 18.8 NEV. 29.5 TO 94.2 NEV. AND 94.2 TO 170 NEV. CONTAINS A DISPLAY OF OBSERVATIONS OF LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND 
THE ELECTRON TELESCOPE COUNTING RATES FOR THE ENERGY INTERVAL ELECTRON SPECTRA IN MAGMETOSPHERIC AND INTERPLANETARY REGIONS 
60 KEV TO 450 REV ARE ALSO INCLUDED ALONG WITH TIME AND COMPRISING ABOUT 4-1/2 DAYS OF SUBSTANTIALLY CONTINUOUS 
DISTANCE OF THE SATELLITE FROM THE EARTH. SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS FROM 050 UT ON JUNE 30. 1967. TO 1912 
UT ON JULY 4. 1967. DURING THIS PERIOD. THE LOCAL TIME OF 
APOGEE. WAS ABOUT 1700 HR. EACH MOVIE FRAME CONTAINS A GRAPH OF 
THE OBSERVED ENERGY SPECTRA (.03 TO 50 KEV) OF PROTONS AND 
ELECTRONS SEPARATELY FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POINT SN SPACE. A 
PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF THE SATELLITE'S POSITION WITH 
RESPECT TO THE SUN. EARTH. AND ITS NAGNETOSPHERE IS ALSO GIVEN 
ON EACH FRAME. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS IR VS ENERGY LOSS) ON 
MICROFILM 
NSSC ID- 67-OSIA-03E 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TYE PERIOD COVERED- 05124/67 TO 04/25/69 	 DATA SET NAME- LEPEDEA COUNT RATES AND FLUXES ON BCD 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) 	 MAGNETIC TAPE
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 	 NSSDC ID- 67-OSIA-04B
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF MACHINE GENERATED COUNT RATE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
PLOTS ON ONE 35-MM REEL OF MICROFILM FOR THE TELESCOPE SENSOR 
COMBINATIONS WHICH CORRESPONO TO THE FOLLOWING ENERGY TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/26/67 TO 06/17/16 
INTERVALS FOR PROTONS -- 0.8 TO 9.6 MEV. 9.6 TO 10.8 EVE. 29.5 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
TO 94.2 MEV. AND 94.2 TO 170 NV. THU 16 PLOTS COVER THE TIME 
INTERVAL FROM SOLAR ROTATION NUMBER 1831 (MAY 24. 1967) QUANTITY OF DATA- 35 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THROUGH 0056 (APRIL 2. 196R). FIVE PLOTS FOR E1 ELECTRON 
TELESCOPE VALUES F01 SOLAR POTATION NUMBERS 1031 TO 1835 (MAY THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK. 800-SPI BCD MAGNETIC
 
24. 1967. TO OCTOBER 6. 19671 AND FIVE FOR E2 VALJES FOR SOLAR TAPES SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ABOUT 
ROTATION NUMBER 1831 (MAY 24* 1967. TO JUNE 20. 196T) ARE ALSO 12 DAYS OF ALL THE LSPEDEA DATA. EACH RECORD CONTAINS DATA 
INCLUDED ON THE REEL. EACH PLOT GIVES THE COUNT RATE FOR ONE FULL LEPEDOA CYCLE (5IMI ). THESE DATA CONSIST OP 
(LOGAR THMIC) VS TIME (DAY NUMBER) FOR ONE SOLAR ROTATION. COUNT RATES FOR PROTONS AND ELECTRONS FOR EACH OF 15 ENERGY 
WINDOWS. FOR EACH OF FOUR ANGULAR SECTORS THE DATA ALSO 
CONTAIN ENERGY BANDPASS FLUXES AND INTEGRAL FLUXES FOR EACH 
SECTOR. ENERGY WINDOW. AND SPECIES. SECTORED GM TUBE COUNT 
RATES AND BACKGROUND LEPEDEA COUNT RATES ARE ALSO GIVEN. 
SUPPORTING DATA FOUND IN EACH RECORD INCLUDE LEPEDEA LODK 
DIRECTION INFORMATION AND SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. 
LOOK DIRECTION INFORMATION CONSISTS OF RIGHT ASCENSION AND 
VAN ALLEN, IMP-F DECLINHATION GIVEN IN SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC. SOLAR ECLIPTIC. AND 
GEOCENTRIC EUATORIAL INERTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE ANGLE
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 	 BETWEEN THE MAGNETIC VECTOR AND THE FIELD OF VIEW IS ALSO 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDOAJ GIVE.. SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS INFORMATION INCLUDES GEOCENTRIC 
LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. AND RADIAL DISTANCE. EL. AND RELATED 
NSSDC ID- 67-05tA-04 VARIABLES. CARTESIAN COORDINATES. RIGHT ASCENSION. AND 
DECL-INATION IN SOLAR MAGQETOSPHERIC. SOLAR ECLIPTIC. AND 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE CELESTIAL INERTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS. AND GEOCENTRIC AND 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 05/03/69 GEOMAGMETIC LOCAL TIMES. FURTHER DATA RELATE TO SPACECRAFT 
SPIN RATE AND DIRECTION. SUN DIRECTION. HOUSEKEEPING 
PERSONNEL PARAMETERS. ETC. 
P - J.A. VAN ALLEN ...... U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
01 - L.A. FRANK .-.. .. U CF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO SEPARATELY MEASURE
 
LOW-ENERCY ELECTRON AND PROTON INTENSITIES INSIDE THE
 
MAGNETOSPHERE AND IN THE INTIPLANETARY REGION. THE SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-G 
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A CURVED PLATE, 
CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (LEPEDeA - LOW-ENERGY ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-6*IK. IMP S 
PROTON AND ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER) AND BENDIX EXPLORER A1. 03990 
CONTINUOUS CHANNEL MULTIPLIER (CHANNLTRON) ARRAY. AND. IN 
ADDITION. AN ANTON 213 GM TUBE DESIGNED TO SURVEY THE NSSOC ID- 69-OS3A 
INTFNSITIES OF ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES e.GT.40 REV IN THE 
OUTER MAGMETOSPHERE. THE ELECTROSTATI C ANAYZER WAS CAPABLE OF LAUNCH DATE- 06/21/69 WEIGHT- 15. KG 
MEASURING THE ANGULAR OISTRIBUTIONS AD UIFFERENTIAL ENERGY 
SPECTRA OF PROTON (25 EV TO 47 KEV) AND ELEtTON (33 EV TO 5T STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
REV) INTENSITIES. SEPAPATILY. WITHIN 15 CONTIGUOUS ENERGY DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/2372 
INTERVALS. THE ANALYZER ACCUMLAORS WERE READ OUT-FOUR TIMES 
EVERY' 20.40 SEC. EACH ACCUMULATION WAS ABOUT *80 MSEC LONG ORBIT PARAMETERS 
(SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD WAS INITIALLY 2.6 SEC). A COMPLETE ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06121/69 
SCAN OF THE SPECTRUM FOR FOUR DIRECTIONS IN A PLANE ORBIT PERIOD- 4843. MIN INCLINATION- 86.78 DEG 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS REQUIRED 307-a SEC PERIAPSIS- 378.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 176434. Kk ALT 
FOR EACH ENERGY INTERVAL. THE DETECTOR RESPONSE FOR FOUR 
APPROXIMATELY 60-DE SEGMENTS OF THE ANGULAR OISTRIBUTION WERE EXPLORER 41 TINP-G) WAS A SPIN-STABILIZED SPACECRAFTORIGINAL PAGE i 65
 
OP POOR QUALmy
 
IMP-G
 
PLACED INTO A HIGH-INCLINATION. HIGHLY ELLIPTIC ORBIT TO 

MEASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLES. MAGNETIC FIELDS. AN PLASMA IN
 
CISLUNAR SPACE. THE LINE OF APSIDES AND THE SATELLITE SPIN
 
VECTOR WERE WITHIN A FEW DEGREES OF BEING IN AND NORMAL TO.
 
RESPECTIVELY. THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. INITIAL LOCAL TINE OF APOGEE
 
WAS ABOUT 1300 MR. INITIAL SATELLITE SPIN RATE WAS 27.5 RPM. 
THE BASIC TELEMETRY SEQUENCE WAS 20.45 SEC. THE SPACECRAFT 
FUNCTIONED VERY WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL IT DECAYED-FROM ORBIT 
ON DECEMBER 23, 1972. DATA TRANSMISSION WAS NEARLY 100 PERCENT 

FOR THE SPACECRAFT LIFE EXCEPT FOR THE INTERVAL NOVEMBER 15
 
1971, TO FEBRUARY 	 1, 1972. WHEN DATA ACQUISITION WAS LIMITED 
TO THE VICINITY OF THE KAGNETOTAIL NEUTRAL SHEET. 
DATA SET NAME- PROJECTION AND PERSPECTIVE EPHEMERIS 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM 

NSSOC ID- 9-053A-000 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED. 	 06/2If69 TO 08J25/'70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-NX MICROFILM 
POTS OF EPHEMERIS DATA SHO N IN SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGRETOSPHERIC COORDINATES FOR THE ORBITS OF EXPLORER .1. THE 
X-Y. X-Z. AND Y-Z PROJECTIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BOTH 
COORDINATE SYSTEMS. THE X-Y SOLAR ECLIPTIC PROJECTION SHOWS 
THE COMPUTED AVERABE POSITION OF THE BOW SHOCK AS COMPUTED BY 
DR. D. FAIRFIELD OF GSFC. TWO THREE-DIMENSIONAL PERSPECTIVES 
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EACH COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR EACH ORBIT. 
EVERY PLOT SHOWS ONE FULL ORBIT CURVE AND TABULAR LISTINGS Of 
THE ORBIT NUMBER, APOGEE. PERIGEE. START TIME, STOP TIME. 
COORDINATE SYSTEM. AND PROJECTION OR PERSPECTIVE FOR THE 

ORBIT. AN ASTERISK IS USED TO MARK THE FIRST NOON OR MIDNIGHT 

UT) ENCOUNTERED. WITH TICK MARKS USED AT SUCCESSIVE 12-HOUR 

POINTS. 

DATA SET NAME-NULTICOOMINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES
 
NSSDC ID- 69-053A-OOE 
AVAILABILITY OP DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/2169 TO 11f151 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
OJANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK. O0-SPI. BINARY TAPES 
USING XDS 930 INTEGER FORMAT. THE TAPES WERE GENERATED BY 
PERSONNEL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
CONSISTS OF 40 LOGICAL RECORDS OF 25 WORDS EACH. EN*DOI-FILE 
MARKS SEPARATE ORBITS. AND A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK ENDS EACH 
TAPE. EPHEMERIS POINTS (LOGICAL RECORDS) ARE GIVEN AT 
61.44-SEC INTERVALS. DATA PRESENTED INCLUDE TIME. PSEUDO 
SEQUENCE COUNT. SATELLITE RADIAL DISTANCE. SATELLITE AND SUN 
GEOCENTRIC AND GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AMD LONGITUDE. SATELLITE 
SOLAR-MAGNETOSPHERIC COORINATES. SATELLITE-EARTH-SUN ANGLE. 
SATELLITE SPEED. B AND L, B/SO. AND THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC 
COMPONENTS OF THE GSFC (12166) MODEL GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AS 
UPDATED TO 1965, THERE ARE NO KNOWN $IOqNFXCANT DATA GAPS. 
DATA SET NAME- GSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC 

PROJECTIONS 
NHSOC ID- 69-053A-OOG 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/21169 TO 12"23/72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I CAD(S')OF BW MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION 'TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 35. 41.
 
43. AND 47 AY 1969 - DECEMBER 1972. ' WRITTEN BY 0. H. 
FAIRFIELD. K. W. BEHANNON. R. P. LEPPING. AND N. P. NESS 
(NAA-GSFC X-692-73-291. OCTOBER 1973). CONTAINS THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE PROJECTIONS OF ALL 381 ORBITS OF EXPLORER 41. THE PLOTS 
ARE NOT USEFUL FOR DETAILED STUDIES. BUT THEY ARE USEFUL IN 
INDICATING THE ORBITAL PHASE OF THE SPACECRAFT ON A GIVEN DAY 
AND SHOWING WHERE APOGEE IS IN LOCAL TIME. IN ADDITION. ONE 
PLOT IS GIVEN TO SHOW THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC X-Z PROJECTIONS OF 
FOUR ORBITS WITH 1-YR SPACING. 
ANDERSON. IMP-G 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TON 	CHAMBER 
NSSDC I- 69-053A-02 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERALE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23/72 
PERSONNEL
 
Pt - K.A. ANDERSON ...... U OF CALIF BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY, CA 
01 - GH, PITT ........ U OF CALIF. DERKEL Y
 
BERK ELEVY CA
 
01 - R.P. LIN .......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BERELEY. CA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ENERGETIC
 
CHARGED PARTICLE POPAATIONS IN AND BEYOND THE EARTH'S OUTER 
MAGNETOSPHERE AND THE OYNAMIC PROCESSES THAT INFLUENCE THESE 
POPULATIONS. THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A 4-IN-DIAM 
NEKER-TYPE INTEGRATING IONIZATION CHAMBER 'AND THREE PAIRS OF 
GM TUBES. THE IONIZATION CHAMBER RESPONDED OMNDIRECTIDNALLY 
TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 700 KEY. PROTONS ABOVE 12 MEV AND X RAYS 
ABOVE 20 KEY. EACH PAIR OF CA TUBES HAD ONE MEMBER NORMAL TO. 
AND THE OTHER PARALLEL TO. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. ALL BUT 
ONE TUBE HAD T0-EG FULL WIDTH ACCEPTANCE CONES. THE MEMBERS 
OF ONE PAIR OF GK TUBES RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 80 KEV
 
AND PROTONS ABOVE 1.5 MEV. THE SECOND PAIR OF G0 TUBES 
RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 45 KEY SCATTERED FROM GOLD FOILS. 
THE THIRO TUBE NORMAL TO THE SPIN AXIS RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS 
ABOVE 120 KEV. PROTONS ABOVE 2.3 HEV. AND X RAYS FROM 3 TO 20 
KEV (0.1 PERCENT EFFICIENCY). THE OTHER MEMBER OF THE THIRD 
SET OF GM TUBES RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 18 KEV AND 
PROGTONS ABOVE 250 KEV. PULSES FRON THE IONIZATION CHAMBXE AND 
COUNTS FROM EACH OF THE GM TUBES WERE ACCUMULATED FOR 9.92 SEC 
AND READ OUT FOUR TIMES EACH 40.96 SEC. THE EXPERIMENT 
PERFORMED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT DECAYED 
FROM ORBIT ON DCEMBCR 23. 1172, EXCEPT THAT THE IONIZATION 
CHAMBER OPERATED INTERMITTENTLY THROUGHTOUT THE MISSION. 
DATA SET NAME- IONIZATION CHAMBER AND DIRECTIONAL
 
GEIGER-MUELLER TUBE COUNT RATES ON TAPE 
NSSDC TO- G9-053A-G2A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06121/69 TO 02/tB172
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 54 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 
CONSISTS OF IONIZATION CHAMBER PULSE RATES AND SIX GM TUBE 
COUNT RATES ON T-TRACK. BINARY. ODD-PARITY MAGNETIC TAPES 
WRITTEN AT 556 PI USING A COC 6600 COMPUTER. THERE ARE A 
VARIABLE NMBSER OF FILES PER TAPE WITH AN EN-OF-FILE MARK AT 
THE END OF EACH FILE AND AN END-OF-FILE MARK AT THE END OF
 
EACH TAPE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS FIVE ORBITS OF DATA. EACH FILE 
CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS AND COVERS A 
24-HR PERIOD. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 15 121 WORDS IN LENGTH AND 
CONTAINS 12 SETS OF SAMP-INGS OF THE 40.96 SEC AVERAGED 
(COUNt/SECI IONIZATION CHAMBER PULSE RATES AND GM TUBE COUNT 
RATES. THE DAY. AND TIME (UT IN MSEC OF A DAY). EACH PHYSICAL
 
RECRO ENDS WITH THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - ORBIT 
DAY. TIME IUT IN MSEC OF A DAY). GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE
 
SATELLITE ALTITUDE (KH). THE POSITION OF THE SATELLITE IN
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES.
 
MCILWASN'S L PARAMETER. ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE. AND SOLAR
 
,AGHETOSPHE IC LATITUDE. THE DATA WERE CHECKED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER FOR TIMING CONSISTENCY. AND REDUNDANT DATA DUE, TO 
RECEIVING STATION OVERLAPS THAT WERE DELETED. ALL RATES HAVE 
BEEN DEAD-TINE CORRECTED. THIS DATA SET CONTAINS ALL THE 
EXPERtMENTER'S NONREOUNDANT REDUCED DATA FOR THE TIME PERIOD 
INDICATEDT. AD REPRESENTS ALMOST 100 PERCENT TIME COVERAGE 
EXCEPT FOR THE PERIOD NOVEMBER 12. 1971 TO FEBRUARY 1. 1972. 
DATA SET NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON COUNT RATES ON
 
MICROFILM
 
NSSOC IO- 69-53A-12B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
_46­
IMP-G
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06t2lf6g TO 0831f72 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF LOTS OF PROTON AND ELECTRON 
OEAD-TIME CORRECTED. SCALED. 40-SEC AVERAGED COUNT RATES. IN 
CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, ON 35-MM MICROFILM. THE PLOTS CONTAIN 
PROTON AND ELECTRON DATA FROM THE ION CHAMBER AND AI.L SIX GM 
TUBES. EACH PLOT COVERS A 24-HR PERIOD AND GIVES THE DISTANCE 
OF THE SPACECRAFT FROM THE EARTH AND THE MANETOSPHERIC 
LATITUDE AND ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE OF THE SPACECRAFT DISPLAYED 
ALONG THE HORIZONTAL AXIS. THE DATES OF OBSERVATION AND ORBIT 
NUMBER ARE GIVEN AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH PLOT. AND THE DAY 
NNMER Is GIVEN AT THE TOP OF EACH PLOT- FURTHER 
OOCUMENTATION ON DETECIOR CHARACTERISTICS IS PROVIDED AT THE 
BEGINNING OF EACH REM OF MICROFILM. THE TIME COVERAGE IS 
NEAR 90 PERCENT. EXCEPT FOR THE PERIOD FROM NOVEMBER 16. 1971, 
TO JANUARY 31. 1972. WHERE NO DATA AE AVAILABLE. 
BOSTROM. IMPG 

EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR MOTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT 
NSSOC ID- 69-053A-07 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
,DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23/72 
PERSONNEL 

PI - C.O. BOSTROM .......... APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
 
SILVER SPRING. HD 

01 - D.J. WILLIAMS .... . NOAA-ERL 

BOULDER. CO 

01 - D.E. HADGE .. ..... NASA-JSC 

HOUSTON. TX 

01 - F.B. MCDONALD ....... NASA-GSFC 

GREENBELT. M 

THE SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT UTILIZED FOUR 
SEPARAtE DETECTORS EACH OF WHICH USED ONE OR MORE SOLID-STATE 
SENSORS. THREE DETECIOS MEASURED THE OMNIOIRECTIONAL FLUXES 
OF PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES WITH ENERGY PER NUCLEON VALUES 
ABOVE 10, 30. AND 60 NEV. ALPHA PARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
TOTAL COUNT RATES WERE GENERALLY LESS THAN 10 PERCENT. THESE 
DECTECTORS WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 
APPROXIMATELY 0.7. 2.0. AND S.0 MEV. RESPECTIVELY. THE ID-EV 
CHANNE WAS SAMPLED FOR TWO 19.2 SEC INTERVALS EVERY 163.8 SEC 
AND THE 30- AND 6O-NEV CHANNELS FOR ONE 19.2 SEC INTERVAL 
EVERY 163.8 SEC. RESULTANT HOURLY AVERAGED FLUXES HAVE BEEN 
PUBLISHED IN SOLAR-GEODHYSACAL DATA (NOAA, BOULDER) ON A RAPID 
BASIS. THE FOURTH DETECTOR HAD A 60-DEG FULL LOOK ANGLE NORMAL 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. EACH OF TWO DISCRIMINATION LEVELS 
WAS SAMPLED FOR T O 19.2 SEC INTERVALS EVERY 163.8 SEC. FLUXES 
OF I- TO 10-AEVNICLEGN PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTIOES WERE 
MEASURED IN THE LOWER AND UPPER DISCRIMINATION STATES. 
RESPECTIVELY. ALL DETECTORS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH 
UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT DECAYED FROM ORBIT (JUNE 2I.1 9 -

DECEMBER 23. 1972). 

DATA SE NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES 

PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR-GtOPHYSICAL DATA 

NSSOC ID- 69-53A-07A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/2169 TO 1223/72 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 28 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 

THIS PUBLISHED DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY PLOTS AND 

TABIAR LISTINGS OF HOURLY AVERAGED OHNEOIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF 
PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE 10 30. AND 60 NEV. DATA OBTAINED 
DURING A GIVEN MONTH THROUGH AUGUST 1972 WERE PUBLISHED IN 
'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA (COMPREHENSIVE REPORTS)' WITH A 
6-MONTH LAG. FOR THE PERIOD BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 1, 1972. 
EQUIVALENT EXPLORER 43 DATA HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES 
NSSDC 1D- 69-05A-07B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06"21.69 TO 1223/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 37 REM(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF IBM 360 BINARY. 800-OPT. 
9-TRACK TAPES AS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. SEVEN-TRAOC 
COPIES EXIST. EACH TAPE HAS ONE FILE AND IS BLOCKED WITH 20 
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH LOGICAL RECORD HAS 
176 32-sIT WORDS. ID RECORDS AND DATA RECORDS ARE INTERSPERSED 
ON THE TAPES. THERE IS ONE ID RECORD FOR A GIVEN SEGMENT OF
 
DATA AS OBTAINED BY ONE TRACKING STATION DURING ONE SPACECRAFT 
PASS OVER THAT STAtION. THE DATA LOGICAL RECORDS CONTAIN TIME. 
DATA QUAlITY INDICATORS. DEAD-TIME CORRECTED COUNT RATES (CPS) 
OBTAINED FROM AL THE DETECTOR READINGS TAKEN OURING ONE 
2.73-IN INTERVAL. ORBIT DATA. AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 
INFORMATION. ,DATA FOR THE ENTIRE LIFE OF THE MISSION ARE 
CONTAINED ON 37 TAPES.
 
DATA SET NAME- EXITEO HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
MISSOC ID- 69-053A-07C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	0612169 TO 12t23/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED 
TAPE. WHICH IS OF 7-TRACK 80O OPt. IBMflOO BINARY FORMAT. 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 3L20 B-BIT BYTES AND CONTAINS 
DATA FOR I DAY. THERE ARE SIX LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL 
RECORD. AND ONE FILE FOR EACH CALENDAR YR OF DATA ON THE TAPE. 
DATA GIVEN WITHIN EACH LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDE TIME. EPHEMERIS
 
DATA. 'AND HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF THE FIVE
 
EXPERIMENT COUNTING MODES. THESE RATES HAVE BEEN THOROUGHLY
 
EDITED IM THAT NOISE POINTS AND MAGNETOSPHERIC COUNTING HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED. RECOGNIZABLY INTERPOLATED INTERPLANETARY COUNT 
RATE VALUES HAVE BEEM INSERTED FOR MAGNETOSPHERIC TRAVERSAL 
PERIODS. THE TIME COVERAGE IS ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE FROM JUNE 
21. 1969 TO "DECEMBER 23. 1972 EXCEPT FOR THE PERIOD OF 
RESTRICTED SPACECRAFT OPERATION (NOVEMBER 15. 1971 THROUGH 
FEBRUARY 1. 19721. WHEN TAKEN TOGETHER WITH THE CORRESPONDING 
DATA SET FROM IMP 4 (67S051A-07D). THESE DATA PROVIDE A NEARLY 
CONTINUOUS RECORD OF I TO 100 NEV INTERPLANETARY PROTON FLUXES 
FROM MAY 1967 TO DECEMBER 1972. 
BROWN. IMP-G
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY SOLIO-STATE TELESCOPE
 
NSSDC ID- 69-053A-0I
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23/72 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - W.L. BROWN ..... .. BELL TELEPHONE LA 
MURRAY HILL. NJ 
01 - C.S. ROBERTS ...-- B..SELL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. J 
07 - G.L. MILLER ...... . BELL TELEPHONE LAB 
MURRAY HILL. NJ
 
IN THIS EXPERIMENT, A FOUR-ELEMENT SOLID-TATE TELESCOPE 
WITH AN ACCEPTANCE GONE HALF ANGLE OF 20 DEG WAS MOUNTED 
NORMAL TO THE. SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. DURING EACH 2.73-MIN 
INTERVAL. 9.2-SEC ACCUmILATIONS WERE OBTAINED IN EACH OF 16 
DISTINCT COUNTING MODES. THESE MODES INVOLVED PROTONS IN TEN
ENERGY INTERVALS COVERING 0.5 TO 20 NEV. ALPHA PARTICLES IN 
SIX INTERVALS COVERING 4 TO 70 MEV, AND-ELECTRONS, OEUTERONS. 
TRITONS. AND UEI IU-3 NUC EI IN THE INTERVALS 0.3 TO 3, 5 TO 
20, 5.5 TO 25, AND 11 TO 72 MEV. RESPECTIVELY. ONBOARD 
CALIORATION CHECKS WERE PERFORMED EVERY 6 M1. THE EXPERIMENT 
PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL JANUARY 30. 1970. WHEN A GSFC POWER
 
SUPPLY FAILURE LIMITED THE USEFUL DATA GATHERED TO PROTONS
 
BETWEEN 0.5 AND 5 HEV ALPHA PARTICLES BETWEEN A AND 8 NEV.
 
AND ELECTRONS BETWEEN 0.3 AND 3 MEV. NO FURTHER EXPERIMENT
 
DEGRADATION OCCURRED UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT DECAYED FROM ORBIT
 
ON DECEMBER 23. 1972. THIS INSTRUMENT WAS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME 
AS THAT FLOWN BY THE DEI. LAB GROUP ON EXPLORER 34, AND IS 
DESCRIBED FRTIER IN JOR, VOL 7*. P 2051, 1969. BY LANZEROTTI 
AND THE REFERENCES CONTAINED THEREIN. 
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IMP-G
 
DATA SET NAJE- PARTIT .E COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 69-053A-OIA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NISDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06121169 TO 0C'I5/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 23 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ?-TRACK. 800-PI. GE/635 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
EXPERIMENT DATA RECORDS AND EPHEMERIS RECORDS ARE INTERSPERSED 
ON THE TAPES. THE DATA RECORDS CONSIST OF TEN 36-BIT COMPUTER 
WORDS. WITH EACH WORD BEING FURTHER BROKEN DOWN INTO INTEGER 

NUMBERS OF SPECIFIED MEANINGS. DATA FOR ONE EXPERIMENT 

SEQUENCE (10.23 SEC) ARE FOUND IN ONE RECORD AND INCLUDE (1) 

TIME (UT) CLOCK DATA. (2) COUNTS FOR EACH OF THE FIVE 

REGISTERS FOR ONE SENSOR COINCIDENCE MODE. AND (3) DATA 

QUALITY FLAGS RELATED TO THE NOISINESS OF SIT TRANSMISSION. 

THE EPHEMERIS RECORDS CNSIST OF TWENTY 36-BIT WORDS, 19 CF
 
WHICH ARE FLOATING POINT. EPHEMERIS RECORDS OCCUR ONCE EACH I
 
OR 10 MIN ACCORDING TO WHETHER THE SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE
 
IS LESS THAN OR GREATER THAN 42.000 KM. EPHEMERIS DATA INCLUDE
 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE. GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUME.
 
INERTIAL ECLIPvIC DECLINATION AND RIGHT ASCENSION, SOLAR
 
ECLIPTIC AND MAGNOSPHERIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES. AND B AND 
L. FROM JUNE 2I. 1960 TO AUGUST 5. 1970. THERE ARE NO DATA 

GAPS GREAT R THAN 24 HOURS. THERE IS ONE GAP GREATER THAN6
 
HOURS AND 7 GAPS GREATER THAN 2 HOURS. DATA FOR LATER TIME 

PERIODS ARE EXPECTED TO BE SUBMITTED TO NSSDC EVENTUALLY
 
MCDONALD. IMPG 

EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY PHOTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR 
NSOC IO- 69-O53A-09 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23/72 

PERSONNEL 
Pi - F.B. MCDONALD ....... NASA-GSC 
GREENBELT. MD 
01 - GH. LUDWIG ........ MOAA 

SUITLAND, HD 

THIS EXPERIMENT USED A DEDX. E TELESCOPE WITH ONE THIN 
AND TWO THICK SURFACE BARRIER SOLID-STATE DETECTORS AND AN 
ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR COUNTER. THE TWO THICK 
DETECTORS ACTED TOGETIER AS ONE DETECTOR. THE TELESCOPE AXIS 
WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. COUNTS OF 
PARTICLES PFNETRASING THE THIN DETECTOR AND STOPPING IN A 
THICK DETECTOR WERE ACCUMULATED FOR A 4,46-S C INTERVAL ONCE 
EACH 2.73 MIN FOR EACH OF TWO COUNTING PODES. (COUNTING MODES 
ARE DEFINED WITH RESPECT TO THE ENERGY DEPOSITED IN THE THIN 
DEIDX DETECTOR. GOOD SEPARATION OF PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
WAS ACHIEVED BY THIS MODE DISTINCTION.) THE RELATIVE 
CONTRIBUTION TO EACH COUNT RATE OF PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 4.2 AND 19.1 MEV/NUCLEON AND ENERGY 
SPECTRAL INFORMATION WERE DETERMINED BY 1024-CHANNEL PULSE 
HEIGHT ANALYSIS PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY ON THE OUTPUT'OF THE 
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS FOUR TIMES EVERY 2.73 MIN FOR EACH OF 
THE TWO THRESHOLD MDES. PROTONS STOPPING IN THE THIN DETECTOR 
lAND PARTIC.ES PENETRATING IT) WERE MEASURED BY PASSING THE 
OUTPUT SIGNAL THROUGH AN EIGHT-LEVEL ENERGY THRESHOLD 
DISCRIMINATOR. THE EIGHT CORRESPONDING PROTON ENERGIES RAN 
FROM 0.6 TO ABOUT 4 REV, DATA FROM ANY ONE LEVEL WERE 
TRANSMITTED ONCE EVERY 2.73 MIN. THERE WERE ALSO TWO 
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS THAI LOOKEO ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN 
AXIS AND THAT WERE IDENTICAL EXCEPT FOR DIFERIHO COVERING 
FOIL THICKNESSES. OTH RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS IN THE SO- TO 
200-KEV RANGE. ONE RESPONDED TO PROTONS BETWEEN 83 KEV AND 2 
MEV AND THE OTHER TO PROTONS BETWEEN 200 KEV AND 2 NEV. 
SPECTRAL INFORMATION WAS GATHERED BY SUBJECTING THE OUTPUT 
SIGNALS FROM EACH DETECTOR TO EIGHT-LEVEL ENERGY THRESHOLD 
DISCRIMINATION. DATA FROM EACH OF THE EIGHT LEVELS AND EACH OF 
THE TWO DETECTORS WERE TRANSMITTED ONCE EACH 5.6 MIN. EXCEPT 
FOR A 2-WEEK PERIOM IN MARCH 1970 WHEN THE TELESCOPE DATA WERE 
NOISY. ALL THE DETECTORS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH TO 
SPACECRAFT REENTRY. 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC-RAY 

EVENTS (VAN HOLLEBEKE'ET AL. X-661-7A-271
 
NISSC ID- 69-053A-OA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 09/09W69 TO 11/29/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- S REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED VERSION OF THE 
DOCUMENT 'A CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENTS - IMPS 4 AND E 
(MAY 1967 - DECEMBER 1972). By M. A. VANHOLLEBEKE J. R. 
WANG. AND F. 5. HCOONALD CGSFC X-661-74-27, JANUARY 1974)-

THE CATALOG CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ABOUT 185 EVENTS. WITH AN
 
REVENT- DEFINED AS AN INCREASE IN THE 20- TO 60-REV PROTON
 
FLUX WHICH EXCEEDS 0.0001 PROTONSI(CN 5 SEC STER NEV) AND 
LASTS FOR MORE THAN 5 MS. THE MINIMUM INCREASE OVER THIS 
ENERGY RANGE CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT S PERCENT CF THE TOTAL 
-GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY FLUX AT I AU. THE DATA ARE PRESENTED AS 
HOUrLY.AVERAGED FLUXES (I DAYS PER PAGE) FOR THREE PROTON
 
ENERGY INTERVALS (0.9 TO 1.6. 6 TO 20. AND 20 TO 80 REV) AND 
FOR ONE ELECTRON INTERVAL (0.5 TO L.1 M"V). ELECTRON ONSET 
TIMES ARE SPECIFIED WITH INDICATED UNCERTAINTIES BETWEEN 3 AND 
30 MIN. PROTON ONSET TIMES ARE SPECIFIED FOR EVENTS WITH NO 
DISCERNIBLE ELECTRON INCREASES. DATA GAPS ASSOCIATED WITH 
PERIGEE PASSES AND OCCASIONAL SATURATION PERIODS ARE CLEARLY 
MARKED.
 
MCDONALD. IMP-G 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS
 
NSSOC O- 9-053A-10
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23IT2
 
PERSONNEL
 
P - F... MCDONALD ......... NASA-GSIFC
 
GREENBELT. MD
 
01 - G.H. LUDWIG ........ NAA
 
SUITLAND. NO
 
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A DE/DX, E TELESCOPE WITH THIN AND 
THICK CSI SCINTICLATORS (ONE EACH) AND AN ANTICOINCIDENCE 
PLASTIC SCINTILLATION COUNTER. THE TELESCOPE AXIS WAS PARALLEL 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. COUNTS OF PARTICLES PENETRATING 
THE THIN CSI SCINTILLATOR AND STOPPING IN THE THICK CSI 
SCINTILLATOR WERE ACCUMULATED FOR TWO 4.69-SEC INTERVALS EACH 
2.73 MIN. THE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION TO THE COUNT RATE OF 
VARIOUS SPECIES (ELECTRONS BETWEEN 2.7 AND 2L.5 MEV. NUCLEI 
WITH CHARGE I AND 2. ATOMIC MASS=I* 2* 3 AND 4. AND ENERGY 
BETWEEN 1..7 AND 81.6 MEVINUCLEON) AND ENERGY SPECTRAL
 
INFORMATION WERE DETERMINED BY 1024-CHANEL PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYSIS PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY ON THE OUTPUT OF BOTH CSE 
SCINTILLATORS 16 TINES EVERY 2.73 MIN. IN ADDITION. COUNTS OF 
ELECTRONS BETWEEN 0.3 AND 0.9 MEV STOPPING IN THE THIN 
SCINTILLATOR WERE ALSO OBTAINED ONCE EACH 2.73 MIN. THE 
EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED WELL OVER THE SPACECRAFT LIFETIME. 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY 
EVENTS (VAN HOLLESEKE ET AL. X-661-74-27) 
NSSDC IP- 69-053A-IOA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET'- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/Og/69 TO 1/9?2 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILED VERSION OF THE 
DOCUMENT 'A CATALOG IF SOLAR COSMIC RAY EVENTS - IMPS 4 AND S 
(AY 1967 - DECEMBER 1972)* BY M. A. VAMHOLLEBEKE. J. R. 
WANG. AND F. 8. MCDONALD (GSFC X-665-7627, JANUARY 1974). 
THE CATALOG CONTAINS PLOTS FOR ABOUT I55 EVENTS, WITH AN 
'EVENT' DEFINED AS AN INCREASE IN THE 20- TO 80-MEV PROTON 
FLUX WHICH EXCEEDS 0.0001 PROTONSo(CM SO SEC STER NEV) AND
 
LASTS FOR MOE THAN, 5 MS. THE MINIMUM INCREASE OVER THIS 
ENERGY RANGE CORRESPONDS TO ABOUT 5 PERCENT OF THE TOTAL 
GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY FLUX AT I AU. THE DATA ARE PRESENTED AS 
HOURLY-AVERAGED FLUXES (10 DAYS PER PAGE) FOR THREE PROTON
 
ENERGY INTERVALS (0.9 TO 1.6. 6 TO 20 AND 20 TO 80 HEV) AND
 
FOR ONE ELECTRON INTERVAL (0.5 TO 1.1 MEV). ELECTRCN ONSET
 
TIMES ARE SPECIFIED WITH INDICATED UNCERTAINTIES BETWEEN 3 AND
 
3 MIN. PROTON ONSET TIMES ARE SPECIFIED FOR EVENTS WITH NO
 
DISCERNIBLE ELECTRON INCREASES. DATA GAPS ASSOCIATED WITH
 
PERIGEE PASSES AND OCCASIONAL SATURATION PERIODS ARE CLEARLY
 
MARKED. 
68 
IMP-G/IMP-H
 
AND 200 EVENTS (LOGICAL RECORDS) PER PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS FROM 
SIMPSON, IMP-G ANALYZERS ON DETECTOR ELEMENTS 01. 02. AND D4 FOR THE 
TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMBINATIONS CORRESPONDING TO PROTON 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/DX) ENERGIES OF O.S TO 8.45 IEV.,8.45 TO 10.7 NEV. LB.7 TO 30.9 
NEV. 30.9 TO 9..8 MEW. 94.8 TO 119 NEV, AND E G0T. 119 REV. IN 
HSSDC I- 69-053A-03 ADDITION. THE FORMAT INCLUDES THE ORBIT NUMBER, ANGULAR SECTOR 
AND RANGE IDENTIFICATIONS. SEQUENCE NUMBER. AND DATA QUALITY 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE FLAGS. 
DATS LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/23/72 
PERSONNEL 
P1 - J.A. SIMPSON ........ U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE SEPARATELY THE
 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF SOLAR NUCLEI AND GALACTIC NUCLEI (Z.LE.Z4) DATA SET NAME- S-MIN AVERAGE COUNT RATES ON 
USING A COMBINATION SOLID-STATE AND CERENKOV COUNTER MAGNETIC TAPE 
COSNIC-RAY-TELESCOPE DETECTOR. THE DETECTOR VAS DESIGNED FOR 
ENERGY LOSS VS RANGE M TOTAL ENERGY MEASUREMENTS FOR PROTONS NSSDC TV- 69-053A-03C 
IDIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN 0-a TO 019 REV AND AN 
INTEGRAL MEASUREMENT BETWEEN 119 MEV AND 1 BEV). SIMILAR AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY MEASUREMENTS OP HE AND HIGHER Z NUCLEI 
WFRF MADE BETWEEN 3 MEV/NUCLEON AND I BEVINUCLEON. THE TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/I1/69 TO 04f25/71 
DETECTOR WAS ORTENTEO PERPENDICLAR TO THE SATELLITE SPIN (AS VERIFIED BY NS$OC) 
AXIS. THE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS WERE TELEMETERED FOUR TIMES 
EVERY 20.40 SEC. EACH ACCUMULATION WAS 4.8 SEC LONG OUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
SPACECRAFT INITIIJ- SPIN PERIOD WAS ABOUT 2.2 SEC). THE OUTPUT 
FROM THE THRFE 256-CHANNEL PUSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS WAS OBTAINED THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
FOR ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE EVERY 5.12 SEC AND WAS TELEMETEPED COUNTING PATES AVERAGED OVER 15 SEQUENCES (ABOUT 5 MIN) AND 
ALONG WITH TKE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS. THE INSTRUMENT AND ITS BASED ON NONOVERLAPPED GOOD DATA- THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON 
PERFORMANCE ARE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL IN GARCIA-MUNQZ, ST AL. 7-TRACK. BLOCKED BCO MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN AT E00 BPI USING AN 
AP. J- VOL 18. PP 96T-994. SEPTEMBER 1973. THE 03 ELEMENT OF XDS 930 COMPUTUR (24 OT WORDS). THE DATA ARE ORDERED BY 
THE TELESCOFF BECAME NOISY ON SEPTEBER 29. 1969. AND THE SATELLITE BARIT REVOLUTION NU.BER WITH 100 FILES PER TAPE. 
CONDITION CONTINUED UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT EMERGED FROM FIRST EACH FILE ON THE TAPE CONTAINS COUNTING RATE DATA FOR ONE 
SHADOW ON JANUARY 5. 1970. OTHERWISE THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED ORBIT. THERE IS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (EACH 
NORMALLY UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT DECAYEO FROM ORBIT ON DECEMBER CONTAINING FIFTY-SEVEN 33-WORD BCO LOGICAL RECORDS) PER FILE. 
23. 	 1972. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS THE COUNTING RATES FOR THE 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE CURBINATIONS WHICH CORRESPOND 
TO THE FOLLOWING ENERGY INTERVALS FOR PROTONS -- 0.8 TO 8.45 
NEV. 0.45 TO 10.7 REV 30.9 TO 94.8 HEY. 94.0 TO 119 HEV. AND 
E.GT* 119 NEV. IN ADDITION. THE FORMAT INCLUDES THE TIME. 
CHICAGO SEQUENCE COUNT. SATELLITE GEOCENTRIC DISTANCE. ANALOG 
RATE METER OUTPUT (OS/06). TEMPERATURE OF THE TELESCOPE. AND 
DATA QUALITY FLAGS. 
DATA SET NAME- TELESCOPE ACCUMULATOR READINGS ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 69-053A-03A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSS C
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/21/69 TO 09/06f7T SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-H
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- P-713A EXPLORER 47
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 8 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE IMP 7. 06197
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ACCUMULATOR READINGS FOR EACH NSSDC O-0 72-073A
 
TELEMETERED FRAME (S.12 SEC) FOR ALL NONOVERLAPPED SEQUENCES
 
(2.45.5 SEC) WHICH CONTAIN AT LEAST ONE FRAME WHOSU DATA 	 LAUNCH DATE- O91S3S7 WEIGHT- 390. KG
 
QUALITY IS CONSIDERED GOOD OR FAIR. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON 
7-TRACK. BINARY. MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI USING AN STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
XOS 930 COMPUTER. THE DATA ARE ORDERED BY SATELLITE ORBIT 
REVOLUTION NUMBER WITH 30 FILES PER TAPE. EACH FILE CONTAINS ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ACCUMULATOR COUNT DATA FOR ONE ORBIT, THERE ARE A VARIABLE ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/25/72 
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (CONTAINING 816 BINARY WORDS EACH) ORBIT PERIOD- 17365. HIM INCLINATION- 2S.6 DEG 
PER FILE. AND THERE ARE EIGHT WORDS (24 BITS EACH) PER PERIAPSIS- 201599. M ALT APOAPSIS- 235639. KM ALT 
SEQUENCE AND 102 SEQUENCES (LOGICAL RECORDS) PER PHYSICAL 
RECORD. AN END-OF-FILE MARK TERMINATES EACH FILE. AND A DOUBLE IMP-H CONTINUED THE STUDY BEGUN BY EARLIER IMP 
END-O-FILE MARK TFRMINATES THE LAST ORBIT OF EACH TAPE. EACH SPACECRAFT OF THE INTERPLANETARY AND MAGNETOTAIL REGIONS FROM 
SEQUENCE CONTAINS DETECTOR ACCUMULATOR COUNTS. DISTANCE OF THE A NEARLY CIRCULAR ORBIT. NEAR 37 EARTH RADII. THIS 16-SDED 
SATELLITE FROM THE EARTH. SEQUENCE NUMBER. AND VARIOUS DATA DRUM-SHAPED SPACECRAFT WAS 157 CH HIGH AND 135 CH IN DIAN. IT 
QUALITY FLAGS. WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ENERGETIC PARTICLES. PLASMA. AND 
ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS- THESPIN AXIS WAS NORMAL TO THE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE. AND THE SPIN PERIOD WAS 1.3 SEC. THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS POWERED BY SOLAR CELLS AND A CHEMICAL BATTERY. 
SCIENTIFIC DATA WERE TELEMETERED TO EARTH AT 1600 BPS (WITH A 
SECONDARY 400-BPS RATE AVAILABLEI. 
DATA SET NAME- PUL-SE hEIGHT ANALYZER EVENT SUMMARIES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC I- 69-053A-0 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC DATA SET NAME- CSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC
 
PROJECTIONS
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/22/69 TO 09/05/71
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) NSSOC TO- 72-073A-QGD
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I2 REML(S OF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 AVAILABILITY OF OATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE PULSE TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/26/72 TO 04/06/73 
HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON T-TRACK; BINARY, MAGNETIC TAPES (AS VERIFIED BY HSSDC) 
WRITTEN AT 800 BI USING AN XDS 9O-COMPUTER 424 SIT WORDS). W 
THE DATA SET CONTAINS ALL MONOVERLAPPED GOOD OR FAIR QUALITY GUANTETY OF DATA- I CARI(S) OF B/ MICROFICHE 
NONDUPLYCATE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS EVENTS FROM TWO a5-CHANNEL 
AND ONE 512-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THE OUTPUT FROM THE PUBLICATION 'TRAJECTORIS OF EXPLORERS 3a. 35. 1. 
THESE ANALYZERS WAS OBTAINED FOR ONE INCIDENT PARTICLE EVENT 43. AND 47 MAY 1969 -DECEMBER 1972.' WRITTEN BY D. H. 
EVERY 5.12 SEC. THE DATA ARE ORDERED BY SATELLITE ORBIT FAIRFIELD. K. W. BGEINNON. R. P. LEPPING AND N. F. NESS 
REVOLUTION NUMBER WITH 20 FILES PER TAPE. EACH FILE ON THE (NASA-GSFC X-692-7-291* OCTOBER 1973). CONTAINS THE ECLIPTIC 
TAPE CONTAINS PULSE HEIGHT ANALYStS FOR ONE ORBIT. THERE IS A PLANE PROJECTIONS OF THE EXPLORER 4 ORMIT PROM SEPTEMBER 26, 
VARIABLE NUMOER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (EACH CONTAINING 600 1972 (SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH). TO DECEMBER 31, 1972. THE 
BINARY WORDS) PER FILE. THERE ARE THREE BINARY WORDS PER EVENT DOCUMENT ALSO CONTAINS A LIST OF DATES (THROUGH APRIL 6. 1973) 
69 
IMP-H/IMP-I
 
WHEN THE SPACECRAFT SOLAR ECLIPTIC AZIMUTHAL ANGLE WAS 0. 90. 
I. OR I70 DEG. 
GLGECKLER. IMP-H 
ExPERTRMENT NAME.- IbNS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0.1 TO 2 MEY 
NSSDC ID- 72-073A-03 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

PERSONNEL 
P1 - G. 
01 - C.Y. 

01 - D.K. 
THIS 

CONPDSITION 
ASSOCIATED 

GLOECKLER ........ U OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK.ND 
FAN ....... U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, AZ 
HOVESTADT ...... MPB 
GARCHING. FED REP OF GERMANY 
EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE 
AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF LOW-ENERGY PARTICLEST 
WI H SOLAR ACTIVITY ANM INTERPLANETARY PROCESSES. 
THE DETECTORS USED WERE (1) AN ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (TO 
SELECT PARTICLES OF THE DESIGNATED ENERGY PER CHARGE) COMEINED 
WITH AN ARRAY OF WINDOWLESS SOLID-TATE DETECTORS (TO HEASURE 
THE ENERGY LOSS) AND SURROUNDED BY AN AWTICOINCIDENCE 
SHIELDING AND CI) A PARTICLE TELESCOPE CONSISTING OF A SILICON 
SURFACE BARRIER DETECTOR AND A FLAT TWO-CHANEER PROPORTIONAL 
COUNTER ENCLOSED IN AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SCINTILLATOR CUP. THE 
EXPERIMENT MEASURED PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM 0.1- TO 2-MEV.PER 
CHARGE IN 12 BANS AD UNIQUELY IDENTIFIED POSITIONS AND 
ELECTRONS AS WELL AS NUCLEI WITH CHARGES OF Z FROM I TO B 
(CHARGE GROUP RESOLUTION FOR Z BETWEEN 9 AND 20). TWO 
1000-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS, ONE FOR EACH ELEMENT OF 
THE TELESCOPE. WERE INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD. THE 
TELESCOPE FAILED ON NOVEMBER 2. 1972. WHEN THE WINDOW ON THE 
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER WEAKENED AND BURST DUE TO EXPOSURE TO UV 
RADIATION. 
DATA SET NAME- ID-KIN AVERAGED. 120-KEV PROTON COUNT 
RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
ESDC ID- 72-OT3A-03A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 09/27/72 TO 0 1373 
CAS VERIFIED BY HSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM-

THIS ,DATA SET COUSISTS OF A MICROFTLMED VERSION OF 
EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED PLOTS. EACH PLOT COVERS ONE SPACECRAFT 
ORBIT (ASOUT 12 DAYS) AND CONTAINS 10-MIN AVERAGED VALUES OF 
THE 120-KEV PROTON COUNT RATES. 
DATA SET NAME- ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES WITH ALL COUNT RATES
 
NESIC 10- T2-73A-038 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0*/29/72 TO 04/13fl3 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF OATA-	 32 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER SUPPLIED 

7-TRACK 800 UPI. IBM 360 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. EACH TAPE 

HAS A SINGLE FILE AND CGONTAINS IN EACH PHYSICAL RECORD, 3 

LOGICAL RECORDS OF 360 WORDS EACH. EACH LOGICAL RECORD 

CONTAINS TIME. ALL COUNT RATE DATA AND PULSE HEIGHT DATA 

ACQUIRED DURING ONE 81.92-SEC INTERVAL. SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS 

INFORMATTON IN GEOMAGNETr COORDINATES AND IN EOC NTRIC SOLAR 

ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. POSITION OF THE MOON. SPACECRAFT
 
ORIENTATION AND SPIN RATE DATA. SATELLITIS-EARTH-SUN AND 
SATELLITE-EARTH-OD ANGLES. AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING 
PARAMETERS. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EMP-I
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 43, IMP 6
 
05043 
NSOC 10- 71-019A 
LAUNIH DATE- 03fI3/71 

STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 5956. IMN 
PERIAPSIS- 353.000 KM ALT 
IMP-I CONTINUED THE STUDY 
WEIGHT- ,635 KG 
EPOCH DATE- 03/17T71
 
INCLINATION- 28.80 DEG
 
APOAPSIS- Z04577. KM ALT 
BEGUN BY EARLIER IMPS. CF THE
 
INTERPLANETARY AND OUTER MAGNETOSPHERIC REGIONS BY MEASURING
 
ENERGETIC PARTICLES. PLASMA AND ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS.
t 
A RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO INCLUDED IN THE 
SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD. THE 16-SIDED SPACECRAFT WAS 182.12 C. HIGH 
BY 135.64 CM IN DIAMETER. THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS WAS NO RMAL 
TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. AND ITS SPIN RATE WAS 5 RpM. THE 
INITIAL APOGEE POINT LAY NEAR THE EARTH-SUN LINE. THE 
SOLAR-CELL AND CHEM CAL-BATTERY-POWEREO SPACECRAFT CARRIED TWO 
TRANSMITTERS. ONE CONTINUOUSLY TRANSMITTED PCM ENCODER DATA AT 
A 1600-BPS INFORMATION BIT RATE. THE SECOND TRANSMITTER WAS 
USED FOR TRANSMISSION OF VLF DATA AND FOR RANGING INFORMATION.
 
THREE ORTHOGONAL PAIRS OF DIPOLE ANTENNAS WERE USED FOR THE
 
ELECTRIC FIELDS EXPERIMENTS. AND ONE OF THESE PAIRS IAS ALSO 
USeD FOR THE RAOM ASTRONOMY EXPERIMENT. THE MEMBERS OF THE 
ANTENNA PAIR ALONG THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS EXTENDED 2.9 M.
 
THE MENBERS OP THE PAIR USEO IN BOTH THE ELECTRIC FIELD AND
 
RADIO ASTRONOKY EXPERIMENTS EXTENDED 65.5 M. AND THE MEMBERS
 
OF THE THIRD PAIR WERE SLIGHTLY UNBALANCED. EXTENDING 2..4 AND 
27.6 M. RESPECTIVELY. ALL POUR ELEMENTS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
SPIN AXIS WERE TO HAVE EXTENDED 45.5 M. THE SPACECRAFT 
REENTERED THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE OCTOBER 2, 1974. AFTERA 
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL MISSION. 
DATA SET HAME- GSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. 0LAR ECLIPTIC 
PROJECTIONS 
AISSOC ID- 71-&IGA.OOD
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED RUPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 03/13/71 TO 123172
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I CARD(S) OF SIX MICROFICHE
 
THE PUBLICATION "TRAJECTORIES OF EXPLORERS 33. 35. AS. 
43. AND 47. MAY 1969 - DECEMBER 1972.. WRITTEN BY 0. H. 
FAIRFIELD. K. W. EMANNON. R. P. LEPPING. AND N- F. NESS 
(NASA-GSFC X-692-73-291. OCTOBER. 19731. CONTAINS THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE PROJECTIONS OF THE FIRST 158 ORBITS OF EXPLORER 43. THE 
PLOTS ARE NOT USEFUL FOR DETAILED STUDIES. BUT THEY ARE USEFUL 
IN INDICATING THE ORBITAL PHASE OF THE SPACECRAFT ON A GIVEN 
DAY AND IN SHOWING WHERE APOGEE IS IN LOCAL TIRE. IN ADDITION. 
ONE P.OT IS GIVEN TO SHOW THE SOLAR ECLIPTIC X-Z PROJECTIONS
 
OF TWO ORBITS SEPARATED BY MNE YEAR.
 
BOSTROM. IMP-I
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT
 
NSSDC I0- 71-019A-07
 
STATUS OF CRERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10102174
 
PERSONNEL 
P1 - C.O. BOSTROM ........... 
. I - D.J. WILLIAMS ..... 
1 - D.S. BEAU ......... 
THE SOLAR PROTON MONITORING 

APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
 
SILVER SPRING. .0
 
NOAA-ERL
 
BOU.ER, CO
 
APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
 
SILVER SPRING. MD
 
EXPERIMENT CONSISTD OF FIVE 
SEPARATE DETECTORS EACH USING ONE OR MORE SOLID-STATE CETECTOR
 
ELEMENTS. THREE DETECTORS. EACH WITH A 2-Pt STER FIELD OF VIEW
 
AND A 5.12-5EC ACCUMULATION TIME. MEASURED PROTONS WITH 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN I0. 30. AND 60 NEV. RESULTANT HOURLY 
AVERAGED FLUXES ARE BEING PUBLISHED ON A RAPID BASIS IN 
*SDLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA.' THE FOURTH DETECTOR. A TW0-ELEMENT 
TELESCOPE. MEASURED DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF PROTONS IN THE 
ENERGY INTERVALS FROM 0-S TO 0.5. 0.5 TO 2.G, AND 2.0 TO 7.5 
MEV AND DIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY 
70 
IMP-I
 
INTERVAL FROM 8 TO 20 MEV. THE FIFTH DETECTOR MEASURED THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNEO TO MEASURE THE SPECTRA AND
 
DIRECTIOJAL FLUXES OF ELECTRONS ABOVE 10 KEY FOR THE LAST TMO COMPOSITION OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS AND OF
 
ETETORS. COUNTS WERE OBTAINED IN 45-EG SECTORS AS THE MAGNETOTAIL PARTICLES. TO SERVE AS A PROTOTYPE OF INSTRUMENTS 
SPACECRAFT SPUN. ONOARD CALIBRATION CAPABILITY FOR THE FIRST TO BE FLWN ON THE DEEP SPACE PROBES PIONEERS 10 AND 11, AND 
FOUR DETECTORS WAS INCLUDED. THE SPACECRAFT FUNCTIONED TO PROVIDE REFERENCE £ AU DATA FOR COMPARISON WITH THE PIONEER 
NORMALLY THROUGH THE SPACECRAFT LIFE. OATA IN GRADIENT STUDIES. THE EXPERIKENT CONSISTEO OF A 
COMPOSITION TELESCOPE (WHICH FAILEO APPROXIMATELY 10 DAYS 
AFTER LAUNCH). A SECOND TELESCOPE (FROM WHICH VIRTUALLY ALL 
THE UISEFUL DATA OF THIS EXIPERIMENT MERE OBTAINED). AN ELECTRON 
CURRENT DETECTOR (ELECTRONS ABOVE 1.8 HEY PLUS PROTONS ABOVE 
21 REV) AND A FISSION CELL (PROTONS ABOVE 120 HEV). THE 
LATTER TWO INSTRUMENTS WERE SPECIFICALLY INCLUDED AS 
PROTOTYPES OF PIONEER INSTRUMENTS DESIGNED TO MEASURE VERY 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES HIGH FLUXES OF JOVIAN TRAPPED PARTICLES. AS SUCH THEY WERE 
NOT OPTIMIZED FOR KEASUREMENTS OF THE RELATIVELY LOW FLUXES IN 
NSSOC ID- 71-OISA-OTA THE EARTHQS RADIATION BELT. THE SUCCESSUL TELESCOPE 
CONSISTED OF SIX CLMNEAR SENSORS (FIVE LITHIUM DRIFTED 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC SILICON SENSORS AND ONE C5 (TI) SCINTILLATOR) AMC AN 
ANTICrINCIOENCE SCINTILLATOR. THIS TELESCOPE HAO A LOOK 
TIRE PERIOD COVEREO- 3/I4/7I T 07ISt'TI DIRECTION THAT WAS NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND HAD 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI AN ANGULAR APERTURE BETWEEN 48 AND 64 DEG (DEPENDING ON 
COINCIDENCE MODE CONSIDERED). COINCIDENCE NODE RATES (5.12 
QUANTITY OF DATA- SO REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE SEC ACCUMULATIONS. CORRESPONDING TO PROTONS IN THE RANGES 
0.5-10.6. 1O.6-19. 21.3-66.7 AND ABOVE 66.? HEY WERE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 9-TRACK. 00-BPI. IBM/360 OBTAINED EACH 10.24 SEC. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS (ONE EVENT 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TAPE EVERY 20.48 SEC) WAS USED WITH THESE RAIS TO STUDY CHARGE 
CONTAINS DATA FOR ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT OF ABOUT 4.1 DAYS. THE COMPOSITION (UP TO Z OF 81, ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION C FOR Z OF I 
FIRST OF THE TWO PHYSICAL FILES ON EACH TAPE CONTAINS FINE AND 21. AND ELECTRON FLUXES. THE SPACECRAFT ONBOARO COMPUTER 
TME-SCALE DATA AND THE SECOND FILE CONTAINS HOURLY AVERAGED WAS USED TO PEP IT SOME OF THE OBJECTIVES ASSIGNED TO THE 
DATA. IN THE FIRST FILE EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS TEN COMPOSITION TELESCOPE TO. BE ACHIEVED THROUGH THE SMALLER 
2094-BYTE LOGICAL -RSCORDS. EACH LOGICAL RECORD MAY BE AN SUCCESSFUL' TELESCOPE. EXCEPT FOR THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE 
IDENTIFICATION RCORD CONTAINING DATA ANAGEeNT INFORMATION FAILURE. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED AS PLANNED THROUGHOUT THE 
OR MAY BE A DATA RECORD. EACH DATA RECORD CONTAINS ALL THE SPACECRAFT LIFE. 
COUNT RATE DATA,OBTAINEO DURING ONE 81.92-SEC SEQUENCE (EIGHT 
RATES EACH FOR PROTONS ABOVE 10.30. AN 0 HEV AND FOR PROTONS 
IN THE INTERVALS 0.21-0.53, 0.53-2.2. AND 2.2-7.5 MEY AND ONE 
RATE FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT 45-DEG SECTORS FOR PROTONS IN THE 
INTERVALS 0.21-0.53 AND 6.53-2.2 HEV. FOR 8.2-20 MEV ALPHA 
PARTICLES. AND FOR ELECTRONS ABOVE ID KEV). UNCERTAINTIES
 
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH RATE, DATA DUALITY FLAGS. HOUSEKEEPING
 
DATA, AND EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. EPHEMERIS INFORMATION DATA SET HAME- PROTON AND HIGHER Z COUNT RATES ON
 
INCLUDES GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. RADIAL DISTANCE. MAGNETIC TAPE
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNFTOSPHERIC CARTESIAN COORDINATES.
 
B. L. SUN-CARTH-SPACECCAFT ANGLE. SPIN PERIM AND DIRECTION. NEEOC 10- S--OIOA-09A 
SUN-SPACECRAPT-SPIN AXIS DIRECTION ANGLE. AND OTHER 
PARAMETERS. IN THE SECOND FILE OF THE TAPE EACH PHYSICAL AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT SSOC 
RECORD CONTAINS TWENTY 174-BYTE LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH OF 
THESE LOGICAL RECORDS CONTAINS HOURLY AVERAGED VALUES FOR ALL TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03t13t71 TO 0O/06/72 
THE COU4T RATES. AND ALL OF THE EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS INDICATED (AS VERIFIED BY HSOC) 
PREVIOUSLY. THESE TAPES ARE BEING RECEIVEO AT NSSOC ON A 
CONTINUING BASIS. QUANTITY OF DATA- IS REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. WAS 
GENERATED ON 7TTRAO. BINARY 00D-PARITY MAGNETIC TAPES 
WRITTEN AT 800 BPI USING AN XOS 930 COMPUTER. IT CONSISTS OF 
TIME-DRDERED. REDUCED PARTICLE COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYSIS FROM THE LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE. PLUS THE 
ANTIGOINCIDENCE RATE FROM THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE AND 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES FISSIDN CELL COUNT RATE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS FOUR SEPARATE 
PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA' FILES CORRESPONDING. RESPECTIVELY. TO FOUR ORBITS OF DATA. 
EACH FILE IS FOLLOWED BY AN END-OF-FILE MARK. AND A DOUBLE 
MSSDC IO- I-0I5A--TB END--FILE MARK FOLLOWS THE LAST ORBIT ON A TAPE- EACH FILE 
CONSISTS OF A VARIABLE NUMBER OF 2400--ARACTER PHYSICAL. 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) RECORDS. AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS THREE 800-CHAACTER 
LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH OF WHICH CONTAINS ONE ALBUM OF DATA. ONE
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- I1/01X71 TO 05t31/73 ALBUM CORRESPONDS TO 81.92 SEC AT THE MOST OFTEN USED 1600-BPS 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC) RATE. THE THREE ALBUMS IN A PHYSICAL RECORD ARE NOT 
NECESSARILY ADJACENT IN TIME AND INDIVIDUAL ALBUMS MAY BE 
QUANTITY OF DATA- It BOOK(S) DR BOUND VOLUME(S) EMPTY. EACH NONEMPTY ALBUM CONTAINS 16 SETS OF DATA SAMPLINGS 
(5.12 SEC AVERAGE AT 1600 BPS) EACH 48 CHARACyEAS IN LENGTH. 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY PLOTS AND TABULAR INCLUDING THE LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE PARTICLE COINCIDENCE COUNT 
LISTINGS OF HOURLY AVERAGED OMIDIRECTIONAL FLUXES OF PROTONS RATES AND OUTPUT FROM THE TWO 156-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT 
VITH ENERGIES ABOVE 10. 30. AND 60 MEV. AS WITH EARLIER IMP 4 ANALYZERS, THE FISSION CELL COUNT RATE. THE COMPOSITION 
AND IMP 5 VALUES, DATA OBTAINED DURING A GIVEN MONTH WERE TO TELESCOPE D6 ANTICOINCIDENCE COUNT RATE, OPTICAL ASPECT DATA. 
BE PUBLISHED IN IEDLAR-GEOHYSICAL DATA (COKPREHENSIVE AND VARIOUS DATA DUALITY FLAGS. AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH ALBUM 
REPORTS)' WITH A MOMINAL 6-MONTH LAG. HOWEVER, THE IS GIVEN THE TIME CUT TENTHS OF SEC OF DAY). DAY. YEAR. 
PUBLICATION SCHEDULE BECAME SOMEWHAT IRREGULAR. SELECTED INSTRUMENT TEMPERATURES. ORBIT NUMBER. AND 
CALIB RATION INFORMATION. 
SIMPSON. IMP-I 
DATA SET NAME- S-IM AVERAGED PROTON AND HIGHER Z 
EXPERIMENT NAME- NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
pARTICLE RADIATIONS 
NSSDC ID- 11-OGA-O9B 
NSSOC ED- 7I-O19A-09 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/02/74 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/137I TO 05/01/72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
PERSONNEL 
Pt - J.A. SIMPSO N....... U oe CHICAGO QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
CHICAGO. IL 
01 - M. GARCIA-MUNOZ .. U OF CHICAGO THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND 
CHICAGO. IL CONSISTS OF TIKE-ORDEREO. REDUCED 5.45-IN PARTICLE COUNT 
01 - S. VERMA ..... U OF CHICAGO ACCUMULATIONS FROM THE LOW-ENERGY TELESCOPE. FISSION CELL. AND 
CHICAGO. IL ELECTRON CURRENT DETECTOR ON 7-TRACK. BINARY (ODD PARITY). 
0£ - J. HSIEH .. ...... U OF CHICAGO MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 80 BPI USING AN XDS-930 COMPUTER. 
CHICAGO, IL EACH FULL TAPE CONTAINS DATA FOR 100 ORBITS. EACH ORBIT OF 
DI - G.M. MASON ............ U OF CHICAGO DATA IS TERMINATED BY AN END-F-FILE MARK WITH A DOUBLE 
CHICAGO. IL
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END-SF-FILE MARK AFTER THE LAST ORBIT ON THE TAPE. EACH FILE 
CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER O I7S-HARACTER PHYSICAL RECORDS. 
WITH EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONSISTING OF 20 LOGICAL RECORDS 88 
CHARACTERS IN LENGTH. IF DATA ARE LACKING FOR SOME ORB17. THAT 
ORBIT IS FLAGGED SY A DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK. SO. MULTIPLE 
ENDOF-FILE MARKS MAY BE ENCOUNTERED WITHIN A TAPE. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDES. IN ADDITION TO THE SEVEN TELESCOPE 
ACCUMULATIONS (03 THROUGH DY). THE FISSION CELL AND ELECTRON 
CURRENT DETECTOR ACCUMULATIONS. THN TIME CUT). ORBIT NUMBER, 
YEAR. DAY. DATA QUALITY FLAGS. AND VARIOUS HOUSEKEEPING AND 
CALIBRATION PARAMETERS. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INJUN * 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 25, 00932 

NSSDC 1O- 64--0765 

LAUNCH DATE- It/21/64 	 WEIGHT- A0. KG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07119G6 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 21/2I/64 

ORBIT PERIOD- 116.3 MIM INCLINATION- 01.36 DEG 

PERIAPSIS- 522,000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2494.00 KM ALT 

EXPLORER 25 WAS A MAGNETICALLY ALIGNED SATELLITE 

LAUECHED SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH EXPLORER 24 (AIR DENSITY 

EXPERIMENT) USING A SCOUT ROCKET THE SATELLITE'S PRIMARY
 
MISSION WAS TO MAKE MEASUREMENTS OF THE INFLUX OF ENERGETIC
 
PARTICLES INTO THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE AND TO STUDY ATMOSPHERIC
 
HEATING AND THE INCREASE TN SCALE HEIGHT WHICH HAVE BEEN
 
CORRELATED WITH GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY. STUDIES OF THE NATURAL
 
AND ARTIFICIAL TRAPPED RADIATION BELTS WERE ALSO CONDUCTED. A
 
BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER WAS USED TO MONITOR THE
 
ORIENTATION OF THE SPACECRAFT WITH RESPECT TO THE LOCAL 

MAGNETIC FIELD. EXPLORER 25 WAS EQUIPpED WITH A TAPE RECORDER
 
AND ANALOG-TO-DIOITAL CONVERTERS. THE SATELLITE POWER WAS 

DERIVED FROM RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES AND SOLAR CELLS. A
 
TRANSMITTER OPERATING IN AN AM MODE AT CARRIER FREQUENCY 

136.29 MHZ WAS USED TO TRANSMIT REAL.-TTNE DATA. AND ONE
 
OPERATING IN A PM NODE AT 136.86 MHZ AS USED TO TRANSMIT TAPE 

RECORDER DATA. STABLE MAGNETIC ALIGNMENT WAS NOT ACHIEVED 

UNTIL LATE FEBRUARY 19D5. THE SATELLITE SENT RADIATION DATA
 
UNTIL DECEMBER 196A AND IS EXPECTED TO BE IN ORBIT FOR ABOUT 

200 YR. 

VAN ALLEN. INJUN A 

EXPERIMENT NAME-- GEIGER-MUE-LER COUTrER 

NSC ID- 64-0760-03 

SATUS 0' TION-	 INOPERABLE 0./ 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/I9/6 

PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN ....... 
U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE NET
 
DOWN-FLUX OF PARTIILES FRON THE TRAPPING REGION AND THE
 
INTENSITIES oF GEONABNETICALLY TRAPPED PARTICLES AT LOW
 
A WIDE RANGE OF LATITUPES AND LONGITUDES AND A
 ALTITUDES OVER 

LONG PERIOD OF TIME AND TO STUDY THE LONG-TFRN DECAY OF 

ELECTRONS IN THE ARTIFICIALLY PRODUCED -STARFISH- RADIATION
 
BELT' FOUR EON 6213 TYPE DIRECTIONAL GM COUNTERS WERE USED POP 

ENERGY FLUX MEASUREMENTS. THESE COUNTERS WERE SENSITIVE TO
 
ELECTRONS (E.GT. A0 KEV) AND PROTONS (E.GT. A00 REV). THE 

DETECTORS WERE ARRANGED TO DETECT PARTICLES WITH PITCH ANGLES
 
FROM 0 TO 180 DEG IN FOUR SEGMENTS CENTERED AT PITCH ANGLES OF 

35. 90. 125. AND 160 DIG. ORIENTATION IS REFERRED TO THE 

DIRECTION OF THE LOCAL -AGNETIC FIELD LINE SUCH THAT 0 0EG
 
CORRESPONDS TO A DETECTOR LOOKING DOWNWARD TOWARDS THE EARTH 

IN TE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. THE 6213 GM COUNTERS AT 35 AND I0
 
DEG FUNCTIONED NORMALLY TFROUGHDUT THE FLIGHT. WHILE THE 
COUNTER AT 90 DEG OPERATED PROPERLY ONLY UNTIL ABOUT MID-MARCH 
1965. PERIODS OF INTERMITTENT OPERATION COMMENCED AT THAT TIME 
DUE TO CONTINUOUS DISCHARGE OF THE GM COUNTER. AND THE COUNTER 
FAILED COMPLETELY IN JUE 1965. THE FOURTH COUNTER. AT 125 
DEG. MALFUNCTIONED SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH YIELDING NO USEFUL 
DATA. ONE HEAVILY SHIELDED OMNIOIRECTIONAL EON 621 TYPE GM 
COUNTER WAS USED FOR THE STUDY D THE STARFISH RADIATION. THIS 

COUNTER WAS SENSITIVE TO PROTONS EE.GT. 70 NEV3 BUT 

INSENSITIVE TO ELECTRONS EXCEPT VIA BREMSSTRAHLUNG 

(E.GleIHEV). ONE OMIOIRECTIONAL 51I2 TYPE G COUNTER OF THE 
KIND: FLOWN ON THE EXPLOER 7 SATELLITE AND ONE OMNIDIRECTIONAL 
7302 TYPE GM COUNTER WEE USED FOR MONITORING THE NATURAL 
RADIATION ZONES AO COSMIC RAYS. THE 5111 GM COUNTER WAS 

SENSITIVE TO PROTONS (E.GT. 27 MEV) BUT INSENSITIVE TO
 
ELECTRONS EXCEPT VIA RREMSSTRANtUNG (E.GT. I NEV). THE FOUR 
DIRECTIONAL TYPE 62L3 G COUNTER ACCUMULATORS WERE SAMPLED 
SEQUENTIALLY EVERY 4 SEC. AND THE OTHER GM COUNTER 
ACCUMULATORS WERE SAMPLED SEQUENTIALLY EVERY 8 SEC. 
DATA SET NAME- MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. GM COUNTS
 
NSSDC ID- B-OTB.-3A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/1365 TO 07/19/66
 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 47 REEL(S) OP MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF A TIME-ORDERED '8-SEC AVERAGE'
 
FILE FOR EXPLORER 25 (INJUN 4). THESE REDUCED DATA ARC UN
 
FORTY-SEVEN ?-TRACK. IBM 7094. BINARY, ODD PARITY MAGNETIC
 
TAPES WRITTEN AT BO0 BI WITH 0. THREE-CHARACTER WORDS PER
 
LOGICAL RECORD AND 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD.
 
THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES
 
CONSIST OF DETECTOR COUNTING RATES FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AS WELL
 
AS THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OF THE EXPLORER 25
 
EXPERIMENTS. THE TAPES ALSO INCLUDE -- TIME (UT). GEOCENTRIC
 
LONGITUDE AD LATITUDE. ALTITUDE, GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND
 
LONGITUDE. INVARIANT LATITUDE. MCILWAINWS L PARAMETER SCALAR
 
GEOMAGNSEIC FIELD STRENGTH. .B.0. VARIOUS MAGNETIC INDICES.
 
AND DATA QUALITY INDICATORS. THIS SET OF TAPES INCLUDES DATA
 
SETS 64-0765-02A. -03A. -04A. -SA, AND 06A.
 
VAN ALLEN. INJUN 4
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLID-STATE DETECTOR
 
NSSDC ID- 64-076B-O4
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- OT/I9/66
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN ..... U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA 
DI - S... KRIMIGIS ....... APPLIED PHYSICS LAG 
SILVER SPRING. MD 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNEO TO DETECT PROTONS AN-IALPHA
 
PARTICLES IN THE OUTER ZONE AND IN SOLAR COSMIC-RAY EYENTS AT
 
LOW ALTITUDES AND HIGH LATITUDES. THE EXPERIMENT USED A
 
TOTALLY DEPLETED DIRECTIONAL SILICON SURFACE BARRIER GETECTOR
 
IN THE FORM OF A THIN CIRCULAR DISC. THE DETECTOR WAS LOCATED
 
INSIDE A CONICAL COLLIMATOR WITH FULL VERTEX ANGLE OF 40 DEG
 
AND WAS ORIENTED At 90 DED TO THE SATELLITE SYMMETRY AXIS.
 
SEPARATE DETERMINATIONS OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE FLUXES
 
-ERE MADE IN THE ENERGY RANGE 0.52 TO A MEV/NUCLEON AND 0.9 TO
 
NEV/NUCLEON. THE DETECTOR WAS INSENSITIVE To ELECTRON 
FLUXES IN THE RADIATION ZONES. THE DETECTOR ACCUMULATORS WERE 
SAMPLED SEDUENTIALLY EVERY A SEC. AND THE DETECTOR PERFORMED 
NORMALLY THADONG JULY tO. 1066.
 
DATA SET NAME- MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. P-N COUNTS
 
NSSOC ID- 64-0760-4OA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 02113166 TO D7/I9/66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY CF DATA-	 47 REEL(SI OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF A TIME-ORDERED '8-SEC AVERAGE' 
FILE FOR EXPLORER 25 (INJUN 4). THESE REDUCED DATA ARE ON 
FDRTY-SEVEN 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. BINARY ODD, PARITY MAGNETIC 
TAPES WRITTEN AT BOO BI WITH *0OTHREE-CHARACTER CDRDS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD AND IO LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES 
CONSIST OF DETECTOR COUNTING RATES FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AS WELL 
AS THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OF THE EXPLORER 25 
EXPERIMENTS. THE TAPES ALSO INCLUDE -- TIME GUT). GEOCENTRIC 
LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE. ALTITUDE. GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE. INVARIANT LATITUDE. MCILWAIN'S L PARAMETER. SCALAR 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH. 81BO, VARIOUS MAGNETIC INDICES. 
AND DATA DUALITY INDICATORS- THIS SET OF TAPES INCLUDES DATA
 
SETS 64-078-02A. -03A. -O.A -GSA. AND -06A­
72
 
INJUN .4/INJUN 5
 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON COUNT RATE YLOTS ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC t1- 64-0760-B4B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/3/64 10 07/19/66 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 12 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS/SEC 
VS UT. MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. B (GAUSS). MCILWAIN'S L PARAMETER 
AND INVARIANT LATITUDE) DR pROTONS IN TWO ENERGY CHANNELS. 
0.52 TO 4 REV (PNA) AND 0.90 TO i.e KEV (PNB). THE UPPER 
LIMITS OF THE ENERGY RANGES ARE FOR AXIALLY INCIDENT PROTONS. 
THE PLOTS ARE CHRONOLOGICALLY ORDERED ON II REELS OF 35-M 
MICROFILM AND COVER THE TIME INTERVAL FROM NOVEMBER 23. 1964. 
TO JULY 19, 1966. NOTE THAT FOR SOME TI7E INTERVALS THERE IS 
OVERLAPPING TIME COVERAGE OWING TO THE USE OF TWO SLIGHTLY
 
DIFFERENT PLOT FORMATS.
 
VAN ALLEN. INJUN 4 
EXPERIMENT NAME- CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTORS
 
NSDC O- 64-0768-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERAM.E 

DATE LAST UqABLE DATA RECORDED.- 07/19/66 
PERS.NNEL 
P1 - J.A. VAN ALLEN ....... U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE PRECIPITATING 

AND TRAPPED PARICLE FLUXES. FOUR CDS-TYPE PARTICLE DETECTORS 

WERE USED FOR THIS PURPOSE. ONE AT A PITCH ANGLE OF 90 DEC. 

ONE AT 125 DEG, AND TWO AT 160 DEG (ONE WITH AND ONE WITHOUT A 

MAGNETIC DEFLECTION WITHIN THE ENTRANCE APERTURE). ORIENTATION 

IS REFERRED TO THE DIRECTION OF THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD LINE 

SUCH THAT 0 	 DEG CORRESPONDS TO A DETECTOR LOOKING DOWNWARD 

TOWARDS THE EARTH IN THE NORTH PN HWISPHERE. THE DETECTOR 

ACCUMULATORS 	 WERE SAMPLED SEQUENTIALLY EVERY 8 SEC. THE 

DETECTORS MERE TO YIELD TOTAL FLUX MEASUREMENTS FOR ELECTRONS 

(E.GT. 100 EVI AND PROTONS (E.GT. 100 EVI. EXTREMELY HIGH 

BACKGROUND COUNTING RATES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE FLIGHT HAVE
 
HINDERED ANALYSIS OF THE DATA.
 
DATA SET NAME-	MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPS. COS COUNTS 

NSO 1.- 64-075-05A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/I3/65 TO 07119/66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESGC) 

QUANTITYOF DATA- 47 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF A TIME-ODkRbeD 8-SEC AVERAGE' 
FILE FOR EXPLORER 25 (INJUN 4). THESE REUOJCE OATA ARE ON 
FORTY-SVEN 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. BINARY. ODD PARITY MAGNETIC 
TAPES WRITTEN AT 000 BPI WITH 400 THREE-CHARACTER WORDS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD AND 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYjICAL RECORD. 
THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES 
CONSIST OF DETECTOR COUNTING RATES FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AS WELL 

AS THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OF THE EXPLORER E 

EXPERIMENTS. THE TAPES ALSO INCLUDE -- TINE CUT). GEOCENTRIC 
LONGITUDE AND LATITUDE. ALTITUDE. GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE, INVARIANT LATITUDE. MCILAIN'S L PARAMETER. SCALAR 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH. B/BO, VARIOUS MAGNETIC INDICES. 

AND DATA QUALITY INDICATORS. THIS SET OF TAPES INCLUDES DATA 
SETS 64-0768-02A, -O3A. -04A, -05A. AND -06A. 
VAN ALLEN. INJUN 4 

EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR PARTICLE DETECTORS 
NSSDC 10- 64-0760-06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE -
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/19/66
 
PC - J.A. VAN ALLEN - ...... U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
0I - JOD. CRAVEN ........ U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE DIRECTIONAL 
FLUXES OF ELECTRONS (E.GT. 5 NEV) MIRRORING AT SATELLITE 
ALTITUDES AND BEING PRECIPITATED INTO THE EARTH'S UPPER 
ATMOSPHERE. TWO PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR PARTICLE DETECTORS WERE
 
USED. ONE DETECTOR. WHICH MEASURED ELECTRONS WITH PITCHANGLES
 
ABOUT 90 DEG PLUS OR MINUS 15 DEG. OPERATED NORMALLY UNTIL
 
LATE JANUARY 	1965. AN APPARENT INTERMITTENT FAILURE IN THE
 
DETECTOR POWER SUPPLY DECREASED FURTHER OBSERVATIONS TO ONLY
 
BRIEF PERIODS 	THROUGHOUT THE ACTIVE LIFE OF THE SATELLITE. THE 
OTHER DETECTOR. WHICH MEASURED ELECTRONS WITH PITCH ANGLES 
ABOT 1O DEG PLUS OR MINUS 15 DEG. OPERATED NORMALLY 
THROUGHOUT THE SO-MONTH LIFE OF THE SATELLITE. ORIENTATION IS 
REFERRED TO THE DIRECTION OF THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD LINE
 
SUCH THAT ZERO OE CORRESPONDS TO A DETECTOR LOOKING DOWNWARD
 
TOWARDS THE EARTH IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. THE DETECTOR
 
ACCUMULATORS WERE SAMPLED SEQUENTIALLY EVERY 6 SEC.
 
DATA SET NAME- 	MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. PLASTIC
 
SCINTILLATOR COUNTS
 
NSSDC 10- 64-D76-0 A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N$$OC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02113t65 TO 07/1I/66
 
CAS VERIFIED BY NSODC)
 
aUANTITY OF DATA- 47 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET 	CONSISTS OF A TIME-ORDERED 6S-SEC AVERAGE'
 
FILE FOR EXPLORER 25 (INJUN 4). THESE REDUCED DATA AE ON 
FORTY-SEVEN 7-TRACK. IBM 7094, BINARY. ODD PARITY MAGNETIC 
TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BFI WITH 400 THREE-CHARACTER WORDS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD AND 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES 
CONSIST OF DETECTOR COUNTING RATES FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AS VELL 
AS THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OF THE EXPLORER 26 
EXPERIMENTS. THE TAPES ALSO INCLUDE -- TIME (UT). GEOCENTRIC 
LONGITUDE AM LATITUDE ALTTITUDE. GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE. INVARIANT LATITUDE. MCILWAIN'S L PARAMETER. SCALAR
 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH, B/BO. VARIOUS MAGNETIC INDICES.
 
AND DATA QUALITY INDICATORS. THIS SET OF TAPES INCLUDES DATA
 
SETS 64-076B-02A. -03A, -O4A. -05A. AlM -06A.
 
SPACECRAFT CONMOMNNAE- INJUN 5 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXPLORER 40. INJUN-C 
INJUN IE-C. 03338 
NSSDC ID- 68-066B
 
LAUNCH DATE- 08/08/68 	 WEIGHT- 71.. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06 07/71
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0B/11/68 
ORBIT PERIOD- 118.S MIN INCLIHATION- 80.67 DE 
PERIAPSIS- 63I.000 KH ALT APOAPSIS- 2533.00 KN ALT 
EXPLORER 40 (INJUN 5) WAS A It KG. MAGNETICALLY ORIENTED 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHED TOGETHER WITH A 3.65M INFLATABLE BALLOON 
(EXPLORER 39. 1968-66A. USED FOR AIR DENSITY MEASUREMENTS) 
USING A. SINGLE SCOUT VEHICLE. EXPLORER 40 WAS DESIGNED TO 
ACCOMPLISH THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES-- (1) COMPREHENSIVE STUDY 
OF THE DOWNWARD FLUX OF CHARGED PARTICLES. f2) STUDY OF VLF 
RADIO EMISSION IN THE IONOSPHERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE DOWNWARD 
FLUX. (31 STUDY OF GEOMAGNETICALLY TRAPPED PROTONS. ALPHA 
PARTICLES. AND ELECTRONS. (4) OBSERVATION OF SOLAR COSMIC 
RAYS. (5S OBSERVATION OF THE CONTINUING DECAY OF THE STARFISH 
ARTIFICIAL RADIATION BELT. AND (61 STUDY OF THE TEMPERATURE 
AND DENSITY OF ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS OF THERMAL AND NEAR 
THERMAL ENERGY. THE. SPACECRAFT SXSTEMS PERFORMED NORMALLY 
EXCEPT FOR THE MALFUNCTION OF THE SOLAR CELL POWER DUMP DEVICE 
(SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH) WHICH CAUSED THE SDLARCEIIS TO OELIVER 
A LOWER POWER LEVEL TO THE EXPERIMENTS AND REDUCED THE TINE 
DURING WHICH THE ONWARD TAPE RECORDER COULD BE RUN. AFTER A 
PERIOD OF 0UASI-RANDOM TUMBLING THE PASSIVE MAGNETIC 
ALIGNMENT BECAME EFFECTIVE IN ND-DECEMBER 1968. THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF FROM MAY 31. 1970 TO FEBRUARY 18. 
197 AFTER WHICH IT WAS TURNED ON AGAIN. THE SPACECRAFT WAS 
PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF MODE IN EARLY JUNE 1971. AND BECAME 
INOPERABLE SPORTLY THEREAFTER. 
ORIGINA PAGEA IB
 
73. ODF POOR QUALMIX
 
INJUN 5/ISIS 1
 
FRANK. INJUN S 
EXPERIMENT NAME-	 LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER ILEPEDEA) 
NSSDC Io- 60-066a-01 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE 	 DATA RECORDED- 060771 
PERSONNEL 
PC - L.A. FRANK .......... 	U OF IOWA
 
IOWA CITY. IA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO CONOUCT DETAILED 
MEASUREMENTS OF TRAPPED AND PRECIPITATING PSOON AND ELECTRON 
ENERGY FLUXES, SEPARATELY. OVER THE RANGE 50 EV TO 50 KEV. THE 
ENERGY SPECTRA OF THESE PARTICLES WERE STUDIED SEPARATELY AS A 
FUNCTION OF PITCH ANGI-E. LATITUDE. LOCAL TIME. ALTITUDE. AND
 
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY. THE DETECTOR USED WAS COMPOSED OF THREE 

LEPECEA DEVICES. EACH MADE UP OF CYLINDRICAL CURVED PLATE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS AND CONTINUOUS CHANNEL MULTIPLIERS 
(CHANNELTAONS). EACH LEP8DEA WAS ACCOMPANIED BY ONE CON TYPE 
213 GM TUBE FOR MEASUREMENTS O ELECTRON (E.GT. 40 KEV) AND 
PROTON (E.G. 500 KEV) INTENSITIES AND TO PROVIDE BACKGROUND 
MEASUREMENTS FOR THE LEPEDEA. THE DETECTOR PERFORMED NORMALLY 
FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF 
MODE. EXCEPT FOR A TEMPORARY FAILURE OF THE LEPEDEA- POWER 
SUPPLY ON SEPTEMBER 2l 1960 AND THE FAILURE OF A SECOND 
LEPETEA SOMETIRE DURING THE SUMMER OF 1970. 
DATA SET NAME- MASTER FILE ON AGNETIC TAPE. LEPEOSA 
COUNT RATE 

NSSDC ID- 68-0668-A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PROCESSING DEFERRED 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 08S09'6B TO 0529/'70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 949 REEL.(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
A TIME-ORDEREC- MASTER FILE FOR EXPLORER 40 INJUN 5) OF 
SATELLITE TELEMETRY DATA ON 949 7-TRACK. UNIVAC 418. BINARY 
MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI WITH 696 CHARACTERS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD, 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD, A 
VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER FILE. AND ONE FILE PER 
TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES CONSIST OF THE LEPEDEA 
TELEMETRY OUTPUT IN MILIVOLTS (DOCUMENTATION AS TO CONVERSION 
TO CDOUTStSEC IS HOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME). AS WELL AS THE 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OF THE EXPLORER 40 DETECTORS. 
IN ADDITION. THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE GIVEN -- TIME (UT). ORBIT 
NUMBER. GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES (LONGITUDE. LATITUDE. AND 
RADIAL DISTANCE PLUS LOCAL TIME OF THE SATELLITE). GEOCENTRIC 
EGUATORIAL INERTIAL COORDINATES (QIGT ASCENSION OF SATELLITE. 
VELOCITY VECTOR RIGHT ASCENSION. DECLINATION AND MAGNITUDE OF 
THE SATELLITE VELOCITY. MAGNETIC FIELO RIGHT ASCENSION AND 
DECLINATION, AND CELESTIAL RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION OF 
THE SUN). GEOMAGNETIC COORDINATES (LONGITUDE. LATITUDE. 
EGUATORIAL DISTANCE TO LINE OF FORCE, AND LOCAL TIME OF
 
SATELLITE). REAL FIELD VALUES (L. B. 8100. AND INVARIANT 
LATITUDE). SUN ECLIPSE TIME 	 XTIMES TO NEXT SUNRISE AND 

SUNSET). AND 	 ATTITUDE OF THE SATELLITE (HAGNEYOMETER 

MEASUREMENTS IN THE X. Y. AND Z DIRECTIONS). 

VAN ALLEN. INJUN 	5 
EXPERIMENT NAME-	 SOLID-STATE PAGTICLE DETECTOR 
Nssoc ID- 68-066B-03 

STATUS OP OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06/07/"1 
PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN ..... U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY IA 
O - T.P- ARMSTRONG ...... U OF KANSAS 
LAWRENCE. KS 
O - S.M. KRIMIGIS ....... 	 APPLIED PHYSICS LAD 

SILVER SPRING. ND 

THIS EXPERIMENT WAS OSIGNED TO CONDUCT AN INVESTIGATION 
OF THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL OISTRIBUTIONS AND ENERGY SPECTRA 
OP LOW-ENERGY ALPHA PARTICLES. PROTONS. AND ELECTRONS. A SET 
OF SOLID-STATE DETECTORS (TOTALLY DEPLETED SILICON SURFACE 
BARRIER TYPE) WAS USED TO FORN A PROTON-TELESCOPE CAPABLE OF 
DETECTING PROTONS FeOM 0.304 TO 74 MEV USING 10 ENERGY 
CHANNELS AND ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAI 262. 26.
 
267. 69. 405. 07. .7 428. I. 66. ED .0 AND 83S KEV. ALSO 
INCLUDED IN THE EXPERIMENT WAS AN ALPHA PARTICLE DETECTOR. 
COMPOSED OF SIMILAR SlI O-STATE DETECTORS. CAPABLE OF 
DETECTING ALPHAS IN THE RANGE 1.25 TO 8.0, 1.65 TO 4.5. AND 
2.03 TO 3.35 HEV. THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY FROJ4
 
LAUNCH UNTIL THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT IN AN OPERATIONAL OFF MODE 
IN EARLY JUNE 	197 t EXCEPT FOR A BACKGROUND NOISE PROBLEM IN 
ONE OF THE DETECTORS, WHICH DEVELOPED IN FEBRUARY 1569. SEE 
VAN ALLEN ET AL. JGR. VOL 75. P 6085, 1970. FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS. 
DATA SET NAME- MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE PROTON AND 
ALPMA PARTICLE COUNT RATES 
NSSOC ID- 68-068-03A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSC PROCESSING DEFERRED 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	 OD/0916B TO 0O29170 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 949 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
A TIME-ORDERED MASTER FILE FOR EXPLORER AS CINJUN 5) OF 
SATELLITE TELEMETRY DATA ON 949 7-TRACK. UNIVAC 418. BINARY 
MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI WITH 696 CHARACTERS PER 
LOGICAL RECORD. 10 LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD, A 
VARIABLE MRDRE 	 OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER FILE. AND ONE FILE PER 
TAPE. THE DATA ON THIS SET OF TAPES CONSIST OF THE SOLID-STATE 
TELESCOPE TELEMETRY OUTPUT IN MILLIVOLTS (DOCUMENTATION AS TO 
CONVERSION TO COUNT StSEC IS AVAILABLE). AS WELL AS THE 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM THE REST OP THE EXPLORER 40 DETECTORS. 
IN ADDITION. THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE GIVEN - TIME (UT), ORBIT 
NUASER. GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES (LONGITUDE. LATITUDE. AND 
RAI-AL DISTANCE PLUS LOCAL TIME OF THE SATELLITE). GEOCENTRIC 
EQUATORIAL INERTIAL COORDINATES RIGHT ASCENSION OF SATELLITE. 
VELOCITY VECTOR RIGHT ASCENSION, DECLINATION AND MAGNITLME OF 
THE SATELLITE VELOCITY. MAGNETIC FIELD RIGHT ASCENSION AND 
DECLINATION. AND CELESTIAL RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION OF 
THE SUN). GEOMAGNETIC COORDINATES (LONGITUDE, LATITUDE. 
EQUATORIAL DISTANCE TO LINE OF FORCE. ANO LOCAL TINE OF 
SATELLITE). REAL PIELD VALUES CL. B. B8O. AND INVARIANT 
LATITUDE), SUN ECLIPSE TIME (TIMES TO NEXT SUNRISE AND 
SUNSET). AND ATTITUDE OF THE SATELLITE (MAGNETOMETER 
MEASUREMENTS IN THE X, Y. AND Z DIRECTIONS). 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS I 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-A. 03069 
NS5DC 1D- 69 009A 
LAUNCH DATE- 01/30T69 WEIGHT- 532. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 126. MAN 
PERIAPSIS- 574.000 AM ALT 
EPOCH DATE- 01./30/69 
INCLINATION- 88.425 DEG 
APDAPSIS- 352Z.00 KM ALT 
ISIS I WAS AN IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH
SWEEP FREQUENCY AND FIXED 	FREDUENCY IONOSONDES, A VLF
 
RECEIVER ENERGETIC AND SOFT PARTICLE DETECTORS, AN ION MASS
 
SPECTROMETER AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. AN ELECTROSTATIC
 
ANALYZER. A BEACON TRANSMITTER AND A COSMIC NOISE EXPERIMENT.
 
THE SOUNDER USED TWO LONG DIPOLE ANTENNAS (78.9 AND 20.2 M 
LONG RESPECTIV-ELy). THE SATELLITE WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT 
ABOUT 2.V RPM AFTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. SOME CONTROL COLD BE 
EXERCISED OVER THE SPIN RATE AND ATTITUDE BY USIN 
MAGNETICALLY INDJCED TORQUES TO CHANGE THE SPIN RATE AND TO 
PRECESS THE SPIN AXIS. A TAPE RECORDER WITH I-HR CAPACITY WAS
 
INCLUDED ON THE SATELLITE. THE SATELLITE COULD BE PROGRAMMED 
TO TAKE RECORDED OBSERVATIONS FOR FOUR DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS 
FOR EACH FULL RECORDING PERIOD. THE RECORDER WAS DUMPEO ONLY 
AT OTTAWA. FOR NOM-TAPE-RECORDED OBSERVATIONS, DATA FOR THE 
SATELLITE AND SUBSATS.LITE REGIONS COULD BE OBSERVED AND 
TELEMETERED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE LINE OF SIGHT OP 
TELEMETRY STATIONS. THE SELECTED TELEMETRY STATIONS WE E IN 
AREAS THAT PROVIDED PRIMARY DATA COVERAGE NEAR IH 80-DEG W 
MERIDIAN PLUS AREAS NEAR HAWAII, SINGAPORE, AUSTRALIA.
 
ENGLAND. NORWAY, INDIA. JAPAN. ANTARCTICA, NEW ZEALAND. AND 
CENTRAL AFRICA. NO TAPE-RECORDED DATA WERE AVAILABLE AFTER 
JAIJARY 30, 1970. BECAUSE OF FAILURE OF THE RECORDER. THE ION 
MASS SPECTROMETER FAILED ABOUT 3 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH. INITIALLY. 
6 TO 9 HR OF OBSERVATIONS WERE MADE DAILY. BUT BY THE SPRING 
OF 1973. ONLY A TO 5 NR OF OBSERVATIONS PER DAY WERE BEING 
MADE. THE DECREASE TN OBSERVATION TIME WAS DUE TO A 
COMBINATION OF FUNDING AND POWER LIMITATIONS AND SCHEDULING.
 
74
 
ISIS 1/ISIS 2
 
MCDIARMID. ISIS I 

EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 
NSSDC ID- 69-009A-04 

STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 

PERSONNEL 
PI - I.B. MCOTARMID ... . MATL RES COUNC OF CA 
OTTAWA. ONTARIO, CANADA 
01 - JoRo BURROWS ........ NATL RES CWMC OF CA 
OTTAWA. ONTARIO. CANADA 
.I - ReC. ROSE ......... NAIL RES COUNC OF CA 
OTTAWA. ONTARIO, CANADA 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF FOUR SETS OF DETECTORS. THE 
FIRST SET. COMPRISING FOUR GEIGER COUNTERS. MEASURED ELECTRONS 
GREATER THAN 20 A N 40 KEV AND PROTONS GREATER THAN 300 AND 
500 NEV PARALLEL AND PERPENDICULAR TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. 
ALL REMAINING DETECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE SPIN AXIS. THE SECOND SET CONSISTED OF SOLID-STATE SILICON 
JUNCTION DETECTORS. THESE RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 
25 AND 140 KEV ELECTRONS IN THE RANGE 200 TO 770 KEY. AND 
PROTONS GREATER THAN 200 AND 400 REV. THE THIRD SET CONSISTED 
OF S SILICON JUNCtION DETECTORS WHICH RESPONDED TO PROTONS 
BETWEEN 0-I5 ANO 30 REV, THE FOURTH SET CONSISTED OF CESIUM 
IODIDE SCIN'ILLATION-PHTOMULTIPLIER SYSTEMS. EACH SYSTEM 
OPERATED IN TWO MODES. AND RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS GREATER THAN 
8. 40, AND 60 NEV AND PROTONS 	 GREATER THAN 50 NEV AND IN THE 
RANGE 50 TO 70 KEV. 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED CUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC TD- 69-OOA-04A 
AVAILABILITYT OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 02/02/69 TO 04/24/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 10 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET, GENERATED 	 AND SUBMITTED By THE 

EXPERIME'TER. CONSISTS OF 9-TPACK. 800-BPI. BINARY MAGNETIC 
TAPES. EACH TAPE CONTAINS A VARYING NJMER OF FILES. AND EACH 
FILE CONTAINS AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF I-RIN RECORDS. ALL 

RECORDS ARE OF CONSTANT LENGTH (1.634 BYTES) AND CONTAIN 
UNFORNATTED DATA ORGANIZED INTO FIVE SECTIONS. SECTION I IS 

COMPOSED OF EIGHT PASS-IDFNTIFICATION WORDS (INTEGER*4) * 
SECTION 2 15 COMPOSED OF SIX HOUSEKEEPING DATA WORDS (REAL*4). 
SECTION 3 15 COMPOSED OF 80 EPHEMERIS WORDS TAKEN AT ONE PER 6 

SEC tREAL*4I. SECTION 4 CONTAINS 13S0 ELECTRON-COUNTER AND 

PITCH-ANGLE DATA WORDS REALS). AND SECTION S CONTAINS 2925 

ELECTRON- AND PROTON-COUNTER DATA WORDS (INTEGER*21. THE DATA 

IN SECTIONS 4 AND S HAVE 22S VALUES-PER-MIM RESOLUTION. THE 

RECORDS ARE TIME ORDERED ON EACH TAPE. WITHOUT OVERLAP. THERE 

ARE GAPS IN THE TIME SEQUENCE OF THE DATA.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS 2
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-B, PL-7GIP
 
05104 

NSSOC 1O- 71-024A 
LAUNCH DATE- 04/01/71 	 WEIGHT- 570. KG
 
STATUS O OPERATION- PARTIAL 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0401/71 

ORBIT PERIOD- 113.61 .IN INCLINATION- BB.1564 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 367. KMR ALT APOAPSIS- 1429. KM ALT 

ISIS 2 WAS AN IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTEO WITH 
A SWEEP FREQUENCY AND A FIXED FREQUENCY IONOSONDE. A VLF 
RECEIVER, ENERGETIC AND SOFT PARTICLE DETECTORS. AN ION MASS 
SPECTROMETER AN ELECTROSTATIC PROBE. A RETARDING POTENTIAL 
ANALYZER. A BEACON TRANMITER. A COSMIC NOISE EXPERIMENT. AND 
TWO PHOTOMETERS. THE SOUNDER USED TWO LONG CROSSED-DIPOLE 
ANTENNAS (78.9 M AND 20.2 N LONG. RESPECTIVELY) FO THE 
SOUNDING, VLF. AND COSMIC NOISE EXPERIMENTS. THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS NOMINALLY SPIN STABILIZED WITH SPIN AXIS IN THE ORBIT 
PLANE . TO ABOUT 2 RPM AFTER ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT. A CARTWHEEL 
MODE WITH THE AXIS PERPEMDICULAR TO THE ORBIT PLANE WAS MADE 
AVAILABLE OCCASIONALLY FOR PERIODS Op A FEW MONTHS. THIS WAS 
DONE TO PROVIDE RAN AND WAKE DATA FOR ROME EXPERIMENTS EACH 
SPIN PERIOD RATHER THAN EACH ORBIT PERIOD. ATTITUDE AND SPIN 
INPORMATION WAS OBTAINED PROM A THREE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER AFAND 
SUN SENSOR. CONTROL OF ATTITUDE AND SPIN WAS POSSIBLE BY MEANS 
OF MAGNETIC TORQUING. THE EXPERIMENT PACKAGE ALSO INCLUDED A 
PROGRAMMABLE TAPE RECORDER WITH A IHR CAPACITY. FOR 
NONRECORDED OBSERVATIONS. DATA FROM SATELLITE ANO 
SUBSATELLITE LOCATIONS WERE TELENETERED WHEN THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS IN LINE OF SIGHT OF A' TELEMETRY STATION. TELEMETRY 
STATIONS WERE LOCATED 50 THAT PRIMARY DATA COVERAGE WAS NEAR 
THE 80-DEG W MERIDIAN ANO NEAR HAWAII. SINGAPORE. AUSTRALIA 
ENGLAND. FRANCE. NORWAY. INDIA. JAPAN. ANTARCTICA. NEW 
ZEALAND. AND CENTRAL AFRICA. INITIAL OPERATION OF ALL 
EXPERIMENTS WAS NOMINAL. THE TAPE RECORDERS FAILED ON FEBRUARY 
4, 1972. BUT REAL-TIME OBSERVATIONS CONTINUED TO BE 
TELEMETERED TO GROUND STATIONS. AFTER APRIL 1973. DATA TAKEN 
WERE TO BE STORED ON TAPE FOR AT LEAST 18 MONTHS. THESE DATA 
TAPES NAY BE ERASED FOR REUSE IF NO REQUIREMENT (AND FUNDING) 
FOR DATA REDUCTION OCCURS WITHIN THAT PERIOD. SATELLITE 
OPERATION OCCURRED (JUNE 1974) FOR ABOUT 5 HOURS PER DAY. 
MCDIARMID. ISIS 2 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 
NSSOC ID- 71-024A-O4
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PERSONNEL 
PI - I.E. MCDIARMID .. .. NATL RES COUNC OF CA 
OTTAWA. ONTARIO, CANADA 
el - J.R. BURROWS ......... 	 NAIL RES COUNC OF CA 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO. CANADA 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF 	FOUR SETS OF DETECTORS. 
THE FIRST DETECTOR CONSISTED OF THREE GEIGER COUNTERS (OF 
WHICH ONE FAILED RIGHT AFTER LAUNCH) AND MEASURED ELECTRONS 
GREATER THAW 20 AND 40 KEV PERPENDICULAR AND)PARALLEL TO THE 
SPIN AXIS. THESE GEIGERS WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO PROTONS WITH 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 240 AND 600 KEV. RESPECTIVELY. ALL 
REMAINING DETECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
SPIN AXIS. THE TWO GEIGER COUNTERS WERE CORRECTED FOR 
SATURATION AND DEADTIHE. ALL OTHER COUNTERS FOR OEADTIME 
ONLY. THE SECOND SET CONSISTED OF TWO SI-ID-STATE$ LICON
 
JUNCTION DETECTORS. EOTH WERE OPERATED IN LOW AND HIGH
 
THRESHOLD MODE. WHILE ONE COULD AOITIONA .LY BE SWITCHED TO 
ANOTHER DISCRIMINATION LEVEL. THEY MEASURED ELECTRONS WITH 
ENERGIES GREATER THAN 40. 60. 90, 120. ISO. AND 200 KEV. THEY 
WERE ALSO SENSITIVE TO PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 150 
200. AND 750 KEV. THE SWITCHABLE DETECTOR EXPERIENCED 
CONTINUOUS SATURATION. THE THIRD SET CONSISTED OF THREE 
SILICON JUNCTION DETECTORS THAT MEASURED PROTONS IN THE ENERGY 
RANGES 0-8 - 4.0. 3.2 - 12.7. AND 12.9 - 28.0 NEV. ALPHA 
PARTICLES -IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2.5 - 16.0 NEV. AND ELECTRONS IN 
THE ENERGY RANGE 1.0 - 2.0 NEy. THE FOURTH SET WAS COMPOSED 
OF TWO CESIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATION-?HOTOMU-TIPLIER SYSTEMS 
(CHANNELTRONS WITH CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS) 
STEPPED THROUGH EIGHT ENERGIES IN 64t60 OF A SECOND. TES.E 
DIPFcRENTIAL. SPECTROMETERS MEASURED ELECTRONS AT 9.6, 7.8. 
6.0. 4.1. 3.0. 2.2. 1.3. 0.15. AND MEASURED PROTONS AT 26.2. 
2I.6. IT.C. 12.4. 9.4, 7.6. 5.2. AND 2.2 KEV. 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 71-024A-0AA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04ZI9/TI TO 03f31t73 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- III REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OP 9-TRACK* BINARY UN?_ABELLED 
MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI ON AN IBM 360"S. THE 
TAPES. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH CONTAIN VARYING
 
NUMBERS OF FILES OF REDUCED DATA. THE FI ES CONTAIN VARYING 
NUMBERS OF RECORDS. ALL RECORDS ARE 13,000 BYTES LONG. WHICH
 
REPRESENTS ONE MINUTE OF DATA. GIVEN ARE PASS NUNGER. TIME 
INFORMATION. GEODETIC AND GEONAGNETIC COORDINATES. INVARIANT 
LATITUDE UNIVERSAL AND MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. L. B. COUNTING
 
RATES FOR EVERY 0.267 SECONDS. AND MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEKEEPING 
DATA. THE DATA ARE CHRONOLOGICALLY ORDERED ON MOST TAPES. 
THERE ARE GAPS IN THE DATA DUE.TO EXPERIMENT-OFF TINES. THE 
LARGEST OF WHICH ARE FROM APRIL 25 TO MAY 12. 1971. JULY 7 TO 
JULY ID. 1971. AND SEPTEMBER 9 TO OCTOBER 26. 1971. 
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AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSDS 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAKE- MARINER S TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06.14/67 TO 11121/6?
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- VENUS. MARINER VENUS 67
 
.28.5 QUANTITY OF OATA- I REELt(I OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
450C ID- 67-060A THESE DATA, SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. ARE ON A
 
SINGLE 7-TRACK. S56-PI. BCD MAGNETIC TAPE WITH 402 CHARACTERS
 
LAUNCH DATYE- 061|4/67 WEIGHT- 245. KG PER PHYSICAL RECORD. THE TAPE CONTAINS ONE FILE. WHICH INCLUDE
 
THE HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR BULK PROTON VELOCITY IN SOLAR
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR EQUATORIAL COORDINATES, THE NUMBER DENSITY.
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 1121f/6 THE PROBABLE SPEED. AND THE FLUX
MOST THERMAL (BULK SPEED
 
TIMESmUMoP oeNSITY MERGED WITH THE HOURLY VECTOR MAGNETIC
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS FIELD DATA FROM THE TRIAXIAL LOW-FIE-O MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT 
ORBIT TYPE- HEL IOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/14/67 (67-06OA-05. THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARE ALSO 
OBIT PERIOD- 212. DAYS INCLINATION- 0. DEG INCLUDED. 
PERIAPSIS- .72 AU RAO APOAPSIS- 1.0 AU RAD 
THE MARINER S SPACECRAFT 'AS THE FIFTH IN A SERIES OF
 
SPACRAFT USFO FOR PLANETARY EXPLORATION IN THE FLYBY MODE.
 
MARINER 5 WAS A REFURBISHED BACKUP SPACECRAFT FOR THE MARINER
 
* MISSION AND WAS CONVERTEO FROM A MARS MISSION TO A VENUS 
MISSION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS FULLY ATTITUDE STABILIZED. USING 
THE SUN AND THE STAR CANOPUS AS REFERENCES. A CENTRAL COMPUTER ESHLEMAN. MARINER S 
AND SEQUENCER SUBSYSTEM SUPPLIED TIMING SEQUENCES AND % 
COMPUTING SERVICES FOR OTHER SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS. THE EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
 
SPACECRAFT PASSED 4000 KM FROM VENUS ON OCTOBER 19, 1967. THE 
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS MEASURED BOTH INTERPLANETARY AND NSSDC 10- T-ODA-02 
VENUSIAN MAGNETIC FIELDS. CHARGED PARTICLES. AND PLASMAS. AS 
WELL AS THE RADIO REFRACTIVITY AND UV EMISSIONS OF THE STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
VENUSEAN ATMOSPHERE. THE MISSION WAS T"RMED A SUCCESS. DATE LAST USABLE DATA AECOROD- Aitti/67
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - V.B. ESIEMAN ... STANFORD U 
CA 
01 - T.A, CROFT ....... STANFORD U 
STANFORD. CA 
STANFORO. 
BRIDGE. MARINER 5 BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS 217 SUBHARMONC 40.8-MHZ SIGNALS 
WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT 
EXPERIMENT NAME- I TERP.ANETARY ION PLASMA PROBE FOB STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREOUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE 
FIG OF 40 TO 9400 VOLTS SPACECRAFT. IHE HIGH-FREOUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED. 
NSSDC ID- 67- OA-03 THE LOW-FVEDUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTEIT, IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABL.E SPACECRAFT. 
A PHASE LOCKEO RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT'FROUENCY 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/21/67 ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS 
OF PHA SE-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY CF THE GROUP 
PERSONNEL VELOCITy WAS ALSO OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED 
PI - H.S. BRIOGG ......... MASS INST OF TECH 
 TO TIC GROUND STATION. FROM CALC LATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT 
CAMBRIDGE. MA VALUES. THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT CUP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE 
OBTAINED FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIGUES) CAN BE SUBTRACTED 
THIS THREE-SECTIONAL-COLLECTOR MODUlAATED-GRID FARADAY TO PRODUCE DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARYDATA ELECTRON CONTENT 
CUP MEASURED POSITIVE 'IONS 
 FROM 40 TO 9400 EVIO IN EIGHT OF THE SOLAR WIND AND ITS VARIATIONS. THE EXPERIMENT HAS 
APPROXIMATELY LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED ENERGY WINDOWS. AS OPERATED NOMINALLY FROM LAUNCH TO NOVEMBER 196Y. FOR SIMILAR 
THE INSTRUMENT ALWAYS POINTED TOWARD THE SUN. VECTOR DATA WERE EXPERIMENTS COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS, SEE 68-00DA-03. 
OBTAINED BY COMPARING THE RELATIVE SIGNALS FRO. THE THREE IO 67-123A-03. 66-075A-04. AND 65-IOSA-O. MORE DETAILED 
DEG PIE-SHAPED COLLECTOR SECTIONS. DURING EACH TELEMETRY DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN THE JOURNAL OF 
SEQUENCE. THE INSTRUMENT WAS STEPPED FORWARD AND BACKWARD GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOl.. 17. 3325-3327. AND IN RADIO 
THROUGH THE EIGHT WINOWNS TO MEASURE THE SUN OF THE CURRENTS SCIENCE. VOL. 6. 5-63. 
FROM THE THREF PLATES. THEN IT WAS STEPPED FORWARD AND 
BACKWARD TO MEASURE. FOR EACH VOLTAGE SETTING. THE CURRENTS TO 
THE THREE PLATES IN SUCCESSION. THE ENTIRE 32 STEPS IN VOLTAGE 
WINDOW PER TELFMETRY SEQUENCE PRODUCED 64 CURRENT 
MEASUREMENTS. THESE MEASUREMENTS WERE REPEATED EVERY S IHN. 
THE INSTRUMENT OPERATED NOMINALLY THROUGHOUT ITS MISSION.
 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
 
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS
 
NSSOC ID- 67-060A-02A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA PARAMETERS 
-

ON 26 MM MICROFILM TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0114167 TO 1121/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
NSSDC TD- 67-06OA-O3A
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPS
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES OF
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06114/67 TO 11/2t/67 ELECTRON THROUGN AND THE
TOTAL CONTENT THE IONOSPHERE SOLAR
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
 WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF 
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOURLY DATA
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- IREEL(S) OF MICROFILM ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG
 
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOA THE POBTIO.VDF THE
THESE DATA CONSIST OF ONE REEL OF 36-MM MICROFILH MADE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM
 
BY NSDC FROM EXPERINENTER-GENEBATED COMPUTER LISTINGS OF I-HR THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE SEA-DPI.
 
AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS FROM MARINER 5. THE 7-TRACK, BCD MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED
 
PRINTOUT CONTAINS THE BULK VELOCITY VECTOR IN BOTH SOLAR CARDS SUPPLIED BY THE4 EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS 
ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR EGUATORIAL COORDINATES AND CORRESPONDING IOENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS. I6S-1SA-D4A). 7 (66-075A-4A). B (67-1 3A-O3A). ANO 9 
(S0-10OA-O3A). 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA PARAMETERS
 
ON 7-TRACK BCO MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSDC - 67-06OA-038
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ATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM 
7 
NSSOC ID. 6 -D6OA-OIO 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- O6/I*.67TO I2'167
T 

(AS VERIFIED By NSDC, 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL() OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY 

VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND 
THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM 
MEASURER-NT% OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. 
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTEO 
PROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET OF OURLY VALUES IS FOR THE 
PORTION OF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS IN VIEW FGOM THE STANFORD TRANSMITER. THIS DATA SET IS ON 
ONE RESL OF 1S-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM DATA 
SUPPLIED GY THE SXPSRIMEN'FR. THIS REEL or MICROFILM ALSO 
CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 
(65-1OSA-040). 7 (66-075-O40B). (6T-123A-038), AND 9 
(68-IOOA-I3B) AND SOLAR IND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM 
PIONEER% 6 C6-IOAA-OA4E), 7 (06-07SA-OAE . 8 (S?-l23A-03D). 
AND 9 (6B-IOOA-3D). 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON 
DENSITY ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC ID- 67-06OA-02C 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- O9.II/67 TO I0126167 

(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THESE DATA ERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 
RECORDS OY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
OF HOURLY VALUES OF MORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE 
SOLAR WIND. TO OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL 
CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. 
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL 
CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE RESULIING VALUES ERE THEN NORMALIZED 
TO I AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE 
SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM 
INTERPOLATION ARE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE 
RECORDED WHEN DATA GWS EXCEEDED A DAyS. THIS DATA SET IS ON 
ONE SO-BPI. 7TRACK, IO PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN 
O AN IBM 7094 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLUDE VT 
AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NURDER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT 
12 HR PER DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE 
STANFORD TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OMER TIME PERIODS 
FROM PIONEERS 6 (5-I05A-DOD). I (6-07SA-O4D)i B 
(67-I123A-G). AND 9 (6B-IOOA-OC) ALSO APPEAR ON THIS TAPE. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAE- OGO I 
ALTERNATE NAMES- EOGO I. 000-A
 
00079. S 49 
NSSDC IO- 64.GSGA 

LAUNCH DAT- 09/osOS
LAUNCH DATE-	 0,0564 WEIGHT- 487. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11I256S 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOC RIC EPOCH DATE- O90t.. D 
ORGIT PERIOD- 380I0 H INCLINATION-- 2.2TEG 
PERIAPSIS- 12.000 KM ALT APDAPSIS- 149305. KN ALT 

THE PURPOSE OF THE 0GO 1 SPACECRAFT, THE FIRST OF A 

SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL DBSERVATORIES, WAS TO 

CONDUCT MANY OIVERSIFIED GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAIN A 

BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE EARTH-AS A PLANET AND TO DEVELOP 

AND OPERATE A STANDARDIZED OBSERVATORy-TYPE SATELLITE. O0 I 
CONSISTED OF A MAIN BODY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO 
SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR.-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 
ISOE01. TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP) AND SIX 
APPENDAGES EP-I THROUGH EP-6 SUPPORTING THE GOON EXPERIMENT 
PACKAGES. ONE FACE OF THE MAIN EDY WAS DESIGNED TO POINT 
TOWARD THE EARTH (.Z AXIS). AND THE LINE CONNECTING THE TWO 
SOLAR PANELS (X AXIS) WAS INTENDED TO CE PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR PANELS WERE ABLE TO 
ROTATE ABOUT THE X AXIS. THE OPEP'S ERE MOUNTED OH AND COULD 
ROTATE ABOUT 	 AN AXIS WHICH WAS, PARALLEL TO THE Z AXIS AND 
ATTACHED TO THE MAIN BOOT. DUE TO A BOOM DEPLOYMENT FAILURE 
SHORTLY AFTER ORBITAL INJECTION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT INTO A 
PERMANENT SPIN MODE OF S RPM ABOUT THE Z AXIS. THIS SPIN AXIS 
REMAINED FIXED WITH A OEC.INATION OP ABOUT 0 Dt G AND RIGHT
 
ASCENSION OF ABOUT 40 DEC AT LAUNCH. THE INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF
 
APOGEE WAS Z100 HR. 0"0 1 CARRICO 2O EXPERIMENTS. TWELVE OM
 
THESE WERE PARTICLE STUDIES AND TWO WERE MAGNETIC FIELD 
STUDIES. IN ADDITION, THERE WAS ONE EXPERIMENT FOR EACH OF THE
 
FOLLOWING TYPES OF STUDIES -- INTERPLANETARY DUST. YLF.
 
LYMAN-ALPHA 	 OEGENSCIMH. ATMOSPHERIC MASS. AND RADIO
 
ASTRONOMY. REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANSMITTED AT I 8 OR 6A KBS
 
DEPENDING ,ON THE DISTANCE OF THE SPACECRAFT FROM THE EARTH.
 
PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPE RECORDED AT 1 KBS AND TRANSMITTED AT
 
6A ICS. TWO WIDGOANQ TRANSMITTERS. ONE FEEDING INTO AN 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND THE OTHER FEEDING INTO A 
DIRECTIONAL ANTERNA, WERE USED TO TRANSMIT DATA. A 
SPECIAL-PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER ANTENNA, 
WAS ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIDEBAND DATA IN REAL TIME ONLY. 
TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING RADIO BEACONS AND A RANGE 
AND RANGE-RATE SGEAND TRANSPONDER. BECAUSE OF THE GOON 
DEPLOYMENT FAILURE. THE BEST OPERATING MODE FOR THE DATA 
HANDLING SYSTEM WAS THE USE OF ONE OF THE WIODEBAND 
TRANSMITTERS AND THE DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. ALL DATA RECEIVED 
FROM THE OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA WERE NOISY. DURING SEPTEMBER 
1964, ACCEPTABLE DATA WERE RECEIVED OVER 70 PERCENT OF THE 
ORBITAL PATH. BY JUNE 1969. DATA ACQUISITION WAS LIMITED TO 10 
PERCENT OF THE ORBITAL PATH. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A 
STAND-BY STATUS NOVEMBER 25. t969. AND ALL SUPPORT WAS 
TERMINATED NOVEMBER 2. 1971 BY APRIL 1970. THE SPACECRAFT 
PERIGEE HAD INCREASED TO 46,0.0 KH AND THE INCLINATION HAD 
INCREASED TO 50.0 DEG. 
DATA SET NAME- MULTItCORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
NSSDC ID- 6-O5A-OH
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSCOC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- .91.7O?. TO 01103/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 3B-.. MICROFILM. FILMED BY 
NSSOC FROM EXPERIMeNTER-GENERATED CALCOMP PLOTS. THE DATA SET 
CONTAINS TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIONS OF INDIVIOUAL ORBITS. 
WITH TIC MARKS FOR TIME. IN A VARIETY OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS. 
INCLUDED ARE 	THE DISTANCE PROM THE EARTH-SUN-LINE GEOMAGNETIC 
DIPOLE PLANE. DISTANCE FROM THE NEUTRAL SHEET, THE ORBIT IN 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPNERIC COORDINATES, DISTANCE FROM THE 
EARTH-SUN-LIE 'ECLIPTIC POLE PLANe. AND THE ORBIT IN 
GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. ONE ORBIT IS INCLUDED PER 
PLOT. AMD DISTANCES ARE ALL IN EARTH RADII. 
ANDERSON. 0G0 	I 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 
NSSDC ID, 64-054A-12 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERADLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12B169 
PERSONNEL 
P1 -t I.A. ANDERSON. ...... 	 U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY, CA
 
-1 O.K. PITT ........ U OF CALIF. BERKELEY 
BERKELEY. CA 
THIS INSTRUNENTATION CONSISTED OF A CESIUM IODIDE 
CRYSTAL SURROUNDED BY A PLASTIC ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD AND 
OPTICALLY COUPLED TO A PNOTOULTIFP IER TUBE. THE SYSTEM ALSO 
CONTAINED A 32-CHANNEL PULSE HeIHT ANALYZER. ALTHOUGH THE 
PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO MEASURE .- TO 
90-MEV SOLAR PROTONS. THE DETECTOR HAD No ABILITY TO 
DISCRIMINATE 	 BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF PARTICLES. THE SYSTEM 
WAS MOUNTED 	IN ONE OF THE TWO SOEP'S AND HAD A 3.-DE. 
ACCEPTANCE CONE ANGLE. INFLIGHT CALIBRATION WAS PROVIDED.
 
COUNTS IN GROUPS OF FOUR CHANNELS, ACCUMULATED OVER 3L/32 OF
 
THE TELEMETRY FRAME TIME (1.152. 0.144-. OR 0.018 SEC). WERE
 
READ OUT OURING SUCCESSIVE TELEMETRY FRAMES, SOME TIME BEFORE
 
THE EXPERIMENT WAS TURNED ON. THE ANTICOINCIOENCE SYSTEM
 
FAILED. THIS RESULTED IN HIGH BACKGROUND RATES DUE TO GALACTIC
 
COSMIC RAYS. THUS. THE DATA ERE USEFUL FOR STUDIES OF EVENT
 
MORPHOLOGY BUT NOT FOR DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE FLUXES.
 
ALTHOUGH THE DETECTOR AXIS WAS I TENDED TO POINT TOWARD THE
 
SUN. A MALFUNCTION IN THE 0O0 1 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
PREVENTED THIS. OTHERWISE. THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED WELL FROM 
LAUNCH THROUGH NOVEMBER 25. 1969, WHEN ALL EXPERIMENTS ABOARD 
OGO I WERE TURNED OFF. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE KAHLER ET AL. 
SOLAR PHYSICS, VOL 2, p 179. 1967. 
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DATA SET NAME-	 ORIGINAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE 
NSSOC 1O- 6*-054A-12A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 

0 
TIME PERIOD COVETED O 3GB5 TO 05)03166
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 7-TRACK. SG&-8PI. BINARY 
TAPE GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON AN IBM 360/40 SYSTEM. 
THE TAPE CONTAINS 3S "LES, EACH CONTAINING A.VARIALE NUNSER 
OF RECORDS CHOSEN FOR THEIR SOLAR FLARE INFORMATION. THE FIRST 
120 CHARACTERS OF EACH, FILE IS AN IDENTIFICATION HEADER 
CONTAINING. AMONG OTHER THINGS. THE FILE AND TAPE UM4BERS OF 
THE ORIGINAL DATA TAPES. THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WIRE 
TELEMETERED. WHETHER THE DATA WERE REAL TINE OR PLAYBACK. AND 
THE START TIME OF TIN DATA IN YEAR. DAY OF THE YEAR. AND 
SECONDS OF THE DAY. EACH DATA RECORD CONSISTS OF 1044 SIXB-IT 
CHARACTERS. THE FIRST 12 CHARACTERS CONTAIN SOEP ENVIRONMENT 
INFORMATION. THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS CONTAIN THE DAY OF THE 
YEAR AND MILLISECOND OF THE DAY FOR THE FIRST DATA VALUE. THE 
REMAINING 1042 CHARACTERS,CONTAIN 12 ACCUMULATIONS FOR EACH OF 
THE 32 CHANNELS. FOR TELEMETRY RATES OF 1. 8. AND 64 KOBS. EACH 
RECORD CONTAINS 147.456, 28.432 AND 2.304 SEC OF DATA. 
RESPECTIVELY. THE FIRST 15 FILES CONTAIN DATA ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE OCTOBER 4. 1966. SOLAR FLARE. FILES 16 THROUGH 25 CONTAIN 
DATA ASSOCIATED WITH THE MARCH 24, 1966. SOLAR FLARE. FILES 26 

THROUGH 35 CONTAIN DATA ASSOCIATED WITH THE MAY 2. 1966. SOLAR 

FLARE.
 
SIMPSON. 050 I 
EXPERIMENT HANE- COSHIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES 

HSSDC 1D- 64-S4A-I8 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/25/69 

PERSONNEL 

PI - J.A. SIMPSON U
-.-......... OF CHICAGO
 
CHICAGO. IL 
01 - C.V FAN- ---....... 	 U OF ARIZONA 

TUCSON. AZ 

THREE SOLT10STATE 	PARTICLE TELESCOPES WERE USED TO 

MEASURE THE INTENSITY AND ENERGY DISITBUTION OW COSMIC AYS. 
A DS/OX VS E TELESCOPE RESOLVED THE NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF 
COSMIC RAYS IN TtB ENERGY RANGE FROM E TO 103 MEV/NUCLEON 
(CHARGE RESOLUTION RANGED THROUGH Z=26. ENERGY PER NUCLEON 
INTERVALS APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONAL TO.Z SQUARED/A). A DE/DX 
VS RANGE TELESCOPE (PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE) DETECTED PROTONS 
AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 1.4 TO 33 
ME/HUCLEON. AND A SINGL.E-ELEMENT LOW-ENERGY PROTON TELESCOPE 
(OPEP TELESCOPE) WAS PRIMARILY SENSITIVE TO PROTONS IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE FROM 1.4 70 3.T NEV. THE COMPOSITION AND 
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPES WERE ORIENTED PARALLEL TO THE 
SPACECRT A AXIS. PULSE HEIGHT INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FROM 
THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE USING ONE 256-CHANNEL AND TWO 
512-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS. THIS ALLOWED PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES IN FOUR ENERGY INTERVALS -- FOR PROTONS 
S TO 11 MEV. It TO 22 NFV 22 TO 103 EV. AND GREATER THAN 103 
NE. PULSE HEIGHT INFORMATION SENT BACK FROM THE PROTON-ALPHA 
TELESCOPE ALLOWED RLSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES IN TWO 
ENERGY RANGES, PROTONS 1.4 TO 8.6 NEV AND 8.6 TO 33 NEV. THIS 
TRANSMISSION USED ONE 266-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER WHILE 
COUNT RATE INFORMATION WAS SENT BACK FROM ALL THREE 
TELESCOPES. THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED FROM ABOUT ONE 
MEASUREMENT PER 0.02 SEC TO ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 1.47 SEC 
DEPENDING ON THE OUNTING MODE AND THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE 
SPACECRAFT UNINTENDED INITIAL SPIN PERIOD ABOUT THE Z AXIS WAS 
ABOUT IS SEC. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE CONSTOCK E AL. AP. 
J., VOL 146. P S1. 1 S66. 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA OI MAGNETIC TAPE 

NSSOC D 64-054A-1A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/06/64 TO 11/25/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSDOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 35 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF A COPY'OF THE ORIGINAL REDUCED 
DATA ON THIRTY-FIVE 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. BINARY TAPES WRITTEN AT 
800 BPI AND CONTAINING COUNT RATES ORDERED BY SOLAR ROTATION 
NUMBER. THE TAPES DO NOT CONTAIN ORBITAL DATA OR PULSE HEIGHT 
DATA. EACH TAPE HAS A 24-CHARACTER (SIX BTS/CHAACTE.) HEADER 
RECORD FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE NUMBER OF FILES. EACH FILE HAS A 
14-CHARACTER 	 HEADER RECORD. FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE IUMBER OF 
RECORDS THAT 	HAVE A TOTAL LENGTH OF 3972 CHARACTERS. FOLLOWED 
BY A FILE TRAILER RECORD (2. CHARACTERS). A MICROFILMED INDEX
 
OF THIS DATA SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE (6.-05AA-IOA).
 
DATA SET NAME- 	DIGITAL AND ANALOG COUIT RATE PLOTS ON
 
MICROFILM
 
N$SDC ID- 64-054A-160
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09107/64 TO 11/5/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A STANDARD SET OF DIGITAL AND 
ANALOG PLOTS (ON ONE ROL OF 35-MM MICROFIM) OF THE MOST 
INTERESTING OGO-1 HALF-HOUR AV"ERAGE RATES USING A CALCOMP 
PLOTTER. EACH PLOT COVERS ONE SOLAR ROTATION. THESE RATES ARE 
OBTAINED FROM COINCIDENCES AND ANTICOINCIDENCES OF COUNTERS AS 
WELL AS SOME STRAIGHT COUNTER RATES.
 
DATA SET NAME- 	PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC
 
TAPE
 
NSSDC 0O- O4-054A-IBC
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 09/041S6 TO 11t25167
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF BEDUCED PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
DATA ON THREE 7-TRACC. ADS 930. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN 
AT 000 0PI AND ORDERED BY SOLAR ROTATION NUMBER. THE PULSE 
HEIGHT ANALYSIS WAS CARRIED OUT FOR TWO OF THE DE/OX VS RANGE 
TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMGINATIDNS CORRESPONDING TO PROTON 
ENERGIES FROM 1.4 	 TO 6.6 HEV AND ROM 8.6 TO 33 REV (DIl' HOT
 
D0' NOT D4' AN DI'DE' NOT D4'). EACH TAPE (lAS A 56-CHARACTER 
HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED BY A 	 VARITABLE NUMBER OF FILES. EACH 
FILE HAS A 26-CHARACTER HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE 
NUMBER OF RECORO (4098 CHARACTERSARECORD. A MICROFILMED 
INDEX OF THISOATA SET I5 ALSO AVAILABLE (64-054A-IO0). 
WINCKLER QG I
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONIZATION CHAMBER
 
NSSDC 1D- 64-05&A-20
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/25/69
 
PERSONNEL
 
PB - J.R. WINCKLER ........ U OF MINNESOTA
 
MINNEAPOLIS. MN
 
0I - S.R. KANE ... ...... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY. CA
 
01 - R.L. ARNOIDY ......... U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
 
DURHAM N N
 
THIS EXPERIMENT, OESIGNED TO MEASURE THE IONIZATION DUE 
TO ENERGETIC PARTICLES. CONSISTED OF A 17.TE-CM INTEGRATING 
IONIZATION CHAMBER WITH A RESETTING DRIFT-TYPE 91ECTROMETFR. 
THE SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED ON A I.2-N BOON EXTENDING FROM THE HAIN 
BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT ALONG THE Y AXIS. THE CHAMBER RESPONDED 
TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 0.6 AND 12 
HEV. RESPECTIVELY. AND TO G- TO 50-KEV X RAYS. THE ICNIZATION 
CURRENT WAS MEASURED BY A VACUUM TUBE ELECTROMETER WHOSE 
OUTPUT. AS A FUNCTION OF TIS. WAS AN AUTOMATICALLY RESETTING 
SAWTOOTH RAMP VOLTAGE BETWEEN 0 AND 5 V. DATA WERE TELEMETERED 
N THREE INDEPENDENT FORMS THROUGH THREE DIGITAL WORDS A O ONE 
ANALOG WORD. EACH OF WHICH WAS TELEMETERED ONCE EVERY 1.152 
SEC WHEN THE GO SYSTEM WAS OPERATING AT I KBS. THE SAMPLING 
RATE LINEARLY INCREASED WITH THE TELEMETRY RATE THIS 
EXPFRIMENT PERFORMED WELL FROM LAUNCH THROUGH NOVEMBER 25. 
1969. WHEN ALL 	EXPERIMENTS ABOARD GO I WERE TURNED OFF. 
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DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS
 
TIME ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC 1D- 64-SSA-ZOA 
AVAILABILITY OP DATA 	 SET DATA ATNSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVEREOA	0S/I2/64 TO O6tOS'S? 
(AS VERIFIED By NESOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- A REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

TIS DATA SET CONSISTS POONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSOC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED I-MIN AVERAGES OF THE 
NUMBER OF NORMAL!IZED PULSES FFM SECOND TIMES 1000 PLOTTED ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE. EACH OF THE 244 FRAMES CONTAINS DATA FOR UP 
TO ONE THIRD OF AN ORBIT. APPROXIMATELY 3D PERCENT OF THE
 
ORBITS DURING THE 	PERIOD FROM SEPTEMBER 15. 1964. TO JUNE S.
 
19ET. ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET.
 
DATA SET NAME- ORIGINAL REDUCED PULSE RATES ON TAPE
 
NS$DC ID- 64-OSA-E0 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 090S64 TO IZ.06167 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SEVENTEEN 7-TRAC BINARY TAPES 
WRITTEN AT 556 BPI ON AN 184 7094. EACH TAPE. SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. IS MAR' UP OF AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF RECORDS AND 
COVERS AN ARBITRARY AMOUNT OF TIME. THE RECORDS ARE OF 
VARIABLE LENGTH RANGING FROM 21 TO 1000 45-BIT WORDS. THE 
FIRST 20 WODS CONSTITUTE A HEADER THAT INDICATES, AMONG OTHER 
THINGS. THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THE START 
AND END TIMES OF THE RECORO, THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE 
RECORD. AND WHETHER OR NOT THE RECORD IS IN EXACT TIME ORDER. 
EACH SUCCESSIVE SET OF THREE WORDS CONTAINS ONE 10-SEC 
AVERAGED PULSE RATE. THE FIRST WORD IN THE SET CONTAINS THE 
START TIME OF THE AVERAGE IN MSEC OF THE DAY. TWE SECOND WORD
 
CONTAINS THE ACTUAL DURATION OF THE AVERAGE [WHICH MAY BE
 
SHORTER THAN I0 SEC BECAUSE OF NOISE FILTERING). THE NUMBER OF 
VOLTAGE RAMPS IN THE AVERAGE. AND WHETHER THE AVERAGE IS BASED 
ON UNFILTERED RAMPS. FILTERED RAMPS. CLOCK PULSES. OR ANALOG 
WORDS. THE THIRD WOR0 GIVES THE AVERAGED PULSE RATE IN
 
NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND. ALL THE RECORDS HAVE BEEN 
ORDERED BY START TIME OF THE RECORD. AND CONSIDERABLE OVERLAP 
MAY EXIST IN THE TIME COVERED BY CONSECUTIVE RECORDS. 
DATA SET NAME- ATLAS OF IO- TO SO-KEV SOLAR FLARE X RAYS 

ON MICROFILM 

NESDC 10- 64-05A-OC 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/02/S6 TO 06.2O167 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

WUANTITY OF DATA- I ReEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

AN ION CHAMSER NORMALLY USED FOR PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 
ALSO RESPONDED TO BURSTS OF HARD (10 TO SO KEYV) X RAYS THAT 
OCCURRED DURING SOLAR FLARES. THESE SOLAR X-RAY BURSTS WERE 
IDENTIFIED AND SEPARATED FROM THE PARTICLE DATA. THE X-RAY
 
DATA ARE ANALYZED DATA ON ONE REEL OF 35-MN MICROFILM AND ARE
 
COPIES OF RESEARCH REPORTS CONTAINING PLOTS OF THE EXCESS ION
 
CHAMBER RATE 	 VS TIME. SHORTWAVE FADEOUTS AND SOLAR RADIO 

BURSTS. WHICH ACCOMPANIED WHE SOLAR X-RAY BURSTS. ARE ALSO 

INDICATED ON 	THE PLOTS. DATA FROM OGO 3 DATA SET 66-04GA-23D
 
ARE ALSO INCLUDED. 

DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF I-NIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS L
 
ON MICROFILM 

NSSOC I0. 64-OSA-2OD 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 09/07/64 TO 06/04/67

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSIST OF ONE REEL OP 16-MM MECROFILM 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM 322 PLOTS SUBMITED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED IN AVERAGES O THE 
NUMBER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIRES 1000 PLOTTED ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS L (IN EARTH RAOI. EACH FRAME PRESENTS S 
MR OF PLAYBACK DATA FOR L VALUES BETWEEN I AND B. ALSO 
EACH FRAME ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES AND AN 
INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA ARE FOR AN INBOUND (APOGEE TO 
PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOUND PASS OF THE PACECRAFT APPROXIMATELY 
6 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD PROM SEPTEMBER 7, 
1564. TO JUNE 4. 1967, ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET, 
PRESENTED ON 

DATA SET NAME-	 TABULATIONS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PULSE 
RATES ON MICROFILM 
NSSOC ID- 64-05AA20E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVEREO-	 09/0564 TO 12d06/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUAHTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MiE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUBMITTED 
By THE EXPERIMENTER. THE PULSING RATE OF THE ION CHAMBER. IN 
NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND. IS GIVEN IN FOUR FORMS --
UNFILTERED PULSES. FILTERED PULSES. CLOCK PULSES. AND ANALOG 
WORD PULSES. EACH OF THE RATES REPRESENTS DATA AVERAGED OVER A 
PERIOD OF 1 HR. ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE ORIGINAL REEL. FILE. AND 
RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED. AN 
INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA WERE PLAYBACK OR PEAL TIME. AND 
THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THESE DATA. WHICH 
ARE TIME ORDERED. COVER APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD 
FROM SEPTEMBER 5. 1964. TO DECEMBER 6. 1967. 
DATA SET NAME- TABULATIONS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE 
RATES ON MICROFILM 
NSSOC ID- 4-OS4A-20F 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIEN PERIOD COVERED-	 09/0564 TO 12/06/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 4 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FOUR REELS OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
THA WERE GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUBMITTED
 
BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE PULSING RATE OF THE ION CHAMBER. IN 
NORMALIZED PULES PER SECOND. IS PRESENTED IN FOUR FORKS -
UNFILTERED PULSES. FILTERED PULSES. CLOCK PULSES. AND ANALOG 
WORD PULSES. EACH OF THE RATES REPRESENTS DATA AVERAGED OVER A
 
PERIOD OF I MIN. ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE ORIGINAL REEL. FILE.
 
AND RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED. AN
 
INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA WERE PLAYBACK OR REAL TIME. AND
 
THE RATE AT WHICH THES DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THESE DATA.
 
WHICH ARE TIME ORDERED COVER APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE
 
PERIWU FROM SEPTEMBER 5. 1964. TO DECEMBER 6. 1967.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS
 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM
 
NESOC ID- 4-05-20G
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/0O7tBA TO O6tQA/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
THAT WA$ GENERATE, AT HSSDC FROM 44L PLOTS SUBMITTED Oy'THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED 2-MIN AVERAGES OF THE
 
NUNGER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 (ON A
 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE) VS SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE R (IN EARTH
 
RADII). EACH FRAME PRESENTS APPROXIMATELY 20 HR OF PLAYBACK
 
DATA FOR R VALUES BETWEEN I AND 23. ALSO PRESENTED ON EACH
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FRAME ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES AND AN INDICATION OF 

WHETHER THE DATA ARE FOR AN INSOUN' (APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN 

OUTBOUND PASS OF INE SPACECRAFT. APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF 

THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM SEPTEMBER 7, 1964, TO JUNE 

4. 1967. ARE REPRESENTEO IN THIS DATA SET. 

DATA SET NAE- PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED PULSE
 
RATES VS TIME ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC 10- 6 -OSAA-20H 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0t/1064 TO 06/05/6T 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE FEEL OF 16M M MICROFILM 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-OR EREO 2-MIH AVERAGES OF 
THE NUMBER OF NORMALIZED PIASES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 VS TINE. 
EACH OF THE 436 FRAMES CONTAINS DATA FROM APPROXIMATELY ONE 
THIRD OF AN ORBIT. APPROXIMATELY 40 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS 
DURING THE PERIOD FROM SEPTEMBER 10. 1964. TO JUNE 5. 1967. 
ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET, SIMILAR PLOTS ON 4 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE COVERING ABDUT Z0 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS FOR 
THE SANE PERIOD ARE FOUND IN DATA SET 64-054A-201 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS
 
TIME (NEAR PERIGEE) ON MICROFILM
 
NSSOC ID- O4-05A-2DJ 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/15/6 TO 0/27/66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-N MICROFILM 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRES NTED ARE TINE-ORDERED I-MtN AVERAGES OF THE 
NUMBER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 10O PLOTTED ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE. EACH OF THE 125 FRAMES CONTAINS OATA FOR A 
REGION UP TO 8 HR ON EITHER SIDE OF PERIGEE. APPROXIMATELY 50 

PERCENT OF THF ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM SEPTEMBER 15. 

L964, TO MAY 27T 1966. ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET. 

WINCKLER. OGO I 

EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
 
tSC, IO- 64-054A-21
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 1i/2s59
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - JR. WINCKLER .... --.. U OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 
01 - N.A. PFITZER .......... MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CO 
P HUNTINGTON BEACH. CA 
01 - R.L. ARNOLOY ....... Q OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DURHAM, NH 
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO MEASURE THE 
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUMI IN THE RADIATION BELTS FOR THE ENERGY 
RANGE FROM 50. KEV TO 4 NEV. THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 
FIVE-CHMNEL ELECTRON SPECTROMETER CONTAINING AN ANALYZING 
ELECTROMAGNET. A PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR CRYSTAL. A 
PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE. AND A PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THE 
ANALYZING ELECTROMAGNET WAS USED TO DEFINE THE FIVE ENERGY 
CHANNELS. THE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER ACCEPTED ONLY PULSES 
CORRESPONDING TO THE PARTICULAR ENERGY CHANNEL BEING SAMPLED. 
I. THIS WAY. THE BACKGROUND DUE TO BEMSSTRAHLUNG AND 

PENETRATING PARTICLES WAS REDUCED BECAUSE ONLY THDSE 

BACKGROUqD PULSES IN THE NARROW ENERGY BAND BEING ANALYZED 
WERE COUNTED. THIS SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED IN THE MAIN BODY OF THE 
SPACECRAFT AND LOOKED OUT IN A DIRECTION 10 OEG OFF THE 

SPACECRAFT Z AXIS. WITH A I5-DEG ACCEPTANCE CONE. SINCE OGD I 

WAS SPIN STABILIZED (ABOUT ITS Z AXIS) SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH, 

THE ACCEPTANCE CONE WAS EFFECTIVELY INCREASED TO Z5 DEG. 
DIRECTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRONS WERE MADE IN FIVE 

CONTIGUDUS, LOGARITHMICALLY EDUISPACED ENERGY CHANNELS BETWEEN 

50 AND 4000 NEV. BACKGROUND PARTICLES WERE COUNTED BY
 
OPERATING THE SPECTROMETER WITHOUT THE ELECTROMAGNET. THE
 
SYSTEM SAMPLED THE FIVE SPECTRAL INTERVALS AND FIVE BACKGROUND
 
INTERVALS EVERY 2.304 SEC WHEN THE OGG I SYSTEM WAS OPERATING 
AT I KS5. THE SAMPLING RATE INCREASED LINEARLY WITH THE 
TELEMETRY BIT RATE. DATA FROM EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS WERE 
TELE.ETERED AS ONE DIGITAL WORD. THIS EXPERIMENT PERFORMED 
WELL FROM LAUNCH THROUGH NOVEMBER 25. 1969 WH;N ALL 
EXPERIMENTS ABOARD OGO I WERE TURNED OFF. 
DATA SET NAME-PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS
 
TIME (RADIATION BELTS) ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC 1O- 64-054A-21A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/1S/64 TO OS/27t66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY HESOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I RFEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-GRDERED 2-MIN AVERAGES OF THE
 
LOGARITHM OF THE COUNT RATE VS TIME FOR EACH OF THE FIVE 
CHANNELS. THE COUNT RATE. WHICH HAS BEEN CORRECTED FOR
 
BACKGROUND. MAY BE CONVERTED TO A FLUX VALUE BY USING A 
CONVERSION FACTOR SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH OF THE
 
116 PLOTS PRESENTED CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 3 HR OF DATA FOR 
THAT PORTION OF THE ORBIT IN THE VICINITY OF THE RADIATION
 
BELTS. THESE DATA COVER APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS
 
DURING THE PERIOD FROM SEPT" BER IS. 1964. TO MAY 2. 1966. NO
 
EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF COUNTS VS R OH MICROFILM
 
NSSDC 1D- C-054A-ZIB
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR OIETRIBUTION
 
TIME PERICO COVERED- O9/07/64 TO 06/04/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MH MICROFILM
 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM 417 PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE 1S-MIN AVERAGES OF THE BACKGROUND
 
CORRECTED COUNT RATE (PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE) VS R (IN 
EARTH RADII) BETWEEN I AND 10 FOR EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS.
 
ALSO PRESENTED ON EACH FRAME ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES.
 
THE ORBIT NUMBER. AND WHETHER THE DATA ARE FOR AN INBOUND 
<APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOUND PASS OF THE SPACECRAFT. THE 
DATA ARE TIME ORDERED AND COVER APPROXIMATELY TO PERCENT OF 
THE ORBITS IN THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER T 1964, TO JUNE 4. 1967. 
NO ADDITIONAL EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED.
 
DATA SET NA- ORIGNAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE 
NSSOC TD- 64-054A-21C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09107/64 TO 12/06/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 11 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
YHIS OATA SET CONSISTS OF ELEVEN 7-TRACK. 556-PI. IBM 
7094. BINARY TAPES GENERATED BY TKE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TAPE 
CONTAINS ONE FILE OF REDUCED DATA. THE FILE IS MADE UP OF AN 
ARBITRARY NUMBER OF RECORDS AND COVERS AN ARBITRARY ANOUNT OF 
TIME. THE RECORDS ARE OF VARIABLE LENGTH - ZI TO 0100 40-DIT 
WORDS. THE FIRST 20 OF THESE WORDS CONSTITUTE A HEADER WHICH 
INDICATES. AMONG OTHER THINGS. THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WERE 
TELEMETERUD THE START AND END TIMES OF THE RECORD, AND THE 
NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RECORD. THE DATA WORDS ARE GROUPED INTO 
40-WORD DATA FRAMES WITHIN WHICH DATA FROM EACH OF THE FIVE 
SPECTROMETER CHANNELS ARE PRESENTED FOUR TIMES AND BACKGROUND 
COUNTS FROM EACH CHANNEL ARE PRESENTED THREE TIMES. THE 
REMAINING FIVE WORDS ARE SYNCHRONIZATION WORDS. THE FIRST SIX 
BITS OF EACH DATA WORD INDICATE THE CHANNEL AND WHETHER THE 
DATA ARE ANALYSIS OR GACKGROUND COUNTS. THE NEXT 05 BITS 
CONTAIN THE DATA IN THE FORM OF ACCUMULATED COUNTS. ONLY 
NONZERO DATA ARE PRESENTED. THE REMAINING 30 BITS CONTAIN THE 
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STARTING TIME OF THE ACCUMULATION CYCLE. THE ACCUMULATED 
COUNTS MAY BE CONVERTED TO A FLUX VALUE BY USING CONVERSION 
FACTORS SU.PLIED By THE EXPERIMENTER. ALL THE RECORDS HAVE DATA SET NAME- REDUCED L-INTERPOLATED COUNT RATES ON 
BEEN TIME ORDERGO ACCORDING TO START TIME OP THE RECORD SO MAGNETIC TAPE
 
CONSIDERASLE OVERLAP MAY EXIST IN THE TIME COVERED BY
 
CONSECUTIVE RECORDS. 
 HSSDC ID- 64-054A-21I
 
AVAILABILITY CF DATA SET- DATA AT NSOC.-

TINE PERIOD COVERED- 09'15164 TO 0/O7/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
DATA SET NAME- TABULATION OF SMMN AVERAGED COUNT RATES
 
ON MICROFILM 
 THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE T-TRACK. 556-OPI. IBM 70%
 
BCD TAPE OF EVEN PARITY. GENERATED AT NSSOC AND CONTAINING TWO
 
NSSDC ID- 54.054AA21D 
 FILES OF REDUCED OGO I DATA AND THEN TWO FILES OF OGO,3 DATA 
(66-049A-22K). THE FIRST FILE OF THIS SET CONTAINS I NER ZONEAVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSEDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION ELECTRON DATA FOR THE RANGE L = 4.3 TO L = 2.4. THE SECOND 
FILE CONTAINS OUTER ZONE ELECTRON DATA FOR THE RANGE L m 2.4 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/07/64 TO 06/05/67 TO L = 7.0. EACH FILE IS MADE UP OF AN ARBITRARY NUMBER OF 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSDC) RECORDS. GUT EACH RECORD IS OF A CONSTANT LENGTH OF 84 
CHARACTERS. WITHIN EACH FILE THERE ARE FIVE GROUPS OF RECORDS 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM (ONE FOR EACH DATA CHANNEL) IN WHICH THE FOLLOWING SE UENCE IS 
REPEATED N TIMES (N = NUMBER OF DISCRETE L-VALUES) -- A HEADER
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SIX RECORD STRING OF
REELS OF 16-MM MICROFILM PRECEDES A DATA RECORDS AND S FOLLOWED BY A 
THAT WERE GENERATED AT NSEDC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUPPLIED TRAILER RECORD. 
BY THE EXPERIMENTER. DATA FOR EACH S-MIN PERIOD FOR EACH OF 
THE FIVE CHANNELS IN MUDE TOTAL COUNTS, TOTAL BACKGROUND 
COUNTS. AVERAGE COUNT RATE. AVERAGE BACKGROUND COUNT RATE. AND 
AVERAGE NET COUNT RATE (AVERAGE COUNT RATE MINUS AVERAGE 
BACKGROUND COUNT RATE). ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE ORIGINAL REEL. 
FILE. ANt RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED. 
WHETHER THE DATA WERE PLATBACJK OR REAL TINE. AND THIE RATE AT 
WHICH THE DATA WERE TELENETERED. THESE DATA. WHICH ARE TIME SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- Go 2 
ORDERED. COVER APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD FROM 
SEPTEMBER 7, 1q64. TO JUNE 5. 2961. ALTERNATE NAMES- OGO-C. POGO I 
S 50 01620 
NSSDC ID- 5-08A 
LAUNCH DATE- 1014/65 WEIGHT- 520. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF COUNTS V L ON MICROFILM DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 02100/68 
NSSOC ID- 64-DS4A-2IE ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- lO/IL16tAVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION ORBIT PERIOD- 104. MIN INCLINATION- 87.356 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 414.000 IN ALT APOAPSIS- 1510.00 K ALT 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/CT/GA TO 06/O4/6T 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) OGO 2 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH 20
 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO MAKE SIMULTANEOUS. CORRELATIVE
CUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM OBSERVATIONS OF AURORA AND AIRGLOW EMISSIONS. ENERGETIC 
PARTICLES. MAGNETIC FIELD VARIATIONS. IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES.THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF LO-MM MICROFILM ETC.* ESPECIALLY OVER THE POLAR AREAS. 9o0 a CONSISTED OF A 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM 3E PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE MAIN 
BODY. GENERALLY PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO RECTANGULAR 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE 2- AND 5-NIN AVERAGES OF THE SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGEBACKGROUND CORRECTED COUNT RATE ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS L (SOEPI, AND TWO ORBITAL R.ANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP. IT 
(IN EARTH RADII) FOR EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS. THE 2-MIN ALSO INCLIDED SIX EXPERIMENT 
PACKAGES (EP) MOUNTED ON BOOMSAVERAGES ARE PRESENTED ONLY FOR THOSE L VALUES THAT ARE LESS EXTENDING GENERALLY FORE AND AFT OF THE SPACECRAFT ALONG THE I 
THAN 3. WHILE THE 5-MIN AVERAGES ARE PRESENTED ONLY FOR THOSE AXES. ANTENNA AND ATTITUDE CONTROL FIXTURES ALSO EXTENDED FROM
 
L VALUES GREATER THAN 3. ALSO PRESENTED ON EACH FRAME ARE THE 
 SEPARATE AND/OR EF BOOMS. THE MAIN BODY WAS 
BEGINNING AND END TIMES. ORBIT NUMBER. AND WHETHER THE DATA ATTITUDE-CONTROLLED By USE OF HORIZON SCANNERS AND GAS JETS 
ARE FOR AN INBOUND (APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOUND PASS OF AND WAS DESIGNED TO POINT TOWARD THE EARTH CZ AXIS). THE AXIS 
THE SPACECRAFT. THESE DATA. WHICH ARE TIME ORDERED. COVER CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS <X AXIS) WAS DESIGNED TO 
APPROXIMATELY 75 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM OSCILLATE IN ORDER TO REMAIN PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
SEPTEMBER 7. 1964, TO JUNE 4. 1967. NO ADDITIONAL EPHEMERIS EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR PANE"S ACTIVATED BY SUN 
INFORMATION IS PRESENTED. SENSORS COULD ROTATE ABOUT YHIS X AXIS IN ORDER TO OBTAIN 
MAXIMUM RADIATION FOR THE SOLAR CELLS AND CONCURRENTLY ORIENT 
THE SOEP PROPERLY. THE OPEP'S WERE REORIENTED ON EITHER END OF 
AN AXIS THAT WAS PARALLEL TO THE AXIS AND ATTACHED TO THE 
FORWARD END OF THE MAIN BODY. THESE OPEP SENSORS NORMALLY WERE 
MAINTAINED LOOXING FORWARD IN THE ORBITAL PLANE OF THE 
SATELLITE. TO MAINTAIN THIS ORIENTATION. THE OPEP AXIS COULD 
ROTATE OVER G DEG. IN ADDITION, AN ANGULAR DIFFERENCE OF OVER DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF S-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS 0 DOEG WAS POSSIBLE B ETWEE THE ORIENTATION OF THE UPPER AND 
TIME ON MICROFILM LOWER OPEP PACKAGES. THE SOEP CONTAINED FOUR EXPERIMENTS. AND 
THE OPEP CONTAINED FIVE EXPERIMENTS. MWTON'S PARTICLE 
NSSDC ID- 64-054A-SIG EXPERIMENT FAILED ON LAUNCH. AND KREPLN'S SOLAR X-RAY 
EXPERIMENT FAIL.0 -SHORTLY THIREAFTER. SOON AFTER ACHIEVINGAVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC DIFFICULTIES MAINTAINING LOCKORBIT. IN EARTH WITH HORIZON 
SCANNERS CAUSED EXHAUSTIDN OF ATTITUDE CONTROL GAS BY OCTOBER 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/07/64 TO 06/05/67 23, 1965. 10 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH. AT THIS TIME. THE SPACECRAFT 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) ENTERED A SPIN MODE (ABOUT O.11 RPM) WITH A LARGE CONING ANGLE 
ABOUT THE PREVIOUSLY VERTICAL AXIS. FIVE EXPERIMENTS BECAME 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MICROFILM USELESS WHEN THE SATELLITE 
 WENT INTO THIS SPIN MODE. SIX 
ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS WERE DEGRADED BY THIS LOSS OF ATTITUDE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF to-MM MICROFILM CONTRO. BY APRIL 1966. BOTH BATTERIES HAD FAILED. S0 
THAT WAS GENERATED AT NS50C FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE SUBSEQUENT OBSERVATIONS WERE LIMITED TO SUNLIT PORTIONS OF THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDEREO S-NIN AVERAGES OF THE ORBIT. BY DECEMBER 1966. ONLY EIGHT EXPERIMENTS WERE 
LOGARITH OF THE COUNT RATE VS TIME FOR EACH OF THE FIVE OPERATIONAL, FIVE 6F WHICH WERE NOT DEGRADED BY THE SPIN NODE 
CHANNELS. THE COUNT RATE. WHICH HAS BEEN CORRECTED FOR OPERATION. BY APRIL 1967. THE TAPE RECORDERS HAD MALFUNCTIONED
 
BACKGROUND. MAY BE CONVERTED TO A FLUX VALUE BY USING A ONLY ONE THIRD
AND OF THE RECORDED DATA COULD BE PROCESSED. 
CONVERSION FACTOR SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTEB. EACH OF THE SPACECRAFT POWER AND PERIODS OF OPERATIONAL SCHEDULING 
230 PLOTS PRESENTED CONTAINS DATA FROM APPROXIMATELY ONE THIRD CONFLICTS CREATED SIX LARGE DATA GAPS SO THAT DATA WERE 
OF AN ORBIT, WITH PERIGEE NEAR THE CENTER OF THE PLOT. THESE OBSERVED ON A TOTAL OF ABOUT 306 DAYS OF THE TWO-YR 18-DAY 
DATA COVER APPROXIMATELY 60 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE TOTAL SPAN OF OBSERVED SATELLITE DATA TO NOVEMBER 1. 1967- THE 
PERIOD FROM SEPTEBUER ?. 1964. TO JUNE S. 1967. NO EPHEMERIS DATA GAPS WERE -- (A) OCTOBER 24. 1965 TO NOVEMBER 5. 1965. 
INFORMATION IS PRESENTED. DECEMBER 1905 JANUARY 1966. APRIL 1966 TO(B) 6. TO 7. (C) 9. 

JUNE S1. 1966. ID) SEPTEMBER 2. 1966 TO NDVEMBER 18. 1966. (E)
 
DECEMBER 27. 196& TO APRIL It. 1967. AND (F) MAY 9. 1967 TO
 
SEPTEMBER I9. 1967. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SHUT OWN ON NOVEMBER 
I. 1967 WITH EIGHT EXPERIMENTS STILL OPERATIONAL. IT WAS
 
ORIGIITAIPAG IS 8 
OF POOR QUAI 
OGO 2/OGO 3
 
REACTIVATED FOR TWO WEEKS IN FEBRUARY 1968 TO OPERATE 
EXPERIMENT 5 CJ. CAIN). 
ANDERSON. O0 2 

EXPERIMENT NAME-	 COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION 
SSDO I- 65-OSIA-06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04fO0/' 

PERSONNEL 
Pt - .R. ANDERSON ..... RICE U 
HOUSTON. TX 
DI - V.. NEIIER ......... CALIF INST OF TECH 
PASADENA. CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE COSMIC-RAY AND 
SOLAR FLARE PAPTI.E INTENSITIES (PROTONS ABOVE 10 MEV. 
ELECTRONS ABOVE 1-0 MEV) USING AN ION CHAMBER. THE ION 
CHAMBER WAS MOUNTED AT THE END OF A SPACECRAFT DOOM ABOUT 2.5 
M FROM THE MAIN BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT. BECAUSE THE ION 
CHAMBER HAD OANIDIRECTIONAL SENSITIVITY EXCEPT FOR NEGLIGIBLE 
SHADOWING BY THE SPACECRAFT, THE UNINTENDED SLOW ROLLING OF 
THE SPACECRAFT DID NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE INSTRUMENT. THE 
EXPERIMENT OPERATED NORMALLY FROM OCTOBER 14, 1965. TO APRIL 
2. lGS. A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTATION
 
APPEARS IN H. R. At DERSON ET AL, JGR. VOL 73. P 6280. 1968. 

DATA SET NAMS- MICROFILM PLOTS OF TOTAL IONIZATION RATES 

AND SATELLITE ALT VS INVARIANT tAT 

NSOC SD- 69-0IA-OfA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSBC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1O/S4/65 TO 04/02/66 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER CONSISTS OF 

PLOTS OF IONIZATION CHAMBER TOTAL IONIZATION RATES (ION 

PAIRSJSEC-CM CURED STP AIR) AND SATELLITE ALTITUDE (IM) VS 

INVARIANT LATITUDE f-9O TO .90 DEG) ON FIVE REELS OF 35-MM 

MICROFILM. THE CORRESPONDING MCILWXAIN L PARAMETER. GEOGRAPHIC 
LONGITUDE, AND LOCAL TINE OF THE SATELLITE ARE INDICATED ALONG 
THE INVARIANT LATITUDE AXIS. THE OBIT NUMBER AND DAY NUMBER 
APPEAR AT THE TOP OF EACH PLOT ALONG WITH THE UT OF THE FIRST 
POINT PLOTTED ON THE GRPH AND AN INSTRUNENT-SENSITIVITY MODE 
INDICATOR (H FOR NIGH. L FOR LOW). THE ALTITUDE PLOTS ARE 
GENERATED USING THE X SYMBOL. AND THE IONIZATION FLOTS ARE 
GENERATED USING DOTS, THE DIRECTION OF THE SPACECRAFT IN ITS 
ORBIT IS INDICATED IN THE LOWER LEFT MARGIN FOR A GIVEN PLOT. 
E.G.. 'N-S' MEANS THE SPACECRAFT WAS TRAVELING FROM THE 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TOWARD THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. TIME 
COVERAGE WAS LESS THAN 50 PERCENT FROM INSTRUMENT TURNON 
(OCTOBER 1, 19651 UNtTIL THE INSTRUMENT CEASED OPEFATING 
(APRIL 2. 1966). FURTHER DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND 
THIS DATA SET. INCUDING A DETAILED TIME COVERAGE CHART FOR
 
THE ENTIRE LIFETIME OF THE EXPERIMENT APPEAR ON THE MICROFILM 

ALONG WITH THE DATA.
 
SIMPSON. OGO 2 

EXPERIMENT NAME-	LOW-ENERGY PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE
 
MEASUREMENT 

NSSOC 10- 65-OBIA-07 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- tI 0/67 

PERSONNEL 
PT - J.A SIMPSON ......... V OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
01 - E.C. STONE ......... ALIF INST OF TECH 
PASADENA, CA 
01 - C.Y- FAN .. ....... U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
TWO SOLID-STATE PARTICLE TELESCOPES WERE USED TO STUDY 
LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES. ONE OF 
"HESE DETECTORS WAS A TinEE-ELEMENT RANGE TELESCOPE 
C-VERTICALI) THAT WAS CAPABLE OF IDENTIFYING PROTONS AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES 1l.2 TO 39.2 MEV/NUCLEON) AND ELECTRONS CE.GT. 400 
KEY). THE OTHER DETECTOR WAS A ONE-ELEMENT TELESCOPE 
(HORIZONTAL') SENSITIVE TO PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE FROM 0,72 TO ABOUT 11 NEV/NUCEON. THE VERTICAL. 
TELESCOPE AXIS OF SYMMETRY WAS PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT Z 
AXIS. WHICH LATER UNINTENTIONALLY BECAME THE SPIN AXIS. THE 
HORIZONTAL TELESCOPE SYMMETRY AXIS WAS NEARLY PARALLEL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT Y AXIS (PERPENDICULAR TO THE Z AXIS). PULSE HEIGHT 
INFORMATION WAS SENT BACK ROM THE VERTICAL TELESCOPE ALLOWING 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSES OF PROTONS, ALPHA PARTICLES. AND 
ELECTRONS USING A 256-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. COUNT 
RATE INFORMATION WAS SENT BACK FROM BOTH TELESCOPES. THE TIME 
RESOLUTION RANGED FROM ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0.02 SEC TO 
ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0-3 SEEC DEPENDING ON THE COUNTING 
MODE AND THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE UNINTENDED SPIN PERIOD OF 
THE SPACECRAFT 10 DAYS AFTER LAUNCH WAS ABOUT 10 MIN. THE 
EXPERIMENT WAS PERFORMING NORMALLY AT THE TIME THE SPACECRAFT 
SYSTEMS WERE DEACTIVATED INOVEMBER 1. 1067), HOWEVER. THE
 
SPINNING OF THE SPACECRAFT CAUSEO DIFFICULTY IN INTERPRETING 
THE DATA AFTER OCTOBER 23. 1965. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS (R VS EERGY LOSS) AND
 
ORBITAL DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC 10- 65-ORIA-0TR
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIOUTION
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 10/IB/65 TO 1213/66
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SIX 35-KM MICROFILM REELS OF
 
REDUCED DATA IN THE FORM OF COUNT RATE (BOTH SINGLE AND
 
COINCIOENCE RATES) PLOTS. EACH PLOT COVERS ONE OGO 2 ORBIT AND
 
CONTAINS SEVERAL DIFFERENT COUNTING RATES AS WELL AS SATELLITE
 
ORBIT DATA. INVARIANT LATITUDE. ALTITUDE. SCALAR MAGNETIC
 
FIELD. MCILWAIN'S L PARAMETER. AND EITHER DIPOLE LOCAL TIME OR
 
MAGNETIC LOCAL TIRE. THROUGHOUT THE MICROFILM. THE RELEVANT 
SCALES ARE INCLUDED APPROXIMATELY EVERY 100 FRAMES. EACH PLOT 
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES FROM THE 
VERTICAL TELESCOPE -- V 3 (PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGIES 
GREATER THAN 39.2 MEV.NUCLEON OR ELECTRON ENERGIES GREATER
 
THAN t MEV). VI NOT V3 CNORRESPONOS TO PROTON AND ALPHA
 
PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM 1.22 TO 39.2 MSV/NUCLEON OR ELECTRONS
 
FROM 0.4 TO I MEW) AND VZ NOT V3 AND VIV2 NOT V3 (BOTH OF
 
WHICH CORRESPOND TO PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM
 
9.32 TO 39.2 MEVDNUELSON AND ONLY THE FORMER TO ELECTRON 
ENERGIES FROM 07 TO I MEV). THE ONE HORIZONTAL TELESCOPE 
CCUNTING RATE IN THE FCPRAY CORRESPONDS TO A PROTON AND ALPHA 
PARTICLE ENERGY THRESHOLD OF 720 KEV/NUCLEON. THE V3 COUNT 
RATE PLOTTED IS AN AVERAGE RATE OBTAINED OVER FIVE READOUTS 
WHEREAS THE OTHER THREE RATES, AS CALCULATED FOR THESE PLOTS-
HAVE A NOMINAL ACCUMULATION TIME OF 15 SEC. THE DATA SET 
PROVIDES A COMPACT SAMPLE OF THE DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT. 
SINCE OGO 2 TUMBLED. THE USER OF THESE DATA SHOULD CONSULT 
O0GO-C ORIENTATION STUDY.- BY P.E. DIMOTAKIS (CAL TECH SPACE 
RADIATION LAB INTERNAL REPORT NO. 9) FOR HELP IN OBTAINING 
THE CORRECT ATTITUDE OF THE INSTRUMENT. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OO 3
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- OGO-B, EDGO 3
 
02195. S 49A
 
NSSDC ID- 66-049A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 46/07/66 	 WEIGHT- IB.O 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/01169
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/19/66
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 2915. MIN INCLINATION- 31.4 DEG
 
PERIApSts- 319.000 WE ALT APOAPSYS- t23511. KM ALT
 
THE PURPOSE OF THE OGO 3 SPACECRAFT THE THIRD OF A
 
SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES. WAS TO 
CONDUCT MANY DIVERSIFIED GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAIN A 
BETTER INORSTANDING OF THE EARTH AS A PLANET. GO 3 CONSISTED 
OF A MAIN BODY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM, TWO SOLAR 
PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORINTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE tSOSP. 
AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP). ONE FACE OF 
THE MAIN BODY WAS DESIGNED TO BE EARTH POINTING (IZ AXIS). AND 
THE LINE CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS (X AXIS) WAS INTENDED 
TO BE PERPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE 
SOLAR PANELS MERE ABLE TO ROTATE ABOUT THE K AXIS. THE OREP'S 
WERE MOUNTED ON AND COULD ROTATE ABOUT. AN AXIS WHICH WAS 
PARALLEL TO THE Z AXIS AND ATTACHED TO-THE MAIN EODY. DUE TO A 
FAILURE IN THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM ON JULY 23* 1O6* 
82 
OGO 3
 
THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT INTO A PERMANENT SPIN MODE ABOUT THE Z TIME PERIOD COVERED- O6 24A&6 To 02/27167
 
AXIS- BOTH THE ORIENTATION OF THE SPIN AXIS AND THE SPIN (AS VERIFIED BY NSSED)
 
PERIOD WERE VARIABLE THE LATTER VSUALLY IN THE RANGE 90 SEC
 
TO 12. SEC. AT LAUNCH, THE LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE WAS 2300 HR. QUANTITY OF DATA- 30 REELCS) Of MAGNETIC TAPE 
OGO 3 CARRIED 21 EXPERIMENTS. THIRTEEN OF THESE WERE PARTICLE 
STUDIES, AND TWO WERE MAGNETIC FIELD STUDIES. IN ADDITION. THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THIRTY 7-TRACK 5S6BPI. 
THERF WAS ONE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF EXPERIMENTS -- BINARY TAPES GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON AN IM 360/40 
INTERPLANETARY DUST VLF. LYMAN-ALPHA GEGENSCHEIN. SYSTEM. EACH TAPE CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF FILES. AND 
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION. AND RADIO ASTRONOMY. REAL-TIME DATA EACH FILE CONTAINS A VARIABLE NUMBER OF RECORDS CHOSEN FOR 
WERE TRANSMITTED AT I. 0. OR 64 KBS DEPENDING ON THE DISTANCE THEIR SOLAR FLARE ItFORMATION. THE FIRST 120 CHARACTERS OF 
FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO EARTH. PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPE RECORDED EACH FILE IS AN IDENTIFICATION HEAOER THAT INC-O S THE FILE 
AT I KBS AND TRANSMITTED AT 64 KOSR TWO WIDEBAND TRANSMITTERS. AND TAPE NUMBERS OF THE ORIGINAL DATA TAPES. THE RATE AT WHICH 
ONE FEEDING INTO AN OMNORECTIONAL ANTENNA AND THE OTHER THE DATA WERE T]LEMETERED. WHETHER THE DATA WERE REAL TIME OR 
FEEDING INTO A DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. WERE USED TO TRANSMIT PLAYBACK. AND THE START TIME OF THE DATA IN YEAR. DAY OF THE 
DATA. A SPECIAL PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING-INTO EITHER YEAR. AND SECONDS OF THE DAY. EACH DATA RECORD CONSISTS OF 
ANTENNA. WAS ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIDEBAND DATA IN REAL TIME 1044 SIX-BIT CHARACTERS. THE FIRST 12 CHARACTERS CONTAIN SOEDP 
ONLY. TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING RADIO BEACONS AND A ENVIRONMENT INFORMATION. THE NEXT EIGHT CHARACTERS CONTAIN THE 
RANGE AND RANGE-RATE S-BAND TRANSPONDER. ROUTINE SPACECRAFT DAY OF THE YEAR AND MILLISECOND OF THE DAY FOR THE FIRST DATA 
OPERATION WAS DISCONTINUED ON DECEMBER 1, 1969. AFTER WHICH VALUE. THE REMAINING 1024 CHARACTERS CONTAIN 1 ACCUMULATIONS 
ONLY DATA PROM HEIPPNER'S EXPERIMENT WAS ACQUIRED. BY MARCH FOR EACH OF THE 32 CHANNELS. FOR TELEMETRY RATES OF 1, S. AND 
1971 SPACECRAFT PEBIGEE HAD INCREASED TO 16.400 KM AND THE 64 KEBS. EACH RECORD CONTAINS 147.455 t8.432, AND 2.304 SEC OF 
INCLINATION HAD INCREASED T0 75.0 DEG. ALL SPACECBAFT SUPPORT DATA. RESPECTIVELY. THE OATA SET. WHICH IS TIME ORDERED. 
TERMINATEO ON FEBRUARY 29. 1972. CONTAINS DATA FOR 15 FLARES BETWEEN JUNE 24. 1966. AND 
FEBRUARY 27. 1967. 
DATA SET NAME- MULTIGODOMINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS
 
FRANK. OGG 3
 
NSSOC 10- 66-*9A-OOH
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONSAND PROTONS
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
NSSDC D- 66-049A-DB
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0607/66 TO 0402t68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- DSfZ/'67
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
PERSONNEL
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM. FILMED BY PI - L.A. FRANK ............ U OF IOWA
 
NSSOC FROM EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED CALCOMP PLOTS. THE DATA SET IOWA CITY. IA
 
CONTAINS TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL ORBITS, 0I - J.A. VAN ALLEN .. U......OF
. IOWA
 
WITH TIC MARKS FOR TIME. IN A VARIETY OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS. IOWA CITY. IA
 
INCLUDED ARE THE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH-SUN-LINE GEOMAGNETIC 
DIPOLE PLANE, OISTANCE FROM THE NEUTRAL SHEET. THE ORBIT IN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE DIFFERENTIAL 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGRETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. DISTANCE FROM THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF PROTONS AND ELECTRONS OVER THE ENERGY RANGE 
EARTH-SUN-LINE ECLIPTIC BOLE P-ANE. AND THE ORBIT IN 50 EV TO 49 KEY (SUBDIVIOEO INTO 15 ENERGY INTERVALS) WITHIN
 
GEOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. ONE ORBIT IS INCLUDED PER AND IN THE VICINITY OF THE EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE. THE
 
PLOT. AND DISTANCES ARE ALL IN EARTH RADII. INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF TWO CURVED-PLATE CYLINDRICAL
 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS (LEPEDEA - LOW ENERGY PROTON AND 
ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER) AND TUO BENDIX 
CONTINUOUS CHANNEL MU1TIPLIERS CHANNELTRONSI). THE 
ACCUMULATION TIME PER CHANNEL WAS ABOUT £ SEC. APPROXIMATELY 5 
RIN WERE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE A SCAN OF THE ENTIRE ENERGY 
RANGE. AFTER THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM FAILED ON 
JULY 23. 1966. ONE OF THE LEPEDEA'S WAS ORIENTED PARALLEL TO 
ANDERSON, OGO 3 THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. AND THE OTHER WAS ORIENTED 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. (TIC SPIN PERIOD VARIED FROM 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SOLAR COSMIC RAYS ABOUT 91 TO 122 SEC.) THE EXPERIMENT PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL 
IT FAILED MAY 23, 1967. 
NSSDC ZD-06-049A-01 
STATUS OR OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/01/69 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - K.A. ANDERSON .......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BEREKLEY. CA DATAISET NAME- MOTION PICTURE SURVEY OF THE
 
0I - G.M. PITT .......... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY MAGNETOSPHERE
 
BERKELEY. CA
 
NSSOC I- 66-O A-OSA
 
THE INSTRUMENTATION FOR THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A
 
CESIUM IODIDE CRYSTAL SURROUNDED BY A PLASTIC ANTICOINCIDENCE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
SHIELD AND OPTICALLY COUPLED TO A PHOTONULTIPLIER TUBE. THE
 
SYSTEM ALSO CONTAINED A, 32-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/14/66 TO 07/1 66
 
ALTHOUGH THE PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
MEASURE 3- TO 90-HEV SOLAR PROTONS, THE DETECTOR HAD NO 
ABILITY TO DISCRIMINATE BETWEEN DIFFERENT KINDS OF PARTICLES. QUANTITY OF DATA- 400 FRAMES 
THE SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED IN ONE OF THE TWO BOERS AND HAD A 
3S-DEG ACCEPTANCE CONE ANGLE. INFLIGHT CALIBRATION WAS THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED DATA ON ONE 40-FT 
PROVIDED. COUNTS TN GROUPS OF FOUR CHANNELS. ACCUMULATED OVER REEL OF l6-MM MOVIE FILM DISPLAYING OBSERVATIONS OF LOW-ENERGY 
31/32 OF THE TELEMETRY FRAME TIME (1.152, 0.144, OR 6.018 PROTON AND ELECTRON SPECTRA IN THE TERRESTRIAL HAGNETOSPHERE.
 
SEC), WERE READ OUT DURING SUCCESSIVE TELEMETRY FRAMES. THUS. ABOUT S0 HR OF SUBSTANTIALLY CONTINUOUS SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
 
COMPLETE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS REQUIRED EIGHT FRAMES. ALTHOUGH THE ARE COVERED FROM 1331 UT ON JULY 14. 1966. THROUGH 1521 UT ON
 
DETECTOR AXIS WAS NTENDED TO POINT TOWARD THE SUN. A JULY 16. 1966. EACH MOVIE FRAME CONTAINS A GRAPH OF THE
 
MALFUNCTION IN THE 00G 3 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM PREVENTED OBSERVED ENERGY SPECTRA (0.3 TO SO KEV) OF PROTONS AND
 
THIS. SHORTLY BEFORE'LAUNCH. IT WAS DETERMINED THAT CHANNEL I ELECTRONS FOR A GIVEN TIME AND POINT IN SPACE. A PICTORIAL 
FAILED TO OPERATE. SHORTLY AFTER LAUNCH. IT WAS FOUND THAT REPRESENTATION OF THE SATELLITE'S POSITION WITH RESPECT TO THE 
COUNTS IN CHANNELS 4N PLUS I IN = 1. 2. 3. A. 5. 6. 7) WERE SUN. THE EARTH. AND ITS MAGNETOSPHERE IS ALSO GIVEN ON EACH 
INCORRECT (HIGH). FRAME.
 
DATA SET NAME- SOLAR PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON TAPE
 
NSSOC 1D- 66-049A-OIA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
83
 
OGO 3
 
KONRADI. OG 3 

EXPERIMENT NAME- TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER 

NSSDC D- 6-049A-I0 

STATUS OF OPERATION-	INfERABLE 
DATE LAST USABL-E DATA RECOROED- 01"27/67 
PERSONNEL 

KA.- KONRAT.I.... NASA-JSC
 
HOUSTON. TX
 
01 - L.R. DAVIS ........ NXSAG.SFC
 
GREENBELT, NO
 
01 - R.A. HOFFRAN ...... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT. MD 
01 - J.M. WILLIAMSON ....... NASA-GSFC
 
GREENBELT. RD 

THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS EXPERIMENT WERE IT) TO STUDY TE 

TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL VARIATIONS OF THE TRAPPED PARTICLE
 
INTNStTIES. PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS. AND ENERGY SPECTRA OF 

ELECTRONS 110 TO 100 KEy) AND PROTONS (100 TO 1000 KEV) AND
 
(2) TO DETERMINE PARTICLE LIFETIMES, PROCESSES BY WHICH 

TRAPPED PARTICLES ARE LOST, AND THE SOURCES AND ACCELERATING 

MECHANISMS OF TRApPED PARTICLES. THE EXPERIMENT. LOCATED IN
 
OPEP 2, CONSISTED 'OF A FILTER WHEEL. WHEEL STEPPING MOTOR, 

PHOSPHOR SCINTiLLATOR. PNOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE, E.ECTROMETER. AND 

COUNT RATE METER THE'DETECTOR5HAD TWO ENTRANCE APERTURES FOR 
PARTICLES, ONE ALIGNED WITH THE PHOTOTUBE AXIS AND ONE AT 90 
DEG TO THIS AXIS. W0TH PROTONS AND ELECTRONS COULD ENTER THE 
ALIGNED OPENING AND REACH THE PHOSPHOR. ONLY ELECTRONS COULD 
ENTER THE 90-DEG OPENING. SCATTER OFF A GOLD DISC. AND REACH 
THE PHOSPHOR. THE COUNTING RATE WITH THE ALIGNED OPENING 
MEASURED PROTON FLUX. AND THE CURRENT MEASURED THE TOTAL 
ENERGY FLUX OF ELECTRONS. PROTONS. ETC. THE CURRENT WITH THE 
00-DEG OPENING MEAh"ED YHS ELECTRON ENERGY FLUX. DIFFERENT 
THICKNESS ABSORBERS ON THE WHEEL PROVIDED SPECTRAL 
INFORMATION. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL UNTIL THE ABSORBER 
WHEEL STOPPED IN JANUARY 2967. 
DATA SET MANE- COMPLETE REDUCED AND ANALYZED 

PROTON-ELECTRON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPES 

MSSDC IO- 66-OASA-IOA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/OO /6 TO 01t26/67 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- i REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF FOURTEEN 9-TRACK, BINARY TAPES 
WRITTEN ON AN TOM 560f75 COMPUTER WITH ODD PARITY AT EGO SPI. 
THE TAPES. AS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH CONTAIN ONE 
FILE AMD DO NOT CONTAIN STANDARD OS/360 TAPE LABELS. THE TAPES 
CONTAIN A COMPLETE SET OF ION-ELECTRON DETECTOR DATA INCLUDING 
BOTH THE REDUCED DATA RECORDED AT A I-KBS RATE AND THE
 
ANALYZED DATA TRANSMITTED AT B OR 64 KBS. WHICH. ON THESE 
TAPES. HAVE BEEN CONDENSED TO AN EQUIVALENT I-KOS SAMPLING 
RATE. THE TAPES HAVE FIXED BLOCKED RECOROS 610 BYTES LONG. 
EACH BLOCKEO 	RECORD CONTAINS EIGHT LOGICAL RECORDS THAT ARE
 
648 BYTES LONG. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME (UT), THE 

DETECTOR CURRENTS AND COUNT RATES MEASURED DURING ONE
 
REVOLUTION OF THE 	 ABSORBER WHEEL. A SERIES OF HOUSEKEEPING 
PARAMETERS. AND ORBIT AND ATTITUDE PARAMETERS DEFINING THE 
SATELLITE POSITION IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL. GEONAGNETIC. 
MAGNETOSPHERIC. AND ECLIPTIC COORDINATES AND THE DETECTOR 
ORIENTATION. THE DATA ARE TIME ORDERED. AND DATA OVERLAPS HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED. 
DATA SET NAME-	 HIGH BIT RATES OF REDUCED 

PROTON-ELECTRON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPES 

NSSDC ID- 66- 49A-IOB 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIRE PERIOD COVERED-	 o/6/T/66 TO 01/16/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUATIITY OF DATA- 9 REFL[S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS REDUCED DATA SET CONSISTS OF NINE 7-TRACK BINARY
TAPES WRITTEN ON AM IBK.30f75 COMPUTER WITH 00D PARITY AT 800 
BPI. THE TAPES. AS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER, CONTAIN ONE 
FILE EACH AND O0 NOT HAVE STANDARD OSf360 TAPE LABELS. THE 
TAPES CONTAIN TIE YON-ELECTRON DETECTOR DATA TRANSMITTED AT 8-
OR 64-KBS RATES BUT NONE FPTHE I-BS RATE DATA. THE DATA ARE 
WRITTEN ON THE TAPES IN FIXED BLOCKED RECORDS 5664 BYTES LONG.
 
EACH BLOCKED 	 RECORD CONTAINS FOUR LOGICAL RECORDS. EACH 1416 
BYTES LONG. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS -- TIME (UT), THE
 
DETECTOR CURRENTS AND COUNT RATES MEASURED DURING 
IlZ OR IfI6 
REVOLUTION OF THE DETECTOR ABSORBER WHEEL. A SERIES OF 
HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. AND ORBIT AND ATTITUDE PARAMETERS 
DEFINING THE SATELLITE POSITION IN GEOCENTRIC, INERTIAL 
GEOMAGNETIC. NAGNETOSPHERIC, AND ECLIPTIC COORDINATES AND THE 
DETECTOR ORIENTATION. THE DATA ARE TINE ORDERED, AND DATA 
OVERLAPS HAVE BEEN REMOVED. THE SAME DATA. ComPRESSEO TO BE
 
EQUIVALENT TO I-KO5 SAMPLED DATA ALONG WITH THE DATA RECORDED
 
AT I KGB ARE IN DATA SET 66-049A-IOA.
 
SIMPSON. OGO 3
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES
 
NSSOC ID- 66-049A-03
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAl. OFF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/OI69
 
PERSONNEL
 
RI - J.A. SIMPSON ....... U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
01 - C.Y. FAN ............. U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
BI - P. MEYER ............ U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
THREE SOLID-STATE PARTICLE TELESCOPES WERE USED TO 
MEASURE THE INTENSITY AIt ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF COSMIC RAYS. 
A OEOX VS E TELESCOPE (COMPOSITION TELESCOPE) RESOLVED THE 
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC RAYS IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 30 
TO 100 MEVNUCLEON (CHARGE RESOLUTION RANGE THROUGH Z1=6. 
ENERGY PER NUCLEON INTERVALS APPROXIMATELY PROPORTIONAL TO Z 
SOUARED/All A OE.x vs RANGE TELESCOPE (PROTON-ALPHA
TELESCOPE) DETECTED PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY 
RANGE FROM 1.6 TO 33 MEV/NUCLEOD. AND A SINGLE-ELEMENT 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON TELESCOPE IOPEP TELESCOPE) WAS PRIMARILY 
SENSITIVE TO PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE FROM 1.4 TO 3.7 HEV. 
THE COMPOSITION AND PR.TO*-ALpHA TELESCOPES WERE ORIENTED 
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT Z AXIS. WHEREAS THE OREP TELESCOPE 
WAS ORIENTED PERPENDICULAR TO THE Z AXIS. PULSE HEIGHT 
INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FOM THE COMPOSITION TELESCOPE USING 
ONE ZS6-CHANNEL AND TWO S12-CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS 
THIS ALLOWED PULSE HEIGHT 'ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES IN FOUR ENERGY 
INTERVALS -- FOR PROTONS 5 TO I REV, It TO 22 MEW. 22 TO 103 
MEV. AND GREATER THAN 103 MEV. PULSE HEIGHT INFORMATION WAS 
SENT SACK FROM THE PROTON--ALPHA TELESCOPE USING ONE 
26--CHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THIS ALLOWED PILSE HEIGHT 
ANALYSIS OF PARTICLES IN TWO ENERGY RANGES -- FOR PROTONS 1.6 
TO 5.6 MEV AND 8.0 TO 33 NEV. COUNT RATE INFORMATION WAS
 
OBTAINED FROM ALL THREE TELESCOPES. THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED
 
FRO. ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0O02 SEC TO ABOUT ONE
 
MEASUREMENT PER 147 SEC DEPENDING ON THE COUNTING RODE AND THE 
TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE SPACECRAFT UNINTENDED INITIAL SPIN 
PERIOD VARIED FROM ABOUT 91 TO 122 SEC ABDUT THE Z AXIS. 
DATA SET NAME-	 RECUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSS C ID- 6G-BG9AO3A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TIME PERICO COVERED- O60966 TO 1201/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 65 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE 'DATA SET CONSISTS OF A COPY OF ORIGINAL REDUCED DATA 
ON 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. BINARY TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 OPI. THE 
TAPES CONTAIN COUNT RATES ORDERED Y SOLAR ROTATION NUMBER BUT 
O NOT CONTAIN PULSE SEIGHT OR ORBITAL DATA. EACH TAPE HAS A 
42-C4ARACTER (SIX BITS PER CHARACTER) HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED 
BY A VARIABLE NJMSER OF FILES. EACH FILE HAS A 044-CHARACTER 
HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED BY A VAMABLE NUMBER OF RECORDS WHICH 
HAVE A TOTAL LENGTH OF 3972 CHARACTERS FOLLOWEO BY A FILE 
TRAILER RECORD ( 4 CHARACTERS). A MICROFILMED INDEX OF THIS
 
DATA SET IS AVAILABLE (66-0*9A-03D).
 
DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL AND ANALOG COUNT RATE PLOTS ON 
MICROFILM 
HSSDC ID- 06-049A-03B
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AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC 

TINE PERIOD COVERED- 06t09/66 TO OW715/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITy OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF A STANDARD SET OF DIGITAL AND 

ANALOG PLOTS ON MICROFILM OF THE MOST INTERESTING OO 3 
HALF-HOUR AVERAGE RATES. THE DATA WERE GENERATED USING A 
CALCOMP PLOTTER. EACH PLOT COVERS ONE SOLAR ROTATION. THESE 
RATES WERE OBTAINED FROM CIHCIDENCES AND ANTICOINCIDENCES OF 
COUNTERS. AS WELL AS FROM SOME STRAIGHT COUNTER RATES. 
DATA SET NAME- PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE 
N4SDC 1o- 66-09A-03C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 0609/66 TO 0816/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NISOC2
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 27 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
DATA ON TWENTY-SEVEN 7-TRACK. IBM 709. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES 
WRITTEN AT 00 RI AND ORDERED BY SOLAR ROTATION NUMBER. THE 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS WAS CARRIED OUT FOR TWO OF THE DG/DX VS 
RANGE TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMBINATIONS CORRESPONDING TO 
PROTON ENERGIES FROM 1.6 TO 8.6 MEV AND FROM 8.6 TO 33 HEV 
(00 NOT 02, NOT CA' AND DI'2D NOT D4'1. EACH TAPE HAS A 
56-CARACTER HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE NUMBER OF 
FILES. EACH FILE HAS A 25-CHARACTER HEADER RECORD FOLLOWED OY 
A VARIABLE NUMBER OF RECORDS (4090 CNARACTERSIRECORD3. A 
MICROFILMED INDEX OF THIS DATA SET IS AVAILABLE (66-049A-ODE). 
WINCKLER, OG 3
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
 
NSSDC IO- 66-049A-22 

STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- t2/O/6g 

PERSONNEL 
PI - J.R. WINCKLER ....... U OF MINNESOTA 
MIHNEAPDLIS. MN 
01 - R.L. ARNOLDY .......... U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DURHAM. NH
 
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS TO MEASURE THE 
ELECTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM IN THE RADIATION BELTS FOR THE RANGE 
FROM so 5EV TO 	4 MEV. THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A 

FTVE-CHANNEL ELECTRON SPECTROMETER CONTAINING AN ANALYZING 

ELECTROAGNET. A 	 PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR CRYSTAL. A 

PHOTONULTIPLIER TUBE. AND A PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THE 

ANALYZING ELECTROMAGNET WAS USED TO DEFINE THE FIVE ENERGY 
CHANNELS. THE PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER ACCEPTED ONLY THE PULSES 

CORRESPONDING TO TIE PARTICULAR ENERGY CHANNEL BEING SAMPLED. 
IN THIS WAY. THE BACKGROUND DUE TO BREMSSTRAHUNG AND 

PENETRATING PARTICLES WAS REDUCED BECAUSE ONLY THOSE 
BACKGROUND PULSES IN THE NARROW ENERGY BAND BEING ANALYZED 
WERE COUNTED. THIS SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED IN A DIRECTION 10 DEG 
OFF THE SPACECRAFT I AXIS WITH A IS-DEG ACCEPTANCE CONE. SINCE 
OGO 3 NAS SPIN STABILIZED ABOUT ITS I AXIS SHORT-Y,AFTER 
LAUNCH. THE ACCEPTANCE CONE WAS EFFECTIVELY INCREASED TO 35 
DEG. DIRECTIONAL MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRONS WERE MADE IN FIVE 
CONTEGUOUS, LOGARITHICALLY EQUISPACED ENERGY CHANNELS BETWEEN 
so AND 4000 KEY. BACKGROUND PARTICLES WERE COUNTED BY 
OPERATING THE SPECTROMETER WITHOUT THE ELECTROMAGNET. THE 
SYSTEM SAMPLED THF FIVE SPECTRAL INTERVALS AND FIVE BACKGROUND 
INTERVALS EVERY 2.304 SEC WHEN THE GO 3 SYSTEM WAS OPERATING 
AT I KBS. THE SAMPLING RATS INCREASED LINEARLY WITH THE
 
TELEMETRY BIT RATE. DATAPFROM EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS WERE
 
TELEMETERED AS ONE DIGITAL WORD. THIS EXPERIMENT PERFORMED
 
WELL FROM LAUNCH TO DECEMBER 1. 1969, WHEN ALL EXPERIMENTS
 
ABOARD OGO 3 WERE TURNED OFF.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF 2-NIH AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS
 
TIME (HEAP RADIATION BELTS) ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC To- 66-04A--22A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/11/66 TO 0427/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S)PF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
 
PRESENTED APE TIME-ORDEREO 2-MIN AVERAGES OF THE BACKGROUND
 
CORRECTED COUNT RATE PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS TIME
 
FOR EACH OF THE FIVE ChANNEL.- EACH OF THE ST PLOTS PREFSNTED 
CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 3 HR OF DATA FOR THAT PORTION OF THE 
ORBIT IN THE VICINITY OF THE RADIATION BELTS. THESE DATA COVER 
APPROXIMATELY SO PERCENT 0# THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM 
JUNE 11 4906, TO APRIL 27. L908 NO EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS 
PRESENTED. 
DATA SET HAKE- PLOTS OF 5-NIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 66-049A-228
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0O609/66 TO 04/02168
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF 16-M MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT HSSOC FROM 655 PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE IS-NIH AVERAGES OF THE BACKGROUND 
CORRECTED COUNT RATES'PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS R (IN 
EARTH RADII) BETWEEN I AND 18 FOR EACH OF ThE FIVE CHANNELS. 
ALSO PRESENTED OM EACH FRAME ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES, 
THE ORBIT NUMBER. AND AN INDICATION,OF WHETHER THE DATA ARE 
FOR AN INBOUND (APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOUND PASS OF THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE DATA ARE TIME ORDERED AND COVER APPROXIMATELY 
*5 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS IN THE PERIOD JUNE 9. 1966. TO APRIL
 
2, 1960. NO ADDITIONAL EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED.
 
DATA SET NAME- ORIGINAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC
 
TAPE
 
HSEDC TO- S6-044A-22C 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSODC 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 06/09/66 TO 05/03Z6G
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 18 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EIGHTEEN 7-TRACK, 556-EPI. IBM 
T094. BINARY TAPES GENERATED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH TAPE 
CONTAINS ONE FILE OF REDUCED DATA. THE FILE IS MARE UP OF AN 
ARBITRARY NUMBER OF RECORDS AND COVERS AN ARBITRARY PERIOD OF 
TINE. THE RECORDS ARE OF VARIABLE LENGTH -- 21 TO 1000 *8-BIT 
WORDS, THE FIRST 20 OF THESE WORDS CONSTITUTE A HEADER WHICH 
INDICATES THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WERE TELEMETERED, THE 
START AND END TIMES OF THE RECORD. AND THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN 
THE RECORD. THE DATA WORDS ARE GROUPED INTO 4-WORD DATA 
FRAMES WITHIN WHICH DATA FROM EACH OF THE FIVE SPECTROMETER 
CHANNELS ARE PRESENTED FOUR TINES AND BACKGROUND COUNTS FROM 
EACH CHANNEL ARE PRESENTED THREE TINES. THE REMAINING FIVE 
WORDS ARE SYNCHRONIZATION WORDS. THE FIRST SIX BITS OF EACH 
DATA WORD INDICATE THE CHANNEL AND WHETHER THE DATA ARE 
ANALYSIS OR BACKGROUND COUNTS. THE NEXT 12 SITS CONTAIN THE 
DATA IN THE FORM OF ACCUMULATED COUNITS. ONLY NONZERO DATA ARE 
PRESENTED. THE REMAIMINq 30 BITS CONTAIN THE STARTING TIME OF 
THE ACCUMULATION CYCLE. ALL THE RECORDS HAVE BEEN TIME ORDERED 
ACCORDING TO START TIME OF THE RECORD. SO THAT CONSIDERABLE
 
OVERLAP MAY EXIST IN THE TIME COVERED.aY CONSECUTIVE RECORDS.
 
DATA SET NAME- TABULATIONS OF S-NIU AVERAGED COUNT 

RATES ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- P-EEDA-22D
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0610/66 TO 05/0±/s6
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)

UANTITY OF DATA-	 7 REEL(S) OF MIC•OFILOA 
85 	 O~? ~ORQtJALI~ 
0GO 3
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SEVEN REELS OF 16MM. MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT NSODC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUPPLIED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. DATA FOR EACH S-HIH PERIOD FOR EACH OF THE FIVE 
CHANNELS INCLUDE TOTAL COUNTS. TOTAL BACKGROUND COUNTS. 
AVERAGE COUNT RATE. AVERIAGE BACKGROUND COUNT RATE. AND AVERAGE 
NET COUNT RATE (AVERAGE COUNT PATE MINUS AVERAGE BACKGROUND 
COUNT RATE). ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE ORIGINAL REEL, FILE. AND 
RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED. WHETHER 
THE DATA WERE PLAYBACK OR REAL TIME. AND THE RAYS AT WHICH THE 
DATA WERE TELENETERED. THESE DATA. WHICH ARE TIME ORDERED. 
COVER APPROXINATELY 70 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD FROM JUNS 9. 
1956. TO MAY 1. 1968.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF 2- AND S-MIH AVERAGED COUNT 
RATES VS L ON MICROFILM 
NSOC 1.- 66-09A-S2E 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/11/66 TO 04/02/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TO REELS OF I6...M MICROFI.
 
GENERATED AT NESDC FROM 555 PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. 	 PRESENTED ARE 2- AND S-NIN AVERAGES OF THE 
BACKGROUND CORRECTED COUNT RATE PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE 
VS L (IN EARTH RADII) FOR EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS. THE 2-.1N 
AVERAGES ARE PRESENTED ONLY FOR THOSE L VALUES THAT ARE LESS 
THAN 3, WHILE THE S-MNI AVERAGES ARE PRESENTED ONLY FOR THOSE 
L VALUES GREATER THAN 3. ALSO PRESENTED ON EACH FRAME ARE THE 
BEGINNING AMJ END 	 TIMES. ORBIT NUMBER. AND WHETHER THE DATA 
ARE FOR AN INBOUND 	 (APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOJND PASS OF 
THE SPACECRAFT. THESE DATA. WHICH ARE TIME ORDERED. COVER 
APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM 
JUNE It. 1966. TO APRIL 2. 1968. ND ADDITIONAL EPHEMERIS 
INFORMATION ES PRESENTED. 
DATA SET NAME- TABULATIONS OF COUNTS VS TIME AT 

DISCRETE L VALVES ON MICROFILM 

NSSOC I- 66-049A-22F 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/11/66 TO 12/27/16T 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- t REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT
 
SSOC FROM 65 PAGES OF COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. TIME-RDEREO COUNT RATES. CORRECTED FOR 
BACKGROUND, FROM EACH OF THE FIVE CHANNELS ARE PRESENTED FOR 
EACH OF 19 DISCRETE L VALUES IN THE RANGE I-3 TO S.0. ALSO 
PRESENTED ARE THE OATES AND THE EGUATORIAL PITCH ANGLES. THESE 
DATA COVER APPROXIMATELY 20 PERCENT OF THE PERIOD FROM JUNE 
II, [956. TO DECEMBER 27 1967. 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS 
TIME NEAR PERIGEE ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC 1D- 66-04GA-22G 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/09/66 TO 04/130/66 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT 
NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUIMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER- PRESENTED ARE 
TIME-ORSERED S-SIN 	AVERAGES OF THE BACKGROUND CORRECTED COUNT
 
RATES PLOTTED ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS TIME FOR EACH OF THE
 
FIVE CHANNELS. EACH OF THE 662 PLOTS PRESENTED CONTAINS DATA
 
FROM APPROXIMATELY ONE THIRD OF AN ORBIT. WITH PERIGEE NEAR
 
THE CENTER OF THE PLOT. THESE DATA COVER APPROXIMATELY 50
 
PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM JUNE 9. 1966. TO
 
APRIL 30, 1960. NO EPHEMERIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF COUNT RATES VS EQUATORIAL PITCH 
ANGLE FOR DISCRETE L VALUES ON MICROFILM 
NSSOC ID- 66-OAOA-22H 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 01/00/67 TO 12/00/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY MSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
- THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM
 
THAT WAS PRODUCED AT NSSOC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED fly THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. EACH PAIR 0F FRAMES PRESENTS COUNT RATES ION A
 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE) VS EQUATORIAL PITCH ANGLE (0 TO 90 DEG ON A 
LINEAR SCALE) FOR EACH OF THE FIVE SPECTROMETER CHANNELS- DATA 
FROM CHANNELS 1. 3. AND S ARE PLOTTED ON ONE FRAME. AND DATA 
FROM CHANNELS 2 AND A ARE PLOTTED ON A SECOND FRAME. EACH 
FRAME PRESENTS DATA FOR A SPECIFIC L VALUE BETWEEN 1.4 AND 
2.4. THE TIME PERIOD COVERED BY EACH FRAME IS EITHER J UARY 
TO JUNE 1967 OR JULY TO DECEMBER 1967. THESE COUNT RATES CAN 
BE REDUCED TO FLUX VALUES BY USING CONVERSION FACTORS SUPPLIED 
BY THE EXPERIMENTER-
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF PITCH ANGLE NORMALIZED COUNT 
RATES VS TIME FOR DISCRETE L VALUES ON HF 
MSSOC 10- 66-049A-221 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSGD 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- [2/00/66 TO 06/00/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC3 
OUANT TY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM 
THAT WAS PRODUCED 	AT NESOC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. 	EACH PAIR OF FRAMES PRESENTS COUNT RATES CON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE). WHICH HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED TO AN
 
EQUATORIAL PITCH ANGLE OF S0 DEG, VS TIME FOR EACH OF T"E FIVE
 
SPECTROMETER CHANNELS. TICK MARKS ARE PRESENTED ON THE TIME
 
AXIS FOR EACH 	S-DAY PERIOD. DATA FROM CHANNELS 1. 3. AND S ARE
 
PLOTTED ON ONE FRAME. AND DATA FROM CHANNELS 2 AND 6 ARE
 
PLOTTED ON A SECOND FRAME. EACH FRAME PRESENTS DATA FOR A
 
SPECIFIC L VALUE BETWEEN 1.4 AND 2.6 FOR THE TIME PERIOD
 
DECEMBER 1966 TO JUNE 1967. THESE COUNT RATES CAN BE REDUCED
 
TO FLUX VALUES BY USING CONVRDSION FACTORS SUPPLIED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER.
 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF COUNT RATES VS TIME FOR DISCRETE
 
L VALUES ON MICROFILM
 
RSSDC ID- 66-049A-22J 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06/00/66 TO 02/00/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICRIFILM
 
THAT WAS PRODUCED AT NESDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. 	 EACH PAIR OF FRAMES PRESENTS COUNT RATES (ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE). WHICH HAVE BEEN NORMALIZED TO AN
 
EQUATORIAL PITCH ANG.E OF 90 DEG. VS TIME FOR EACH OF TIHE FIVE 
SPECTROMETER CHANNELS. THESE DATA HAVE NOT BEEN MADE DIRECTLY 
COMPARABLE WITH SIMILAR OGG I DATA (DATA SET 64-05A-2H). THE 
EXPERIMENTER HAS PROVIDED CONVERSION FACTORS THAT WILL 
ACCOMPLISH THIS. DATA FROM CHANNELS I. 3. AND 5 ARE PLOTTED ON 
ONE FRAME. AND DATA FROM CHANNELS 2 AND 4 ARE PLOTTED ON A 
SECOND FRAME. EACH FRAME PRESENTS DATA FOR A SPECIFIC L VALUE 
BETWEEN 1.3 AND 2.8. THE TIME PERIOD COVERED BY THESE DATA IS 
JUNE 1966 TO FEBRUARY 198. WITH EACH HALF-MONTH PERIOD 
INDICATED BY A TICK MARK. THESE COUNT RATES CAN BE REDUCED TO 
FLUX VALUES BY USING CONVERSION FACTORS SUPPLIED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. 
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OGO 3
 
WINCKLER. 0G 3 
EXPERIMENT NAME- IONIZATION CHAMBER 
NES C ID- 66-049A-23 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/01169 
PERSONNEL
 
PC J.R. WINCKLER ...... U OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS. MN
 
.1 - -L. ARNOLOY ........ U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 

DURHAM ONH 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURt THE IONIZATION 
WOE TO ENERGETIC PARTICLES. THE INSTRUMENTATION CONSISTED OF A 

I7.7E-CM-DIAM TrR INTEGRATING IONIZATION CHAMBER WITH A 

RESETTING DPIFT-TYPE ELECTROMETER. THE SYSTEM WAS MOUNTED ON A 

tZ-M BOOM EXTENDING PROM THE MAIN BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT ALONG 
THE V AXES. THE CHAMER RESPONDED TO ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 
WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 0.6 AND 12 MEV, RESPECTIVELY. AND 
TO X RAYS IN THE RANGE SO TO 50 KEV. THE IONIZATION CURRENT 
WAS MEASURED By A VACUUM TUBE ELECTROMETER WHOSE OUTPUT. AS A 
FUNCTION OF TIME. WAS AN AUTOMATICALLY RESETTING SAWTOOTH RAMP
 
VOLTAGE BETWEEN 0 AND 5 V. DATA WERE TELEMETERED IN THREE
 
INDEPENDENT FORMS THROUGH THREE DIGITAL WORDS AND ONE ANALOG
 
WORD, EACH OF WHICH WAS TBLJEMTERED ONCE EVERY 1.152 SEC WHEN
 
THE OGO 3 SYSTEM WAS OPERATING AT I KBS. THE SAMPLING RATE
 
LINEARLY INCREASED WITH THE TELEMETRY RATE. THIS EXPERIMENT
 
PERFORMED WELL FROM LAUNCH TO DECEMBER '1969, WHEN ALL 

EXPERIMENTS ABOARD 0G0 3 WERE TURNED OFF. 

DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PUL-SE RATES VS
 
TIME ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC D- 66-OfBA-23A 
AVAILABI1ITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/0a/66 TO 08/11/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY MSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THREE REELS OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER.
 
PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED I-MIN AVERAGES OF THE NUMBER OF
 
NORMALIZED BULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 PLOTTED ON A
 
T 
LOGARIrMIC SCALE. EACH OF THE 1129 FRAMES CONTAINS DATA FOR 
UP TO ONE THIRD OF AN ORBIT. APPROXIMATELY 80 PERCENT OF THE 
OR ITS bURING THE PERIOD FROM JUNE S. 1966. TO AUGUST 11. 
1968, ARE REPQESENTED IN THIS DATA SET. 
DATA SET MAKE- ORIGINAL REDUCED PULSE RATES ON TAPE
 
NSSOC 10- 66-O9A-23B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/09t66 TO 0/2/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 31 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF THIRTY-ONE -TRACK BINARY 

TAPES WRITTEN AT 5S6 BPI ON AN IBM T0". EACH TAPE. SUBMITTED 

BY THE EXPERIMENTER CONTAINS ONE FILE OF REDUCED DATA- THE 

FILE IS MADE UP OF AN ARBITRARY NUNBER OF RECORDS AND COVERS 

AN ARBITRARY 	PERIOD OF TIME. THE RECORDS ARE OF VARIABLE 
LENGTH RANGING FROM 21 TO 1000 48-SIT WORDS. THE FIRST 20 OF 
THESE WORDS CONSTITUTE A HEADER THAT INDICATES THE RATE AT 
WHICH THE DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THE START AND END TIMES OF 
THE RECORD. THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN THE RECORD AND WHETHER OR 
NOT THE RECORD IS IN EXACT TIME ORDER. EACH SUCCESSIVE SET OF 
THREE WORDS CONTAINS ON IO-SEC AVERAGED PULSE RATE. THE FIRST 
WORD IN THE SET CONTAINS THE START TIME OF THE AVERAGE (IN 
MSEC OF THE DAYI. THE SECOND WORO CONTAINS THE ACTUAL DURATION 
OF THE AVERAGE (WHICH MAY BE SHORTER THAN 10 SEC BECAUSE OF 
NOISE FILTERING). THE NUMBER OF VOLTAGE RAMPS IN THE AVERAGE 
AND WHETHER THF AVERAGE IS BASED ON UNFILTERED RAMPS. FILTERED 
RAMPS. CLOCK PULSES, DR ANALOG WORDS. THE THIRD WORD GIVES THE 

AVERAGED PULSE PATE IN NOqMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND. ALL THE
 
RECORDS HAVE BEEN ORDERED BY START TIME OF THE RECORD. AhO 
CONSIDERABLE OVERLAP MAY EXIST IN THE TIME COVERED BY 
CONSECUTIVE RECORDS. THE DATA ON THESE TAPES COVER THE PERIOD 
FROM JUNE 9. 1966. TO AUGUST 12. 1968. 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS L 
ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC 1O- 66-049A-23C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06111/66 TO 0/0268 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF 16-NM MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM SOT PLOTS SUBMITTED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. 	PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDEREO I-.MN AVERAGES OF THE
 
NUMBER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1060 PLOTTED ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS L (IN EARTH RADII), EACH FRAME PRESENTS 2 
HR OF PLAYBACK DATA FOR L VALUES BETWEEN I AND 8. ALSO 
PRESENTED ON EACH PLOT ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES AND AN 
INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA ARE FOR AN INBOUND (APOGEE TO 
PERIGEE) OR AN OUTBOUND PASS OF THE SPACECRAFT. APPROXIMATELY 
80 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD JUNE 11. *-96i. TO 
APRIL 2, 1968, ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET. 
DATA SET NAME- ATLAS OF 10- TO 50-KEV SOLAR FLARE X
 
RAYS ON MICROFILM
 
NSOC I0- 6-049A-23D 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	0625f66 TO 12/29/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(SI OF MICROFILM
 
AN ION CHAMBER NORMALLY USED FOR PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 
ALSO RESPONDED TO BURSTS OF HARD (10 TO 5O KEVI X RAYS THAT
 
OCCURRED DURING SOLAR FLARES. THESE SOLAR X-RAY BURSTS WERE
 
IDENTIFIED AND SEPARATED FROM THE PARTICME DATA. THESE X-RAY 
DATA ARE ANALYZED DATA ON ONE REEL OF 35-NM MICROFILM AND ARE 
COPIES OF RESEARCH 	REPORTS CONTAINING PLOTS OF THE EXCESS ION
 
CHAMBER RATE VS TIME. DATA FROM 0G0 I (DATA SET 66-05A-20C)
 
ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC I- 66-04A-23E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT MSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	06/09/66 TO 04102/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF 16-NM MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT NO.C FROM 669 PLOTS SUBMITTED By THE 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-OROEREO 2-MIN AVERAGES OF THE 
NUMBER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 PLOTTED ON A 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE VS SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE R (IN EARTH 
RADII)- EACH PLOT PRESENTS APPROXIMATELY 20 HR OF PLAYBACK 
DATA FOR R VALUES BETWEEN I AND,,23. ALSO PRESEINTED ON EACH 
PLOT ARE THE BEGINNING AND END TIMES AND AN INDICATION OF 
WHETHER THE DATA ARE FOR AN INBOUND (APOGEE TO PERIGEE) OR AN 
OUTBOUND PASS OF THE SPACECRAFT. APPROXIMATELY 65 PERCENT OF 
THE ORBITS DURING THE PERIOD FROM JUNE 9. 1966. TO APRIL 2. 
lO, ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET.
 
DATA SET NAME- TABULATIONS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PULSE 
RATES ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC 1D- 66-O49A-23F
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA.AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 06O09 66 TO 8/10t66 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUBMITTED BY THE 
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EXPERIMENTER. THE PULSING RATE OF THE ION CHAMBER. IN 
NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND, IS PRESENTED IN FOUR FORMS --
UNFILTERED PULSES* FILTERED PULSES, CLOCK PFLt-S. AD ANALOG 
WORD PULSES. EACH OF THE RATES REPRESENTS DATA AVERAGED OVER A 
PERIOD OF I HR. ALSO INCLUDED ARE TIE ORIGINAL REEL. FILE. AND 

RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERIE OBTAINED., AN 

INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA WNRE PLAYBACK OR REAL TIME. AND
 
THE RATE AT WHICH THE DATA WERE TELENETERED. THE DATA. WHICH 

ARE TIME ORDERDS, COVER APPROXIMATE.Y 60 PERCENT oF THE PERIOD
 
FROM JUNE 9. 1966, To AUGUST I0. 1ES. 
DATA'SET NAME- PLOTS OF 2-ZNI AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS 

TIME ON MICROFILM
 
NSSOC 1D- 66-O49A-23G 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	5T- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIMEPERIOD COVERE-	 06/09/66 TO 0.11060 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- R REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA ST CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF -16MMICROFILM 
GENERATED AT NSSOC MRO PLOTS SUBMITTED By THE EXPERIMENTER. 
PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED R-MIN AVERAGES OF THE NUMBER OF 
NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 PLOTTED VS TIME. EACH 

OF 
 THE T31 PLOTS CONTAINS DATA FROM APPROXIMATELY ONE HALF OF 
AN ORBIT. APPROXIMATELy 0 PERCENT OF THE ORBITS DURING THE 
PERIOD FROM JUNE 9. 1966. TO AUGUST 10, 1968. ARE REPRESENTED 

IN THIS DATA SET. SIMILAR PLOTS ON A LOGARITHMIC SCALE 
COVERING ABOUT THE SAME PERCENT OF ORBITS FOR THE SAME PERIOD 
ARE FOUND IN MICROFIL DATA SET 66-0A-23R. 

DATA SET NAME- TABUILAtI0NS O i-IH AVERA4ED PULSE 

RATES ONNICROFILN 

NSSDC TO- 66-049A-23H 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED 	 O.609 G TO 0./.016I 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSD) 

GUANTTy OF DATA- S REE IS OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONISTS OF FIVE REELS OF 6-MM MICROFILM 

GENERATED AT NSSDC "FROM COMPITER PRINTOUT SUBMITTED BY THE 

EXPERIMENTER. THE PULSING RATE OF THE' ION CHAMBER. IN 
NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND IS PRESENTED IN FOUR FORMS --
UNFILTERED PULSES. FILTERED PULSES. CLOCK PULSES AND ANALOG 
WORD PULSES. EACH OF THE RATES REPRESENTS DATA AVERAGED OVER A 
PERIOD OF I MtN. ALSO INCOUDED ARE THE ORIGINAL REEL. FILE.
 
AND RECORD NUMBERS FROM WHICH THESE DATA WERE OBTAINED. AN
 
INDICATION OF WHETHER THE DATA WERE PLAYBACK OF REAL TIME. AND
 
THE RATE AT WHICH THESE DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THESE DATA.
 
WHICH ARE TIME ORDERED. COVER APPROXIMATELY 70 PERCENT OF THE 

PERIOD FROM JUNE 	9. 2966; TO AUGUST I0. 1960­
son 

DATA SET NAE- PLOTS OF I- N AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS 
TIME HEAR PERIGEE ON MICROFILM. 
NSSDC ID-'66-049A-23J 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0/11/66 TO 08/I.0t6 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF TWO REELS OF 16-MM MICROFILM
 
THAT WERE GENERATED AT HSSDC FROM PLOTS SUBMITTED DY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. PRESENTED ARE TIME-ORDERED I-IN 'AVERAGES OF THE
 
NUNBER OF NORMALIZED PULSES PER SECOND TIMES 1000 PLOTTED ON A
 
LOGARITHMIC SCALE. 	EACH OF THE 344 PlOTS CONTAINS DATA FOR A
 
REGION UP TO 2 	HR ON EITHER SIDE OF PERIGEE. APPROXIMATELY 75
 
PERCENT OF THE ORBITS WRING THE PERIOD FROM JUNE ll. 1966. TO
 
AUGUST 10, 196E. 	ARE REPRESENTED IN THIS DATA SET. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 4 
ALTERNATE NAMES-	 060-D, FDGG 2
 
02895. SBOA
 
NSSOC ID- 67-07A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/28/67 	 WEIGHT- 562.0 KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03t'OO170
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTPIC EPOCH DATE- 0T/28/67
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 98. NIH INCLINATION- '56011. DEC
 
PERIAPSIS-412.O00 KK ALT APOAPSIS- 908.000 KM ALT
 
OGO 4 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTED WITH
 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
 
THE AURORA AND AIROLOW EMISSIONS. ENERGETIC PARTICLE ACTIVITY.
 
GEOMAGNETIC F1IELD VARIATION. IONOSPHERIC IONIZATION AND
 
RECOMBINATIO. AND ATMOSPHERIC HEATING WHICH TAKE PLACE DURING
 
A PERIOD OF INCREASED SOLAR ACTIVITY. OGO-S CONSISTED OF A
 
MAIN BODY, GENERALLY PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM* TWO RECTANGULAR
 
SOLAR PANELS tEACH INCLUDING A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT 
PACKAGE (SP), AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES
 
COP . THE MAIN BOOY WAS ATTITUDE CONTROLLED BY USE, OP 
HORIZON SCAINERS AND GAS JETS AND WAS DESIGNED TO BE POINTED 
TOWARD THE EARTH. (Z AXIS). THE AXIS CONNECTING THE TWO SOLAR 
PANELS (X AXIS) WAS DESIGNED TO OSCILLATE SO AS TO REMAIN
 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH-SUM-SPACECRAFT PLANE- THE SOLAR 
PANELS. ACTIVATED BY SUN SNSRS. COUL ROTATE ABOUT THISA 
AXIS TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM RADIATION FOR THE SROLTARCELS AND. 
CONCURRENTLY. ORIENT THE SEP PROPERLy. THE OPPS WERE 
MOUNTED ON EITHER END OF AN AXIS WHICH WAS PARALLEL TO THE Z 
AXIS AND ATTACHED TO THE FORWARD END OF THE MAIN BODY. THE 
OPEP SENSORS NORNALLY WERE MAINTAINED LOOKING FORWARD IN THE 
ORBITAL PLANE OF THE SATELLITE. TO MAINTAIN THIS ORIENTATION. 
THE OPEP AXIS COULD ROTATE OVER 90 DCG. AND. IN ADDITION AN
 
ANGULAR DIFFERENCE OF OVER 90 DEG WAS POSSI BLE BETWEEN THE
 
ORIENTATION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER OPEP PACKAGES. THE SOEP
 
CONTAINED FOUR EXPERIMENTS, AND THE OPE CONTAINED FIVE
 
EXPERIMENTS. AFTER THE SPACECRAFT ACHIEVED ORBIT AND THE
 
EXPERIMENTS WERE DEPLOYED INTO AN OPERATING MODE- AN ATTITUDE
 
CONTROL PROBLEM OCCURRED. THIS CONDITION WAS CORRECTED BY
 
GROUND CONTROL PROCEDURES UNTIL COMPLETE FAILURE OF THE TAPE
 
RECORDING SYSTEMS IN MID-JANUABY 1969. AT THAT TIME. DUE TO
 
THE DIFFICULTY OF MAINTAINING ATTITUDE CONTROL WITHOUT THE
 
TAPE RECORDERS. THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM WAS COMMANDED OFF,
 
AND THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED INTO A SPIN-STABILIZED MODE
 
ABOUT THE AXIS WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLy MAINTAINED VERTICALLY.
 
INITIAL SPIN PERIOD WAS 20 SEC ITH THE MEAN SPIN AXIS
 
APPROXIMATELY PERPENDICULAR To THE OR8IT PLANE (SPIN PERIOD AS
 
OF MARCH 12. 1969. WAS S1 SEC)- THE PRECESSION PERIOD = THE
 
MEAN SPIN AXIS WAS ABOUT S DAYS. IN THIS MODE. SEVEN OF THE
 
REMAINING EXPERIMENTS WERE TURNED OFF SINCE NO MEANINGFUL DATA
 
COULD BE OBSERVOED BY THEM. ON OCTOBER 23. L969. THE SATELLITE
 
WAS TURNED OFF. IT WAS REACTIVATED AGAIN I.N JAUARYI970 FOR i
 
MONTHS TO OBTAIN VLF OBSERVATIONS.
 
ANDERSON, 0GO 4 
EXPERIMENT NAME-	 COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION
 
MSSDC ID- 67073A-07
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 08108167 
PERSONNEL 
P - H.R. ANDERSON ...... RICE U 
- HOUSTON. TX 
01 VN. NEHER ........... CALIF INST OF TECH 
PASADENA. CA. 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE COSMIC-RAY AND
 
SOLAR FLARE PARTICLE INTENSITIES (PROTONS ABOVE 1. MCV.
 
ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.5 MEVI USING AN ION CHAMBER. THE ION CHAMBER
 
WAS MOUNTED AT THE END OF A SPACECRAFT BOOM ABOUT 2.5 X FROM
 
THE- MAIN BODY OF THE SPACECRAFT. THE ION CHAMBER OPERATED
 
SUCCESSFULLY FOR ONLY THE FIRST 160 ORBITS OF THE SATELLITE.
 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFV POTS OF TOTAL IONIZATION RATES
 
AND SATELLITE ALT. VS INVARIANT LAT.
 
NSSOC ID- 6TOTS3AOTA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
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TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/30/7 T0 08'1167 
(AS VERIFIED BY MSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
pLOTS 0' IONIZATION CHAMBER TOTAL IONIZATION RATES (ION 
PAIRt/SEC-CM CUBED, STF AIR) AND SATELLITE ALTITUDE (CM) VS 
INVARIANT LATITUDE (-90 TO +90 DEG) ON MIE REEL OF 35-NM 
MICROFILM. THE CORRESPONDING MCILWAIN L PARAMETER, GEOGRAPHIC 
LONGITUDE. AND LOCAL TIME OF THE SATELLITE ARE INDICATED ALONG 
THE INVARIANT LATITUDE AXIS. THE ORBIT NUMBER AND DAY NUMBER 
APPEAR AT THE TOP OF EACH PLOT ALONG WITH THE UT OF THE FIRST 
POINT PLOTTED ON THE GRAPH AND AN INSTRUMENT SENSITIVITY MODE 
INDICATOR (H FOR HIGH. L FOA LOW). THE ALTITUDE MLOTS ARE 
GENE*AYED USING THE X SYMBOL, AND THE IONIZATION PLOTS ARE 
GENERA'ED USING POTS THE DIRECTION OF THE SPACECRAFT IN ITS 
ORBiT IS INDICATED IN THE LOWER LEFT MARGIN FOR A GIVEN PLOT. 
E.G.. M"-S5 MEANS THE SPACECRAFT WAS TRAVELING FROM THE 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TOWARD THE SOUTHERN HEMISPRERE. THE 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL IONIZATION CHAMBER MEASURED THE TOTAL 
IONIZATION PRODUCED BY PROTONS CE GREATER THAN 10 MEV) AND 
ELECTRONS CE GREATER THAN I HEV. THE PERCENT TIME COVERAGE 
WAS LESS THAN 50 PERCENT FROM LAUNCH (JULY 28. 1967) UNTIL THE 
INSTRUMENTS PREMATURE FAILURE (AUGUST a, 196T), FURTHER 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT AND THIS DATA SET. INCLUDING A 
DETAILED TIME COVERAGE CHkART FOB THE ENTIRE LIFETIME OF THE 
EXPERIMENT. APPEAR ON h'N MICROFILM ALONG WITH THE DATA. 
HOFFMAN, DGO 4
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY AURORAL PARTICLE DETECTOR
 
NSSOC ID- 67-073A-I1
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 012S/60
 
PERSONNEL 
AT - R.A. HOFFMAN ......... NASA-GSFC 
GREENBELT, NO 
01 - .S.. EVANS ........ NPAA-ERL 
BOULDER. CO 
TH AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT CONTAINED EIGHT 
DETECTORS. EACH COMPRISED OF A CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC 
ANALYZER WITH A CHANNEL ELECTRON MULTIPLIER. SEVEN OF THESE 
DETECTORS WERE CAPABLE OF MEASURING PROTONS OR ELECTRONS AS 

SELECTED BY GROUND COMAND. AND THE EIGHTH DETECTOR MEASURED 

BACKGROUND. FIVE OF TIE DETECTORS LOOKED ALONG A VECTOR 

POINTING RADIALLY AWAY FROM YHE EARTH. WHILE THREE OTHERS 
LOOKED OUT AT 30 DEG. 60 DEG AND 90 DEG TO THE RADIUS VECTOR 

POINTING AWAY FROM THC EARTH. THE LOOK DIRECTIONS OF ALL THE 
DETECTORS LAY IN A SINGLE PLANE. FOUR OF THE DETECTORS THAT 
LOOKED DIRECTLY AWAY FROM THE EARTH MEASURED ELECTRONS OR 
PROTONS AT EITHER 0.7.. 2.3. 7.4. OR 23:8 KEY. AND THE FIFTH 
MEASURED THE 	BACKGROUND. THOSE DETECTORS AT OTHER ANGLES 
MEASURED ELECTRONS 	 OR PROTONS AT 2.3 KEV. MOST OF THE DATA 
WERE TAKEN OVER THE NORTH AND SOUTH AURORAL ZONES AND POLAR 

CAPS. BUT A SMALL AMOUNT OF LOWER LATITUDE DATA WERE TAKEN.
 
THE DATA TAKEN OVER THE SOUTH AURDRAL ZONE AMOUNTED TO LESS
 
THAN 5 PERCENT OF THE DATA. SINCE THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD
 
IS NEARLY VERTICAL. IN THE AURORAL ZO.E. TIE DETECTORS THAT
 
POINTED AWAY FROM THE EARTH MEASURED PRECIPITATING PARTICLES,
 
AND THE ANGLED DETECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES HAVING PITCH 
ANGLES NEARLY COMPARABLE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SPACECRAFT 
ANGLES. THE OUTPUTS OF FOUR OF THE DETECTORS THAT POINTED 
DIRECTLY AWAY FROM THE EARTH WERE ACCUMULATED SIMULTANEOUSLY 

INTO FOUR LOGARITHMIC ACCUMULATORS OVER PRECISELY THE SAME
 
TIME INTERVAL, OHE hALF OF A TELEMETRY MAIN FRAME. THIS WAS 
FOLLOWED BY THE STORAGE CF THE OUTPUTS OF THE FOUR 2.3-KEV 
ANGLE DEECTOfS FOR PRECISELY THE SAME DURATION. ONE HALF OF A 
TELEMETRY MAIN FRAME. THIS RESULTED IN SAMPLING RATES FOR EACH 
DETECTOR INCLUDING THE BACKGROUND DETECTOR OF 55.56 SAMPLES 
PER SEC AT 64 ARE, 13.89 SAMPLES PER SEC AT 16 KBS. AND 3.47 
SAMPLES PER SEC AT 4 KS. ALL DETECTORS, EXCEPT FOR THE 6-KEV 
AND THE 90-DED. S-KEV. DEVELOPED SOME NOISE PROBLEMS 
PREVENTING THE MEASUREMENT OF SMALL FLUXES. OTHER THAN THIS. 
THE DETECTORS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FROM INSTRUMENT TURN ON 
(JULY 30. 106 , AT 0012 UTI UNTIL JANUARY 2S, 1969. WHEN THE 
EXPERIMENT WAS TURNED DFF. THE EXPERIMENT WAS OPERATED IN THE 
ELECTRON MODE CONTINUOUSLY FOR ABOUT 6 DAYS OUT OF EVERY 
SEVEN. 

DATA SET NAM-	 REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
SSDC ID- 67-073A-IIA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 071'067 TO-0O/25t69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 77 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
TIlS REDUCED DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
CONSISTS OF 9-TRACK. SOO-BPI. 1B 360. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. 
THERE ARE FIVE POSSIBLE LOGICAL RECORD LENGTHS CORRESPONDING 
TO EACH OF THE FORMATS USED IN SAMPLING AND TEI.EMETERING THE 
DATA, WITH THE MAXIMUM LOGICAL RECORD SEING 9EDS BYTES. THE 
PHYSICAL RECORD CORRESPONDS TO 3114 CHARACTERS. ALL TAPES 
CONTAIN A SINGLE FILE OF TIME-ORDERED DATA. THE FOLLOWING 
INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON EACH TAPE -- TIME. EXPERIMENT MODE 
(ELECTRONS. PROTONS, OR UNoETERMINED -- LESS THAN 5 PERCENT OF 
THE DATA WERE IN AN UNDETERMINED MODE), EXPERIMENT 
TEMPERATURE. CALIBRATION VOLTAGES. BACKGROUND READOUTS. DATA 
RATE (4 KOS. 16 KOS. 64 KOS. OR 4 KOS RECORDED). DATA FORMAT 
(MAIN FRAME DATA FORMAT OR ANY'OF THE FOUR FLEXIBLE FORMATS 
USED TO SAMPLE . AND TELEMETER DATAD. AND COUNT RATES FOR ALL 
DETECTORS. THERE ARE AT LEAST SOME DATA FOR 95 PERCENT OF THE 
ORBITS OVER THE TIME PERIOD INDICATED. NINETY PERCENT OF THESE 
DATA WERE OBTAINED OVER THE NORTH AURORAL ZONE AND POLAR CAPS. 
THE REMAINING DATA WERE OBTAINED AT LOWER LATITUDES AND OVER
 
THE SOUTH AURORAL 	 ZONE. OF THESE DATA. S0 PERCENT ARE IN THE 
ELECTRON MODE AND THE REMAINDER (EXCLUDING THE SMALL. AMOUNT 
WITH MODE UNDETERMINED) ARE IN THE PROTON MODE. 
DATA SET NAME-	 LISTINGS OF DATA ACQUISITION TIMES ON 
MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 67-73A-IIE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 07/3067 TO 01/25169
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 
GENERATED AT 	 NSSOC FROM COMPUTER PRINTOUT SUPPLIED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. DATA FOR EACH ENTRY OF VARYING TIME PERIOD 
INCLUDE CALENDAR DATE. DAY COUNT OF YEAR. ORBIT NUMBER. START 
AND STOP TIME. FORMAT NUMBER. BIT RATE. TYPE OF PARTICLES 
(ELECTRONS DR PROTONS). START AND STOP L VALUES. HEMISPHERE. 
PASS DIRECTION. AVAILABILITY OF SUMMARY ANDOR ANALYSIS AND'OR 
POLAR PLOTS AND AVAILABILITY OF PRINTOUT OF THE DATA- OWING' 
TO TIE INCLUSION OF A 13-MIN TIMER ON THE HIGH-VOLTAGE POWER 
SUPPLY THAT POWERED THE EXPERIMENT DETECTORS. DATA ACQUISITION
 
WAS NOT CONTINUOUS. ACQUISITION WAS INITIATED VIA GROUND 
COMMAND USUALLY AS THE SATELLITE APPROACHED THE AURORAL ZONE. 
THIRTEEN MIN WAS NOMINALLY SUFFICIENT TIME FOR THE SATELLITE 
TO TRAVERSE THE AURORAL ZONE. PASS OVER THE POLAR CAP. AND 
AGAIN CROS THE AURORAL ZONE BEFORE THE DETECTOR POWER WAS 
TURNED OFF. AT OTHER TIMES, THE HIGH VOLTAGE WAS COMMANDED OFF 
BY GROUND COMMAND. DATA ACOUISITION FOR THE EXPERIMENT WAS 
FURTHER COMPLICATED BY ORBITAL OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
SPACeCRAFT. ESPECIALLY PERTAINING TO SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 
CONTROL AND ONBOARD TAPE RECORDER USE. 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF .576-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATE 
DATA FROM THREE DETECTORS ON MICROFILM
 
HSSDC ID- 67--73A-IIF 
AVAILASILITY OF DATA SET- DATA At NSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/30167 TO 0t/DI/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
CUANTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MICROFILM THAT WERE PROVIDED 
BY THE EXPERIMENTER. yN MICROFILM CONTAINS PLOTS OF THE COUNT 
RATES (AVERAGED OVER 0.576 MIN) OF THE 3P-9EG, ,3-KEV 
DETECTOR, THE D- DEG. DoT-KEV DETECTOR AND THE O- DEG, 7.4-KEV 
DETECTOR VS TIME. NO CORRECTIONS FOR NOISE HAVE BEEN MADE. THE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON EACH PLOT -- TIME. L 
PARAMETER. B FIELD (CALCULATED FROM A SPHERICAL HARMONIC 
EXPANSION). ALTITUDE. SUM-EARTH-SATELLITE ANGLE. GEOGRAPHIC 
LOCAL TIME, INVARIANT LATITUDE. AND THE FORMAT IN WHICH THE 
DATA WERE TELEMETERED. THERE ARE AT LEAST SOME DATA FOR 95 
PERCENT OF THE ORBITS OVER THE TIME PERIOD INDICATED. NINETY 
PERCENT OF THESE DATA OSTAINED ARE OVER THE NORTH AURORAL ZONE 
AND POLAR CAPS. AND THE REMAINING DATA WERE OTAINED AT LOWER 
LATITUDES AND OVER THE SOUTH AURORAL ZONE. OF THESE DATA. 0
 
PERCENT ARE IN THE ELECTRON MODE. AND THE REMAINDER ARE IN THE 
PROTON MODE.
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DATA SET NAME- 	MICROFILED PLOTS OF PORTIONS OF THE 
SATELLITE ORBIT WHERE DATA WERE TAKEN 
NSSDC ID- 67-0T3A-IIG 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0730/67 TO 01t25/69 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

OUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THESE MICROFILED PLOTS. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 

SHOW THDSE -PORTIONS OF THE BGO 4 TRAJECTORY WHERE DATA FROM 

THE LOW ENERGY AUPORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT (SEE DATA SET 

67-073A-I1) WERE TAKEN. THERE ARE POLAR PLOTS WHICH SHOW THE 

SATELLITE GEOMAGNETIC LOCAL TIME IINDICATED IN DEGREES FROM 0 

TO 360) VS 	THE SATELLITE INVARIANT GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDE 

(INDICATED IN DEGREES FROM 85 TO IS). THERE IS ONE PLOT PER 
PASS OVER THE AURCuAL ZONE. ON EACH PLOT, THE FOLLOWING ARE 
INDICATED -- PASS NUMBER, DATE. THE MAGNITUDE OF THE 3-HR 
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD- INDEX (KPI DURING THE PASS, THE START TINE 
OF THE PASS, AND THE STOP TIME OF THE PASS. 
SIMPSON, 0GO 4 

EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE 

MEASUREMENT 

NSSDC 10- 67-I3A-0 

STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 

DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 02tI5/69 

PERSONNEL 
PI - J.A. SIMPSON........U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO. IL 
01 - C.Y. FAN ......... U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ 
01 - BEG. STONE ........... CALIF INST OF TECH 
PASADENA. CA 
TWO SOLID-STATE PARTICLE TELESCOPES WERE USED TO STUDY 

LOW-ENERGY COSMIC-RAY PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES. ONE OF 
THESE WAS A THREE-ELEMENT RANGE TELESCOPE ('VERTICAL' 
TELESCOPEI THAT WAS CAPABLE OF IDENTIFYING PROTONS AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES (1.22 TO 39.2 $EV/HUCLEONI AND ELECTRONS (E.GT. 400 
KEV). THE OTHER DETECTOR WAS A ONE-ELEMENT TELESCOPE 
('HORIZONTAL' TELESCOPE) SENSITIVE TO PROTONS AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 5.GT. T20 KEY/NUCLJEON. THE 
VERTICAL TELESCOPE AXIS OF SYMMETRY WAS PARALLEL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT Z AXIS WHIOH LATER UNINTENTIONALLY BECAME THE SPIN 
AXIS. THE HORIZONTAL TELESCOPE SYMMETRY AXIS WAS NEARLY 
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT Y AXIS (PERPENDICULAR TO THE Z 
AXIS). PULSE HEIGHT INFORMATION WAS SENT BACK FROM THE 
VERTICAL TELESCOPE ALLOWING PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSES OF PROTONS. 
ALPHA PARTICLES, AND ELECTRONS (E.T. 400 IEVI USING A 
256-CHANMEL. PULSE PEIGHT ANALYZER. COUNT RATE INFORMATION WAS 
SENT BACK FROM BOTH TELESCOPES. THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED 
FROM ABOUT ONE MEASUrEMENT PER 0.02 SEC TO ABOUT ONE 
MEASUREMENT PER 0.3 SEC DEPENDING ON THE COUNTING MODE AND THE 
TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THE UNINTENDED SPIN PERIOD OF THE 
SPACECRAFT ON JANUARY 23. 1069 WAS ABOUT 3 MIN. THE EXPERIMENT
 
PERFORMED NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH UNTIL THE SATELLITE WAS PUT IN 

AN OPERATIONAL OFF MORE ON OCTODER 23. 1969. HOWEVER, THE
 
SPINNING OF THE SPACECRAFT MADE IT DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET DATA 

AFTER MID-JANUARY 1969.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 REDUCED COSMIC-RAY COUNT RATE AND 

ORBIT-AL DATA MERGED ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

SSDO IO- 67-OT3A-OBA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TINE PERIOD COVERED- 07/28/67 TO 02/0216 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

OrANTITY OF BATA- 21 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED COSNIC-RAY COUNT RATE 

DATA MEREED WITH ORBITAL DATA ON ABOUT 1500 MAGNETIC 

-ABSTRACT' TAPES. NSODC WILL HOLD COPIES OF ABOUT 300 TAPES 

CORRESPONDING 	TO THE TIME PERIOD BEFORE THE SPACECRAFT WENT 

INTO A SPIN MODE. ALTHOUGH DATA IN THE TIME INTERVAL AFTER 

SPIN UP ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO INTERPRET. THEY ARE AVAILABLE 

FROM THE EXPERIMENTER THROUGH NSSDC. DATA OBTAINED DURING THE 

EARLY PORTION OF THE MISSION ARE RECORDED ON -TRACK TAPES
 
WRITTEN AT 556 BPI USING AN IBM 7094 COMPUTER. ALTHOUGH THE
 
MAJORITY OF THE DATA ARE RECORDED ON 9-TRACK TAPES URITTEN AT
 
BOB OPI USING AN IBM 38I'TB COMPUTER. ALL OF THE DATA ARE IN A 
MIXED BINARY-BCD FORMAT. THE DATA ON THE 7-TRAtK TAPES ARE 
FORMATTED AS FOLLOWS--EACH TAPE HAS A tD-WORD FILE HEADER 
RECORD FOLLOWED BY A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (EACH 
HAVING A 6-VORD RECORD HEACER3. THERE ARE A VARIABLE KUMBER OF
 
LOGICAL RECORDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. SINCE THE 52-WORD ORBITAL
 
DATA LOGICAL RECORD WAS INSERTED INTO THE STREAM OF FOUR-WORD
 
COUNT RATE DATA LOGICAL RECORDS ONCE EVERY MINUTE IN
 
GENERATING THIS SET OF 'ABSTRACT' TAPES. THIS INSERTION DID
 
NOT NECESSARILY OCCUR AT THE BEGINNING OR END OF A GIVEN
 
PHYSICAL RECORD. EACH PILE CONTAINS ABOUT 5 MIN OF DATA. THE
 
DATA ON THE 9-TRACK TAPES ARE FORMATTED IN A SIMILAR MANNER
 
EXCEPT THAT THE ORBITAL DATA LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH IS 98
 
WORDS. THE TAPES CONTAIN ALL COUNTING RATES, TIME (UT).
 
TELESCOPE TEMPERATURES, LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. HEIGHT., 
SUN-EARTH-SATELLITE ANGLE. GEOMAGNETIC COORDINATES. AND 
VARIOUS DATA DUALITY FLAGS. THE DATA WITHIN A FILE ARE ALWAYS 
MONOTONICALLY INCREASING IN TIME. HOWEVER. TKE SET OF FILES 
COMPRISING A DATA TAE ARE NOT NECESSARILY TIME ORDERED. 
REDUNDANCIES IN THE DATA HAVE BEEN DELETES.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 COUNT RATE PLOTS CR VS ENERGY LOSS) AND
 
ORBITAL DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 67-073A-088
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/29/67 TO 12/07/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DAYA- 15 REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM REELS OF 
REDUCED DATA IN THE FORM OF COUNT RATE (BOTH SINGLE AN 
COINCIDENCE RATES) PLOTS. EACH PLOT COVERS ONE OGO 4 ORBIT AND 
CONTAINS SEVERAL DIFFERENT COUNTING RATES AS WELL AS SATELLITE 
ORBIT DATA, INVARIANT LATITUDE, ALTITUDE. SCALAR MAGNETIC 
FIELD, MCILWAIN'S L PARAMETER. AND EITHER DIPOLE LOCAL TIME OR 
MAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. THROUGHOUT THE MICROFILM. THE RELEVANT 
SCALES ARE INCLUDES APPROXIMATELY EVERY 100 FRAMES. EACH PLOT 
CONTAINS THE FO.LOWING COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES FROM THE 
VERTICAL TELESCOPE -- V 3 (PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE E .GT. 
39.2 MEVINUCLEON OR E GT. S HEY). VI NOT V3 (CORRESPONDS TO
 
PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM IZ2 TO 39.2
 
MEV/NUCLEON OR ELECTRONS FROM O.4 TO 1 MEV). AND VE NOT V3 AND
 
Vl2 NOT V3 (BOTH OF WHICH CORRESPOND TO PROTON AND ALPHA 
PARTICLE ENERGIES FROM 9.32 TO 39.2 REVINUCLEON BUT WITH ONLY 
THE FORMER CORRESPONDING TO ELECTRON ENERGIES FROM O.T TO I 
REV). THE ONE HORIZONTAL TELESCOPE COUNTING RATE IN THE FORMAT 
CORRESPONDS TO A PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ENERGY THRESHOLD OF 
720 KEVENUCLEON, THE V3 COUNT RATE P4OTTED IS AN AVERAGE RATE 
OBTAINED OVER FIVE READOUTS. WHEREAS THE OTHER THREE RATES. AS 
CALCULATED FOR THESE PLOTS. HAVE A NOMINAL ACCUMULATION TIME 
OF IS SEC. THE DATA SET PROVIDES A COMPACT SAMPLE OF THE DATA 
FROM THIS EXPERIMENT. 
WEBBER. OG0 4 
EXPERINENT NAME- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
 
NSSDC ID- 67-073A-09
 
STATUS BF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 102369
 
PERSONNEL
 
ME - W.R. WEBBER........ U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DURHAM. NH 
THIS COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO 
MEASURE THE DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY SPECTRA OF PROTONS. HELIUM 
NUCLEI. AND HEAVIER NUCLEI UP TO Z = IS WITHIN THE ENERGY 
RANGE EO TO 2000 MEVIWCLEON AND AT A MAXIMUM SAMPLING RATE OF 
ONCE PER 280 MEC. TE TELESCOPE CONSISTED OF TWO DETECTORS. A 
SCINTILLATOR WITH ITS ASSOCIATED PHOTOMULTIPLIER (PM) TUBE AND 
A SCINTILLATOR AND A CERENKOW ELEMENT SANDWICH WITH BOTH 
ELEMENTS OPTICALLY COUPLED TO THE SAME PM TUBE. A 70-NANOSEC 
COINCIDENCE CIRCUIT COUPLED THE TWO DETECTORS TO FORM THE 
TELESCOPE. PULSES FROM EACH PM TUBE WEE PULSE hEIGH'
 
ANALYZED. SAMPLED PULSE HEIGHTS. THE COINCIDENCE COUNT RATE.
 
AND THE COUNT RATE OF THE FIRST DETECTOR WERE TELEMETERED. THE
 
RESOLUTION OF THE OB 4 DETECTOR OETERIORATED AT LAUNCH.
 
PROBABLY DUE TO PARTIAL SEPARATION OF AN OPTICAL INTERFACE IN
 
ONE ELEMENT OF THE TELESCOPE. THIS RESULTED IN A REDUCED 
EFFICIENCY FOR DETECTING PROTONS GREATER THAN ABOUT 200 MEV. 
WITH THE WORST RESOLUTION NEAR THE CERENKOV THRESHOLD OF 320 
MEV. OTHERWISE THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED AS PLANNED UNTIL 
OCTOBER 23. 1969. 
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DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COSMIC-RAY DATA ON TAPE 

NSSOC ID- 67-073A-SA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVEREDO 07/30/67 TO 08/27/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THESE DEDUCED DATA CONSIST OF TWO EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 
7-TRACK. 556-BPI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN ON THE CDC 
1604 COMPUTER. THE DATA ON THE TAPES ARE ORDERED BY ORBIT 
PASS, AS INDICATEO BY THE MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE MCILWAIN L 
PARAMETER. THE DATA CONSIST OF 37-SEC AVERAGED TELESCOPE RATES 
AND I8-SEC AVERAGED SINGLES RATES. THE TAPES CONTAIN NINE-BIT 
WORD TELESCOPE RATES. NINE-BIT WORD SINGLES RATES. UT, 
ALTITUDE, LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, MCILSAIN L. AND MAGNETIC FIELD-
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON 

MICROFILM 

NSSOC ID- 67-073A-098 

AVATLABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 07/30/67 TO OC/Z7/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE REEL OF 16-MM MICROFILM 

PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. OTH THE SINGLES COUNT RATES AND 

THE TELESCOPE RATES ABE PLOTTED ON THE SAME SCALE AS A
 
FUNCTION OF TIME. (THE TELESCOPE RATES ARE SCALED BY A FACTOR 
OF 100.3 THE VERTICAL SCALE ON THE PLOTS IS LOGARITHMIC COUNTS 
PER SECOND. AND T FE HORIZONTAL SCALE IS LINEAR Ut FOR ONE 
ORBIT PERIOD. IN ADDITION TO THE TIME SCALE. CILWAIN L
 
VALUES. ALTITUDE. AND LATITUDE ARE INDICATED. THE DATA PLOTTED 

ARE FOR THE SAME PERIOD COVERED BY THE COSMIC-RAY DATA TAPES 

IN DATA SET 67-OT3&-0BA.
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0GG 5 

ALTERNATE NAMES-	 OGO-E, EGO 5 

BOGG 5. 03138 

S 

NSsC ID- & -OIA
 
LAUNCH DATE- 03/04/68 	 WEIGHT- 611. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07 13/T2
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH OAT - 03/0A/68 
ORBIT PERIOD- 3706. MTN INCLINATION- 31.1 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 232.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 148228. KN ALT 
THE PURPOSE OF THE OGO 5 SPACECRAFT. THE FIFTH OF A
 
SERIES OF SIX ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORIES, WAS TO 

CONDUCT MANY DIVERSIFIED GEOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS TO OBTAIN A 

SETTER UNDERSTANDING O THE EARTH AS A PLANET. AND TO DEVELOP
 
AND OPERATE A STANDARDIZED OBSERVATORY-TYPE SPACECRA=T. OGO 5 
CONSISTED OF A MAIN BODY THAT WAS PARALLELEPIPED IN FORM. TWO 
SOLAR PANELS. EACH WITH A SOLAR-ORIENTED EXPERIMENT PACKAGE 
(SOEP). AND TWO ORBITAL PLANE EXPERIMENT PACKAGES (OPEP). ONE 
FACE OF THE MAIN BODY WAS EARTH-POINTING (Z AXIS). AND THE 
LINE CON.ECTING THE TWO SOLAR PANELS IX AXIS) WAS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE EARTH-SUN-SPACECRAFT PLANE. THE SOLAR 
PANELS WERE ABLE TO ROTATE ABOUT THE A AXIS. THE OPEP'S WERE 
MOUNTED ON AND COL.D ROTATE ABOUT AN AXIS THAT WAS PARALLEL TO 
THE 2 AXIS AND THAT WAS ATTACHED TO THE MAIN BODY. AT LAUNCH. 
THE INITIAL LOCAL TIME OF APOGEE WAS 0944 HR. OGG 5 CARRIED 25 
EXPERIMENTS. 17 OF WHICH WERE PARTICLE STUDIES, TWO. MAGNETIC 
FIELD STUDIES. IN ADDITION. THERE WAS ONE EACH OF THE 
FOLLOWING TYPES OF EXPERIMENTS -- RADIO ASTRONOMY. UV 
SPECTRUM, LYMAN-ALPHA, SOLAR X-.RAY, PLASMA WAVES. AND ELECTRIC 
FIELD. REAL-TIME DATA WERE TRANSMITTED AT 1, 6. AND 64 KOS 
OEPENDING ON THE DISTANCE FROM THE SPACECRAFT TO THE EARTH. 
PLAYBACK DATA WERE TAPE RECORDED AT I KBS AND TRANSMITTED AT 
64 KBS. TWO WIDE-BAND TRANSMITTERS. ONE FEEDING INTO AN 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA AND ThE OTHER FEEDING INTO A 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. WERE USED TO TRANSMIT DATA. A SPECIAL 

PURPOSE TELEMETRY SYSTEM. FEEDING INTO EITHER ANTENNA, WAS 

ALSO USED TO TRANSMIT WIDE-BND DATA IN REAL TIME ONLY. 

TRACKING WAS ACCOMPLISHED RY USING RADIO BEACONS AND A RANGE 

AND RANGE-RATE S-BAND TRANSPONDER. THE SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE 

CONTROL FAILED ON AUGUST 6. 1971. AFTER 41 MONTHS OF NORMAL
 
OPERATION. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED IN A STANDBY STATUS ON
 
OCTOBER 8 1971. THREE EXPERIMENTS (MEYER. OLANONT. AND
 
SIMPSON) WERE REACTIVATED FOR THE PERIOD FROM JUNE I TO JULY
 
13, 1972. AFTER WHICH ALL OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TERMINATED.
 
SPACECRAFT ORBIT PARAMETERS tANGED SIGNIFICANTLY OVER THE
 
SPACECRAFT LIFE. 	 BY APRIL 197L. SPACECRAFT PERIGEE HAD 
INCREASED TO 	 26,400 KM AND INCLINATION HAD INCREASED TO 54 
DEG.
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS FLOTS
 
NSSDC 1D- 6.-0.4A-00.
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 03/04/S8 TO 10/04/7T
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS SET CONTAINS MICROFILM GENERATED BY DR. CHRISTOPHER
 
RUSSELL OF UCLA. 	 THERE ARE NINE PLOTS PER ORBIT THREE IN
 
GEOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES. TIHEE IN GEOCENTRIC 
SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC COORDINATES. ONE IN CYLINDRICAL 
COORDINATES. ONE LOCAL TINE VS L-VALUE PLOT. AND ONE RADIAL 
DISTANCE VS MAGNETIC LATITUDE POLAR PLOT. 
DATA SET NAME-	TABLE OF EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS ON
 
MICROFILM
 
NSSOC ID- 6.-014A-O0E
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 	03/04/68 TO 05/26/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 12 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 12 REELS OF 35-M MICROFILM
 
THAT CONTAIN 0GO S EPHEMERIS INFORMATION GIVEN AT VARIABLE
 
TIME INTERVALS (S SEC NEAR PERIGEE. 10 MIN NEAR APOGEEI.
 
EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS INCLUDE RADIAL DISTANCE. GEOMAGNETIC
 
LATITUDE (NOT INVARIANT LATITUDE. DERIVED FROM THE
 
SUBSATELITE 	 POINT). L. 8/80. SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR
 
MAGNETOSPHERIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. AND GEOGRAPHIC AND
 
GEDMAGNETIC LOCAL TIME. THESE REELS OF MICROFILM. SUPPLIEO TO
 
NSSDC BY OR. H. REST OF THE THE LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY.
 
CV THE 301 OGO 5 ORBITS (MARCH 4. 1960 TO MAY 26.OVER FIRST 

1970).
 
ANDERSON, 000 5
 
EXPERIMENT NAME-	 ENERGETIC RADIATIONS FROM SOLAR FLARES
 
MSSDC 1I- 6B-014A-04
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10/00/71
 
PERSONNEL
 
Pt - K.A. ANDERSON .... U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
 
BEREKLEY. CA
 
0I - S.R. KANE .. ... . ( OF CALIF BERKELEY
 
BERKELEY. CA
 
01 - H. MARK ... ...... NASA-ARC
 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE TIME OF THE 
SPECTRUM OF ENERGETIC X RAYS. PROTONS. ALPHA PARTICLES. AND 
ELECTRONS EMITTED BY THE SUN IN ASSOCIATION WITH SOLAR FLARES. 
THE EXPERIMENT USED THREE SEPARATE DETECTING SYSTEMS. FIRST. 
AN OMNIDIRECTIONAL SODIUM IODIOE (THALLIUM) SCINTILLATION 
COUNTER MEASURED SOLAR X RAYS IN EIGHT ENERGY CHANNELS FROM 
9.6 TO 19.2, 19.2 TO 35. 32 TO 48, 48 TO 64, 64 TO 80. 0 TO 
104. 104 TO 	12. AD GREATER THAN 120 KEV. WHICH DATA WERE 
SAMPLED FOR 1.152 SEC ONCE EVERY 2.304 SEC. SECOND. APARTICLE 
TELESCOPE COMPOSED OF SEVEN SOLID-STATE DETECTORS -- 0 1, 02. 
E--
PROTONS IN THE SIX ENERGY CHANNELS FROM 7 TO 20. 20 TO 45. 45 
TO 80. 80 TO 130. 130 TO 200. AND GREATER THAN 200 NEV. THESE 
03. 04 05. 06. D7. AND AN ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD MASURED 
CHANNELS HAD A NONSEPARAO.E ALPHA PARTICLE COMPONENT. THE 
LOWEST ENERGY CHANNEL WAS SAMPLED ONCE EVERY 147 SEC. WHILE 
ALL. OTHER CHANNELS WERE SAMPLED ONCE EVERY 9.216 SEC. THE 
THIRD SYSTEM CONSISTED OF A DIRECTIONAL GEIGER-MUELLER TUBE 
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MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER THAT MEASURED ELECTRONS IN TWO CHANNELS
 
22 TO 2' AND 5 TO 	90O KEV. THESE DATA WERE SAMPLED ONCE EVERY
 
III SEC. IN 	 ORDER TO REDUCE THE POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION OF 
ItGNETOSPHERIC RADIATION TO THE BACKGROUND COUNTING RATES OF 
THE DETECTORS TIN EXPERIMENT ONLY OPERATED AT SPACECRAFT 
ALTITUS ABOVE 50.000 KM. I. ABOUT 4 HR OR 6? PERCENT OF 
EACH ORBIT THE XRAY DETECTO OPERATED SATISFACTORILY 
THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. THE D7 DETECTOR ELEMENT IN THE PROTON 
ALPHA TELESCOPE WAS FOUND TO BE VERY NOISY JUST PRIOR TO 
LAUNCH- IT WAE THEREFORE DISABLED ELECTrONICALLY. HENCE NO 
DATA WERE AVAILABLE FOR PROTONS OR ALPHA PARTICLES ABOVE 20 
REV NUCLEON. THE REST OF THIS TELESCOPE PERFORMED NORMALLY 
THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. THE ELECTRON SPECTROMETER PERFORMED 
NORMALLY FROM LAUNCH UNTIL SEPTEMBER 23. 1969. WHEN THE 22 TO 
27 KEV CHANNEL ECAME ERRATIC AND LATER STOPPED COUNTING 

COMPLETELY. THE OTHER ELECTRON CHANNEL PERFORMED NORMALLY 

THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. 

DATA SET NAME- AVERAGED ELECTRON AND X-RAY COUNT RATES 

ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

NESDC ID- 68-DItA-.A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVEEO- 05/31/6 TO 0/04/69 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED By THE EXPERIMENTER ON
 
TRACC MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 556 BPI IN A OCD CARD IMAGE
 
FORMAT WHICH WAS CREATED ON A CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTER. EACH
 
CARD IMAGE INCLUDES THE DAY OF YEAR. TIME (SEC. UT), It7.456
 
SEC AVERAGED ELECTRON COUNT RATES FROM THE TWO ENERGY CHANNELS
 
22 TO 27 KEY. AND SO TO 90 KEV. AND AD SEC AVERAGES FROM
 
CHANNELS I AND 6 OF THE X-RAY DETECTOR CORRESPONDING TO
 
ENERGIES FROM 9.6 TO 19.5 KEY AND GREATER THAN 128 KEV. EACH 

PHYSICAL RECORD (2960 CHARACTERS) CONTAINS 37 LOGICAL RECORDS 

(.0 CHARACTERS). DATA COVERAGE IS LIMITED TO SPACECRAFT 
ALTITUDES GREATER ITAN 80.000 KIM. I.E.* ABOUT 67 PERCENT OF 
EACH ORBIT. 
DATA SET NAME- 4o-SEC AVERAGED X-RAY COUNT RATES ON 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

NSSC ID- 65-014A-DB 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 03/08/6B TO I004/69 

(AS VERIFIED BY MSODC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 10 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON 

7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 556 BPI IN A BCD CARD IMAGE 

FORMAT WHICH WAS CREATED ON A CDC 6000 SERIES COMPUTER. EACH 

CARD IMAGE INCLUDES THE DAY OF YEAR. TINE (SEEC. UT). AND EIGHT 

CHANIELS OF UNNORMALIZED 39864 SEC AVERAGED X-RAY COUNT RAT95 

CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY INTERVALS 9.6 TO 19.2 KEV. 10.2 TO 31 

REV. 32 TO 40 REV. 48 TO 64 KEV. 64 TO A0 XEV. 80 TO IDA KEV. 

104 TO 128 KEY. AND GREATER THAN 120 KEY. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD
 
(2960 CHARACTERS) CONTAINS 37 LOGICAL RECORDS (E0 CHARACTERS).
 
DATA SET NAAM-	 PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON
 
MAGNETIC TAPE 

HESDC 1O- 68-014A-0C 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03108/R TO II/IT/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON 
?-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 556 SPI IN A BCD CARD IMAGE 
FORMAT. EACH CARD IMAGE INCLUDES THE DAY OP YEAR. TIME (SEC. 
UT). AND AVERAGED COUNT RATES (147-SEC AVERAGE FOR THE PROTON 
AND ALPHA PARTICLE CHANNEL 7-0 MEV/NUC AND 9.216-SEC AVERAGES 
FOR TNK OTHER FIVE PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE CHANNELS 20 TO 
45. 45 TO 80. 80 TO 130. 13 TO ZOO AND E. ST. Z0 MEVINUC). 
DATA COVERAGE WAS LIMITED TO SPACECRAFT ALTITUDES GREATER THAN 
80.000 AM, I.E.. ABOUT 67 PERCENT OF EACH ORBIT. 

COLEMAN. JR.. CO S 
EXPERIMENT MANE- PARTICLE WAVE STUDY
 
NSSDC ID- 68-014A-13
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 10108/71 
PERSONNEL 
f - p.J. COLEM AN. JR-. --... U OF CALIF. LA 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
01 - TeA. FARLEY ............- U OF CALIF. LA 
LOS ANGELES. CA 
0I - DL. JUDGE ...--... U OF SOUTHERN CALIF 
LOS ANGELES, CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF SIX PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR
 
DETECTORS TO MEASURE THE UNIDIRECTIONAL FLUX OF ELECTRONS IN
 
EIGHT ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 50 KEW AND 1.2 MEV. TWO OF THE
 
DETECTORS POINTED IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS WHILE THE REMAINDER
 
POINTED IN VARIOUS OTHER DIRECTIONS. THE EXPERIMENT WAS
 
DESIGNED TO DETERMINE THE MAGNETONYDRODYNANIC PROPERTIES OF
 
THE DISTURBANCES IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE AND BEYOND. IT WAS
 
CONDUCTED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE UCLA FLUXGATE MAGNETHMETER
 
EXPERIMENT (68-014A-14). A THERMAL PROBLEM ADVERSELY AFFECTED
 
THE DATA QUALITY FOR THE SECOND HALF OF L969. HOWEVER. PRIOR
 
YO THAT TIME ANO UNTIL OCTOBER 8. 1971, WHEN IT WAS TURNED
 
OPERATIONALLY OFF* THE EXPERIMENT WAS PERFORMING NORMALLY. BY 
THE HATURE OF THE INSTRUMENT. THESE ELECTRON DATA WERE 
CONTAMINATED BY AN AMBIENT ENERGETIC PROTON POPULATION. THESE 
DATA ARE USEFUL FOR SIMULTANEOUS STUDIES OF THE VARIATION OF 
FLUX WITH PITCH ANGLE AS DETERMINED By UCLA FLUXGATE 
NAGHETOMETER. 
DATA SET MANE- REAL TIME TELEMETERED ELECTRON DATA. 0.05
 
TO 1.2 NEV ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NESOC ID- 680IAA-I3A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVEREOL 	03/056E TO 04/20170
 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 92 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THESE 92 REELS CF EXPERIMENTER GENERATED, 9-TRACK OR
 
7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPES WITH I8M 360 EIGHT-SIT BYTES. CONTAIN
 
ALL AVAILABLE SIGNIFICANT REAL-TIME TELEMETERED DATA FROM THIS
 
EXPERIMENT FOR THE INCLUSIVE TIME PERIOD. .ITH THE
 
EXPERIMENTER 	 PROVIDED PROGRAM. FLUXES OF PARTICLES ARE
 
AVAILABLE. THE PROGRAM IN ITS CURRENT FORM IS NOT INEXPESIVF
 
TQ RUN BUT CONTAINS CALIBRATION TABLES. ETC. NECESSARY TO
 
REDUCE THE DATA. THE PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE OF THESE TAPES IS
 
408 BYTES. FOR EACH PHYSICAL RECORD. THE FIRST EIGHT BYTES
 
ARE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA. FOLLOWED NOMINALLY BY UP TO 255
 
LOGICAL RECORDS OF 16 BYTES EACH CONTAINING DATA QUALITY
 
FLAGS TIME DATA FLAGS. MODE DATA QUALITY FLAGS. FLAGS. AND
 
THE ELECTRON COUNT RATES. TIME WHEN NO CHANGE IN COUNT RATE
 
WAS DETECTED O NOT APPEAR ON THESE TAPES. NSSDC HAS FOUND
 
PHYSICAL RECORDS WHERE THE FIRST SEVEN DATA RECORDS ARE FILLED
 
WITH IRREGULAR LOOKING DATA THAT DOES NOT FIT THIS FORMAT.
 
FOLLOWED BY APPARENTLY GOOD DATA FOR TKE REST OF THE PHYSICA,
 
RECORD. PHYSICAL RECORDS CONTAINING LESS THAN 25S LOGICAL DATA
 
RECORDS ARE PADDED OUT WITH BLANKS.
 
DATA SET NAME- TAPE PLAYBACK ELECTRON DATA 0.05 TO 1.2
 
NEV ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSOC ID- 68-IAA-13B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 03130/BB TO 02'14f71
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(5) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE SIX REELS OF EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 9-TRACK OR
 
7TTRACK MAGNETIC TAPES WITH IBM 360 EIGHT-BIT BYTES CONTAIN
 
ALL AVAILABLE SIGNIFICANT DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT FOR THE
 
INCLUSIVE TIME PERIOD. WITH THE EXPERIMENTER PROVIDED PROGRAM.
 
FLUXES OF PARTICLES ARE AVAILABLE. THE PROGRAM IN ITS CURRENT
 
FORM IS EXPENSIVE TO RUN BUT CONTAINS CALIBRATION TABLES.
 
ETC.* NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE DATA. THE PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE
 
OF THESE TAPES IS 4088 BYTES. FOR EACH PHYSICAL RECORD. THE
 
FIRST EIGHT BYTES ARE SENSOR CALIBRATION DATA. FOLLOWED BY UP
 
TO 255 LOGICAL RECORDS OF 16 BYTES EACH CONTAINING DATA
 
QUALITY FLAGS, TIME DATA FLAGS. MODE FLAGS. AND THE ELECTRON
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COUNT RATES. TIME WHEN NO CHANGE 1N COUNT RATE WAS DETECTED DO 0023ANOTAI. AND DOS3NOTAI. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS OF 02 
NOT APPEAR ON THESE TA ES. NSDOC HAS FOUND PHYSICAL RECORDS OUTPUT IT CHANNE-S) AND D OUTPUT Is CHANNELS) FOR CERTAIN 
WHERE THE FIRST SEVEN DATA RECORDS APE FILLED WITH IRREGU.A COINCIDENCE MOES, VARIOUS DATA QUAI.ITY FLAGS. TELEMETRY BIT 
LOOKING DATA WHICH DOES NOT PIT THIS FORMAT, FOLLOWED BY RATE 11. S. OR GA cOPS). AND SEVERAL HOUSEA EPING PARAMETERS. 
APPARENTLY GOOD DATA FOR THE REST OF THE PHYSICAL RECORD. ALL TELEMETRY FRAMES WITH OVERLAP OR ERRONEOUS TIME 
PHYSICAL RECORDS CONTAINING LESS THAN 255 LOGICAL DATA RECORDS INFORMATION HAVE BEEN DELETED. THE TIME COVERAGE I5 ABOUT 80 
ARE PADDED OUT WITH BLANK. PERCENT FOR SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE ABOVE 80.000 KM. 
MEYER. 0GO 5 	 SHARP. THO 5 
EXPERIMENT NAME.- COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS 	 EXPERIMENT HAME LIGHT ION MASS MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER 
NSSOC I- 68-014A-09 	 NHSC ID- OS-0I4A-I0 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST DATA RECOROO- 07/13/72 OATS LAST USABLE DATA RECOROED- 0510OZ69 
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL 
P1 - F. MEYER ......... U OF CHICAGO P1 - G... SHARP ........ NASA HEADQUARTERS 
CHICAGO. IL WASHINGTON. OC 
01 - C.Y. FAN ............. U OF ARIZONA 01 - T.J. CROWTHER ......... LOCKHEED PALO ALTO 
TUCSON. AZ PALO ALTO. CA 
OI - J.J. L*HEUREUX .. U OF ARIZONA 0! - X.K. HARRIS -........ LOCKHEED PALO ALTO 
TUCSON. AZ PALO ALTO. CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE FLUX AND ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO bETERMINE THE
 
ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES BETWEEN 15 AND 4B MEV. AND FLUXES OF CONCENTRATION OF LIGHT ION SPECIES IN THE TOPSIDE IONOSPHERE
 
PROTONS WITH ENFq0IeS BETWEEN 90 AND 110 MEV AND 143 AND 169 AND EXOSPHERE AND TO MEASURE THESE CONCENTRATIONS THROUGHOUT
 
NEV. THE DETECTOR USED WAS A PARTICLE TELESCOPE COMPOSED OF A THE PLASMASPHERE. THE EXPERIMENT WAS ALSO DESIGNED TO JCNITQR 
SCINTILLATION COUNTER, A GAS CERENOV COUNTER A SOLID STATE THE LOCATIONS OF THE PLASHAPAUSE. MAGNETOPAUSE AND DOW SHOCK. 
DETECTOR, AND A CESIUM IODIDE SCINTILLATEON COUNTER SURROUNHED THE EINSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF AN AUTOMATIC MULTIIANGED MAGNETIC 
BY TWO PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS. 'HE EXPERIMENT WAS TURNED ON FOCUS TON MASS SPECTROMETER. THE INSTRUMENT WAS CAPABLE OF 
ONLY WHEN THE SATELLITE'S MCILWAIN PARAMETER. L, WAS GREATER MEASURING SINGLY IONIZED ATOMIC OXYGEN. HYDROGEN. AND HELIUM 
THAN 12- THE EXPERIMENT WAS FULLY OPERATIONAL WHEN THE CONCENTRATIONS. A COMPLETE MEASUREMENT OF THESE CONCENTRATIONS 
SPACECRAFT WAS PUT IN A STANDBY STATUS ON OCTOBER 8. 1971. PLUS A CALIBRATION WAS COMPLETED IN 4.6 SEC. THE ACCURACY OF 
THE EXPERIMENT WAS REACTIVATED FOM JUNE I TO JULY 13. 1972. THE MEASURED DATA WAS ESTIMATED TO BE 10 PERCENT. THE 
INSTRUMENT WAS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT SUCH THAT THE
 
VELOCITY VECTOR WAS ESSENTIALLY NORMAL TO THE INSTRUMENT
 
APERTURE. THE INSTRUMENT ACOUIRED USEFUL DATA FROM LAUNCH
 
UNTIL MAY 31. 1969. IN EARLY JULY 1969 THE INSTRUMENT WAS
 
TURNED OFF DUE TO DEGRADATION OF THE EXPERIMENT SENSING
 
ELEMENT. AT THAT TIME THE EXPERIMENT HAD OPERATED FOR MORE
 
THAN 14.OO HR.
 
DATA SET NME-	SELECTION OF VARIOUS PLOTS FOR PROTONS 
AND FOR ELECTRONS ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 68-014A-0A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 07/I3/72 DATA SET NAME- 0. HE, AND H ION CONCENTRATION ON
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) MAGNETIC TAPE
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL S) OF MICROFILM 	 NSSOC D- 6S-QTAA-.8A 
* THIS DATA SET CONTAINS FOUR SETS OF PLOTS SUPPLIED BY AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC
 
THE EXPERIMUNTEP ON ONE REEL OF 35-M MICROFILM -- II) PROTON 
FLUX VS TIME (90 TO 110 MEV), (2) PROTON FLUX VS TIME (143 TO TINE PERICO COVERED- 03/07/6B TO 05/31169 
169 NEV), (3) ELECTRON FLUX VS TIME (12 TO 45 MEV). AND (4) A (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
SET OF 19 SPECIAL ELECTRON (12 TO 45 MEVI AND PROTON 90 TO
 
I10 NEV) FLUX PLOTS COVERING ELECTRON 'LARE EVENTS FROM JULY QUANTITY OF DATA- 14 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
6. 1968 TO JANUARY 19, 1970. THE DATA ARE IN CHRONOLOGICAL 
ORDER WITHIN EACH SECTION. MOST OF THE PLOTS COVER FOUR ORBITS THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
EACH GIVING THE AVERAGE RATES OVER A-HE PERIODS. THE PARTICLE BINARY. 7-TRACK. 00-SPI UNIVAC 110 MAGNETIC TAPES. THERE ARE 
ENERGY RANGE. ORBIT NUMBER, AND AVERAGING INTERVAL APPEAR AT 7 TO 12 FILES PER TAPE. THE TAPES CONTAIN HEADER RECORDS IN
 
THE TOP OF EACH PLOT. BCO FORMAT. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS CONTAINED ON EACH
 
TAPE - TINE. ION CONCENTRATION GEODETIC LONGITUDE, LATITUDE
 
AND ALTITUDE. MCILWAIN L. GEOCENTRIC DISTANCE. LOCAL TIME,
 
MAGNETIC LATITUDE. EGRESS LATITUDE. AND INGRESS LATITUDE. WITH
 
THE EXCEPTION OF THE TIME SPAN FROM APRIL 24. 1968 TO JUNE 12,
 
19.0. THERE IS COMPLETE COVERAGE OVER THE TIME PERIOD
 
INDICATED ABOVE. 
DATA SET NAME- PARTICLE ACCUMULATIONS AND PULSE HEIGHT
 
ANALYSIS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSDC 1D- 68-14A09B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
SIMPSON. OGO S
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 07/t4/72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 	 EXPERIMENT NAME- LOW-ENERGY HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 109 REEL(SI OF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 NESOC ID- 68-04IA-27
 
THIS DATA SET WAS SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AND STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
CONSISTS OF PRESCALED ONF-MIN'JTE CHARGEO PARTICLE DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 07/13/72 
ACCUMULATIONS AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS. THE DATA ARE ON 
7-TRACK. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. WRITTEN AT 500 BP USING AN PERSONNEL 
XOS 030 COMPUTER. THERE ARE. IN GENERAL. FIVE FILES OF DATA 0I - J.A. SIMPSON ... U OF CHICAGO 
PER TAPE WITH AN END-OF-FILE MARK AT THE END OF EACH. AND A CHICAGO, TL 
DOUBLE END-OF-FILE MARK AT THE END OF THE LAST FILE ON A TAPE. 
EACH FILE CONTAINS ONE ORBIT OF DATA. THERE ARE A VARIABLE THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO DETECT PARTICLES IN THE 
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER FILE. BUT EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
 ENERGY RANGE 2 TO 5 NEV/NUCLEON AND TO ACCOMPLISH THE 
WILL ALWAYS BE A MULTIPLE OF 15 WORDS 160 CHARACTERS) AND LESS FOLLOWING -- (I) EXAMINE THE SHAPE OF THE DIFFERENTIAL E ERGY 
THAN OR EOUAL O 1200 WORDS TOTAL. A PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS SPECTRUM. (2) EXTEND THE MEASUREMENI OF RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF 
TIME (OT). THE INDIVIDUAL TELESCOPE DETECTOR ACCUMULATIONS .0. THE ELEMENTS UP THROUGH IRON. (3) SEARCH FOR NUCLEI OF VERY 
TH. D2. 03. Al, AND A2. COINCIDENCE MOBS DOI23NOTAINOTA2. HIGH CHARGE (Z EQUALS 5 TO 50). AND (4) EXTEND OBSERVATIONS OF 
Q - G!2,93
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VERY HEAVY NUCLEI FROM SMAR FLARES TO 2 WV/NVLEON. THE 
TELESCOPE (THREE COLINEAR SENSORS SURROUNDED BY AN 
ANfCOINClZeNCE CUP) WAS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A 
SI-CHANNEL AND A 102&-CHANNEL ANALYZER. THE EXPERIMENT WAS 
CONSIDERED OPERATIONAL AND TRANSMITTING DATA WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS TURNED OFF IN OCTOBER 1971. THE EXPERIMENT WAS 
REACTIVATED BETWEEN JUNE I AND JULY 13. 1972. FOR FURTHER 
DETAILS. SEE MOGRD-CAMPERED. JGE. VOL 77, P 2799, 1979. 
DATA SET MAME- COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS 

ON MUGNETIC TAPE .
 
NSSDC 1o- 68-01A-27A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05168 TO 07/14/72 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

OUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF REDUCED COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
COUNTING RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON SIX 7-TRACK 
BINARY AG..NEIC TAPES WRITEN O AN XS 930 AT 556 BPI. THE 
DATA ARE TIME ORDERED WITH A VARIABLE NUMBER OF FILES PER TAPE 
AND A VARIABLE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS PER FILE. EACH DATA 
RECORD (PHYSICAL RECORD) CONTAINS 200 LOGICAL RECORDS WITH 
THREE WORDS 124 BITS/WDRD) PER LOGICAL RECORD. THESE THREE 
WORDS CONTAIN THE THREE COUNT RATES CORRESPONDING TO NUCLEI IN 
THE Z RANGE FROM I TO 20 IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2 TO 61 
MIVJNUCLEON AND 'TWO PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZERS - ONE FROM THE 
512-CHANNEL ANALYZER AND ONE FROM THE 1024-CHANNEL ANALYZER. 
IN AODITION" THE FORMAT CONTAINS THE TIME AND THE TELEMETRY 

BIT RATE.
 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSOC T1- 68-01AA-27B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 07/13172 

(AS VERIFIED BY MSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF COUNT RATE PLOTS. IN 
CHRONOLOGICAL ORtER. ON 35-MM MICROFILM. THE PLOTS ARE DIVIDED 
INTO THREE GROUPS BY PARTICLE TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE RODE --
(1) DILMOTO3 (MOST ABUNDANT SPECIES ARE 0.6- TO 6.D-MEV 
PROTONS). (2) OIND2NOTD3 (MOST ABUNDANT SPECIES ARE 6.0- TO 
I4-MSV)NUCLEON ALPHA PARTICLES). AND (35 DINOTD2NOTD3 (MOST 
ABUNDANT SPECIES ARE Z.0- TO 6.S-MEV/NUCLEON ALPHA PARTICLES). 
EACH PLOT COVERS ONE SOLAR ROTATION (27 DAYS). TWO AVERAGING 
PERIODS WERE USED EN GENERATING THE PLOTS. 1)2 AND 3 1J2 HRS. 
THE DISTINCTION IS OBVIOUS WIEN LOOKIHG AT THE PLOTS. THE 
MAXIMUM TELEMETRY eIT RATE (1. 8 OR 64 KILOBITSISEC) DURING 
THWE AVERAGING 'INTERVAL IS ALSO DISPLAYED. THE RATES APPEAR TO 
SATURATE FOR LARGER SOLAR EVENTS. THE TIME COVERAGE FOR THE 
PERIOD COVERED BY THE DATA SET IS 90 PERCENT OR BETTER.
 
SNYDER. 0Go 5 

EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA SPECTROMETER 

NSSDC TD- 68-014A-I7 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- IO/08?I 

PERSONNEL 
p - C.W SNYDER ..... NASA-JPL 
PASADENA. CA 
01 - N.M. NEUGEBAUER ........ NASA-JPL 
PASADENA. CA 
01 - J.L. LAWRENCE. JR° ... - N JASA-JpL 
PASADENA. CA 
TWO PAIRS OF DETECTORS. ONE MOUNTED ON A SOLAR PANEL 
ALWAYS FACING THE SUN AND ONE MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT BODY 
ALWAYS FACING RADIA-LY AWAY FROM THE EARTH. WERE USED TO 
MEASURE THE AMBIENT PLASMA IN THE VICINITY OF THE SPACECRAFT. 
POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS COULD BE MEASURED By THE IZO-DEG 
CJRVED PLATE ANALYZERS. WITH A S-DEG CONIC FIELD OF VIEW IN 
126 EJO CHANNELS LOGARITHMICALLY EGUISFACED FROM 2.5. TO 
16,900 VOLTS. POSITIVE IONS WERE ALSO MEASURED BY FARADAY 
CUPS WITH A 20-DEG FIELD OF VIEW IN ONE E/O CHANNEL FROM 100 
VOLTS TO 11,000 VOLTS. EACH PAIR OF FARADAY CUP ELECTROSTATIC 
ANALYZER COMBINATIONS WAS CAPABLE OF MAKIN TWO PLASMA FLUX 
AND ANGLE OF FLOW MEASUREMENTS, AND ONE PROTON DENSITY. ALPHA 
PARTICLE DENSITY. BULK SPEED. AND TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 
ABOUT EVERY 10 SEC AT 8 MRPS. DURING ALMOST ALL THE TIME THE
 
SPACECRAFT WAS IN THE SOLAR WIND. ONLY THE SOLAR-PANIL-HOUNTED
 
SENSOR PAIR WAS ABLE TO MAKE THlE USUAL SOLAR WIND PLASMA
 
PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS. THIS SENSOR PAIR WAS CAPABLE OF BEING
 
OPERATED IN THREE DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT MODES FOR POSITIVE
 
IONS AND FOR ELECTRONS. HOWEVER. THE ONE USED MOST OFTEN WAS 
FOR POSITIVE IONS AND WAS CAPABLE OF THE TIME RESOLUTION 
DESCRIBED ABOVE. ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED ONLY OCCASIONALLY. 
- THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS SUFFERED DATA DEGRADATION FROM 
SENSITIVITY SCALE SWITCHING WHICH CAUSED THE LOSS OF FROM I TO 
8 ENERGY CHANNELS AND FROM PHOTOELECTRONS LEAKING INTO THE 
DETECTOR THROUGH A SLIT IN THE ELECTRONECS-DETECTION ASSEMBLY. 
WHICH RESULTED IN DEGRADATION OF UP TO 20 CHANNELS. CENTERED 
ABOUT 68 VOLTS*, CORRESPONDING TO SOLAR WIND VELOCITIES FRQM 
320 TO 400 KM/SEC. SCALE-SWITCHING TRANSIENTS AFFECTED THE
 
ALPHA DATA MOST OFTEN. PHOTOELECTRON CONTAMINATION AFFECTED
 
THE LOCATION OF THE PROTON PEAK FLUX MOST OFTEN. DUE TO THESE
 
EFFECTS, ERRORS APPEARED IN THE CALCULATED PARAMETERS OF
 
TEMPERATURE. BULK SPEED. AND DENSITY. BUT NOT ANGLE FLOW AN
 
PLASMA FLUX. PLASMA PARAMETERS WERE CALCULATED BY DOING AN
 
ITERATIVE CALCULATION tNVOtVI4G CORRECTION OF THE FARADAY CUP
 
DENSITY AM ANGLE BY THE PROTON BULK SPEED. AND CORRECTION OF 
7*E CURVED-PLATE-DETERMINED BULK SPEED .Y THE 
FARAOAY-CUP-DETRMINED ANGLE OF FLOW. PLASMA PARAMETERS 
PRODUCED By PRCEUCTION PROCESSING FROM THIS INSTRUMENT WERE 
GENERATED By DOING A CONVECTED ISOTROPIC BOLTZMANN FIT TO THE 
DATA POINTS USING HERMITE POLYNOMIALS. RESULTS AGREE
 
FAVORABLY WITH LEAST-SQUARE-FITTED CALCULATIONS. IT SHOULD BE
 
ADDED THAT THE SOURCES OF ERROR DISCUSSED HERE WERE OBSERVED
 
IN SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS. THIS IS BECAUSE TO DATE (l/74.
 
SOLAR WIND ION DATA HAS BEEN BULK-PRODUCTION PROCESSED. IT IS
 
ANTICIPATED THAT THIS PROOLEM EXISTS IN OTHER DATA. OUT
 
TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM WOULD PROBABLY BE LESS
 
STRAIGHTFORWARD.
 
DATA SET NAME- HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS
 
NSSDC ID 68-014A-17B
 
AVAI.AOILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/05/68 TO 04/3071
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS 7-TRACK BCD MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINS 0-CHARACTER 
CARD IRAGS. ONE CARD PER RECORD. OF EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 
HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS. THE DATA 
MAY BE SUPPLIED TO A REQUESTER EITHER ON ONE MAGNETIC TAPE 
(PREFERABLE TO NSSDC) OR ON ABOUT ONE-AND ONE-HALF BOXES OF 
PUNCHED CARDS. CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD IS THE TIME, NUMBER 
OF POINTS IN EACH AVERAGE PROTON BULK SPEED. TEMPERATURE. 
DENSITY. AND DIRECTION OF PLASMA FLOW. ALSO INCLUDED ARE THE 
HOURLY AVERAGED RATIO OF THE ALPHA PARTICLE VELOCITY TO THE 
PROTON VELOCITY THE ALPHA TEMPERATURE TO PROTON TEMPERATURE. 
AND THE ALPHA DENSITY TO PROTON DENSITY. A COMPUTER LISTING 0 
THE CONTENTS OF THIS TAPE IS AVAILABLE (00-014A-1TF). 
DATA SET NAME- LISTING OF HIGH TIME R-SOLUTION
 
INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS ON FILM
 
NSSOC ID- 8-01A-17C
 
AVAILABILITY OF BATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 05/08/68 TO 04/30/7
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 16-MM MICROFILM CONTAIN
 
SOME OF THE PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR EACH SET OF MEASUREMENTS ON
 
DATA SET 68-014A-1 TD. THEY REPRESENT THE HIGHEST TIME
 
RESOLUTIO DATA AVAILABLE FROM THE BULK PROCESSING PROGRAM
N 

USED TO REDUCE THE INTERPLANETARY DATA FROM THIS EXPERIMENT. 
CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD ARE TIME. DIRECTION OF PLASMA FLOW. 
BULK SPEED. TEMPERATURE. ION DENSITY (FOR PROTONS, AND ALPHAS 
WHEN AVAILABLE). AND SOME FIT PARAMETERS WHICH INDICATE 
RELIABILITY OF EACH MEASUREMENT. TIME GAPS EXIST IN THESE 
DATA WHENEVER THE FLOW DIRECTION OF THE AMBIENT PLASMA WAS 
DIVERTED OUT OF THE ENTRANCE APERTURE SO AS TO PRECLUDE OATA 
PROCESSING. SUCH AS IN THE EARTH'S MAGNETOSHATH. AND WHEN 
ERRORS INTRODUCED BY THE ANOMALOUS PHOTO DIP IN THE PROTON 
SPECTRA PREVENTED ADEQUATE CORRECTION OF THE DATA TO OBTAIN 
RELIABLE PLASMA PARAMETERS.
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ELECTRON AND
DATA SET NAME- HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA DATA AND DATA SET NAME- DAILY AVERAG D COSMIC-RAY 
PROTON COUNT RATESPLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 68-0I4A-12A 
NESSOC D- 68-01A-170 
DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
AVAILABILITY OF 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 031G568 TO 0./30/1 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/05/60 TO 08/3t/7 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 12 RESL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
CONTAIN THIS SET OF TIME-ORDERED ELECTRCN COUNTTHESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATEO MAGNETIC TAPES NIGH DATA CONSISTS 
RATES PROTON RATES IN A 7-TRACK. 556 SPI. BCD
RESOLUTION ION PLASMA SPECTRA AND PARAMETERS CALCULATED FROM AND COUNT 

FORMAT IBM 7094 COMPUTER AT
 
T-TRACK. ODD PARITY. BINARY. BO0-RPI MAGNETIC TAPES. GENERATED NSSOC FROM DATA SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER CN COMPUTER
 
THESE SPEC'RA. IN E EXPERTMENTER-SUPPLIED DATA WERE ON MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED ON AN 

EACH PHYSICAL RECORD
ON A UNIVAC lIO COMPUTER. THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE. CARDS. THERE IS ONE FILE ON THE TAPE. AND 
IS THE IMAGE OF ONE CARD AND IS 04 CHARACTERS IN LENGTH, THE 
OP TO 50 WdDS PER PHYSICAL RECORD. CONTAINED IN EACH RECORD FIRST 91 PHYSICAL RECORDS OF THE TAPE CONTAIN A DESCRIPTION OF 
PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE IS 50 WORDS, WITH ONE LOGICAL RECORD OF 
ARE TIME. SOME HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. DIRECTION OF PLASMA THE EXPERIMENT AND ALSO OF THE DATA SET. THE DATA FORMAT 
FLOW. PROTON OR ALPHA DENSITY. BULK SPEED. ION DENSITY. SOME INCLUDES THE YEAR OF OBSERVATION. JULIAN DAY OF YEAR. MONTH 
GOODNESS-OF-FIT PARAMETERS, AND THE PLASMA SPECTRUM USED TO AND DAY OF MONTH AND DAILY COUNT RATES FOR EIGHT ELECTRON 
DETERMINE THE PREYIOUS PARAMETERS. TIME GAPS EXIST IN THESE CHANNELS AND ONE PROTON CHANNEL. THE DATA ARE ALSO AVAILABLE 
WHENEVER THE FLOW DIRECTION OF THE AMDIENT PLASMA WAS IN TABULAR FORM ON MICROFILM IN DATA SET 68-014A-12B. 
DIVERTED OUT OF THE ENTRANCE APERTURE SO AS TO PRECLUDE DATA
 
PROCESSING. SUCH AS IN THE EARTHtS MACNETOSHEATH. AND WHEN
 
ERRORS INTRODUCED BY THE ANOMALOUS 

DATA 

PHOTO DIP IN THE PROTON
 
SPECTRA PREVENTED "DEQUATE CORRECTION OF THE DATA TO OBTAIN
 
RELIABLE PLASMA PARAMETERS.
 
WEST, JR.. O0 5
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER
 
NSSOC ID- 68-014A-06 
DATA SET NAME- HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLOTS OF SONE PLASMA 
PARAMETERS ON FILM STATUS OPERATION-OF INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 09/00/71
 
NSSOC ID- 68-OI4A-17E
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - H.I. WEST. JR......... LAWRENCE LIVERMORE L
 
B LIVERMORE. CA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

- R.G. D'ARCY. JR.. . BARTOL RESEARCH FOUMTIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/GE/68 TO 04/30/71 01 

SWATHMORE. PA
 
.t - L. MANN ..... ... LAWRENCE LIVERMORE L

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

B LIVERMORE, CA
QUANTITY OF DATA- 5 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 

THESE EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED 3S-MM MICROFILM CONTAIN THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE SPECTRA
 
PLOTS OF THE FOLLOWING HIGH-TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA PARAMETERS 
 FLUXES. AND DIRECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF ELECTRONS. PROTONS. AND
 
AS FUNCTIONS OF TIME. 3 HOURS PER FRAME -- PROTON BULK SPEED ALPHA PARTICLES. ELECTRONS MERE SENSED OY SOLID-STATE
 
ION DENSITY. PLASMA DIRECTION OF FLOW. DETECTORS FOUND WITHIN EACH OF TWO PERMANENT MAGNET 
ALPHA TO PROTON/DENSITY RATIO. AND ALPHA TO PROTON TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER . THESE SPECTROMETERS MEASURED ELECTRONS IN 
PROTON TEMPERATURE 

NARROW WINDOWS 158. 266. 479, 822.
RATIO. THEY CONTAIN DATA ALSO AVAILABLE IN LISTINGS IN DATA ENERGY CENTERED AT 79, 

AND 2820 EV. PROTONS IN SIX CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS 
(Ar O.2S. 0.GI, 1.35. 5.6. 14. AND 43 REV). ALPHA PARTICLES IN 
THREE CONTIGUOUS INTERVALS (AT 5.E9 22.7. AND 56.4 MEVI. AND 
ELECTRONS ABOVE A NEV WERE SEPARATELY MEASURED BY A 
FOUR-SENSOR SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE. THIS TELESCOPE WAS 
PHYSICALLY LOCATED INSIDE THE LARGER OF THE TWO ELECTRON
 
SPECTROMETER MAGNETS AND IN LINE WITH THE SPECTROMETtER
 
SET 68-OIAA-ITC AND ON MAGNETIC TAPE IN 63-01A-170. 1530. 
KEV WERE ALSO
ENTRANCE APERTURE. PROTONS BETWEEN 100 AND 10 
MEASURED BY A SINGLE SOLID-STATE DETECTOR ADJACENT TO THE
 
TELESCOPE. THE INSTRUMENTS WERE MOUNTED ON OPEP 2 AND HAD
 
VAN DE HIJLST. OGO 5 

THEIR APERTURES LOOKING PERPENDICULAR TO THE RADIUS VECTOR
 
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS 

EXPERIMENT NAME- MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND 
FROM THE EARTH. OPEP 2 WAS ROTATED BACK AND FORTH ABOUT THIS
 
RADIUS VECTOR THROUGH 230 BEG AT 3 DEG/SEC. THUS PERMITTING
 
THE DETERMINATION OF PARTICLE DIRECTIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS. FOR A
 
GIVEN SPECIES-ENERGY CHANNEL, DETECTOR ACCUMULATIONS WERE
 
STATUS OF OPERATTON- INOPERABLE 

NSSOC ID- SB-OI4A-1Z 
TELEMETERED ONCE EACH 4. 8, OR 16 MAIN FRAMES (ONE MAIN FRAME
 
OR 0O.01 SEC FOR TELEMETRY RATES OF 1, B. OR
 
64 KBS) DEPENDING ON THE CHANNEL. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 08/22/71 = I.152. 0.144, 

NORMALLY AS LONG AS DATA WERE TELEMET4RED FROM COGO S. THUS. 
PI - M.C. VAN DE HULST .... NETHERLANDS INSTITUT NEARLY 100 PERCENT COVERAGE WAS OBTAINED BETWEEN MARCH 1968 
PERSONNEL 

LEIDEN. NETHERLANDS AND AUGUST 1971. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE WEST ET AL. JCR, VOL 
0I - 0. TANKA ..... NE HERLANOS INSTITUT 7. P 1064. 1973. 
LEIDEN. NETHERLANDS 
0I - .... LIND ........... NETHERLANDS INSTITUT 
LEIDEN, NETHERLANDS 
THIS EXPERIMENT MEASURED THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND ENERGY
 
SPECTRUM OF ENERGETIC GALACTIC COSMIC RAY ELECTRONS (0.5 TO 10
 
BEV) WHICH ARE BELIEVED TO BE THE SOURCE OF SYNCHROTDN
 
RADIATION WHICH CAUSES THE NONTHERMAL 
 GALACTIC RADIO NOISE. DATA SET NAME- SO-HIN COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
PROTONS (20 TO 100 eEV) AND GAMMA RAYS ABOVE 500 MEV WERE ALSO
 
THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF THREE COLINEAR NSSDC ID- 68-O1AA-OSAMEASURED. 

SCINTILLATORS SEPARATED BY LEAD AND ALUMINUM SLABS.
 
RESPECTIVELY. AND PLACED ON TOP OF A HIGH DENSITY LEAD-GLASS AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSDOC
 
CERENKOV COUNTER. A SURROUNDING PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR
 
ANTICUOINCIOENCE SENIOR WAS ALSO USED. THE EXPERIMENT TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/04/68 TO 06/13/68
 
FUNCTIONED NORMALLY 
 THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. SEE ROGOWSKI ET (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
AL. TRANS. NUC. S .. VOL NS-16. P 352. 1969. FOR FURTHER
 
DETAILS. 
 QUANTITY OF DATA- 30 REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 30 REELS OF 35-NH MICROFILMED
 
PLOTS SUBMITTEO BY THE EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONTAINS COUNT 
RATES FOR SO MIN TAKEN IN ONE SPECIES -- ENERGY CHANNEL ANM 
THE BACKGROUND COUNT RATES FOR THAT CHANNEL VS TIME. THE
 
DETECTOR LOOK DIRECTION RELATIVE TO THE LOCAL MAGNETIC FIELD
 
HAS DEEN DETERMINED WITH THE AID OF THE UCLA FLUXGATE
 
MAGNETOMETER DATA AND HAS ALSO BEEN PLOTTED VS TIME. LIMITED 
EPHEMERIS INFORMATION APPEARS ON SOME BUT NOT ALL FRAMES. DATA 
95 
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FOR THE PERIOD MARCH 4. 196. TO JUNE 13. 1968. ARE HELD AT 
NESOC. DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS WILL BE FOUND IN OTHER DATA 
SETS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS EXPERIMENT. 
DATA SET NAME- 2'HR COUNT PATE PLOYS ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 6B-OSAA-06B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET DATA AT NSSDOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	01121O6 TO 1110O/TI 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCI 

QUANTITY OF DATA, 	 37 REEL(SI) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS 
OF MICROFILMED PLOTS OF 4.6-SEC AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR ALL 
THE COUNTING NODES OF THIS EXPERIMENT. EACH FRAME CONTAINS 
APPROXIMATELY 2 IF OF DATA FOR ONE MODE (PRINCIPAL AND 
BACKGROUND DETECTOR COUNT RATES). VALUES OF RADIAL DISTANCE. 
MCILWAIN L. MAGNETIC LATITUDE. AND SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR 
MAGNETIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE OF THE SPACECRAFT ARE LISTED 
AT 12-IN INTERVALS ON EACH OF THE DATA FRANES. NO EFFORT WAS 
MADE TO SELECT PARTICLES WITH SPECIFIC PITCH ANGLES, WHICH 
LEADS TO SOME SCATTER IN THE DATA. P4OTS OF DETECTOR APERTURE 
DIRECTION ANGLE VS TIME ARE PROVIDED IN EACH SET OF PLOTS 
COVERING A GIVEN 2-HR PERIOD. LISTINGS OF 1o-MIN AVERAGED 
COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF THE COUNTING MODES ARE ALSO GIVEN FOR 
2-HR BLOCKS. THESE COUNT RATES INVOLVE AVERAGES OVER ALL PITCH 
ANGLES ENCOUNTERED DURING THE I-MIN AVERAGING INTERVAL. THE 
EXPERIMENTER HAS SUPPLIED DATA IN THIS FORMAT FOR ALL OF 1968 
AFTER LAUNCH AND FOR REPRESENTATIVE PORTIONS OF I969. T970. 
AND 1971. EMPHASIS Is OH MAGNETOSPHERIC DATA. WITH 
EXTRA-NAGNETOSPHERIC DATA BEING GIVEN ONLY FOR INTERESTING 

PERIODS. 

DATA SET NAME- PARTICLE COUNT RATE. EPHEMERIS, AND 

MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPES 

MSDC ID- 68-014A-06C 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 05/2316. TO 05OI1/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
OUANTITY OF DATA-	 35 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIES DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK. 
BO-BPI. CDC 6600 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES. EACH TAPE CONTAINS UP 
TO 2.000 RECORDS CF 724 60-BIT WORDS EACH. SEVERAL OF THESE 
COMPUTER WORDS CWTAIN MORE ITAN ONE LOGICAL WORD. THERE ARE 
ABOUT 4 DAYS OF DATA ON EACH TAPE. EACH RECORD CONTAINS DATA 

TAKEN PROH (Si THE A7TTTUOC-OROIT TAPES SUPPLIED BY GSFC TO 
THE EXPERIMENTER, (2) THE EXPERIMENTER*S PARTICLE DETECTOR 
DATA TAPES. AND (3) MAGNETOMETER DATA TAPES PROVIDED TO H. 
WEST BY P. COLEMAN AND C. RUSSELL AT UCLA. ATTYTUDE-ORBIT DATA 
INCLUDE TIME, SACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE. MCILWAIN L 
PARAMETER. B. MAGNETIC LATITUDE. POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES IN 
GEOCENTRIC SOL-AR ECLIPTIC AND MAGETOSPHERIC COORDINATES, AND 

CARTESIAN GEOCENTRIC EGUATORIAL INERTIAL (GET) COORDINATES 

CARTESIAN GEl COORDINATES OF THE SUN AND CARTESIAN GEl 

COMPONENTS OF THE NODEL MAGNETIC VECTOR ARE ALSO GIVEN. THE 

PARTICLE DATA IN A GIVEN RECORD CONSIST O INDIVIDUAL 
ACCUMULATOR READINGS OR THEIR AVERAGES. AS OBTAINED OVER 2.5 
MIN (AT A TELEMETRY SIT RATE OF I KBS) OR 1.25 MIN (AT 
TELEMETRY 8IT RATES OF S AND 64 KS). THERE ARE Z2 SUCCESSIVE 
VALUES FOR EACH OF THE MAIN ELECTRON AND PROTON MODES. OVER 
THE 2.5- OR I.25-MIN INTERVAL WITH SMALLER NUMBERS PR OTHER 
NODES. DEAD TIME CORRECTIONS HAVE NOT BEEN MADE, AND ARE 
SELDOM NEEDED. THE MAGNETOMETER DATA CONSIST OF CARTESIAN 
MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS (IN GEOCENTRIC SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC 
COORDINATES) AT 128 ECJISPACED.TIME POINTS WITHIN THE 2.5- OR 
1.25-WIN INTERVAL COVERED BY THE RECORD. THESE VALUES ARE 
OBTAINED BY VECTOR INTERPOLATION OF 4.608-SEC-AVERAGED UCLA 
MAGNETOMETER DATA. BECAUSE OF UNCORRECTED TE.PERATURE-RELATED 
EFFECTS OF (TYPICALLY 5 GAMMAS). THESE VALUES SHOULD BE 
TREATED WITH GREAT CAUTION IN REGIONS OF LOW MAGNETIC FIELDS. 
INFORMATION ON INSTRUMENT LOOK DIRECTION AS A FUNCTION OF TINE 
WITHIN INDIVIDUAL PECORDS IS ALSO GIVEN. THE INITIAL DATA 
SUBMISSION CONSISTED OF IS TAPES COVERING THE TIME PERIODS 
FROM MAY 23 TO JUNE 5, 1968, AUM. 4 TO OCT. 2. 1968, AND APRIL 
I0 TO MAY I. 969.
 
DATA SET NAME- CORRECTED ELECTRON FLUXES ON BCD TAPE
 
NODOC TD- 68-014A-060 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/C4/68 TO 0"t02/69 
(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTERI
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 7-TRACK, 	OS6-SPI. 
B0C MAGNETIC 
TAPE CONTAINING CARD IMAGES OF PUNCHED CARDS SUBMITTED RY THE 
EXPERINENTER. THE DATA SET CONTAINS INNER-ZONE (L BETWEEN I-3 
AND 2.4) PERPENDICULAR FLUXES OF ELECTRONS OF 79, 158. 266. 
479, AND 022 KEV. SORTED BY L VALUE AND TAKEN OVER THE 
INTERVAL FROM MARCH 196a TO JANUARY 16S. EACH CARD IMAGE 
CONTAINS L VALUE, TIME. AGNETIC LATITUDE, B/B-ZERO. AND 
DIRECTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL FLUXES AT THE ENERGIES INDICATED 
ABOVE. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OGO 6 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-695D GGO-F 
S 60. POGO 3 
03986 
NSSOC ID- 69-051A
 
LAUNCH DATE- O6i/OStS 	 WEIGHT- 6320 KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/00172
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06JO4/69
 
ORBIT pERIOD- 009.66 MIH INCLINATION- 51.9810 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 413. KN ALT APOApSIE- 1077. KM ALT
 
OGO 6 WAS A LARGE OBSERVATORY INSTRUMENTEO WITH 26
 
EXPERIMENTS DESIGNED TO STUDY THE VARIOUS INTERRELATIONSHIPS
 
BETWEEN, AND LATITUDINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF. HIGH-ALTITUDE
 
ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS DURING A PERIOD OF INCREASED SOLAR
 
ACTIVITY. THE MAIN BODY OF INC SPACECRAFT WAS ATTITUDE
 
CONTROLLED BY MEANS OF HORIZON SCANNERS AND GAS JETS SO THAT
 
ITS ORIENTATION WAS MAINTAINED CONSTANT WITH RESPECT TO THE
 
EARTH AND THE SUN. THE SOLAR PANELS ROTATED ON A HORIZONTAL 
AXIS EXTENDING TRANSVERSELY THROUGH THE DAlN BODY OF THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE ROTATION OF THE PANELS WAS ACTIVATED BY SUN 
SENSORS SO THAT THE PANELS RECEIVED MAXIMUM SUNLIGHT. SEVEN
 
EXPERIMENTS WERE MOUNTED bN THE SOLAR PANELS (THE SOPEP 
PACKAGE). AN ADDITIONAL AXIS, ORIENTED VERTICALLY ACROSS THE
 
FRONT OF THE MAIN BODY. CARRIED SEVEN EXPERIMENTS (THE OPEP 
PACKAGE). NOMINALLY, THESE SENSORS OBSERVED IN A FORWARD 
DIRECTION IN THE ORBITAL PLANE OF THE SATELLITE. THE SENSORS 
COULD EE ROTATED MORE THAN 90 DEG RELATIVE TO THE NOMINAL 
OBSERVING POSITION AND MORE THAN 90 DEG BETWEEN THE UPPER AM 
LOWER OPEP GROOPS MOUNTED ON EITHER END OF THIS AXIS. ON JUNE 
42t 1969, THE SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL DROPPED SIGNIFICANTLY 
DURING SUNLIGHT OPERATION AND REMAINED SO DURING SUBSEQUENT 
SUNIGHT OPeRATION. THIS UNEXPLAINED SHIFT AFFECTED SEVEN 
EXPERIMENTS WHICH MADE MEASUREMENTS DEPENDENT UPON KNOWLEDGE 
OF THE SPACECRAFT PLASMA SHEATH. DURING OCTOBER 1969 A STRING 
OF SOLAR CELLS FAILED. BUT THE ONLY EFFECT OF THE DECREASED 
POWER WAS TO CAUSE TWO EXPERIMENTS TO CHANGE THEIR MODE OF 
OPERATION. ALSO DURING OCTOBER 1969, A COMBINATION OF MANUAL 
AND AUTOMATIC ATTITUDE CONTROL WAS INITIATED, WHICH EXTENDED 
THE CONTROL GAS LIFETIME OF THE ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM. IN 
AUGUST 1970. TAPE RECORDER ITRI NO. I OPERATION DEGRADED SD 
THAT ALL RECORDED DATA WERE SUBSEQUENTIY TAKEN WITH TR NO, 2. 
BY SEPTEMBER 1970, POWER AND EQUIPMENT DEGRADATION LEFT 14
 
EXPERIMENTS OPERATING NORMALLY, THREE PARTIALLYV. AND NINE OFF. 
FROM OCTOBER 14. 1970. TR NO. 2 WAS USED ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
(WORLD DAYS) TO CONSERVE POWER AND EXTEND TR OPERATION. IN 
JUNE 1971 THE NUMBER OF -ON' EXPERIMENTS DECREASED FROg 13 TO 
T AND ON JUNE 28. 1971. THE SPACECRAFT WAR PLACED IN A 
SPIN-STABILIZED MODE ABOUT THE YAW (M) AXIS AND TURNED OFF DUE 
TO DIFFICULTIES WITH SPACECRAFT POWER. 000 6 WAS TURNED ON 
AGAIN FROM OCTOBER 10, 1971. THROUGH MARCH 1972T. FOR OPERATION 
OF EXPERIMENT 25 BY RADIO RESEARCH LARORATORY. JAPAN. 
STONE OG 6 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY STUDY 
NSSOC ID- 69 051A-20 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
PATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 06t2871 
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OF Pooa QUAJJT$ OGO 6/OSO 4
 
P - E.C. STONE ......... CALIF INST OF TECH 

pASADENA. CA 

01 - R.E VOCT ........ CALIF INST OF TECH 

PASADENA. CA 

THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE ENERGY 

SPECTRA AND CHEMICAL COMPOSIION OF COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES OF 

BOTH SOLAR AND GALACTIC ORIGIN OVER SELECTED ENERGY INTERVALS 

USING THREE CHARGED PARTI"rLE TELESCOPES. FIRST A RANGE 

TELESCOPE WAS USED. COMPOSED OF SEVEN SOLED-STATE DETECTo .
 
DI THROUGH I7T AND AN ANTICOTNCIDENCE SHIELD DETECTOR, DS. 

WITH THRESHOLD ENERGIES FOR PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES OF 

1.0. 3.3. SS.S, 46.6. 1S6. 23S. 31S. AND I NSV/NUCLSON. 
RESPECTIVELY. THE OUTPUT OF EACH OF THE EIGHT DETECTORS WAS 
NONETORED SEPARATELY IN ADDITION TO THE COINCIDENCE MODES 
D1NOTOa* D12NOTDR. AND D2N3TDS (THIS MODE COULD BE CHANGED 
BACK AND FORTH ON COMMAND TO D23NOTDO). THE TELESCOPE
 
GEOMETRIC FACTOR VARIED AS A FUNCTION OF PARTICLE RANGE FROM
 
1.5 TO 0.19 CM 50 STER. SECOND. A CERENKOV TELESCOPE. COMPOSED
 
OF TWO THIN SOLID-STATE DETECTORS. DI' AND 02', A CERENKOV 

o 

DETECTOR. DS AND AN ANtICOINCIDENCE CUP. D4'. TRIGGERED ONLY
 
ON PARTICLES WITH Z FROM THROUGH 12 WITH ENERGIES NO LESS 

THAN AI0 MEV/NUCLEON. HOWEVER, IN ADDITION TO THIS COINCIDENCE
 
. 

(DI'D2'D3NOTDA'). THE INDIVIDUAL DETECTOR RATES 01 D2-, 

D3% AND D' WERE ALSO MONITORED FOR USE IN DELETING
 
° 

ACCIDENTAL COINCIDENCES FROM THE OI'D'OD3'NOTD4 MODE. THE 

TELESCOPE GEOMETRIC FACTOR WAS 2.8 CM S0 STER. THIRD. A FLARE
 
, 
TELESCOPE COMPOSED OF TWO SOLIO-STATE DETECTORS. DS' AND 06' 
WITH RESPECTIVE THRESHOLD ENERGIES FOR PROTONS AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES OF 3.3 AND 8.5 MEV/NUCLEON WAS USED. THE OUTPUT FROM 
EACH DETECTOR WAS MONITORED AS WELL AS THE COINCIDENCE MODE 
05- AND 06'* THE TELESCOPE GEOHETRIC FACTOR WAS 0.02 Cm SO 
STER. THREE 256-CHANNEL PU.SE HIGHT ANALYZERS WERE USED TO 
ANALYZE THE OUTPUT OF DI. 02, 03 OF THE RANGE TELESCOPE OR 
DI. 02' 03- OF THE CEPENKOV TELESCOPE, OR 05'. D6' (FOR DS' 
06' EVENTS ONLY) OF THE FLARE TELESCOPE ONCE PER COUNTING RATE 
ACCUMULATION PERIOD. IN GENERAL. THE ACCUMULATION PERIOD 
RANGED FROM 0.02 TO 3.4 SEC DEPENDING ON THE 5PACECRAFT 
TELEMETRY BIT RATE. THERE EXISTED A PRIORITY AS T0 WHICH 
TELESCOPE OUTPUT WOULD BE ANALYZED FOR A GIVEN ACCUMULATION 
INTERVAL. ASIDE FROM THE D6 RANGE TELESCOPE DETECTOR BEING 
NOISY FOR THE FIRST TWO MONTHS AFTER LAUNCH THE EXPERIMENT 
PERFORND NORMALLY THROUGHOUT THE MISSION. THE DATA TINE 
COVERAGE WAS NEAR tO0 PERCENT UNTIL AUGUST 1970, AFTER WHICH 
THE COVERAGE DROPPED DUE TO THE MALFUNCTION OF THE SPACECRAFT 
TAPE RECORDER. FOG FURTHER DETAILS. SEE ALTHOUSE ET AL. IEEE 
TRANS. NUCL. SCI., VO. 15. P 229. 1967. 
DATA SET NAME- PARTICLE COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT
 
ANALYSIS ON MAGNETIC TAPE
 
NSSOC ID- 69-05A-20A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/07/69 TO 05/25/70 

(AS VERIFIED BY N55OC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 349 REEL (S) OF NAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET. SUBMITTED BY THE EXPEAIMENTER. CONSISTS 
OF PARTICLS COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON 
9-TRACK. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI ON AN IBM 
360 COMPUTER. THERE IS ONE FILE PER TAPE AND A VARIABLE 
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS (MAXIMUM LENGTH -- 3678 BYTES). 
EACH CONSISTING OF A VARIABLE NUMBER OFLOGICAL RECORDS OF 
FOUR TYPES. ALL COINCIDENCE MODE COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT 
DATA ARE FOUND OH THESE TAPES. EPHEMERIS DATA ARC ALSO GIVEN 
ONCE PER MINUTE. EACH TAPE CONTAINS ND MORE THAN ONE DAY OF 
DATA. IN SOME CASES MORE THAN ONE TAPE WAS NEEDED TO COVER A 
24-HR PERIOD. DATA QUALITY FLAGS-ARE USED IN THE FORMAT TO 
POINT OUT PARITY ERRORS AND ACCUMULATOR OVERFLOWS. 

DATA SET NAME-	 PARTICLE COUNT RATES AND EPHEMERIS PLOTS 

ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC ID- 69-OSIA-20B 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 060769 TO 0127/70
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
GUANTITY OF DATA- 37 REELIS) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET 	WAS SUBMITTED By THE EXPERIMENTER ON 35 MM 

MICROFILM AND EACH PAIR OF PLOTS CONSISTS OF PARTICLE
 
COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES (FROM THE RANGE. FLARE. AND CERENKOV 

TELESCOPES). SATELLITE ALTITUDE. AND 9,L.COORDINATES GRAPHED
 
AS A FUNCTION OF FOUR PARAMETERS -- TIME (UT). HAGNETIC LOCAL 
TINE. INVARIANT LATITUDE AND ORBITAL DATA RECORD NUMBER ON CIT 
ABSTRACT TAPE (OREC). THE COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES PLOTTED 
INCLUDE (WITH PROTON ENERGY THRESHOLD) -- (1 RANGE TELESCOPE 
- DINOTO8 "I ASV). DI2NOTO8 AND D2NOTOS (3.3 MEVI D23NOTDS 
AN 03 ( ISS 4EV). 0D (46.6 MEV). D5 (156 MEV). 0E (235 KEV). 
07 (315 MEV). ADS [ANALOG RATEMETER., (2) FLARE TELESCOPE ­
° 
D5 (3.3 MEVI. 061 (10.5 MEN). D5'6' (FLR. 16.5 NEV). AND A04 
(ANALOG RATEMETER). (3) CEREJKOV TELESCOPE - DI' (ABOUT I 
MEV). 0Z' (ABOUT 3 MEV). 03' (400 NE), AND I0oi'3.DTD. 
(CER. 400 NEV). A LIMITED NUMBER OF PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
PLOTS CORRESPONDING TO EARLY PORTIONS OF THE MISSION ARE ALSO 
INCLUDED. THE DAY NUMBER. MONTH. DAY. YEAR. AND SATELLITE 
ORBIT NUMBER (REV) APPEAR AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH PLOT. THE TIME 
COVERAGE 1S 90 PERCENT OR MORE THROUGH JANUARY 1970. 
SPACECRAFT COM4NON NAME- OS 4
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- OSO-D. 03000
 
NSSOC 1D- 67-IO0A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 10/18/67 	 WEIGHT- 605. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 03/07/70
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/t9/67 
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.85 NIN INCLINATION- 32.992 DEG 
FERIAPSIS- 546.000 M ALT APOAPEIS- 560.000 M4 ALT 
I 
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE ISO SATELLITE SERIES ARE TO 
PERFORM SOLAR PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS ABOVE THE ATMOSPHERE OURING 
A COMPLETE SOLAR CYCLE AND TO MAP THE ENTIRE CELESTIAL SPHERE 
FOR DIRECTION AND INTENSITY OF UV LIGHT. X-RAY. AND GAMMA 
RADIATION. THE OSO 4 PLATFORM CONSISTS OF A SAIL tECTION. 
WHICH POINTS TWO EXPERIMENTS CONTINUOUSLY TOWARD THE SUN, AND 
A WHEEL SECTION. WHICH SPINS ABOUT AN AXIS PERPENDICULAR TO
 
THE POINTING DIRECTION OF THE SAIL AND CARRIES SEVEN
 
EXPERIMENTS. ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT IS PERFORMED BY GAS JETS AND
 
A MAGNETIC TORQUING COIL. A POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM PERMITS
 
THE POINTED EXPERIMENTS TO SCAN THE REGION OF THE SUN IN A 4D-

BY 40-ARC-NIH RASTER PATTERN. DATA ARE SIMULTANEOUSLY RECORDED
 
ON TAPE AND TRANSMITTED BY PXM/PM TELEMETRY. A COMMAND SYSTEM
 
PROVIDES FOR 140 GROUND-BASED COMMANDS. THE SPACECRAFT
 
PERFORMED NORMALLY UNTIL THE SECOND TAPE RECORDER FAILED IN
 
MAY 1968. THE SPACECRAFT WAS PUT IN STANDBY CONDITION IN
 
NOVEMBER 1969. AND WILL BE TURNED ON NOW ONLY FOR RECORDING
 
SPECIAL EVENTS IN REAL TIME. SUCH AN EVENT OCCURRED ON MARCH
 
7. 1970. WHEN OSO A RECORDED DATA DURING THE SOLAR ECLIPSE. 
WAGGONER. OSO 4 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR 
HSSDC ID- 67-100A-04 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 12/00/48
 
PERSONNEL 
P1 - J.A. WAGGONER........ LAWRENCE LIVERMORE L 
B LIVERMORE,.CA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO INVESTIGATE THE ENERGY 
SPECTRA AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN 
THE EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE. THE INSTRUMENT CONSISTED OF A 
SINGLE SCINTILLATDR-PMOMULTIPLIER ASSENBLY HAVING A LOOK 
DIRECTION NORMAL TO THE SATELLITE SPIN AXIS. PARTICLE 
IDENTIFICATION WAS ACCOMPLISHED By PULSE SHAPE DISCRIMINATION. 
SPINITEGRATED DIFFERENTIAL PROTON SPECTRA IN EIGHT INTERVALS 
BETWEEN 1.73 AND 36.7 MEY AND DIFFERENTIAL ELECTRON SPECTRA IN 
EIGHT INTERVALS BETWEEN 0 KEV AND S HEY WERE OBTAINED BY 
PULSE HEIGHT DISCRIMINATION. ENSRGY-INTGRAEO ANGULAR 
DISTRIBUTIONS WERE OBTAINED IN 06 INTERVALS OF 22.5 DEG EACH. 
EIGHT DATA REGISTERS AND SUECOMUTATION TECHNIQUES WERE USED 
IN THE TRANSMISSION OF ONE FULL SET OF DATA EVERY 15.36 SEC. 
THE INSTRUMENT PROVIDED GOOD DATA FROM LAUNCH TO DECEMBER 
t96 . HOWEVER. ONLY REAL-TIME DATA WERE OBTAINED AFTER MAY 12. 
1968. WHEN THE 	ONEDARD TAPE RECORDER FAILED. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC O- 6T-OOA-04A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
OSQ 4/OV1-13/0V3-3
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 10'E3/67 TO 12.3O/67 

(As VERTFED By 1155C| 

QUANTITY OF DATA- 11 REEL(SI OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THs DATA SET CONSSTS OF II EXpERIMNTER-GENERATCO 
7-TRACK 556-WI BINARY MULT-FILE TAPES GENERATED ON A CDC 
3600 COMPUTER. DATA FROM ONE OBIT FILL.S ONE TAPE FILE WHICH 
ITSELF HAS A MAXIMUM OF IS PHYSICAL RECORDS. FULL TEMPORAL, 
SPECTRAL. AND ANGULAR RESOLUTION OF THE MEASURED FLUXES WAS 
PRESERVED IN THE GENERATION OF THESE TAPES. EPHEMERIS 
INFORMATION IS ALSO INCLUDED. THE TIME PERIOD OCTOBER 23. 197? 
TO DECEMBER 30. 1967 IS COVERED BY THESE TAPES WITH 
ESSENTIALLY 100 PERCENT COMPLETENESS. VERY LITTLE DATA WERE 
REDUCED BY THE EXPERIMENTER FOR 1968. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OVI-13 

ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-6820. 03173 
NSSOC 10- 6-06A 
LAUNCH DATE- 04/06/68 EIGHT- I07. NG 

STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- XS103f69 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 

ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/06/68 

ORBIT PERIOD- 199.7 MIN INCLINATION- 100.05 DEG 

PERIAPSIS- 558.000 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 9316.00 KM ALT 

THIS SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED INTO A POLAR ORBIT TO STUDY 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE PHENOMENA ALONG ITS ORBIT. THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS SPIN-$TABILIZED, WITH A SPIN PERIO OF ABOUT 7.5 SEC AND A 
SPIN AXIS DIRECTION NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PLANE. 
THE SPACECRAFT PROVIDED USEFUL DATA FROM ITS LAUNCH UNTIL 
NOVEMBER 3. 1969. 
KATZ. OVI-13
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 
NsSOC to- 68-026A-02 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDO- D'LS/68 

PERSONNEL 

PI - L. KATZ ....... USAF CAMBRIDGE RES L 

B BEDFORD. MA 
01 - PtL. ROTHWSELL ...... USAF CAMBRIDGE AES L 
B 5ED9FORD. KA 

01 - J.G. KELLEY ......... USAF CAMBRIDGE RES L 

8 BEDFORD. MA 

THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED TO MEASURE ELECTRONS IN 

EIGHT ENERGY WINDOWS BETWEEN D.1 AND 1.0 NEV. A MAGNETIC 

ANALYZER FOCUSED PARTICLES ONTO EIGHT SEPARAY SOLID-STATE 

DETECTORS ACCORDING TO PARTICLE ENERGY. UPPER LEVEL 

OISCRIMINATION WAS USED TO REJECT MOST COUNTS DUE TO
 
PENETRATING PROTONS. THE INSTRUMENT LOOK DIRECTION WAS NORMAL 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS 'WHICH WAS ITSELF NORMAL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT POLAR ORBITAL PLANE. COUNTING IN A GIVEN 
SOLID-STATE DETECTOR WAS MEASURED 26 TIMES IN 1 SEC. AFTER 
WHICH THE NEXT DETECTOR WAS SAMPLED. THUS THE FULL EXPERIMENT 
CYCLE REQUIRED 8 SEC. APPROXIMATELY THE SAME AS THE SPACECRAFT 
SPIN PRIOD- THE INSTRUNINT PROVIOED USEFUL ELECTRON DATA IN 
FIVE ENERGY WINDOWS [AT 160. 21I. 503. 685. AND 930 KEY) FOR 
THE PERIOD APRIL 6. 1968 TO AUGUST 15. 1968. 
DATA SET NAME- HIGH-TIME RESOLUTION ELECTRON COUNT RATES 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSOC I- 6o-OIOA-EA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 05/13I6a TO 0710/68 

(AS REPORTED BY THE EXPERIMENTER) 

OVANTVTY OF OATA- 22 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAP 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERINENTER-SUPPLIED MAGNETIC 
TAPES OF T-TRACK, 556-Bpt. COC 6600 BINARY FORMAT. THE PACKED 
DATA FOUND ON THE TAPES CONTAIN TIME. EPHEMERIS INFORMATION. 
AND ALL THE COUNT RATES FOR THE LOWER ENERGy (0I TO 1 HEY)
 
ELECTRON INSTRUMENT OND TINE HIGHER ENERGY (1 To I0 NEW)
 
ELECTRON INSTRUMENT. THE HIGHER ENERGY DATA. SEPARATELY
 
IDENTIFIED AS DATA SET 68-026A-04A, IS NOT READILY USABLE.
 
EACH TAPS CONTAINS DATA TAKEN 
DURING ONE SPACECRAFT ORBIT. 
THERE IS QUIET TIME DATA FOR FIVE ORBITS IN MAY AND FOR SIX 
ORBITS IN JULY 1968. 
SPACE RAFT COMMON ANE- 0V-3 
ALTERNATE NAMES- 02389 
NSSDC TO- 66-070A 
LAUNCH DATE- 06/04/66 WEIGHT- 75. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
DATE LAST DATA RECORDED- 00/009 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC 
ORBIT PERIOD- 137.0 BIN 
PERIAPSIS- 3600D00 KM ALT 
EPOCH DATE- O8/04
INCLINATION- .1.66 
APOAPSIS- 4482.00 
/66 
DEG 
(M ALT 
THIS AIR FORCE SPACECRAFT WAS PLACED INTO A POLAR ORBIT 
TO MEASURE TRAPPED AND PRECIPITATING PARTICLES AND CORRELATED 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS. THE SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS PERFORMED 
WELL FOR 14 MONTHS, FROM LAUNCH ON AUGUST 4. 1966 UNTIL 
SEPTEMBER 27. 1967 WHEN THE ONBOARD TAPE RECORDER FAILED. 
AFTER THIS TIME. LO -LATITUDE. REALYIME TRACKING CONTINUED 
INTO 1969 WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS DEACTIVATED. 
VAMPOLA. OV-3 
EXPERIMENT NAME- MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
 
HSDC ID- 66-070A-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
 
PERSONNEL 
PI - A.L. VAMPLA ........ AEROSPACE CORP 
EL SEGUNDO. CA 
01 - PA...GRAM ........ . LOS ALAMOS SCI LAO 
LOS ALAMOS. NM 
IN THIS EXPERIMENT. A MAGNETIC SPECTRONETER WAS USED TO 
SEPARATE ELECTRONS (INCIDENT FROM DIRECTIONS NORMAL TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS) INTO MINE ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.3 
NEV AND 2.31 MEY. NINE LITHIUM-ORIFTED, SOLID STATE DIODES 
WERE USED TO MEASURE THE ELECTRONS IN THE INDIVIDUAL ENERGY 
WINDOWS. NONE ASSOCIATED COUNT RATS METERS WERE SAMPLED ONCE 
PER SECOND. BACKGROUND PROTON COUNT RATES WERE A4SO OBTAINED 
ONCE PER SECOND. (THE-SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD WAS INITIALLY 8.8
 
SEC.) DATA FOR ENTIRE ORBITS WERE STORED EN AN (NBOARD TAPE
 
RECORDER FOR'TELEMETRY. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL FREY LAUNCH
 
TO SEPTEMBER 2?. 196?. WHEN THE TAPE RECORDER FAILED. A
 
LIMITED AMOUNT OF LOW-LATITUDE REAL-TIME DATA WAS ACOUIRED
 
AFTER THIS DATE. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE VAMPOLA. JdA. VOL
 
74, P 1256. 1969.
 
DATA SET NAME- MULTIPITCH ANGLE ELECTRON FLUX ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC 1D- 66-070A-05A
 
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT HSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- DB 0O6B6 TO 09106/67 
CAS VERIFIED BY NSSDC3
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I7 REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF SEVENTEEN 000-OP . 7-TRACK. 
COC-6600 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 
EACH TAPE CONTAINS 10 TO I5 DATA FILES. WITH EACH FILE
 
CONTAINING DATA TAKEN DURING ONE ORBIT. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD
 
CONTAINS 26 LOGICAL RECORDS. AND EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS,
 
IN 19 WORDS. DATA FOR I SECG THE DATA INCLUDE TIME. FLUX
 
LEVELS OO./CM SO-SEC-STER-KEVI FOR EACH OF NINE ELECTRON
 
CHANNELS. BACKGROUND PROTON COUNT RATE. MEAN PITCH ANGLE. 
OBSERVED AND MODEL (JENSEN-CAIN. 99 TERMS) MAGNETIC FIELD 
MAGNITUDES. MCIL AIN L PARAMETER. ALTITUDE. LATITUDE. 
LONGITUDE. AND RIGHT ASCENSION. THE ELECTRON DATA HAVE NOT 
BEEN CORRECTED FOR BACKGROUND. THIS CORRECTION IS NEGLIGIBLE
 
FOR LAOVE 2 AND IS MAXIMUM (30 PERCENT) AT L = 1.5. E = 2-3I
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MEV. DATA FOR 183 ORBITS BETWEEN LAUNCH AND SEPTEMBER 6. 1967 
(ORBIT 4194) ARE PRESENTED. FOR THE LATTER HALF OF THIS 
PERIOD HOWEVER. VERY LITTLE MAGNETIC ASPECT DATA ARE SPACECRAFT C MON NAME- PIONEER 6 
AVAILABLE.
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-A 0184I
 
NESOC I0- 65-CoA
 
LAUNCH DATE- 15i/16t65 	 WEIGHT- t46. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
DATA SET NAME- PERPENDICULAR ELECTRON FLUX ON MAGNETEC 
TAPE ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- I1i16t65 
NSSOC 1O- 66-07OA-OB ORBIT PERIOG- 311.3 DAYS INCLINATION- 1639 BEG 
PERIAPSIS- .S143 AU RAD APDAPSIS- .936 AU RAO 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
PIONEER 6 WAS THE FIRST IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-RBITING. 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08t0466 TO 09106/67 SPIN-SfASILIZEO. AND SOLAR-CELL AND- OATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES 
(AS VERIFIED BY HISOC) DESIONED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS ON A CONTINUING BASIS OF 
INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA FROM MCIY SEPARATED POINTS IN 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 8 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE SPACE. ITS EXPERIMENTS STUDIED THE POSITIVE IONS AND ELECTRONS 
IN THE SOLAR WIND. THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON DENSITY (RADIO 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EIGHT 800-0P. 7-TRACK. PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS. AND 
COC-6600 BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. 	 THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FI.LD. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A 
DATA ON APPROXIMATELY LOCALLY MIRRORING ELECTRONS HAVE BEEN HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS 
EXTRACTED FROM DATA SET 66-07OAS-OA FOR PRES N ATION IN THIS SPIN-STABIL1Z8 AT ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS 
DATA SET. EACH TAPE CONTAINS BETWEEN 14 AND 3Z DATA FILES, PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE 
WITH EACH FILE CONTAINING DATA TAKEN DURING ONE ORBIT. EACH SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE BIT RATES. 
PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS SIX LOGICAL RECORDS OF 76 WORDS EACH. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES 
EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS TIME. RAW MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER COULD BE SELECTED. THE FIVE 0IT RATES WERE 522. 2S6. 64. 16. 
AND MAGNETOmETER DATA. AND THE FOLLOWING REDUCED OR ANALYZED AND 0 BPS. THREE OF THE FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY 
DATA -- ELECTRON COUNT RATES AND FLUXES FOR EACH OF THE NINE SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO T-BIT WORDS PER 
ELECTRON CHANNELS. PROTON BACKGROUND COUNT RATE. OBSERVED FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS FOR USE AT THE TWO 
MAGNETIC FIELD TOTAL MAGNITUDE AND COMPONENTS ALONG WITH MODEL HIGHEST BIT RATES. ANOTHER WAS FOR USE AT THE THREE LOWEST BIT 
(JCNSEN-CAIN. 99 TERMS) FIELD MAGNITUDE AND MCILWAIN L RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ON.Y THE RADIO 
PARAMETER. A MEASURE OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN NODEL AND DATA PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED 
FIELDS. LOCAL PITCH ANGLE (BETWEEN 84 ANO 100BDE). EQUATORIAL MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE REAL 
PITCH ANGLE FOR LOCALLY MIRRORING PARTICLES. SPACECRAFT TIME. TELEMETRY STORE. DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND MEMORY READOUT. 
ALTITUDE. LATITUDE. AND LONGITUDE. AND THE MAGNETIC IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED 
COORDINATES OF THE SPACECRAFT. DATA FOR 183 ORBITS BETWEEN DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STDRAGE) AS SPECIFIED By THE DATA FORMAT AND 
LAUNCH AND SEPTEMBER 6. 1967 (ORBIT 4194) ARE PRESENTED. 	 BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE MODE. DATA WERS 
STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMU.TANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE 
BIT RATE SELECTED. IN TIC DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE A SINGLE 
FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 
512 BPS. THE TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE 
OF SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COULO BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 
2 AND I7 MIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODOS UP
 
TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE 
DATA SET NAME- PERPENDICULAR ELECTRON FLUX AT L LESS MEMORY READOUT MODE. DATA WER READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATS 
THAN 10. ON MAGNETIC TAPE WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM NH EARTH. THE 
01T RATE WAS $12 OPS FROM DECEMBER 16. 1965. TO FEBRUARY 2B, 
NSSDC ID- 66-07OA-OSC 1966. 256 BPS FROM MARCH 1, 1966. TO MARCH 17. L966. " BPS 
FROM MARCH I8. 1966. TO APRIL 13. 1956. AN 16 OR 8 BPS FOR 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT USSOC 	 ALL SUBSEQUENT PERIODS. THE REAL-TIKME TRANSMISSION MODE WAS 
USED PREDOMINANTLY THROUGHOUT TIC FLIGHT WHEN TRACKING 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/04f66 TO 09/0616T STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. BETWEEN TRACKING PERIODS. THE DUTY 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) CYCLE STORE MODE WAS GENERALLY USED. DATA COVERAGE AMOUNTED TO 
ALMOST 10 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 23 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THEN 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE THE COVERAGE DROPPED TO BETWEEN 10 AND 20 PERCENT UNTIL 
NOVEMBER. 1969 AT WHICH TIME THE DATA COVERAGE ROSE TO BETWEEN 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 80-60t. 7-TRACK, COC-6600 20 AND 60 PERCENT. THERE HAS BEEN ALMOST NO TRACKING SINCE 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. DATA ON THE 	 JULY. 1972. A LEAK IN THE ATTITUOE GAS SYSTEM PREVENTED 
FLUXES OF ELECTRONS MIRRORING AT L VALUES LESS THAN OR EQUAL FURTHER ATTITUDE CORRECTIONS FOLLOWING AN ADJUSTMENT MADE ON 
TO I0 HAVE BEEN EXTRACTED FROM DATA SET 66-07A-05S FOR JUNE 9, 1966. HOWEVER. THE SENSORS THAT DETERMINED TIE SPIN 
PRESENTATION IN THIS DATA SET. THE TAPE CO TAINS 183 DATA AXIS DIRECTION CONTINUED TO WORK AND INDICATED THAT THE SPIN 
FILES. WITH EACH FILE CONTAINING DATA TAKEN DURING ONE ORBIT. 	 AXIS DIRECTION REMAINED CLOSE TO NHMINAL DURING THE MAJOR 
EACH PHYSICAL RECORD HAS 33 LOGICAL RECORDS OF 15 WORDS EACH. PERIODS OF DATA ACQUISITION. 
THESE WORDS INCLUDE TIME. ELECTRON FLUXES FOR EACH OF THE NINE 
CHANNELS. PROTON BACKGROUND COUNT RATE. MODEL B AD L. AND 
SPACECRAFT LONGITUDE. THE 13 ORBITS REPRESENTED ON THE TAPE 
OCCURRED BETWEEN LAUNCH AND SEPTEMBER 6. 1967 (ORBIT 4194). 
DATA SET, NAME- COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC
 
TAPE
 
NSSOC 10- 65-1SA-OOF 
DATA SET NAWE- pERPENCICCIAR EQUATORIAL ELECTRON FLUX 
ON MAGMFTTC TAPE AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
NSSDC ID- 66-070A-050 	 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12'16'65 TO 0S'1672 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
QUANTITY OR DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- O0/0466 TO 09/06/67 
[AS VERIFIED BY NSSC) THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE IHFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PROVIDED BY JPL (DATA SET 
65-105A-DOE) AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 800-BPI. 7-TRACK, COC-6600 ONE 7-TRAOC. IOH 7094. BO0-SPI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE PROVIDED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE IS LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 89 WORDS. AMC EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
SIMILAR TO THAT OF DATA SET 66-07OA-OSC IN BOTH FORM AN CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION I5 
CONTENT. HOWEVER. IN PLACE OF THE PROTON COUNT RATE, A FLAG IS AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY (EXCEPT FOR PgRIODS WHEN THE 
USED TO INDICATE WHETHER THE ELECTRON FLUXES HAVE BEEN SPACECRAFT IS CLOSE TO THE EARTH. WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE 
BACKGOUND COREC YED AND REDUCED To SOUIVALENT EQUATORIAL SHORTER) - (1) DATE, (2) TIME. (3) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO 
VALUES. IT IS PRESENTLY UNKNOWN WHAT FRACTION OF THE DATA HAS THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FON THE EARTH TO THE SUN. (5) 
BEEN ALTERED IN THIS WAY. 	 DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE SUN 
TO THE PROBE, (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION 
OF PROBE. SUN. AND MOON. (8) GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE. 
AND ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH. (91 EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE. (O) 
EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (11) SUN-PROSE-NEAR LIMO OF EARTH ANGLE 
(SUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE MINUS THE ANGULAR- SEI-DIAMEEFG OF 
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PIONEER 6
 
EARTH WHERE THE ANGUI.AR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD SE THE 
PROBE-CESTERED ANGtE ETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH), 
(12) NOIN-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (13) MOON-PRDBE-SUN ANGLE. (14) 
EARTH-PROBTE-MOON ANGLE. (15) CANOPUS-PRDSE-EARTH ANGLE, (I6)
CANOPUS-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (It) ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN TO PROBE 
VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE, CIE) X. Y. Z COMPONENTS 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM
 
(SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM, X AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR.
 
I AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC NORTH POLS) (19) LONGITUDE OF
 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (20) X. Y.
 
Z 'COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC. SELENOCENTRIC.
 
HELIOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED. MARS-CENTERED. SATURN-CENTERED.
 
AND JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATE (X POINTS TO VERNAL
 
EQUINOX, Z POINTS ALONG THE NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE 

REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH'S TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE). (2I) 

MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR A. X, Y. Z COMPONENTS OF THE
 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL CORDINATES. (2) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE SY PROBE VELOCITY 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO EARTH-TO-PROSE VECTOR). (.3) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIA AZIMUTH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE 
DEFINED BY THE EARTH-TO-PROSE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC 

INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (24) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL 

VELOCITY, (25) HILEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY
 
THE HELTOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE 
SUN-TO-PROBE VECTOR). (261 CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF PROSE (ANGULAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN-PROSE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH 

POLE). (27) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF EARTH, (28) CELESTIAL 
LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (20) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND MINCE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMNTATION. 
BRIDGE. PIONEER 6 
EXPERIMENT NAME- SO.AR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP
 
NSSDC ID- 65-IOBA-02
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

PERSONNEL 

P1 - H-S- BRIDGE ...... MHAS$ INST OF TECH
 
CAMBRIDGE. MA 

OI - A.J. LAZARUS ...... MASS INST OF TECH 

CAMBRIDGE. MA 

Of - P. SCHERB .. .. U...OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON. WI 

A MULT1GRID FARADAY CUP WITH TWO SEMICIRCULAR. COPLANAR 

COLLECTORS 
 WAS USED TO STUDY SOLAR WIND TONS AND ELECTRONS. 
THE INSTRUMENT HAD 1 CONTIGUOUS. ENERGY-PER-CHARGE (C/O) 
CHANNELS BETWEEN 75 AND 9485 V FOR POSITIVE IONS AND FOUR 
ENERGY-PER-CHARGE CHANNELS BETWEEN 90 AND 15EO V FOR 
ELECTRONS. THE INSTRUMENT VIEW AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND PARALLEL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. THE 
LINE SEPARATING THE TWO COLLECTORS LAY IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. 
ENAT-IINO A ROUGH DETERMINATION OF SOLAR WIND BULK FLOW 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. DURING EVERY SECOND 
SPACECRAFT ROTATION AND AT ONE VOLTAGE LEVEL. THE SUM OF THE 
CURRENTS FROM THE COLLECTORS WAS OBTAINED IN 25 CONTIGUOUS 
11.25-DE ANGULAR SECTORS (FROM -. AS DEC TO 270 DEG. WITH 0 DEG 
BEING THE SPACECRAFT-SUN INE). THE EIGHT MEASUREMENTS AOUT 
THE SUN-EARTH LINE (-45 DEG TO 445 DEG) WERE TELEMETERED. BUT 
ONLY THE LARGEST MEASUREMENT IN EACH SUCCEEDING AB-DEG 
INTERVAL (45 OG TO 270 DEG) WAS TELEMETERED. IN ADDITION. 
DURING THIS ROTATION. THE CURRENT FROM ONE OF THE COLLECTORS 
WAS MEASURED IN ALL TWENTY-EIGHT 21I25-DEG SECTORS. AND THE 
LARGEST WAS IDENTIFIED AND TELEMETERED (BOTH MAGNITUDE AND 
SECTOR)- A COMPLETE SET OF POSITIVE ION MEASUREMENTS AND ONE 
ENERGY CHANNEL OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS WERE COHPLETED EVERY 
32 SEC. THE TIME BETWEEN EACH 32-SEC GROUP OF MEASUREMENTS 
VARIED WITH THE BIT RATE, FOR A MORE COMPLETE DESCRIPTION. SEE 
J. GEOPHYS. RES.. VOL 71 3787-3791. AUGUST 1166. 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND 

PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM 

NSSDC ID- 5-10A-O2A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	RET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 122V8^5 TO 04103/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
UANTITY OF DATA-	 I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THESE FIRST GENERATION ANALYZED DATA CONSIST OF 
TIME-ORDERED PLOTS OF t-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND POSITIVE ION 
BULK SPEED (KM/SEC). DENSITY (NO-/CUSIC CM. AND TEMPERATURE 
(IN 1.000 DEG K)- INDIVIDUAL POTS CONTINUE FOR ONE SOLAR 
ROTATION (2T DAYS) AND ARE AVAILABLE ON ONE REEL OF 35-M 
MICROFILM. DATA PLOTS FROM THE MIT EXPERIMENT ON PIONEER 7
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(DATA SET 66-075A-02A) APPEAR ON THIS SAME REEL OF MICROFILM. 
THE PLASMA PARAMETERS WERE DERIVES BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON THE 
ASSUMPTION OF AN ISOTROPIC MAX.ELLIAH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. 
DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM DECEMBER 18. L965. TO MAY 1966, WITH 
95 PERCENT COVERAGE. AND FROM JUNE 1966 TO APRIL 3. 1969, WITH 
20 PERCENT COVERAGE.
 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY AND DENSITY
 
VALUES IN SOD BULLETINS
 
NSSDC 10- 65-IOSA-OS
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIRE PERIOD COVERED-	 03104169 TO OR21/2O
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 12 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 
IN THIS DATA SET, SOLAR WIND HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY 
AND DENSITY ARE PRESENTED AS LISTINGS AGAINST TINE. THESE DATA 
ARE IN CERTAIN ISSUESOF THE SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA BULLETINS 
PUBLISHED BY ESSA. BOULDER. COLORADO. 
DATA SET NAME- I-HR AVG SOLAR WIND DATA FROM THE
EXPERIMENTS ON PIONEER 0 AND PIONEER 7
 
NSSDC ID- 6S-IOSA-02C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	1216/65 TO 05/18171
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I ROOKIE) OR BOUND VOLUME(S)
 
THE CONTENTS 	OF THIS NSSDCMIT PUBLICATION WERE CREATED
 
At THE CENTER FOR SPACE RESEARCH, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF
 
TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE. MA. THE PUBLICATION COhTAINS A
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT. A DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 
TAKING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES. 27 ONE-DAY PLOTS OF I M 
AVERAGES OF PLASMA PARAMETERS (DENSITY. TEMPERATURE SULK 
SPEED. POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES OF FLOW WITH RESPECT TO THE 
ECLIPTIC). AND DATA AND TRAJECTORY INFORMATION IN BOTH TABULAR 
AND PLOTTED FORM. THE DOCUMENT IS ON 8-I/2- BY Il-INCH PAPER. 
IS I-IZ2-ZNO THICK. AND HAS HOLES PUNCHED IN THE MARGINS FOR 
INSERTION INTO A STANDARD THREE-HOLE BINDER. PIONEER 7 DATA 
(66-07SA-02C) ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS DOCUMENT. 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON BCO
 
7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE
 
ISSDC I0- 65-IOSA-O2D 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NESOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED.-	12/1615 TO 050971
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINS I-HR AVERAGES OF NINE 
PARAMETERS FROM THE MIT SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT. THE PARAMETERS 
ARE SOLAR WIND BULK SPEEDo DENSITY. MOST PROBABLE TIHRMAL 
SPEED. FLUX. RATIO OF THERMAL SPEED TO BULK SPEED. TWO FLOW 
ANGLES, VELOCITY COMPONENT IN THE ECLIPTIC PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE RADIAL DIRECTION. AND VELOCITY COMPONENT PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE ECLIPTIC. EACH RECORD CONTAINS TIME AND THE AVERAGES,
 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS. AND' NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE AVERAGE FOR
 
EACH PARAMETER. THE TAPE IS A 7-TRACK. BOO-BPI. BCD TAPE
 
CREATED ON AN IBM 360. THERE ARE TEN 20$CHARACTER LOGICAL 
RECORDS BLOCKED PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
ESHLEMAN, PIONEER 6 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 
NSSDC IO- 6B-IOBA-04 
PIONEER 6
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
PERSONNEL DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON 
Pt - V.A. ESH-EAN. ...... STAFORD U DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE 
STANFORD. CA 
01 - T.A. CROFT ......... STAFORD V NSSDC ID- 65-IOSA-040 
STANFORD. CA 
01 - R.L. LEADABRAND ........ STANFORD RES INST AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
MENLO PARK. CA 
0I - .. X. GAMTOTT ........ STANFORD U TIME PERIOD COVERED- OIZ09/66 TO 05/25/66 
STANFORD. CA [AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 
01 - A.M. PETERSON ....... STANFORD U 
StA oFGOb. CA QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS 2f17 SUBHARMONIC AtE8-MHZ SIGNALS THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 
WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 46-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER-S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREQOUENCY RADO RECEIVER ON THE OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREUENCY SIGNAL SERVES AS A REFERENCE SOLAR WIND. TO OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. 
LENGTHENED BY ELECTRONS ALONG THE PATH. THE LOW.FREQUENCY AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL 
SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT CONTENT TO DENSITY, THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NORMALIZED 
IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE SPACECRAFT A PHASE-OCKED TO I AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE
 
RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREDUENCY ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM
 
RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE-PATH INTERPOLATION ASE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE
 
DIFFERBNCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY WAS ALSO RECORDED WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED 4 DAYS. THIS DATA SET IS ON
 
OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED TO THE GROUND ONE SOO7PZ. -TRAOC. ODD PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE
 
STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT VALUES. THE GENERATED ON A SIGMA 5 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DArA ON ThE TAPE
 
IONOSCHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE OBTAINED FROM INCLUDE UT AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NUMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE
 
OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES) COULD BE SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE FOR ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY WHEH THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM
 
DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE THE STAHFORD TRANSMITTER IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TINE
 
SOLAR WIND AND ITS VARIATIONS. FOR SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 7 (66-07BA-OAD). 8 (6-123A-03C1. AND 9
 
COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS SEE 68-lOCA-03 67-123A-03. (68-IOGA-03C) ANU MARINER S (67-OSOA-02CI ALSO APPEAR ON THIS
 
66-07SA-O4. AND 67-60A-02. MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TAPE.
 
FXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. 
VOL. TI1 P. 3325-3327. AND IN RADIO SCIENCE. VOL. 6. P. 55-63. 
DATA SET NAME-	 CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS VERSUS 
TIME ON MICROFILM
 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
 
CONTENT DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE NSSOC ID- 65-105A-OE
 
NSSOC I0- G5-105A-G*A 	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSODC TIME PERIOD COVERED- 01110/66 TO 06'01/66 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/16/65 TO 0711266 
(AS.VERIFTED BY NSSOCI QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(SI OF MICROFILM 
QUANTITY OF DATA- REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMEHTERS5 STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES OF OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR WIN. TO 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR OBTAIN THESE DATA, THE IONSOPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR TE SAME 
WIND. THESE ARE RFDUCEO DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF TINES AT A NEARBY LOCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED 
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY OF SIGNALS FROM TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH 
EARTH TO THE SPACECRAFT. THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY, THE 
VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET OF RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO I AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO 
HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PORTION OF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER ME PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SOUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SLAR 
DAYI WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANFORD DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE REEL OF35-MM MICRCFI. 
TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS 'ON ONE 556-BPI. 7-TRACK. BCD THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER 
MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED CARDS SUPPLIED TINE PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 7 (66-07SA-OAE), 8 (67-123A-03D). 
BY THE EXPERIMENTE THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR AND 9 (6S-IOOA-OSDI AND HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON 
OTHER TIME 	 PERIODS PROM PIONEERS 7 (66-075A-O4A). 6 CONTENT FROM PIONEERS' 6 (65-105A-O48), 7 (6B-07SA-OAB)I 8 
[67-123A-O3A). AND 9 (6B-IOOA-O3AI. AND MARINER S (67-I23A-03B). AND 9 (68-IOA-03B) AM MARINER S 
(67-060A-02A)* (67-060A-O2B). THIS UATA SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE 
(65-IOA-OD). 
DATA SET NAME-	HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM FAN. PIONEER 
NISDC ID- 45-IOSA-OB 	 EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 	 NSSDC ID- 6-$IOSA-03
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/16165 TO 07/tI/66 	 STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOCI
 
PERSONNEL
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 	 PI - C.Y. FAN .. ...... U OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY- 0I - J.A. SIMPSON ... .... U OF CHICAGO
 
VALUES Of TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND 	 CHICAGO, IL
 
THE SOLAR WIND., THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM 01 - J.E. LANPORT ........... U OF CHICAGO
 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENYTAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY 	 CHICAGO. IL 
OF SIGNALS FROM EARTH TO THE SPACECRAFT, THE HOURLY DATA ARE
 
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG RECORDS. THIS EXPERIMENT USED A CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCOPE 
EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PORTION OF THE DAY (ABOUT COMPOSED OF FOUR SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS TO STUDY THE 
12 HR PER DAY] WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE ANISOTROPY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF SOLAR PROTONS AND ALPHA 
STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE REEL CF 35-HM PARTICLES. THE PROTON ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED WERE 0.6 TO 13.9 
MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM DATA SUPPLIED BY THE MEV. 13.9 TO 73.2 MEV. 73.Z TO 175 MEV AND E.GT. 175 HEY 
EXPERIMENTER. 	THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL (CORRESPONDING TO DETECTOR COINCIDENCES DINOTD2NOTDA. 
DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEER 7 (B6-7BA-6AB. 8 DID2NODTbSOT4. btD203NOT04. ARD NOTDI02D3NTD4). THE ALPHA 
(67-123A-03), 9 (6S-00A-B3)t AND MARINER 5 ($7-Q A-0Z) PARTICLE ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED WERE 2.A TO 55.6 HEY, 55.6 TO
 
AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM PIONEERS 6 293 MEY. AND E.GT. 293 REV (CORRESPONDING TO THE FIRST THREE 
(65-ISA-0AEI. 7 (66-075A-04E). 8 (67-123A-03D). AND 9 DETECTOR COINCIDENCES GIVEN ABOVE). THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED 
(68-00A-03D). 	 FROM ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0O. SEC TO ABOUT ONE 
MEASUREMENT PER 28 SEC DEPENDING ON THE TELEMETRY SIT RATE. 
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PIONEER 6
 
THE DETECTOR WAS MOIUTED SO THAT IT MADE A 360-DEG SCAN IN THE 

ECLIPTIC PLANE ABOUT ONCE PER SECOND. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS OF
 
DETECTOR DI OUTPUT (t28 CHANELI AND 03 OUTPUT (32 CHANNEL)
 
WAS ACCOMPLISHED FOR THE LAST EVENT PRIOR TO EACH TELEMETRY 
READOUT FOR THE EXpERIMENT. TE 03 DETECTOR FAILED ON OCTOBER 
22. 1967. THE 04 DETECTOR PERFORMED INTERMITTENTLY UP TO LATE 
1969.. FOR FURTHER DETAILS, SEE FAN ET AL, JGR. VOL 73. P 
1555. 1968. 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATE AND PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

N5SOC 10- 65-105A-03A 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SE'- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTO 
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 121Y/65 TO 12/30/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NDSSC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 10 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 

THIS DATA SET. SUPPLIED By THE EXPERIMENTER. CONSISTS OF 
PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER 
ACCUMULATOR READINGS IN A TIME-ORDERED FORMAT ON 7-TRACK. 
BINARY. IBM-COMPATIOE MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT EDO BPI. THE 
TIRE RESOLUTION FOR THE COUNT ACCUMULATOR DATA RANGED FROM 
ABOUT 04E MEASUREMENT PER 0.* TO 2 SEC DEPENDING ON THE 
SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY RATE. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 
500 LOGICAL RECORDS OF 12 BYTES EACH. THE LOGICAL RECORDS ARE 
OF TWO TYPES -- HEADER RECORDS AND DATA RECORDS. A GIVEN 
HEADER RECORD IS FOLLOWED BY FROM I TO 64 DATA RECORDS OF THE 
SAME SPACECRAFT SUBCOM SEAOUENCE. EACH TAPS TERMINATES WITH 
AN EDO FLAG IN THE LAST GOOD DATA RECORD. EACH HEADER RECORD 

INCLUDES VARIOUS SPACECRAFT TEMPERATURES. SPIN RATE. TELEMETRY 

BIT RATE. AND OTHER HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. EACH DATA RECORD 
INCU.ES TIME. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER OUTPUT (DI AND 03 
ELEMENTS OF THE COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE). FOUR TELESCOPE 
COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES. AND DATA QUALITY INFORMATION. THE 

DATA ARE UNCORRECTED BUT HAVE BEEN EDITED TO THE EXTENT THAT 
DOUBTFUL INFORMATION HAS BEEN FLAGGED AND UNUSABLE DATA 
DELETED. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS AND TRAJECTORY PLOT ON
 
MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ED- 65-105A-03D 
AVAILABILITy OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I2S16/65 TO 1"26/68 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUARTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THE DATA SET IS CONTAINED ON 16M M MICROFILM AND 
INCLUDES (I) A PLOT OF THE PIONEER 6 TRAJECTORY IN 
HELIOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES COVERING THE TIME 
INTERVAL FROM DAY 350 OF 1965 (DECEMBER 16, 1965) TO DAY TO OF 
1970 (MARCH 11. 1950) AND 2) COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS/SEC VS 
PAY NUMBER) PRODUCED ON A CALCOMP PLOTTER FOR 27-DAY INTERVALS 
FOR THE TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMBINATIONS THAT CORRESPOND TO 
THE FOLLOWING ENERGY INTERVALS FOR PROTONS - 0.6 TO 13.9 MEV. 
13.9 TO 73.2 MEV. 73.2 TO 175 NEV. AND E.GT. 175 NEV. THE 
COUNT RATE DATA. WHICH ARE A COMPOSITE OF REAL-TIME DATA AND 
DUTY-CYCLE-STORAGE DATA. COVER THE TIME INTERVAL FROM DECEMBER 
16. 1965 TO DECEMBER 24. 1968. 

DATA SET NAME- COSMIC-RAY PROTON COUNTING RATES 
PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA' 
NSSDC ID- 5-105A-03E 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03 /0/64 TO 03/03/72 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 38 NOOKCS) OR ROUND VOLUME(S) 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY TABULAR LISTINGS OF 
DIRECTIONAL COUNTING RATES OF PROTONS WITH ENERGIES IN THE 
INTERVALS 0.6 TO 13.9 MEV. 13.9 TO 175 MEV, AND GREATER THAN 
175 NEV. THE RATES ARE TYPICALLY GIVEN ONCE PER DAY. A LETTER 
FLAG INDICATES WHETHER THE FLUX WAS RISING. STEADY. OR FALLING 
AT THE TIME FOR WHICH THE DATA ARE PRESENTED. DATA DBTAINED 
DURING A GIVEN MONTH ARE PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA
 
IPROMPT REPORTS]' WITH A -MONTH LAG. 
MCCRACKEN. PIONEER 6
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- cODSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY
 
NSDC ID- 65-IOSA-OS 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
PERSONNEL
 
Pl - K.G. MCCRACKEN ....... U OF ADELAIDE
 
ADELAIDE. AUSTRALIA
 
01 - N.C. BARTLEY ---- NATL ACADEMY OP SCI
 
WINTON. DC
 
0I - R.U. 'RAO .......... . PHYSICAL RESEARCH LA
 
AHADABEO INDIA
 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO MEASURE THE 
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC-RAY 
FLUXES. THE PARTICLE DETECTOR WAS A CST CIL) SCINTILLATOR 
CRYSTAL THAT WAS . SET INTO AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC 
SCINTILLATOR COLLIMATOR CUP- SEPARATE PHOTOMU-TIPLIER TUBES 
VIEWED THE TWO SCINTILLATORS. PULSES FROM THE CSI CRYSTAL 
UNACCOMPANIED BY PULSES FROM THE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR WERE 
SORTED BY A THREE-WINOOW PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THE WINDOWS 
CORRESPONOING TO ENERGY DEPOSITIONS OF 7.4 TO 44.0, 44,0 TO 
77.1. AND 123-S TO 303.8 HEV. COUNTS IN THE TWO LOWER ENERGY 
WINDOWS WERE DUE MAINLY TO PROTONS WITH TIE WINDOW ENERGIES. 
WHILE ONLY PARTICLES OF Z GREATER THAN OR EGUAL TO Z 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE HIGHEST ENERGY WINDOW COUNT RATE- (PROTONS 
ABOVE 90 NEV GAVE ANTICOINCIDENCE PULSES.$ FOR EACH ENERCGY 
WIPPOW. COUNTS WERE SEPARATELY ACCUMULATED IN EACH OF FOUR 
ANGULAR SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT SPUN. EACH ANGULAR SECTOR 
WAS NORMALLY 8S DEG IN WIDTH. WITH THE SUrN IN THE MIDDLE OF 
ONE SECTOR. HOWEVER. WHEN LARGE FLUXES WERE ENCOUNTERED. EACH 
ANGULAR SECTOR WAS REOUCED TO 11.2 EG. WITH THE SUN NEAR THE 
MIDPOINT BETWEEN TWO SECTORS. A SPIN-INTERATED IISOTROPIC) 
MODE. IN WHICH ALL PARTICLES DEPOSITING 7.4 MEV IN THE CSt 
CRYSTAL (NO ANTICOINCIOENCE REQUIREMENT) WERE COUNTED. %AS 
ALSO USED. ACCUMULATION TIMES FOR EACH OF THE 12 DIRECTIONAL 
MODES AND FOR TlE OMNIDIRECTIONAL MDOE VARIED BETWEEN 1. SEC 
AND IS1 SEC (SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD WAS ABOUT I SEC) DEPENOING 
ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. SEE THE SPACECRAFT BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION (6E-105A) FO INFORMATION ON PERCENT TIME COVERAGE 
VS TIME. SEE BARTLEY ST AL.. REV. SCI. INSTRUM.. 38. PAGE 266. 
1967. FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION.
 
DATA SET NAME- COURT 	RATE LISTINGS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 6S-IOSA-SA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 12/16/65 TO 02/06/47 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELCS) OF MICRFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED COPY. GENERATED 
AT NSSOC. OF A HAROCOPY DATA LISTING SUPPLIED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONSISTS OP DATA FOR I DAY. DATA 
PRESENTED INCLUDE HOURLY AVERAGEO COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF FOUR 
ANGULAR SECTORS AND EACH OF THREE ENERGY WINDOWS, FOR THE 
OMNIDIRECTTOMAL INTEGRAL-ENSAGY NODE. AND FOR THE ESTIMATED 
GALACTIC COMPONENT OF THIS MODE. HOURLY AVERAGED.
 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL (I.E.. SUMMED OVER SECTOR COUNTS).
 
ENERGY-WINDOW COUNT RATES ARE PRESENTED. AS ARE MEASURES OF 
THE AMONT OF FINER TIME SCALE DATA CONTRIBUTING TO EACH 
HOURLY AVERAGE. DAILY AVERAGES OF ALL THE COUNT RATES ARE 
GIVEN. AND 3. 6-, AND 12-HR AVERAGES ARE GIVEN FOR THE LOWEST 
ENERGY WINDOW ODOIDIRECTIHAL MODE. FOR THE INTEGRAL-ENEGY 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL MODE. AND FOR THE ESTIMATED GALACTIC COMPONENT 
OF THIS MODE DAILY MEASURES OF TEMPORAL PERCENT COVERAGES ARE 
ALSO GIVEN WITH CONSIDERABLE VARIATION (FROM 0 TO 100) IN THE 
PERCENTAGES. DAYS FOR WHICH NO DATA EXIST APE NOT POUND ON THE 
MICROFILM. THE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF 35-MM 
MICROFILM THAT ALSO CONTAINS DATA SET 6S-1OSA-.SB. 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC ID- 65-IQSA-O58 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
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PIONEER 6/PIONEER 7
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 t2I6/65 TO 02/25/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED COPY. GENERATED 

AT NSSDC. OF HARDCOPY COUNT RATE PLOTS SUPPLIED BY THE 

EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONSISTS OF DATA FOR 7 DAYS. HOURLY 

AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR THE ONNIDIRECTIONAL INTEGRAL-ENERGY 

AND ENERGY-WINDOW MODES ARE PESENTED. AS ARE RELATIVE COUNT 

RATES FROM THE DEEP RIVER NEUTRON MONITOR. THE DECREASING 
PERCENT COVERAGE WITH TIME IS READILY APPARENT. THIS DATA SET 
IS CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF 3S-MM MICROFILM THAT ALSO CONTAINS 
DATA SET 65-0SA-OSA. 

WOLFE. PIONEER 6
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
 
NSSOC 1D- 65-I05A.06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 07/30/72 

PERSONNEL. 
PI - J.H. WOLFE ........ ASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
A QUADRISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WITH EIGHT 
CONTIGUOUS CURPENT COLLECTORS WAS USED TO STUDY THE 
DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN THE 
SOLAR WINO. TONS WERE DETECTED IN 16 LOGARITHMICALLY 
EGUISPACED ENERGY-PER-CHARGE CE/G) STEPS FROM 200 TO 10,000 V. 
THERE WAS AN ELECTRON MODE OF OPERATION IN WHICH ELECTRONS 
WERE MEASURED IN EIGHT LOGARITHMICALLY EDUISPACED E/Q STEPS 
RANGING FROM I TO 500 V. THE EIGHT COLLECTORS MEASURED 
PARTICLES INCIDENT FROM EIGHT DIFFERENT CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR 
INTERVALS RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS 
THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). THERE WERE FOUR 15-DEG INTERVALS. TWO 
20-DEG INTERVALS. AND TWO 30-DEG INTERVALS. AS THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS SPINNING. FLUXES WERE MEASURED IN 1B AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR 
SECTORS. EIGHT OF THESE SECTORS WERE B-B/B DEG WIDE. WERE 
CONTIGUOUS. AND BRACKETED THE SOLAR DIRECTION. THE REMAINING 
SEVEN SECTORS WERE 46 DEG WIDE. THREE DIFFERENT MODES OF DATA 
COLLECTION WERE USE. AT THE HIGHEST BIT RATE (512 BPS). THE 
FULL SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE AT 
EACH En STEP. IN THE FULL SCAN MODE. THE MAXIMUM FLUX 
OBSERVED IN EACH OF THE 15 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT 
ROTATED WAS RECORDED FOR A GIVEN SINGLE COLLECTOR AT A GIVEN
 
E/O STEP. DURING 24 SUCCESSIVE OPERATIONS OF THE FULL SCAN
 
NODE (48 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS). THE 16 ION E/O STEPS AND
 
EIGHT ELECTRON E/O STEPS WERE EXERCISED FOR A GIVEN COLLECTOR.
 
OUQING EIGHT 	 SUCCESSIVE SUCH PERIODS. EACH OF THE EIGHT
 
COLLECTORS WAS EXERCISED. THE FULL CYCLE OF FULL SCAN MODE
 
DATA REQUIRED 	400 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS (ABOUT 400 SEEC). SUCH 
CYCLES WERE REPEATED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION AT THE HIGH BIT
 
RATE. IN THE MAXIMUM FLU MOD9, FOR THE E/O STEP USED IN THE 

PRECEDING REVOLUTION OF FULL SCAN MODE OPERATION. ALL
 
COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED FOR ONE REVOLUTION. AND THE MAXIMUM 

FLUX OBSERVED WAS 	 REPORTED ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF THE 
COLLECTOR THAT OBSERVED IT AND THE ANGULAR DIRECTION 
(2-13/16-DEG RESOLUTION) OF THE OBSERVATION. AT THE NEXT 
HIGHEST BIT RATE (2S6 BPS), THE SHORT SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED 
EVERY SPACECrAFT REVOLUTION WITH THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE. THE 
SHORT SCAN MODE WAS THE SANE AS THE FUILL SCAN MODE EXCEPT THAT 
ONLY THE PEAK FLUX IN EACH OF THE EIGHT 5-5/E-DEG-WIOE 
AZIMUTHAL SECTORS WAS RECORDED. THUS. THIS CYCLE ALSO TOMK 400 
SPACECRAFT REVOLUTI ONS. AT THE LOW BIT RATES (64. 16. AND B 
BPS), THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE ALONE WAS USED. THUS. NO AZIMUTHAL 
DISTRIBUTIONS VERE MEASURED. AT THE LOW BIT RATES, IT TOOK 32 
SEC FOR A COMPLETE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS AND 16 SEEC FOR A 
COMPLEIE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMEHNTS. AT 64 BPS. THE ION AND 
ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS WERE TAKEN AND TELEHETERED EVERY $4 SEC. 
AT 16 BPS, THEY WERE TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 336 SEC. AT 8 

BPS. THEY WERE TAKEN 	 AND TELENTESED EVERY 672 SEC. 
DATA SET NAME-	 PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON 

MICROFILM
 
NSSC 1D- 6S-IOSA-O&A 
AVAILABILITY OP DATA SET- DATA AT NSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/16/65 TO 1IZ12/72
 
(AS VERIIED BY SESOC) 

OUANTITY OF DATA-	 22 REEL(S) OF MICROFILK 
FLUX FOR IONS (DEG). (3) BULK VELOCITY (KH/iEC3. (4) POLAR 
ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX 
(DEC), (5) PROTON TEMPERATURE AND HELIUM TEMPERATURE (0EC), 
16) HELIUM/tHYDROGEN RATIO (NUMBER OF HELIUM TONS/CUBIC 
CM/UMBER OF PROTONS/CUBIC CM). (7) ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (DEG 
K). AND (8) TWO INDICATORS OF -THE ANISOTROPY IN THE SOLAR 
PLASMA ION TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. THE EXPERIMENTER GIVES 
THE FOLLOWING INDICATORS OF ACCURACY -- (i) BULK VELOCITY. 
GOOD TO 10 PERCENT. (2) DIRECTION. GOOD TO A FEW DEGREES. AND 
(3) TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY. COULD BE OFF BY AS MUCH AS 200 
PERCENT. THE PLASMA PARAMETERS WERE DERIVED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF AN ISOTROPTC 
MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (IN THE FRAME MOVING WITH THE 
BULK SOLAR WIND VELOCITY). DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM DECEMBER 
16. 1965. TO FEBRUARY 1966 WITH A 95 PERCENT COVERAGE. FROM
 
MARCH 1966 TO NAY 1966 WITH A 50 PERCENT COVERAGE, FROM JUNE
 
1966 TO OCTOBER 27, 196S. WITH A 10 PERCENT COVERAGE. AND
 
AFTER OCTOBER 196B WITH VERY LIMITED COVERAGE.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 PUBL ISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND 
PARAMETERS 
NSSDC ID- 65-105A-068
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	12/16/65 TO 08Z17/74
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 TO ROOMC(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S)
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINARY SOLAR WINO 
PARAMETERS PRESENTED IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION 
'SOLAE-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' ISSUED BY THE NOAA ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESEARCH LAORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS ARE DETERMINED BY 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE PIONEER 6 AND 7 SPACE PROBES. THE 
fNPURMATIOR GIVEN CONSISTS OF DATE. TIME. SPACECRAFT. PASS 
NUMBER. BULK VELOCITY AND COROTATZON DELAY TIME. THE BULK 
VELOCITY IS ACCURATE TO 10 PERCENT. THE COROTATION DELAY TIME 
IS THE NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN THE OBSERVATION AT THE 
SPACECRAFT AND THE SUBSEQUENT OBSERVATION AT THE EARTH OF THE 
COROTATING INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FLUX TUBE (ASSUMING THAT 
THE SOLAR WIND SPEED REPORTED REMAINS CONSTANT). TYPICALLY. 
THERE IS ONE VELOCITY VALUE GIVEN FOR EACH SATELLITE PER DAY. 
ON ABOUT 3B PERCENT OF THE DAYS. ND DATA ARE GIVEN. THERE IS A 
1-KONrH LAG BETWEEN THE TIME THE DATA ARE ACGUIRED AND THE 
TIME THE DATA ARE PUBLISHED. 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS
 
NS$OC 1- 65-L05A-06C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	 SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
TIME PERICOD COVERED-	12/18/65 TO 03/Of/65 
(AS VERIFIED BY MNSOCI 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
AND CONSIST OF TIME-ORDERED HOURLY AVERAGES OF THE FOLLOWING
 
SOLAR MIND PARAMETERS - THE ALPHA/PROTON NUMBER DENSITY RATIO
 
THE PROTON NUMBER DENSITY. THE ALPHA PARTICLE TEMPERATURE (DEG 
K). THE PROTON TEMPERATUIRE (DEG K3. THE BULK VELOCITY 
(KWSEC3. THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE) OF 
THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX (OEG). AND THE POLAR ANGLE (SOLAR 
ECLIPTIC LATITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX (DUG). THE ABOVE 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ARE GOOD TO 10 PERCENT. THE DATA WERE 
DERIVED BY THE EXPERIMENTER BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF AN 
ISOTROPIC MAXELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (IN THE FRAME 
MOVING WITH THE BULK SOLAR WIND VELOCITY). THE DATA ARE
 
CONTAINED ON TWO 9-TRACK. IBM 360. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPES
 
WRITTEN AT A DENSITY OF $00 SP- THEiY WERE WRITTEN WITH
 
VARIABLE LENGTH UNBLOCKED RECORDS. THE DATA CONSIST OF ALL THE
 
HIGH BIT RATE DATA AND HAVE A 90 PERCENT COVERAGE OVER THE
 
PERIOD INDICATED. A MICROFILMED COMPUTES PRINTOUT OF THESE
 
TAPES IS AVAILABLE AT NSSOC AS 65-IBSA-0GD. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER T 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER.-8 02398 
THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER NS.C I- 66..-075A 
AND CONSIST OF TIME-OQDERED PLOTS OF THE FOLLOWING SOLAR WIND 
PARAMETERS -. (1) PROTON NUMBER DENSITY (PROTONS/CUBIC CM), LAUNCH DATE- 08/17/66 WEIGHT- 138. KG 
(2) AZIMUTH (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE 
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STATUS OP OPERATION- PARTIAL 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 6Bi7/a6 
ORBIT PERIOD- 402.9 DAYS INCLINATION- .09767 DEG 
PERIAQSTS. 1.0100 AU RAD APOAPSIS- 1.1250 AU RAD 
PIONEER 7 WAS THE SECOND IN A SERIES OF SOLARORBITING. 
SPIN-$TAUILIEED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND 5ATTERY-POVERED SATELLITES 
DESIGNED T OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA 
FRO4 WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY POSITIVE IONS AND 
ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WINO THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENTI. SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
COSMIC RAYS. AND THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. ITS MAIN 
ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS 
PERPENDICULAR TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED APPROXISATELY 
TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY GROUND COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE 
BIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING 
MODES COULD E SELECTED. THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 256. 64. 
16. AND 8 BPS. THREE OF TIC FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED 
PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND CONSISTED OF 32 SEVEN-BIT WORDS 
PER FRANE. ONE SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED FOR THE TWO 
HIGHEST GET RATES. ANOTHER WAS USED FOR THE THREE LOWEST BIT 
RATES. THE THIRD CONTAINED DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO 
PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH DATA FORMAT CONTAINED 
MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR OPERATING MODES WERE (1) 
REAL TIME. (23 TEL EMETRY STORE. (3) DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND (4) 
MEMORY READOUT. IN ThE REAL-TINE MODE, DATA WERE SAMPLED AND 
TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE 
DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE TELEMETRY STORE 
MODE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE 
FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE 
MODE. A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND 
STORED AT A RATT OF 512 BPS. THE TIME PERIOD BETWEEN WHICH 
SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WEE COLLECTED AND STORED COULO BE VARIED BY 
GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND IT MN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA 
COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 19 HR. AS LIMITED BY THE BIT 
STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READOUT NODE. DATA WERE READ 
OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE 
DATA WAS S12 BPS FROM AUGUST 17. 1966. TO OCTOBER 23. 1966. 
25 BPS FROM OCTOBER 25. 1966. TO NOVEMBER 6. 1966. 64 BPS 
FROM NOVEMBER 9. 1956 TO DECEMBER 16 1966. 16 BPS FROM 
DECEMBER 16. 1966. TO MAY 1S. 1967. AND 0 BPS FROM MAY IS. 
1967. AND THEREAFTER. HIGHER BIT RATES WERE POSSIBLE WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS BEING TRACKED BY THE 64-N ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA 
COVERAGE AT THESE TIMES WAS LOW. BY FEBRUARY 1968. ALL 
REAL-TIME DATA WERE BEING RECEIVED AT 8 BPS. DATA COVERAGE 
AVERAGED BETWEEN B0 AND 100 PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE FIRST 30 
WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. THE DATA COVERAGE THEN FELL TO BETWEEN 20 
AND 30 PERCENT UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1948. AFTER THIS TINE. IT 
DROPPED TO BETWEEN 0 AND 20 PERCENT THROUGH JANUARY 1971. 
ONLY AN INSIGNIFICANT AMOUNT OF DATA HAS BEEN OBTAINED SINCE 
JANUARY 1971. REAL-TIME TRANSMISSION WAS GENERALLY USED WHEN 
TRACKING STATIONS WERE AVAILABLE. OTHERWISE. THE DUTY CYCLE 
STORE MODE WAS USED. SOMETIME BETWEEN FEBRUARY 9. 1969, AND 
FEBRUARY 16. 1969. THE SUN SENSOR THAT GENERATED THE 
SPACECRAFT SUN PULSES FOR ONBOARD SECTORING OF EXPERIMENTS 
FAILED. HOWEVER THE REMAINING SUN SENSORS CONTINUED TO 

FUNCTION. THUS PERMITTING DETERMINATION OF THE SPIN AXIS 

DIRECTION UNTIL ABOUT JANUARY 1972. 

DATA SET NAME- COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 

TAPE 
NESOC ID- 66-07SA-00 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT MSSDC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	00/1766 TO 01/0217Z
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY 

INFORMATION WAS GENERATED A? NSSOC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE
 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PPOVIDED BY JPL (DATA SET 

66-07SA-E) AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF
 
MNE TTRACK. IBM 1O9.. GO0-.PI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 809 WORDS. AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD 
CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 1S 
AVAILABLE IN INTERVA-S OF ONE DAY (EXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT IS CLOSE TO THE EARTH. WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE 
SHORTER) -- (1) DATF. (2) TIME. (3) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO 
THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE SUN. (5 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE SUN 
TO THE PROBE. (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION 
OF PROBE. SUN* MOON. (8) GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LONGITUDE, AND 
ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH. 191 EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE. (I) 
'EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (tit SUN-PAOBE-NEAR LIMB OF EARTH ANGLE 
(SUN'PROSE-EARTH ANGLF MINUS THE ANGULAR SENI-DIAMETER OF 
EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD BE THE 
PROBE-CENITERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH), 
(12) MDON-EARTH-PROBE ANGLE. (13)MOON-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (IA 

EARTH-PROBE-NOON ANGLE, (15 CANDPUS-PROOE-EARTH ANGLE. (IC) 

CANDPUS-PROB-SUN ANG-E. (1T) ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN-TO-PROE 

VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE. (18) X. Y. Z COMPONENTS 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
(SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM, A AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-BARTH VECTOR, 
Z AXES IS YOWARD ECLtPTIC NORTH POLE). (19)LONGITUDE OF 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (201 X. Y. 
. COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC SELENOCENTRIC. 
HELIOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED, MARS-CENTERED, SATURN-CENTERED. 
AND JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL COORDINATE (X POINTS TO VERNAL 
EQUINOX. Z POINTS ALONG THE NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE 
REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE BARTH'S TRUE EGUATOR OF DATE). (ZI) 
MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR AND X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF THE 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL COORDINATES, (122 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGME (ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO EARTH-TO-PROSE VECTOR). (23) 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE IANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE 
DEFINED BY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC 
INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (2.) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL 
VELOCITY. (2) HELIOCENTMIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE RY 
THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE 
SUN-TO-PROSE VECTOR). (261 CELESTIAL LONGITUDE CF PROBE 
(ANGURAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE 
SUN-PROBE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH 
POLE). (27) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF EARTH, (29) CELESTIAL 
LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (2) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND HI GE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMENTATION.
 
BRIDGE. PIONEER I
 
EXPERIMENT MANE- SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP 
NSSDC 1D- 66-075A-0
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	INOPERABLE
 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 11/00/72
 
PERSONNEL
 
P - H.S. BRIDGE ........ MASS INST OF TECH
 
CAMBRIDGE. MA
 
A MMITIGRIO FARADAY CUP WITH TWO SEMICIRCULAR. COPLANAR 
COLLECTORS WAS USES' TO STUDY SOLAR WIND IONS AND ELECTRONS. 
THE INSTRUMENT HAD 14 CONTIGUOUS ENERGY-PER-CHARGE CHANNELS 
BETWEEN 75 AND 9485 V FOR POSITIVE IONS AND FOUR 
ENERGY-PER-CHARGE CHANNELS BETWEEN 115 AND 1600 V FOR 
ELECTRONS. THE INSTRUMENT VIEW AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS AND PARALLEL TO THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. THE
 
LINE SEPARATING THE TWO COLLECTORS LAY IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE, 
ENABLING A ROUGH DETERMINATION OF SOLAR WIND BULK FLOW 
PERPENDICULAR TD THE ECLIPTIC PLANE. DURING EVERY SECOND 
- SPACECRAFT ROTATION AND AT ONE VOLTAGE LEVEL. THE SUM UP THE 
CURRENTS FROM THE COLLECTORS WAS OBTAINED IN 28 CONTIGUOUS 
11.25-DEG ANGULAR SECTORS (FROM -45 DEG TO 270 DEG. WITH 0 DEG 
BEING THE SPACECPAFT-SUN LINE). THE EIGHT MEASUREMENTS ABOUT 
THE SUN-EARTH LINE t-45 DEG TO *45 DEG) WERE TELEMETERED, BUT 
ONLY THE LARGEST MEASUREMENT IN EACH SUCCEEDING 45-DEG 
INTERVAL (45 DEG TO 270 DEG) WAS TELENETERED. IN ADDITION.
 
DURING THIS ROTATION THE CURRENT FRO. ONE OF THE COLLECTORS
 
WAS MEASURED IN ALL TWENTY-EIGHT 11.25-DEG SECTORS AND THE
 
LARGEST WAS IDENTIFIED AND TELEMETERED (BOTH MAGNITUDE AND
 
SECTOR). A COMPLETE SET OF POSII VE ION MEASUREMENTS AND ONE
 
ELECTRON MEASUREMENT WERE COMPLETED EVERY 32 SEC. THE TIME 
BETWEEN EACH 32-5EC GROUP OF MEASUREMENTS VARIED WITH THE BIT 
RATE. THE EXPERIMENT WORKED WELL FROM LAUNCH UNTIL IT BECAME 
INOPERABLE IN NOVEMBER 1972. FOR MORE COMPLETE INFORMATION, 
SEE J. GEOPHYS. RES., VOL 7I. PP 3787-3791, AUGUST 1966. 
DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND
 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC O- A-0TSA-.ZA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 0B|IX66 TO 12/02/68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NISDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE FIRST GENERATION ANALYZED DATA CONSIST OF 
TIME-ORDERED PLOTS OF I-R'AVERAGES OF SOLAR WINO POSITIVE ION 
BULK SPEED (K/SEC). DENSITY (NO./CURIC CH). AND TEMPERATURE 
(IN 10.600 DEG K). INDIVIDUAL PLOTS CONTINUE FOR ONE SOLAR 
ROTATION (2T DAYS) AID ARE AVAILABLE ON ONE REEL CF 35-KM 
MICROFILM. DATA PLOTS FROM THE MIT EXPERIMENT ON PIONEER 6 
(DATA SET 65-105A-02A) APPEAR ON THIS SAME REEL OF MICROFILM. 
THE PLASMA PARAMETERS WERE DERIVED BY THE EXPERIMENTER ON THE 
ASSUMPTION OF AN ISOTROPIC MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
(IN THE FRAME OF REFERENCE MOVING WITH THE BULK VELOCITY OF 
THE SOLAR WIND). DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM AUGUST 1S, 196. TO 
OCTOBER 1966 WITH A 94 PERCENT COVERAGE, FROM OCTOBER 1966 TO 
FEBRUARY 1967 WITH A 50 PERCENT COVERAGE, AND FROM FEBRUARY 
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1967 TO DECEMBER 2, 1968. WITH A 30 PERCENT COVERAGE. 
DATA SET NAME- 	HOURLY AVErAGE. VELOCITY AND DENSITY 
VALUES IN SG BULLETINS 
NSEDC ID- 66-075A-020 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERFO- 06/02f69 TO 10/3L/69 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- SBOOK(S) OR SOUND VOLWE(S) 
IN THIS DATA SET SOLAR WIND HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY AND 
DENSITY ARE PRESENTED AS LISTINGS AGAINST TIME. THESE DATA ARE 
IN CERTAIN ISSUES OF THE SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA BULLETINS 
PUBLISHED BY ESSA, BOULDER. CDLORAOO. 
DATA SET NAM-	 I-HR AVG SOLAR WIND DATA PROM THE
 
EXPERIMENTS ON PIONEER 6 AND PIONEER I
 
NSDC ID- 66-075A-02C 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA ST- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 061106B TO 12102t68
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I BOOMCS) OR BOUND VOLUM9(S) 

THE CONTENTS OF THIS NSSOCIMIT PUBLICATION WERE CREATED
 
AT THE CENTER FOR 'SPACE RESEARCH. MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUe OF 

TECHNOLOGY. CAMBRIDGE. MA. THE PUBLICATION CONTAINS A
 
DESCRIPTION OF TH_ INSTRUMENT A DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA 

TAKING AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES. 27 ONE-DAY PLOTS OF I HR 

AVERAGES OF PLASMA PARAMeTERS (DENSITY. TENPERATURE. BULK. 
SPEED. POLAR AND AZIMUTHAL ANGLES OF FLOW WITH RESPECT TO THE 
ECLIPTIC). AND DATA AND TRAJECTORY INFORNATION IN BOTH TABULAR 
AND PLOTTED FORM. THE DOCUMENT IS ON S-1/2- BY Si-INCH PAPER. 
IS 1-1/-INCH THICK. AND HAS HOLES PUNCHED IN THE MARGINS FOR 
INSERTION INTO A STANDARD TtNEE-HOLE BINDER. PIONEER 6 DATA 
(65-105A-02C) ARE ALSO INCLUDED IN THIS DOCUMENT. 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON BC 
7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE 
NSSDC ID- 66-OTSA-020
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT N S.C 
TIME PERIOD COVEREOD- .8/19/66 TO 112./61 

tAS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
QUANTTY O DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS MAGNETIC TAPE CONTAINS S-HR AVERAGES OF NINE 
PARAMETERS FROM THE MIT SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT. THE PARAMETERS 
ARE SOLAR WIND BULK SPEED. DENSITY. MOST PROBABLE THERMAL 
SPEED, FLUX. RATIO OF THERMAL TO BULK SPEED. TWO FLOW ANGLES. 
VELOCITY COMPONENT IN THE ECLIPTIC PERPENDICULAR TO THE RADIAL 
DIRECTION AND VELOCITY COMPONENT PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
ECLIPTIC. EACH RECORD CONTAINS TIME AND THE AVERAGES, 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS. AND NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE AVERAGE FOR 
EACH PARAMETER. THE TAPE 15 A 7-TRACK. E00-BPI. BCD TAPE 
CREATED ON AN IBR 360. THERE ARE TEN 206-CHARACTER LOGICAL 
RECORDS BLOCKED PER PHYSICAL RECORD. 
ESHLEMAN, PIONEER 7 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREDUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 
NSSC IO- 66-075A-0 
STATUS OF OPERATION- OPERATIONAL OFF 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 04/01/67 
PI - V.R. ESHLEMAN ......... STANFORD U
 
STANFORD. CA
 
01 - T.A. CROFT * STANFORD U
 
STANFORD. CA
 
BOTH 4233-MZ AND ITS 2/1T SUENARMONIC 4958-MHZ SIGNALS
 
WERE TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.5- STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANT.NA AT 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 	 TO THE TWO-FREOUNCY RAOIO RECEIVER ON THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGH-FREQUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED. 
THE LOW-FREOUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROpOCYIDN TO THE 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE 
SPACECRAFT, A 	 PHASE LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE SEAT FREQUENCY 
ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN NEASUREMENTS 
OF PHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP 
VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED
 
TO THE GROUND STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT 
VALUES. THE IONOSPHERIC 'FFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE 
OBTAINED FROM OTHR EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIOUES) WAS SUBTRACTED TO 
PRODUCE DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON CONTENT OF 
THE SOLAR WINO AND ITS VARIATIONS. THE EXPERIMENT OPERAT.O 
NONNALLY FROM LAUNCH TO NOVEMBER S. 1967. FOR SIMILAR 
EXPERIMENTS COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS. SEE 66-DDA-OS. 
6-tI 3A-O3. 6-1OA-04 AND 67-60A-02. MORE DETAILED 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN J. GEOPHYS. 
RES.. TI. 3325-3327. I966. AND IN RADIO SCIENCE. VOL. 6. 
55-.63. 1971.
 
OATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
 
CONTENT DATA ON TAPE
 
NESOC 1D- 66-OTSA-OA
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 OO/lS/66 TO 1I1E9/"67 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES OF 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR 
WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASURENENTS OF 
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOURLY DATA 
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG 
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR ThE PORTION OF THE 
DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM 
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE 5S-BPI. 
7-TRACK. SCO 	 MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM PUNCHED
 
CARDS SUPPLIED BY 	 THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS
 
IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6
 
(65-IOSA-OAA). 8 (67-123A-O3A). AND 9 (68-IOA-O3A). AND
 
MARINER B (67-O6DA-DSA). 
DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NESDC 10- 66-07SA-04B
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 08/18/66 TO II/59/67 
(AS VERIFIED OY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY
 
VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND
 
THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM
 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY.
 
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED
 
FROM ANALCG RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE
 
PORT7ON OF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT
 
WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON 
ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM DATA 
SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO 
CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-0OSA-D4B) S (67-123A-04) AND 9 (SB-100A-038) AND 
MARINER 5 (67-060A-02B) AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS 
FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-I0SA-04E). 7 15-0075A-*E). 6 
(67-123A-030D, AND 9 (68-1OOA-03D). 
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EACH OF FOUR ANGULAR SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT SPUN EACH 
ANGULAR SECTOR WAS NORMALLY 89.5 DEG IN WIDTH. WITHTHE SUN 
DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES UF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON EITHER NEAR A SECTOR BOUNDARY OR IN THE RIDDLE OF A SECTOR. 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO t AU ON TAPE DEPENDING ON THE OPERATING MODE. HOWEVER. WHEN LARGE FLUXES 
WERE ENCOUNTERED. EACH ANGULAR SECTOR WAS REDUCED TO 11.1 DG. 
NSSDC ID- 66-0TBA-4D WITH THE SUN EITHER IN A SECTOR OR NEAR THE MIDPOINT BETWEEN 
TWO SECTORS. A SPIN-INTEGRATED (!SOTROPIC) MODE. IN WHICH ALL 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC PARTICLES DEPOSITING 7.2 MEW IN THE CSI CRYSTAL ING 
ANTICOINCIDENCE REGUIREMENT) WERE COUNTED. WAS ALSO USED, 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 081766 TO 10/6/67 ACCUMULATION TINES FOR EACH OF THE 12 DIRECTIONAL 'OWES AND 
(AS VERIFED BY NSSOCI POR THE OMNIDIRECIIONAL MODE VARIED BETWEEN 14 AND 112 SEC 
(SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD WAS ABOUT I SEC) DEPENDING ON THE 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE TELEMETRY BIT RATE. DIRECTIONAL FLUX DATA RELIABILITY WAS 
REDUCED BY THE MALFUNCTION OF THE SUN PULSE MECHANISM BETWEEN 
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG FEBRUARY 9 AND FEBRUARY 16. 1969. OTHERWISE . THE INSTRUMENT 
RECORDS BY THE EXRERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST FUNCTIONEO NORMALLY. OBTAINING USEFUL DMNIDTRECTIONA. DATA. 
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE SEE THE SPACECRAFT BRIEF DESCRIPTION (66-075A) FOR INFORMATION 
SOLAR WIND. TD DETAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL ON PERCENT TIME COVERAGE VS TIME. SEE BARTLEY ET AL.. REV. 
CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. SCI. INSTRUM. 38. PAGE 266, 19S7. FOR A MORE DETAILED 
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION. 
CINTENT TO DENSITY . THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NORMALIZED 
TO I AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE 
SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM 
INTERPOLATION ARE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WERE 
RECORDED WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED 4 DAYS. THIS DATA SET IS ON 
ONU 800-OPI. 7-TRACK. OD PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN 
ON AN IBM 704g COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLUDE UT
 
AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NUMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR ABBUT DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON MICROFILM
 
12 HN PER DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE
 
STANFORD TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS NSSOC 10- 66-G7A-OSA
 
FROM PIONEERS 6 C5-IDSA-DAD). 8 (6V-123A-O3C. AND 9
 
(6O-tOOA-03C) ANU MARINER 5 (67-06O0A-02C) ALSO APPEAR ON THIS AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TAPE.
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/1BS66 TO 013I167
 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF OATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A MICROFILMED COPY. GENERATED
 
AT NSSDC OF A HAROCOPY DATA LISTING SUPPLIED BY THE 
DATA SET NAME- CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS VERSUS EXPERIMENTER. THERE ARE TWO FRAMES OF MICROFILM FOR EACH FULL 
TIME. ONMICROFILM DAY OF EXPERIM NT OPERATION. ONE FRAME FOR THE MODE WITH THE 
SUN NEAR THE MIDDLE OF AN ANGULAR SECTOR AND THE OTHER FRAME 
MEDC 10- 66-07SA-O4E FOR THE MODE WITH THE SUN NEAR A SECTOR BOUNDARY. DATA 
PRESENTED INCLUDE HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR EACH OF FOUR 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSS C ANGULAR SECTORS AND EACH OF THREE ENERGY WINDOWS. FOR THE 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL INTEGRAL-ENERGY MODE, AND FOR TIfE ESTIMATEO 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0O/12/66 TO 052609 GALACTIC COMPONENT. OF THIS MODE. HOURLY AVERAGED. 
IAS VERIFIED BY NSSOC) OMNIDIRECTIONAL (I-E.. SUMMED OVER SECTOR COUNTS), 
ERERGY-INOW COUNT RATES ARE PRESENTED. AS ARE MEASURES OF 
GUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM THE AMOUNT OF FINER TINE SCALE DATA CONTRIBUTING TO EACH 
HOURLY AVERAGE. DAILY AVERAGES OF ALL THE COUNT RATCS ARE 
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG GIVEN. AND 3-. 6-. AND 2-HR AVERAGES ARE GIVEN FOR THE LOWEST 
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST ENERGY WINDOW OMNIDIRECTIONAL MODE, FOR THE INTEGRAL-ENEGY 
OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TINE IN THE SOLAR WIND. TO OMNIDIRECTIONAL MODE. AND FOR THE ESTIMATED GALACTIC COMPONENT 
OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SAME OF THIS MODE. DAILY MEASURES OF TEMPORAL PERCENT COVERAGES ARE 
TINES AT A NEARBY LOCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED ALSO GIVEN, WITH CONSIDERABLE VARIATION (FROM 0 TO 100) IN THE 
TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH PERCENTAGES. DAYS FOR WHICH NO DATA EXIST ARE NOT FOUND ON THE
 
LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE MICROFILM. ThE DATA ARE CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF 35-MW
 
RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO 1 AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO MICROFILM THAT ALSO CONTAINS DATA SET 66-0G5A-05.
 
BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR
 
DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET IS OH ONE REEL OF 3-MM MICROFILM.
 
THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER
 
TINE PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 (65--105A-04 ) 8 (67-123A-030).
 
AND 9 (6S-IOOA-D3S) AND HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON
 
CONTENT FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-IOA-041. T (66-07A-AB), a
 
(67-t23A-03). 9 (C6B-IDA-03) AND MARINER 5 (67-060A-0281).
 
THZE DATA SET IS ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE (6S-OTSA-00). DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC 1.- 6-075A-058
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0817'66 TO 01/28/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
MCCRACKEN, PIONEER 7
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF A RICROFILNED COPY. GENERATED
 
NISZC ID- 66-07A-05 AT NSSOC. OF HARDCOPY COUNT RATE PLOTS SUPPLIED BY THE
 
EXPERIMENTER. EACH FRAME CONSISTS CF DATA FOR 7 OAYS HOURLY 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR THE OMNiDIRECTIONAL INTEGRAL-ENERGY 
AND ENERGY-WINDOW MODES ARE PRESENTED* AS ARE RELATIVE COUNT 
PERSONNEL RATES FROM THE DEEP RIVER NEUTRON MONITOR. THE DATA ARE 
PI - A.G. MCCRACKEN ....... U OF ADELAIDE CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM THAT ALSO CONTAINS 
ADELAIDE. AUSTRALIA DATA SET 6-075A.OSA. 
'01 - W.C. RARTLEY .......... NATL ACADEMY OF SCI 
WASHINGTON. DC 
OI - R.U. RAD ... ... PHYSICAL RESEARCH LA 
AHMAOABEG. INDIA 
THIS EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO MEASURE THE 
DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GALACTIC AN SOLAR COSMIC RAY 
FLUXES. THE PARTICLE DETECTOR WAS A Cal (TL) SCINTILLATOR SIMPSON. PIONEER T 
CRYSTAL THAT WAS SET INTO AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC 
SCINTILLATOR COLLIMATOR CUP. SEPARATE FNOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES EXPERIMENT NME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
VIEWED THE TWO SCINTIILATORS. PULSES FROM THE CSI CRYSTAL THAT 
WERE NOT ACCOMPANIED BY PULSES FROM THE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR NSSOC IO- 66-05A-06 
WEE SORTED By A THAEE-WINDOW PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER. THE 
WINDOWS .CORRESPONDING TO ENERGY DEPOSITIONS OF 7.2 TO -I.-, STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
47 TO. 64.5. ANM 64.5 T0 81.2 NEV. NO POSITIVE SPECIES 
IDENTIFICATION WAS MADE ALTHOUGH MOST OF THE COUNTS IN EACH 
WINDOW WERE USUALLY DUE TO PROTONS WITH THE WINDOW ENERGIES. 
FOR EACH ENERGY WINDOW. COUNTS WERE SEPARATELY ACCUMULATED IN 
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Py - J.A. SIMPSON *........	U OF CHICAGO TIME PERIOD COVERED- 03/07/69 TO 08/67/71
 
CHICAGO, IL. (A VERIFIED By NSSQC)
 
0. 	- C.y. FAN ............. OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AZ QUANTITY OF DATA- 32 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 
Or - J.E. LAMPORT .. ..... U OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO, IL THIS DATA SET CONSISTS 4OF MONTHLY TABULAR LISTINGS OF 
DIRECTIONAL COUNTING RATES OF PROTONS WITH ENERGIES IN THE 
THIS EXPERIMENT USED A CHARGED PARTICLE TELESCOPE INTERVALS 0.6 TO 12.7 REV, 12.7 TO 165 NEV. AND GREATER THAN 
COMPOSED OF FOUR SILICON SOLID-STATE DETECTORS TO STUDY THE 165 REV. THE RATES ARE TYPICALLY GIVEN ONCE PER DAY. A LETTER 
ANISOTROPY AND FLUCTUATIONS OF Sot.AR PROTONS AND ALPHA FLAG INDICATES WHETHER THE FLUX WAS RISING STEADY. OR FALLING 
PARTICLES. THE PROTON ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED WERE 0.6 TO 12.7 AT THE TIME FOR WHICH THE DATA ARE pRESENTED. DATA OBTAINED 
REV. 12.7 TO 73.0 REV. 73.0 TO 165 MEV. AND E.T. I6S HEV DURING A GIVEN MONTH ARE PUBLISHED IN -SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA 
(CORRESPONDING TO OTECTOR COINCIDENCES DID2NOTD4. (PROMPT REPORTS) WITH A I-MONTH LAG. 
DID2NOTD3NOTDA. DID203NOTD4. AND NGT DIDDOTD) - THE ALPHA 
PARTICLE ENERGY RANGES SAMPLED WERE 2.5 TO 52 REV, 62 TO 280 
REV. AND E.GT. 280 REV (CORRESPONDING TO THE FIRST THREE 
OTECTOR COINCIDENCES). THE TIME RESOLUTION RANGED FROM ABOUT 
ONE MEASUREMENT PER 0.4 SEC TO ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT PER 2B 
SEC DEPENDING ON THE TELEMETRY SIT RATE THE DETECTOR WAS 
MOUNTED 10 MAKE A 360-bEG SCAN IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE ABOUT 
ONCE PER SECOND. THE O DETECTOR FAILED ON MAY 26t 1909. WOLFE. PIONEER 7 
EXPERIMENT NAMES- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
NSSOC ID- 66-07GA-03 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
DATA SET NAME- REDUCED COUNT RATE AM PULSE HEIGHT PERSONNEL 
ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE PI - J.H. WOLFE ......... NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
NSSDC ID- 66-07CA-06A 01 - R.W. SILVA ........... NASA-ARC 
M0FFPTT FIPL., CA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
A CUADRISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WITH EIGHT 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0S/t7t66 TO 12/29/67 CONTIGUOUS CURRENT COLLECTORS WAS USED TO STUDY THE 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF THE ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN 
THE SOLAR WINO. IONS WERE DETECTED IN 16 LOGARITHMICALLY 
QUANTITY OF DATA- S REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE EGUISPACED ENERGY PER UNIT CHARGE (E}O) STEPS FROM 200 TO 
10.000 V. THERE WAS AN ELECTRON MODE OF OPERATION IN WHICH 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN EIGHT LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED 
COUNT AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER ACCUMULATOR READINGS IN A ENERGY PER CHARGE STEPS RANGING FROM 0 TO 500 Y. THE EIGHT 
TIME-ORDEREO FORMAT ON 7-TRACK BINARY. ION 7094 COMPATIBLE COLLECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES INCIDENT FROM EIGHT DIFFERENT 
MAGNETIC TAPES WRITTEN AT 800 BPI. THE TIME RESOLUTION FOR CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TO TlE SPACECRAFT 
THE COUNT ACCUMULATOR DATA RANGED FROM ABOUT ONE MEASUREMENT EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). THERE MERE FOUR 
PER 0.4 TO 26 SEC DEPEbDING ON THE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY RATE. 15-DEG INTERVALS. TWO 20-OEG INTERVALS. AND TWO ZO-DEG 
THE TAPE FORMAT CONSISTS OF PHYSICAL RECORDS EACH 6000, 6-BIT INTERVALS. AS THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPINNING. FLUXES WERE 
BYTES IN LENGTH. EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONSISTS OF 500 LOGICAL MEASURED IN 15 AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTORS. EIGHT OF THESE 
RECORDS OF 12 BYTES EACH. THE LOGICAL RECORDS INCLUDE HEADER SECTORS WERE S-5/8 DEG WIDE, WERE CONTIGUOUS, AND BRACKETED 
AND DATA LOGICAL RECORDS. A GIVEN HEADER LOGICAL RECORD IS THE SOLAR DIRECTION. THE REMAINING SEVEN SECTORS WERE 45 DEG 
FOLLOWED BY FROM I TO 54 DATA LOGICAL RECORDS OF THE SAME WIDE. THREE DIFFERENT MODES OF DATA COLLECTION WERE USED. AT 
SPACECRAFT SUSCOM SEOUENCE. EACH TAPE TERMINATES WITH AN EOF THE HIGHEST BIT RATE (512 BPS). THE FULL SCAN MODE WAS 
FLAG IN THE LAST GOOD DATA RECORD. EACH HEADER LOGICAL RECORD ALTERNATED WITH THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE AT EACH E/G STEP. IN THE 
INCLUDES VARIOUS SPACECRAFT TEMPERATURES, SPIN RATE. TELEMETRY FULL SCAN MODE. THE MAXIMUM FLUX OBSERVED IN EACH OF THE 15 
BIT RATE. AND OTHER HOUSEKEEPING PARAMETERS. EACH DATA AZIMUTHAL SECTORS AS THE SPACECRAFT ROTATED WAS RECORDED FOR A 
LOGICAL RECORD INCLUDES TIME. PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER OUTPUT. GIVEN SINGLE COLLECTOR AT A GIVEN E/O STEP. DURING 24 
FOUR TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COUNT RATES AND DATA QUALITY SUCCESSIVE OPERATIONS OF THE FULL SCAN MODE 146 SPACECRAFT 
INFORMATION. THE DATA ARE UNCORRECTED GUT HAVE BESN EDITED TO REVOLUTIONS). THE 16 ION EQ STEPS AND EIGHT ELECTRON E/G 
THE EXTENT THAT DOUBTFUL INFORMATION HAS BEEN FLAGGED AND STEPS WERE EXERCISED FOR A GIVEN COLLECTOR. DURING EIGHT 
UNUSABLE DATA HAS BVEEN DELETED. SUCCESSIVE SUCH PERIODS. EACH OF THE EIGHT COLLECTORS WAS 
EXERCISED. THE FULL CYCLE OF FULL SCAN MODE DATA REQUIRED 400 
SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS (ABOUT 	 400 SEC). SUCH CYCLES WERE 
REPEATED WITHOUT INTERRUPTION AT THE HIGH SIT RATE. IN THE 
MAXIMUM FLUX MODE. FOR THE EIQ STEP USED IN Til PRECEDING 
REVOLUTION CF FULL SCAN MODE VPERATION, ALL COLLECTORS WERE 
OBSERVED FOR ONE REVOLUTION. AND THE MAXIMUM FLUX OBSERVED WAS 
REPORTED ALONG WITH THE NUMBER OF THE COLLECTOR THAT OBSERVED 
DATA SET NAME- COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS/SEC VS DAY IT AND THE ANGULAR DIRECTION (2-13/6-DEG RESOLUTION) OF THE 
NUMBER) AND TRAJECTORY PLOT ON MICROFILM OBSERVATION. AT THE NEXT HIGHEST BIT RATE (256 BPS). THE SHORT 
SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED EVERY SPACECRAFT REVOLUTION WITH THE
 
NSSOC TD- 66-075A-060 MAXIMUM FLUX MODE. THE SHORT SCAN MODE WAS THE SAME AS THE
 
FULL SCAN EXCEPT THAT ONLY THE PEAK FLUX IN EACH OF THE EIGHT 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 5-5/6-DEG-WIDE AZIMUTHAL SECTORS WAS RECORDED. THUS. THIS 
CYCLE ALSO TOOK 400 SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS. AT THE LOW BIT
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0)17/66 TO 1±2)2716 RATES (64. 16. AND 8 BPS). THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE ALONE WAS 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDCJ USED. THUS* NO AZIMUTHAL DISTRIBUTIONS WERE MEASURED- AT THE 
LOW BIT RATES. IT TOOK 32 SEC FOR A COMPLETE SET OF ION 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 	 MEASUREMENTS AND 16 SEC FOR A COMPLETE SET OF ELSCTRON 
MEASUREMENTS. AT 64 BPS. THE ION AND ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS
 
THE DATA SET IS CONTAINED ON ONE REEL OF I6-N MICROFILM WERE TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 8 SEC. AT 16 BPS. THEY WERE 
WHICH INCLUDES (I) A PLOT OF THE PIONEER 7 TRAJECTORY IN TAKEN AND TELEMETERED EVERY 336 SEC. AT 8 EPS. THEY WERE TAKEN 
HELIOCENTRIC SOLAR ECLIPTIC COORDINATES COVERING THE TIME AND TELENETES EVERY 672 SEC. 
INTERVAL FROM DAY 229 OF 1966 (AUGUST 17, 196) TO OAT 190 OF 
1971 (JULY 9. 1971) AND (2) COUNT RATE PLOTS (COUNTS PER SEC
 
VS DAY NUMBER) PRODUCED ON A CALCOMP PLOTTER FOR 27-DAY
 
INTERVALS FOR THE TELESCOPE COINCIDENCE COMBINATION WHICH
 
CORRESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING ENERGY INTERVAL FOR PROTONS -- 0.6
 
TO 12.7 REV. 2.7 TO 73.0 REV. 7.0 TO I6S REV. AND E.GT. 15 
HEV. THE COUNT RATE DATA ARE A COMPOSITE OF REAL-TIME DATA AND 
DUTY CYCLE STORAGE DATA AND COVER THE TIME INTERVAL FROM DATA SET NAME- PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON 
AUGUST IT. 1966. TO DECEMBER 27, 1968. MICROFILM 
NSSOC ID0 66-0T5A-03A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NISOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0S/17166 TO 02t09169 
(SVERIFIED BY NSSDC)
DATA SET NAME- CDMSIC-RAY PROTON COUNTING RATES 
PUBLISHED IN -SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA- QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
NSSOC TO- 66-D07A.-6E 	 THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER
 
AND CONSIST OF TIME-ORDEREn PLOTS OF THE FOLLOWING SOLAR WIND
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED.REPORT(S) PARAMETERS -- (1) PROTON NUMBER DENSITY (pROTONSICUEIC CM).
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I2) AZIMUTH ISOLAR ECLIPTIC LONHITWJE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE 
FLUX FOR IONS (DEG), (3) BULK VELOCITY (KWSEC), (4) POLAR 
ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX 
(DG). (5) PROTON TEMPERATURE ANM HELIUM TEMPERATURE (DEG) 
(6) HELIUMtHYDROGEN RATIO (NUMBER OF HELIUM IONS/CUBIC 
CM/NUMBER OF PROTONS/IgIC CM), (7) ELECTRON TEMPCRATUFR >DEG 
K. AND (8) 	 TWO INDICATORS OF THE ANISOTROPY IN THE SOLAR 

PLASMA ION TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. THE EXPERIMENTER GIVES 
THE FOLLOWING INDICATORS OF ACCURACY -- It) OLU.K VELOCITY. 
GOOD TO WITHIN I PERCENT. (2) DIRECTION. GOOD TO A FEW 
DEGREES. AND (3) TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY. COULD BE OFF BY AS 
MUCH AS 200 PERCENT. THE PLOTS ARE AVAILABLE ON 16-MM 
MICROFILA. THE PLASMA PARAMETERS WERE DERIVED BY THE 
EXPERIMENTER BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF AN ISOTROPIC 
MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (IN THE FRAME MOVING WITH THE 
BULK SOLAR WIND VELOCITY). DATA ARE AVAILABLE FROM AUGUST 17. 
1966. TO DECEMBER 1966 WITH A 90 PERCENT COVERAGE. FROM 
DECEOBER 114s TO 'MARCH 1967 WITH-A 50 PERCENT COVERAGE. AND 
FROM MARCH 1967 TO NOVEMBER 19. 1966. WITH A 10 PERCENT 
COVERAGE. 

DATA SET NAME- PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WINO 

PARAM4EERS 

HSSDC ID- 66-97A-030 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	08/20/66 TO 0807/74 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 55 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINlARY SOLAR WINO 
PARAMETERS PRESENTED IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION 
'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' ISSUED BY THE NOAA ENVIRONMENTAL 

RESEARCH LABORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS ARE DETERMINED BY 

MEASUREMENTS 	 ON THE PIONEER 6 AND 7 SPACE PROBES. THE 

INFORMATION GIVEN CONSISTS OP DATE. TIME. SPACECRAFT. PASS 

NUMBER.. BULK 	 VELOCITY. AND tOROTATION DELAY TIME. THE BULK 
VELOCITY IS ACCURATE TO 10 PERCENT. THE COROTATION DELAY TIME 
IS THE NUMBER OF DAYS BETWEEN THE OBSERVATION AT THE 
SPACECRAFT AND THE SUBSEQUENT OBSERVATION AT THE EARTH OF THE 
COROTATING INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FLUX TUBE (ASSUMING THAT 

THE SOLAR WIND SPEED REPORTED REMAINS CONSTANT). TYPICALLY. 

THERE IS DNE VELOCITY VALUE GIVEN FOR EACH SATELLITE PER DAY. 

OM ABOUT 30 PERCENT OF THE DAY*. NO DATA ARE GIVEN. THERE IS A 

I-MONTH LAG BETWEEN THE TIME THE DATA ARE ACQUIRED AND THE 

TIME THE DATA ARE PUB.ISHED. 

DATA SET NAME-	 HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS 

NSGD ID- 66-07A-03C 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSDC 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 08/19/66 TO 11/28/66 

(AS VERIFIeD BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I PEEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
AND CONSIST OF TIME-ORDERED HOURLY AVERAGES OF THE FOLLOWING
 
SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS - THE ALPHA/PROTON NUMBER DENSITY RATIO. 
THE PROTON NUMBER DENSITY. THE ALPHA PARTICLE TEMPERATURE (DEG 

K), THE PROTON TEMPERATURE (DEG K). THE BULK VELOCITY 

(KM/SECI. THE AZIMUTHAL ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE) OF
 
THE PEAK PARTICLE 	FLUX (DEG), AND THE POLAR ANGLE (SOLAR 

ECLIPTIC LATITUOE) 	OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX (DEIG) THE ABOVE
 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ARE GOOD TO 10 PERCENT. THE DATA WERE 
DERIVED BY THE EXPERIMENTER BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION OF AN 
ISOTROPIC MAXWfLLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIOW (IN THE FRAME 

MOVING WITH THE BILK SOLAR WIND VELOCITY)- THE DATA ARE 

CONTAINED ON ONE 9-TRACK. IBM 360, BINARY MAGNETiC TAPE
 
WRITTEN AT A DENSITY OF 600 ePI. THE TAPE IS WRITTEN WITH 

VARIABLE LENGTH UNBLOCKED RECORDS. THE DATA CONSIST OF ALL THE
 
HIGH BIT RATE DATA AND HAVE A 90 PERCENT COVERAGE OVER THE 

PERIOD INDICATED. A MICROFILMED COMPUTER LISTING OF THESE 

TAPES IS AVAILABLE AT NSSOC AS 66I-07GA-3D. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 8
 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-C. 03066
 
NSDC ID- 67,13A
 
LAUNCH DATE- 12/3/67 	 EIGHT- 1.6. X,
 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	PARTIAL 
ORBIT PARANTERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/I J/6T 
ORBIT PERIOD- 356.6 	 DAYS INCLINATION- .0 78 EG 
PERIAPSIS- .9892 AU RAD APOAPSIS- 1.0800 AU RAD 
PIONEER 8 WAS THH 	 THIRD IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-CRSITING 
SPIN-STABILIZED, SOLAR CELL. AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES
 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENOMENA
 
FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BAIS.
 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE POSITIVE IONS
 
AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND, THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON
 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT), SOLAR AND GALACTIC
 
COSMIC RAYS. 	THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. COSMIC DUST.
 
AND ELECTRIC FIELDS. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-GAIN
 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZED AT
 
ABOUT 60 RPM, AND THE SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE
 
ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE. BY
 
GROURD COMMAND ONE OF FIVE GIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA
 
FORMATS. AND 	 ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MOVES COULD BE SELECTED. 
THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 256. 64. 16..AND 8 BPS. THREE OF 
THE FOUR DATA FORMATS WERE USED PRIMARILY FOR SCIENTIFIC DATA
 
AND CONSISTED OF 	 THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE
 
SCIENTIFIC DATA FORMAT WAS USED AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES.
 
ANOTHER WAS USED AT THIE THREE LOWEST SIT RATES. THE THIRD WAS
 
USED FOR DATA FROM ONLY THE RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE
 
FOURTH DATA FORMAT WAS USED MAINLY FOR ENGINEERING DATA. THE 
FOUR OPERATING NODES WERE (1) REAL TIME. (2) TELEMETRY STORE.
 
(3) DUTY CYCLE STORE. AND (4) MEMORY READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME 
MODE. DATA WERE SAMP ED AND TRANSMIYTED DIRECTLY iWITHOUT 
STORAGE) AS SPECIFIED BY THE DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE 
SELECTED IN 	THE TELEMETRY STORE MODE, DATA WERE STORED AND
 
TRANSMITTED SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE
 
SELECTED. IN THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE. A SINGLE FRAME OF
 
SCIENTIFIC DATA WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS.
 
THE TIME NTERVAL BETWEEN -THE COLLECTION AND STORAGE OF 
SUCCESSIVE FRAMES COMD B VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 
AND 17 KIN TO PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS UP TO 
19 HR, AS LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY
 
READOUT MODOE DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS-

APPROPRIATE TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM ThE EARTH. THE BIT
 
RATE FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM DECEMBER
 
13. 1967 TO MARCH 20. 1q68. Z56 BPS FROM MARCH 20. 1968 TO MAY
 
6. 1968. 64 BPS FROM MAY 6. 1968 TO AUGUST 29, 1O8. AND 16 OR
 
8 BPS THEREAFTER. HICHER BIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE
 
SPACECRAFT YAS TRACKED BY THE 64-M' ANTENNA. BUT THE DATA
 
COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED CLOSE
 
TO 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST YEAR AFTER LAUNCH. AFTER THAT.
 
THE DATA COVERAGE AVERAGED BETWEEN 50 AND 80 PERCENT UNTIL
 
NOVEMBER 1970 WHEN COVERAGE DROPPED TO BETWEEN GO AND 0
 
PERCENT. ALMOST NO DATA HAVE BEEN ACOUIMED SINCE MAY 1971o.
 
DURING A REORIENTATION MANEUVER IN MARCH 1968. ONE OF THE FOUR
 
SUN SENSORS (WHICH WAS CONNECTED TO THE ATTITUDE GAS SYSTEM
 
USED TO KEEP THE SPIN AXIS POINTED) WAS FOUND TO BE 
INOPERATIVE. IT WAS NOTED AT THIS TIME THAT THE SPACECRAFT 
ATTITUDE WAS OFF 4 DEG. MOTHER ORIENTATION WAS ATTEMPTED IN 
JUNE 1968. AND IT WAS FOUND THAT THREE OF THE FOUR ATTITUDE 
SUN SENSORS WERE INOPERATIVE.. 
DATA SET NAME- 	COMPRESEED EPHEMERIS DATA On MAGNETIC
 
TAPE
 
NSSDO 1O- 67-123A-0OE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NESOC
 
tIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/13/67 TO 11/15/1
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY
 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE
 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE PROVIDED BY JPL (DATA SET
 
OT-IS3A-OODI AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF
 
ONE 7-TRACK, 	 IBM 7094. BO-BPI. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH
 
LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS 89 WORDS, AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD
 
CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS 
AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY (EXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN THE
 
SPACECRAFT IS CLDSE TO THE EARTH. WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY GE 
SHORTER) - (1) DATE. (2) TIME, (3) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO
 
THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FROM TCE EARTH TO THE SUN. (5)

DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) DISTANCE FROM THE SUN
 
TO THE PROBE (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION
 
OF PROBE, SUN. MOON, (B) GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE. LVNGITUOE AND
 
ALTITUDE ABOVE THE EARTH. (9) EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE. (10)
 
EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (1I) SUN-PROBE-NEAR LIMB OW EARTH ANGLE 
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THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOURLY DATA(SUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE MINUS THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER OF 

EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMETER WOULD 8E THE ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG 
PROBE-CENTERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH). RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PORTION OF THE
 
(12) MOON-EARTH--PROSE ANGLE. (I3) MOON-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (14) DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FRON 
EARTH-PROBE-MOON ANG.E. (I5) CANOPUS-PROSE-SARTH ANGLE, (16) THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE 556-SPY. 
CANOPUS-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN TO PROBE ORO TAPE(t) ?-TRACK. MAGNETIC GENERATED AT NESOC FROM PUNCHED 
VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE. (IS) X. Y. Z COMPONENTS CARDS SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO'CONTAINS 
OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6.
 
(SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM. X AXIS IS ALONG THE SUN-TO-EARTH VECTOR. (65-I-SA-04A). 7 ISQ-075A-4A). AND 9 (C6--OOA-O3A) AND 
2 AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC MNTH POLE). (19) LONGITUDE OF MARINER 5 (6T-06OA-O2A). 
SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (20) X, Y.
 
Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN GEOCENTRIC. SELENOCENTRIC
 
HELIOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED. MARS-CENTERED. SAtURN-CENTERED.
 
AND JUPITER-CENTEREO INERTIAL COORDINATES ICXPOINTS TO VERNAL 
EQUINOX. Z POINTS ALONG THE NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE 
REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH5 TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE, (2t)
 
MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR AND X. V. Z COMPONENTS OF THE
 
VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL COORDINATES. (221 DATA SET MAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON
 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY PROSE VELOCITY 
 CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
 
VECTOR AND PLANE NORMAL TO EARTH-TO--PROBE VECTOR). (23)
 
GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIRUTH ANGLE (ANGLE BETWEEN THE PLANE NSSDC 10- 67-123A-030 
DEFIN.E BY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR AND THE GEOCENTRIC 
INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR). (24) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
VELOCITY, (25) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY
 
THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND THE PLANE NORMAL TO THE 
 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/14/67 TO 0825/69 
SUN-TO-PROBE VECTOR). (2G) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF PROBE (AS VERIFIED BY NESDC) 
(ANGULAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE ALONG THE ECLIPTIC
 
PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO THE PROJECTION OF THE QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
SUN-PROBE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH
 
POLE). 127) CELESTIAL LONGITUE OF EARTH. (251 CELESTIAL THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY 
LATITUDE OF EARTH. AND (29) VARIOUS CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND 
SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED IN THE DOCUMENTATION. THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. 
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED 
FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE 
PORTION OF THE DAY [ABOUT 15 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT 
WAS IN VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON
 
ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSOC FROM DATA
 
SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO
 
CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TINE PERIODS FROM0 PIE ERS 6 
(65-IO5A-048), 7 (66-07A-040)t 9 68--IOOA-03B AND MARINER 5 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER I67-060A-02B1 AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM 
PIONEERS 6 (SS-IOA-04 . 7 (Z6-07A-04E). 8 (67-123A-O3D, 
ESHLEMAN. PIONEER 8 

AND 9 (68-IOOA-OED).
NSSOC IO- 67-123A-03 

STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
 
PERSONNEL 
P - V.R. ESHLEMAN ......... STANFORD U 
STANFORD. CA 
01 - T.A. CROFT ............. STANFORD U 
STANFORD. CA DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON
 
01 - H.T. HOWARD ....... STANFORD U 
 DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE
 
STANFORD, CA
 
01 - R.L. LEADASRAND ..... STANFORD RES INST NSSDC TO- GT-IZA-03C
 
MEN.O PARK, CA
 
01 - R.A. LONG ............ STANFORD PEE INST AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
MENLO PARK. CA
 
II - A.M. PETERSON ... STANFORD U TIME PERIOD COVERED- I2/IS/G7 TO 030717
 
STANFORD. CA 
 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
BOTH *23.3-MHZ AND ITS 2/17 SUEHARMO NC 49.8-MHZ SIGNALS QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
WER TRANSMITTED FROM A 46-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT
 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 
SPACECRAFT. THE HIH-FREQUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED. OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE 
THE LOW-FREQUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE SOLAR WIND. TO OBTAIN THESE- DATA, THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE CONTERT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. 
PATH LENGTH WAS 

ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO 

SPACECRAFT. A PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE BEAT FREQUENCY AND THE TOTAL CONTENT USED TO CONVERT TOTAL
 
OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NCRMALIZED 
OF CHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP TO I AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE 
VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED SQUARE OF THE DISTANCE OF THE SATELLITE FROM THE SUN. VALUES 
TO THE GROUND STATION. FROM CALCULATED TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT RESULTING FROM INTERPOLATION ARE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED 
VALUES. THE IONOSPHERIC EFFECT (UP TO A SELECTED ALTITUDE VALUES WERE RECORDED WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED 4 DAYS. THIS DATA 
OBTAINED FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNQ S) COULD BE SET IS ON 800-BI. 7-TRACK. OD PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE
 
SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY CREATED ON A XEROX SIGMA 5 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE 
ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE SOLAR MIND AND ITS VARIATIONS. FOR TAPE INCLUDE UT AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NUMBER. DATA ARE 
SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS COVERING OTHER TIME PERIODS. SEE AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY WHEN THE WAS INSPACECRAFT 
.- IDOA-03. 66- 7SA-04. 65-OSA-O. AND 6T.060A-0. A MORE VIEW FROM THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION O THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JOURNAL TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-IGSA-O D). 7 (66-075A-O4D). 
OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH. VOL I7 PP 3325-3327. AND IN RADIO 9 (6-IOCA-03CI. AND MARINER 5 (67-OBOA-OSC) ALSO APPEAR ON 
SCIENCE. VOL 6. PP 55-63. THIS TAPE. 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRCN
 
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU
 
NSSDC ID- 6T5-23A-03A 	 HSSOC ID- 6T-3A-03D 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NEEOC 	 AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 12/14/67 TO 05125/69 TIME PERIOD COVERED- 02/20/68 TO O/30/70
 
(AS VERIFIED By NSSDC) (AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- I RVEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED HOURLY VALUES oF THESE DATA WERE PREPARED PROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THC SOLAR RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR WIND. TO 
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OBTAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SAME
 
TIMES AT A NEARBY LOCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED
 
TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEN T E OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH 

LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE 

RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO I AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO
 
BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR 

DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM.
 
THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER 

TIME PERIODS FROM PICEERS 6 (65-105A-O4E). 7 (66-07SA-OAE).
 
AND G 10-EOQA-03D) 514D HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON 

CONTENT FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-0SA-04B1. 7 (66-OTSA-GOB). 8 

467-123A-03B), 9 (68-I00A-0385 AND MARINER S (61-060A-020). 
THIS DATA SET IS ALSO AVASABLE ON TAPE (B7-123A-03C). 
MCCRACKEN. PIONEER a 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 
NSSOC IO- 67-I23A-OS 
STATUS OF OPERATION-	 NORMAl. 
PERSONNEL 
P1 - K.C. CCRACKEM ........ U OF ADELAIDE
 
ADELAIDE. AUSTRALIA 

01 - R.U. RAD ............... PHYSICAL RESEARCH LA
 
AMIMADASED. INDIA 

01 - .C. BARTLEY ......... NATL ACADEMY OF SCI
 
WASHINGTON. BC 

THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A CS SCIWNILLATOR AND 
THREE SOLIO-STATE TELESCOPES. THE CSt SCINTILLATOR WAS 
COLLIMATED BY AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATER AND HAD 
A CONICAL APERTURE WITH A 3B.2-EG HALF-ANGLE. THE 

SCINTILLATOR LOOK OIRECTION WAS CENTERED IN THE ECLIPTIC 

PLANE. THREE 	SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WERE ORIENTED IN A FAN 
AARAMGEMENT WITH RESPECT TO A FOURTH SOLID-STATE DETECTOR. 

SUCH THAT EACH OF THE FIRST THREE OETECTORS FORMED A TELESCOPE 

WITH THE FOURTH DETECTOR. EACH OF THE THREE TELESCOPES THUS 

FORMED HAD AN ACCEPTANCE CON OF 23-DEG HAF-ANGLE. THE MEAN 

VIEWING DIRECTIONS OF THE TELESCOPES WERE IN THE ECLIPTIC 

PLANE AND 40 DEG ABOVE AND BELODW THAT PLANE. RESPECTIVELY. TWO 

CONCURRENT MODES OF COUNTING WERE EMPLOYED. IN THE FIRST NODE. 

COUNTS WERE ACCUMULATED IN EIGHT SEPARATE 45-EG INTERVALS 

DURING THE SPACECRAFT SPIRN WILE. IN THE SECOND. 

SPIN-INTEGATED COUNTS WERE ACQUIRED. IN THE FIRST MODE. THE 

SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES IN 
THE RANGES 7.4 TO 21.5 MEYVAUCLEON AND 19.7 TO 63.0 
MEv/NUCLeON (NO SPECIES DISCRIMiNATIONI WHILE EACH SOLID-STATE 
TELESCOPE SEPARATELY MEASURED PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 3.3 
TO 3.6 NEV AND 3.6 TO 6.7 MEV. IN THE SECOND MODE. THE 
SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY MEASURED PARTICLES IN SIX CONTIGUOUS 
ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 4.5 AND 40 MEW/NUCLEON (INTERVAL 
LOWER 1IHIT$ AT 4.5, 7.0, 9.6, 13. a1. AND 90 MEV/NUCLEON). 
WHILE EACH OF THE 	SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES SEPARATELY MEASURED 

PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES I To a. I TO S. I TO 3, AND 4 to 
6 Y AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 4 TO 8 HEV. 
DURING EACH 244-BIT MAIN TELEMETRY FRAME. TWO FIRST-MODE 9-IT 
ACCUMULATORS AND ONE SECOND-MODE 9-BIT ACCUMULATOR WERE READ 
OUT. INFLIGHT CALIBRATION OF THE SCINTILLATOR AND OF SORE OF 
THE ELECTRONICS WAS PERFORMED DAILY. SEE OVUATA BT AL. IEEE 
TRANS. NUC. SCI.* S-17 18-24. 1970. FOR A MORE DETAILED 
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION.
 
DATA SET NAME- 7.5-NIN AND I-HR COUNT RATES FOR ALL
 
MODES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

NSSDC I- 6T-23A-OSA 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	12/13/67 TO 03131/69 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 6 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF EXPERIMENTER-SUPFLIED 9-TRACK 

MAGNETIC TAPES. WRITTEN I EBCDIC AT 80 BPI ON AN IBM 
37015. EACH TAPE CONTAINS 80 DAYS OF DATA. AND EACH LOGICAL 
AN0 PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS ONE HOUR OF DATA. EACH DATA 
RECORD CONTAINS TIME AND COUNTS AT 7.S-MIN INTERVALS AND FOR 
THE FULL HO FOR EACH ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTMOPIC MODE. THE 
TIME COVERAGE OF THE TAPES MIRRORS THE PERIODS DURING WHICH
 
THE SPACECRAFT WAS BEING TRACKED (NEARLY 00 PERCENT UNTIL
 
OCTOBER 196, AND THEN BETWEEN 60 AND 90 PERCENT THROUGH MARCH
 
1969). DATA FOR TIMES AFTER MARCH 1960 ARE FOUND IN MICROFILM
 
bATA SET 6T-123A-0SB THE EXPERIMENTER ALSO PROVIDED A 

PROGRAM TO GENERATE LISTINGS SUCH AS THOSE FOUND IN DATA SET 
67-123A-OSB FROM THE TAPES OF THIS DATA SET 7-I23A-OSA. 
DATA SET NAME- 7.5-EN AND I--HP COUNT RATES. ALL
 
MODES ON MICROFILM
 
NSZDC to- 67-I23A-O5
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 03J21/69 TO I2/31/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 3 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF I6-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT 
NSSDC FROM EXPEPIMENTER-SUPPLIED COMPUTER PRINTOUT. EACH 
FRAME CONTAINS DATA MATRICES FOR I HR. COUNTS ACCUMUA-ATED 
DURING INDICATED NUMBERS OF SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS FOR 7.5-MN 
I TERVALS AND FOR PULL HOURS ARE GIVEN FOR ALL ISOTROPIC AND 
ANISOTROPIC COUNTING MOES. DATA COVERAGE BEGINS AT THE TIME 
THE COVERAGE IN TAPE DATA SET 6T-I23A-OSA ENDS. THE DATA 
COVERAGE FOR THE LATER TIME PERIOD COVERED BY THIS MICROFILM 
DATA SET RUNS BETWEEN 50 AND 75 PERCENT PEP WEEK. 
WEBBER, PIONEER a 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR 
NSSDC 1D- 67-123A-06 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PERSONNEL 
PT - W.R. WEBBER ....... U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DURHAM, NH 
THIS EXPERIMENT UTILIZED A TELESCOPE COMPRISED OF FIVE 
SOLID-STATE SENSORS, A CERENKOW DETECTOR. AND AN 
ANTICOINCIDENCE SHIELD. THE TELESCOPE AXES WAS PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. AS DETERMINED DY TWO COINCIDENCE 
MODES AND ELECTRONIC DISCRIMINATION OF SENSOR OUTPUT PULSES. 
PARTICLES MEASURED WERE ELECTRONS IN THREE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 9.34 AND $.4 MEV, PROTONS IN SIX CONTIGUOUS 
ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 3.49 AND 64.3 MEV (ONE OF FIVE COUNT 
RATES WAS DUE TO THE SUM OF COUNTS IN TWO NONCONTIGUOUS ENERGY 
INTERVALSI* AND ALPHA PARTICLES IN FOUR CONTIGUOUS ENERGY 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 6.64 AND 64.1 MEV/NUCLEON (CHE F THREE 
COUNT RATES WAS DUE TO THE SUM OF COUNTS IN TWO NONCONTIGUOUS 
ENERGY INTERYALSI. A THIRD COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM 
OF COUNTS DUE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.6 NEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE 14 
MEV/NUCLEON. A FOURTH COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM OF 
NUCLEI ABOVE 42 MEV/NUCLET AND ELECTRONS ABOVE B.1 MEY. 
SPACECRAFT SPIN-INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL FLUXES WERE MEASURED IN 
THE VARIOUS MODES. ACCUMULATION TIMES AND READOUT INTERVALS 
WERE DEPENDENT ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE AND WERE TYPICALLY IN 
TENS OF SECONDS. IN AtL OASES. THEY WERE LONGER THAN THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD. THE EXPERIMENT FUNCTIONED WELL DURING 
THE SPACECRAFT LIFETIME. ALTHOUGH AT LOW TELEMETRY SIT RATES. 
ACCUMULATOR SATURATION RENDERED SOME COUNTING MODES TO BE OF 
NO VALUE. FOR FURTHER DETAILS. SEE J. CEOPHYS RES VOL 76. P 
1605. 1971.
 
DATA SET NAME-	20-NIN AVERAGES OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES
 
ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 67-123A-06A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 13/I3/67 TO 04/10/68
 
[AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I R1IL(S' OF MICROFlM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MICROFILMED COPIES OF 
EXPERIMENTER GENERATED PLOTS OF 2D-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES 
FOR ALL COINCIDENCE MODES AND DISCRIMINATION STATES EXCEPT FOR 
THE ALPHA PARTIC-E COUNT RATES. (THE ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT 
RATES ARE FOUND IN DATA SET 67-123A-06B.) 
DATA SET NAME- a-HR AVERAGES OF ALPHA PARTIECLE COUNT
 
RATES ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC ID- 67-I23A-069
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
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TIME PERIOD COVERED- :213/67 TO 042Z/68 
(As VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
WOLFE. PIONEER S
 
I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
QUANTITY Or DATA-

EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MICROFILMED COPIES OF THREE 
EXPERIMENTER GENERATED PLOTS OF 8-HR AVERAGED ALPHA PARTICLE NGSOC IV- O7-I3A-02 
COUNT PATES COVERING THE PERIOD DECEBER 1. 1:67. THROUGH 
APRIL 10. 19B. THESE PLOTS ARE FOUND ON THE SANE MICROFILK STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
PEEL WHICH CONTA;NS THE PROTON PLOTS (67-123A-06A3. 
PERSONNEL 
Pt - JHK. WOLFE .......... NASA-ARC 
NO FIEL CAcTUT M , 
ON - U.D. MCKEBBZN ...... 	 NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELO. CA 
A TRUNCATED HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON COUNT RATES PUBLTSD N (120-DEG TOTAL PARALLEL PLATE CURVATURE) WITH THREE COUIGUOUS 
'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL OATA CURRENT COLLECTORS HAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY 
OF THE- ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. TONS 
NSSOC 10- 67-t23A-06C WERE DETECTED IN 30 LOOARITIO4ICALLY EUISPACED ENERGY PER UNIT 
CAARGE (E/0) STEP FROM 1.0 TO 15,000 V. ,THRE WAS AN ELECTRON 
AVAILAGILITr OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) MODE OF OPERATION EN WHICH ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN 14 
LOGARITHMICALLY EDUISPACED E/O STEPS RANGING FROM 12 TO 1000 
TIME PERIQD COVERED- IZ3/01/69 TO 08/10/74 V. THERE WAS ALSO A ZERO E/0 OR BACKGROUND, STEP. TE THREE 
(AS VERIFIED BY HSSOC) COLLECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES INCIDENT FROM THREE DEFFERENT
 
coN IGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT 
IUANTITY OF DATA- 49 ROOK(S) OR BOUND) VOLUME(S) ,EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE)- TWO COLLECTORS 
MEASURED FLUX FROM 10 TO 85 0. ON ETHER SIE OF THE 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MO'THLy TABULAR LISTINGS OF SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE. AND THE THIRD MEASURED FLUX 
N.A
 
COUNT RATES OF PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE 13.9 AND 64 MEV. 20-DEG INTERVAL CENTERED ON THE SPACECRAFt EQUATORIA MLANE,
TYPICALLY, FOUR COUNT RATES PER ENERGY CHANNEL PER DAY WERE AS THE SPACECRAFT WAS SPINNING. FLIJ$RS WERE MEASURED EN Z3 
GIVEN SN THE EARLY LIFE OF THE SPACECRAFT. IN LATE 1971. ONLY POSSIBLE 2-13f6-DEG-WIOE AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTORS. SEVENTEEN 
A FEW COUNT RATES PER MONTH WERE GIVEN. AND FOR JANUARY 1973. OF THESE SECTORS WERE CONTIGUOUS AND BRACKETED THE SOLAR 
ONE COUNT RATE WAS GIVEN. DATA OBTAINED DURING A GIVEN MONTH DIRECTION. THE REMAINING SIX SECTORS WERE WIDELY SPACED. THE 
WERE PUBLISHED (AS OF NOVEMBER 1971) IN -OLAR-GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENT HAD THREE MODES O DATA COLLECTION - POLAR SCAM. 
DATA (PROMPT REPORTS)' WITH A I-MONTH LA. AZIMUTHAL SCAN. AND MAXIMUM FLUX. AT.THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES 
(013 AND 256 OPSI THE POLAR SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE 
AZIMUTHAL SCAN MODE AT EACH E/Q STEP- ,IN THE POLAR SCAN NODE. 
ALL THREE COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX DETAINED 
AND THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-I/16 DEG) OF THE 
OBSERVATION WERE REPORTED FOR EACH COLLECTOR. IN THE AZIMUTHAL 
SCAN MODE. THE PEAK FLUX OBSERVED SN THE 23 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS 
WAS RECORDED FOR THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR AT EACH B/ STEP. AT 
DATA SET NARE- DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON THE LOW BIT RATES (". 16. AND 8 BPS). TH MAXIMUM FLUX MODE 
MICROFILM WAS USED AT EACH E/0 STEP FOLLOWED RY.EFTER (I) FOR IONS. A 
POLAR SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT THAT E/O STEP WHERE THE 
NSSDC D- 67-123A-060 PEAK FLUX MEASUREMENT DURING THE MAXIMUM FLUX MOOE WAS 
OBTAINED. OR (2) FOR ELECTRONS. A POLAR SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSOC SCAN AT E/O . 100 V. IN THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE ONLY THE 
CENTRAL COLLECTOR WAS OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX OBTAINED AND 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/13/67 TO 11/05171 THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO, 2-13/16 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATION 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) WERE REPORTEOD. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS CONSISTED OF 
SEVEN SETS OF ION MEASUREMENTS (AT EACH B/ STEPSJ AND.ONS SET 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM OF ELECTRON MEASUREMHTS. (AT EACH E/0 STEPS'. AT THE HIGH BIT 
RATES (512 AND. 256 BPSI ONE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS TOOK 62 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF ID-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT SEC AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS 38 SEC. AT THE LOW 
NSSDC FROM EXPERI.ENTER-SUPPLIED COMPUTER PRINTOUT. DAILY BIT RATES (64. 16. AND 8 BPS), ONE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS 
AVERAGED COUNT RATES ARD STANDARD ERRORS (LESS THAN I PERCENT TOOK 37 SEC AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUIREI4ENTS 28-SEC. AT 64 
OF COUNT RATE) ARE LISTED FOR BOTHPS.OSER 8 AND 9 FOR MODES BPS. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS (SEVEN IONS PLUS ONE 
71.2 AND TS. MODE T142 CORRESpONDS TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 4.4 MEV ELECTRON) WAS TAKEN AND TELEI4ETERED EVEIRY402.5 SEC. AT 16 
AND NUCLEI ABOVE 6 NEV/IN ON PIONEER 6 AND TO ELECTRONS ABOVE BPS, IT TOOK 1610 SEC, AND. AT . BPS. IT TOOK 3220 SEC. 
B.1 MEV AND NUCLEI AOVE 42 NEVIN ON PIONEER 9. MODE TS 
CORRESPODS TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.6 MEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE 14 
MEV/N, ON PIONEERS B AND 9. DATA GAPS NEAR THE END OF THE TIME 
PERIOD COVERED REFLECT DECREASING SPACECRAFT TRACKING. 
DATA SET NAME- ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM 
NSSDC 1D- 67-123A-2A
 
DATA SET NAME- DAILY AVERAGED COUrT RATE PLOTS ON AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 
MICROFILM 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12 14/67 TO 11105/TI 
NESDC ID- 57-IZ3A-OE 	 (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
AVAILAILITY OF DATA SET- OATA.AT NSODC 	 QUANTITY OF DATA- 36 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 12/13/67 TO 	 11/06/11 THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 	 AND CONSIST OF TIME-ORDERED PLOTS OF THE FOLLOWING SOLAR WIND 
PARAMETERS -- (I) PROTON NUMBER DENSITY (PROTONS/CUBIC C.). 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELE() OF MICROFILM (2) AZIMUTH (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUD2 OF THE PEAK PARTICLE 
FLUX FOR IONS IDEG). {3) BULK VELOCITY (KN/SEC). (4) POLARTHIS DATA SET CONSISTS.OF 35-MN MICROFILM GENERATED AT ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX 
NSSOC FROM EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED HARDCOPY PLOTS. DAILY (DEG). (51 PROTON TEMPERATURE AND HELIUM TEMPERATURE (DE), 
AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOE MODES T.42 AND To ARE PLOTTED WITH (6) HELIUM/HYDROGEN RATIO CNUM9ItROF HELIUM IONS/CUBIC 
ONE YEAR OF DATA PER FRAAE. PIOhNER- AND 9 DATA FRAMES ARE CM/NUKBER -OF PROTONS/CUOIC CM).,(TWECECTRONTMPERAT&RE (050
AND YEAR. THERE ARE KI. AND (B) TWO INDICATORS DF"ITHE ANISTROPR IN THE SELAR INTERSPERSED. FOR EACH SPACECRAFT. MODE. 
TWO PLOTS. ONE OF THESE WAS A LINEAR COUNT RATE SCALE AND THE PLASMA ION TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. 
OTHER HAS A LOGARITHMIC COUNT RATE SCALE. DATA GAPS WHICH 
REFLECT THE LACK OF SPACECRAFTRACKING BECOME INCREASINGLY 
ABUNDANT NEAR THE END O THE TIiHUpJOD OF COVRA'E. 
~1/1
 
PIONEER 9
 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAVE- PIONEER 9 

ALTERNATE NAMES-	 PIONEER-D. PL-64K 

03533 

NSSDC ID- 65-1ooA 
LAUNCH DATE- 1O08/6S 	 EIGHT- 1.7. KG 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 

ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 1/068 
ORBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS INCLINATION- .086509 DEG 
PERIAPSIS- 0.7542 AU BAD APOAPSIS- 0.9905 AU BAD 
PIONEER 9 WAS THU FOURTH IN A SERIES OF SOLAR-ORBITING. 
SPIN-STABILIZED. AND SOLAR-CELL AND BATTERY-POWERED SATELLITES 
DESIGNED TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS OF INTERPLANETARY PHENO"ENA 
FROM WIDELY SEPARATED POINTS IN SPACE ON A CONTINUING BASIS. 
THE SPACECRAFT CARRIED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE POSITIVE IONS 
AND ELECTRONS IN THE SOLAR WIND, THE INTERPLANETARY ELECTRON 
DENSITY (RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT). SOLAR AND GALACTIC 
COSMIC RAYS. THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD. COSMIC OUST. 
AND ELECTRIC FIELDS. ALSO. A NEW CODING PROCESS WAS 
IMPLEMENTED FOR PIONEER 9. ITS MAIN ANTENNA WAS A HIGH-CAIN 
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA. TE SPACECRAFT WAS SPIN-STABILIZEO AT 
ABOUT 60 RPM. AND THI SPIN AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE 
ECLIPTIC PLANE AND POINTED TOWARD THE SOUTH ECLIPTIC POLE; BY 
GROUND COMMAND. ONE OF FIVE SIT RATES. ONE OF FOUR DATA 
FORMATS. AND ONE OF FOUR OPERATING MODES COULD SE SELECTED. 
THE FIVE BIT RATES WERE 512. 2S6. 64. 16. AND 8 BPS. THREE OF 
T E FOUR DATA FORMATS CONTAINED PRIMARILY SCIENTIFIC DATA AND 
CONSISTED OF THIRTY-TWO 7-BIT WORDS PER FRAME. ONE SCIENTIFIC
 
DATA FORMAT WAS USED-At YKE TWO HIGHEST BI RATES. ANOTHER WAS
 
USED AT THE THREE LOWEST BIT RATES. AND THE THIRO CONTAINED
 
DATA FROM ONLY THe RADIO PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT. THE FOURTH 

DATA FORMAT CONTAINED MAINLY ENGINEERING DATA. THE FOUR
 
OPERATING MODES WERE REAL TIME. TELEMETRY STORE. DUTY CYCLE 

STORE, AND MEMORY 	READOUT. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. DATA WERE 
SAMPLED AND TRANSMITTED DIRECTLY (WITHOUT STORAGE) AS 
SPECIFIED BY TH DATA FORMAT AND BIT RATE SELECTED. IN THE 
TELEMETRY STORE NODE. DATA WERE STORED AND TRANSMITTED 
SIMULTANEOUSLY IN THE FORMAT AND AT THE BIT RATE SELECTED. IN 
THE DUTY CYCLE STORE MODE. A SINGLE FRAME OF SCIENTIFIC DATA 

WAS COLLECTED AND STORED AT A RATE OF 512 BPS. THE TIME PERIOD 

BETWEEN WHICH SUCCESSIVE FRAMES WERE COLLECTED AND STORED 
COULD BE VARIED BY GROUND COMMAND BETWEEN 2 AND 17 MIN TO 

PROVIDE PARTIAL DATA COVERAGE FOR PERIODS OF UP TO 19 HR. AS 

LIMITED BY THE BIT STORAGE CAPACITY. IN THE MEMORY READOUT 

MODE. DATA WERE READ OUT AT WHATEVER BIT RATE WAS APPROPRIATE 

TO THE SATELLITE DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH. THE BIT RATE FOR THE 

MAJORITY OF THE DATA WAS 512 BPS FROM NOVEMBER 8. 1968. TO 

JANUARY I5. 1969. 256 BPS FROM JANUARY 16, 1969, TO JANUARY 

29. 1969. 64 BPS FROM JANUARY 30. 1969 TO MARCH 27. 1969. AND 
16 OR 8 BPS THEREAFTER. HIGHER SIT RATES WERE USED WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT WAS TRACKED BY THE 64-CM ANTENNA BUT TE DATA 
COVERAGE BY THIS ANTENNA WAS LOW. THE DATA COVERAGE AVERACED 
CLOSE TO 100 PERCENT FOR THE FIRST 29 WEEKS AFTER LAUNCH. 
AFTER THIS. OATA COVERAGE DROPPED TO CLOSE TO 50 PERCENT UNTIL 
DECEMBER 1969. AND IT VARIED BETWEEN 10 AND 30 PERCENT THROUGH 
JULY 1971. ALMOST O DATA WERE ACOUTRED BETWEEN JULY 1971 AND 
JUNE 1972. FOR THE NEXT 10 MONTHS COVERAGE WAS TYPICALLY 
BETWEEN 10 AND 30 PERCENT WITH 100 PERCENT COVERAGE FOR THE 
MAJOR SOLAR ACTIVE PERIOD OF AUGUST 1972. FROM APRIL 1973 
THROUGH AUGUST I74 COVERAGE AVERAGED 5 PERCENT. 
DATA SET NAME- COMPRESSES EPHEMERIS DATA aN MAGNETIC 

TAPE 

NSSDC ID- 68-IOOA-ODE 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 5E- DATA AT NSSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 1D/0.t68 TO 04/16/T2 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET WHICH CONTAINS COMPLETE TRAJECTORY
 
INFORMATION WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC BY TAKING THE MOST ACCURATE 
INFORMATION FROM EACH EPHEMERIS TAPE AND ELIMINATING OVERLAP. 
THE DATA SET CONSISTS OF ONE 7-TRACK. IBM 7094. BOD-EPI. 
BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE. EACH LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS Pg WORDS. 
AND EACH PHYSICAL RECORD CONTAINS 20 LOGICAL RECORDS. THE 
FOLLOWING INFORMATIEN IS AVAILABLE IN INTERVALS OF ONE DAY 
(EXCEPT FOR PERIODS WHEN T HE SPACECRAFT IS CLOSE TO THE EARTH. 
WHEN THE INTERVAL MAY BE SNORTER) -- (11 DATE. (2) TIME. (3) 
DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE PROBE. (4) DISTANCE FROM THE 
EARTH TO THE SUN, (S) DISTANCE FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON. (6) 
DISTANCE FROM THE SUN TO THE PROBE. (7) GEOCENTRIC RIGHT 
ASCENSION AND DECLINATION OF PROBE. SUN. MOON. (8) GEOCENTRIC 
LATITUDE. LONGITUDE, AND ALTITUDE . ABOVE THE EARTH. (9) 
EARTH-SUN-PROBE ANGLE, (So) EARTH-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. 111) 
SUN-PROkE-NEAR LIMB OF EARTH ANGLE (SUN-PROBE-EARTH ANGLE 
MINUS THE ANGULAR SEMI-DIAMErER OF EARTH WHERE THE ANGULAR 
SE-DIANETeR WOULD Re THE PROBE-CENTERED ANGLE BETWEEN EARTH 
LIMB AND CENTER OF EARTH). (12) MOON-EARTH-PROSE ANGLE. (131 
M.ON-PROBE-SUN ANGLE. (14) EARTH-PROBE-MOON ANGLE. (1S
 
CANOP S-PROSE-ARTH ANGLE. (16) CANOPUS-PROBE-SUN ANGLE, (17
 
ANGLE MADE BY THE SUN TO PROBE VECTOR AND THE ECLIPTIC PLANE 
OF DATS* I1S X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT IN THE 
SUN-EARTH LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM (SUN-CENTERED SYSTEM. . AXIS 
IS ALONG THE SUn-TO-EARTH VECTOR. Z AXIS IS TOWARD ECLIPTIC 
NORTH POLE)* (191 LONGITUDE OF SPACECRAFT IN THE SUN-EARTH 
LINE COORDINATE SYSTEM. (20) X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF SPACECRAFT 
IN GEOCENTRIC. SELENOCENTRIC. HSLTOCENTRIC VENUS-CENTERED. 
MARS-CENTERED. SATURN-CENTERED. AND JUPITER-CENTERED INERTIAL 
COORDINATE (X POINTS TO VERNAL EQUINOX. Z POINTS ALONG THE 
NORTH POLE VECTOR WITH THE REFERENCE PLANE BEING THE EARTH'S 
TRUE EQUATOR OF DATE). (21 MAGNITUDE OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR 
AND X. Y. Z COMPONENTS OF THE VELOCITY VECTOR IN GEOCENTRIC 
INERTIAL COORDINATES. (22) GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL PATH ANGLE 
(ANGLE MADE BY PROBE VELOCITY VECTOR AMD PLANE NORMAL TO 
EARTH-TC-PRORE VECTOR). t2S) GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE 
qANLE BETWEEN THE PLANE DEFINED BY THE EARTH-TO-PROBE VECTOR 
AND THE GEOCENTRIC INERTIAL VELOCITY VECTOR), (24) 
HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL VELOCITY. (25) HELIOCENTRIC INERTIAL 
PATH ANGLE (ANGLE MADE BY THE HELIOCENTRIC VELOCITY VECTOR AND 
THE PLANE ARAL TO THE SVN-TO-PROBE VECTORI. (26) CELESTIAL 
LONGITUDE OF PROBE (ANGULAR DISTANCE MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE 
ALONG THE ECLIPTIC PLANE OF DATE FROM THE VERNAL EQUINOX TO 
THE PROJECTION OF THE SUN-PROSE VECTOR ON A PLANE AS VIEWED 
FROM THE ECLIPTIC NORTH POLE). (27) CELESTIAL LONGITUDE OF 
EARTH. (2) CELESTIAL LATITUDE OF EARTH, AND (29) VARIOUS 
CLOCK ANGLES AND HINGE AND SWIVEL ANGLES WHICH ARE DESCRIBED 
TN THE DOCUMENTATION. 
ESHLEMAN. PIONEER 9 
EXPERIMENT NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
 
NSSDC T0- 63-IOA-03
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL.
 
PERSONNEL 
P - V.P. ESHIEMAN ......... STANFORD U 
STANFORD, CA 
O - T.A. CROFT ........... STANFORD U 
STANFORD. CA 
01 - H.T. HOWARD ......... STANFORD U
 
STANFORD, CA
 
01 - R.L. LEADABRAND ... STANFORD RES INST
 
MENLO PARK, CA
 
01 - R,A. LONG .. ....... STANFORD RS INST
 
MENLO PARK. CA
 
0I - A.. PETEBRSON .. .... STANFORD U
 
STANFORD. CA
 
BOTH 423.3-MHZ AND ITS 2/17 SUSHARMONIC 49.5-MHZ SIGNALS 
WIRE TRANSMITTED FROM A 4.6-M STEERABLE PARABOLIC ANTENNA AT 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY TO THE TWO-FREQUENCY RADIO RECEIVER ON THE 
SPACECRAFT. THE HIGN-FREOUENCY SIGNAL SERVED AS A REFERENCE 
SIGNAL SINCE ITS PROPAGATION TIME WAS NOT APPRECIABLY DELAYED. 
THE LOW-FREGUENCY SIGNAL WAS DELAYED IN PROPORTION TO THE 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT IN THE PROPAGATION PATH. ON THE 
SPACECRAFT. A PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVER COUNTED THE SEAT FREGUENCY 
ZERO CROSSINGS OF THE RECEIVED SIGNALS TO OBTAIN MEASUREMENTS 
OF PHASE-PATH DIFFERENCES. DIFFERENTIAL DELAY CF THE GROUP 
VELOCITY WAS ALSO OBSERVED. AND THESE VALUES WERE TELEMETERED 
TO THE GROUND STATION AND USED TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT. THE IONOSPHERIC CONTRIBUTION (UP TO A SELECTED 
AITITUOE OBTAINED FROM OTHER EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES) COULD SE
 
SUBTRACTED TO PRODUCE DATA DESCRIBING THE INTERPLANETARY
 
ELECTRON CONTENT OF THE SOLAR WIND AND ITS VARIATIONS. FOR
 
SIMILAR EXPERIMENTS FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS SEE 67-123A-03.
 
667AO. 65-.105A-04, AND 67-06OA-02. MORE DETAILED
 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT CAN BE FOUND IN JOURNAL OF
 
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, VOL. 17. PP. 3325-3327. AND IN RADIO 
SCIENCE. V.. 6 PP. 5-43. 
DATA SET NAME- HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS 
NISDC ID- 68-IODA-O3A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NESDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/0I/6. TO 0716/69
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSGOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZEO HOURLY VALUES OF 
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND THE SOLAR 
WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM MEASUREMENTS OF 
THE DIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. THE HOURLY DATA 
112 
PIONEER 9
 
ARE REPRESENTATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED FROM ANALOG TIMES AT A NEARBY 'LOCATION WERE REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED 
RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE PORTION OF THE TOTAL CONTENT VALUES. THEM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT PATH 
DAY IABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE 
THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON ONE 556-BPI. RESULTING VALUES WERE NORMALIZED TO I AU. ASSUMING DENSITY TO 
7-TRACK. BCO MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM PUNCHED BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SEAR 
CARDS SUPPLIED RY THE EXPERIMENTER. THE TAPE ALSO CONTAINS DISTANCE. THIS DATA SET 1S IiN ONE REEL OF 35-MM MICROFILM. 
IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PIONEERS 6 THIS REEL OF MICROF[LM ALSO CONTAINS IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER 
(5-1 0SA-04A). T IA&OTS5A-OA. AND B IST-ISSA-OZA) AN TIMHE PER IODS FROM PIONEERS 6 (65..IGSA-OE). 7 C66-075A-04E). 
MARINER 5 (67-060A-OSA). 	 AND 8 (67- SA-030) AND HOURLY VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT FROM PIONEERS 6 C66-loSA-GOG) * 7 (66 .DTA_040 ) . 
(67-123A-035 , AND I68-IOOA-O3S) AND MARINER S (67-60A-GB2). 
THIS DATA SET Es ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE (68-1OOA-3C). 
DATA SET NAME- HOUR.y VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM
 
NSSDC JD- 68-100A-030 	 MCCRACKEN. PIONEER 9
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSVC 	 EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 
TINE PERIOD COVERED-	 11/09/6a TO 0T/1O/69 NSSOC 10- 60-10OA-05 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MICROFILM 
PERS ONNEL 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF DIGITIZED AND PLOTTED HOURLY P. - IS.G. MCCRACKEN ... . U OF ADELAIDE 
VALUES OF TOTAL ELECTRON CONTENT THROUGH THE IONOSPHERE AND ADELAIDE, AUSTRALIA 
THE SOLAR WIND. THESE ARE REDUCED DATA CALCULATED FROM OR - R.U. RAD . .... PHYSICAL RESEARCH LA 
MEASUREMENTS OF THE OIFFERENTIAL DELAY OF THE GROUP VELOCITY. AHMADASED. INDIA 
THE HOURLY DATA ARE REPRESENYATIVE VALUES MANUALLY SELECTED 01 - WtC. BARTLEY ... ..... HATL ACADEMY OF SCI 
FROM ANALOG RECORDS. EACH SET OF HOURLY VALUES IS FOR THE WASHINGTON. DC 
PORTION OF THE DAY (ABOUT 12 HR PER DAY) WHEN THE SPACECRAFT
 
WAS IN VIEW FR04 THE STANFORD TRANSMITTER. THIS DATA SET IS ON THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF A CSI SCINTILLATOR AND 
ONE REEL Oc -MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT NSSrC FROM DATA THREE SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES. THE CST SCINTIULATOk WAS 
SUPPLID BY THE EXPERIMENTER. THIS REEL OF MICROFILM ALSO COLLIMATED BY AN ANTICOINCIDENCE PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR AND HAD 
CONTAIMS IONTICAL DATA FOR OTHER TIME PERIODS FROM PfCMHERS 6 A CONICAL APERTURE WITH A 38.2-tEd HALF-ANGLE. THE 
(6-105A-OAB). 7 [E-OTSA-O4) 8 (67-13A-O3B) AND MARINER S SCINTILLATOR LOOK DIRECTION WAS CENTERED IN THE ECLIPTIC 
7-O60A-028 AND SOLAR WIND ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS FROM PLANE. THREE SOLID-STATE DETECTORS WERE ORIENTED IN A PAN 
PIONEERS 6 (65-I05A-04E). Y (66-075A-04E). 8 167-223A-030). ARRANGEMENT WITH RESPECT TO A FOURTH SOLID-STATE DETECTOR SUCH 
AND 9 (6-IOOA-O3D). THAT EACH DF THE FIRST THREE DETECTORS FORMED A TELESCOPE WITH 
THE FOURTH DETECTOR. EACH OF THE THREE TELESCOPES THUS FORMED
 
HAD AN ACCEPTANCE CONE OF 23-DEG HALF-ANGLE. THE MEAN VIEWING 
DIRECTIONS OF THE TELESCOPES WERE IN THE ECLIPTIC PLANE AND 48
 
DEG ABOVE AND BELOW THAT PLANE, RESPECTIVELY. TWO CONCURRENT
 
MODES OF COUNTING WERE EMPLOYED. IN THE FIRST MODE. COUNTS 
WERE ACCUMULATED IN EIGHT SEPARATE 45-DEG INTERVALS DURING THE 
SPACECRAFT SPIN. WHILE. IN THE SECOND. SPIN-INTEGRATED COUNTS 
DATA SET NAME- DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON WERE ACQUIRED. IN THE FIRST MODE. THE SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO S AU ON TAPE MEASURED PARTICLES WITH ENERGIES IN THE RANGES 1.4 TO 21.5 
MEV/NUCLEON AND 19.7 TO 63.0 MEV/NUCLEON (NO SPECIES 
NSSDC O- 68-I100A-03C DISCRIMINATION) WHILE EACH SOLID STATE TELESCOPE SEPARATELY 
MEASURED PROTONS IN THE ENERGY RANGES 33 TO 3.6 REV AND 3.6 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSEOC TO. 6.7 NEV. IN THE SECOND MODE THE SCINTILLATOR SEPARATELY 
MEASURED PARTICLES IN SIX CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 11/I1/68 TO 03/07/71 .5 AND 40 MEV/NUCLEON (INTERVAL LOWER LIMITS AT 4.5. 7.0. 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 9.6. 13, 21. AND 28 MEV/NUCLEON). WHILE EACH OF THE 
SOLID-STATE TELESCOPES SEPARATELY MEASURED PROTONS IN THE 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE ENERGY RANGES I TO 8. 1 TO B. I TO 3. AND A TO 6 MEV AND ALPHA 
PARTICLES IN THE ENERGY RANGE 4 TO 8 NEV. DURING EACH 224-BIT 
THESE DATA WERE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG MAIN TELEMETRY FRAME. TWO FIRST-MODE 9-.SIT ACCUMULATORS AND 
RECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST ONE SECOND-MODE 9-SIT ACCUMULATOR WERE READ OUr. INFLIGHT 
OF HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY IN THE CALIBRATION OF THE SCINTILLATOR AND OF SOME OF THE ELECTRONICS 
SOLAR WIND. TO OBTAIN THESE OATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL OAS PERFORMED DAILY. SEE BLUATA ET AL. IEEE TRANS. NUC. SCI-. 
CONTENT WAS REMOVED FROM THE OBSERVED TOTAL CONTENT VALUES NS-ST. PP. 15- . 19TO, FOR A MORE DETAILED EXPERIMENT 
AND THE TOTAL CONTENT PATH LENGTH WAS USED TO CONVERT TOTAL DESCRIPTION.
 
CONTENT TO DENSITY. THE RESULTING VALUES WERE THEN NORMALIZED
 
TO I AU ASSUMING DENSITY TO.E PROPORTIONAL TO THE INVERSE
 
SQUARE OF THE SATELLITE-SOLAR DISTANCE. VALUES RESULTING FROM
 
INTER OLATION ABE FLAGGED. NO INTERPOLATED VALUES WIERE
 
RECORDED WHEN DATA GAPS EXCEEDED 4 DAYS. THIS DATA SET IS ON
 
ONE 800-PI. T-TRACK. ODD PARITY. BINARY MAGNETIC TAPE WRITTEN 
ON AN IBM 7094 COMPUTER. AUXILIARY DATA ON THE TAPE INCLUDE UT 
AND CARRINGTON ROTATION NUMBER. DATA ARE AVAILABLE FOR ABOUT DATA SET NAME- 7.5-M1N AND I-HR COUNT RATES ON 
12 HR PER DAY WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WAS IN VIEW FROM THE MICROFILM 
STANFORD TRANSMITTER. IDENTICAL DATA FOR OTHER -TIME PERIODS 
FROM PIONEERS 6 (65-05A4-0D). 7 (66-OTSA-040), AND 8 NSSDC 10- 68-IOA-OSA 
(67-123A-03C ANU MARINER 5 967-060A-0ZCI ALSO APPEAR ON THIS 
TAPE. AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC READY FOR DISTRIBUTION 
TIME PERIOD COVERED. Sl'Oa/68 TO 0925/70 
(AS VERIFIEDBY NSSDC 
OUANTITY OF DATA- 2 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-MM MICROFILM. GENERATED AT 
DATA SET NAME- MI CROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON NSODC FROM EXPERIMENTER-SUPPLIED COMPUTER PRINTOUT. EACH 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU FRAME CONTAINS DATA MATRICES FOR ONE HOUR. COUNTS ACCUMULATED 
OURING INDICATED NUMBERS OF SPACECRAFT REVOLUTIONS FOR 7.5-MIN 
NSSOC I0- 68-IOOA-030 INTERVALS AND FOR ONE-HOUR INTERVALS ARE GIVEN FOR ALL 
ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC COUNTING MODES. TWO YEARS OF DATA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC ARE CONTAINED IN THE DATA SET. WITH THE COVERAGE VERY LOW IN 
AJ THE LATER PART, DUE TO GREATLY DECREASED SPACECRAFT TRACKING. 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- OA/04/69 TO OB/2*/0O 
(AS VERIFIED BY NESOC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THESE DATA WIRE PREPARED FROM THE ORIGINAL ANALOG RG ARECORDS BY THE EXPERIMENTER'S STAFF. THE PRIMARY DATA CONSIST 
OF PLOTS OF ELECTRON DENSITY VS TIME IN THE SOLAR WIND. TO Zew i 
OETAIN THESE DATA. THE IONOSPHERIC TOTAL CONTENT FOR THE SANE
 
PIONEER 9
 
WEBBER. PIONEER 9 
EXPERIMENT NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 
MSsC ID- 68-OGA-O0 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL 
PERSONNEL 

PI - W.R° WEBBER ........... U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
 
DURHAM, NH
 
THIS EXPERIMENT UTILIZED A TELESCOPE COMPRISED OF FIVE 
SOLIO-STATE SENSORS. A CERENKDV DETECTOR. AND AN 
ANTrCOINCIONCE SHIEO.D. THE TELESCOPE AXIS WAS PERPENDICULAR 
TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS. AS DETERMINED BY TWO COINCIDENCE
 
NODES AND ELECTRONIC DISCRIMINATION OF SENSOR OUTPUT PULSES. 
PARTICLES MEASURED WERE ELECTRONS IN THREE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY 
INTERVALS BETWEEN 0.31 AND S.T NV, PROTONS IN FIVE CONTIGUOUS 
ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 2-2 AND 42 NEV. AND ALPHA PARTICLES 
IN THOSE CONTIGUOUS ENERGY INTERVALS BETWEEN 5.6 AND 42 
MEV/NUCLEON A THIRD COINCIDENCE MOOE EASURED THE SUN CF 
COUNTS DUE TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.6 NEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE 14 
NEVNUCLEON. A FOURTH COINCIDENCE MODE MEASURED THE SUM OF
 
NUCLEI ABOVE 42 MEV/NUCLEON AND ELECTRONS ABOVE 5.1 MEV. 

SPACECRAFT SPIN-t.NTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL FLUES WERE MEASURED IN 

THE VARIOUS MODES. ACCUMULATION TIMES AND READOUT INTERVALS 

WERE DEPENDENT ON THE TELEMETRY BIT RATE AND WERE TYPICALLY IN 

TENS OF SECONDS. IN ALL CASES. THEY WERE LONGER THAN THE 

SPACECRAFT SPIN PERIOD.
 
DATA SET NAME- PROTON COUNT RATES PUBLISHED IN 

*SOLAR-CGEOP~N~Y~l OATA-

NSSDC TD- 6A-IOOA-6A 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 

TIME PERIOD COVERED- I2/01'69 TO G8tI8/7A 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)' 

QUANTITY OF DATA-	 49 BOOKIS) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF MONTHLY TABULAR LISTINGS OF 
COUNT RATES OF PROTONS WITH ENERGIES ABOVE 13.9 AND 40 MEV. 
TYPICALLY. ONE OR TWO COUNT RATES PER ENERGY CHANNEL PER DAY 
WERE GIVEN IN THE EARLY LIFE OF THE SPACECRAFT. BY LATE 9971, 
ONLY A FEW COUNT RATES PER MONTH ERE GIVEN. DATA OBTAINED 
DURING A GIVEN MONTH WERE PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL 
DATA (PROMPT REPORTS)' WITH A I-MONTH LAG. 

DATA SET NAME- DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE LISTINGS IN 

MICROFILM 

NESOC 1D- 6B-IOOA-BB 

AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT MSSOC 

TIME pERIOD COVERED-	 Il/OS/SB TO 09/04/TI 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REELIS) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 16-MN MICROFILM GENERATED AT 

NSSDC FROM EXPERIMENTER-SUPPIEO COMPUTER PRINTOUT. DAILY
 
AVERAGED COUNT RATES AND STA(IARD ERROR (LESS THAN I PERCENT
 
OF COUNT RATE). ARE LISTED FOR BOTH PIONEERS 5 AND 9 FOR MODES
 
Th+2 AND T5, MODE TI. CORRESPONDS TO ELECTRONS ABOUT 8.. NEV
 
AND NUCLEI ABOVE 64 NEV/N ON PIONEER 8 AND TO ELECTRONS ABOVE
 
5.1 MEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE *2 MEV/N ON PIONER 9. MODE TB
 
CORRESPONDS TO ELECTRONS ABOVE 0.6 MEV AND NUCLEI ABOVE IA
 
MEV/N ON PIONEERS . AND 9. DATA GAPS NEAR THE END OF THE TIME 

PERIOD COVERED REFLECT DECREASING SPACECRAFT TRACKING.
 
DATA SET NAME- DAILY AVERAGE.D COUNT RATE PLOTS ON 

MICROPLM
 
NESOC ID- A8-IOOA-6C 

AVAILABILITy OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSOC 

TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 II/DS/AS TO 09/0./TI 

(AS VERIFIED BY NSSO) 

QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF 35-MM MICROFILM GENERATED AT 
NSSOC FROM EXPERIMENTER--SUPPLIEO HARDCOPY PLOTS. DAILY 
AVERAGED COUNT RATES FOR MODES TI+2 AND TS ARE PLOTTED WITH I 
YEAR OF DATA PER FRAME. PIONEER 8 AND 9 DATA FRAMES ARE 
INTERSPERSED. FOR EACH SPACECRAFT, MO0. AND yEAR. THERE ARE 
TWO PLOTS. ONE OF THESE HAS A LINEAR COUNT-RATE SCALE ANC THE 
OTHER HAS A LOGARI1TIC COUNT-RATE SCALE. DATA GAPS WHICH 
REFLECT THE LACK OF SPACECRAFT TRACKING BECOME INCREASINGLY 
ABUNDANT NEAR THE END OF THE TIME PERIOD OF COVERAGE. 
WOLFE. PIONEER 9
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
 
MSSDO 50- 68-IOOA-O 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL
 
PERSONNEL
 
pl - JH. WOLFE -- ....... NASA-ARC
 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA
 
01 - 00. MCKtBIN ....... NASA-ARC
 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA
 
A TRUNCATED HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
 
(120-DEG TOTAL PARALLEL PLATE CURVATURE) WITH THREE CONTIGUOUS
 
CURRENT COLLECTORS WAS USED TO STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY
 
OF THE ELECTRONS AND POSITIVE IONS IN THE SOLAR WIND. IONS
 
WERE DETECT9D IN 30 	LOGARITHMICALLY EQUISPACED ENERGY PER UNIT
 
CHARGE (E/O) STEPS FROM lEG TO 1".000 V. THERE WAS AN ELECTRON
 
MODE OF OPERATION 	 IN WHICH ELECTRONS WERE MEASURED IN 1.
 
LOGARITHMICALLY EDUISPACED STEPS RANGING PROM IS TO
E'O 	 1000
 
V. THERE WAS ALSO 	A zERO E/O. OR BACKGROUN. STEP. THE THREE
 
COLLECTORS MEASURED PARTICLES INCIDENT FRO THREE DIFFERENT
 
CONTIGUOUS ANGULAR INTERVALS RELATIVE TO THE SPACECRAFT
 
EQUATORIAL PLANE (SAME AS THE ECLIPTIC PLANE). TWO COLLECTORS
 
MEASURED FLUX FROM 10 To 1S DEG ON EITHER SIDE OF THE
 
SPACECRAFT EDUATORIAL PLANE AND THE THIRD MEASURED FLUX IN A
 
20-DEG INTERVAL CENTERED ON THE SPACECRAFT EOUATORIAL PLANE.
 
AS THE SPACECRAFT MAS SPINNING. FLUXES WERE MEASURED IN 23
 
POSSIBLE 2-3/1I-DEG.WIIE AZIMUTHAL ANGULAR SECTORS. SEVENTEEN
 
OF THESE SECTORS WERE CONTIGUOUS AND BRACKETED THE SOLAR
 
DIRECTION THE REMAINING SIX SECTORS WERE WIDELY SPACED. THE 
INSTRUMENT HAD THREE MODES OF DATA COLLECTION - POLAR SCAN. 
AZIMUTHAL SCAN. AND kAXIfUM FLUX. AT THE TWO HIGHEST BIT RATES 
(512 AND 256 BPS) THE POLAR SCAN MODE WAS ALTERNATED WITH THE 
AZIMUTHAL SCAN NODE AT EACH Etc STEP. IN THE POLAR SCAN MODE. 
ALL THREE COLLECTORS WERE OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX OBTAINED 
AND THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (TO 2-I3/16 DEG) OF THE 
OBSERVATION WERE REPORTED FOR EACH COLLECTOR. IN THE AZIMUTHAL 
SCAN MODE, THE PEAK FLUX SBSERVED IN THE 23 AZIMUTHAL SECTORS 
WAS RECORDED FOR THE CENTRAL COLLECTOR AT EACH E/Q STEP. AT
THE LOW BIT RATES (4,l 6 AND $ BPS), THE MAXIMUM FLUX NODE 
WAS USED AT EACH E O STEP FOLLOWED BY EITHER "I FOR IONS. A 
POLAR SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL SCAN AT THAT E/O STEP WHERE THE
 
PEAK FLUX MEASUREMENT DURING THE MAXIMUM FLUX MODE WAS
 
OBTAINED. Op (2) FOR ELECTRONS, A POLAR SCAN AND AN AZIMUTHAL
 
SCAN AT En = 100 V. IN IH MAXIMUM FLUX MODE ONLY THE
 
CENTRAL COLLECTOR WAS OBSERVED. AND THE PEAK FLUX OBTAIED AND
 
THE AZIMUTHAL DIRECTION (ID Z-13I16 DEG) OF THE OBSERVATION
 
WERE REPORTED. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS CONSISTED OF
 
SEVEN SETS OF ION MEASUREMENTS (AT EACH B/0 STEPS) AND ONE SET
OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS (AT EACH B/ STEPS3. AT THE HIGH BIT
 
RATES (512 AND 256 BPS) ONE SET OF ION MEASUREMENTS TOOK 62
 
SEC AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS 0S SEC. AT THE L0W
 
BIT RATES (64. 16. AND 8 BPS). ONE SET OF ION MEASUREENTS
 
TOOK 37 SEC AND ONE SET OF ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS 28 SEC. AT 64
 
BPS. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASNURNEENTS (SEVEN IONS PLUS ONE 
ELECTRON) WAS TAKEN' AND TEL NETIRED EVERY 402.6 SEC. AT 16 
BPS. IT TOOK 1610 SEC. AND. AT 8 BPS. IT TOO 3220 SEC. 
DATA SET NAME- ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
 
NSSOC ID- 6a-IOOA-02A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA 	SET- DATA AT NSSOC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED-	 I1/C0/68 TO 08/I7/7
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 16 REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE ANALYZED DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER
 
AND CONSIST OF TIME-OROEREO PLOTS OF THE FOLLOWING SOLAR WIND
 
PARAMETERS . (1) PROTON NUMBER DENSITY (PROTONS/CUBIC CN),
 
(2) AZIMUTH (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LONGITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE
 
FLUX FOR IONS (DEGI. (3) BULK VELOCITY 0CM/EEC) (4) POLAR
 
ANGLE (SOLAR ECLIPTIC LATITUDE) OF THE PEAK PARTICLE FLUX
 
(DEG), (5) PROTON TEMPERATURE AND HELIUN TEMPERATURE IDES).
 
(6) HELIUN/HYOROGEN RATIO (NUMBER OF HELIUM IONS/CUGIC
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PIONEER 9/PIONEER IO/VELA 3A
 
CMHNUMBER OF PROTONS'CUSTC CM). C7) ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (DEG TIME PERIOD COVERED- 041'/72 TO 12/12/73 
K). AND (8) TWO INDICATORS OF THE ANISOTROPY IN THE SOLAR (AS VERIFIEO BY MSSSOCI 
PLASMA ION TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION. 
OUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THIS EXPERIMENTER GENERATED 35-MM MICROFILM CONTAINS
 
PLOTS OF BULK SPEEDS VS. TIME WITH ONE DATA POINT PER HOUR
 
(WITH THE POINT TAKEN FROM ANY TIME DURING EACH HOUR) AND WITH 
AOUT 14 DAYS OF DATA IN EACH PLOT. DATA WERE CALCULATED FROM 
LEAST SQUARES FITS TO THE ENTIRE SPECTRUM OF A CONVECTED 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 10 ISOTROPIC MAXMELLIAH DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION. BAD DATA HAVE 
BEEN REMOVED. THE EXPERIMENTERS BELIEVE THESE SPEEDS ARE 
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-F PL-7230 ACCURATE TO WITHIN I PERCENT. A DESCRIPTION OF THE FITTING 
05960 PROCEDURE MAY BE FOUND IN -COSMIC ELECTRMYNAMICS, OCTOBER 
197t, VOL 2, ISSUE 3. P 326. MIHALOV AND WOLFE. 
NSSDC ID- 72-012A 
LAUNCH DATE- 03/03/72 WEIGHT- 231. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL 
PIONEER 10 WAS THE FIRST OF TWO 258-KG. SPIN-STAEILIZED 
(AT 4.8 RPM). EARTH-POINTING SPACECRAFT DESIGNED TO PROVIDE SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 3A 
INFDR"ATION ON THE INTERPLANETARY MEDIUM. THE ASTEROID BELT. 
AND JUPITER AND ITS ENVIRONMENT. THE SPACECRAFT COMPLEMENT OF ALTERNATE NAMES- VELk 3 (USAF). VELA 5 (TRW) 
it EXPERINENTS INCLUDED PLASMA AND ENERGETIC PARTICLE 01458 
DETECTORS. A MAGNETOMETER. METEROIC DETECTORS. AN IMAGING 
PHOOPOLARIHETER. A UV PHOTOMETER AND AN IR RADIOMETER. NSSDC ID- 6S-OSSA 
PASSIVE IONOPHERIC OCCULTATION AND CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
STUDIES WERE ALSO CARRIED OUT. POWER WAS PROVIDED BY FOUR LAUNCH DATE- 0/20/6A WEIGHT- ISO. KG 
EDOM-MOU4TED RADIOISOTOPE THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS. EIGHT BIT 
RATES (0 TO 2048 BPS) WERE AVAILABLE. DURING JOVIAN ENCOUNTER STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
THE BIT RATE WAS 1024 BPS. PIONEER 10 CROSSED THE JOVIAN BOW DATE LAST UtSALE DATA RECORDEO- 6/00/70 
SHOCK AT ABOUT TOO PLANETARY RADII ON NOVEMBER 26, 1973. 
ALMOST 21 MONTHS AFTER LAUNCH AND AFTER SURVIVING ITS TRANSIT ORBIT PARAMETERS 
OF THE ASTEROID BELT WITH NO DAMAGE. CLOSEST APPROACH ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/20/65 
OCCURRED ON DECEMBER 4, 1973. AT 130.000 KM (1. PLANETARY . ORBIT PERIOD- .148. HIM INCLINATION- 35..7 DEG 
RADII) ABOVE THE MOUD TOPS. FINAL EXIT FROM THE JOVIAN PERIAPSIS- 80E24. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 96230. KM ALT 
MGkNEITSHEATH OCCURRED AT ABOUT 240 PLANETARY RADII. DESPITE 
THE INTENSE FLUXES OF VERY ENERGETIC PARTICLES, THE SPACECRAFT VELA 3A WAS ONE OF TWO POLYHEDRAL SATELLITES COMPRISING 
SYSTEMS (EXCEPT THE SPACECRAFT STELLAR REFERENCE ASSEMBLY) AND THE THIRD IN A SERIES OF SIX VeLA LAUNCHES. THE ORBITS OF THE 
EXPERIMENTS (EXCEPT FOR THE ASTERDID-METEOROIO DETECTOR) TWO SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT A 
SURVIVED THE JOVIAN ENCOUNTER WELL. THE SPACECRAFT IS NOW ON RADIAL DISTANCE OF ABOUT I7 EARTH RADII AND SPACED 180 DEG 
A TRAJECTORY OF ESCAPE FROM THE SOLAR SYSTEM. IT IS EXPECTED APART. THE SATELLITES WERE SPIN STABILIZED AT ABOUT S RPS AND 
TO- TRANSMIT DATA UNTIL 177. WHEN THE SPACECRAFT WILL SE ABOUT HAD THEIR SPIN AXES INCLINED AT ABOUT 60 DEG TO THE ECLIPTIC. 
20 AU IN THE DISTANCE. DATA ACQUISITION WAS MAINLY REAL TIME AND AVERAGED 25 PERCENT 
(I OUT OF EVERY 4 HR) COVERAGE PER DAY. DATA COVERAGE WAS 
INCREASED FOR SPECIAL EVENTS. THE SATELLITE OPERATED WELL 
DURING THE PERIOD OF MAJOR DATA'COVERAGE - FROM LAUNCH UNTIL 
THE APRIL 167 LAUNCH OF THE VELA 4 SATELLITES. AFTER THIS 
TIME. DATA ACOUISITION FROM THE VELA 3 SATELLITES BECAME 
INCREASINGLY SPORADIC.
 
WOLFE PIONEER 10
 
EXPERIMENT NAME- PLASMA EXPERIMENT
 
HSSDC IoD 72-OL2A-I3 
STATUS OF OPERATION- NORMAL BAME. VELA 3A 
PERSONNEL EXPERIMENT NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM YUBES 
P1 - J.H. WOLFE ...... .. NASA-ARC 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA NSSOC 1D- 65-O5BA-04 
01 - L.A. FRANK ........ U OF IOWA 
IOWA CITY. IA STATUS OP OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
OT - P. LUST ........... MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0S2V7O 
GARERING. FED REP OF GERMANY 
01 - .S. INTRILIGATOR .... U OF SOUTHERN CALIF PERSONNEL 
LOS ANGELES. CA Pt - S.J. DAME ...... LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB 
1 - .. CIEBIN .......... NASA-ARC LOS ALAMOS. NR 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 
01 - V.T. ZAVIENTSEVF ....... NASA-ARC THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTED OF TWO GEIGER COUNTERS AND A 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER. THE INSTRUMENTS WERE 
01 - F.L. SCARF ........ TRW SYSTEMS GROUP DESIGNED TO STUDY THE INTENSITY ENERGY SPECTRUM AMD ANGULAR 
REDONDO BEACH. CA OISTRIBUTIONS OF SOLAR WIND AND MAGNETOSPHERIC PARTICLES. THE 
01 - H.R. COLLARD ........... NASA-ARC GEIGER COUNTERS MEASURED ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA 45 KEY. PARTICLES WERE ACCEPTED FROM A CONE OF 35 DEG 
01 - W.C. FELOMAN ......... LOS ALAMOS SCI LA HALF-ANGLE. ONE COUNTER WAS MOUNTED SO THAT THE AXIS OR THE 
LOS ALAMOS. NM ACCEPTANCE CONE WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE OTHER 
01 - Z.A. SMITH ...... HASA-ARC CCUNTER HAD THE FIELD OF VIEW SHIFTED 60 DEG RELATIVE TO THE 
MOFFETT FIELD. CA FIRST. THE COUNTERS WERE OPERATED ONLY IN REAL TIME (I.E.. 
ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE TIME). AND A MEASUREMENT WAS TAKEN ONCE 
TWO OUADPISPHEICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZERS WERE USED TO EACH SECOND. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WAS MOUNTED ON THE 
STUDY THE DIRECTIONAL INTENSITY OF SOLAR WIND IONS AND SPACECRAFT EGUATORA- PLANE AND HAD A FIELD OF VIEW OF ABOUT 5 
ELECTRONS. THE DETECTORS WERE USED TO OBSERVE A POSSIBLE DEG IN SPACECRAFT LONGITUOE AND ABOUT 90 EG IN SPACECRAFT 
JOVIAN BOW SHOCK, MAGETOSHEATH. AND MAGNETOPAUSE. THE LATITUDE. IN THE REA.-TIME MODE. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
INSTRUMENTS STUDIED POSITIVE IONS IN 32 ENERGY/CHARGE STEPS MEASURED THE ION OR ELECTRON (POLARITY WAS SELECTED BY GROUND 
BFTVEEH 100 V AND le KV. AND ELECTRONS IN 16 STEPS BETWEEN 00 COMMAND) FLUX IN 64 LOGARITHMICALLY SPACED ENERGY PER CHARGE 
V AND 18 KV. CHANNELS COVERING THE RANGE 0.2 TO 18 KEV. A COMPLETE 64-POINT 
ENERGY SPECTRUM WAS TAKEN CENTERED ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
 
DIRECTIONS IN THE SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE AND RELATIVE TO 
THE SPACECRAFT SUN LINE -- -11, -S. L. 7, 14, 89, 190, AND 29 
DEG (MINUS SIGNS INDICATE ANGLES TO THE LEFT (EAST) OF THE 
SUN). THIS SET OF ANGLES COULD BE ROTATED (BY GROUND COMMAND) 
BY +30 DEG FOR VELA SA AND -30 OEG FOR VELA SB. IN THE 
REAL-TIME MODE. A COMPLETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS (64-POINT 
DATA SET NAME- MICROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR MIND BULK SPEED SPECTRA IN EACH OF EIGHT DIRECTIONS) WAS TAKEN EVERY 256 SEC 
VERSUS TIME AND REPEATED CONTINUOUSLY. IN THE STORE MODE. THE ANALYZER 
TOOK A 16-POINT ENERGY SPECTRUM AT THE ANGLES I AND 10 DEG 
NSSDC TD- 72-Ot2A-13A EVERY 512 SEC. THE INSTRUMENTS WORKED WELL OVER THE PERIOD OF 
MAJOR COVERAGE OF THE SPACECRAFT. 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
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VELA 3A/VELA 3B
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 0720/6S 
ORBIT PERIOD- 6726. MIN INCLINATION- 34.99 DEG 
DATA SET NAME- PUBLISHED PREI.IMNARY SOLAR WIND PERIAPSIS- 102859. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 121453. KM ALT 
PARAMETERS 
VELA 3B WAS ONE OP TWO POLYHEDRAL SATELLITES COMPRISING
 
NSOC ID- 65-05SA-04A THE THIRD IN A SERIES OF SIX VELA LAUNCHES. THE OGBITS OF THE
 
TWO SATELLITES OH EACH LAUNCH WERE BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT A
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) RADIAL DISTANCE OF ABOUT 17 EARTH RADII AND SPACED IO DEG
 
APART. THE SATELLITES WERE SPIN STABILIZED AT ABOJT 2 RPS AND
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 010169 TO 05I21/70 HAD THEIR SPIN AXES INCLINED AT ABOUT 60 DEC TO THE ECLIPTIC.
 
{AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) DATA ACQUISITION WAS MAINLY REAL TIME AND AVERAGED 25 PERCENT
 
(I OUT OF EVERY A HR) COVERAGE PER DAY. DATA COVERAGE WAS
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 17 BOOK(S) DR BOUND VOLUME(S) INCREASED FOR SPECIAL EVENTS. THE SATELLITE OPERATED WELL
 
DURING THE PERIOD OF MAJOR DATA COVERAGE - FROM LAUNCH UNTIL
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND THE APRIL 196T LAUNCH OF THE VELA 4 SATELLITES. AFTER THIS
 
PARAMETERS PRESENTEO IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION TIME. DATA ACQUISITION FROM THE VELA 3 SATELLITES BECAME
 
'SOLAR--EOPHYSICAL OATA. ISSUED BY THE NOAA ENVIRONMENTAL INCREASINGLY SPORADIC.
 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS ARE DETERMINED BY
 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE VELA 3. 4. AND 5 SATELLITES, THE
 
INFORMATION GIVEN CONSISTS OF DATE. TIME. SPACECRAFT
 
IDENTIFICATION. BULK VELOCITY. AND DENSITY. THE VELOCITY IS
 
ACCURATE TO 3 PERCENT. AND THE DENSITY 15 BELIEVED TO BE 
ACCURATE TO 50 PERCENT. HOWEVER, RELATIVE CHANGES IN THE 
DENSITY MEASURED OVER A SHORT TIME SPAN ARE ACCURATE TO 20 
PERCENT. TYPICALLY. THERE ARE TWO OR THREE SETS OF PARAMETERS BAME. VELA 2B 
GIVEN FOR A PARTICIAR INSTRUMENT PER OAY. AND ON ABOUT 30 
PERCENT OF THE DAYS THERE ARE NO DATA. EXPERIMENT NARE- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES 
NSSDC ID- 65-058B-04
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECOROED- O SI.'70 
PERSONNEL 
DATA SET NAME- 3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND PI - S.J. GAME .. ...... LOS ALAMOS SCI LAO 
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM LOS ALAMOS. NM 
NSSDC TO- &-OSOA-OAG 	 THIS EXPERIMENT CONSISTEO OF TWO GEIGER COUNTERS AND A
 
HEMISPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER. THE INSTRUMENTS WERE
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORTIS) 	 DESIGNED TO STUDY THE INTENSITY ENERGY SPECTRUM AND ANGLAR
 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF SOLAR WIND AND NAGNETOSPHERIC PARTICLES. THE 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/26165 TO I.t066T GEIGER COUNTERS MEASURED ELECTRONS WITH ENERGIES GREATER THAN 
(AS VERIFIED BY N$SDC) 45 KEY. PARTICLES WERE ACCEPTED FROM A CONE OF 35 DEC 
HALF-ANCLE. ONE COUNTER WAS MOUNTED SO THAT THE AXIS OF THE 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM ACCEPTANCE CONE WAS PERPENDICULAR TO THE SPIN AXIS. THE OTHER 
COUNTER HAD THE FIELD OF VIEW SHIFTED 60 DEC RELATIVE TO THE
 
THESE DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AS A FIRST. THE COUNTERS WERE OPERATED ONLY IN REAL TIME (I.E..
 
PUBLISHED DOCUMENT. -A COMPILATION OF VELA 3 SOLAR WIND ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE TIME). AND A MEASUREMENT WAS TAKEN ONCE
 
OBSERVAYIONS 1965 TO 1967. LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY. EACH SECOND. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER WAS MOUNTED CH THE
 
LA-536, VOL, I OCT. 1970. By 5, 4. DAME, H. El FEITHAUSER SPACECRAFT CQUATORIAL PLANE AND HAD A FIELD OF VIEW OF ABOUT 5
 
A. J. NJNDHAUSEN. 1. 5. STRONG. J. R. ASBRIDGE. H. E. GILBERT. 	 DEG IN SPACECRAFT LONGITUDE AND ABOUT 90 DEC IN SPACECRAFT
 
D. M. SMITH. AND S. J. SYDORIAK. THE DOCUMENT WAS MICROFILMED LATITUDE. IN THE REAL-TIME MODE. THE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
BY NSSOC AND IS CONTAINED N ONE 35-M REEL. THE DATA CONSIST MEASURED THE ION OR ELECTRON (POLARITY WAS SELECTED BY GROUND 
OF 3-HR AVERAGES OF THE SOLAR WIND PROTON DENSITY. FLOW SPEED. COMMAND) FLO IN SB LOGARITHMICALLY SPACED ENERGY PER CHARGE 
PLOW DIRECTION. AND PROTON TEMPERATURE. THESE PARAMETERS WERE CHANNELS COVERING THE RANGE 0.2 TO IS KEV. A COMPLETE 64-POINT 
DERIVED BY LEAST SQUARES TECHNIQUES ASSUMING B-MAXWELLIAN ENERGY SPECTRUM WAS TAKEN CENTERED ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS. THE DATA ARE DISPLAYED BOTH AS PLOTS DIRECTIONS IN THE SPACECRAFT EQUATORIAL PLANE AND RELATIVE TO 
AND AS LISTINGS. THERE IS A NEARLY UNIFORM Z5 PERCENT COVERAGE THE SPACECRAFT SUN LINE -- 11. -5 1. 7. 1. '09* 190. AND 291 
OVER THE TIME PERIOD INDICATED. 	 DEG (MINUS SIGNS INDICATE ANGLES TO THE LEFT (EAST) CF THE 
SUNI. THIS SET OF ANGLES COULD BE ROTATED CRY GROUND COMMAND)
BY +30 DEG FOR VELA 3A AND -30 FOR VELA 3e. IN THE REAL-TIME 
MOAD, A CCHMPETE SET OF MEASUREMENTS 64-POINT SPECTRA IN EACH 
OF EIGHT DIRECTIONS) WAS TAKEN EVERY *56 SEC AND RPEATED 
CONTINUOUSLY. IN THE STORE MODE. THE ANALYZER TOOK A 16-POINT 
ENERGY SPECTRUM AT THE ANGLES I AND 190 DEG EVERY 512 SEC. THE 
INSTRUMENTS WORKED WELL OVER THE PERIOD OF MAJOR COVERAGE OF
 
DATA SET NAME- 3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND THE SPACECRAFT.
 
PARAMETERS ON TAPE
 
NSSDC ED- 5-058A-0C
 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT HSSDC
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/2616S TO 1206/67 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDE) DATA $ET NAME- 3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND 
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(SI OF MAGNETIC TAPE 
NESOC ID- 6S-058-04A 
THESE DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY DR PAUL FOUGERE OF THE AIR I
 
FORCE CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH LABORATORIES AND CONSIST OP A CARD AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S)
 
IMAGE MAGNETIC TAPE VERSION OF DATA SET 65-0BA-OB. THE
 
ONE-FILE TAPE IS COD. HAS 7 TRACKS. HAS A DENSITY OF 556 SRI. TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/26/65 TO 12/06/67
 
AND WAS MADE ON AN IBM 7094. DATA,FOR DATA SET 65-0505-04C (AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
(VELA 38) ARE ALSO ON THIS TAPE.
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I REEL(S) OF MICROFILM
 
THESE DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY THE EXPERIMENTER AS A
 
PUBLISHED DOCUMENT. 'A COMPILATION OF VELA 3 SOLAR -WIND
 
e 

OBSERVATIONS 1965 TO 1967. LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY.
 
LA-A536 VOL. I. OCT. 1970. BY S. J. BARE. H. E. FELTAIAUSER.
 
A. J. HUNOHAUSEN. I. B. STRONG. J. . ASBOICGE, H. S. GILBERT.
 
SPACECRAFT. COMMON NAME- VELA 3B D. N. SMITH. AND S. J. SyOORIAK. THE DOCUMENT WAS MICROFILMED
 
BY NSCDC AND IS CONTAINED ON ONE 35-MM REEL. THE DATA CONSIST
 
ALTERNATE NARES- VELA 3 (USAF). VELA 6 (TRW) OF 3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND PROTON DENSITY FLEW SPEED
 
OlAS9 FLOW DIRECTION. AND PROTON TEMPERATURE. THESE PARAMETERS WERE
 
DERIVED BY LEAST SQUARES TECHNIQUES ASSUMING BI-MAXWELLIAN
 
NSODC O- 65-0585 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIDNS. THE DATA ARE DISPLAYED BOTH AS PLOTS
 
AND AS LISTINGS. THERE IS A NEARLY UNIFORM 25 PERCENT COVERAGE
 
LAUNCH DATE- 07/20/65 WEIGHT- 1SO. KS OVER THE TIE PERIOD INDICATED.
 
STATUS OF OPeRATZON- INOPERABLE 
DATE LAST USABLE DATA RECORDED- 0S/00J70 
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VELA 3B/VELA 5A/VELA 5B
 
DATA SET NAME- PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND 

PAR.ETERS 
SODC I0D 65-0500-040 
AVAILABILITY DR DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED PEPORT(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 0/069 TO 05/21/70 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC) 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I7 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S) 

THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND 

PARAMETERS PRESENTED IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION 

"SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' ISSUED BY THE NOAA ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS ARE DETERMINED By 
MEASUREMENTS ON THE VELA 3A. 35. 5A. AND SB SATELLITES. THE 
INFORMATION GIVEN CONSISTS OF DATE. TINE, SPACECRAFT 
IDENTIFICATION. BULK VELOCITY. AND DENSITY. THE VELOITY IS 
ACCURATE TO 3 PERCENT. AND THE DENSITY IS BELIEVED TO BE 
ACCURATE TO 50 PERCENT. HOWEVER. RELATIVE CHANGES IN THE 
DENSITY MEASURED OVER A SHORT TINE SPAN ARE ACCURATE TO 20 
PERCENT. TYPICALLY THERE APE TWO OR THREE SETS OF PARAMETERS 
GIVEN FOR A PARTICULAR INSTRUMENT PER DAY. AND ON ABOUT 30 
PERCENT OF THE DAYS T RE ARE NO DATA. THERE IS A I-MONTH LAG 
OETWEEN THE TIMF THE DATA ARE ACQUIRED AND ThE TIME THE DATA 
ARE PUBLISHED. 
DATA SET NAME-	 3-HR AVERAGES O SOLAR WIND 

PARAMETERS ON TAPE 

NSODC ID- 65-OSB-OAC 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC
 
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 0726/65 TO 12/06/67
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSOC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- I ASELSl OP MAGNETIC TAPE 

THESE DATA WERE SUPPLIED BY OR. PAUL POUGERE OF THE AIR 
FORCE CAMBRIDGE DESEAQCH LABORATORIES AND CONSIST OF A CARD 
IMAGE MAGNETIC TAPE VERSION OF DATA SET 65-OSaB-04A. THIS TAPE 
WAS MADE ON AN IBM 7094. THE TAPE WAS WRITTEN IN BCD AT A 
DENSITY OF 556 BPI. THE TAPE HAS ONE FILE AND T TRACKS. DATA 
FOR DATA SET 65-OSBA-OC IVELA 3A) ARE ALSO ON THIS TAPE. 

SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA 5A 

ALTERNATE NAMES-	 VELA 9 (TRW). 03954 
VELA 5A (USAF) 
SSO ID- 69-0.6D 

LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/69 	 WEIGHT- 57 . KG 
STATUS OF OPERAT1OW NORMAL 
ORBIT PARAMETERS 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/2Z/69
 
ORBIT PERIOD- 6720. MIN INCLINATION- 32.3 DEC
 
PERIAPSIS- 111000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 112000. KM ALT
 
VELA SA WAS ONE OF TWO IPIN-STABILIZEO. ICOSAHEDRAL 
SATELLITES THAT COMPRISED THE FIFTH LAUNCH "IN THE VELA 
PROGRAM. THE ORBITS OF THE TWO SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE 
BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT ABOUT 17 EARTH RADII. INCLINED AT 60 DEG 
TO THE ECLIPTIC. AND SPACED 180 DEG APART. THUS PROVIDING A 
MONITORING CAPABILITY OF OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE 
OBJECTIVES OF THIE SATELLITES WERE CI) TO STUDY SOLAR AND 

COSMIC X RAYS. EUV. SOLAR PROTONS. SOLAR WIND. AND NEUTRONS.
 
(21 TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON METHODS OF 

DETECTING NUCLEAR EXP1OSIONS BY MEANS OF SATELLITE-BORNE
 
INSTRUMENTATION. AND (3) TO PROVIDE SOLAR FLARE DATA IN 

SUPPORT OF MANNED SPACE MISSIONS. VELA SA. AN IMPROVED VERSION
 
OF THE EARLIER VELA SERIES SATELLITES. HAD BETTER COMMAND 

CAPABILITIES. INCREASED DATA STORAGE. IMPROVED POWER 

REQUIREMENTS. BETTEPR THERMAL CONTROL OF OPTICAL SENSORS. AND 

GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT. pOWER SUPPLIES OF 120 W WERE 

PROVIDED BY 22.500 SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20
 
FACES. A ROTATION RATE OF Z8 RPM DURING TRANSFER ORBITS AND I 

RPM AFTER FINAL ORBIT INSERTION MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE 

CONYROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB ANTENNA ARRAYS AT 

OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE %ERE USED FOR GROUND 

COMMANDS AND TELENETRY 

RAMS. VELA SA 
EXPERIMENT NAME-	 SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT
 
NSSOC 1O- 69-046D-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
PERSONNEL
 
PI - S.J. BAME -............ LOS ALAMOS SCI LAS
 
LOS ALAMOS. NM .
 
0I - J.R. ASBRIDGE .......... LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
 
LOS ALAMOS. NM
 
01 - H.E. FELTHAUSER . .. LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
 
LOS ALAMOS. NM
 
TWO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER-ELECTRON MULTIPLIER UNITS
 
WERE USED TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY SOLAR WIND (INCLUDING
 
HEAVY IONS) AND PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL.
 
ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMLISHED BY CHARGING THE PLATES TO
 
KNOWN VOTAGE 	 LEVES AND ALLOWING THEM TO DISCHARGE WITH KNOWN 
RESISTANCE CAPACITOR (RC) TIME CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6-DEC 
BY IOODEG FAN-SHAPED ANGULAR RANGE WERE ACCEPTED FOR ANALYSIS 
DURING A DECAYING VOLTAGE CYCLE. THE EO0-DEG DIMENSION WAS 
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS FOR BOTH DETECTORS. ONE 
ANALYZER-MULTIPLIER UNIT STUDIED SOLAR WIND ELECTRONS IN THE 
ENERGY RANGE FROM 7.5 BY TO 18.5 KEY AND SOLAR'WIND POSITIVE 
IONS (MAINLY PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES) IN AN ENERGY PER 
CHARGE RANGE FROM 120 V TO 5 KV. (THIS DETECTOR RETURNED 
USEFUL DATA UNTIL 4/12/72 WHEN IT FAILED.1 THE OTHER UNIT 
STUDIED MAGNETOTAIL PROTONS OR ELECTRONS BETWEEN 20 EY AND 33 
KEY AND SOLAR WIND HEAVY IONS IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE 
BETWEEN I KV AND 8.3 KV. THIS DETECTOR RETURNEO USEFUL DATA 
UNTIL IT FAILED ON Sa'tt/Y3. HOWEVER THIS MALFUNCTION WASOVERCIIM, AND GOOD DATA WERE OBTAINED FROM ABOUT 9/17/73 UNTIL
 
PRESENT (I/G24/7A.
 
DATA SET NAME-	 PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
 
PARAMETERS
 
NESDC ID- 69-0AOD-OSA 
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT$(S)
 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- O9/t4/69 TO 04/11172
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA- 31 BOOK(S) OR BOUND VOLUME(S)
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
 
PARAMETERS PRESENTED IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION
 
'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' ISSUED BY THE NOAA ENVIRONMENTAL
 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED
 
BY MEASUREMENTS ON THE VELA 31 4. AND S SATELLITES. THE 
INFORMATION GIVEN CONSISTS OP DATE. TIME. SPACECRAFT. BULK 
VELOCITY. AND DENSITY- THE VELODCITY IS ACCURATE TO 3 PERCENfT 
AND THE DENSITY IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE TO 5 PERCENT. 
HOWEVER, RELATIVE CHANGES IN THE DENSITY MEASURED OVER A SHORT
 
TIME SPAN ARE ACCURATE TO 20 PERCENT. TYPICALLY. THERE ARE TWO
 
OR THREE SETS OF PARAMETERS GIVEN FOR A PARTICULAR INSTRUMENT
 
PER DAY. AND ON ABOUT 30 PERCENT OF THE DAYS THERE ARE ND
 
DATA. THERE IS A I-MONTH LAG BETWEEN THE TIME THE DATA ARE 
ACQUIRED AND THE TINE THE DATA ARE PUBLISHED. 
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VELA SB 
ALTERNATE NAMES-	 VELA ID (TRW). 03955 
VELA SB (USAF) 
NSSDC ID- 69-046E
 
LAUNCH DATE- 05f23/69 	 WEIGHT- 571. KG
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL
 
ORBIT PARAMETERS
 
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05t23/69
 
ORBIT PERIOD-	 6720. NIH INCLINATION- P2.8 DEG
 
PERIAPSIS- 111000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- L12000. M ALT
 
VELA 5B WAS ONE OF TWO SPIN-STABILIZED. ICOSAHEDRAL
 
SATELLITES THAT COMPRISED THE SIXTH LAUNCH IN THE VELA
 
PROGRAM. THE ORBITS OF THE TWO SATELLITES ON EACH LAUNCH WERE
 
BASICALLY CIRCULAR AT ABOUT 17 EARTH RADII. INCLINED AT 60 DEC
 
TO THE ECLIPTIC. AND SPACED ISO DEG APART. THUS PROVIDING A
 
MONITORING CAPABILITY OF OPPOSITE SIDES OF THE EARTH. THE 
OBJECTIVES OF THE SATELLITES WERE-- (1) TO STUDY SOLAR AND 
COSMIC X RAYS. EUV. SOLAR PROTONS. SOLAR WINO . AND NEUTRONS. 
(2) TO CARRY OUT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OH METHODS OF 
DETECTING NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS BY MEANS OF SATELLITE-SORNE 
OF POOR LUAI 	 117
 
VELA 5B
 
INSTRUMENTATION, AND (3) TO PROVIDE SOLAR, FLARE DATA IN 
SUPPORT OF MANNED SPACE MISSIONS. VELA 55. AN IMPROVED 
VERSION OF THE EARLIER VELA SERIES SATELLITES. HAD BETTER 
COMMAND CAPARILITIES. INCREASED DATA STORAGE. IMPROVED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS, DETTER THERMAL CONTROL OF OPTICAL SENSORS. AND 
GREATER EXPERIMENTATION WEIGHT. POWER SUPPLIES OF 120 W WERE 
PROVIDED BY 22.SOD SOLAR CELLS MOUNTED ON THE SPACECRAFT'S 20 
FACES. A ROTATION RATE OF 78 RPM DURING TRANSFER ORBITS AND I 
RPM AFTER FINAL ORBIT INSERTION MAINTAINED NOMINAL ATTITUDE 
CONTROL. EIGHT WHIP ANTENNAS AND FOUR STUB ANTENNA ARRAYS AT 
OPPOSITE ENDS OF THE SpACECRAFT STRUCTURE WERE USED FOP GROUND 
COMMANDS AND TELE ETRY, THE SPACECRAFT AND ITS COMPLIMENT OF 
EXPERIMENTS FUNCTIONED NORMALLY FOR THREE YEARS. EXCEPT THAT 
THE SOLAR WINO ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER FAILED IN JUNE 1969 AND 
THE EUV DETECTOR WAS TURNED OFF IN APRIL LT2. IN JUNE OF 
172 ONE OF THE TW ONBOARO DATA STORAGE UNITS FAILED. USE OF 
THE REMAINING GOOD UNIT WAS SUCH THAT NO USEFUL COSMIC GAMMA 
RAY DATA WERE OBTANED BETWEEN JUNE IO7 AND JANUARY 1074 
WHILE STORAGE MODE DATA FOR THE OTHER EXPERIMENTS WERE 
AVAILABLE. FROM JANUARY TO JtLY I974 USEFUL COSMIC GANMA RAY 
DATA WERE AGAIN OBTAINED. WHILE ALL OTHER EXPERIMENTS WERE 
TRACKED ONLY IN REAL TIME (ABOUT 30 PERCENT COVERAGE). AFTER 
JULY 1974 THE ONLY USEFUL DATA WERE REAL TINE. 
SAME. VELA SB
 
EpXPMENT NA4- SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT 
NS ID- 69-046E-05
 
STATUS OF OPERATION- PARTIAL,
 
PERSONNEL
 
PC - GE ..... LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
S.J. 	 SA 

LOS ALAMOS, NM
 
OT - J.R. ASERID E 	 L LAB....	 OS ALAMOS SCI 

LOS ALAMOS NHM
 
01 - H.E. FELTHAUSER .... 	 LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
 
LOS ALAMOS. NM
 
TWD ELECTROSTATIC 	ANALYZER-ELECTRON MULTIPLIER UNITS
 
WERE USED TO STUDY THE INTERPLANETARY SOLAR WIND (INCLUDING
 
HEAVY IONS) AND PROTONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE MAGNETOTAIL.
 
ENERGY ANALYSIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY CHARGING TNE PLATES TO
 
KNOWN VOLTAGE LEVELS AMC ALLOWING THEM TO DISCHARGE WITH KNOWN
 
RESISTANCE CAPACITOR (RC) TIME CONSTANTS. PARTICLES IN A 6-DEG
 
BY t0-DEG FAN-SHAPED'ANGULAR RANGE WERE ACCEPTED FOR ANALYSIS
 
DURING A DECAYING VOLTAGE CYCLE. THE 1O0-DEG DIMENSION WAS
 
PARALLEL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN AXIS FOR 011T DETECTORS. ONE
 
DETECTOR UNIT WAS USED TO STUDY MAGNETOTAIL PROTONS OR
 
ELECTRONS BETWEEN 20 EV AND 33 KEV AND SOLAR WIND HEAVY IONS
 
IN THE ENERGY PER CHARGE RANGE BETWEEN I KY AND 5.3 KV. THIS 
UNIT OPERATED NORMALLY AT PRESENT (10t2474), BUT HAS ABOUT
 
114 TO 1/3 DATA RECOVERY DUE TO REALLOCATION OF THE SIC TAPE 
RECORDER USAGE. THE OTHER DETECTOR UNIT, MICH FAILED. WAS 
DESIGNED TO STUDY 	SOLAR WIND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE
 
FROM 7.5 E TO 18.5 KEV AND SOLAR WINO POSITIVE IONS (NAINZLY 
PROTONS AND ALPHA PARTICLES) IN AN ENERGY PER CHAQGE MARGE 
FROM 120 V TO 5 KV. 
DATA SET NAME- PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR-WIND
 
PARAMIEERS 
NSS C ID- 69-06E-05A 
AVAILABILITY 	 OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT(S) 
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 	CO/14/69 TO 0612I72
 
(AS VERIFIED BY NSSDC)
 
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 33 BO0(1S OR BOUND VOLUME(5)
 
THIS DATA SET CONSISTS OF PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND 
PARAMETERS PRESENTED IN THE MONTHLY PUBLICATION 
'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' ISSUED BY THE HOAA ENVIRCNMENTAL 
RESEARCH LABORATORIES. THESE PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN DETERMINED 
BY MEASUREMENTS ON THE VELA 3, 4. AND S SATELLITES. THE 
INFORMATION GIVEN CONSISTS OF DATE. TINE. SPACECRAFT. BULK 
VELOCITY. AND DENSITY. THE VELOCITY IS ACCURATE TO 3 PERCENT. 
AND THE OENSITY' IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE TO 50 PERCENT. 
HOWEVER. RELATIVE CHANGES IN THE DENSITY MEASURED OVER A SHORT 
TIME SPAN ER ACCURATE TO 20 PEPRCENT. TYPICALLY. THERE ARE TWO 
OR THREE SETS OF PARAMETERS GIVEN FOR A PARTICUAR INSTRUMENT 
PER DAY. AND ON ABOUT 30 PERCENT OF THE DAYS THERE ARE .O 
DATA, THERE IS A I-MONTH LAG BETWEEN THE TIME THE DATA ARE 
ACQUIRED AND THE TIME THE DATA ARE PUBLISHED. 
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Spacecraft Name Index 
4. INDEXES 
This section comprises six different indexes that contain 
additional information and cross-referencing items to 
assist the user find specific information he may require. 
4.1 SPACECRAFT NAME INDEX 
This index contains information on spacecraft, experi­
ments, and data sets and is ordered by spacecraft name, 
principal investigator's name, and data set ID. The 
ordering is the same as in the body of the report (section 
3) except that particles- and fields-related information 
has not been separated and spacecraft alternate names 
have been interspersed with common names. For a given 
data set, this index enables a reader to readily determine 
data form, quantity, and time period covered. 
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INDEX TO NSSOC DATA HOLDINGS BY SPACECRAFT COMMON NAMEfPRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR LAST NAME
 
SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME S NSSC ID S TINE COVERAGE 	 . QUANTITY *PAGES 
SAN FORM . 
10303EC * 6330C S 41*a * 
BOSTROM - ENERGETIC ELECTRON AN PROTON DETECTORS * 63-03SC-01 * 41* 
TI E-ORDERED REDUCED PROTON AND ELECTRON * * 	 * * * 
COUNT RATES ON TAPE * 63-03SC-0IO *09t24/63 - 12/31/68* 103 TAPE(S) 4 41* 
INDEX TO TIME-ORDERED REDUCED PROTON AND S S S * * 
ELECTRON COUNT RATE DATA TAPES 63-03SC-OIE *09/28/63 - 12/31/68* 6 TAPE(SI 41* 
PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES VS TINE OR * * * S 
VS 5 AT OISCRETE . ON MICROFILM 63038C-01F .09/28163 - 12/31/67. 2 H/FILM 41* 
ELECTRON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM * 63-038C-OIG *09/28/63 - 04/16/66* 1 M/PILM * 415 
SE 1 	 SEE 1963OZEC * 63-030C * * * *1* 
AIMP I SEE * 	 * * 1!NP-D 66-OSA ±6* 
S* * 5 556* 
AIMP 2 SEE INP-E S 67-070A * 	 * 17* 
* 58* 
AIMP-E 	 SEE IMP-E * 67-070A * * 17. 
ALOVETTE 2 * 65-098A S**** 
MCOIARMIO - ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS S 65*98A04 * * 42* 
REDUCED COUNT DATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 65-OA-04A-S1202/6S - 1|/08/47* 7 TAPE(S) * 42* 
ANALYZED SELECTED BOUNDAY DATA ON * * * 
MAGNETIC TAPE 	 * 65-098A-048 *1IZ2965 - 06/18fg* 1 TAPE(S) * 425 
ALOUETrE-B SEE ALOUETTE 2 * 5-O..A ** 	 4* 
ALSEP 12 	 SEE APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP * 69-099C * * * 7. 
* 425 
ALSEP 14 	 SEE APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP 71-OO-DC S * * 7* 
* 	 * 43* 
ALSEP 15 SEE APOLLO 15 LI/ALSEP S 71-063C 	 B .8* 
*** * 45* 
* 71-C--05A S 	 * * 
* 71--43C--58 * * 
ALSEP 2S 	 SEE APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP . 72-031C *A 0 
ANCNOREO IMP I SEE INF-D 	 * 66-058A * * * 1 
* 5 * *56* 
APOLLO 12 LN/ALEEP *690990 * 7* 
. 42* 
FREEMAN - SUPRATNERNAL ION DETECTOR * P9-OSSC-0S*5 * 42* 
PLOTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION V ** * 
DATA ON 16-MM MICROFILM, 24-SEC RES DATA * 69-099C-05A *09/14/71 - 02/01/73* 22 M/FILM 43V 
LISTS OF MASSANALyZER AND TOTAL ION * * * 
DATA ON I 6-MM MICROFILM. 24-SEC RPS DATA * 69-0"9C-053 *60/1/71 - 02/63/73* 37 M/ILM * 43* 
SNYDER - SOLAR WINO SPECTROMETER * 69-099C-02 * * 43* 
TWENTY-EIGNT SECOND TIME RESOLUTION**** 	 * 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 6&-OC-02A *1/19/I5 - 02121/72* 13 TAPE(S) * 43* 
HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARARETERS ON S * * 
MAGNETIC TAPE* 	 69-099C-026 W11/19/69 - 02/10/72* 4 TAPE(S) * 43* 
PLOTS OF HOU-AVERAGIO PLASMA PARAMETERS * 69-0COC-OC *11/20/69 - 05/16/74* I M/FILM * 43* 
SONETT - LUNAR SURFACE MAGNIETOMETER * 69-OW9C-04 * 7** 
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND 
COMPONENTSON MICROFILM 69-OEC-04A .11/19/69 -0403/70* 2 N/FILM 7* 
0.3-SEC MAGNETIC VECTORS ON TAPE * 69-099C-048 *11.19/69 - 04 03.70* 35 TAPE(S) * 7* 
FILTERED AND DECIMATED MAGNETIC FIELD * * * * 
DATA ON MAGNETIC 'APE 	 I 69-0C-0AC .11/28/69 - 12/03/69* 1 TAPE(S) 7*
 
APOLLO IZC SEE APOLLO t2 LM/ALSEP * 69-099C 	 * * 7 
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP 	 * 71-OOC * *. 7*
 
4 * * 43* 
OVAL - LUNAR PORTABtE MAGETOMETER * 71-OOC-10 . 7* 
REMANENT MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND * * * * * 
COMPONENTS * 71-OC-IOA *02/06/71 - 021/06/71* 1 ROOK(S) * 8. 
FREEMAN - SUPRATHIRMAL ION DETECTOR * TI-OOC-06 * * 44* 
PLOTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL IOx * 	 * *S * 
DATA ON 16-K MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA * 71-008C-06A *01/26/72 - 03/03/73* 47 N/FILM * 44* 
LISTS OF MASS ANALYZER AND TOTAL ION DATA * * * * * 
ON 16-MM MICROFILM. 24-SEC RES DATA 71-008C-060 *08/26/72 - 02/12U3* 41 M/ILM'* 44* 
O'BRIEN - CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT * T1-00CC-08 * * 44* 
COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-00C-08A *02/05/71 - 03/02/73* S6 TAPE(S) * 44* 
E)PERIMENT POSITION AND ORIENTATION 4 * I* 
INFORNATIGI VS TINE ON TAPE 71-00C-080 *01011/TI - 12/31/73* 1 TAPE(S) * 44* 
200-EV ELECTRON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON* V 
MICROFILM * 71-O08C-OBC *02/06/71 - 0/12/71* I ./FILM * 45* 
APOLLO 14C SEE APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP * 71008C 	 S *A 7* 
* * 	 ** 43* 
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP 	 * 71-063C * * 8* 
OVAL - LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER 4 71-063C-03 * 	 * S 
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND * * * * * 
COMPONENTS ON MICROFILM 	 -71-063C-3A - 8 N/FIL.*07/31/7 09/20/72* * 8* 
6.3-EC MAGNETIC VECTORS ON TAPE * 71-G0AC-030 *07/31/7I - 09/20/725 138 TAPE(S) * ES 
FILTERED $NO OSCIMATED NAGNETIC FIELD 	 * I* * 4 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 	 * 7I-063C-03C *07/31/71 - 08/15/71* 1 TAPE(S) * 8* 
12 	 PA
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SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME A NSSDC ID * TIME COVERAGE a QUANTITY 4PAGE*
 
A I I *I AND FDRM
 
APOLLO IS LM#'ALSEP 
S4YDER - SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER 	 I 7-063C¢04 A a .45 
28-SEC TIME RESOLUTION I I I 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE I 71-063C-OAA *07/31171 - 12/06171* 3 TAPE(S) 1 45* 
HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON I I I I I 
MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-063C-04 *07/31171 - 12/08/71* 2 TAPE(S) 1 45* 
PLOTS OF HOUR-AVERAGED PLASMA pARAMETERS 1 7-1 3C-EC *0802/D t - 06130/72V I M/FILM 1 45* 
*71-063C-05Aa 	 * 
7t-063C-OS0 a* 
APOLLO 15 SUOSATE-LITE 	 71-063D S I .. 
A 1* 46* 
ANDERSON - LUNAR PARTICLE*SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY aA I 
LAYERS 	 71-030-01 1 6
* *a 
10- N AND 2-HR AVERAGED PARTICLE COUNT a I 
RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-063D-01A *0/f4/7I - 02/03/72* I TAPE[S) A 46* 
24-SEC AM 10-HI AVERAGED PARTICLE. I I I Ia 
COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM * 71-063D-0l8 *08f04/7I - 09/15/72* 19 N/FILM 1 46* 
COLEMAN. JR. - BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGHETOMETER I 71-063D-02 a 9 
24-SEC TIME RESOLUTION BIAXIAL I I a A 
VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELO MEASUREMENTS ON TAPE a 71-063D-02A W08/04/71 - 02/03/72* 29 TAPE(S) a * 
PLOTS OF TRIAXIAL 19a-SEC AVG MAGNETIC I I I I 
FIELD DATA ON 164Mg MICROFILM I 71-063D-028 aO0t'G*/71 - 02Z03/72* 6 N/FILM 9 
MICROFILM LISTINGS OF 192-SEC AVG a a 
MAGNET IC FIELD VECTORS AND MAGNITUDE 7I-063D-02C *08/04/TI - 02/03/72* 6 M/FIL. 9I 
.........................................................................................................................
 
APOLLO ISC 	 SEE APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP 7 1-03C I I 1 8* 
45* a aa1 
* 	 t-063C-OSA a aa A 
* 	 fL-063COSB I I A a
...................................................................................................................
 
APOLLO 150 SEE APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE A 71-0630 A 	 a 94 
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP A 72-031C a A a 9* 
OVAL - LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER a 72-03IC-03 a a 10 
TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND a aI a 
* COMPONENTS ON MICROFILM I T2-0SIC-03A *04/SI/Ta - IOlIO/f73 S N/FIL. a 10. 
DOAL - LUNAR PORTABLE MAGMETOMETER A 72-0310-08 a I a 20* 
TOTAL 	 MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND a a A I a 
COMPONENTS A 72-03IC-OBA *04121/72 - 04/23/72* 1 BOOK(S) a 10* 
APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLIrE 	 a72-O3lO AI.a1* 
ANOERSO - LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAVER 7.T-03100I a a A 46. 
IQMKIN AND Z-HR AVERAGED PARTICLE COUNT a a a a I 
RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE a 72-031D-OIA *04D// - OSZ29/72* I TAPE(S) a1 4*a 
2-SEC AND ID-MIN AVERAGED PARTICLE a a a a I 
COUNIT RATES ON MICROFILM 1 72-031D-01B *04/25/72 - OS297 4 MtFILM IA4a 
COLEmAN. JR. - BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER a 7I-0310-02 a I I lO 
24-SEC TINE RESOLUTION BIAXIAL A a a a A 
VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS ON TAPE a 72-03ID02A *0*/SI/f7 - 05/59/75* 9 TAPE(S) I I0a 
PLOTS OF TRIAXIAL 192-SEC AVG MAGNETIC a a I I I 
FIELD DATA ON 16-MM MICROFILM a 72-03ID-028 *045/75 - 05/29/72* I M/FIL. I 11* 
LISTINGS OF SUSSATELLITE MAGNETOMETER A a a a a 
VECTORS ON MICROFILM A 7Z-03ID-OC a04/25/7? - 05129/72* 1 N/FILM I III 
APOLLO 16C. 	 SEE APOLLO 16 LMIALSEP a 72-031C * a I 9 
APOLLO 160 SEE APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE a 72-031D A A l0 
a1 a 46. 
------------------------- z--------------------------------- ------------
ATS I I 66-IIGA I a * II 
BROWN - PARTICLE TELESCOPE 66--IA-05 a a 47* 
PLOTS OF REDUCED PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON A 
MICROFILM a 66-IIAO05A *I1/09/66 - 03/01/67* 7 N/FILM a 47. 
COLEMAN. JR. - BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER a 66-110A-02 a a III 
2.5-NIN AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM I aA A 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON FILM a 66--11A-020 *1/17/67 - I2/29/60a . 1/F1LM 11 
2.5-MEN AVG VEC'DR MAGNETOMETEP DATA FROM a A AI 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON TAPE A 66 110A-02C *I2/07/66 - 12/29/66 5 TAPEISI a 11* 
15-SEC AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETFR DATA FROM * a a * 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON FILM A 66- IDA-O2D *12/10/66 - 12/29/60* A N/FILM A 12* 
15-SEC AVG VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM I A I A 
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON TAPE A 66-IIQA-O2E *E/07/60 - 12/29/06* 22 TAPE(S) 1 121 
SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT COMMAND LOG AS a A a a aA MULTIDIMENSIONAL VECTOR ON TAPE I 66-110A-2G *12/07/66 -12/31/68* 1 TAPE(S) A 12. 
FREEMAN - SUPRATHRMAL ION DETECTOR . 66-IIOA-01 A a 40" 
SUPRATMERMAL ION DATA FROM THE ATS-1 A a a a 
SPECTROMETER ON BCO MAGNETIC TAPE a 66-1IOA-QIA *12/I06/6 - O2/I0/67* 55 TAPE(S) 1 480 
PAULIKAS - OMNIDIRECTTOAL SPECTROMETER A 66110A-03 a a A8* 
pROTON AND ELECTRON FLUX VALUES ON TAPE a 66-110A-O3A *12/17/66 - 12/65/68 49 TAPE(S) A 46* 
HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON FLUXES PUBLISHED A A I A a 
IN 'SOLAR-GEOPHYSICAL DATA' I 66110A-030 *01/01/70 - 08/31/72A 32 BOOK(S) A 48* 
WINCKLER - ELECTRON SPECTROMETER A 66-110A-04 A a 4 " 
6-1N AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC a 4 a 
TAPE a 66-110A-04A *12/19/66 - 12/30/67A I TAPE(S) *4: 
6-M1N AVERAGED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON I a a a 
MICROFILM 	 a 66-IIOA-04B *12/19/66 - 15/30/47* 1 N/FILM A oga 
...................................................................--------------------------------------..........
 
ATS 2 	 a 67-031A A* A49 
MCILWAIN - OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON I I A -
DETECTORS I 67-031A-05 A a 49* 
PARTICLE COUNT RATER ON TAPE A 67-031A-OSA 04/07/67 - 10/23/67A 31 TAPE(S) 1 494 
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ATS 5 	 * 69-069A * 12* 
*
* * 	
*50:MOZER - TRI-DIREfTIONAL MEOIU-ENERGY PARTICLE * 4 * 
DETECTOR 6 S 50*9-069A-04 * 
40- TO 120-WEV ELECTRON AND 60- TO A * * 
165-KEV PROTON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 69-069A-04A *09/16/69 -- 0/09/71* 319 TAPE(S) * 50* 
40- TO 120-KEV ELECTRON AND 60- TO * S * . 
165-KEV PROTON DATA ON MICROFILM 69-069A-04B *09/1769 - 0/01J70S 3 M/FILM S 50* 
SUGIURA - MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 69-069A-13 4 .12* 
TRIAXIAL I.E-MN AVG MAGNETIC FIELD DATA * * * * 
UNCORRECTED FOR SPACECRAFT INTERFERENCE 69-069A-13A *12t04/6 - 05/09/0* I N/FIL I* 
DAILY VARIATIONS IN HOURLY AVERAGED 
MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTTED IN PUBLISHED REPORT S 69-069A-13B *09/01/69 - 09/30/75* 1 BOOK(S) * 13* 
- - -- - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - --- -- - -- - -- - - -- - - -- -- . . . .. . . .. . .- ---- -- -- - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - -- - - -- -- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -­
AS-A SEE ATS 2 * 67-031A * *94 
AT$- SEE ATS I * 6-10A * * * 11* 
* * * 47* 
ATS-E SEE ATS 5 * 69-069A * * * 52* 
* * S 50* 
AZUR,GERMAN RESEARCH SAT SEE GRS-A * 69-097A * 	 • 13* 
EGO S 	 SEE 0Go 5 68-014A * * * 29* 
E.GO I SEE 000 I *64-054A *** 	 25* 
* 	 . 77* 
EOO 3 SEE OGO 3 * 66-059A * * * 27* 
S82. 
5oGO 5 SEE OGO 5 * 68-014A * * * RG* 
* * *. 91* 
EPED * 64-086 * 50* 
DROWN - SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR * 64-086A-01 * 50* 
REDUCED ELECTRON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
(THRESHOLDS 0.3 TO 3.5 MEV) V 6-086A-OIA *If2I/d64 - 05/15/67* 68 TAPE(S) V 51* 
L-INTERP.ATED OUTER ZONE ELECTRON DATA * * * * 
ON MAGNETIC TAPES * 64-086A-010 *12/21/64 - 05/15/67 6 TAPE(S) * 51. 
MCOILAIN - ONkNIDIECTIONAL ANO UNIDIRECTIONAL 
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES *640Q06A02 **51* 
L-OROERED COUNT RATES ON TAPE 64-086A-02A *I2'21/64 - 02/28/66* 2 TAPE(S) * 51* 
SEDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE 	 * 64-086A-020 *12/21/64 - 05/21/67* 42 TAPE(S) * SI* 
EXPLORER 25 SEE INJUN 4 * 64-0768 	 * 72* 
EXPLORER 25 SEE EpE-D * 6.4-08A * 	 * 50* 
EXPLORER 29 SEE IMP-C 	 * 65-042A * *. 15 
* * 	 ** 54* 
EXPLORER 33 SEE IMP-D 	 S 66-058A S * 16* 
-- -- . ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . ... .... .. . . .. ... ... .. . .. ... .. .. .. ... . .. . . ... .. .. .. .. . .. . ... .
. .. --.. .. . .. .. .. ... . . .. .. .. ... .. . ... 	 . .

EXPLORER 34 SEE 1MP-F 	 67 OSIA * * 4 20* 
* * 	 4 *60* 
EXPLORER 35 See IMP-E 	 6t7-O0OA * * * 1* 
* 58* 
EXPLORER 40 SEE INJUN S * 68-0668 5 * * 23* 
* * * *73* 
EXPLORER 42 SEE IMP-G 	 * 69-053A * * * 21* 
EXPLORER 43 SEE 1MP1I 	 TIGA ***22* 
EXPLORER 47 SEE IMP-H * 72-073A 	 * 69. 
GRS-A 	 4 "69-097A 	 13* 
H3VESYADT - PROTOM-ALPNA TELESCOPE * 4-007A-02 ***52*l 
PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE AND ELECTRON COUNT 
RATES ON MAGNETIC TA E 69-097A-02A *11/16/6V - 03/15/70* 14 TAPE(S) * 52* 
HOVESTAOT - PROTONELECTPON DETECTOR * 69-097A-04 * * 52 
PROTON AND ELECTRON COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 4 69-097A-04A *11116/69 - 03/15/70* 14 TAPE(S) * 52* 
.ORITI - 6 ** 52.PROTON TELESCOPE 9-097A-03 
PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT RATES 
ORDERED BY INVARIANT LATITUDE ON TAPE * 69-097A-03A *I1/1O/69 - 06/28/70* 2 TAPE(S) * 3s 
SELECTION OF VARIOUS PLOTS FOR PROTONS * * * * 
AND FOR ALPHA PARTICLES ON MICROFILM * 69-09A-035 *11/09/69 - 06/20/70* 1 M/FILM 53* 
TABLE OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT**** * 
RATES AND FLUXES ON MICROFILM 69-097A-03C *1I/OdOS - 06/30/70* 1 H/FILM 53* 
PLOTS OF PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT 
RATES AND FLUXES ON MICROFILM * 69-097A-030 *11 0 /60 - 06/28/70 I M/.IL. 53* 
MU.SANN - FLUXGATE MAGNETOETER 0 9-097A-01 - I* 
9.875-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD 
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055-A 
0SERVATIONS ON TAPE * 69-097A-0IA 06/28/70* 13*1IL/GR/69 - 30 TAPE(SI * 
........................................................................---------------------------------------.
 
* 13* 
* * * *51* 
SEE GRS-A 	 * 09-097A aGPS-Al 

13*a8-109A * 	 S5HESS I 

BAROUCH - COSMIC-RAY PARTICLE FLUX a 68-109A-06 * * 53* 
PLOTS OF PROTON HOURLY AVERAGED 
DIFFERENTIAL PARTICLE FLUX ON HARDCOPY IOA-D6A *01/01169 11/06/71*a 6 -- - 3 HAROCPY * 5A*
 
PROTON COUNTS ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 68-109--0.B.OI/O1/69 - 12/24/72* 1 TAPE(S) a 54*
 
ELLIOT - FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER S 6B-109A--O 4*
* 	 * 
A 
FIELD VECTORS ON MAGNETIC TAPE a 68-109A-02A *1fl1165 - 08/01/f* 2TAPE(S) * 14 
HOURLY AVERAGEDINTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELD VECTORS ON MICROFILM IOOA-028 *12/I1/68 l2/31/72* 
HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 

6 -- - I )MFILM 14*
 
I..
* 72-OOSAHEOS 2 

ELLIOT - FLUXCATE NAGNETOMETER * 72-005A-01 a 14* 
HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC a a S 
FIELD VECTORS ON MAGZNETIC TAPE S72-0OSA-OIA *0l/32172 - 08/01/74* 2 TAPE(S) 14* 
HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC a a a 
FIELD VECTORS ON MICROFILM a 72-O0SA-010 .01/31/72 - 12/31/72 I M/ILM a 14-
NEOS-A SEE HEOS I S 68-109A a 13. 
a a 	 53*
 
HOS-Al SEE HEOS I a 68I09A a a * 13.
 
a 53*
 
...................................................................................-----------------------------..
 
SEE HEOS 2 	 a 72-OOSA I a * I..HEOS-A2 

IMP 3 SEE IMP-C a 65-0aaA a * 	 15. 
a A 54* 
........................................................................................................................
IMP A SEE IMP-F 67-051A 	 20 
* a a a60.
 
IMP S 	 SEE IMP-O 69-OS3A a a 
a a a a69*
 
IMP 6 cE I$P-I * 71-019A 	 . .22 
69*
IMP ? 	 SEE IMP-H - 72-073A a a a 

..........................................................................................................................
 
IMP-C 	 a6E-O.2A a *Ia 
MULTICCRDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS DATA ON a * 
TAPE *65-042A-O06 *05/29/65 - 0./11/67: 4 TAPE(S) IS1* 
ANDERSON - ION CHAMBER AMID GH COUNTERS . O-0.2A--05 54* 
PLOTS OF COUT RATES AND PULSE RATES VS a a 
TIME ON MICROFILM •65-0425-05B *05/29 65 - 01/01/66* 1 N/FILM SS. 
ION CHAMEER AND GEIGER TUBE ACCUMULATIONS a a I 
ORDERED BY DAY OF YEAR ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 65-042A--C *05/29/65 - 01/03/67* 6 TAPE(S) 55. 
NESS - FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER * 65-042A-02 * a a 5* 
5.46-MNI VECTOR MACNETIC FIELD DATA a* 
MERGED WITH EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE 65-042A-02C *05/29/65 - 05/11/67* 3 TAPE(S) 15* 
HOURLY AVERAGEDVALUES OF INTERPLANETARY S " * 
MAGNETIC FIELD DATA a 65-042A-02 06/Ol'6S - Ot/29/7* 2 TAPE(S) 1* 
HOURLY AVERAGED VALUES OF MAGNETOSPHERIC * A 
MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON TAPE S 65-042A-02G *05/29/6S - 05/10/67* 1 TAPE(S) 19* 
NULTISPACECRAFT PURLYAVERAGED INTER- a 
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORStN TAPS 65-042A-021 *.06/01/65- 05/06/67* 1 TAPE(S) 15 
SEROU - RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 4 65-1A-01 * 55* 
ANALYZED ELECTDON TEMPERATURE AND a * a 
DENSITY VALUES ON MAGNETIC TAPE 65--A-01A *05/2965 - 05/0I/47 1 TAPE(S) * SS* 
SIMPSON - COSIIC.RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS * 65-042A-03 a 55* 
COUNT RATE POTS (A VS ENERGY LOSS) ON 
MICROFILM 6 5-042k-038 *05/29/65 - 05/02/67a I M/FILM 55* 
RE CED PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON T* * 
MAGNETIC TAPE * $$-042A-03C *06/29/65 - 04/20/67* 1 TAPE(S) 55* 
REDUCEO COUNT ACCUMULATION DATA ON a 
MAGNETIC TAPE a 65-042A-03D *05/29/65 - o4/28/67* I TAPS(S) S . 
S-KIN AVERAGE COUNT RATES ON A S a a 
MAGNETIC TAPE a 6S-OaZA-03E a05/29/6S - 04/29/6TS 2 rAPE(S) *56* 
tMP D a 66-OSA % a a 	 16* 
56* 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGNETOSPHERIC a a 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM *6-05A-OOD *07/01/6 - 10/29/71* 1 N/FILM 1* 
a a S *56* 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS *66-OSCA-OGE :07101f6& - 02/25/70: 2 FICHE a to 
a * a a56* 
MULTICOODDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES * 66-05A-OF *12101/69 - 02/28/70* 49 TAPE(S) 16-
1a-HOUR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS S a a 
PARAMETER LISTING ON MICRbFILM a66-058A,00G a07/oI/66 - 02/20/70k 1 4/FILM a16. 
ANDERSON - ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS *66-058A-04 a .7* 
ORIGINAL REDUCED ION CHAMBER AND GM * a a a 
COUNTS ON TAPE * 66-05SA-OA *07/01/66 - 06/09/67. 7 TAPE(S) a 57* 
BRIDGE - PLASMA PROBE * 66-05BA-06 a a * 
3-1N INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS 
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. AND F A. 
rmp-D
 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE *66.-058A-060 OTjQ814 - 69/2S169. . TAPE(S) STS 
PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA * * * 
PARAMETERS ON RICHES 66-058A-06C *07106/66 - 04120171* 1 FICHE * 58* 
HOURLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA 
DATA OW TAPE WITH BLOCKS OF ZEROS REMOVED * 66-05SA-06D *07/06/ 66 -09123169* 1 TAPE(S) *58. 
NESS - GSFC MAGN7TOMETER A 66-OSA-Ol A A 17* 
5.12-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON S * S 
TAPE , * 66-OSSA-OIA *07/01/66 - IO /668* 5 TAPE(SI LT. 
8E-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD S 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE S66-OSSA-OIC V*7t1/66 - 10/05166* 15 TAPE(S) 17* 
SONErT - AMES MAGEYIC FIELDS * S 17*66-05A-03 A* 

AVERAGED MAW ETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ON 
MICROFILM * 66-05A-03A *07101/66 - 09/13/70* 4 N/FIL W 17. 
VAN ALLEN - ELSCTRON'AND PROTON DETECTORS A 66-OSA-O5 * A . 50* 
PLOTS Or X-RAY AND PARTICLE DATA ON 
MICROFILM Y E*T66-OSOA-GSG *07/01/66 - 12131/68* 1 /PILM 4 5.* 
Sm-67-07OA * 	 27*
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS PLOTS 	 *67-070A-GOO *07/19/67 - 12/3117Z* 2 FICHE is. 
MULTICCOROINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES *6T-G70A-OOE *I2/01/68 - 08131/70: 17 TAPE(S) SA 
59* 
ANDERSON - ENERGETIC PARTICLE * 67-OTOA-02 ** * 59 
ORIGINAL REDUCE ION CHAMBER AND GM 
COUNTS ON TAPE * 67-070A-02A *07/19/67 - 6* 59*07/24 8 TAPE(S) * 
BRIDGE - PLASMA PROSE * 67-07A-06 A S 4 59* 
Z-MIN INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE S 67-070A-06B *07/25/67 - 07/03/6a* I TAPE(S) 59* 
PLOTS, OF HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA A * * A 
PAPAMETERS 67-70A-OSC *07/25/67 - 07/03/68* 1 FICHE A 9 
HOUPLY AVERAGED INTERPLANETARY PLASMA * * S 
DATA ON TAPE WITH BLOCKS OF ZEROS REMOVED 67-070A-60 *07/25/67 - 07/03/68* 1 TAPE(S) 60. 
NESS - GSFC MAGNETOMETER * 67-07QA-04 A 1*8 
5.12-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON *A A 
MAGNETIC TAPE 67-70A-04A *07/19/67 - 051O0Z69* 76 TAPE(S) A 18) 
82-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD - A* S A 
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE A 67-00A-04B .07/19/67 - 02/23172* 10 TAPE(S) 18. 
5.12-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS ON * 
ICROILM * 67-OTOA-040 *07/19/67 - 02/23172* 57 N/FILM * 19* 
81.92-SEC VECTOR'HAGNET1C FIELD PLOTS ON * * * A 
MICROFILM * 67-07OA-04E *07f19/67 - 02/23/72* 5,M/FILN * 19* 
VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA LISTINGS ON * A * 
MICROFILM • 67-07A-0F W07/19/67 - 0.123172* 57 N/FILM 19e 
SONETT - AMES MAGNETIC FIELDS S 67-070A-03 A 19* 
AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTOR PLOTS GN A A A A 
MICROFILM * 67-07OA-03A *07/29/67 - 12/23/70* 4 N/FILM * 19* 
8l.92-SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON * * * 
MAGNETIC TAPES * 67-OTOA-03C *97/I9/6T - I0/25/71* 19 TAPE(S) * 191 
VAN ALLEN - ELECTRON ANO PROTON DETECTORS * 67-0TOA-01 A * 60* 
PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNT-RATE DATA ON * * * A 
MICROFILM 67-070A-OIG *07/19/67 - 12131/68* 10 M/FILM * 60W 
IMP-F 	 67-OSIA * * * 20.
 
SOLAR ECLIPTIC AND SOLAR MAGXETOSPNERIC 
EPHEMERIS PLOTS ON MICROFILM A 67-OSIA-OD *05f24/67 -- 05/03/69* I N/FIL 20V 
S OLARECLIPTIC EPHEMERIS MIOTS 	 67-OSJA-OG :05/24167 - 03/00160* 1 FIHE 20 
UOF CHICAGO EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE *67-OIA-0OF *0/2*/67 - 05/03/69* 5 TAPEIS)* 20* 
* * * *61* 
ANDERSON - ION CHAMBER *67-OSIA-02 A 61* 
ION CHAEER AND GM TUBE COUNT RATES ON A * 
MICROFILM * 67-0S1A-02A 05/Z6/67 - 09/15/67. 1 N/FILM 61* 
BOSTRD - SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT * 6-051A-07 * * *61 
DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATES. 10- 30- 60-* S * 
MEW CHANNELS *N67-OSIA-O7A *95/24/67 - 05/02/169* I NFILM 61* 
HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES**** * 
PUBLISHED EN-SOLAR-GEOWYSICAL DATA'T 67-OSIA-070 *05/24/67 - 05102169* 17 BOOK(S) 61* 
COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES 67-051A-07C *05/24/67 - 05/03/69* 22 TAPE(S) * 61* 
EDITED ...URLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON* S* * 
MAGNETIC TAPE A 67-OlIA-07D *05124/67 - 05/03169A I TAPE(S) *62* 
BOOWN - LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE T67-051A-01 * * 5 62* 
REDUCED ELECTRON. PROTON. AND HEAVIER A 
ION TELESCOPE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE *67-OSIA-OIA *05/24/67 - 05/03/69W 53 TAPE(S) A62* 
REDUCED COUNT RATE LOTS ON NICRDFL * 67-IA-DIC *05/24/67 - 05103/69* 90 N/FILM * 62* 
MCCRACKEN - COSMIC-RAY AWNISOTROPY *6T-0SIX-0S A *. 2* 
HOURLY AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON TAPSE 67-OSIA-OSA *05/24/67 - 15102/69* I TAPE(S) * 63. 
MCDONALD - LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR * 67051A109 *** 63* 
MICROFILM OP CATALOG OF SOLARS COSMIC RAY A A A A 
EVENTS (VAN HOLLEBEKE ET AL. X-661-74-271 W 67-OA-09A *05/25/67 - 05/01/69* 1 N/FILM A 63* 
MCDONALD - COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS * 6-05A-O * * A 63 
MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC-RAY A * I 

EVENTS (VA4.AYIOLLESEKE ST AL. .- 661-71-27) * 67OSIA10OA *15/25167 - 05/02/60* 1 N/FILM * 63*
 
NESS - TPIAXI AL'nLbSiAE MAGNETOMETER * S?-OSIA--I A S 20*
 
20-SEC AVERAGEBVECTOS MAGNETIC FIELD 
DATA ON TAPE \* 67-OSIA-IIA *05/24/67 - 12/06/68* 13 TAPE(S) * 20* 
20-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETIC FIELD VECTORS ON A* * 
MICROFILM 67-OSIA-11 *05/2/67 - 03107/69* 3 N/FILK * 51* 
2.5-SEC NW.TICOORDINXTE MAGNETIC VECTORS W * 
ON TAPE * 67-OSIA-IID s05sx4b67 - 02110/69. 136 TAPE(S) 21. 
OGILVIE - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER * 67-OSIA-08 * * 6* 
REDUCED ENERGY SPECTRUM DATA WITH A A A * 
DERIVED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM .* 67-OSIA-GTA *05/27167 - 030/60* 5 N/FILM 64* 
PLASMA PARAMETERS MERGED WITH MAGNETIC** * * 
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I MPF 
FIELD DATA ON TAPE * 6Y'051A-0B *05124/67 - OI/30160* 6 TAPE(S) * 6A* 
SIMPSON - COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/OX) * 67-OSA-03 * * 64* 
TELESCOPE ACCUMLLATOR3 READINGS ON A A I 
MAGNETIC TAPE 6-051A-03A *0S0Z 167 - 05102S69 6 TAPE(S) * 64* 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER EVENT SUMMARIES ON A *A 
MAGNETIC TAPE 6T-051A-03C 30/24/67 - 05,02/69* 9 TAPE(CS). 64* 
S-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE * 67-0gtA-030 *0S/24167 - 0t02/69 2 TAPE(SI 65* 
COUNT RATE PLOTS CR VS ENERGY LOSS) ON 
MICROFILM S6T-0S1A-O3E *05/5416T - 04*05/69* 1 N/FILM A 65* 
VAN ALLEN - LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON A 4 * 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)S 6Y-051A-O0 A * 65* 
MOTION PICTURE SURVEY OF THE A* A 
NAGNfTOSMHE.E *67-OSI A-04A *05130167 - 0710.167* 400 FILM * 65. 
LEPEDEA COUNT RATES AND FLUXES ON COD * 
MAGNETIC TAPE A 67-O0IA-04f *05/26/67 - 06117165* 35 TAPE(S) A 65* 
IMP-C 	 6V-053A * A.*al 
65*
* * 
FROJECTION M4D PERSPECTIVE EPHEMERIS A 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM A 69-053A-000 .04121/69 - 08125/70- 1 MIFILM * 21 
MULTICOORDINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS TAPES * 69-053A-OOE *0Gf21/69 - 11 1517T1 6 TAPE(S) 21* 
GSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC A 
PROJSCTIONS A 69.053AOOG :06/21/69 - 12/23/72: 1 FICHE 21. 
ANDERSON - ION CHANGER A69-053A-O2 *SO.66
 
IONIZATION CHMBER AND DIRECTIONAL
 
GEIGER-MUELLER TUSS COUNT RATES ON TAPE 6-053A-O2A *06"21169 - 0218T72V 54 TAPE(S) * 66* 
ELECTRON AND PROTON COUNT PATES ON A A A A 
MICROFILM * 69-OSSA-O2B *06,21,69 - 08/31172* 5 MIFILM * 66* 
BOSTROM - SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT * 69-053A-07 S 67* 
HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES 4 4 I * 
PUBL13HED IN SOLAR-GIOPHYSICAL DATA' A 69-053A-OTA *06/21/69 - 12/23/72* 25 BOOK(S) * 67* 
COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES . 69-OS3A-07B 06121/69 - 121"3/72* 37 TAPIS) * 67. 
EDITED HOURLY AVERAGSO COUNT RATES ON 
MAGNETIC TAPE 69-053A-07C *06f21169 - 12/23'72* I TAPE(S) * 67*
 
BROWN - LO-NERGT SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE A 69-053A-01 V A 67*
 
PARTICLE COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 69-O53A-OA *06/21/69 - 08/15/70* 23 TAPE(S) A 68*
 
MCDONALD - LOW-EHERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR * 69-053A-09 * . 66. 
MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC-RAY A 
EVENTS (VAN HOLLESEICE ET AL. X-461-74-27) * 69-0536-096 *00,09,69 - 110291725 1 I4FILM * ... 
MCDONALD - COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS . 69-053A-10 * * 60* 
MICROFILM OF CATALOG OF SOLAR COSMIC RAY 
EVENTS (VAN HOLLESCKE ET AL. X-661-74-27) A 69-053A-iOA *OS/0GG69 - t/9/72* M/FIL 65* 
NSSS - TRIAXSAL F.UXGATE MAGNETOMETER * 69-053A-11 * 22* 
20-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FTELD * * 
DATA ON MICROFILM * 69-053A-11A .06/21/69 - 12/3/72. a N/FILM 22. 
2o5-SEC MULTICOORDINATE MAGNETC A A 
VECTORS ON TAPS * 69-053A-118 *06/21/69 - 12X23f72W 367 TAPE(S) * 22* 
SIMPSON - COSMIC-RAY PROTON CR VS DEIDS) * 69R-053A-03 * 69* 
TELESCOPE ACCUMULATOR READINGS ON A 
MAGNEIIC TAPE S 69-053A-O3A *06121/69 - 09/06/71* 8 TAPE(S) A 69* 
PULSE MIGHT ANALYZER EVENT SUMMARIES ON A 
MAGNETIC TAPE 69-053A-030 *06120169 - 09105/71* 12 TAPECES 69* 
-.MIN AVERAGE COUNT PATES ON I 
MAGNETIC TAPE 69-053A-03C *06/21/69 - 04/25/7I 2 TAPE(CS) 69* 
MP1H * 72-073A * * 69* 
GSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC * 
PROJECTIONS * 72-073A-00D *09/26/72 - 04/06/73* 1 FICHE * 69. 
GLOECKLER - IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE * 72 073A-03 * 70*0 
1O-MIN AVERAGED. 120'KEV PROTON CODNT A A 
RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM A 72-073A-OSA *09/27Z72 - GS/03/TS* 1 N/FILM . 70* 
ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES WITH ALL COUNT RATES * 72O73A-03R *09125/72 - 0113/73* 32 TAPE(S) * 70* 
GSFC TRAJECTORY PMOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC 70:** 
PROJECTIONS * 71-019A-000 .03/13/71 - 32/-SI/Tt 1 FICHE * 22. 
70*
**SOSTROM - SOLAR PROTON MONITORING XPERIMENT 71-OI9A-07 * * 70* 
COUNT RATES ON ARCHIVE TAPES* 7-OISA-OTA *03/14/71 - 07/I57I 50 TAPE(S) 71 
HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR PROTON FLUXES A * * 
PUSLISHED IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA' A 71-019A-078 *11/01/71 - 05/31/73* 11 BOOK(S) * 71. 
NESS - MEASUR~EMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS * 7I-GISA-Ol *A 22* 
15-SEC AVERAGED MAGNeTIC FIELD VECTORS * 
ON MICROFILM * 7-OIVA-OIA *O3114471 - 0/l3/73* z N/FILM 23* 
SIMPSON - NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR A A 
PARTICLE RADIATIONS A 71-019A-09 A A 71* 
PROTON AND HIGHER Z COUNT RATES ON * * * 
MAGNHEric TAPE * 71-019A-09A :03/03/71 - 01/06/72* 56 TAPE(S) A 71: 
5-IN AVERAGED PROTON AND HIGHER / * A 
COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-009A-09B :03/13171'- 05/01/72* I TAPE(S) 71: 
INJUN S * 6~-076B * 72*
 
VAN ALLEN - GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER * 64-0768-03 A 72*
 
MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, ON COUNTS * 64-0765-03A *05/13/65 - 07/19/66. 47 TAPE(S) * 724
 
VAN ALLEN - SOLID-STATE DETECTOR 64-0760-0. * * 72*
 
MASTER PILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. P-H COUNTS * 64-0765-064 *05113/65 - 07/19/66. 47 TARE(S) * 72A
 
PROTON COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM * 64-0768-04B *11/53/6A - 0719/66* It .1AILM * 73*
 
VAN ALLEN - CADMIUM SULFIDE DETECTORS * 65-076B-0 * * 73*
 
MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE, COS COUNTS A 64-0760-05A *O/13/65 - 07119/66. 47 TAPE(S) * 73.
 
VAN ALLEN - PLASTIC SCINTILLATOR PARTICLE DETECTORS * 64-0768-06 * 73*
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.INJUN 
MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. PLASTIC a* *
 
SCINTI-ATOR COUNTS I 64-0768-06A .O2/13/65 -T/tS/66. 47 TAPE(S) 73.
 
INJUN 5 1 68-066B I 	 1 3.. 
1 73* 
FRANK - LOW-ENEMGY PROTON AND ELECTRON I I
 
OtFEMETAIAL ENEPGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA) * 68-0668-O 1 A 1 74*
 
MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPE. LEPEOEA * I I
 
COUNT RATE I 68-0668-OIA *08/09/68 - OUd29J'7O* 949 TAPE(S) I TAW
 
GVRNETT - VLF RECEIVER * 68-0668-02 * *1 23*
 
MASTER DATA TAPE INCLUDING VLF SIGNAL *I 

STRENGTH * 68-0660-A *08/09/68 - 05/29/70* 949 TAPE(S) 1 23*
 
VAN ALLEN - SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR 68-0668-03 A * * 74*
 
,MASTER FILE ON MAGNETIC TAPS. PROTON AND I a *
 
ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT RATES * 68-0668-03A *O S 9/68 - 05/29/70t 949 TAP S) 1 74*
 
INJUN IE-C SEE INJUN 5 60-066.... * 	 * 23* 
* t * *73*
 
INJUN-C SEE INJUN S * 66-066U 	 * * * Z3* 
I A 1* 73* 
.................................................................................................................
 
Isis I 1*69009, 1 1 TAW0 
RCOIAAMID - ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS I 69-009A-04 * 1S 75* 
REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 69-009A-O4A *O2'02/69 - 04/54/69* 10 TAPE(S) * 75* 
ISIs 2 * 71-024k a 1 75* 
MCODARMID - ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS I 7T-024A-04 * 1* 75* 
REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 71-024A-04A *04/19/71 - 03/31/73* 111 TAPE(S) * 75* 
------------------- - . --- - .------ --.. -. -.. --. . -. ---.. --..-..--..- -.-	 .--. --.. . .. .. .. ..- - .. .. ..
--- .... . -. 	 ------ .. -.. 

ISIS-A SEE ISIS I * 69-009. * 	 I 74* 
tSts-f 	 SEE IsIS 2 1 * 71-0RA I I 1 75. 
1ES-X 	 SEE ALOUEYtE 2 1 65-098A* I I 1 *1* 
LEW 1 	 SEE APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP I 69-099C a a * 7* 
LE. I SEE APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP A 71-008C I 	 15 7. 
* \ I 	 * 43.
 
LEN 1 	 SEE APOLLO 15 LHIALSEP * 71-063C I *I .. 
* 71-063C-058 * 
LEN 16 SEE APOLLO 16 LMjALSEP * 72-01C *9	 I 
MARINER S 1 67-060A I 1 * 24* 
I * 76. 
BRIDGE - INTERPLANETARY ION PLASMA PROSE FOR A I I 
ItO OF 40 TO 9400'VOLTS * 67-060A-03 * 76* 
HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA PARAMETERS * * * 
ON 16-.9 MICROFILM * 67-060A-03A *061/67 - 11/21?67* 1 MtFILM 1 76* 
HOURLY AVERAGED PROTON PLASMA PARAMETERS I * * 
- ON 7-TPACK OCt MAGNETIC TAPE * 67-060A-030 *06t14/t6.- 11/21/67- ITAPE(S) * 76* 
ESh'EMAN - TWO-REOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER S 67-060A-02 * * a 76* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON I A * 
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS 67-060A-02A *06/14/7 - 11/21/67* I TAPE(S) A 76. 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON I I* *I 
CONTENT DATA. ON MICROFILM, I 67-060A-028 *06/14/67 - '1/21/67* 1 IJFIL. * 77* 
HOURLY VALUES OF NORMALIZED ELECTRON * I I I I 
DENSITY ON MAGNETIC TAPE 67-G6A-Q2C .09101167 - *10/26/67* I TAPE(S) * 77. 
SMITH - TRIAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUM MAGNETOMETER * 67-060A-05 * -I* * a4* 
GINE-ltME SCALE MAGNETOMETER DATA ON I . I a a 
TAPE 67O-060A-054 *06/I4/07 -l#IjI67* TAPE(S) * 54* 
1-. 3-, AND 24-HUR AVERAGES OF * * * * 
'INTEqPLANaARYMA ETIC FIELD VECTORS a 67-60A-OSB O14/67 - 11/21/67. I[TAPE(S) 24A 
I-DAY. 3-HR. AND i-HR AVG PLOTS I I 
OF TRIAX! AL MAGNETOMETER-DATA ON MICROFILM a 67-06A-05C *Q14 67 - 't1/2167* 1 MFILM * 24 
TRIAXI AL MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS aI . . 
FOR THE MARINER ENCOUNTER WITH .VENUS * 67-06OA-0O W10119167 - 0o/19/67* 1 TAPE(S) * 24* 
MARINER VENUS 67 SEE MARINER S 67-0A * * a a. 
* ** 764 
OGO 1 1 64-054A , * . * 1 s 
a* 77 
MUTICOODINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS PLOTS 4 64-04A-OH *09/07/64 - 06/03/67* 2 /FILM * 25* 
A 1 77* 
ANDERSON - SOLAR-COSMIC RAYS I 64-054A-12 * S 4 77I 
,ORIGINAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE . 64-0 A-2A .09/30/65 - 05/03/66* I TAPE(S) 1 78* 
SIMPSON - COSIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES I 64-054A-26, a I 78* 
REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 6-D4A-ICA *09/06/64 - 11/25/67* 35 TAPE(S) * 18* 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG COUNT RATE PLOTS ON a a a . * 
MCROFILM aI 64-054A-18B *0907/64 - 11/25/67* 1 N/FILM * 78. 
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC I . I Iaa 
- .TAPE * 64-054A-IOC .09/04/66 - 10/29/67* 3 TAPE(S) * 78* 
SMITH - TRIAXIAL, SEARCH-COIL MAGETOMETER * 64-054A-01 1 15a 
36.664-SEC AVERAGED SEARCH-COIL 
M4AGNETOMETER DATA OH TAPEI' &k a 64-054A01IA *09/23/64 - 11/17/67* 29 TAPE(S) *Z5* 
SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER SQUISH PLOTS ON I a 
MICROFILM 464-0 4A-018 *09/23/64 - 03/10/67* L I/FIL. 25* 
MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION a * I 
NORMAL TO THE SPACECRAFT SPIN,AXIS ON FILM 64-05A-01C *09/05/64 - 09/29f66* I M/FILM 1 26* 
O3IG%~?-~-127 
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BO0 I
 
WINCKLeR - IONIZATION CHMBER 
 I 64-054A-2O0 
 * 78.PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS I 
 I
TIME ON MICROFILM * 64-054A.ZOA *09/1E164 - 06105/67* 1 N/FILM A 79. 
ORIGINAL REOUCED PULSE RATES ON TAPE I 64-054A-20 *09/05/64 - 12,06/67* 1T TAPE(S) . 7G* 
ATLAS OF TO- TO 50-XEV SOLAR FLARE X RAYS * I I 
ON MICROFILM I 64-054A-20C *05/021/65 - 05/28/67* 1 M/FILA 1 79* 
PLOTS OF I--MIN AVERAGED PULSS RATES VS L * I 
.. MICROFILM 
 : . 0-5A-ZOD0*/O*/6 - 06104/67* I N/FILM 79* 
TABULATI CMS OF HOURLY AVERAGEO PULSE I 
RATES ON MICROFILM * A-O54A.20E *09/IDS/64 - 12/06/67* 1 M/FILM 1 79* 
TABULATINS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE I I I 
RATES ON MICROFILM 
 * 4 54A-OF *09/05/64 - I2/068678 T MFILM 79* 
PLOTS OF S-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS I I 
 I 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM * 64-054A-SOG *09/0/64 - 06/04/67* I N/FILM 79*MIOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED PULSE I I 
 *
 
RATES VS TIME ON MICROFILM 64-054A-H *09/10/6 - 08/05/67* 1 MFILM 80** 
PLOTS OF 1-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS I I *I I
TIME (NEAR PERIGEE) ON MICROFILM I 6*-05A-DJ *09/15/68 - 05/27/66* 1 N/FILM * 80* 
WINCKLR - EL ECTRbN SPECTROMETER * 8-04A-2I * * 80* 
PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS I I I 
TIME (RADIATION BELTS) ON MICROFILM I 64-05A-21A *09/156 - 05/27/66* I M/FIL. 1 80.
 
PLOTS OF COUNTS VS R ON MICROFILM A 64-054A-21B *09/07/64 - 06/04/67. I N/FILM 80A* ORIGNAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE I 64-054A-2C *09/07/64 - 12/06/67* LI TAPE(S) 80* 
TA8ULATIOR OF 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES * I 
ON MICROFILM * 64-0S4A-210 *09/07/64 - 0605/6T* 6 N/FIL 11. 
PLOTS OF COUNTS VS L ON MICROFILM A 64-054A-5IE 109/07/64 - 06/04/6Y* I N/FILM I I. 
PLOTS OF $-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS 
 A A I * TIME ON MICROFILM * S4-054A-G *09/07/64 - 06/05/67. I ./FIL I 81* 
REDUCED L-INTERPOLATED COUNT RATES ON I * 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
 I 6*-OtA-ZIl *09/15/64 - 07/0l767* I TAPE(S) I 81* 
................................................................................---------------------------------... 
DOB 2 
 *.5-061A 1 
 26.
 
A DERSOM - COSMICRAY IONIZATION A65081A-06 * 0O2:MICROFILM PLOTS OF TOTAL IONIZATION RATES 

* 
AND SATELLITE ALT VS INVARIANT LAT 
 : 6-08A-6A :10/11/65 - 04/02/66 5 M/FILM * 82*
 
CAIN - RUBTOIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER I 65-081RA-05 A I 26.MICROFILM PLOTS OF REDUCED MAGNETIC AND I I A * * 
DELTA FIELD (CAIN 1f66 GSFC MODEL) DATA * 65-O1A-OSC *10/14/65 - 01/22/66* I A/FILM * 26*
MICROFILM PLOTS OF REDUCED MAGNETIC AND I A
 
DELTA FIELD (CAIN 10/68 POGO MOUEL) DATA * 
 S-OIA-OSF *10/14/65 - 10/0 67 21. /FILM * 27*COMPRESSED .5-SEC REDUCED MAGNETIC I I I A 
FIELD AVERAGES ON TAPE 
 I 65-081&-OSG *10/14/65 - 10/02/67* 4 TAPE(S) * 27*OE-SEC AVERAGES OF MAGNETIC FIELD I A 
MAGNITUDE SAMPLED EVERY 10 SEC ON TAPE I 65-08IX-SH *10/14/45 - LO002/67* I TAPE(S) * 27* 
SIMPSON - LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE A I * I * 
MEASUREMENT 
 I 65-O8IA-07I A 
 * 82. 
COUNT RATE PLOTS (A VS ENERGY LOS%) AND * 
 * 
 * * 
ORBtTAL DATA ON MICROFILM * 5-B1A-OB *10/15/65 - 12/13Z66* 6 N/FILM:* 2 
.G.3 * 66-049 * A 27 
MULTICOSOINATE SYSTEM EPHEMERIS LOTS 66-049&-OOH :06/07/66 - 04/02/68: 3 M/FILM * 27* 
ANOERSON - SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 
 66-049A-01 * 
 * * 83* 
SOLAR PARTICE COUNT RATES ON TAPE *6 6-049-OIA *0/24t66 - 02127/67* 30 TAPE(S) I 3E 
FRANK - LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS I 66-049A-06 I 
 * 83* 
MOTION PICTURE SURVEY OF THE 
 I * * 
MAGNETOPHERE 
 A 66-09A-EA *07/14/66 ---07/16/66* 400 FILM I I3
MEPPNER - MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAtNETOMeTERS * 66-049A-ii * 27** 
FIELD MAGNITUDE AS MEASURED BY TH GSFC A * I 
RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER ON FILM I 66-0ASA-IIA 005/66 - 0/Z14/65* 24 M/FILM * 28* 
MICROFILM LISTINGS OF 30-SEC AVo MAGNETIC I A A * 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS IN SEVERAL COORDINATES I 66-049A-116 *06/0W46 07/21/66* /FILM 28*- 3 A 
KONRADI - TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER I 66-0.9A-10
COMPLETE REDUCED AND ANALYZEO I I 
 * PROTON-ELECTRON DATA ON MAgNETIC TAPES * 66-049A-OA *06f09,68 - 01/26/67* 1* TAPE(S) * 84* 
HIGH EIT RATES OF REDUCED I A * IPROTON-ELECTRON DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPES 
 * 66-0ASA-1O *06/09/66 - 01/16/67* 9 TAPE(S) * 84* SIMPSON - COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES A 66-049A-03 . A S4*
REDUCED COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 68-049A-03A *06/066 - 12/01,69 65 TAPEISI * 84* 
DIGITAL AND ANALOG COUNT RATE PLOTS ON *
 
MICROFILM * 66-049A-03B 06/09166 - 07/15/* 2 N/FILK 84* 
PULSE W)IGHT ANALYZER DATA ON MAGNETIC I 
TAPE * 66-049A-03C *06109166 - 08/16/6B* 27 TAPE(S) S 85*SMITH - TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER * 66-OASA-12 * 1 20* 
36.864-SEC AVERAGED SEARCH-COIL *
 
MAGNETCXETEGt DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE I 66-0*9A-12A *06/05/66 - 0*/27/68* 41 TAPBES) * 28*SEARCH-COTL kAGNETOMETER SOUISHPLOTS ON 
 A * I * MICROFILM 
 * 06-049A-125 *061/09t66 - 02/121/68* I /FILM 1 29*WINCKLQR - ELECTRON SPECTROMETER I 6-09A-22 * 
 * 5* 
PLOTS OF -KIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS I A * * * 
TIME (NEAR RADIATION BELTS) ON MICROFILM I 66-0*9A-22A *06/11/66 - 04/27/68* . N/FILM * I5 
PLOTS OF 15-NIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS * 
 * 
 * SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM 
 * 6-049A-228 *0605/66 - 04/02/66* 2 /FIL.I * 
ORGINAL REDUCED COUNT RATES ON MAGNETIC A A 
TAPE * 66-049A-2ZC *06/09/66 . 05/03/8a IS TAPE(S) * 8*
TABULATIONS OF S-MIN AVERAGED COUNT * *
 
RATES ON MICROFILM* 
 66-OGSA-22D *06/05/6 - 0311/6: 7 N/FIL. * 85*
 
PLOTS Oc 2-
 AND 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT 
RATES VS L ON MICROFILM * 88045A-SE *06/11,66 - 04/02/68* 2 /FILM 86*TABULATIONS OF COUNTS VS TIME AT 
 I I ­* A 
DISCRETE L VALUES ON MICROFILM A 8 -04A-22F*06/11/66 - 12/27/67* I N/FILM * 86 
PLOTS 0' 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES VS * A 
TIME NEAR PERIGEE ON MICROFILM * 66-0494-220 *06/05/66 - 04/30/68* 2 N/FILM *88*PLOTS OF COUNT RATES VS EGUATORIAL PITCH *A 
1 
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SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT, DATA SET NAME NSSOC 10 TIME COVERAGE GUQANTITY *PAGE*
 
OO ANGLE FOR DISCRETE L VALUES ON MICROFILM 66-04SA-22H .021/ 067 - 62/0a/67. I MIFILM St. 
PLOTS OF PITCH ANGLE NORMALIZED COUNT
 
RATES VS "M E FOR DISCRETE L VALUES ON MF 66-049OA-221E *12/00/66 - 06/0a/67* I .1FU_. A S.
 
PLOTS OF COUNT RATES WS TIME FOR DISCRETE
 
L VALUES ON MICROFILM= 66-04gA-22J *06/00/66 - 02/00/48* 1 .1FIL. 06*
 
WINCKLER - IONIZATION CHAMBER 66-049A-23 * . 87*
 
PLOTS OF I-HMN AVERAGED PULSE RATES WE A A= 
 A 
TIME ON MICROFILM 66-049A-23A *06/08/66 - 08flI/68* 3 IFIL. .8ST 
ONICIMAL REDCED PULSE PATES ON TAPE 66-049A-23D *06109/66 - 081t2/68* 31 TAPE(S) A87* 
PLOTS OF I-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS L 
.. .1CROFU_. w 66-049A-23C *06/11/66 - 04/02/68* 2 I/FIL. 87. 
ATLAS OF 10- TO SO-KEV SOLAR FLARE X A A 
RAYS ON MICROFILM 66-049A-230 *06/25/66 - 12/29/67* 1 .1FTL. * V 
PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS 
SPACECRAFT RADIAL DISTANCE ON MICROFILM 66.049A-23E .06109166 - 04102/68* 2 M/FILM 87* 
TASULAT I1NS OF HOURLY AVERAGED PULS A 
RATES ON MICROFILM 66-O49A-23F *06/09/66- 08/10/68* 1 N/FILM A S7
 
PLOT OF 2-MI AVERAGED PULSE RATES Va
S N I 
TIMENA RGE ICROFIL• 08/10/6a* I/FIL. 8.*
ON 66-049A-23J *06/109/66 - 2 

AERATES ON M0IC-RAOIM IO 66-049A-0H*60/6 0/178 FL 88. 
PLOTSOF I-MTN AVRAE PUTLSE AT RATES 
H TIMEA NEA PO.ERGEEA ONA MICROILMEECO 66-073A-23 0/1/611118 MIL * 88*
 
REGOEAON AAO AGTCTP * 67-073A--r Y0/0 7 Tp(S A- SEA/6. 

ANESN -COSIC-YINIAIO 67-073A-07E *0/06 -- I 
 FI as./9* 

MICRSOFL 5- M RATES
PSFTALIONIZATOUOT 

ADTAF TELLIEALT VS VARIANT L * 67--07A--II *07/30/67 - 0611/47* 1 I/FIL. * SB
 
SIFMAN - LOW-SNERGY ARORO=AL PHARTCLECTR.60A1 * I . IN
 
RDUCED COUNATE DATAON AGNTICTAPE * 6T.-073A-LIA *07130/67 - 01//J9* 77 TAPE(S) Y 9*
 
LISTNGS OFT DATA (R VIS ENR TIMES)OND 
MOFTLDTAO TOIL• 67-073A-OSE *07/30/67 -- 0120/69* 1 FIL. Eg. 
RLDTER OF N COUNRATE•67-7A-0 .GALACTIC "RACE 

UEOCi-RyDATAFRMTRED COON MICROFIL 67-073A--OgA *07/30/67 - 01/17169* 6 TAPFI} 89.
 
MCOMDPLOTS OF P NTRTSO I ON ONF TH A
 
SATELFLT ORI HR AAWR AE 67-0T3A-OGB *07130/67 --O1125/og* 3NIFILM 9o*
 
SIMPSON -L- ENRGY PRODATON ALPH PARCLA E A8OA-O 
REDU C A MT COUNT RAT AN
AED -A 
 *
 
ORAL DAAMRE TAPE L0/10/69 210 TAPE(S) 90V
NGEI 67-073A-0OA8 *07/20167 -

WEBROT-NGAATI ANDH SOARTL COMIC RAS •* 6703A0 * 9.* 
REDUCETOIC-ATAO TAPE 
 68-017&-09A *0730/67 - 01/27/67*" 2 TAPEIS) . RI
 
LOTS OF.-PARTICLE COUNT RSy ON A80&-t A
 
MIOFILMEVO NTCTP 67-073A-09B *0730167 - 08/20/TO* 1IIL AAES91*
 
MULVION HDIA4TISSEEPRIPLT S A 68.024A.OOB *03/04/68 - tp/14/7* B TL.E A) 9.
 
TABLE ORF EPHEMERISARAMEER ONXGT TMTR* 5-1 - :A 

MICROFN IM H 68-014A-OOE *03fO&16S - 05/26/70* 1. .1FILM a0
 
AVER AE ELECTRON ANDTX-RAY COUN RTS A
 
ON$ MAETTU AATAPE ORD 6$-014A-AB *053/68 - LO040/t9 3 TAREIS) A30* 
4.0-EC AVERAGED AYCUTE RATEGNOEE I 
MAGTIC TPERATCRDATSNA• 68-014A-045 *03105/68 - 109/04149A 10 TAPE(S) 92. 
PROTON A ALPH PEATR.ATILECO D OrATAS ON *.
 
MAGNETIC TAPE 6OR;AT38-014A-0AC /08168 - 1 TAPE(S) 90*
*0 011027/6 

PEAL IMEV VELTEM I;ET ELO DATA 0.5 
TOP1.2 HEY OMAGNETC TAP 68-014A-3A *03/05/68 - 0410/78 92 TAPE(S) 90 
pAMAGNAETIC *0/08
MEVO ON TER * 60-O&A&-13 -0/47* 6 AE()A 2
 
OIMNEAGE VEECRCT O MAGNETIC FIELD
 
DATA ON I R1M I 68-014A-14A Q0/68/ - kjlO3/71* 35 MIFZLM Z1*
 
I-INE F ALV GECT REC FIELD ANDMOGAS
 
NOISAPLIUD ATA TAE NS CDD 68-OIAA-240 *0305/ 8 -0101/68. k TAPE(S) 30.
 
TABULAT ARAED FAD UC AGT MAEBO . *
 
DATAOIN SPACCRFL CORIAE ONTP 8-014A- C *03105/68 - 09/02/68* 14 TAPE(S) 30*
 
-NSEV ON SACMECT COORDNATE 68-014AA140 *03/056 - 0a/00/60* 40 TAPFIS 30*
 
ONI -MIN KHZ VPCTRA QFMAGET HEIELD ANATA TPEN DIE COODNOATESO NCR+ L 68-014A--14E .03105/68 - 09/01/68. 14 TAPE(S) 30*
 
PAMANT UA n
C'00 E -- W E DETCTO~ y 68N.THTRQ-014A-24 * 31. 
ORIGNTL ELECTRI FIJESNOGRAMSTON A
 
RUXIU e 68-014A-248 *03/05/68 -
DATA ARE MATTRY N SR FU 012/69*70 1t.1IL. 31. 
-PLA¢SHASP-RIC B ONAIS ONMCOFL 68-014A--0E *03 4f8-0/26* 4MFL 1 
----------------------------------------------------- 
-----------------------
----------- - -------------- ------------ ------------ -------------- --- -------
---------- --------------------------- 
----------------------------- -----------
----------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------- 
-- ----------------------
---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
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* SPACECRAFT EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME A NSSOC ED S TIME COVERAGE - OANTITY *PAGE* 
A A A AND FORM * 
OGO 5
 
AND FOR ELECTRONS ON MICROFILM 

PARTICLE ACCUMULATIONS AND PULSE HETGHT 

ANALYSIS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

SHARP - LIGIT ION MASS MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER 

O. 	HE, AND H ION CONCENTRATION ON 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

SIMPSON . LOW-ENERGY HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 
, COUNT RATES AND PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSIS 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE- . 
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
SMITH, - YRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 
2.E-MIN-AVG SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER 
NOISE AMPLITUOES.O.03 TO 1000 HZ ON FILM 
SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER SUMMARY TAPES. 
36.9-SEC TIME RESOLUTION 
- FREOUENCY TIME SPECTIOGRAMS FOR 0-1000 HZ 
ANALOG SEASCHtCOIL MAMIETOMETER 
MICROFILM LISTINGS bg SEZARCH 37-SEC AVG 
DATA WITH AMPLIFIER GAIN INCLUDED 
MICROFILM LISTINGS OF INSTRUMENT 
GAIN-CAI.IORATED TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL DATA 
SNYDER .- PASA SPECTROMETER 
HOUR-AVERASED PLASMA PARAMETERS 
LISTING OF HIGH TINE RESOLUTION 
INTERPLANETARY PLASMA PARAMETERS ON FILM 
HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLASMA DATA AM 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
HIGH TIME RESOLUTION PLOTS OF SOM PLASMA 
PARAMETERS ON FiLM 
VAN BE HULST - MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUITEFLUX A D 
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTROIS 
DAILY AVERAGED COSKIC-RAY ELECTRON AND 
PROTON COUNT RATES 
WEST, JR. - ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER 
* 	 0-MIN COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
S-HR COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM 
* 	 PARTICLE COUNT RATE. EPHEMERIS. AND 

MAGNETITC FIELD DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPES 

CORRECTED ELECTRON FLUXES ON BCD TAPE 

OGO 6 
- SMITH - TRIAXIAL SSARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETeR 

3-SEC AVERAGED MAGNETOMETER DATA. 

MiCROFIhEI PLOTS 
STONE - COSM!C.RAY STUDY 
PARTICLE COUNT jASS AND PULSE HEIGHT 
ANALYSTS ON MAGNETIC TAPS 
PARTICLE COUNT RATES AND EPHEMERIS PLOTS 
ON MICROFLM 
OGO-A 	 SEE 000 I 

60-014A-09A *03/05/64 

A 
A 68-14A-098 *03/05/64 
A 6.-1AA-I0 A 
A 

* 68-0IAA-IA *03/07/66 

A 68-014A-27 S 

A 

68-014A-27A .03/05/6A 
A 68-04A-278 *03/05/66 
A S-014A-I. 

A 

* 68-014A-16A *03107/60 
A A 
A 68-014A-168 *03/07/60 
* 

68-014A-160 *03/06/6 
A 
A 6-014A-1E *03/06/66 
I 
* 6 -14A-IF 103/07/16 
A 68-016A-17 * 
* 6S-014A-IT8 *03/051R8 
. A 
* 	 68b14A-t7C *O5O08/66
A 
658-01A-TD *03/0 568 
A * 
A 68-014A-ITE *03105/68 
6 	-O1d-q1 

A 
A 6-014A-2A *03/05/68 
A 68-014A-06 * 
* 6S914AA16A 	 *0j1D*/6$ 
* 6R-014A-066 *031 2/6 

* 
* 68-014A-06C *05123/68 
. 68-014A-O6D .03104160 
A 69-051A' 	 * 
69-051A-22 	* 

I 	 * 
-	 0713/72l I /FILM A 93* 
A A 
- 07/14/72* 109 TAPE(S) A 93* 
A A G3* 
A A 
- 05/31/69* I. TAPE(S) A 93* 
a 93* 
A 
- 07/14/72* 4 TAPE(S) A 94* 
- 07/13/72* 1 M/FILM * 9 * 
A 35* 
A A A 
- 03/07/7I4 6 M.'FIL. A 32*
 
A A I
 
- 01/01/71* 45 TARE(S) A 32*
 
* * A*
 
- 10/27/68* 27 /FILM A 33*
 
A
 
- 0./25/.. I N/FILM A 33*
 
- A A 
- 01/01/71. 0 M/FILM A 33* 
A 9.* 
- 04/30/71. 1 TAPE (S) . 94* 
I * 
- 0430/7S1 N/FILM * 9A 
A 
- 04/30/71* IS TAPE(S) I 95* 
A * A 
- 0413/18 5 M/FILM * 95* 
* A * 
A .* 95* 
* * * 
- 08/3117*T I TAPE(S) A 9A 
I *A95* 
- O6/I4f6$* 30 N/FILM * 95* 
- 11/06/71. 37 14/FILM . 96* 
. . *A 
- 05/01/69* 35 TAPE(S) . 96. 
- 01/01/69. ,1'TAPE(S) * 96. 
A 33* 
* 	 .* * 96*
* 3* 
* * A 
* 69-051A-2A *03/05/68 - 0430,71* 5-1/FIL 3 * 
. 69-051A-20 - 96* 
A 	 A * 
A 69-051A-20A *06f07/69 - 05/25/70w 349 TAPE(S) * 97*
 
A A
 
* 	 69-051A-208 *06fG7Z69 - 01/27/70 37 1/FILM I 97* 
64054AA 	 * *. 21. 
I 	 * 77*
 
OGO D 	 SEE GOd 3 A 64-049A * * * 27. 
OGOC - SEE a.0 2 * 65.0IEA * - 4 261 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
OOD -- SEE 00 4 * 67-073A A *A SA 
------------------------------------------
-------------------­
0- SEE 000 5 AT0 •A* 2* 
- -- 5------- - -- - ------ - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -*-- - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - -
DOG-F SEE 0G0 6 A 691A A *5*133* 
A A*A 96. 
---------------­ z----------------------------------- I-------------------------------­
050 4*67IAA 

WAGGONER - PROTON ELECTRON DETECTORR 

COUNT RATE DATA ONMAGNETSC TAPE 

OSO-D -	 SEE 6SO 4 
OV-A 

KATZ-EECt RELCTROETER UX 
HIGH-TIME RESOLUTION ELECTRON COUNT 
ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
--------- 5---------------------------------------
OVS-3 
VAMPOLA - MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER 
MULTIPITCH ANGLE ELECTRON 
FLUX ON 

*MAGNETIC TAPE 

I 
RATES 
PESlPFNOICUAAR 	 ELECTRON FLUX ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE 
PERPENDICULAR ELECTRONFLUX AT L LESS 
THAW 10, ON MAGNETIC TAPE 
PERPENDICULAR EIUATORIAU ELECTRON FLUX -
ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

67-100A-04 
A 67-lGOA-O4A *1/ 23/67 ­
*. 671IOOA 
68G026A A 
0N6A- A** 
A 
* 	6-O6A-O2A *05/3/6 -

A 661070A 
A 66-070A-05 I 
* 

*66-07OA-OSA *00/0466 

A 
*66-07CA -0S6 	 *00/04/66 
* 	 66070A-05C *06/0466' 
* * 
*66-070A-05D 08/O4/66 -
P - F S 	 SEE APOLLO 15 SURSATELLIE * 7t-063D * 
A 	 I 
4*
 
A A 97*
 
12/30/67. 1"TAPEIS) A 91.
 
A A* 7* 
A 98.
 
* 98 
A A 
07/10/68. 	 L2 TAPS(S) 96*
 
A 90* 
A A SHIA* 
A 
09/06/67* 	 IT-TAPEIS) *98:
 
A 
09/06/67* 08TAPE(S) A 99. 
09/06/67 I'TAPE(SS * 99*
 
A * 
09/06/67* 1 TAPE(S) * 99* 
* * 9 
A 46. 
PIONEER 6 -	 65-IOSA A A S* 
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 	 A* A 
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SPACECRAFT. EXPERINMNT, DATA SET NAME A NSSOC ID * TIME COVERAGE * QUANTITY tPACES 
*A. AND FORM 
PIONEER 6
 
TAPE 	 * 65-IOSA-OCF A12/16/65 - 05/16/72* 1 TAPE(S) 34N 
BRIDGE - SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP ..S-IOSA-0 * * 10Oo 
PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WINO ' N A 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM A 65-I A-02A *12/18/65 - 04/03/69* 1 M/FILM * 100* 
HOURLY AVEAGED VELOCITY ANM DENSITY A 	 * A 
VALUES IN AGO BULLETIN$ . 65-105A--O2 .90 I/69 - 02/20170* I2 BOOK(S)* 100* 
OATA FROM THE A - II-HR AVG SOLAR WIND 
EXPERIMENTS ON PI MEER 6 AND PIONEER V t 65-105A-02C *1216/65 - 05/18/71* 1 BdOK(S) *'o0* 
HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON BCD A * 
7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE * 6S-IOSA-02D .12/16/65 - 05109171. 1 TAPE(S) S lOO0 
ESHLEMAN - TWO.FREOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER *65-10..-O. A * t00. 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON A * A 
CONTENT DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE A 65-IOSA-04A *12/16/65 - 07/1i/66* I TAPE(S) 101* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REJCED TOTAL ELECTRON A * * * 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM- * 65-405A-040 *12/15/65 - 07/11066* A ./FILM 101* 
DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WINO ELECTRON N * 
DENSITY VS'TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU ON'TAPE A 65-105A-O*R *01/09/66 - 05/25/66* 1 TAPE(S) N 101* 
CORRECTEO ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS VERSUS * A 
* TIME ON MICROFILM ' *  65-IOSA-O4E *01110/66 - 06/01/66* 1 lFIL9 . 101. 
FAN - COSMIC-AY TELESCOPE 65-05A-03 "* * 505* 
REDUCED COUNT RATE AND PULSE HEIGHT * A * 
ANALYZER DATA' ON MAGNETIC TAPE 65-105A-03A *12/16f/6 - 12/30/70* tO TAPE(S) V 102* 
COUMT RATE PLOTS AND TRAJECTORY PLOT ON * I* * 
MICROFILM 6S-105A-03D 12/16/65 - 12/26/68: I l/FILM o e0 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON COUNTING RATES * * * * 
PUBLISHDO IN -SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA' 65-105A-03E 03/07/69 - 031/0/72* 31 ROOK(S) * I0 
MCCRACKEN - COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 65-IOEA-05 * . . 102* 
COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON MICROFILM * 65-I05A-OSA *12116,65 02/06/67* 1 M/FILA * 102* 
COUN' RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM * 65-IOSA-OSB 012/16/65 - 01/20/67* 1 M/FILM * 102* 
NESS - UNIAXI A. PLUXGATS MAGNETOMETER * 65-tOSA-01 * * S 35. 
30-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC *A A 
FIELD BATA ON TAPE 65-105A-IA *0/26/66 - 07/26/66V 3 TAPE(S) * 35* 
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIPE * 
DATA ON MICROFILM A 65-IO5A-0S8 *12/17/65 - 09/05/67* 1 N/FILM * 35N 
WOLFE - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER *S 65-105A-06 * A* *03s 
PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON * 
MICROFILM - ' S 65-IOSA-O6A 512/16/65 - 11/12/72: 22 N/FILM * 103: 
PUFLSHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR IND * 
PARAMETERS 6S-IOSA-060t 12/16/65 - 08/177. 70 BOOK(S) * 103: 
HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS * 65-IO A-06C *12/18/65 - 03/04/66* 2 TAPE(S) * 103* 
PIONEER 7 A 66-075A A * *35* 
. .. .. . . .. 03. 
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC * ** 
TAPE * 66-O7SA-OF *08/17/66 - 01/02/72* 1 TAPE(S) A 35* 
BRIDGE - SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP . 66-07SA-02 * * * 104* 
PLOTS OF HOURLY AVERAGED SOLAR WIND "A -* 
PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM * 66-07A-02A *08fL1/56 - 53/0/680 I N/FILM * 10A 
HOURLY AVERAGED VELOCITY AND DENSITY * * * * . * 
VALUES IN SGD BULLETINS * 66-07SA-OSB *06/02/69 - I0/3t/6S S BOOK(S) * 105* 
I-HR AVG SOLAR MIND DATA FROM THE A** 
' 
EXPERIMENTS ON PIONEER 6 AND PIONEER *A 65-075A-02CA08/18/66 - 12/0/65 5 BODE(S) * 105O 
HOURLY AVERAGED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON BCD * A* 
T-TRAC MAGNETIC TAPE S 66-075A-02D *0819/66 - 11/29/68. A TAPE(S) * loss 
ESHLEMAM - TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 6-07A-0- * A* 105* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON A * A* 
CONtENT DATA ON TAPE - 66-07SL-04A A08/1/66 - l/29/67. I TAPE(S) * 105* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON * *A * 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFGIh 66-0TSA-04 *08/1/66 -. 1/29/67* 1 MFILM * .65. 
DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON- * A 
DENSITY VS TME NORMALIZED TO 1 AU ON TAPE A 66-075A-04D *G08/17/66 - 10/26/67• ± TAPE(S) * 106* 
CORRECTED ELECTRON DENSITY PLOTS'VERSUS A * 
TIME. ON MICROFILM A 66-07SA-04E *09/12/66 - 05/20/69* 1 N/FILM A 106* 
MCCRACKEN - COSMIC.RAY ANISOTIOPY * 66-07SA-05 . * * 106t 
COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON MICROFILM * 66-075A-OSA *0818/66 - 01/31/67* 1 ./FILM * 1O6 
COUNT RATE PLOTS OH MICROFILM * 66-O7SA-OSB *08/7/66 - 01/20/67. 1 N/FILM * 106* 
NESS - SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER *-66-075A-01 * * * 36 
VECTOR NAGNETIC FIELD DATA. 30-SEC * * * 
AVERAGES ON TAPE* 66-07A-01A 0/7/66 - 02/f/2675 .4 TAPE(S) 36: 
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD - . * * 
DATA ON MICROFILM A- 66-07SA-018 *00/IT/O - 1029/67W I NIFILM * 3* 
SIMPSON - COGSMICRAY TELESCOPE * 66-075A-06 A *A 106. 
REDUCED COUNT RATE AND PULSE HEIGHT A A A* 
ANALYZEP 	DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE * 66-075A-6A *08/1/.. - 12/2./7* 8 TAPE(S) 107. 
*A *
*
NUMBER) AN TRAJECTORY PLOT ON MICROFILM A 66-07SA-06D *0017/66 - 12/27/68* 1 M/FILM A 107* 
COMSIC-RAY PROTON COUNTIHG RATES A A * 
PUBLISHED IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL OATA * 66-07SA-06E *03/07169 - 0/01/71* 32 BOOK(S) * LO* 
WOLFE - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER * 66-OVSA-D3 *A * t.7. 
PLOTS OF ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON A . * A 
MICROFILM * 6B-075A-03A *0/IT/66 - 02/09/69* It N/FILM A 107* 
PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND I *5 * 
PARAMETERS . : 66-DTSA-OSR *08120/66 - 01/74A BE BOOK(S) * 108* 
HOURLY AVERABED PLASMA PARAMETERS * 66-07SA-03C .08119/66 - 11/29/66. 1 TAPE(S) * I08S 
COUNT RATE M-OTS (COUNTS/SEC VS DAY 

PIONEER a 	 . * 67-123A * * * 36* 
A * toe* 
COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 	 A * 
TAPE* 67-1239-O0E 21211/67 - 11/10/71.* TAPE(S) * 36. 
A * toas 
ESHLEMAN - TWO.PREOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER * 67-123A-03 * * 109* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON *A 
CONTENT DATA ON PUNCHED CARDS * 67-23A--3A .1211R/67 - 08/2/69* I TAPE(S) * lO9 
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SPACECRAFT. EXPERIMENT. DATA SET NAME * NSSXC ID : TIME COVERAGE : CUANVITY *PAGE* 
a a * * AND.FORM 
PIONEER 8 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON * * A A* 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM 6 - 00/250/69* I * 109*7-123A-033 *12/t/OT M/FILM 
DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE -S 67-123A-03C :1219/67 - 03107/71* 1 TAPE(S) 109: 
MICROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON A A 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU 67-123A-030 *02/20/68 - 08/30170* I N/FILM - 109* 
MCCRACKEN - COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 67-123A-05 * Io* 
7.S-MIN AMD 1-HR COUNT RATES FOR ALL * S * 
MODES NAGNETIC TAPE * 67-23A-05h :12/1/7 - 03431/69: 6 TAPE(S)* 110k 
T.S-MIN AND I-HR COtFAT RATES. ALL A
 
MODES. ON MICROFILM a67-123A-058 *D331/I69 - 123I517* 3 N/FILM a110*
 
NESS - SINGLEAXIS MAGNETOMETER A 67-13A-01 * a 37.
 
HOURLY AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD A 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM 67-123A-OA *12/23,67 - 12/07/O8 I .FILM * 37. 
MAGNETIC FIELD VSCTOR 30-SEC AVERAGES ON * a 
TAPE *67-123A-Q10 *12/13/67 - 12103.'60. 3 TAPE(S) A37* 
SCARF - PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR 6-123A-07 * A 37* 
EDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON MICROFILM 67-123A-07A 12/S3/67 - 10/07/6S* 1 4/FILM 37* 
SUMMARY PLOTS OF EACH EXPERIMENT CYCLE A* * 
ON MICROFlM 67-123A-07 *12/13/67 - 09123/6* 2 /FILM 38* 
...... - COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR 67-13A-06 a * 110* 
±0-N AVERAGES OF PARTICLE COUNT RATES * 
0N MICROFILM 67-123A-OOA *12/13/67 - 0/10/680 I M/FILM * 110-
S-HR AVERAGES OF ALPHA PARTICLE COUNT 
RATES ON MICROFILM * 6-123A-06B :12/13/67 - 04121/68: I N/FILM * 110: 
PROTON COUNT RATES PUBLISHED IN * * - * * * 
SOLAROEOPHMYSICAL DATA' a A-IZSA-O6C *l2/Ot'69 - 00/18/TA' 49 BOOK(S) III±* 
DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON 
MICROFILM 67-123A-060D,12/13/67 - 11/05/71* 1 N/FILM * 111 
DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON* A 
MICROFILM 67-123A-0E *12/1367 - 11/06/71* 1 N/FILM 111* 
WOLFE - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER * 61-123A-02 *" a Ills 
ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM * 67-123A-02A *12/14/67 - 11/OS07t* 36 N/FILM a III* 
PIONEER 9 *68-100A * a 8* 
*
 a

COMPRESSED EPHEMERIS DATA ON MAGNETIC 
TAPE 68-SOA-GIE *12/0./6. - .. 111173* L, TAPE(S) S.38 
ESHLEMAN - TWO-FRSOUSNCY BEACON RECEIVER * 6-IOA-03 * 113* 
HOURLY 'VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON * • * 
CONTENT DATA O PUNJCHED CARDS *68-100A-034 *11/08/6B - 07/16169* 1 TAPE(S) 112* 
HOURLY VALUES OF REDUCED TOTAL ELECTRON *. * . 
CONTENT DATA ON MICROFILM 6 8-I00A-03S .11/09168 - 07/16/69. 1 flFIL * 113* 
DIGITAL VALUES OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON 
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU ON TAPE 68-IOOA-03C *11/11/68 - 03/07/7t: I TAPE(S) * I13* 
MICROFILM PLOTS OF SOLAR WIND ELECTRON * * -
DENSITY VS TIME NORMALIZED TO I AU A 61IOOA-3D .0404/69 - 0 1/2700* 1 M/FILM 1130 
MCCRACKEN - COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY * 68-100A-05 * * 113* 
7.S-NIN AND I-HR COUNT RATES ON * a a 
MICROFILM A 8-IOOA-OSA *11/04/68 - 09/25/70. 2 H/FILM 113* 
SCARF - PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR * 68-IoA-07 * 1 3a* 
PLOTS OF HOUfLY AVERAGED BROADOAN AND 
400-"Z WAVE LEVELS * 68-IOOA-07A O11/0a/68 02/27/69• I N/FILM S 39:-
MICROFILMED FINE TIME SCALE E-FIEtD A A A 
SPECTRUM DATA • 60-100A-075 *21/09/68 - 09/07/69* V N/FILM• 39* 
FRAME SUMMARY PLOTS OF 100 HZ. 400 HZ, * A a * * 
AND 30 KHZ E-FIELD AMPLITUDES ON FILM 68-IOA-07C *1203168 - 09/06/69: 2 H/FILM a 39: 
FINE-TIME SCALE 100 HZ. 400 HZ, AND 30 * A - * 
KNZ ELECTRIC FIELD AMPLITUDES ON TAPE * 68-00A-07D *11/08/60 - 07/03/69a A TAPE(S) * 39* 
SONETT - TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER 68-I00A-O1 * * 39* 
30-SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD * * S 
PLOTS ON MICROFILM *68-100A01A *11/08/6a - 06/13/69* 2 N/FILM * 3* 
WEBBER - COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE * S-tOGA-OS * * * 14* 
PROTON COUNT RATES PUBLISHED IN * * 
*SOLAR-GEOFHYSICAL DATA' A 63-IOOA-06A *12/01/69 - 08/18174* 49-OOIS)* 114* 
DAILY AVERAGD COUNT RATE LISTINGS ON 
MICROFILM *68-100A-06B 011/08/68 - 09Z04/71* I N/FILM *114* 
DAILY AVERAGED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON * * 
MICROFILM • $0-IOQA-Q6C *51/0$/6 - 09/06/71* 1 N/FILM * 114* 
WOLFE - ELEC'ROSTATIC ANALYZER A8-I00A-02 A a 114* 
ANALYZED PLASMA PARAMETERE ON MICROFILM 68-100A-02A *11/00/6A - 08/17/72* 16 N/FILM 114* 
PIONEER [0 * 72-012A a 115* 
WOLFE - PLASMA EXPERIMENT * 72-012A-13 * • II* 
MICROFILM PLOTS OW SOLAR WIND BULK SPEED AS o * 
VERSUS TIME * 72-12A-13A *04/18/72 - L2/12173* I N/FILM * 115A 
PIONEER-A SEE PIONEER 6 * 65-ISA * * * 34* 
PIONEER-S SEE PIONEER T • 67512A • a a 36 
* * * 103* 
.IONEER.C SEE PIONEER 8 *61-123A .* .*.36*
 
PIONEER--D SE PIOEER 9 ------ A-- * 38* 
* * * a112. 
PIONEER-F SEE PIONEER t0 * 720OIZA A . 115*
 
P0Go I SEE OGO 2 65-OIA * * 26* 
POGO 2 SEE BOB 4 a 67-073A * 88* 
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.................................................................................................................
 
PACECRAFT EXPERIMENT, DATA SET NAME * NSSDC ID A TIME COVERAGE . OUANTITY *PAGE 
A A A * AND FORM * 
POG. 3 SEE GGO 6 * 69-051A A* * 33-
ROVER 15 SEE APOLLO IS LM/ALSEP A 71-063C A A * 6* 
* 71-063C_05A * * 
" 72-063C-068 A A 
ROVER 16 SEE APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP * 72-031C A * 9.
 
......................................................................................................................
 
S 3C SEE EPE-D . 64-OBGA * a 5A*
 
....................................................................................................................
 
5 270 SEE ALOUETTE S * 66-OOA A * 41.
 
..........................................................................................................................
 
5*49 SEECGOOI A*64-054A A * Z5* 
* S * 77* 
S 49A SEE G 3 66-04A * 27* 
.....................................................................................................................
 
S0 SEFE GO 2 65001A A 26
 
S SOA SEE OG0 4* 67-073A o.88*
 
........................................................................................................................
 
5 59 SEE EGOS A68-014A A 29*
 
* * * S91*
 
S 60 SEE OGO 6 *69-OSEA A *S 33
 
*A . 96*
 
S 74B SEE IMP-C A 65-042A 1 5-

I A A 54*
 
SN 39 SEE 19.3-038C a 6o036c * * 1.
 
.....................................................................................................................
 
VELA 3 (USAF) SEE VELA 3A, A 65-08A * * 15 
..........................................................................................................................
 
VELA 3 (USAFI SEE VELA 33 65-0580 * A 116* 
VELA 3A * 65-058A A LIE1.5
 
BAME - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AN G TUBES a 65-OSSA-04 * * n1a 

PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WINO A A A
 
PARAMETERS * 65-056A-04A *01/0169 - 0512I/T0 £7 DOOK(S) A 116*
 
3-H AVERAGES OF SOLAR WINO A
 
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM * 65-58A-04S *07/2665 - I2/06/67* I N/FILM t156
 
3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND*a** *
 
PARAMETERS DN TAPP A 65-O5A-04C *07/26/65 - 12/06/67* 1 TAPE(S) * 16*
 
.........................................................................................................................
 
E a 
BARE - ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES 65-058B-0* * * 116* 
3-MR AVERAGES OF SOLAN WIND a * a 
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM 65-05B-04A *07/26/65 - 22/06/67* 1 N/FILM .1 
PUBLISHED PRELIMiNARY SOLAR WIND A * 
PARAMETERS 65-05 -- - 17 * 
VELA 38 6-G50. * * 116* 
05 .01/01/69 05/21/70* OO(S) 117. 
3-HR AVERAGES OF SOLAR WIND A 
PARAMETERS ON TAPE *5-0S6-04C .07/26/65 - 12/06/67* I TAPE(S) * 117 
VILA 5 (TRW) SEE VELA 3A * 65-0SBA * a 515*
 
......................................................................................................................
 
VELA SA a 69-046D Aa 117*
 
SAME - SOLAR IND EXPERIMENT * 69-0*60-06 A A 117*
 
PUBLISEO PRELIMINARY SOLAR WINO A a a a
 
PARAMETERS a 69-0*60-OSA *09/14169 - 04/1/72* 31 BOOK(S) 117*
 
VELA SA (USAF) SEE VELA SA 69-0 060 * A* 117.
 
......................................................................................................................
 
VELA 50 A 69-6e a a * 117.
 
SAME - SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT * 69-O6E-0S * I
lIES
 
PUBLISHEO PRELIMINARY SOLAR WTND a 
 A 
PARAMETERS 69-046E-OSA .09/14/69 - 06/12/72* 33 BOOK(S) * 118* 
VELA SB (USAF) SEE VELA SB * 69-046E * * 117*
 
VELA 6 (TRW) SEE VELA 30 A 6S-05B Aa 16*
 
V-LA 9 (TRW) SEE VELA 5A a 69-046D a a 11TwI 

VELA 10 fTRW) SEE VELA SB * *4-046E * 5157. 
VENUS SEE MARINER 5 A 6T-060A * 24*
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4.2 NSSDC ID INDEX 
For the convenience of those who may know a 
spacecraft by its COSPAR ID, the following spacecraft 
level index has been generated. Note that NSSDC IDs 
and COSPAR IDs are almost identical; e.g., COSPAR ID 
1967-51A isequivalent to NSSDC ID 67-051A, 
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63-038C 1963-038C ................ 41
 
64-054A OGO I.... ............ 25, 77
 
64-076B INJUN 4............ ........ 72
 
64-086A EPE-D....,................ 50
 
65-042A IMP-C.,...........,..... 15, 54
 
65-158A VELA 3A........... .... *.. 115
 
65-058 VELA 3B ..... ............ 116
 
65-OSIA OG 2.................... 26, 81
 
65-098A ALOUETTE 2,.......,....., 41
 
65-105A PIONEER 6 ...................... 34, 99
 
66-049A OGO 3..................... 27, 82
 
66-055A IMP-D,­...,...o-....... 16, 56
 
66-070A 0V3-3...*.......... ,... 98
 
66-075A PIONEER 7 .................. 35, 103
 
66-IIOA ATS I..................... Ill 47
 
67-031A ATS 2,................. 49
 
67-051A IMP-F ..................... 20, 60
 
67-060A MARINER 5................ 24, 76
 
67-070A IMP-EP... .... . ..- 17, 58
 
67-073A 4G4O .
.....#.............. 8
 
67-IDOA OSO 4 ..................... 97
 
67-123A PIONEER 8................ 36, 108
 
68-014A 0GO 5..,.......-. o, 29, 91
 
68-026A oV1-13 .................... 98
 
68-0665 lNJUN 5­...-...-........... 23, 73
 
68-IOOA PIONEER 9............38, 112
 
68-I09A HEOS 1............... 13, 53
 
69-OgA ISIS 1 ................ ......... 74
 
69-046D VFLA 5A.................. 117
 
69-046E VELA 58......... 117
 
69-051A OGO 6.......... ............33, 96
 
69-053A IMP-G...................... 21, 65
 
59-069A ATS 5 . .......... * 12 50
 
69-097A GPS-A...................... 13, 51
 
69-099C APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP........ 7, 42
 
71-OOC APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP......... 7, 43
 
71-019A IMP-I...,...........,... 22, 70
 
71-024A ISIS 2.................... -5
 
71-063C APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP......... 8, 45
 
71-063D APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE... 9, 46
 
72-005A HEOS 2. ...... ............. 14
 
PIONEE:R 10.......................115
 
72-03IC APOLLO 16 LALSEP...... 9
 
72-031D APOLLO 16 SUBSATLLITEes, 10, 46
 
72-073A IMP-H...................... 69
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4.3 ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT INSTITUTION INDEX 
The following index is ordered-alphabetically by institu­
tion and lists all the experiments appearing ih this 
catalog which were originally contracted to each institu­
tion. 
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INSTITUTIONS AND EXPERIMENTS 	 PAGE
 
AEROSPACE CORP 
ATS 	1. OMMID-RAYC.I.. SET M -0 (-5 o Aoo. ................................... .....
NI E o ... I . 
3V3-31 MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER t66- O T GA....--....................... 1. 
L9S63-038C. EEROErC ELECTRON AN PROTON DETECTOS C... ...... 41 
IMPL. SOLAR PROTON MONITDING EXPERIMENTTE(605 -0)........ ........... 1 
IMP-G. SOLARPROT MONTBRING EXPERIMENT 3 - 7 STk 0 ). 66705 
IMP-I. SOLAR PROTON MONI TORING EXPERIMENT (TI-019A- 7) . 0 
ELLA TELEFHONE LAO
 
ATE I, MARTIOLE TELESCOPE (66-IIOA-05)....0............................ ......... 47
 
EPE3. SOLIDSTATEELECTRON DETECTOR (64-06A-I ...... ....
 
IMP.F. LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE (67-OSIA-Ol.. . .. ....... 60
 
IMP-. LOW-ENERGY SLI--STATE TELESCOPE t69-O.A-01) .................... ..... 67
 
ERAUNSCHWEIS TECH U 
GRE-A., ILUKGATE MAGNETOMETER, 69-097A-01 ......... ................. :................. 13 
CALIF INT OF TECH 
.. 96.o. .. 
.......

. ..
.
 
9OEI -O) .........
STUDY (000--AVCOSMIC-RAY6, 
HEONS . COSMIC-RAY PARTI D-E FLUX (6-.109A-0......... . ... .... ....... S 3
. .. 

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
 
HEBB I. FLUXATE MAGNETOMETER (-10E9A-2OTR..--............ . ............... 14
 
HEOS 2. FLUXOATE MAGNETOMETER C72-OOSA-0T .... ................ . . . . .I
 
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAS
 
O. 	 S., ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER 68-014A-06 ... ...... .. ............. 90
 
I50 4. PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR (6C-IOA--0)............. ...... ..... ... . 97
 
LOCXH9E 
.GO S. LIGHT ION MASS MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER (68-01A-1O81...o............... 93 
LOS 	ALAMOS GCI LAO
 
VELA 3 A, ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM UBE0 (655ooA-0....04). ............... II
 
VELA 3B. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND OM TUBES (65-0-.-.0.)............. ......... 116
 
VELA SAG SOLAR WINO EXPERIMENT (69-0460-15..... .... ....... ... o....l.
 
VEcA 5. SoLAR WINO EXPERIMENT (69-06E..O0l......o........... ..... ........ la
 
MASS INST OF TECH
 
IMP-O. PLASMA PROBE (66-08-A06) .................... ... .. ......... 57
 
59 
IMP-. PLASMA-NERypLAETARPROBE (67-070A06)...............................IN LASMA FOR EO OFA0 TO (67-060.-03)............... 
........
... 

MARI . PRBE 9400 VOLTS 76 
PIOEER G.SOLAR WINO PLASMA FARADAY CUP (65105OA-02) ............ ......... ..... lO 
PIONEER I.SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP (66-0175A-0)................... 104 
M.PLANCC INST.GARCIING 
CR5-A. PROTO-tPNA TELESCOPE 69T97A-02I ...... .......... ... ..... .. S 
..... 5a 
........
RON NDETECTOR -9TA-04-.......... .
69SONS ... 
PIONEER 10. PLASMA EXPERIMENT (72-012A-13) ......... ... ............. ......... 12 
G45-A.IMP H  PROTON-ELECAND LECTRONSI THE ENERGY RANGE 0.1 TO 2 MEV (7-07o -03) ..... .... 77 
NASA-ARC 
APOLLO 2 LMALSBP. LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER (69099C-O4.)........................... I 
APOLLO 1 LMALSEP. LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (TI--OOSC.-O)............ ..... . 
APOLLO IS LUNAR MAGNETOMETER (71-063C ...LM/ALSEP. SURFACE ) .......................
 
APO4LO1-6LM/ALSEP. LUNAR SURFACE MAENETOMETER (72-03IC-3)................... 10
 
APOLLO 16 LMALSFE. LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (2--03 C--8)..... ..... ........ . ..-10
 
IMP. AEE MAGNETIC FIELDS T66-GS8E-03 .............................. ......... I1
 
IMP-E. AMES MAGNETCFRIELDS (67-07OA-03 ....................................... 19
 
PIONEER 6. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (6S-IOSAGO) ................................... 1!03
 
PIONEER 7. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER I66-O07A-03)............... ......... .... lI
 
PIONEER :. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (67..123A-02)................................... IIl
 
PIONEER 9. TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER (lO-IGOA-0 .............. . ............. .9
 
PIONEER 9. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER (6-IOA- ....... ... ....... ........ 114
 
NASA -G S C
 
ATS 5. MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR (69-069A-I3)-..................................... 12
 
IMP-C. RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER (65-042A-011................................... SB
 
IMP-C. PLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER (65-04ZA-02).-... ......-......................... I s
 
IMP-D. GSFC MAGNETOMETER (66-0S8A-01.......................................... IT
 
18
 
... ..................................... 

I-F. ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER. (67051IA-B8 ...................................... 63
 
IMP-F. LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR (67-051A-09) ............................ 63
 
IMP-P. COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS t67-051k-IO)............................... 63
 
IMP-F. TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER (67-051A-111)... ............ -..- ...... 20
 
IMP-C. LOW-ENERGY PROTYON AND ALPHA DETECTOR (6S-053A-D0) ............................. 6,
 
IMP-G: COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS 169-OSIA-IC)..*.................. 68
 
IMP-0. TRIAXIAL rLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER (69-063A-11)................................ 22
 
IMP-I- MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS (71-019A-0I1................................ 2
 
OttO 3, RUBIDIUM VAPOR MAGNETOMETER (6S-OSIA-I91 .................................... 36
 
000 3. TR APPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER (66-GtOA-103. ......................... E8
 
GOO3. MAGNETIC SURVEY USING Two MAGNS#oNEIERS (66-049A-11)........................... 2C
 
000 4. LOW-ENERGY AURORAL.PARTIC.E DETECTOR (67-073A-Il1)............................ 89
 
0CC 5, MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS (68-014A-IS) .......................... 31
 
IMNPE. GSFC MAGNETOMETER (6T50A-t) 

PIONEER 6.M IIfA FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER (65-10SA-Ol)-.................... ......... 35
 PIONEER 7. SIfWZ-j.GS MAGNETOMETER (66-075A-01)................................. 36
 
PIONEER 8. Srd UAI'I5 MAGNETOMETER (67..123A-Ol) ................................. 	 37
 
NASA-JPL
 
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP. SOLAERZWINO SP ECTROMETER (69-091C-.21)............................ 43
 
APOLLO IS LM/ALSEP. SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER (7.1-063C04) ............................. 4AS
 
MARINER S. TRIAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUMMAGNETDMETER (67.GSIA-05) ...................... 2.
 
0GG 1: TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER (64.OGAA-CIl .............................. 25
 
a. 
000 5 . TRIAXIAL SEARCN.CO IL MAGNETOMETER (68-014A-26) ....................... 32 
OGO S. PLASMA.SPECTROMETER (6R-014A-I7)-...... ...... ................ 9'4 
050 	 6. TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOIMETER 169.OSIA 22).......... ...... ... 33
 
DOO 3. TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER (66-GLEA..S) .............................. 

-ew a PAtG 	 141
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MATL RES COUNC OF CAN
 
ALOUETTE 2. ENERGETIC 'PARTICLE DETECTORS (65-098A-04)I ... .... .................. A.2.. 

ISIS I. ENERGETIC PA TICLE DETECTORS (69-009A-041...............-....................... 75
 
ISIS 2. ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS (I-02A-O} .... . ......................... 75
 
NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE
 
0GO 5. MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS (6a-014A-12.... ..... 95
 
RICE U
 
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP. SUPRATHERHAL ION DETECTOR (90--99C-.05 ............... .............. .. 42
 
APOLLO 14 LMNALSEP. SURRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR 71-00C-06)1................................ 44
 
APOLLO 14 LN/AL$CP, CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT 472-O08C-08).. ...... ......... 4
 
ATS I. SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR (66-11OA-01)e...1... .... ................................ 48
 
STANFORD U
 
MARINER 5, TWO-FREOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER G7-060A-02).- ............. . .......... 76
 
PtON.ER 6. TWO-FROQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER (65-OSA-043I..................................... . 00
 
PIONEER 7. TwO-FOEGUENCY BEACON RECEIVER (66-075A-0.)....... .......................... 105
 
PIONEER 8. TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON-RECEIVER 167-23A-03) .. ...... . ....... .. -.... 109
 
PIONEER 9. TWO-FREOUENCY BEACON RECEIVER (6-100A-03).-.. .... ........... 12
 
TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
 
GO 5. PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR (68-014A-24 ........................................................... 31
 
PIONEER 8. PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR EOT-123A-67) ....................... . . . ...... .... 3
 
PIONEER 9. PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR (6&-lOOA-O7)e............................................. 30
 
U OF CALIF. BERKELEY'
 
APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE. LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY LAYER (71-0630-01)................ 46
 
APOLLO 16 SUOSATOLITE. LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY LAYER (72-0310-OS)................ 46
 
ATS 5, TRI-DIRECTIONAL MEDIUM-ENERGY PARTT ME DETECTOR (6-.069A-0.) .. ..................... Go
 
INP-C. ION CHANBER AND GM COUNTERS (6E-OA2A-OS) ................*..................... ... SA
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Phenomenon Ordered Bar Graphs 
INDEXES 
(continued) 
Users of this section should be aware that these plots
represent an incomplete presentation of information 
coded into keyword strings; these keyword strings are, 
Group 1: Charged Particles - Near Earth by themselves, incomplete codifications of information 
Group 2: Charged Particles - Magnetosphere available as brief descriptions in the main body (section 
Group 3: Charged Particles - Interplanetary 3) of this catalog. The degree of species, spectral, and 
Group 4: Magnetic Fields - Magnetosphere, Magnetotail angular resolution for the modes identified in the bar 
Group 5: Magnetic Fields - Interplanetary plots are specified in the brief descriptions. The keyword 
Group 6: Magnetic Fields - Moon, Planets strings and descriptions contain identification of hydro­
gen and helium isotopes, Z > 3 species, and positrons, alloverd chagedpartcleand 
are o m dec r ons m y den o re mode for a lgive 
The imeperidsb of which are grouped under "other" in the bar plots. 
magnetic field data sets appearing in this catalogindeedf ay mens o bargrahs gnerted Some descriptions may identify more modes for a giveneri  indexed by means of a series of bar graphs generated experiment than there are bars in these plots. This is 
from the NSSDC automated file. The plots allow the because the automated system cannot accept more than 
space-phenomenon-oriented user to easily identify the 10 keyword strings for a given experiment. Modes have 
data available for a given time interval. Each plot is for a been identified (within this constraint) for a given 
single type and location of observation, species with energy thresholds separated by no more 
than 1 decade (for experiments spanning several decades 
above 1 key).4.5.1 CHARGED PARTICLE PLOTS 
For charged particle plots, a bar is drawn at the 4.5.2 MAGNETIC FIELD PLOTS 
appropriate threshold energy and with a length corre­
sponding to the data time coverage. The caption for a These plots indicate (for a given time) the magnetic field 
given bar shows. the spacecraft name, the principal data available for magnetospherie (including magneto­
investigator's name (the first eight characters), the tail) or interplanetary studies. Spacecraft and investiga­
energy threshold in FORTRAN E format, and the tors are identified in the caption for each bar; the bars 
species measured. The code used for species identifica- are ordered by spacecraft name. VLF experiments in 
tion is: A = alpha particle, E =electron, P= proton, and which magnetic fields are separately measured are also 
Z = other. Note that the threshold energy scale may be shown in these plots. Due to the paucity of electric field 
distorted to accommodate the information presented. data, no electric field plots have been generated. 
?flrxpnf MPcBLAUa NOT Fin= 
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Phenomenon Measured Index 
INDEXES
 
(continued) 
The 	 remaining column headings are self-explanatory 
4.6 PHENOMENON MEASURED INDEX 	 except for (1) Planet, (2) Region, and (3) RES. Brief 
explanations of these column headings are: 
The following outline is used for listing experiments 
according to the phenomenon measured: (1) Planet: The planets are indicated in numerical 
order 	from the Sun. The Sun, is designated as1. Field Measurements 
zero 	 (0); numbers 1 through 9 indicate Mer­
1.1 Electric Field Measurements 	 cury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
1.2 	 Magnetic Field Measurements Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, respectively. Let­
ter M indicates the Earth's Moon. 
2. Charged Particle Measurements 
2.1 Sensing Electrons (2) 	 Region: Locations not covered or inadequately 
2.1.1 	 Electrons of Thermal Energies covered under "Planet" are identified alphabet­
(< 1 keV) ically by; 
2.1.2 Electrons of Energies Greater 
than Thermal (> 1 keV) A = < 65 km altitude 
B = 	 >65 km altitude;< 3000 km, Lat< 650 
2.2 Sensing Protons or Hydrogen Ions 	 C = > 65 km altitude; < 3000 km, Lat 650 
2.3 Sensing Helium Nuclei to 	g0 
2.4 Sensing Other Particle Species 	 to0D = 	 Magnetospheric; L < 2 RE (but not 
The information contained under each major heading in 	 B or C) 
the outline is uniquely sorted. For field measurements, E = Magnetospheric; 2 RE < L<6 RE 
there are three sorts; first by minimum frequency F = Magnetospheric; 6 RE < L<10 RE 
observable, next by maximum frequency observable, and G = Magnetospheric; L > RE 
last by NSSDC ID code. For dc field measurements, the H = Interplanetary Space 
minimum frequency observable is zero (shown as 
0.OOE-39) and the maximum frequency observable is I = Celestial 
usually the Nyquist frequency. Charged particle mea­
surements are sorted by particle energy threshold, then( 
by NSSDC ID code. (3) 	 RES: This column indicates species resolution 
for charged particle measurements: 
This index presents information in tabular form, with a 
variety of column headings. The headings that are R = Resolved 
common to each item in the outline are: 	 P = Partially resolved 
N = Unresolved 
Spacecraft Common Name U = Unknown resolution 
NSSDC Experiment ID Code 
Principal Investigator Name A given species is considered resolved when a flux 
NSSDC Experiment Title is associated with that species with a probability of 
Region of Observation erroneous flux-species association of less than 10 
Time Span of Data (available from NSSDC) percent. A species is considered unresolved if the 
Pertinent Report Page Number (where the corn- probability of erroneous association is greater than 
plete experiment entry islocated) 	 40 percent. 
?WOFDING PAGE LA~~N'p FM7 
171 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT NSSOC RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET
 
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST MIN VALUE (F OR El MAX AOCDEFGHI/0123AM 
DE S C Q I P v I V E E X P E R 1 9 E M T I  T L E MM/DG/YY MQDD W MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MIN 6789 PAGE 
1. FIELD MEASURSMENTS
 
1.1 ELECTRIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS
 
TNJUN S (68.I66S-02) GURNETT 
VLF RECEIV ....... ... ....... . o 08/09168 TO s529,70 3.OOOE 01 TO i.odO 0S H C 23 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-07) SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR.......................... 12113167 TO I0/07/68 I.00E 02 TO I.OIOE 05 HZ H 37 
PIONEER 9 (60-OOA-07) SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR......................... 118/s. TO O9'.1t9 I.OGOE 02 TO I.000E 05 HZ H S 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-07) SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR......................... 12/13f67 To 10107,'68 3.700E 02 TV 4 300E 02 NZ H 37 
PIONEER 9 (68-IOOA.07) SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR.................................. I/0868 TO 0907169 3.8SOE O2 TO 41SE 02 HZ H 38 
000 5 (68-O14A-Z4) CROOK 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR ..... . ...... .... 03105/68 TO OLII/71 5.600E 02 TO 7.O00E 04 HZ B DEFGH 31 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-071 SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR.........................t121131.7 TO 10107/68 2.035E 04 TO 2.365E 04 Nt *1 37 
PIONEER 9 (60-IDOA-07) SCARF 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR .................. I'OO686 TO 09/07t69 S.77SE 04 TO 3.SSSE 04 HZ H38 
1.2 MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
OGO 3 (66-049A-I) HEPPNER 
MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS.... ....... 06/09/66 TO 08t14/68 I.G00E-39 TO I.70OE-03 HZ S DEFG 27 
NEOS I (68-100A-02) ELLIOT 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERo... .. .... TO O.OG0E-39 TO GN... 12/111B 001,7 1.00E-02 HZ I. 
IMP-C (65-04A-02) NESS 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER.............. 05/29i TO 05/11Z67 O.OOOE-39 TO I-250E-02 HZ FGH 15 
REOS 2 (72-005-01) ELLIOT 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOHETER .... .. ....... 01/31/72 TO 0.101,74 O.GOOE-39 TO 1.56DE-02 HZ DEP H 14 
MARINER 5 (67-060A-051 SMITH 
TRIAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUM MAGNETOMETER.. ... . 06/14/67 TO 11/21/67 O.OOOE-39 TO 3.GOOE-02 HZ H 2 24 
OGO I (64-054A-01) SMITH 
TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETOMETER................. 09/05/64 TO II1/7/6? O.IOOE-39 TO 4.17E-02 HZ 8 DEFGH 25 
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (71-COC-10 OVAL 
LUNAR PORTASLE MAGNETOMETER ..... ..... . 02/06/71 TO 02/06171 O.000E-39 TO S.000E-02 HZ 7 
APOLLO 16 LM/ALSEP (72-03IC-08) DAL 
LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER..° ....... ......... 04121/72 TO 04/23/72 0O.00E-39 TO 5.000E-0S HZ N to 
IMP-0 (66-058A-03) SONETT 
AMES MAGNETIC FI-ELDS ..... ... ........... 07/01/.6 TO 09/13170 O.OOOE-39 TO 8.00OEE-02 HZ GN 17 
IMP'E (67T00A-03) SONETT 
AMES MAGNETIC FIEL.DS-.. . T 0.OOOE-39 OH 19. .............. 07/19/67 TO I0/28,71 TO 8.000O-02 HZ M 
IHP-0- (66-058-01) NESS 
GSFC MAGNETOMETER..... .......... 07/01/66 TO I/05168 0.OGOE-39 TO 9.700E-0S HZ GH .7 
IMP-E (67-070A-0) NESS 
GSFC MAGNETOMETER.. ........ .. -. 07/t167 TO 02;23172 O.000E-39 TO 9.700E-02 HZ GH N 18 
ATS 5 (69-009A-13) SUGIURA 
MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR .............................. 09/01/69 TO 09/30/71 G.010E-39 TO 9.800E-02 HZ F 12 
GRS-A (69-09A-1) MUSNANN 
FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ............................. 11/086 TO 06128170 0.OGGE-39 TO I.ODOE-01 HZ CO 13 
APOLLO 15 SUBSATELITE (71-0630-02) COLEMAN. JR. 
BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER ...................... 08104/71 TO 02103/72 O.OGOE-39 TO I.16OE-0i HZ N M 9 
APOLLO 16 SUGSA'EE.LITE (72-0310-O) COLEMAN. JR. 
BIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER......... ......... 04/25/72 TO 05/29/72 G.GOGE-39 TO I.IODE-01 HZ H M 10 
MARINER 5 (67-0IA-05 SMITH 
TRAXIAL LOW FIELD HELIUM MAGNETOMETER............ 06/14/67 TO 11/21/67 0.IOE-39 TO 1.200E-0 HZ H S 24 
IMp-F (67-051A-11) NESS 
TRIAXIAL PSUXGATE MAGNETOHETER .... . ........... 416. TO 03/07169 O.OGOE-39 TO 1.950E-OI HZ FGH 20 
IMP-6 (69-053A-11) NESS 
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER .. ...... .. D62IZT69 TO 12053/7 O.OGOE-39 TO 1.950E-01 HZ FON 22 
PIONEER 6 (65-O7A-01) NESS 
UMIAXIAL FLUGATE MAGMETORETER........ ............... 1SI7/65 TO 09/05/67 O.OOOE-39 TO 5.OOOE-OI HZ 35 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-01) NESS 
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER ....-........... 08/17/66 TO 10159/67 O.OGE-39 TO S.GGOE-DI HZ B 3. 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-.01) NEss 
SENGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER........... 1/13/67 TO 12107,68 0.000E-39 TO 5.000E-OI HZ G 37 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-01) NESS 
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER .................. 08/1166 TO 50/2967 0.OGOE-39 TO SO.00E-OI HZ H 36 
PIONEER 0 (67-123A-01 NESS 
SINGLE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER............... -..... 12/13/67 TO 15/07/58 O.010E-39 TO S.OOOE-GS HZ H 37 
PIONEER 9 {68-100A-OI) SONETT 
TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER...................... . 11/08/68 TO 06/13169 0.GOOE-39 TO 5.OOE-0S1 HZ N 39 
O0 5 (68-014A-15) IEPPNER 
MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERRS .......... 03/05168 TO 05/13/70 0.OIOE-39 TO A.GOOE-OI HZ B DEF H 32 
OGD 2 (65-OIA-05) CAIN 
RURIDIUM VAPOP MAGNETOMETER........................ . 10/14/65 TO 10/02/67 O.OGOE-39 TO I.000E 00 HZ C 26 
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP (69-099C-04 SONETT 
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETO.ETER........................... 11/19/69 TO 04/03/70 O.OGGE-39 TO I.600E 00 HZ GH 7 
APOLLO 15 LM/ALSEP (71-063C-031 OYA. 
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER....... .................. 07,31,71 TO 09/20/72 O.O00E-39 TO 1.600E 00 HZ - GH 0 
APOLLO 16 LAISEP l72-03tIC-03) DY 
LAR SURFACE NAMG TONTER ........
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER..... ... 04/21/72 TO 10/18/73 0o0E-39 TO I.600E 00 HE GH N 10 
OGO 5 (60-014A-14) COLEAN.JR. 
UCLA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER................ 03/05/68 TO 11/18/69 O.OOOE-39 TO 3.470E 00 HZ 0 DEFGH 29 
goo 0 (60-0144-15) HEppNER 'l 
MAGNETIC SURVFY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS............... 03/05168 TO 05/13170 O.OGGE-39 TO 3.500E'OO HZ B OEFGN 2 
000 a (66-049A-11) HCPPNER 
MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS............... 06/09/66 TO 00114/68 O.OOOE-39 TO 3.G0E 00 HZ B DEFGH 27 
IMP-I (7S.-0I9A.O17 NESSI 
MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDSo..... ... ---. 0313/71 TO 04/03/73 O.000E-39 TO 6.25 E 00 HZ EFGH 22 
OGO 5 (G-O.tA-.11 COLEMA. JR. 
UCLA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGETOMETER............... 0305fl8 TO 0158186 0.000E-39 TO S.SOOE 01 HZ 0 DEFGH 29 
000 S 160-0.4A-I.) REPINER 
MAGNETIC SURVEY USING TWO MAGNETOMETERS-.......... 03/05/60 TO 05113/70 O.010E.39 TO 2.7005 01 NZ B DEPON 3S 
1RF3NA PAGE is
 
,OF$ POR QUAiLIT 
PREOjM]NC PAGR BLANK NOT FXLMW 
LIMITING DATES OF 
DATA AT NSSOC RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET 
SATELLITE NAME XPERIUENT 70 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST MIN VALUE IF OR E) MAX ABCDEFGHI/0123.5. 
D,9 5 C R I P T I V E C X P E R I M E N T Tj I; L E MwOYY .. M001YY MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) .IN 6789 PACE 
1.. MAGNETIC FIELD MEASUJREMENTS
 
.TS, t (66-110A-02) COLEMWO; JR. 
STAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGMETO.ETER*....................... 12111165 IS .2131168 0.000E-31 TO 5.600E 02 HZ F It 
OGG 3 {66-04gA-t2) SMITH 
TRIAXIAL SIARCHC01 MAGNETOMETER.............o........... 06/09/66 TO 04/27 6t 1.000E-02 TO 8.0O0E 02 HZ 0 OEFG. 28 
OGO 6 (69-051A-221 SMITH 
TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MADMETOMETER *.................. 06110169 TO 10/13170 3.ODOE-02 It 3.OOOE 01 HZ C 33 
G00 5 168-OIAA-16) SMI TH
 
TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MAGNETGMEIER*....... o.......*03/06/68 TO 03/07/71 3.o000-0R TO 5.500E 01 HZ 0 DEFC. 32
 
OGG I (64-054A-01) SMITH
 
TRIAXIAL SEAPCH-COIL MAGNETaRETER .......* o........... 091054 TO ]1117167 I.O00E 01 TO I.GOOE 03 HZ B DEFGH as
 
... 5 (6a-Ql4A-16) SMITH 
TMIAXIXL SEAR.H-EZIL MAGNETOMETERo ..................... *3/06/ 6 TO 03/07171I .000E OL TO I.O00E 03 MZ 8 D£GrIM, 
GGO 6 (69-05LA-22) SMITH
 
-TRIAXIAL SEARCH-COIL MA GNETOMETER.............. *...... 00110169 TO 10/13/70 1,900E 01 TO IQO0E 03 HZ C 33
 
INJUN 5 t68-06GS-02) GURNETT
 
VLV RECEIVER ******* ... .. ./091GS TO 05/29/70 3.000E 02 TO IoO00E 04 HZ C 23
............................... 

OGO 5 (68-014A-24) CROOK
 
PLASMA WAVE DETECTOR ..................*...o........... 03/05/6. TO 01,11171 4.180E 02 TO 6.020C 02 HZ B DEFGH 31
 
2. CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 
2.1 SENSING EL-ECTRONS 
2 1.1 ELECTRONS OF TERMAL ENERGIES CESS 'THAN OR EQUAL TO I KEV3 
PIONEER 6 E6S-10SA-04) 'ESHLEMAN 
TWO-FREQUENCy BEACON REEVER~ ......... °.o...... ..... 12/16/65 TO 07111/66 R THERMAL ENEQGIFS a . 0 .00 
PIONEER 7 
ELECTROSTATIC 
{(66-07SA-031 
ANALYZER ........ *.. 
WOLFE 
........****o ...*. 08117166 TO 08107/7& A THERMAL CNEPGICS M 107 
MARINER 5 "(67-060A-02) ESHL-EMAN -
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER ....... ....... o°..........-06/141.7 TO 11/11,67 F THERMAL K.6FGIFS B M 0 76 
PIONEER 8 .(67-123A-03) ESNLMHN 
PIONEER 9 (68-I00A-031 ESHLEMAN 
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER .... °...... ***.... .. 1/08/68 TO 03/0717t q THERMAL ENERGIES a N la 
IMP--C (65-042A-01) SERBU 
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER ......°o......o.=°*.. 
- I 
05/29/65 TO 05/05/6, P THERMAL ENERGIES . DE GG 
VEA 3A 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 
(65-G58A-041 SAME 
AN. G. tUaS****A.. ...... ..... 07/2616S TO 05/21/70 R THERMAL ENERIES GH its 
VELA Oft (65-U0B-04) BANE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND OR TUBES .... *........°........ 0712616S TO 05/21/70 R THERMAL ENERGIES AN It. 
PIONEER 7 166-07SA-041} ESHL-EMAN 
TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER*°*°.................... 08/17166 TO 05/20169 R THERMAL ENFRGIF5 IDS0 
PIONEER 6 
ELECTROSTATIC AM At.yZER 
(65-IOSA-06) WOLFE 
..o°*.. **.o*.~................... 12/16/65 TO 08/17/74 R 1.000E 00 TO 5.000E 02 EV 103 
SOO 3 (66-049A-08) FRANK . I 
LOW-ENERGY ELCTRONS AND PROTONS*+e .................07/1t./6 TO 07/16/66 R 5.000E 00 TO 1.100E 03 BY DEFGH NO 
APOLLO 12 LMIALSEP 169-0 99C-02) 
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER~......*........°°*o.°o.......... 
SNYDER 
L11191.D T. .6/1617. N 6.OOOE 00 TO 1.330E 03 EV ON M 43 
APOLLO 15 LMIAL-SEP (7[-063C-041 SNYDER 
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER*=**=t°e**........ ..... ..... 07/31 71 TO 06/30/72 ft 6.200E 00 TO 8.t70E 03 BY IN . As 
VELA SA [69-0460-O5) BAKE 
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT.......*..........°.*........... 09/14/69 TO 04111/72 R T.5009 00 TO 1.350E ;4 EV GH It? 
PIONEE 0 (6T-123A-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANAL~YZERo........*........o ......*** 12124/67 TO 11/05/7L R 1.200E 01 TO IoO00E 03 EV 1|1 
PIONEER 9 (.6-16A-ft) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER ................................... t2/14/GT TO ]051/72 R I.oQE01OTO 1.O000E OZ EV H 14 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-02) WOLFE , 
ELECTROSTATIC ANAL~YZER------ -.. . ........*° .......... 1.114167 TO It01/7 A 1.200. .1 TO 1.O00E GO EV III1 
PIONEER 9 (68-I23A-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER*............................... 12/11467 TO 11105/71 R 1.200E 01 TO I.O00E 03 EV '111 
PIONEER 9 (66-100A-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANAL'YZER ------....... *** ..°*........ 11/08/68 TO 08117Z72 A 1.200E 01 TO 1.000E 03 EV 114 
VELA 58 t6S-0.6-05) DAME . 
SOLAR MIND EXPERIMENT ..... *................... 111,...... 09114169 TO 06t/127 R 2.0009 111TO 330E 04 EV ON lie 
VEL. SA (69-0460-05) ,SAME 
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT.....°.............--...... ...... * 09/14 69 TO 04/11/72 R 2.000E 01 TO 3.300E 04 EV ON |I7 
IMp-F (67-0S1A-04) VAN ALLEN, 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER {LEFEDEAl .. *.*..... ...... 05126167 TO .6 17 6B R 3.300E Ot TO I.LOOE 03 EV 'DEFGH "65 
APOLLO 14 LMIALSEP (71-O08€-081 OqSRIEN 
gHARGEO PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONME"T..v... ,.........*** 01101/71 TO 12131173 R 4.000E 01 TO 2.g00 03 EV ON M 44 
PLASMA PROBE °................... ...........**** * ... * 07'../66 TO 04/20/71 R S.O00E 01 TO S°.400 03 EV ON S, 
IxP-E (67-07OA-06) BRIDGEI 
PLASMA PROBE°...... ....... . o*.*° ......... ...... ..** 07/25/67 TO 07/03 68,R S.O0OE OL TO 5.400U 03 BY,5 
INJUN 5 (68-06M8-01) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)................... 08/09160 TO OS/Z9/7D R 5.O0GE 01 TO I.oO 03 BY BE 7 
PIONEER 6 . (65-10SA-021 SRI DGE 
SOLAR WIZND PLASMA FAR ADAY CUP..................***..... 12/16/65 TO 05/18/71 R 9*O00E O1 TO 1.680t 03 EV 100O 
OGO 5 (65-014A-17) SNYDER 
PLASMA SPECTROMETER*..... ..... °*............... ....... 03105/6a TO 04/30/71 R I*O00C 02 TO 8.O000e 02 EV N 9. 
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE . 
PLASMA EXPERIMENT... *.......................*.......*04/I8/7Z TO IU2/IZ73 R I,000E -OZ TO t.S00E 04 EV If 5 115 
.OG B J 68-014A-17) - ENyDER . 
PLASMA SPECTROMETER°°°o**................................ 031O5f68 TO G4/30/71 R 1.000E 02 TO S.OOOE 02 EV 9A 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-021 BRIDGE . 
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP° ..... -** .............. 08/18166 TO 20/31/69 A I.ISO02O TO 1.600E 03 EY 1 04 
"VELA 38 (65-05689-041 BANE ' 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES." .. °...........°..... 0?7 I65 TO 09/21/1O A 2.*0002O TO 1.00 04 EV G. 11 
VELA 3A (65-058A-0A) BANC 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES.....e .............. 071..,.S ToO 5/I1/70 R 2°OOOE 02 TO IoSOOE 04 EV A.L 
APOLLO 15 SUSSA7ELLTTE (71-063D-01) ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LY ....... ...................... ....... -.............. 0.104/71 TO 09/18/72 R 5.300E 02 TO 6.500E 03 BYV I .6 
174
 
LIMITING DATES OF 
DATA AT NSSOC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET 
SAtELL"TE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MIN VALUE IF OR El MAX ABCDEFGHI/O12 S5X 
0 E A C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E ... Dl/MDD/YY/DYS MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) mi. 67NI9 FAGE 
S2. I ELECTRONS OF THERMAL ENERGIES (LESS THAN OR EQ"AL TO I KEY) 
APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE (72-031D-011 ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAE............................. .25. TO 0512./72 R 5.300E 02 TO 6.500C 03 BY ON 46 
OGO - (67-073A-11) HOFFMAN 
LOW-ENERGy AURORA- PARTICLE OETECTGMR....... ..* .... -* 07 30/67 TO 0t/26/69R T.000E 02 TO T.OOOE 03 BY CDIEF .9 
Od. 3 C66:iI49 -083 FRANK 
I.O.-E.E.GY ELECTRONS AMP PROTONS..*... ................ 07/14166 TO 07/16/66 R 1.100E 03 TO 1.000E 04 BY DEFGH E3 
L.F-P 467-0SIA-04) VAN ALLEN 
LO.-EN-PGy PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEOEA)=*................. 05126f6? TO 06/17/68 R I.IOGE 03 TO I.IOOE 04 EV DEFG. 65 
I.JUH . 168-06AB-01) FRANK 
LOW-UNERGY PROTON AND ELETRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER ILEPEDEA})... -- ...... 08/09/68 TO 05/29/70 R I.IOOE 03 TO 1.200E 04 BY C 1. 
APOLLO IA LM/ALSEP 171-DORC-O83 O'ORTEN 
CHARGED 'ARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT~** ....... -........*  01 0/O71r TO IZ/3|173 R 2.00OE 03 TO Z.O00E 04 BY ON M 44 
AYs 1 166-ILOA-O1) FREEMAN 
SUMRATH-R.AL TON D ETECTOR ............ ... ............ 12110166 TO 02/18/67 P 3.O00E 03 TO-INFINITY EV F 48 
ISIS 2 171-024A-04) MCOIAR rO 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ....... ..*o.*..*........ 04,19/71 TO 03f3l/73 R 3.000E 03 TO 4.O0OE 04 BY C 7S 
INJUN 4 q64-90-06) VAN ALLEN 
PLASTIC SCIN tLLATOR RPTI CI-E DETETORS *...... ....... *.. 02 13165 TO 07/19/66 R 5.OOOE 03 TO INFINITY BY C 73 
OGO 4 467-073A-111 HOFFMAN 
LGX-ENERGY XURCRAL PARTICLE DETECTOR ......... - ..... *.... 07/30/67 TO 01/2S/69 R 7.000E 03 TO 2.38CE 04 BY CDF 8 
2.1.2 ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES OR EATER THAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN I KEY) 
1Is C69-009A-O4) MCDtARMID -
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS............*............. 02/02 GG TO D.124169 4 8.000E,03 TO 1.400E 05 EV PEF 75 
OGO 3 (66-049A-1I01 KONRAOI 
TRAPPED RADIATION SCINT1LLATI O COUNTER . .......... 06/09f66 TO 01/26/67 R 1.000E 04 TO 1.000E 05 BY EFGH 34 
SOLAR PROTON MONIT MING EXPERIMENT** ................... 03IL4/71 TO 05131/73 R 1.O00E 04 TO INFINITY BY PON 70 
.Go 3 (66-049A-081 FRANK 
LOW-EN7QGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS,................. ...... 07/1166 TO 07/16/65 R IO00E 04 TO 4,900E 04 EV DEFGH 83 
I.F-P C67-OSIA-041 VAN ALLEN 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER tLPEOA)......... .......e 05/26 TO06 17e6- M I*1OOE 04 TO 5.700E 04 BY DEFGH .5 
IN. 5 C68-0668-01) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DI=FERvNTtAL ENERGY ANALYZER MINNOW~E..**.*.......... 08109168 TO 05/29/70 R 1.200E 04 TO S.O0OE 04 BY BC 7 
APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE (71-06 3D-01) ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER ........... .. ............ .....**o** 08104f7l TO 09/18/72 R 1.350E 04 TO 1.500E 04 EV ON . 46 
APOLLO 16 SUOSATEL.LITE {72-03ID-01) ANDERSON 
LUNAR 'ARTICL SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER- ....*............ . ...............*~***..* 0/25172 TO 05/29/72 R 1.350E 04 TO 1.500E 04 BY ON . 46 
Imp-C (69-053A-021 ANDER SON 
TON CHA43ER*.*.............. - .o***....  . ...........** 06121/69 TO 0NI/32/Y2 P 2.8009 04 TO INFINITY Y E PGH 6 
APOLLO 16 SUSSATEI-LITE (7Z-031D-OI) ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER .... *...............*...................... ...... 04125/72 TO 05/29/72 P 2.O0OE 04 TO I°500E .5 BY GH 4. 
I.p-D 
TON CHAMBER AND 
(6f-05BA-04) ANDERSON 
GM COUNTERS .......... *.*. ..... 071 66 TO 06109f67 M 2.200E 04 TO INFINITY BY ON BY 
I.P--
ION CHA48ER .......... 
(67-05lA-021 ANDERSON 
...........°° *........ .........~o05124/67 TG 09115/67 N 2.200E 04 TO INFINITY BY K 61 
.. P-E 467-070A-02) ANDERSON 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE... ...................... *. ..... *.... 07 19 67 TO 07/24/6B M 2.200E 64 TO INFINITY BY ON 9 59 
OGO ; 
MNERGETIC RADIATIONS 
463-014A-04) ANDERSON 
M OM SOLAR FLARES~............ .. o 03108168 TO 111W&9 It 2.200E 04 TO 9.0600. BY G. RI 
A'S 5 t[l-069A-04) MOZER 
TRI-DIRECTIONAL MEOIUM-EMERGY PARTICLE 
DETECT3R.....o*°............ ......................o.. 09fl6/69 T. O /ODf7I R 4.OOOE 04 TO 1.200E OS BY F so 
INJUN 4 (61-0768-033 VAN ALLEN 
GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER................................. - 02113165 TO 07119/60 N .*OOOE 04 TO INFINITY EV ec 72 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DITECTORS ... .... -.......****,........ 11/29/65 TO 0611E/69 P, 4 000E 04 T INFINITY BY C 42 
,MP-F {67-0O1I-041 VAN ALLEN-
LOW-ENEPGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (MEPEOEA)o*............­ 05126,67 To 06/17168 P 4=O00EK 04 TO INFINITY BY DEFGH 
INJUN 5 (68-066B-01) FRANK 
LOS-ENZRGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)o.°....... °...... 08/091.8 TO 05129170 . .. O00E 04 TO INFINITY BY Bc 74 
Itsi a (71-024A-04) MCD7ARMTO 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ........ *...°.... - ...... o 04119/71 TO 03/31173 R 4.000E 04 TO 2.O00E 05 EV c 7. 
I.p-D (66-05eA-04) ANDERSON 
TON CHAMBER ANDOR COUNTERS ............... *........... 07/01166 TO 06/09167 R 4,500E 04 TO INFINITY BY GH 57 
I.p-F 167-051A-021) ANDERSON 
ION CH MSER .... ... ..... °...... ........................... 0Sf2.1AT TO 09/15/67 R 1.500E 0. To INFINITY EV H61 
IMp-E t67-070A-0I ANDERSON 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE ... °................................. 07119^67 TO 07124/68 M 4.500E 04 TO INFINITY EV ON B 9 
IoP-O (66-058&-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS..... .= ..****......°.... 07101/66 TO 12/31/68 . 4.600E 04 TO INFINITY BY H 58 
ION CHAMBER ANDORG COUNTERS....... 2................. 05129/65 TO 0110317 R 4.500E 04 TO INFINITY EV H 54 
1MR-E (67-070A-Ql) VA. ALLN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS ........... o................ 0711961 1. 12/31/68 . .. 80.E 0. TO INFINITY BY H 60 
OGO I 964-054A-21) WI*CKLER 
ELECTR3" SPECTROMETER...............°***....-......... 09/00 64 TO 12/06/67 R 5.00011 04 TO 4.000E 06 BV DEF H .0 
OGP 3 (66-049A-22) - WINCKLER 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER... e................ete ......... 06/00166 TO 05103165 R S.GOQ04 TO S.O0OE 05 EV 6 OEF " 65 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT N$SSD R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET
 
SATELLITI NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST C MIN VALUE IF OR E) MAX ABCDEPGHI/01234SM'
 
0 E 5 C R I P T I V E E A P E R I M E N T T I T L E ~0/O1/Y MM/DD/YY S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) EN678V PAGE
 
2.1,2 ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN I KEY)
 
AT9-1 I66-110A-043 WINCKLER
 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETERo... ...... ....... .*. ..... .. 12119166 TO 12/30/67 R 5.000E 04 TO 1.500K 05 EV F 48
 
OG0 5 (68-014A-131 COLEMAN, JR
 
PARTICLE WAVE STUDY**..........H *.,..°................ 03105/60 TO 02114/71 N 5.,00O9 04 TO 5.000ff 05 EV 8 DEFGH 92
 
I.p-F (67-051A-053 ACCRACKEN
 
COSMTC-RAY A4790OPY...°.............................. 05/24/67 TO 05102169 F 7.000C 04 TO INFINITY EV DEVCH 62
 
TAP-G (69-053A-02) ANDERSON
 
ION CHAMBSRo......................ooeoo -..........°... .S121/69 TO 08/31/72 P 7°4OOE 04 TO INFINITY EV EPGH 6
 
OGG 5 (68-014&-061 WEST. JR.
 
BID 4 	 (67-1OOA-04) WAGGONER
 
IMP-- (69-G053k-093 MCDONALD
 
LOW-EN-AGy PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR.................. 09/09/69 TO 11129172 M 8GOOE 04 TO 2.000E 05 EV BERGH 68
 
DVI-13 (68-026A-023 KATZ
 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER *................... .......... 05/13/68-TO 07/10168 P I.OG0E 05 70 1.000E 06 EY COE 98
 
ATS 5 (69-069A-943 MOZER
 
TRI-DIRECTIONAL MEDIOM-EMERGY PARTICLE
 
DETECT3 .*....*......°.......... . ................... o 09116169 TO 04 00/71 R 1o OGE 09 TO INFINITY EV F so
 
IMPG (69-053A-02) ANDERSON
 
..... -........... SI Z/1/.9 TO 1.2OOE 05 TO INFINITY
ION CHAMBER ............... ....... - * 08/31/72 P 	 ZV EFG.
 
IBM$ AND ELECTRONS IN TH9 ENERGY RANGE
 
.*.*............ ON 70
0.1 TO 2 HEYV.o................* . .  09/25/7E TO 04113173 R 2.200E 0O 0 .OOO 05 EV 

ITS 	I (66-110A-04) WIMCKLER
 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER............ o..**o*.... - 2/19/66 TO 12/30,67 R 4.
.. 1.600E 05 TO 5.O00E CS EV 

APOLLO 15 SUOSATEL-LITE T-050-1 ANGER..
 
LUNAR PARTI CLE SID0Od AND BOUNDARY
 
LAYER........°*.............*.........o................*0.10./71 TOV9/1/7 F IoIG.E 05 TO ... OOE O5EV ON N
 
APOLLO 16 SUOSATE-LITE (72-0310-01) ANDERSON
 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHAOWS AND BOUNDARY
 
LATER............... ...............o .... *.°.......... 04125/72 TO 05/29/72 P 1o OOE 05 TO 5.200E GO, EV GK 4
 
IMP--F t67-051A-03) SIMPSON
 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS OE/OX) .. °.. ...............ooo 05/24/67 TO 05/02/69 R 1.700E 05 TO 3*OO0E 06 EV ON 6.
 
U.p--G (69-053A-033 SIMPSON
 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON I. VS VE/DX) o-...oe....* e 06/21/69 T. G110611 R 1.700E GS TO 3.000E 06 EV G 69
........ ...
 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ............. * *o ... °....... 02102/69 TD 04/24/69 R 2.000E 05 TO 7.700E 05 EV DIP 76
 
... Z.OOOE OS TO EV 75
 
IMP-I (11-019A-09) SIMPSON
 
NUCLEA COMPOSITIGN OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
 
PARTY~t.E RADIATIONS ... °............°.......... ........... 03/13/71 TO 05/01/72 N 2.000E 05 TO 1.000E O? eV 4" 71
 
ALOUETTE 2 (65-09SA-043 MCOTARMI
 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS*............. L1/29/65 TO 06/181SV R 2.600E OS TO INFINITY EV 8c 42
 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECYORS........ ..... °.***..... -04/19/71 TO 03/31173 R INFINITY C 

*°**............ 
INJUN 5 (68-0668-03) VAN ALLEN 
SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR~..*........... ...... ....... 08/09/68 TO 05/29/70 R 2o64OE OS TO 8*000E 05 EV C 1. 
1963-038C (63-03OC-01 BOSTROM 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS* ............ 09/28/" TO 12 31/68 R 2,400E 05 TO INFINITI EV C A 
EE-D 164-086A-01) BROWN 
SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR ... *...................... 12/21/64 TO 05/15/67 P 3.000E 05 TO 4.500E OS EV 8 BE so 
0V3_S 966-07OA-OSI VAMPOt-A 
MAGNETIC ELECTRON SPECTROMETER. ................ oo.... 08/04/66 TO 09/0 6^7 R 3.OOOE 05 TO 2.300E 06 EV ODE 9 
ITS 1 (66-110&-03) PAULIKAS 
oe.............. **** INFINITYOMMXDIRECTTONAL SPECTROMETER ...... .... 12/17/66 TO 08/31/72 A 3.000C 05 TO EV F 48 
TMp-F C67-051A-011 BROWN 
LOW-ENERGy SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE ........ o..o............ - 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69 R 3.000E 05 TO 1.00OE 06 EV OEFG. 62 
I.Mp-F (67-051A-10) MCDONALD 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS ... .................. 05/25/67 TO 05102 69 R 3*O00E 05 70 9oO00E 05 BY DEFGH 63 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE ... °............. o~.. ... o.... 111081.S TO 08174 M 3.100. 05 TO 1o..OE 06 EV N I..
..

PIONEER 8 167-123A-061 W88ER
 
CGSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR..... .°............. ..... o 12/13/67 TO 08/18/74 R 3.400E 05 TO So200Z OS EY I.11
 
IMP-G 160-053A-011 BROWN
 
LM -ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE .... o............. ...... 06121/69 TO 06/15/70 R 3.Z00E GS TO 1.100E 06 EV DEFG. .7
 
PARTICLE TELESCOPEo.........................°o*...... 12109166 TO 0310116T R 4.000E 05 TO 3oOO0E 06 EV r .7
 
GGO 2 	 C65-081A-071 SIMPSON
 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON, AL.PHA PARTICLE
 
MEASUREMENT .... e........ *.. ..............-. ° 10/24/65 TO 1213/66 N 4.000E 05 TO INFINITY CY C 82 
OGO 4 167-073A-081 SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE
 
MEASUREMENT~o......*............ *. ..... .oo..... .... 07/28/67 70 02/02/69 R 4.OOOE 05 TO INFINITY EV C 90 
ITS 2 C67-0J1A-05) MCILWAIN 
ORNROIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIETECTIRS ...... o**o *........ 10/23/67 R IN EV
o*oI.............. ...  04/07/67 TO 4.400E 05 TO INrTY B DE
 
ATE I (66-110A-031 pAULIKAS
 
OMNIDIqECTIGHAL SPECTROMETERo........ **................ 12117/66 TO 08/32/7Z R 4.500E 05 TO INFINITY EV 5 1.
 
EpE.-0 C64-016A-01) BROWN
 
$OLID-ST4Te ELECTRON DffTCCTOR,*--.....*.............. 12/21/64 TO 05115/6T P 4.600E 05 TO INFINITY BY B DE 50
 
EpE-D CGA-O86A-021 MCILWAIN
 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND UNIDIRECTIONAL
 
*... *... EV
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES .. . .. ............... 12/21164 TO 05/21/67 R 6.000E 05 TO INFINITY 6 OEF 5
 
OGG 3 (66-049A-22) WINCKLER
 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER ... . ............. 06100/66 TO 05/03163 R 	 B DEF H 85
***** *.. .. 5,O00E 05 TO 4,000E 06 EV 

.G0 A (5S-073A-07) ANDERSON
 
COSMTC-RAy IONIZATION..... .................. *......... 67/30/67 TO 0811LY67 M 5o000C 05 TO INFINITY EY C a.
 
.. 0 5 169-014A-213) COLEMAN. JR.
 
PARTICLE WAVE STtUDY ................. S0I/5.S 02 14 N 5.000C 05 TO 8 DEFG.
*..~........ °* TO 71 I.ZOO06 EY 92
 
ITS I C56-110A-041 WINEKLFR
 
ELECTRON SPECTROMETER...*.**... ....... ... I.O00E 06 EV F 48
oo~. *......... 121t9/66 TO 12/30/67 R 5.000C 05 TO 

APOLLO 15 SUBSATELLITE (7t-0630-011 ANDERSON
 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOW$ AND BOUNDARY
 
LAYER°............. °................. ...o.oo... oo...o 08/0111 1. 091117E P 5o20RE 05 TO 2.O0 6 E V ON . A6
 
AP0LLO 16 SUBS&TELLITE (72-031D-01) ANDERON
 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHAOWS AND BOUNDARY
 
LAYES.................*...........*.....- .......... 04/25172 TO 05 29 72 P 5.200E 05 TO 2.000E 06 EV GH . 46
 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-06) WCODER
 
•COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR. ..... *.......-*............ 12/13/67 TO O8fI8/74 A 5.200E 05 TO 4.3009 06 EV 110 
O90 4 C67-IOCA-04) WAGGONER 
PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR** ...................I~~**... 14/23/67 TO 12/30/67 R 5.400E 05 TO 5.3006 06,EV a 9 
OGG I (64-0S4A-201 WINCKER 
IONIZATION CHAMBER ................................... 09105/64 TO 12f06167 N 6.D00E OS TO INFINITY EV B DEPG 7a 
OGG 3 C66-049A-231 WINCKLEN
 
TONtATION CHAMBER..... .... o...........oooo ........ 0A1O0f66 70 08,12,68 . .oO00E 05 TD INFINITY EV 8 DEFG a?
 
176 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT MSSOC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET
 
SATELLITE MAWS EXPERIMENT TD EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MIN VALUE IF OR E) MAX ABCDEFGHIZO1234
 
D 8 S C R I P T I V E E X P E P I M E N T I I T L E .N,..ITy MWDDZOYY S MAX VALUE N-A.B.A) .1. 67.9 PAGE
 
2.1.2 ELECTRONS OF ENERGIES GREATER THAN THERMAL (GREATER THAN I KEV)
 
ATS Z 	 (67-031A-05) MCILWArN
 
ON" DIRECTIDNAL PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
DETECTORS ...... *......................... ................ 04/.7167 T. I./Z3/.7 R 6.300E 05 TO INFINITY EV 8 BE 49
 
1.F-G (69-O53A-02) ANDERSON
 
10N CHAMBER -....	 0612I/69 TO 08131/72 N EV EFGH 66
,. ................................o.... 7•OOOE 05 TD INFINITY 

tMP-E f67-070A-02) ANDERSON
 
CNERGETIC PARTICLE .....•...................•............ 07110/67 TO 07/24/68 N 7.OO 09 O Y INFINITY EV GH M S
 
ION CHAMBER AND CH COUNqTERS .•...................... oT l1. T. 0.I.9/6T H 7.000S 05 TO INFINITY EY GH .7
 
INJUM 5 (68-066B-03) VAN ALLEN
 
SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR..................... ...... 08/09/68 TO 05/29Z70 R 8.00OE OS TO INFINITY EV C 74
 
OGO 5 (68-014A-06) WEST. JR.
 
ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER ..................... 03 04/S8 TO 1/67R 8.200E CS TO 2.800E 06 EV DEFGH 95
 
I.P-F (67-OSIA-011 BROWN
 
LOW -ENERGY SDLID-STATE TELESCOPE.*.......... ............. 05/24167 TO 05/03/69 R I.O00E 06 TO INFINITY EV DEFGH 62
 
EpE-'D 164-086A-01) BROWN
 
SOL-ID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR~............ •..•.. • 12Z21/6. TO 051151B7 R 1.000E 06 TO 3.500E 06 BY B DE so
 
I.F-c (65-042A-05) ANDERSON
 
ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS ..... •... ............... I.0O0E 06 EV
• 061E9/GB TO 01103Z67 N TO INFINITY 	 54
 
.OG z 165-081A-06) ANDERSON 
COSMIC-RAy IONIZATION ....... ........ 10/14/65 TO 04102160 N EV BE•............... *s* 	 1,000E 06 TO INFINITY C 

ATS 	I (66-IIOA-031 PAULIKAS
 
U.NIOIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER** ........................ 12117/66 TO 08/31/72 R I.DO0E 06 TO INFINITY EV F 48
 
C.SMIC-R.y STUDy .•....... .................... •. 06/071.g TO S5/25/70 R 1.000E 06 TO 1.000E 07 EV C .6
 
I-p-G (69-053A-01) BROWN
 
LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE......... •............... 05/2|/69 TO 08Z%5170 R 1.10GE 06 TO INFINITY EY DEFGH 67
 
ATS 2 (67-031A-051 MC14WAIN
 
GMNDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
DETECTORS........ •.•....• ...•... 101E3/67 R 	 BY .9
e..... ............. 04107Z67 TO 1.100E 06 TO INFINITY B E 

1963-038 (6 5-038C-01) BUSTROM
 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORSoo............... 0912816S T. I./31/88 R 1.200E 06 TO INFINITY EV C At
 
ATS 2 (67-031A-091 MC7LWATN
 
ONNIDIRETIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
DETECTORS............ •....................... .•.•........ 04/0T/67 TO 1OZ23/67 R 1.2TOE 06 TO INFINITY BY B BE 49
 
GRS-A (69-097A-04) HOVESTADT
 
PRON-ELECTRON ZTECTOD ..•e•........ ........ . 11
I/16/69 TO 03ZI5Z70 N |•SDOE 06 TO INFINITY EV CD 52
 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.*..e. * .....................11/05/68 TO 0B/LB/74 R 1.900E 06 TO 5.I00E 06 EV H 114
 
ATS I C66-110A-031 pAULtKAS
 
OMMID qECTION&L SPECTROMETER. ......... ••............. 12217/66 TO 08131/72 p 1.900E 06 TO INFINITY EV F 48
 
OMNIDIrECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DETECTORS .............................. •............... 04107/67 TO 10/23/67 R 1.930C 06 TO INFINITY Ey 8 DE 49 
I~p-H(72-073A-033 GLOECKLER 
TONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
REV. •.•* 2 GH0.1 TO 2 ........... ..... o..... ............ 09/Z5/72 TO 04/13Z73 R 300E 06 TO 4.200E 06 BY 	 T0
 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS•.......•.•..... 09128/63 TO 12Z31/68 R 2• OOE 06 TO INFINITY EV C 41
 
IMF-F (67-OSIA-101 MCDGMALD
 
IMp-G (69-053A-10) MCDONALO
 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS EN4ERGY LOSS .*........................ 00/09/69 TO 11129172 R 2.700E 06 TO 2.200E 07 EV BERGH 0
 
IMR-F (67-O51A-05)' NCCRACKEN
 
COSMIC-PAY ANISOTROPY ........... *..* ....... •.... 05/24/67 TO 05/02/69 R 2.600E 06 TO 2.700E 07 BY OEFGH 62
 
ALOUETTE 2 (6S-098A-04) MCOIARMTO
 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORSo................ 11/29165 TO 06/18/69 R 3.500E 06 TO INFINITY EV BE 4z
e.. ..e 

EPE-D I64-086A-0|) -BROWN
 
SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR ............................ 12Y21164 TO 0SI67 P 3oSDOE 06 TO INFINITY EV a BE so
 
196S-038C (63-038C-011 BOSTRO.
 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS............ •...... 09YZ8163 TO 12/3168 R 3.600E 06 TO INITY EV C .1
 
EpE-D [64-086A 02) MCILVAIN
 
UMNIDIRECTIONAL AND UNIDIRECTIONAL
 
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES............ ¢..•.............. 12/21/64 TO 05/21/67 R 4.0005 06 TO INFINITY EV 8 DEF 51
 
GRS-A (69-097A-04) HOVESTADT
 
PROTON-SLECTRON DETECTOR........................•....• 11/16169 TO 03115170 N X.000E 06 TG INFINITY EV CD 52
 
PIONEER 8 (67-I12A-063 WEBBER
 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR.........•...........••••• 12/13117 TO 0811./. R .. 200E 06 TO 8.400E 06 BY H Ito
 
PIONEER B (68-I0A-063 WEBBER
 
C0SMIC-RAY .E4ESCOP - ....... ..................... 11/00168 TO 0/0/174 R 5.IQOE 06 TO INFINITY EV H L14
 
OGO & (69-0SIA-20) STONE
 
COSXIC- Ay STUDY*• ...... *o..... ........ 06107169 TO 0512S/70 R |*OO0E O7 TO 1.0002 08 EV 96
. • ....... C 

OGO S (68-014A-091 MEYER
 
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS.............. °.................... 03/05/68 TO 07/14/72 R 1•SOOE 07 TO 4:500E 07 BY G. .3
 
OGO 5 (58-014A-12) VAN BE HULST
 
MEASUREMENT OF THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND
 
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF ELECTRONS*...........•**............. 03/05168 TO 08/31/71 R 5.000E 08 TO S.O00E Do EV DEFGH 95
 
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN TONS
 
IMp-c (65-042A-01] SEMEN
 
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER.................o...... 05/29165 TO 05/05/67 P THERMAL ENERGIES 9B E 55
 
AT. I (66-IIOA-01) FREEMAN-

SUFRATHERMAL TOM DETECTOR~•...°..... -........... ...... 12/10/66 TO 02/18167 P THERMAL ENERGIES F .8
 
APOLLO 14 LNfALSCP (71-008C-06) FREEMAN
 
SURRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR... •..• •. .•••°...  Z.000E-01 TO 4.860E 02 EV A.
....... .. 08/26/72 TO 03/03/73 R G. 

GGO 5 (68-014A-17) SNYDER
 
PLASMA SPECTROMET. R......-.. .••%:•,......................• 03/05/68 TO 04/30/71 A 2.5&0E 00 TO nE BY9£ 94
 
.Go 3 (6- A-8-FRAN.
 
LOW-ENERGY MF,,CTRONS AND PROTONS .... ,................... 07114/66 TO 07/16166 R 5.OO0E 00 TO I.IOQE D3 EV DEFGH 83
 
APOLLO 14 LMfALSEP (71-008C-06) FREEMAN
 
SUPRATHEARAL ION DETECTOR*.........................* 08126/72 TO 03/03/73 P i.OOOE 01 TO 3.SO0E 01 EV ON 4
 
APOLLO 12 LM/ALSEP (69-099C-02) ESiDER
 
SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETE=R .... ..... -- ...... •............. 11/19/69 TO 05116/74 R 1.oG0E 01 TO S.7.0E 03 EV GH S3
 
VELA 53 (69-046E-05) BANE
 
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT ........ °*................. 09114/69 TO 06112/72 R 2.000E 01 TO 3.300E 01 EV GH It.
 
VELA SA (69-0460-05) SAME -
EXPRIMENT .................................... Y °" 1 
Qlj~ 
SOA IND 	 09119T *OE IT-0e0 G 

LIMITING-DATES OF 
DATA AT NSSDC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET 
SATELLITE NAME 'EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MIN VALUE IF OR E) MAX ACOEFQIIAO0234BM
 
D E S C R I P T I V E E X P E A I K E N T T I I L E M/ODtyy MOD/YY S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) WIN 6789 PAGE 
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS 
IMP-F 	 (67-OSIA-04 VAN ALLEN 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA).............. 052616 TO O6I17/68 R 2.500E 01 TO 1.10OE 03 BV OEFOH 65 
MRINER 5 I67-060A-03) BRIDGE 
INTTRPLANEAY TON PLASMA PROBE FOR 
E/0 OF 40 TO 9400 VOLTS ............. ........ 06114/67 TO 11/21/67 R 4.000E 00 TO 9.400E 03 EV H 76 
Ip..O (66-OSBA-O) BRIDGE 
PLASMA PROBE .... ............... ... ..... - 07/06/66 TO 04f20/7O R S.OOOE 01 TO 5.400E 03 EV H 57 
IMP-E 467-OTOA-o6) BRIDGE 
PLASMA PROBE............................................ 0715/67 TO 01703/68 R 5.000E 01 TO 5.400E 03 EV H 59 
INJUN 5 (60-0668-01) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)*..... . . . 08/09068 TO 05/29/70 R S.00E 01 TO .IOO 03 EV OC 7. 
APOLLO IS LM/ALSEP (71-063C-04) SNYDER 
SOLAR WINO SPECTROMETER ..... ...... . 07/3171 TO 06t30 72 P 7-500E 0 TO 9.600E 03 EV ON .5 
PIONEER a (B-A-02 SRIOGE 
SOLAR MIND PLASMA FARAOAY CUPe....................... 12/16/65 TO 0511/71 R T.5008 01 TO 9.405 03 EV H 100 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-02) BRIDGE 
SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUp......... .. .. 08/18/6 TO 10/31169 R 7.500E 01 TO 9.485E 03 EV 04 
INJUN 4 (64-0760-S) VAN ALLEN 
CADlMIUM SULFIDE DETECTORS .................... O92/13/6$ TO 07/19/66 N 2.000E 02 To0 INFINITY BV cc 73 
OGO 5 (6E-014A-I7) SNYDEP 
PLASMA SPECTROMETER*.................... -- ....... 03/05/68 TO 04130/71 P I.OOE 02 TO 1.100E 04 EV H 4 
PIONEER 10 (72-012A-13) WOLFE 
PLASMA EXPERIMENT*.. . . ............ -- *.......... I.O00E 02 TO 1.800E 04 EV H 11504/2872 TO 12/12/73 R 5 
VELA BA (69-046.0-5) BANE 
SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT ........ ........... ...... 09/14/69 TO 04/11/72 R I.200E 02 TO S.O00E 03EV ON 117 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-02) 'WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.......................... ..... 12/14/67 TO 11/05/1I I.SGOE02 TO 1.500E 04 EV N I|1 
PIONEER 9 (68-00A-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER.............................. 11/08/68 TO 08/17/72 R 1.600E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H 114 
PIONEER 8 (6-123A-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER .......... * . ................. 12/14/6 TO 11/05/71R 1.500E 02 TO 1.500E 04 EV H III 
PIONEER 9 (68-IOOA-02) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER ... ..... ... 11/0a/68 TO 00/07/7 R 1-SOQE 92 TO 1.50 E 04 EV M 114 
PIONEER 8 (6T"'123A-023 WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER................................. 12/14/67 TO 10/05/7 R 0.5OOE 02 TO I.00E 04 EV H III 
PIONEER 9 (60-100A-02 WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER .. ..... 11/08/6 /17/72 R S. 114... . TO .. 1-5O0E 02 70 1.5000E BY 

PIONEER 6 WOLFE
67-123A-O) 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER................................... 12/1A/67T 11/05/71R .5006 02 TO t.SIOE 04 EV 	 III
 
APOLL.O 2A LM.$EPS (7l-GOOC-01 0'SRIEI 
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT................... 01/01/71 TO 12/31/73 P 1.7OOE 02 TO 2.000E 03 EV ON 1 44
 
VELA 3A 65--058A-04) BAME 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND GM TUBES................ 07/26f/65 TO 05/21/70 R 2.OOOE 02 TO I.800E 04 EV CH 115
 
PIONEER 4 (65-OlA-0) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER...- .......... 12/16/65 TO 08/07/74 N 2.00E 02 TO I.00E 04 EV H 103 
PIONEER 7 (66-07?A-03) WOLFE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER..... ......................... 00171/66 TO 00/07/74 R Z.00E 02 TO I.OOOE 00 EV I 107 
VELA 3B (6S-058-041) BAKE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND OM TUBES*............. 07/26/65 TO 05/21/70 R 2.000E 02 TO I.SOOE 04 EV GN 116 
IMP-F (671051A08) OGILVIE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER*.... ....... 05/2/67 3,100E 02 EV 63........... TO 01/0/60 R TO 5.00E 03 H 
OG 4 {6T-073A-II) HOFFMAN 
LOW-ENERGY AURORAL PARTICLE DETECTOR.................... o7/30/67 TO 01/25/69 R 7.OOOE 02 TO 7.000E 03 EV COEF 89 
0GO 3 (60-049A-0 ) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTGNS**...................... 07/14/66 TO 07/16/66 B 1.100E 03 TO I.IOOE 04 EV DEFGH .3 
IMP-F (67-OSIA-04 VAN ALLEN 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER ILEPEOEA .......... 05/26167 TO 06/1T/6 R I.IOE 03 TO I.IOQE 04 EV DEFGH 65 
INJN 5 168-066-01) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECtRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEA)............... 08/09/65 TO 05/29/70 R 1.IOOE 03 TO 1.200E 04 EV SC 7.
 
APOLLO 14 LM/ALSEP (T7-OBSC-001 O'BRIEN 
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT................. 01/01171 TO 12/31/73 P 2.000E 03 TO 2.00E 04 E ON 44
 
GO 4 	 (67-073A-11) HOFFMAN
 
LOW-ENERGY AURORAL PARTICLE DETECTOR ....... ....... ,- 07/3067 TO 01/5/69 R T.0008 03 TO 2.380E 04 EV CDEF 59
 
00 3 	 (66-049A-08 FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS AND PROTONS............... 07/14/66 TO 07/16/65 R 1.IOOE 04 TO 4.900E 04 EV DEFGH 3
 
IMP-F 	 (67-051A-04) VAN ALLEN
 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER (LEPEDEAI.. . . .. 0S/26/67 TO 05/17/68 R 1.1006 04 TO 4.700E 0. EV DEFGH 65 
INJV7 5 (6-066B-0l) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DIFFERENTIAL ENERGY ANALYZER CLEPEDEA)..... . .. - 08/09/65 TO 05/29/70 B 1.200E 04 TO 5.OOE 04 EV GC 74 
ISIS*2 	 (71-024A-04) ICDIARMID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS............... . .. 04/19/71 TO 03/31/73 B 2.000 04 TO 2.0OOE 05 EV C 75
 
APOLLO IS SUOSAT-LITE (71-04620011 ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNOARY 
LAYER ................................... .. 08/04/71 TO 09/18/72 R 2.00E 04 TO IO500E 05 EV GM N 46
 
APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE (72-0310-01) ANOERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS MO BOUNDARY 
. ...... 2-00E 4LAYER~.... ......... .  04/25/72 TO 05/29/72 P 04 TO 3.400E 05 EV GN 4.
 
ISIS I 	 (69-009A-04) MCDIAONID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE OETECTORS ..... I..................... 0/02/69 TO 04/24/69 R 5.000E 04 TO 5.000E 05 EV C 75 
ATS 5 (69-065A-0.) MOZER 
TRI-DIECTIONAL MEOIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE 
DETECTOR................................................. 09/16/69 TO 04/09/71 R 6.000E 04 TO 1.650E 05 EV F so 
IMP-G (69-053A-09) MCDONALD 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR ........ 09/04/69 TO 11/29/72 R 8.300E 04 TO 2.OO0E 05 EV DEFGN 68 
000 5 (68-014A-06) WEST. JR. 
ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER . .... .... 03/04/60 TO 11/06/71 R 1.0009 05 TO 5.700E 05 EV DEFGH 95 
IMP- (72-073A-033 GLOECKLER 
IONS AO ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0.1 TO 2 NEWV....................... I ... TO 04/13f73 A 1-200E 05 TO 6.50GE Os Ev OH 70 
GO 3 (66-049A-101 KONRADI 
TRAPPED RADIATION SCINTILLATION COUNTER............*.. 06/06/66 TO 01/26/67 B 1.201E 05 TO 4.50GE 06 EV EFSI 84 
ISIS 1 (69009A-041 NCDIARNID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS*.................**- ..... 02/02/69 TO 04/24/69 R I.SOE 05 TO 3.0008 07 EV C 75 
ISIS 2 (7-024A-041 MEOIARNID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ... . . ........ 04/19/71 TO 03/31/73 R 1.500E 05 TO 5.500E 07 E C 7. 
ATS 5 	 (C6-069A-043 OZER 
TR -DIRECTIONAL MEOIUM-ENERGY PARTICLE
 
DETECTOR.............. .................... 09/06/69 TO 04/09/71 R 1.650E 05 TO INFINITY E F 50
 
OGO 	6 (69-1OSA-20) STONE 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY........................................ 06/07/69 TO 05/25/70 R 2.000E 05 TO 2.00E 06 EV C 96 
* .......*09/25/72 
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LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT NSSOC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGON PLAN"
 
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MIN VALVE tf OR E) MAX ASCDEFGHlI/OI2346M 
0 E A C R I P T I V E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E .. /.DlYY MMIDD YY S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) N1N 6789 PAGE 
Z.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS 
Isis 2 (71-024A-043 MODIARMID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS$.......... *.+........... 04/19/71 T. 03/31113 q Z.OOOE OS TO S.O00E 05 EV C 75 
I.P-G (69-05A-093 MCDONALD 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR ...... ............... 09109/69 TO 11129/72 N Z.OOOE 05 TO 2.O0OE 0. BY GERD. 6. 
I.p- 17t-Olgk-073 BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT .*.........****..... 03IE4171 TO 05131/73 R 2.O00E 05 TD 2.000E O06 E FGH 70 
I.p-H C72-073A-03) GLOECKLER 
IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0,L TO 2 NEV-- ....... ..........~l~l~~le....*.e 09125/72 TO 04/3/7S R 2.000 05 TO 3.000E O0. E GH 70 
GRS-A (9-09?A-03) MORITZ 
PROTON TELESCOPE........... ..........* ..*.......... 11/08/69 TO 06130170 R 2.500E GE TO 2.400E 06 EV CD 52 
I.p*-D (66-058A-041 ANDERSON 
ION CHAMBER AND ON COUNTERS~ .... -.... .... ....... 07/01166 TO 06/09167 N 3.000E 06 TO INFINITY BY G. El 
IMP-F (67-051A-02) ANDERSON 
ION CHAMBER ........................... .................. 05/24167 TO 09,1S/67 . 3.O00K 05 TO INFINITY EY H 61 
rMp--E (67-01NIA-02} ANDERSON 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE *............****.* .-.............. 07/19/67 TO 07/24/68 N 3.000E 05 TO INFINITY EV GH M 59 
INJUN 5 (68-0660-03) VAN ALLEN 
SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR .... ,..................... 08109168 TO 05129/70 R 3.060E 05 TO 3.440Z O6,EV C 74 
T.P-D (66-058A-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS...* ....... ..... ......-... 07/01/66 TO jt/31 6& P 3.100E OS TO I.000S 07 EV H so 
T.P-E 467-070k-01) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTR3M AND PROTON DETECTORS.... *.............+. ....... .7119167 TO 12/31/68 R 3.200E 05 TO 6.300E 06 BY H 60 
APOLLO 15 SUSSATELLTTE (71-063D-01) ANDERSON 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNARY 
LAYER*.* ........ ...... -....--..................** S*0/047I TO O9/tS/72 P .400EL 0S T0 2.OOOE 06 EV ON N 46 
LUNAR PARTICLE SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY 
LAYER**.... ....... =....*..... *..........................04/25172 TO 05 29 72 P 3.400E 05 To 2.000E 06 EV ON m 46 
IF-G (69-052A-0L) BROWN 
LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TEL.ESCOPE ...... ................* 06/2"/69 TO 08/15/70 R 4.700S 05 TO S.000E 06 8V OEFCH 67 
IMp-E <67-070A-01) VAN ALLE.N 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS.......... ......-.*..... 07/19/67 TO 12/3116a R 4.S00E 05 TO 3.000E 06 BY H 60 
IMp-1 (71-0lgA-09) SIMPSON 
NUCLEAR COMPOST710M OF COSMIC AND SOLAR 
PARTICLE RADIATIONS .... *.*....* ........ -......... 03113"1r TO 05101/72 P S.OOOE 05 TO I.O00E 07 BY ON 71 
ALOUETTE 2 965-09OA-04} MCDIARMIO 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS .. ......... *......... L11/29/65 TO 06/18169 R S.O00E 05 TO INFINITY EV SC .2 
tMP-D {66-05SA-OSI VAN ALLEN ' 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS.......... e........*....... 07101166 TO 21311D. P S.O00E 05 TO 4.Q00E 06 BY S.5 
INJUN 5 (68-0668-01) FRANK 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ELECTRON 
DI'FEPENTIAL ENFRGY ANALYZER tLEPEDEA) ...... ............. 01.196. To 05/29170 N 5.OOOE 05 TO INFINITY EV ac 74 
.. F-C (65-04A-O0) ANDERSON 
ION CHAMBER AND GH COUNTES .......................... 05/2R/5 TO 01/03/67 N 5.000e O5 TO INFINITY EV 5. 
SOLID-STATE DFTECTOR ............................=..... 11123/64 TO 07119/66 R 5.Z00E 05 70 4.000E 06 EY BE 72 
.P-F (6K-051A-0O|) BROWN 
LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE........... o...o 05/ft467 TO 05/03/69 R S.600E OS TO S.O00E 06 EV OEFGH 62 
CEO 5 (68-014A-06) WEST. JR. 
ELECTR3N AND PROTON SPECTROMETER ............*eo o...... 03/04168 TO 12 O6/7T R 5.700E 05 TO 1.300E 06 EV DEF(" S5 
INJUTN 4 (64-0768-03) VAN ALLEN 
GEIGER-KUELLER COUNTER*.o.. *...... o....-.......--......* 02113Z65 TO 07/19665 M 6.00OE 05 TO INFINITY EV Bc 72 
PIONEER 6 (6-15&-3 AN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.... ......................... IZ/16Z65 TO 03/03/72 R 6.O00E 05 TO 1.390E 07 ev to. 
COSMIC-PAY TELESCOPE........*.......................*. 08/17166 TO 08107/71 R 6.000E 05 TO 1.270E 07 EV H 106 
ATE I [66-IIOA-05) BROWN 
pARTIC-E TELESCOPEo ..... ............. ......... o..oo.12/09 66 TO 03101167 R 6.000S 05 TO S.000E 06 BY R A7 
IMP-G (69-0534-09) MCDONALD 
L09-KERGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR ... ...........* ..... . 09/09/69 TO ;11/29/72 P 6.OOGE 05 70 4.O00E 06 EV DEFGH 66 
IMP-P (67-OSIA-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY AMISMTROFY .*.......o~~.*............ S/24/67 TO 05/02/69 R 7.000E 05 TO 7 600[! 06 BY DEFGH .2 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT..............o** * *.....o**............ 101141.5 TO 121ISI 6 M 7.oO0E 05 TO I.IOOE 07 EV C 82 
LO-ENERGY FROTONv A kFA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT.................o...o..oo................... 07/2.1S7 To G2102169 " 7.200C 05 TO I.|OOE 07 EV C 90 
IMR*D (66-0S-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS.... ..........~o*. .. -~o* 07/01^66 TO 12/31/68 . 7.300E 05 To INFINITY BY S. 
I.p-E 167-070A-011 VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS..o............ o.... 07119167 TO 12/31160 N 7.400S 05 TO INFINITY ON H 60 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON IR VS bElOX)*.....................*.... OS/24/67 TO 05/02/69 Q 8.o00E 05 TO 9.600E 06 EY ON 64 
D.p-G (69-051A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R WS OS/OX) .. o....................... 0,612%/69 TO "9/06/71 A 8.OOOE 05 TO 8.45GE 06 EY GN o9 
IMP-D [66-05CA-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORA.--.-*....°°.......... 07/01166 TO 12/31/68 P 8.200E 05 TO 1.900E 06 EV H $a 
7NJUN 4 (64-070-041 VAN ALLEN 
SDLID-STATe DETECTOR. ...............-.....o*.*o*. 11/2316. T. 0711966 R.9O0OE O5 TO 1.800C 06 eV SC 72 
I.F-P (67-05;A-07) BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT....................... 05124167 TO 05/03/69 R I.OOOE 06 TO I.000E 07 EV ON o1 
PIONEER 9 (68-100k-05) MCGRACKEN 
SQ-AR PROTON MONITORNG EXPERIENTr .......... o....... 06/21161 TO t12/72 R |.000F 06 TO IoO0E 07 EV G. .7 
PIONEER 0 (67-123A-05E) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPYo.....o.....*.o --........ o.......... 12ft3/67 TO 12/31/70 R I.O00E G6 TO 8.O00E'O6 EV H 110 
ALCUETTE 2 (65-09BA-0 ) MCDIARMID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE OETECTOR*S-- *......... ......... I/29/65 TO 06118/69 R 1°000E 06 TO 8.OG0E 06 EV SC .2 
INP-F (67-051&-09) MCDGNALD 
LOW-EN'QGY PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR.... o.o.......*..... 05125/67 TO 05102/69 P 1°10O06 TO 4o000E 06 EV DEFGH 63 
1963-038C 63-038C-01) eOSTROM 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS... ... -.o.o.... 09128/63 TO 12/31/68 R 1.200S 06 TO 2.200E 06 BY C 41 
OGO 2 (65-0814-07) SIMPSON 
LOV-ENERGY PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE 
REASURERNNT.......*...... ................. o......*..... 1011165 TO 12/13/66 R 1-220E 06 TO 9.300E 06 EV C 82 
OGO 4 (67-073A-08) SIMP SON 
LOW-E NERGY PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT .... a........................ooooo o..+.... 07/2867 T0.02/02/69 R 1.2ZOE 66 TO 9.300E 06 EV C 90 
INF-H (72-073A-031 GLOECKLER 
TONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0.1 TO 2 NEW~o ..................o ..o.ooo .. *...... 09/25 72 TO 04/13/7. R I.300E 06 TO 2.400E 06 BY G. T 
OGO I 164-054A-18) SIMPSON 
COS.IC-PAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES .. +.............+..........= 09106/64 TO 11/25/67 R 1.400E 06 TO 8.600E 06 EV DEFGH 75 
GRS-A (69-097A-02) HOVESTADT 
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE ........... °.°°°°°*° ........ - 11/16/69 TO 03/15170 R 2.506E 06 TO 1.040C 07 EV co S2 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT NSSOC P RANGE OP MEASUREENTS REGION PLANET
 
SATELLITE NAKE EXPERIMENT ID EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MN VALUE IF OR E) MAX ABCDEFGH/OIZ3EN
 
0 E S C R P i I V E E X P E E N T T I T L E MM Y MMOD/YY S MAX VALUO (LAMBDA) MIN 6789 PAGE 
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS 
00 3 (166-04)A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES. . .. . .. .- .- 06/9"66 TO 1/0/S069 R 1.O002 06 TO 6.600E 06 EV DEP.. 
EPE-0 164-086A-01) DRUM. 
SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR................ ... 12/I/6. TO 06S167 P 0.700E 06 TO 1.600E 07 EV B OE so 
0E0 4 (671-00A-04) WAGGONER 
PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR .... .. ... 09.. .6T TO 12/30/6T R 1.700E 06 TO Io200E 07 EV B 97 
OO S (68-014A-211 SIMPSON 
LOW-ENEROY HEAVY CSM.RAY PARTICLES ......... . . . 03/0/68 TO 07I4/72 P 2.000E 06 TO S.OOCE 06 EV DEFGH 93 
OGO 6 (69-OSA-20) STONE 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY... .. ...................... 0610769 TO 05/25/70 R 2.0002 06 TO Z.0002 07 EV C 96 
GS-A C69-7 AY-03) MORITZ 
PROTON TELESCOPE ......... ........................ 110869 TO 06J30/T0 R 2.00 06 TO 2.00E 07 EV c 52 
1MPI (71-019A-07) SOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMNT~...... ...... 03114t71 TO O5flIJ73.R 2-ODGE 06 TO T.SOOE 06 EN PRGj 70 
196303 (63-030C-0I) VOSTROM 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS~............. 098/63 TO 121310. R 2.200E 06 TO S.SOOE 06 EV C 4 
PIONEER 9 (6S-100A-06) WEBBER 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE .... .......... . ......... IIl00/6S TO 08/18/74 R 2.200E 06 TO 1I.000 07 EV 11. 
INP-C (8-602A-03) BAROH 
COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS ......; . . .. 05129165 TO 05t2/0.7 R 2.6009 06 TO 1.330E 07 EV 13 
050 3 (66-049A-0) ANDERSON 
SOLARCOSMIC RAYS ..... T......................... 06124/66 TO 0227167 N 3.000K 06 TO 9.0000 07 EV DEFGH 83 
000 6 (69-051A-0) STONE 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY ........ A......T....................... 0607t69 TO 0S129S7. R 3.005 05 TO INFINITY EV C96 
PIONEER 8 J67-123A-051 MCCRACKEH 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ................... ... 121367 TO 12/3ll70 . 3.300a 06 TO 6.700E 06 EV H 110 
PIONEER 9 (16-OA-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY... ...... . .. 11/0/68 TO 09/25/70 R 3.300E O6.TO 6.700E 06 EV H 113 
ENJIN (66-0660-031 VAN ALLEN 
SOLID-STATE PARTICLE DETECTOR................. .. 0109/60 TO 05/29/70 R 4.440 06 TO 2,490 07 EV C T4 
PIONEER 8 (67-113A-06) WEOBER 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR ............... ... 12t1367 TO 08/08t74 R 3.800 06 TO I1.O1 E 07 EV H 110 
NEOS 1 (68-OS4A-06) BAROUCH 
COSNIC-RAY PARTIOMC FLUX................. .... 01IZO169 TO IE2427 P 3E.OOE 06 T0 a.300E 07 BV N 53 
IMP-F 167-051A-091 MCDONALD 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA 0ETCTOR.o ...... .. . 052'6T TO 05102/ 7 R 4.200E 06 TO 1.910 07 EV DEFG. 63 
I$P-G (69-053A-09) MCDONALD 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA OETECTOR.-- ..... -- .... 09 09f69 TO 11/29/72 R 4.2009 06 TO 1SlOE 07 EV DEFSN 60 
PIONEER a (64-2A-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY .-E-­ ---------..................... 121367 TO I5211/70 P .. 5009 06 To 4.O0E 07 EV H 110 
PIONER 9 (68-100A-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANTO ROPY ....................... .. 1'0S'r6S TO 09/25970 P 4.5009 06 TO 4.OGOE 07 EV H I13 
ATS I (66-IOA-03) PAULIKAS 
ONMNDIRECT]ONAL SPECTROMETER ............................. 12117/66 TO 08/31/72 R 5.00 06 TO 2.100E 07 EV F .9 
IMP-F (67-OIA-0) BROWN 
LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE........ ..... . 05/54/67 TO 08/03/69 R 5.0005 06 TO 1.900E 07 EY DEF.. 6E 
000 5 (66-014A-Z7) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY HESAVY COIRpC-RAY PARTICLES.-- - - - -0305.....6...5-8TO 07/14/72 R 5.00E 06 TO 1.500E 07 EV DEFH 93 
1M00G (69-053A-0I) BROWN 
LOW-ENERGY SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE......... . . 061/69 TO 08.'S6fO R 5.0008 06 TO I.9002 07 EV ORFEN 67 
ATE BR-OWA-0NG WN 
PARTICLE TELESCOPE...- --................ . ... 12/09/66 TO O'/i/0 07 R 5,000E 06 TO 5.090E 07 EV F 47 
PFte 164-066A-02) MCILWAIN 
OKMIO1RECTIONAL AND UNIDIRECTIONAL 
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES- .. -- - - -. - ..­ 1 2/21/64 TO 05/21/67 R 5.2OOE 06 TO INFINITY EN B DE P51 
IAPI E (ST-1A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY POTON fR VS CEoX)................. 051/2.67 TO 05/02/69 q 6.OO0E 06 TO 6.00E 07 EN OH 64 
IMP-S (69-053A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON CR VS OX)................ 06/21/69 TO 09/06/7I R 6.0002 06 TO 6.000E 07 EV GH 69 
IMP-I (7I-09A-091 SIMPSON 
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OP COSMIC AND SOLAR 
PARTICLE RADIATION . . -E...... -- ....... . .... 03/1./I TO 05/01/72 R 7.0002 06 TO 2.00E 07 EV GN 71 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-03 MCCRACKEN 
CGSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY . .....T ................... 00/57/66 TO 01/31/67 P 8.2OOE 06 TO INFINITY BV H 106 
PIONEER 6 (64-IOSA-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RA ANISOTROPY ... .... .. .... 12/I6/6S TO 02/06/61 P 7.400S OS TO INFINITY V H 102 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-01 MCCRACKEN 
COSNC-RAY ANSETROP ............ ..... . 12/13/67 TO 12/30/70 P 7.400E 06 TO 6.300E 07 EW H 110 
PIONEER 6 (65-205A-05) MCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ......oooo . ..... - ....o..... 12/16/65 TO 02/06/67 P .O00E 06 TO 4.400E 07 EV 102 
PIONEER 0 (68-10A-05) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY NISO TRO ............ .. ........... 1/0868 TO 09/256f0 P 7.400E 06 TO 6.300E 07 EV N 11 
I F-F (67-OSIA-0) MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ............ .*05/Z4/67 . TO 05/02/69 P 7.600E 06 TO 5.5005 07 EV OSFGO 6 
OGO 5 (68-014A-04) ANDERSON 
ENERGETIC RADIATIONS PROM SOLAR FLARES........ .. 03/08/67 TO 11/17/69 U 5O00E 06 TO 3.00E 08 EV O 90 
IliUM S (66-05-02) VA ALLEN 
SOLID-STATE PAoTICLE ODTECTO.. . . . .. .. 68109/65 TO 05/29/70 R 8.420E 06 TO 7.400E 07 EV C 7. 
IMP-G (69-053A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (M VS OS/OX) ..................... 06/21/69 TO 091/06/7 R S.450E 06 TO 3.090E 07 EV OH 6 
1963-038C (03-03OC-01) SOSTROM 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON oTECTORS.... . . 09/20/63 TO 12/31/68 N .O002 06 TO 2.500E 07 2V C 40 
OG0 1 (64-OSSA-18) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES-.....- ......... 09/06/64 TO I1/25/67 N S.6002 06 TO 3.300E 07 EV OSFOM 7. 
OGD 3 (66-049A-031 SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES ... I~ ........... 06/09/66 TO 12/01/69 R 5.6005 06 TO 3.300E 07 EN DEFON B. 
000 2 (65-OBIA-07) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT.--........-................. I0/14/65 TO 12/13/66 R 9.300E 06 TO 3.920E 07 EV C 82 
000 . 167-073A-081 SIMPSON 
LOW.ENERGY PROTON, ALMNA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT.............................. 07/28/67 TO 02/02/69 R 9.300E 05 TO .. 620E 07 EN C 90 
IMP-F (67-051A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS 02/OX) ............. 05/2467 TO 05/02/69 R 9.6002 06 TO 2.s50E 07 SY ON 64 
000 2 (65-OSIA-063 ANDERSON 
COSMIC-RAY IONIZATION.- ......... .......... 01OZ2/65 TO 06/02/66 N 1.0002 07 TO INFINITY E9 C SE 
O00 4 (67.0T3A-07) ANDERSOM 
COSMIC-RAY 
1.1i 
IONIZATION ....................... 
(7-019A-071 BOSTROM 
07/30/67 TO 081I1/67 N 1.0002 07 TO INFINITY EN C 68 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT ............ 311171 TO 66/3t/73 P 1.O00K 07 TO INFINITY EN PON 70 
000 I (64..054A-121 ANDERSON 
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS..... .......... ...... 09/3.S TO 05/03/66 R I.OOOE 07 TO 9.000E 07 SY OSPON 77 
1MP0G (69-0O53A-07) BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT~.... ..... 06/21/69 TO 12/23/72 P 1.0002 07 TO INFINITY EN O 67 
EPSE.0 (A-006A-01) BROWN 
SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR.-..... . ... 12/2l1/6. TO 05167 P 1.0002 07 TO 2.700E 07 EV . DE so 
180
 
LIMITING, DATES OF
 
DATA AT NS$DC k RANGE up MEASUREMNTS REGION PLANET
 
SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT To EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E KIN VALUE CF OR E) MAX ABCVEFGH I 02345M 
0 E S C R I P T I V S E X P E R I M E M T T1'T L E .. IDDIYY M /DD yy S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) I.N 67,,N PAGE 
2.2 SENSING PROTONS OF HYDROGEN TONS 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT .........*,....... *..o05Y24167 TO 05/03/69 P 1.000E 07 TO INFINITY EV ON 61
 
P ... EER 9 t68-I00A-06) WEBBER
 
C05MIC-RAY TELESCOPE--*..*................=***** .. *. 11/0816 TO 08410174 R 1. 000E 07 TO 4.200E 07 BY H 11 
GRE-A (69-OS7A-0O2) HOVESTA r 
PROTON-ALPHA TELE.SCOPE ........ ****+*** 2111/69/TO 03415170 IT 1.04DE 07 TO 1.QQ00 ON D sa
............. CV 

I.F-I {71-019A-092 SIMPSON
 
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
 
PARTICLE RADIATIONS~ .......... - - 03/13 71 1.200E 07 TO 6.700E 07 EV 	 7.
............ .....*. TO O5fGI172 R ON 

PIONEER 5 (67-123-06) WEBBER
 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTORo........*.o*............. 12/13/67 TO O8fI8/74 R I .1007 TO 6 400E 07 EV HIto
 
IMp-D (66-OSBA-041 ANDERSON
 
ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS .... --.... .... +.......++ G71.1166 TO 06/09/67 N 1.200E 07 TO INFINITY EV ON 57
 
IMp-F (67-0S1A-021 ANDERSON
 
I.. CHAMBER..**................. *..... 05/24167 TO 09/15/67 H 1.200C 07 TO.INFINITY eV H 6T
**$o=.°**..... 

TMP-	 (67-O?OA-O21 ANDERSON
 
ENERGETIC RARTIXLE................ *........ ..... ...... 071191o 10 071 .IG. N 1.200E 07 TO INFINITY BY GH 59
 
ATS 2 (67-032A-051 MCILWAIN
 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELECTRON
 
DETECTORS ...... +*................... .... ............. 04/07/67 TO 10/23/67 R 1.200E 07 TO INFINITY BY . DE 49
 
.Go I (64-054A-203 WINCKLER
 
IONIZ&TIOM CHAMBER .........**...-.... ......*.. .. .... 09/OS/6. TO 12f06/Z7 N |.ZOOE 07 TO INFINITY BY B BERG 78
 
.GO 3 (66-0494-231 WIN KLER
 
IONIZATION CHAMBER.- **............*.... **..... .. * 06/08/66 TO 08122/68 N 1.200E 07 TO INFINITY BY It DEF. .7
 
PROTON ELECTRON DETECTOR,.........*.*...... ......... ** 10123161 TO 12/30167 R 1.200E 07 TO 3.70.E .7 BY 6 9 
PIONEER 7 t66-075A-063 SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE........°... ......... o;............. 08117/66 TO 08/07 71 R .. 270E 07 TO 7.300E 07 BY H 106 
IMI-C 165-042A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS eEPEGY LOS............. .. *........... 05129/65 TO 05/02f67 R 1.330E 07 TO 2 600E 07 EV H55 
PIONEER 6 t65-1O5A-03) FAN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE*.......**........... ........... * 12/16/65 TO 03103/72'R 1.390E 07 TO 7.320E 07 EV H 10r 
OGO 5 (68-014A-061 WEST, JR. 
ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER ..*...................*.. 03/04/66 TO t11/06/7t R 1.400E G7'TO 4 600E 07 BY CFG. 
EPE-D (64-086A-01| BROWN 
SOLID-STATE ELECTRON DETECTOR ...... ...........*.**....- 12/21/66 TO 05 15167 P T-GOOE 07 TO INFINITY' EV BTHE 5O 
I~.- f&5-042A-05, ANDERSON 
ION CHAMBER AND GM COUNTERS .... + *...................*05/29Z65 TO 01103/67 N 1.700E 07 TO INFINITY EV H S4 
IRA-F (67-OSIA-101 MCDONALD 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS................. °... 05/ZSZ67 TO 05102/69 R 1.87DE O7 TO 8 160E 07 EN BERGH 63 
I.p--G (69-ODSA-1=0) C... AL. 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENRG LOSS...... *.** ..... 09/09/69 TO lIZ29172 IT I*a7OK 07 TO 8.160E 07 BY DEFGH 68*o.° 

GFS-A 169-097A-043 HOVESTADT
 
PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR...***....................... 11116169 TO 0311.170 R 2.00DE 07 TO B.O00E 07 BY Go B2
 
ATS 2 	 (87-031A-051 MCILWAIN
 
OMMMXRECTIONAL PROTON AND ELFCTMON
 
DETECTORSoo....e°..... **,*............................. 04/07 61 TO 10123/67 R 2.O00E 07 TO INFINITY EV BEO 49
 
OGO 6 t69-051A-2O) STONE
 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY ........... ..... ........... *...-- 06071.9 TO1 52Sf7O R Z.000E 07 TO Z...dE 08 EV C 96
 
OMMIDIRECTIONAL SPECTROMETER...*.............. o......* 12/27/66 TO 08131/72 R 2.100E 07 TO 7.00OE 07 EV F 4D
 
0GO 1 (64054A-18) SIMPSON
 
COSMIC-Qky SPECTRA AND PLUXES ... ........ TO 11 2.200E 07 TO 1.030E 08 EV BERGH 78
°.. ......*..o°- 09/06/64 25 67 R 

HEOS I 168-109A-063 BAROUCH
 
COSMIC-RAY PARTt 0I-E FLUX ............................ .... 01101169 TO 1212A172 P 2.300E 07 TO 6.800E 07 EV It 5S
 
1963-036C (63-038C-0tl BOSTROK
 
ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORSo.....**........... 091 8IX3 TO 12131/66 R 2.500E 07 TO IoOOOE 08 EV C 41
 
IMP-C (65-OA24-o03 SIMPSON
 
CUBMIC-MAY RANGE "S ENERGY LOSS.....ae......... .*. 05/29165 TO 05/02/67 R 2.600E 07 TO 9.400E 07 EV H 55
 
T.JUN A (64-0760-031 VAN ALLEN
 
GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER.. *... ..... *............**.... .... 02/23165 TO 07ZI166 A 2.700E 07 TO INFINITY BY BE 7.
 
EpE-D (64-086A-01) BROWN
 
SGL.ID STkTE ELECTRON DETECTOR ...... , ...... ...... * 1212116. TO 0511567 P 2.700E 07 TO INFINITY BY B E so
... 

t.P-F (67-OSIA-033 SIMPSON
 
COSMIC-"~y PROTON ITTWS DE/DXI ... -... *........... -.- o 05124Y67 TO 05 02/69 IT 2.950E 07 TO 9.420E 07 EV ON 64
 
"DO 3 (.6-049A-031 SIMPSON
 
I.F-G 	 (69-053A-07) BOSTROM
 
OGO 3 (66-049A-013 ANDERSON 
SOLAR COSMIC RAYS ....... 06124/66 DEFGH a* .*......+.*.*.*........... TO 02e2?/67 IT 3.QO0E 07 TO 9.000E 07 EV 

I.P-F (67-051A-071 BOSTROM
 
SOLAR PROTON MONITOIDRNG EXPERIMENT....*°*............. 05/24/67 TO 05103/69 IT 3.000E 07 TO INFINITY EV GH 61
 
OGO •{67-O7ZA-091 WEBBER
 
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS .......................... 07/30/67 TO 0alZ7/67 N 3,OOOE 07 TO INFINITY BV C 90
 
I.P-1 (71-019A-07), BOSTROM
 
SOLAR PROTON MONITINGEXPERIMENT*..................... 03114171 TO 05131/73 P 3,OOOE 07 TO INFINITY BY PON 70
 
I.F-G 169-053A-031 SIMPSON
 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (It US DE/DX) ... +................... 06/21/69 TO 09106171RI 3.090E 07 TO 1.190E 08 EV ON 69
 
I.F-F {67-a5tA-05) CACKEN
 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ............. ...........4...... GS/24167 TO 05102169 A DEFGH 62
o 3.|S0E 07 TO 1o25GE 08 EV 

EFE-D (64-086A-02) MCILWAIN
 
ammiDIRECTIONAL AND UNIIRETIONAL
 
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES.......°...... .........=.*..... - 1/21/64 TO 05/2l/67 IT 4.0O0E 07 TO IoIOOE 08 EV B PER BI
 
GRS-A 	 (69-097A-04) HOVESTADT 
PROTON-ELECTRON DETECTOR ..... . --- t~*... .. CD............. tt/16/69 TO 03,15,70 It OOE 07 TO 4.000E 08 BY 5
 
ALGUETT9 Z (GS-(NNTA-OA) CDI.F... -

ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORSo....*. -....... *°......... 11129/65 TO 06/18/69 IT4.000E 07 TO INFINITY BY BC 42
 
PIONEER 9 {65-tONIA-06) WEBBER
 
CUSHIC-RAy TELESCOPE~ .o.................- .... o......... lt/08f68 TO 08/18174 R 4.200E 07 TO 3.200E 08 EV H 114
 
PIONEER 6 (SS-LOEA-05) MCCRACKEN
 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY**.... ...... - ............... ....* 12f6/65 TO 02/06/67 P 4.400E 07 TO 7*7O0E 07 BY H 

PIONEER ? {66-07SA-05) M¢CCACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ...........................e*t* : 
GGO 4 (57-073A-09) WEBBER 
GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS; ........................ 
00/17166 TO 01/31/67 P 
07/30167 TO 08/Z7167 P 
4,790E 07 TO 6.$QGE 07 EV 
5.O00E 07 TO Z,00GE as BY C 
I..0 
90 
PARTILE TELESCOPE........... *..................o.=*** 12109/66 TO 03/01167 R 5.0OO OT TO 1.OODE 08 EY F .7 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT.o* +................. 05124/67 TO 05103169 R 6.000E 07 TO INFINITY El 
.. p-. (69-05ZA-07) BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONTIN G EXPERIMENToo .................. 06/21/69 TO 12123172 R 6.OO0E 07 TO INFINITY EV 
IANp-T (71-019X-071 BOSTROM 
SOLAR' OO MONITORING EXPERIMENT ...........*** *...... 03/t4l?! TO 0S/31/73 P 6.O00DE 0 TIT INFINITY BY 
PIONEER 8 (.lT-2ZA-O6) WEBBER 
COG.IG-RAY GRAMtBUT DET*ECTOR *****...................... 12/13f67 TO 0b/W 74 M 6.400E 07 TO I.IOOE 09 EV 
G" 
GH 
PON 
H 
61 
67 
70 
110 
102 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT NSSIC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET
 
MAX ARCD FGHI/OI234SN

SATELLITE NAME EXPERIMENT TD EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST 0 MIN VALUE (F OR E 

D S C R I P T I Y E E X P E R I M E N T T I T L E MM/D/Y UD0/YY S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) MON 679 PAGE
 
Z.2 SENSING PROTONS OR HYDROGEN IONS 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-051 MCCRACKEN 
COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY*... .. .. .......... . 08/17166 TO 01/3167 P 6.500E 07 TO 8.IOOE O EV H 106 
IMP-I 
NUCLEAR COMPOSITTON 
7-019A-09) SIMPSON 
OF COSMIC AND SOLAR 
PARTICLE RADIATIONS .................... ... ...... 03/13fl TO 05o0t/72 R 6.760E 07 TO 2.060C 00 CV ON 71 
HE05 I (68-109A-O6) RAROUCH 
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLE FLUX- ................... . 1/01169 TO 1E24/72 P 6.00E 07 TO 2.2100 00 CV N $3 
INJUN A 6-0768-03) VAN ALLEN 
GEIGER-MUELLER COUNTER ................ .............. 02/13J65 TO 07119/66 R 7.0000 07 TO INFINITY EV eC 72 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-06) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE............................ 08/17/66 TO 08/07/71 R 7.3000 07 TO 1.600E 08 EV H 006 
PIONEER 6 (65-10SA-03) FAN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE .............. 12/16/65 TO 03/03/72 R 7.ZO 07 TO 1.750E OR V H 101 
000 5 (6-IAI0 ANDERSON 
ENERGETIC RADIATIONS FROM SOLAR FLARES ........... 03/08/68 TO 1t/17/69 U 8O00E 07 TO 3.0000 08 EV GN 01 
OG0 5 fGS-014A-09) MEYER 
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS.....................................0 3056 6 TO T/'04A72 R 9.000E 07 TO 1,00E 08 9V G" 93 
INP-C C S-042A-031 SIMPSON 
- COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS............ . -... 0/29/65 TO 05/02/67 R 9.400E 07 TO 1.9000 08 EV BSE 
ALOUETTE 2 (66-09M-04) NCDIARMID 
ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS ............................ 1129165 TO 06/10/69 R 1.000E 08 TO INFINITY BY BC 42 
I.p-G 169-053A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/DXI.. .... - ............ 06/2196 TO 09106/71 R 1.190E 08 TO I006E 00 BV 4N 69 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-06) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE ....................-- I....T8166 TO 08.'07d71 R 1.65 0 O INFINITY BY NE06 
Ip-F (67-I5A-03) "SIMPSON 
COSMIC-PAY PROTON TR VS OEtOXI ........................ 05124/67 TO 0502/69 R 1.700E 08 TO INFINITY EV cN 64 
PIONEER 6 (6-IOIA-03l FAN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE............I-...................... 12/16/65 TO 03t03/72 R 1.7500 08 TO INFINITY BY H ot 
0Go 0 (66-014A-091 MEYER 
COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS.................................... 03/05165 TO 07/I4/72 R 1.800 00 TO .0OOE 09 EV GH 93 
000 A (67-073A-09) W98ER 
. GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS................. 07/30167 TO 08127Y67 R 2.0000 08 TO 2.00E 09 OV C 90 
RtEDS I 
COSMIC-RAY PARTICLE 
(68-109A-06) BAROUCH 
FLUX ................................. 0t/01t69 TO 22/Z417Z P 2.200C 00 TO 1.2000 09 EV K 53 
PIONEER A C67-Z3A-06 WEBBER 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR.......... I1367 TO 0.IE.17 R 2.400E 08 TO 2.2000 09 EV 1 10I 
PIONEER 9 (68-OOA-06) WEBBER 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPEI...................... 1I/08/60 TO 0E'18/74 R 3.2005 00 TO 2.200E 09 UV H 114 
GRS-A C6-097A-04) HOVESTADT 
PROTON-tLECTRON DETECTUR.... ..... .. 1/166G TO 03SS/70 R 4.O00E 08 TO 4.500C OA-EV co S2 
OG 5 (66-014A-12) VAN 00 HULST 
MEASUREMENT OP THE ABSOLUTE FLUX AND 
ENERGY SPECTRUM OF EL.ECTRONS. ...... 0310S 6 TO 08031/71 0 2.000E 10 T 1.000E II EV DEF 95 
2.3 SENSING HELIUM NUCtLEI 
PIONEER 00 172-012A-13) WOLFE 
PLASMA EXPERIMENT............. 04/18/72 To 1212/73 P 1.00E 02 TO I.GOOE 04 EV H 5 I1' 
ImP-F (67-OSIA-083 OGILVIE 
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZ.ER- .*............... --.......... 05/24167 TO 01130/68 R 3.101E 02 TO 5TIOOE 03 EV K 63 
IMP-fl (72-0T3A-03) GLOECKLER 
EONS AND ELECTRONS EN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0.1 TO 2 
00 6 
N4EW............................................. 
(69-OSIA-201 STONE 
09/257 TO 0413/73 R 9.0000 04 TO 5.OOOE 05 V 4" TO 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY . ....... .... 06/07/69 TO 0525/70 R 2.O00E 05 TO 3O00-E 08 EV C 96 
INJUN 5 (68-066 -03) 
SOLED-STATE PARTICLE DETECTO..... 
VAN ALLEN 
......... 000916. TO OE529170 R 3.0005 05 TO 2.0000 06 EV C 74 
INJUN 4 (4-0765-00) VAN ALLEN -
SOLID-STATe DETECTOR....................... . 11/23/64 TO 0719/66 P S.200 05 TO 4.001 06 BV aC 72 
IMP-0 (66-058A-05) VAN'ALLENI 
ELECTRON AND PROTON OTECTORS*............... 07.0166 TOI231'68 P 5.900E 05 TO 2.2500 00 EV N 50 
PIONEER 7 (66-07SA-0681 SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE..... ......... 08/17166 TO 0810771R 6.000E 05 TO 1.300E 07 EV H 106 
PIONEER 6 - (05595.A-090 FAN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.................. ..... ......... 12116165 TO 03103/72 R 6.O00E 05 TO 1.390E Of EV H 101 
OGO 2 (65-0IA-07) SIMPSON. 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT ............ - .................... 10/14/6S TO 1213,66 . 7.200E 05 TO 1.100C 07 EV C 02 
0 4 6 67-O73A-08) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT...............................O0T'20'6T TO O2'02109 N 7.Z000 05 TO 00 ..7 BY C 90 
IN--D (66-OOA-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS. ....... . 07/01166 TO I231I6M P 7.800E 05 TO 9.800E O BEV ES 
INJUN 4 (64-076B-04) VAN ALLEN 
SOLED-STATE DETECTOR ..... . -......... .... 11/23/64 TO 07,19/66 q 9.O00E 05 TO 1.00E 06 EV '.C 72 
IMP-F (67-OSIA-0l) BROWN 
LO-ENERGY SOLED-STATE TELESCOPE.... . ......... 0524167 TO OS03/69 q 1.000E 06 TO 6.O00E 06 BY DEFGH 62 
IMP-G (69-053A-01) BROWN 
LOW-ENERGY SOLIO-STATE TELESCOPE .......... .. 06/2/69 TO 08/15/70 R I.005 06 TO 4.400E 06 EV DEFH 67 
IF-F (67-OSIA-07) BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORIN EXPERIMENT .. . . . . . 051241S7 TO 0503/69 R I.000E 06 '0 1.0005 07 EV CH " 60 
IMP-G (69-053A-071 BOSTROM 
SOLAR PROTON MONITORING EXPERIMENT--... - ........ 06/21/69 TO 12/23/72 R 1.O00 06 TO .O000 07EV K 67 
114P- (66-OSeA-00) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON ANDPROTON.DEtECTORS.... . .. e.. .. 07/0166 TO 12/31168 P 1.130E 06 TO 1.6000 07 EV 1 58 
OGO 2 t.S-081A-0V) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENIRGY PROTON. ALPHA PART CLE . -
MEASUREMENT*....................................... 10/Ia65 TO I213]66 R 1.220E 06 TO 9.300E 06EV C 82 
0O0 4 (67-073A-0O81 SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON. ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMENT... ................... ...... 072867 TO 020..69 M '1.220E 06 TO 9.300E 06 BY C 90 
0GO 1 (64-054A-13) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES.... ...... 0/06/64 TO 1t25/67 R 1.400E 0610 8.OOE 06 EV DEFGH "7. 
0Go 5 t6E-014A-06) WEST. JR. 
ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER....................03/0./68 TO 1106/71 R 1.500E 06 TO 5.400E 06EV FIN 95 
LIMITING DATES OF
 
DATA AT NSSOC R RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS RESGN PLANET"
 
SATELLITE NAME E XPERIMENT 10 EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E MIN VALUE (F OR El MAX ABCDEFGHU0OI236 5M 
0 C S C R I P T I V E E X P E 4 1 M E 4 T I I T L E .. IDDIYY M/ID/W 5 MAX VALUE NAMSDAI MIN 6789 PAGE 
2.3 SENSING HELIUM MUCLET 
RS-A 169-097A-02) MOVESTAUT 
PROTON-ALPHA TELESCOPE........ .........o - ... *. .... 
OGO 3 (--6--3 SI.P=QN 
COGMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FL.UXES ............. *.......... 
T.p--E 967-07OA-01) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTORS.........•****.. •.° 
IMp-I (71-019.-Ol) B..'.OA 
SOLAR DROTOM MONITORING EXPERIMENT .........-.. ~=.--
.Go B (6-Ol.A-27) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENEGy HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES ........... •....... 
IMP-D (66-056A-05) VAN ALLEN 
ELECTRDN AND PROTON DETECTORSo ....................... 
ITS I (66-11OA-05) BROWN 
11/16169 TO 03/15/70 R 1.600E 06 TO S.O00E 07 BY 
06/09/66 70 12/01/69 R 1.60GE 06 TO 8.600E 06 BY 
07fZ9/67 TO 22/31/Oa R Z.G00E 06 TO 1.02aE 07 BY 
0311.171 1. 05/31/73 R 2.OOOE 06 TO 5=O00E 06 BY 
03106/68 TO 07/14/72 R 2.OO0E 06 TO 1.400E 07 EV 
07101/66 TO 12/31/6S P 2.1008 06 TO 1.700E 07 BY 
to 
D.P.. 
FGH 
OEvc. 
52 
S. 
6. 
70 
93 
SS5 
060 6 (69-051A-20) STONE 
COSMIC-PAY STUDY .... *....... ... *°.......°........ 06/07/69 TO 01/2G/0 R 
PIONEER a (67-12Z-06) MCCRACREN 
CGS41C-AAY ANISOTROPY.•• ............................121131.7 T. 12/31/70 R 
3. OOGE 06 TO INFINITY BY 
4°O00E 06 TO 8.OO0E 06 BY 
C 
H 
96 
.0O 
IMP-- 167-05tA-09) MCOONALD 
LOW-ENERGy PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR °...... .. -.....* 05f25/67 TO 05102/69 R 4.200E 06 TO 1 910E 07 EV 
IAN _G I69-053A-09) MCDONALD 
LOW-UNIRGy PROTON AND ALPHA DETECTOR°=o.°. .......... 09f09169 TO 11129/72 R 4.200E 06 TO 1.910E 07 EV 
DEFGH 
OEFGH 
6S 
68 
LGW ENSRGY SOLrD STATE TELESCOPE.... .................... 06ZZ1169 TO 08/15/70 R 4.400E 06 TO I.tOOE 07 EV DEFGH 67 
ENERGETIC PARTICL DETE TGRS ................. 11129165e~~tTO 06/18159 R 
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-06) WEBER 
COSMIC-RAY TELESC-OPE.................................... 1/08/68 T0 08/18/74 R 
5*0go9 06 To 2-A00E 07 BY 
5.BOO06 TO .ZODE 07 EV 
BC 
H 
4a 
11'A 
LOW-ENERGy SOLID-STATE TELESCOP..............** ...... 
PIONEER 8 (67-123A-06) WEBBER 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR ...... ...............°.o 
QGO I (64-05A-18) SIMPSON 
05/24/67 TO 05103/69 R 
12113167 TO 08118/74 R 
6oOOOE So TO 1.200E 07 BY 
G°G00E 04 TO 6.4OOE 07 EV 
DEFGH 
M 
62 
Ito 
.GO 3 16 -­04A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES .°*~.. eo............o........ 
OGO 2 (65-O8IA-01) SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE 
MEASUREMNT°................. ...... ...........o.°.•.. 
06109166 TO l2f01/69 R 
1Z1465 TO 12113/66 R 
8°GOOS 06 TO 3.Z00E 07 EV 
9 300E 06 TO 3.V20E 07 BY 
DEFGH 
C 
8X 
.2, 
LOW-ENwRGY PROTON, ALPHA PARTICLE 
HEAGU .E.T ........................ °•°°°..°°.. .. 07/28/67 TO 02/02169 R 
IMp-F 967-051A-031 SIMPSON 
COS9TC-RAV PROTON IN YS DE/DX)°e... ........ o........ 05124/67 TO OS/02169 R 
IMP-G 169-05 A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/DX)°°,o° ......... ...... 06121160 T. . /06/71 R 
IMP-G (69-053A-0t) BROWN 
LOW--NRGY SOLID-STATE TELESCO~PE ................... *... 06 21169 TO 08/15/70 R 
PIONEER 7 (66-07%A-06) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE~.....,.....°..°..................o~ 08117/66 TO 08107171 R 
PIONEER 6 C69-10BA-03) PAN 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE.. •....... -... o...... °o ....... 12116/65 TO 03/03/72 R 
I.p-F t67-051A-10) MCDOMALD 
COSMIC-RAY ENERGY VS ENERGY LOSS* ........... oo o..... 05125/67 TO 05/02/69 R 
9.300E 06 TO 3.920C 07 BY 
|°OO0E 07 TO 1 000E 06 BY 
I.O00E 07 TO I.O00Z 08 BY 
I.IOOE 07 TO 2.100E 07 BY 
1 300E 07 TO 7.O00E 07 BY 
1 390E 07 TO 7.320E 07 BY 
1.870E 07 TO 8.160E 07 BY 
C 
ON 
ON 
DEFG. 
DEFGH 
90 
61 
69 
67 
L06 
101 
63 
PARTICLE TELESCOPEo*•o,........ 
PIONEER . (65-10SA-05) 
°.*o.................  
MCCRACKEN 
12/09 66 TO 03/01/67 R 2.SOOE 07 TO 1.O00E 08 BY F 47 
I.P-I 171-019A-09) SIMPSON 
NUCLEAR COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR 
PARTICLE RADIATIO"5--o..o............~. ;-o.....o..... - 03/172 TO 05/01172 R 7.00OE 07 TO 2.0OCE 08 EV 
PIONEER 7 (66-075A-06) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE ... ••......... ..... °.... ...... .... 08117/66 TO 08/07/71 R T.000E O7 TO 1.760E 08 BY 
PIONEER 6 {65-I0SA-03) FAN 
COMIC-RAy TELESCOpE .°°............- .. oo..oo........ -• 12116165 TO 03/03/72 R 7.320E G7 TO INFINITY BY 
ATS I 166-IIOA-CS) BROWN 
PARTTCLE TELESCOPE~DO ............o- ........°...... 12 09166 TO 03/01167 A I.000E 08 TO 4.000E 08 BY 
OGO 6 69-O51A-20) STONE 
COSHIC-RhY STUDY .......°o......................... .. 071G9 TO 05125/70 H 3 OOOE 08 To INFINITY BY c 
ON 
H 
F 
71 
T0o 
101 
47 
9. 
2.4 SENSING OTHER PARTICL E SPECIES 
DGO S (68-0144-181 SHARP 
LIGHT ION MASS MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER..*.°.......°........ 03Z07/68 TO 05131169 R IO00E-0O2 TO I.0O02 BYEV 
AP04LO 12 LH/ALSEP (69-099C-05) FREEMAN 
SUPRATNERMAL ION DETECTOR ....... .o°°.e.................09 11471 TO 02/03/73 R 2,000O-01 TO 4.860E 01 BY 
APOLLO 14 LMIALSFP (71-00BC-06) FREMAN 
SURRATHERMAL TON DETECTOR.... e........... ...,o,.... o-- /26/72 TO 03/03/73 P 2.000E-01 TO 4.860E 01 BY 
APOLLO 12 LMIALSEP (69-099C-05) FREEMN 
SU RATHERMAL TON DETECTOR .... o.. o...... ..........0.11.171 TO 02/03173 P 1,O00E 01 TO 3.S00E 03 EV 
VELA SA (69-046D-05) GAME 
SEP 
ON 
GH 
CH 
93 
42 
4. 
42 
IMP-1H (71-073A-03) GLOECkLER 
IONS AND ELECTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE 
0.1 1. 2 NEW ............................................. .0B125172TO 04/13/73 P 5.000E 04 TO 1.000E 06 V 
I.p-E (67-07OA-O1] VAN ALLEN 
ELECTR3N AND PROTON DETECTORS ... °................... 07/t9/61 TO V131/68 M 4.600E 05 TO 1.080E 07 BY 
Do. B (68-014A-271 SIMPSON 
LOW-ENERGY HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES .... ••............. 03/05/68 TO 07/14/72 R 5.000E 05 TO S 000E 06 BY 
IMP-, 165-OA2A-03} SIMPSON 
CUBRIC-PAT RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS ... o........ .. *...... -- 05 29165 TO 0S/02/67 R 2.600E 06 TO 1 330E 07 BY 
1HP-G (69-OS2A-031 SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R WS DE/DX). ................. o..... -* 06Z2t/69 TO 09/06/71 R 3.O00E 06 TO 3 000E 07 BY 
OGG 5 168-014A-271 SIMPSON 
CH 
E£FG. 
ON 
70 
6. 
D3 
So$ 
69 
OPPoon
 
LIMITING OATES OF
DATA AT NSSDC A RANGE OF MEASUREMENTS REGION PLANET 
SATELLITE NARE EXPERIMENT I EXPERIMENTER EARLIEST LATEST E NN VALUE (F OR E3 MAX ABCDEFGHI/OI234SH 
D E S C R I P T7! V E Z X P E A I N NT1 T7 L E MM/DO/YY MMDO/yy S MAX VALUE (LAMBDA) IN 6789 PAGE 
2.4 SENSING OTHFR PARTICLE SPECIES
 
rMp-I (71-019A-9 SIMPSON
)
NUCLSA COMPOSITION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR 
PARTICLE RAOIATIONS ........ ......... 0/13/71 TO 05/01/72 R l.O00 07 TO .O000 08 EV GH I 
IMP-F (67-051A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS OElX)........ . 05S2.167 TO 05/02'69 R 1.000E 07 TO 1.O00 08 EV G 64 
IMp- (65-0422A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-MAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS..................... 05/29/6 TO 05/02/67 R 0.Z30E 07 TO 2.600E 07 EV N 55 
EOa I (64-054A-S) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPFCTRA AND FLUXES............ ........... 09/06/6A TO 1I/25/f7 R 9.200e 07 TO 1.030E 08 EV D9FON 78 
IMP-C (S.-042A-O3) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS...................... 0512Q/65 TO 0502/67 R 2.600E 07 TO 9.400E 07 EV H 55 
00 3 (66-049A-033 SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXESS.............. ........ 06/09 66 TO 12/01/69 R 3.000E 07 TO 1.0005 08 BY DEFGH 
IMp-G (69-03A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY PROTON (R VS DE/DX).... . ......... 06/21/69 TO 09/0671 R 3.0005 07 TO 1.000S 09 EV GH 69 
PIONEER . t6-tOOA-6 WEOER 
-COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE-.......................I11/0$/60 TO 08,18f74 R *.ZSO07 To 3,200E 08 EV H III 
0Go 5 (68-014A-27) SIMPSON 
LOV-ENEACY NEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES................ 3'OS/69 TO 07114d72 R So005 07 TO 8.400E 07 5V OECH 93 
PIONEER 8 {67-123A-06) WESBER 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR....................... 2I1/13/67 TO 08/18174 R 6.3006 07 TO 1.700E08V M ItO 
IMP-C (65-042A-03) SIMPSON 
COSMIC-RAY RANGE VS ENERGY LOSS.......... 0S/29/6 TO 05/02f67 R 9.400E 07 TO 1.90E,OS EV s85 
PIONEER 0 (67-123A-05) WESER 
COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT DETECTOR ........................ ItIS/67 TO 0010/74 R 1.7009 00 TO 1.600E 09EV H I10 
PIONEER 9 (68-100A-063 WEBBER 
COSMIC-PAY TELESCOPE................................. 11/08/60 TO 0811874 q 3.200C 06 TO S.200E 09 EV H Ilk 
OGO 6 (69-OSIA-20 STONE 
COSMIC-RAY STUDY................. ...... ..... 0/07 6S TO 05/25170 R 4.OOOE 0E TO INFINITY EV C 96 
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Supporting Data Descriptions* 
This section of the catalog contains descriptions of space 
environment models and codes that are distributed by 
NSSDC. These are discussed under three major headings: 
Geomagnetism, Magnetopause and Bow Shock Positions, 
and Magnetospherically Trapped Particles. 
5.1 GEOMAGNETISM 
5.1.1 GEOMAGNETIC FIELD MODELS 
Except where noted, the following models consist of 
coefficients (derived allowing for the oblateness of the 
Earth) and the first time derivatives of these coefficients. 
5.1.1.1 Jensen-Cain - This data set is a card deck 
that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten-
tial expansion for the Jensen-Cain geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based, 
on data gathered between 1945 and 1962. There are 48 
nonzero coefficients extending up to n = m = 6. No time 
derivatives of the coefficients are included. The oblate-
ness of the Earth has not been considered in the 
determination of the coefficients. The accuracy of this 
model is poor compared to that of other more recent 
models, and its. use is not recommended where accuracy 
is important. A discussion of this field model can be 
found in J.Geophys. Res., 67, 3586, 1962. 
5.1-1.2 GSFC (9165) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten- 
tial expansion for the GSFC (9/65) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based 
on data gathered between 1945 and 1964. There are 99 
nonzero coefficents extending up to n=m=9. A 
discussion of this field model can be found in I. 
Geophys. Res., 71, 346,1966. 
5.1.1.3 GSFC (12166) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten-
tial *expansion for the GSFC (12/66) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based 
on data gathered between 1900 and 1966. There are 120 
nonzero coefficients extending up to n = m = 10. First 
and second time derivatives of the coefficients are 
included. A discussion of this field model can be found 
in]. Geomag. Geoelec., 19, 335,1967. 
5. SUPPORTING DATA 
DESCRIPTIONS 
5.1.1.4 IGRF 1965.0 (geographic) -This data set 
is a card deck that contains the coefficients associated 
with the Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in 
the potential expansion for the IGRF (International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field) model. The coefficients 
are for epoch 1965.0. There are 80 nonzero coefficients 
extending up to n = m = 8. A discussion of this field 
model can be found in J.Geophys. Res., 74, 4407, 
1969. 
5.1.1.5 IGRF 1965.0 (geomagnetic) 
- This data 
set is a card deck that containg. the coefficients asso­
ciated with the Schmidt-normalized Legendre polyno­
mials in the potential expansion (in geomagnetic dipole 
coordinates) for the IGRF model. The coefficients are 
for epoch 1965.0. There are 80 nonzero coefficients 
extending up to n = m = 8. A discussion of this field 
model can be found in J.Geophys. Res., 75, 4372, 
1970. 
5.1.1.6 POGO (3168) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten­
tial expansion for the POGO (3/68) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based 
on POGO satellite data. There are 99 nonzero coef­
ficients extending up to n= m = 9. 
5.1.1.7 POGO (10/68) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten­
tial expansion for the POGO (10/68) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960-0 and based 
on POGO satellite data. There are 143 nonzero coef­
ficients extending up to n = m =11. 
5.1.1.8 POGO (8/69) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten­
tial expansion for the POGO (8/69) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based 
on POGO satellite data gathered between 1965.7 and 
1968.4. There are 120 nonzero coefficients extending up 
to n = m = 10. A discussion of this field model can be 
found inJ. Geophys. Res., 75, 4360, 1970. 
5.1.1.9 POGO (8/71) - This data set is a card 
deck that contains the coefficients associated with the 
Schmidt-normalized Legendre polynomials in the poten­
tial expansion for the POGO (8/71) geomagnetic field 
model. The coefficients are for epoch 1960.0 and based 
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on POGO satellite data collected during the period 
December 1965 t6 March 1970. Data were selected to 
include only periods with Kp <1 and when no dis-
turbances were present. There are 120 nonzero coef-
ficients extending up to n = m = 10. A discussion of this 
model can be found in .. Geophys. Res., 79, 2363, 
1974. 
5.1.2 	GEOMAGNETIC FIELD COMPUTATIONAL 

CODES 

5.1.2-1 FIELDG - The FIELDG package, gener-
ated principally by Dr. J.C. Cain of GSFC, consists of a 
set of independently usable subroutines to compute-the 
geomagnetic field Vector at any specified spatial point, 
given any of several available spherical harmonic expan-
sions of the Earth's internal-source field. Subroutine 
FIELDG initializes constants, reads coefficients, and 
executes transformations between input and output 
geodetic coordinates and internally used geocentric 
coordinates. The number of coefficients used in the 
computation is an input parameter to FIELD. Sub-
routine FIELD, which may becalled FIELDG,computes 
the geomagnetic field vector (in geocentric spherical 
polar components that are transformed to local geodetic 
Cartesian components by FIELDG) and its magnitude 
for a specified spatial point and time. There are two 
versions of FIELD: one executes faster, and the other 
requires less storage. Subroutine CONVRT can be used 
to convert Gauss-normalized coefficients to Schmidt-
normalized coefficients, the former being used internally 
for computations. Coefficient card decks for the GSFC 
(12/66), IGRF 1965.0, and POGO (8/69) geomagnetic 
field 	 models are sent with the FIELDG package to 
requesters; the full package consists of 542 cards. The 
subroutines in the FIELDG package are written in 
FORTRAN IV and available in IBM 7094 and 360 
compatible card decks. 
5.1.2.2 IGRF/SPHRC - The IGRFISPHRC sub-
routine package, generated principally by Dr. J. C. Cain 
of GSFC, provides the capability of evaluating the IGRF 
1965.0 geomagnetic field with a high degree of effi-
ciency. Subroutine IGRF initializes coefficients and 
executes transformations between input and output 
geodetic coordinates and internally used geocentric 
coordinates. The number of coefficients used can be 
varied, if needed, to speed up calculations. The field is 
calculated in SPHRC, called by IGRF, in geocentric 
coordinates. The subroutines in the IGRF/SPHRC 
package are written in FORTRAN IV and available in 
IBM 360 compatible card decks. 
5.1.2.3 TSFORM AND DIPFLD - TSFORM and 
DIPFLD subroutines, generated by Dr. G. D. Mead of 
GSFC, can be used to meet the requirements of those 
investigators performing studies in which the use of 
geomagnetic dipole coordinates is convenient. Sub­
routine TSFORM effects transformations between geo­
graphic and geomagnetic dipole coordinates for either 
positions or vector components. Subroutine DIPFLD 
computes the vector magnetic field at any spatial point, 
specified in geomagnetic dipole coordinates, using coef­
ficients for the IGRF 1965.0 geomagnetic field model 
appropriate to those coordinates (see]. Geophys. Res., 
75, 4372, 1970). NSSDC has i deck of these coef­
ficients. Used as a package, these subroutines accept an 
input position given in geographic or geomagnetic 
coordinates and return vector magnetic field corn­
ponents in geographic or geomagnetic coordinates. 
NSSDC has a FORTRAN IV, IBM 7094 code deck 
available for distribution. 
5.1.2.4 MDTILT - The MDTILT FORTRAN 
package, generated by Dr. W.P. Olson of McDonnell-
Douglas Corporation, can be used to compute (in solar 
magnetospheric coordinates) magnetospheric vector 
magnetic fields separately resulting from magnetopause 
and magnetotail current systems. The analysis allows for 
variable incident solar wind pressure and an arbitrary tilt 
angle of the geomagnetic dipole axis with respect to the 
incident solar wind. Legendre polynomial expansions are 
used, with the two coefficients (one for each source 
current system) for a given n and m expanded as 
separate power series in the arbitrary tilt angle. The 
analysis is recommended for geocentric distances out to 
about 7 Earth radii. The MDTILT package consists of a 
brief main routine and a series of subroutines in which 
the actual computations are done. Although the package 
was initially generated to run on a CDC 6600, it is 
readily adaptable to other machines because of the use 
of basic FORTRAN. 
5.1.2.5 INVAR - The INVAR package, generated 
by Prof. C. E. Mcllwain of the University of California at 
San Diego, can be used to compute values of B and L at 
any desired spatial point (specified in geocentric 
spherical polar coordinates) with a specified accuracy to 
some limit. Any one of several spherical harmonic 
expansions of the Earth!s internal-source geomagnetic 
field can be used. Subroutine INVAR controls the 
overall execution of the program. Subroutine NEWMAG 
(replacing the earlier subroutine MAGNET) computes 
the magnetic field vector at a specified spatial point. 
This subroutine is called extensively by subroutines 
START and LINES. For a specified spatial point, 
subroutine START finds two additional spatial points on 
the same field line, and subroutine LINES finds addi­
tional points on that field line. These points extend 
essentially from the point of interest to its conjugate 
point. The input accuracy parameter controls the 
number of points (up to a maximum of 200). Sub­
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routine INTEG determines the value of the integral calls from SHELLC or SHELLG to the field code in the 
invariant, I, for the specified point of interest by 
numerically integrating at the points chosen by START 
and LINES. Finally, subroutine CARMEL computes the 
shell parameter, L, from the integral invariant, I, and 
from B. NSSDC has available for - distribution 
FORTRAN IV, IBM 7094 and 360 compatible code 
decks for this package. Using an IBM 7094, computation 
time for one value of L is several hundred milliseconds. 
For a discussion of B and L, seeJ. Geophys. Res., 66, 
3681,1961. 
5.1.2.6 ALLMAG -. The ALLMAG package, 
generated by Mr. E.G. Stassinopoulos of NSSDC and 
Dr. G. D. Mead of GSFC, condenses seven selected 
internal-source geomagnetic field models into one opera-
tional assembly, thus permitting successive selection of 
models and/or time periods during execution of a single 
program. Spatial points of interest may be input and 
output in geocentric or geodetic coordinates; field 
components may be output in geocentric or local 
geodetic Cartesian components. There are two versions 
of the field computation routine ALLMAG: one 
executes three times faster than the other. The package 
also includes a subroutine, LINTRA, for field-line 
tracing and calculation of conjugate intersect. A 
modified version of Mcllwain's INVAR routine, called 
INVARA, is also-available for computing the shell 
parameter, L. ALLMAG is available in packages corn-
patible with octal and hexadecimal machines. These 
FORTRAN IV programs have been successfully 
executed on UNIVAC 1108, CDC 6600, and IBM 360 
machines. Alternate programs ONEMAG and DEKMAG 
are available for users who require a program using less 
computer core. 
5.1.2.7 SHELL - SHELL is a FORTRAN package 
generated principally by Dr. G. Kluge of ESRO/ESOC. 
The package accepts as input the geocentric Cartesian 
coordinates or geodetic spherical polar coordinates of a 
spatial point of interest. It also accepts the coefficients 
(derived allowing for the Earth's oblateness) for any one 
of several internal-source geomagnetic field models. The 
magnetic field vector (in geocentric Cartesian corn-
ponents from subroutine FELDC or in geodetic local 
Cartesian components from subroutine FELDG), the 
field magnitude, B, and the shell parameter, L, (from 
subroutine SHELLC or subroutine SHELLG, where the 
two differ in input coordinates) can be computed. The 
SHELL package differs from Mcllwain's INVAR package 
in that internal computations are executed in a coor-
dinate system in which two of the independent variables 
are constants along dipole field lines. The very limited 
variation in field magnitude along slightly nondipolar, 
transformed field lines leads to a very limited number of 
computation of the integral invariant, I (from which L 
can be obtained using Mcllwain's CARMEL subroutine), 
On an IBM 360/75, using an H-level compiler with OPT = 
2, a call to SHELLG typically requires 46 milliseconds 
while a call to INVAR typically requires 70 milliseconds. 
IBM 7094 and 360 compatible FORTRAN card decks 
for the SHELL package are available from NSSDC. 
5.1.2.8 INTEL - INTEL is a FORTRAN package 
generated principally by Dr. G. Kluge of ESRO/ESOC. 
The package requires an input of geocentric Cartesian 
coordinates or geodetic spherical polar coordinates of a 
spatial point of interest. It also requires a table of shell 
parameter, L, values previously ealuated for a discrete 
set of spatial points, using a specific geomagnetic field 
model. The package contains the subroutines FELDC 
and FELDG that compute the magnetic field vector 
components in geocentric Cartesian coordinates or 
geodetic local Cartesian components, respectively. The 
subroutines INTELC and INTELG, which differ in input 
coordinates, compute L at the point of interest by 
interpolating among L values from the input table. On 
an IBM 360/75, using an H-level compiler with OPT = 2, 
a-call to INTELG (which in turn calls FELDG to return 
both B and Q4 typically requires 12 milliseconds while 
calls to SHELLG and INVAR require 46 milliseconds 
and 70 milliseconds, respectively. IBM 7094 and 360 
FORTRAN card decks for the INTEL package are 
available for distribution from NSSDC. However, only 
inputL tables based on the IGRF 1965.0, GSFC (12/66), 
and POGO (10/68) models are available from NSSDC. 
5.1.2.9 LINTRA - A geomagnetic field-line trac­
ing and conjugate-intersect calculation routine,
LINTRA, generated by Mr. E.G. Stassinopoulos of 
NSSDC, can be used to. compute values of a field line 
passing through any given point on or above the Earth's 
surface to its conjugate intersect or the intersect with a 
specified altitude level. LINTRA can use any one of 
several internal source geomagnetic field models. The 
program was designed with the intention of following 
the path of a line of force that starts from a selected 
position and moves in a direction that leads toward the 
opposite geomagnetic hemisphere. For origins lying 
above sea level, the tracing direction can be reversed to 
obtain the intersects in either hemisphere. The geo­
centric coordinates of the intersects, with the field 
strength and the field vector components at these 
locations, are calculated by LINTRA. The method used 
in these calculations is described in the NASA-GSFC 
document Computer Codes for Geomagnetic Field Line 
Tracing and Conjugate Intersect Program, X-642-68-429, 
November 1968. The LINTRA code was written in 
FORTRAN IV, and the card decks are available for use 
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on an IBM 360/91. A version of LINTRA is also 
included in the ALLMAG package. 
5.1.2.10 EFM - Code EFM acts as a driving 
routine for the -model routines that evaluate the Mead-
Fairfield Magnetospheric models. EFM allows input in 
solar magnetospheric, geomagnetic, or geographic co-
ordinates. 
Three interrelated subroutines are available in deck 
form that give the magnetospheric field corresponding to 
the four models of Mead and Fairfield. The models 
represent least-squares fits to 12,616 measurements of 
the vector field in the outer magnetosphere (from 4.5 to 
17 Earth radii), averaged over half-Earth-radii intervals, 
taken from 451 orbits of four IMP satellites between 
1966 and 1972. The four models fit subsets of the data 
sorted according to the Kp value at the time each, 
measurementwas made: the super-quietmodel (MF73SQ, 
Kp = 0 or 0k); the quiet model (MF73Q, Kp <2); the 
disturbed model (MF73D, Kp > 2); and the super-
disturbed model (MF73SD, Kp 3). Deck #1 (DBXYZ) 
gives (for any of the four models) the three Cartesian 
components of the external field (ABx, ABy, and ABz) 
as a function of the three solar magnetic Cartesian 
coordinates (z axis along the magnetic dipole) and of the 
tilt angle, T (i.e., the geomagnetic latitude of the 
subsolar point). Deck #2 (MF73) gives as functions of 
solar magnetic coordinates and tilt angle: three geo-
magnetic spherical components (Br, Be, B) of the total 
field, including the dipole; AB = Btotal - Bdipole; the 
inclination, I; and the dipole declination, D (see Mead 
and Cahill, ]. Geophys. Res., 72, 2737, 1967). Deck #3 
(TOTFLD) gives the three geographic spherical corn-
ponents of the total field, including the IGRF model of 
the, internal field as determined by DIPFLD, as a 
function of geographic latitude and longitude, geocentric 
distance, day of year, anduniversal time (UT). From the 
input quantities, this program calculates the solar mag­
netic coordinates and tilt angle which are needed to 
determine the external model field. For further discus-
sion of the models, seeJ. Geophys. Res, 80, 523, 1975. 
5.1.3 GEOMAGNETIC INDICES - DST 
Provisional hourly averages of the equatorial Dst indices 
are distributed on a monthly basis by NSSDC. These 
values are generated at GSFC by Dr. M. Sugiura. These 
data are available as hardcopy, including both a list of 
hourly averages and a plot of finer scale points. The Dst 
index provides an indirect measure of magnetospheric 
ring currents and is especially useful during geomagnetic 
storms. At each of several low latitude, nonequatorial 
stations, the irregular variation contribution, D, of the 
horizontal component of the geomagnetic field is de­
termined. Dst is then the global average, over con­
tributing stations, of D. For a more detailed discussion 
of the significance of Dst, see Sugiura, Ann. IGY, 35, 
9, 1964. 
S.2 MA;NETOPAUSE AND BOW SHOCK
 
POSITIONS 
This data .set consists of a card deck containing 
magnetopause or bow shock positions as observed 
between 1963 and 1968 using the GSFC magnetic field 
experiments carried on board the first six IMP/AIMP 
spacecraft. The deck was provided to NSSDC by Dr. D. 
Fairfield of GS FC. There are 463 magnetopause position 
cards and 388 bow shock position cards. Each of these 
subsets is ordered by solar ecliptic longitude. Each card 
identifies the spacecraft, orbit number, time (to an 
accuracy of minutes), magnetopause or bow shock 
indicator, exact or average position indicator ("average" 
of multiple crossings), solar ecliptic Cartesian coor­
dinates of the crossing point, radial distance and solar 
ecliptic longitude of the crossing point, distances of the 
crossing point from the solar ecliptic x and z axes, 
crossing position as rotated to the ecliptic plane in the 
original meridian plan (x and y given with z = 0), and 
values of the immediately preceding position rotated by 
4 degrees to allow for solar wind aberration. 
5.3 MAGNETOSPHERICALLY TRAPPED
 
PARTICLES
 
A series of model environments of geomagnetically 
trapped electrons and protons has been generated by Dr. 
J.I. Vette of GSFC and several coworkers. Each model 
environment is the synthesis of data obtained by several 
spacecraft. Earlier models contain the electron or proton 
fluxes above a given energy, El, and the spectral 
parameters to be used in determining fluxes above other 
energies within the specified range of validity of the 
model. Both the fluxes and spectral parameters are given 
over wide ranges in B and L space. The newer electron 
models, AE-4 and AE-5, give fluxes above several 
selected energies. The following model electron environ­
ments are currently available. 
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Temporal trapped radiation accumulated by 	 an Earth-orbiting-Energy
Enviome.t E1 Range Spatial Rangeof vehicle. ORP requires an input tape containing the B and Name (eV) (MeV) Range DataB.s Epo L coordinates at each point along the trajectory to be 
AE1 05 >03 12<L<30 1962-1963 7163 evaluated. Codes for the calculation of the orbit and the 
AE2' 05 004-7 12<L<62 1982- 1964 8/4 B and L values of trajectory points can be supplied by 
E63 05 004-7 1 2<L<62 1962-1964 1969 
AE3 - 001-5 L=66 1959-1965 19f1968 NSSDC. ORP uses a block data interpolation technique 
AEA4' - 004-5 30<1< 11 1959- 1968 19601I967 
AES' - 004-4 12 <L<1 19- 1967 19541197 compatible with the new electron models but incom­
AES5'(SoI.Min) - 004-4 12<L 528 1964-1967 1975 patible with AE-1, AE-2, and AE-3. A proton model 
*Suersed AE-1 BLOCKDATA deck compatible with ORP, as well as the 
**Sp.prsd. AE-2 ad E63 AE-4/AE-5 decks for solar maximum
*Supersedes 	 or solar minimum,USB
 
A.2"Smpilersed,$ 	 are available. When executed on an IBM 360 computer, 
ORP requires a region of 160K bytes of core. ORP can 
The following model proton environments are currently produce any of the following optional outputs: the flux
available, encountered at each point in the orbit, the flux 
encountered in each of 45 band., the integrated energy 
Energy Temporal spectrum, the flux accumulated in each of eight
Eninrnment E1 Range Spatial Rangeof intensity ranges, a peak flux per orbit table, and tables 
Name (MeV) 1MeV) Range Data Base 
_ _of energy spectra for standard circular orbits as either 
API 34 30-50 a2<L<28 156- 1963 listings or tape.
 
AP2 15 15-30 12<L<30 1956- 1963
 
AP3 5 >50 I 2<L<28 1958- t963
 
AP4 4 4-15 1 2<L<42 1962-1963 
AP5 04 0 1-4 12<L<66- 1961- 1965 
° 
AP6 4 4-30 12<L<40 1962- 1965
 
AP7** 60 >50 1.15<L<30 1961- 1966 
5.3.3 UNIFLUX 
*Supersede AP2 andAP4 
* 	
_SupersedesA93 The unified orbital flux integration and analysis system 
is a package of FORTRAN routines designed to calculate 
the average geomagnetically trapped radiation accumu-A new trapped proton environment is currently being lated by an Earth-orbiting vehicle. UNIFLUX requires an 
generated at NSSDC. This will supersede all previous - input tape containing time, latitude, longitude, altitude, 
proton models. and B and L coordinates at -each point along the 
trajectory to be evaluated. Time intervals must be 
5.3.1 	 MODEL integral numbers of minutes and must be the same 
between all successive points. A package generating theCode MODEL is a FORTRAN routine that enables the required input isavailable at NSSDC. UNIFLUX'uses the 
user to access any of the models available in block data block data interpolation technique that is applicable to 
form from NSSDC (AE-4/AE-5 electron models or a AE-4, AE-5, ahd a proton deck based on the most recent 
smoothed proton model). proton models. When executed on an IBM 360 corn-
MODEL retrieves a flux value as a function of B, L, and puter, UNiFLUX requires a region of 250K bytes of 
E for the arrays of B, L, and E that are input. The core. In addition to a listing of the flux encountered at 
output consists of a table of flux versus B for the values each point, the codes produce tables giving the flux 
in the energy and L arrays. Current models contain accumulated in 36 bands of L for nine energies, a 
omnidirectional integral particle flux. MODEL tables spectral distribution and exposure index table, peak flux 
contain both integral and differential fluxes. pe orbit table, exposure analysis summary table, the 
time account breakdown table, and a table of physical 
5.3.2 ORP 	 perigees (for elliptical orbits). In addition, plots con­
taining a time and flux histogram, peak flux encountered 
The Orbital Radiation Package is a FORTRAN routine in each orbit, world map projection of orbits, and a B 
designed to calculate the average geomagnetically and L trace of the orbits are produced. 
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APPENDIX: ABBREVIATIONS 
AND ACRONYMS 
A angstrom APT automatic picture transmission 
ABMA Army Ballistic Missile Agency AIR acquisition/reference 
ACAD Academy ARC Ames-Research Center (NASA) 
ACIC Aeronautical Chart and Information Center ARC-MIN arc-minute 
(now Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace ARC-SEC arc-second 
Center) ARDC Air Research and Development Command 
ACS attitude control system (now AFSC) 
AD Dual Air Density Explorer (satellite, NASA) ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency 
A/D analog to digital ARSP Aerospace Research Support Program 
AE Atmosphere Explorer (satellite, NASA) (USAF) 
AEC Atomic Energy Commission AS+ E American Science & Engineering, Inc. 
AEROPROPUL aeropropulsion ASOS antimony-sulfide oxy-sulfide 
AEROSAT Aeronautical Satellite (NASA-ESRO) ASTP Apollo-Soyuz Test Project (USSR-NASA) 
AEROSP aerospace ASTROPHYS astrophysics 
AFB Air Force Base AT atomic 
AFCRL Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories ATCOS Atmospheric Composition Satellite (NASA) 
AFO Announcements of Flight Opportunities ATDA Alternate Target Docking Adapter 
AFSC Air Force Systems Command ATM Apollo Telescope Mount 
AGC automatic gain control ATMOS atmosphere; atmospheric 
AGCY agency ATS Applications Technology Satellite (NASA) 
AIMP. Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Plat- AT+T American Telephone & Telegraph Corp. 
form (satellite, NASA) AU astronomical unit 
ALOSYN Alouette topside sounder synoptic (data) AUST Australia 
ALPO Apollo Lunar Polar Orbiter (satellite, AVCS advanced vidicon camera system 
NASA); Association of Lunar and Planetary AVG average 
Observers AVHRR advanced very high resolution radiometer 
ALSEP Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package AWRE Atomic Weapons Research Establishment 
(NASA) (Australia) 
ALT altitude 
AM amplitude modulation BCD binary coded decimal 
AMP ampere BE - Beacon Explorer (satellite, NASA); beryl-
AMPS Atmosphere, Magnetosphere, and Plasmas in lium 
Space (satellite, NASA) BESYS Bell System 
AMS Army Map Service (now Defense Mapping BEV billion electron volts 
Agency Topographic Center) BIC barium iodide cloud 
AMSAT Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation BIDS Biological Satellite (NASA) 
AMU atomic mass unit; astronaut maneuvering BPI bits per inch 
unit BPS bits per second 
ANIK Canadian Telecommunications Satellite; also BTL Bell Telephone Laboratories 
referred to as TELESAT BUY backscatter ultraviolet 
ANNA Army, Navy, NASA, Air Force (geodetic BV billion volts 
satellite) B/W black and white 
ANS Astronomical Netherlands Satellite (Nether- BWF Bundesmister ffir Wissenschaftliche For­
lands-NASA) sehung (Fed Rep of Germany) 
AOSO Advanced Orbiting Solar Observatory 
AP magnetic act ity'index Ap 
APL Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns CAL calorie 
Hopkins UnJyersity CAL TECH California Institute of Technology 
APPL application CALSPHERE calibration sphere 
-A A­?1MOECWIQ PAGE. 3LANK NOT FW' 
CC 
CAN 
CAS 
CAV 
CBTT 
CDA 
CDC 
CDS-
CENS 
CHEM 
CM 
CMD 
CNES 
CNET 
CNRS 
COMM 
COMSAT 
CONIE 
CORSA 
COs 
COSPAR 
COUNC 
CPS 
CPU 
CRC 
CRPL 
CRREL 
CRS 
CRY 
CS1 
CSM 
CTR 
CTS 
CZCS 
DAC 
DADE 
DAN 
DAPP 
DAS 
DASA 
DATS 
DB 
DCP 
DCS 
'Canada 
Cooperative, Applications Satellite (France-
NASA) 
composite analog video 
calibrated brightness temperature tape 
cubic centimeter 
command and data acquisition (station) 
Control Data Corporation 
cadmium sulfide 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay 
(France) 
chemical 
command-module; centimeter 
command 
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (France) 
Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommuni-
cations (France) 
Centre National de la Recherche 'Scion-
tifique (France) 
commission 
Communications Satellite Corporation 
Comision Nacional de Investigacion del 
Espacio (Spain). 
Cosmic-Ray Satellite (Japan) 
Cosmic-Ray Satellite,(ESRO); cosmic 
Committee on SpaceResearch 
council 
cycles per second 
central processing unit 
Communications Research Centre (Canada) 
Central Radio Propagation Laboratories 
(formerly ITSA or part of ESSA; now 
NOAA/ERL) 
Cold Region Research & Engineering Labo-
ratories 
Commission forSpace Research (Italy) 
cathode ray tube 
cesium iodide 
command service module 
center 
Canadian Telecommunications Satellite 
coastal zone ocean color scanner 
data acquisition camera 
Dual Air'Density Explorer (satellite, NASA) 
Danish 
Defense Acquisition and Processing Program 
(DOD) 
data automation subsystem 
Defense Atomic Support Agency 
Despun Antenna Test Satellite (DOD) 
decibel 
data collection platform 
direct couple system; data collection system 
DEF 
DEC 
DENPA 
BEV 
DFVLR 
DIAL/MIKA 
DIAL/WIKA 
DIAM 
DIAPO 
fIT 
DMAAC 
DMATC 
DME 
DMSP 
DOD 
DODGE 
DRID 
DRIR 
1RTE 
OSAP 
DSCS 
DSIR 
DSN 
DV 
DYN 
E - -
EASEP 
ECA 
ECR 
ECS. 
EDS 
EGO 
EGRS 
EIRP 
EL 
ELDO 
A-2 
defense 
degree 
Density Phenomena (satellite, Japan) 
development 
Deutsche Forshungs-und Versuchsanstalt fur 
Luft-und Raumfahrt; English translation, 
Research Laboratory- for Aeronautics and 
Astronautics, Fed Rep of Germany 
Diament Allemande/Mini Kapsel (satellite, 
Fed Rep of Germany-France) 
Diament Allemande/Wissenschaftliche 
Kapsel (satellite, Fed Rep. of Germany-
France) 
diameter 
'Diapason (satellite, France)
 
Drexel Institute of Technology
 
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
 
Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Cen­
ter
 
Direct Measurements Explorer (satellite,
 
NASA)
 
Defense7Military Satellite Program (DOD)
 
Department of Defense
 
Department of Defense Gravity Experiment
 
(satellite, DOD)
 
direct readout image dissector (camera,
 
system)
 
direct readout infrared radiometer
 
Defence Research Telecommunications Es­
tablishment (now CRC)
 
Defense System Applications Program
 
(DOD) 
Defense Satellite Communications System 
(DOD) 
Department of Science and Industrial Re­
search (England) 
Deep Space Network 
digitalvideo 
dynamic 
energy 
Early Apollo Scientific Experiment Package 
electric-field component antenna • 
electric-field component receiver 
Experimental Communications Satellite 
(NASA) 
Environmental Data Service (NOAA)
 
Eccentric (Orbiting) Geophysical Observa­
tory (satellite, NASA)
 
Engineers Satellite (DOD)
 
effective isotropic radiative power
 
electric,(data camera carried on Apollo)
 
European Launch Development Organiza­
tion (ESRO)
 
ELEC electric 
ELECTR electronics 
ELMS Earth Limb Measurement Satellite (NASA-
USAF) 
EME 	 environmental measurement experiment 
EMR 	 Electromechanical Research (Company, 
England) 
ENVIRON 	 environment; environmental 
EOF 	 end of file 
EOGO 	 Eccentric Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
(snatellite,NAS)
EQS Earth Observation Satellite (NASA).G.getrhaorqulo 
flat plate radiometer
 
French Research (satellite, France)
 
Flight Research Center (NASA)
 
FLEETSATCDM (satellite, UISN-USAF)
 
frequency shift key
 
full width at half maximum
 
filter wedge spectrometer
 
Global Atmospheric Research Program
 
Geophysics Corporation of America
General Electric (Company)
 
Geostationary European Meteorological
 
Satellite (ESRO)
 
geophysical
 
Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA);
 
GeoStationary Earth-Orbiting Satellite 
(ES R ) 
Geselschaft fdr Weltraumforschung (Center 
for Space Research, Fed Rep of Germany) 
ground elapsed time 
gigaelectron volt 
gravity gradient stabilization experiment 
gigahertz 
Goddard Institute for(AA	 Space Studies 
(NASA) 
Geiger-Mueller; gram 
Geastationary Meteorological Satellite 
(Japan) 
Greenwich mean timeGeosynchronous Operational Environmental 
Satellite (NASA-N OAA; also called SMS)SatGraita R ed (NS) 
Gravitational Redshift Space Probe (NASA) 
Gravitatinal Redshift Space Probe (NASA) 
ground reconstruction equipment; ground
 
reconstruction electronics
 
Galactic Radiation Experiment Background
 
(satellite, USN)
 
Groupe de Recherche lonospherique
 
(France)
 
Netherlands Committee for Geophysics and
 
Space Research
 
German Research Satellite (NASA-Fed Rep
 
of Germany)
 
Grid Sphere Drag (satellite, DOD)
 
geocentric solar ecliptic (coordinate system)
 
Goddard Space FlightCenter (NASA)
 
geocentric solar magnetospheric (coordinate
 
system)
 
greater than
 
Glavnoye Upravleniye Gidrometeoro­
logicheskoi Sluzhby (Main Administration
 
of the Hydrometeorological Service, USSR)
 
FPR 
FR 
FRC 
FSC 
FSK 
FWHM 
FWS 
GARP 
GCAGE 
EPE 	 Energetic Particle Explorer (satellite, 
NASA) 
E/ 	 energy per unit charge 
ERR Earth radiation budget (experiment) 

ERDOC Earth Resources Data Center 

EROS Earth Geodetic Satellite (USAF) 

ERL Environmental Research Laboratory 

(NOAA) 
EROS Earth Resources Observation System 
ERS Environmental Research Satellite (USAF) 
ERT extended range telescope 
ERTS Earth Resources Technology Satellite 
(NASA) 
ESGEO ESRO Geastationary Earth-Orbiting (satel-ERt e slite) 
ESM R electrically scanning microwave radiometer 
ESQC European Space Operations Centre (ESRO) 
ESRO European Space Research Organization 
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administra-
tion (now NOAA)E Letns(nowNAAGOES 
ESTABL establishment 
ESTEC European Space Technology Center (ESRO) 
ETR Eastern Test Range (also referred to as Cape 
Canaveral) 
ETS Engineering Test Satellite 
EUV 	 extreme ultraviolet 
EV electron volt 
EVA extravehicular activity 
EVM Earth viewing (equipment) module 
EXOS Exospheric Satellite (Japan) 
EXOSAT European X-ray Observation Satellite 
(ESRO) 
EXTRATEER extraterrestrial 
FAR 0 	 Flare-Activated Radiobiological Observatory 
(satellite, 0OD) 
FED Federal 
FLT-SAT Fleet Satellite (USN) 
FM frequency modulation 
FMRT final meteorological radiation tape 
FOUND foundation 
FOV field of view 
GEMS 
GEOPHYS 
GEOS 
GESFUR 
WELTRAUM-
FGRSCH 
G.E.T. 
GEV 
GGSE 
GHZ 
GIS 
GM 
GMS 
GMT 
GP 
GRAVR 
GRE 
GREB 
GRI 
GROC 
GRS 
GSD 
GSE 
GSFC 
GSM 
.GT. 
GUGMS 
A-3
 
GV 
GVHRR 
HAO 
HCMM 
HCMR 
HCO 
HDRSS 
HE 
HEAO 
HEOS 
HEPAT 
HET 
HETS 
HFE 
HRR 
HRIR 
HRIRS 
H.S. 
HYDROMET 
HZ 
lAP 
IBM 
ICBMICBM 
ICSU 
ID 
IDC 
lOGS8 
IDCSP 
ISCS 
lOT 
IE 
IFOV 
IGRF 
IGY 
lME 
IMP 
IMS 
INDASAT 
INOP 
INSAT 
INST 
gigavolt 
geosynchronous very high resolution radi-
ometer 
High Altitude Observatory 
Heat Capacity Map Mission (satellite, 
NASA) 
Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer 
Harvard College Observatory 
high data rate storage system 
helium 
High -Energy Astrophysical Observatory 
(NASA) 
High-Eccentricity Earth-Orbiting Satellite 
(ESRO) 
high-energy proton alpha telescope 
health, education, telecommunications (ex-
periment) 
high-energy telescope system 
heat-flow experiment; heat-flow electronics 
high resolution; hour 
high-resolution infrared radiometer 
high-resolution infrared radiometer sounder 
high school 
hydrometeorological 
hertz (cycles per second) 
Institute of Atmospheric Physics (USSR) 

International Business Machines (Corp.) 

intercontinental ballistic missile 
International Council of Scientific Unions1idniiainITR 
identification 
image dissector camera 

image dissector camera system
 
Initial (or Interim) Defense Communication 
Satellite Program (or Project) (R0) 
Initial Defense Satellite Communication 
System (DOD)Syinst temmWIZMIRAN 
instrument definition team 
Ionospheric Explorer (satellite, NASA-NBS) 
instrument field of view 
International Geomagnetic Reference Field 
International Geophysical Year 
International Magnetospheric Explorer 
(satellite, NASA-ESRO)' 
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (satel­
lite, NASA). 

International Magnetospheric Study 

Indian Scientific Satellite (ISRO-USSR) 

inoperable 

Indian National Satellite (ISRO-USSR) 

institute 
A-4 
INTA 
INTASAT 
INTELSAT 
ION COMP 
IPA 
IQSY 
IR 
IRBM 
]IG 
IRIS 
IRLS 
IRR 

IRTRN 

ISAS 

ISEE 
ISIS 
ISRO 
ISS 
ITCZ 
ITOS 
ITPR 
ITSA 
IU 
IUE 
JGR 
JHU 
JPL 
JSC 
KBS 
KEV 
KG 
KHZ 
KM 
KP 
Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aeroespacial 
(Spain); the National Institute of Aerospace 
Science 
satellite (INTA, Spain) 
International Telecommunications Satellite 
(NASA-COMSAT) 
Ionospheric Composition (satellite - see 
DIAPO) 
Institute for Physics of the Atmosphere 
(SAS) 
International Quiet Sun Year 
infrared 
intermediate range ballistic missile 
Inter-Range Instrumentation Group 
infrared-interferometer spectrometer; Inter­
national Radiation Investigation Satellite 
(NASA-ESRO) 
interrogation, recording, and location sys­
tem 
infrared radiom etry 
infrared transmission 
Institute of Space & Aeronautical Science 
(Japan) 
International Sun-Earth Explorer (satellite, 
NASA-ESRO) 
International Satellite for Ionospheric 
Studies (NASA-Canada) 
Indian Space Research Organization 
Ionospheric Sounding Satellite (Japan) 
intertropical convergence zoneImproved TIROS Operational Satellite 
(NOAA) 
infrared temperature profile radiometer 
incremental tape recorder 
Institute for Telecommunication of Sciences 
and Aeronomy (formerly a subdivision of
 
ESSA; now NOAA-ERL)
 
instrument unit
 
International Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite,
 
NASA-UK-ESRO)
Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism and Aer­
onomy of the Academy of Sciences (USSR)
 
Journal of Geophysical Research
 
Johns Hopkins University
 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)
 
Johnson Space Center (NASA)
 
kilobits per second
 
kiloelectron volt
 
kilogram
 
kilohertz
 
kilometer
 
magnetic activity index Kp
 
KPNO 
KSC 
LA 
LAB 
LACATE 
LAGEOS 
LARC 
LAS 
LASL 
LCS 
.LE. 
LEM 
LEPAT 
LEPEDEA 
LERC 
LES 
LETS 
LL 
LM 
LMD 
LOFTI 
LOGACS 
LPSP 
LRIR 
LRL 
LRV 
LST 
.LT. 
LTV 
M 
MA 
MAPS 
MARENTS 
MAS 
MASC 
MASS 
MATER 
MB 

MC 
MCA 
MCR 
MED 
METEC 
METEOSAT 
Kitt Peak National Observatory 

Kennedy Space Center (NASA) 

Los Angeles 

laboratory 

lower atmosphere composition and tempera-

ture 

Laser Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite 

(NASA) 

Langley Research Center (NASA) 

Large Astronomical Satellite (ESR 0) 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

Lincoln Calibration Sphere 

less than or equal to 

lunar excursion module 

low-energy proton alpha telescope 

low-energy proton and electron differential 

energy analyzer 

Lewis Research Center (NASA) 

Lincoln Experimental Satellite (DOD) 

low-energy telescope system 

Lincoln Laboratory (MIT) 

lunar module 

Laboratory of Meteorological Dynamics 

Low-Frequency Trans-Ionospheric (satellite, 

USN-NR L) 

Low-G Accelerometer Calibration System 

(USAF)
 
Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et Plane-

taire (CN RS) 

limb radiance inversion radiometer; low-

resolution infrared radiometer 

Lunar Receiving Laboratory (JSC) 

lunar roving vehicle 

Large Space Telescope (satellite, NASA) 

less than 

Ling-Temco-Vought (Company) 

meter, milli- (prefix) 

Mercury Atlas 

measurement of air pollution from satellite 

Modified Advanced Research Environmental 

Test Satellite (USAF) 

Ministry of Aviation Supply (UK) 

magnetic attitude spin coil 

Massachusetts 

material 

millibar 

megacycle 

Magnetic-field component antenna 

Magnetic-field component receiver 

medicine; medical 

Meteoroid Technology (satellite, NASA) 

Meteorological Satellite (ESRO) 

MEV 
MG 
MHZ 
MIDAS 
MIN 
MIT 
MiS 
MM 
MMW 
MOL 
M-P 
MPI 
M R 
MRIR 
MS 
MSC 
MSEC 
MSFC 
MSN 
MSS 
MSSCC 
MTS 
MUSE 
MW 
NA 
NACE -
NADUC 
NASA 
NASC 
NASDA 
NATL 
NATO 
NB 
NBS 
NCAR 
NCC 
NORE 
NEMS 
NESC 
NESS 
NGSP 
NHC 
NIH 
NMC 
NM RT 
A-5
 
million electron volts 
milligram 
megahertz 
Missile Defense Alarm System (USAF) 
minute 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (spacecraft, NASA) 
millimeter 
millimeter wave 
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (satellite, 
DOD) 
minus to plus 
Max-Planck-Institut (Fed Rep of Germany) 
medium resolution 
medium-resolution infrared radiometer 
microsecond 
Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson 
Space Center) 
millisecond -
Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA) 
mission 
Magnetic Storm Satellite (NASA-AFCRL); 
multispectral scanner 
multicolor spin-scan cloudcover camera 
Meteoroid Technology Satellite (NASA) 
monitor of ultraviolet solar energy 
milliwatt 
not applicable; Nora Alice (satellite, DOD) 
neutral atmosphere composition experiment 
Nimbus/ATS Data Utilization Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administra­
tion (Washington, D.C., Headquarters) 
National Aeronautics and Space Council 
National Space Development Agency 
(Japan)
 
national 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
narrow band 
National Bureau of Standards 
National Center for At mospheric Research 
National Climatic Center (NOAA) 
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment 
Nimbus-E microwave spectrometer, Near-
Earth Magnetospheric Satellite (ESRO) 
National Environmental Satellite Center 
(now NESS) 
National Environmental Satellite Service 
(NOAA) 
National Geodetic Satellite Program 
National Hurricane Center 
National Institutes of Health 
National Meteorological Center 
Nimbus meteorological radiation tape 
NNN no national name 
NNSS Navy Navigational Satellite System 
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (formerly ESSA) 
NOMSS National Operational Meteorological Satel­
lite System 
NORAD North American Air Defense Command 
NORW Norwegian 
NOS National Ocean Survey (NOAA) 
NOTS Naval Ordnance Test Station 
N-P negative to positive 
NRC National Research Council 
NRL Naval Research Laboratory 
NSA National Security Agency 
NSF National Science Foundation 
NSSOC National Space Science Data Center 
NUCL nuclear 
NWL Naval Weapons Laboratory 
NWRC National Weather Records Center (now 
NCC) 
CA Office of Applications (NASA) 
CA0 Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (satel-
lite, NASA) 
OAR Office of Aerospace Research (USAF-
AFSC) 
OART Office of Advanced Research and Tech-
nology (NASA) 
CAST Office of Aeronautics and Space Tech-
nology (NASA) 
observatory 
0CC OPLE Command Center 
OFO Orbiting Frog Otolith (NASA experimental 
spacecraft) 
00 Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (satellite, 
NASA) 
01 other investigator 
OMNI low-resolution omnidirectional radiometer 
(on Explorer 7) 
OMSF Office of Manned Space Flight (NASA) 
ON R Office of Naval Research 
OPEP orbital-plane experiment package 
OPLE Omega position and location experiment 
OP OFF operational off 
ORBIS Orbiting'Radio Beacon'lonospheric Satellite 
(NASA) 
ORS Octahedral Research Satellite (NASA); Or-
biting Research Satellite (DOD) 
OSCAR Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio 
0S0 Orbiting Solar Observatory (satellite, 
NASA) 
aSS Office of Space Science (NASA) 
OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications 
(NASA; now two separate offices) 
A-6 
OT 
OTDA 
0V 
PAC 
PAET 
PAGEOS 
PAM 
PCM 
PE 
PEP 
PFM 
PHASR 
PHYS 
PI 
PIXEL 
PL 
PLACE 
PM 
PM R 
PMT 
P-N 
POD 
POG0 
PBSFPS 
PROT 
PS 
PSE 
PTL 
0OMAC 
RA 
RAD 
RADCAT 
RADOSE 
RAE 
RAM 
RBV 
RC 
RCA 
R+D 
REP 
RES 
REXS 
RF 
Operational TI ROS (satellite, NASA)
 
Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition
 
(NASA)
 
Orbiting Vehicle (satellite, USAF)
 
Packaged Attitude Control (satellite, NASA)
 
Planetary Atmosphere Experiment Test
 
Passive Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite
 
(NASA) 
pulse amplitude modulation 
pulse coded modulation 
Planetary Explorer 
platform-electronic package 
pulse frequency modulation 
Personnel Hazards Associated with Space 
Radiation (satellite, USAF) 
physics 
principal investigator 
picture element 
prelaunch 
Position, Location and Aircraft Communica­
tion Experiment 
pulse modulation; photomultiplier 
pressure modulation radiometer; Pacific Mis­
sie Range 
photomultiplier tube 
positive-negative (junction) 
proton omnidirectional detector 
Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory 
(satellite, NASA) 
pulses per second 
protection 
pressure sensor 
passive seismograph experiment 
Photographic Technology Laboratory UJSC) 
quarter-orbit magnetic attitude control
 
(system)
 
Ranger (spacecraft, NASA)
 
radium; radiation
 
Radar Calibration Target (satellite, ARPA)
 
Radiation Dosimeter (satellite, DOD)'
 
Radio Astronomy Explorer (satellite,
 
NASA)
 
random access memory (system)
 
return beam vidicon (camera)
 
resistance capacitor
 
Radio Corporation of America
 
research and development
 
republic
 
research
 
Radio Exploration Satellite (Japan)
 
radio frequency
 
RM 	 Radiation Meteoroid (satellite, NASA); 
Radiometric Measurement (satellite, DOD) 
RMS 	 root mean square; Radiation Meteoroid 
Satellite (NASA); Radiometric Measurement 
Satellite (DOD) 
RPA retarding potential analyzer 
RPM revolutions per minute 
RPS revolutions per second 
RRL Radio Research Laboratories (Japan) 
RSRS Radio and Space Research Station (Eng-
land) 
RTO Research Technology Division (USAF) 
RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator 
RTTS real-time transmission system 
stratospheric aerosol measurementSAM SA 	 h  r l esreetSR 
SAMOS 	 Satellite Mission Observation System (satel-
lite, USAF) 
SAMS stratospheric and mesospheric sounder 
SAMSO Space and Missile Systems Organization 
(USAF) 
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
SAPPSAC spacecraft attitude precision pointing and 
slewing adaptive control (experiment) 
SAS Small Astronomy Satellite (NASA); Soviet 
Academy of Sciences 
SATAR Satellite for Aerospace Research (NASA)SATELL 	 satellite 
SATS Satellite Antenna Test System (NASA) 
SATSSatllie (NSA)NetworkAtena Tet Sste 
SBRC Santa Barbara ResearchrCenter 
SCAMS scanning microwave spectrometer 
SCEL Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories 

SCH school 

scienceSCI 

SCMR surface composition mapping radiometer 
SCORE Signal Communication by Orbiting Relay 
Equipment (satellite, DOD) 
SCR selective chopper radiometer 
SD San Diego 
SE Solar Explorer (satellite, NASA) 

SEASAT Ocean Dynamic Satellite (NASA) 

SEC second; secondary electron conduction
SEvicon; te) r 
(vialicon tube) 
SECOR 	 Sequential Collation of Range (satellite, 
USAF) 
SEM space environment monitor 
SERT Spinning Satellite for Electric Rocket Test 
PNASA)
SESP 	 Space Experiment Support Program 
SESPO Space Environmental Support Project Office 
SHS Soviet Hydrometeorological Service 
SIBS Salk Institute for Biological Studies 
SIDS Space Investigations Documentation System 
(NASA) 
A-7 
SIM 
SIRS 
SM 
SMMR 
SMS 
SNAP 
SOEP 
SOLRAD 
SPADES 
SPHINX 
SPM 
SRATS 
SRC 
SRI 
SRIT 
SSCC 
SSD 
SSS 
SSTSTstli 
STADAN 
STARAD 
STD 
STDN 
STERSTL 
SN 
STP 
STRATUS 
STUD
SU 
SUI 
SURCAL 
Svc 
SWRF 
SYNCOM 
SYST 
TAC 
TACOMSAT 
scientific instrument module 
satellite infrared spectrometer; System for 
Information Retrieval and Storage (NSSDC) 
San Marco (satellite, NASA-Italy) 
scanning multispectral microwave radiom­
eter 
Synchronous Meteorological Satellite 
(NASA) 
systems for nuclear auxiliary power 
solar-oriented experiment package 
Solar Radiation (satellite, NASA-DOD) 
Solar Perturbation and Atmospheric Density 
Measurement Satellite (DOD) 
Space Plasma High Voltage Interactive 
Experiment (satellite, NASA) 
solar proton monitorSolar Radiation (satellite, NASA); scanning 
raditer; sounding
radiometer; sounding rocket 
Solar Radiation and Thermospheric Satellite 
(apan)
 
Space Research Council, Science Research
 
Council 
Stanford Research Institute 
s tnresearch Initeupporting research 	 and technology 
spin-scan cloudcover camera 
Space Science Division (JPL) 
Small Scientific Satellite (NASA) 
satellite-to-satellite tracking
- -ae~tetakn 
Spacecraft Tracking and Data Acquisition 
(now STDN) 
Starfish Radiation (satellite, NASA) 
standard 
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network 
(NASA) 
staradianSpace Technology 	 Laboratories (now TRW 
Systems Group)
 
station
 
Solar Terrestrial Probe (satellite, ASA);
 
Solar Terrestnal Phy st
 
Solar Terrestrial Physics 
stratosphere
studies
tde 
State University of Iowa (now University of 
Iowa)Surveillance Calibration (satellite, DOD) 
'service 
southwest 
Sine Wave Response Filter (program) 
Synchronous Communication (satellite,NASA) 
system 
Technology Application Center
 
Tactical Communications Satellite (DOD)
 
TATS Test and Training Satellite (NASA) 
TATSACOM Tactical Satellite Communications (pro-
gram, D0D) 
TO Thor-Delta (satellite, ESRO); launch vehicle 
(NASA-USAF) 
TOP 	 Tracking Data Processor (program) 
T+DR 	 tracking & data relay 
TD RSS 	 tracking and data relay satellite system 
TEC 	 telemetry and command; transearth coast; 
total electron content 
TECH 	 technical; technology 
TED 	 total energy detector 
TEl 	 transearth injection 
TELESAT 	 satellite, Canada (also referred to as ANIK) 
TEMP 	 temporal; temperature 
TET 	 telescope and electron telescope 
TETR 	 Test and Training (satellite, NASA) 
THIR 	 temperature-humidity infrared radiometer 
THORAD-AGE Thor Augmented Delta Agena (launch 
vehicle) 
TIMATION Time Location System (USN) 
TIP Tracking Impact Prediction (satellite, D D) 
TIROS Television and Infrared Observation Satellite 
(NASA) 
TL 	 team leader 
TLI 	 translunar injection 
TM 	 team member 
TOMS 	 total ozone mapping system 
TOPO 	 topographic 
TOPS Thermal Noise Optical Optimization Com-
munication System (NASA) 
TOPS[ topside (sounder) (satellite, NASA) 
TOS TIROS Operational Satellite (or System) 
(NASA) 
TOVS 	 TIROS operational vertical sounder 
TR 	 tape recorder 
TRAAC 	 Transit Research and Attitude Control 
(satellite, USN) 
TRANET 	 Doppler Tracking Network (USN) 
TRANSP 	 transportation 
TRS 	 Tetrahedral Research Satellite (USAF) 
TRW 	 Thompson, Rome, Wooldridge, Inc. 
TTS 	 Test and Training Satellite (NASA) (also 
called TATS, TETR) 
TWERLE 	 tropical wind energy conversion and refer­
ence level experiment 
U 
UCLA 
UHF 
UK 
US 
USA 
USAF 
USN 
USSR 
UT 
UV 
UVNO 
UVS 
V 
VAR 
VHF 
VHRR 
VISSR 
VLF 
VTPR 
W 
WBVTR 
WDC 
WDC-A-R&S 
WEFAX 
WEP 
WFC 
WGSPR 
WMO 
WPM 
WRESAT 
WS 
WSMR 
WTR 
WWW 
2 
university 
University of California at Los Angeles 
ultrahigh frequency 
United Kingdom 
United States 
United States Army; United States of 
America 
United States Air Force 
United States Navy 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
universal time 
ultraviolet 
ultraviolet nitric-oxide experiment 
ultraviolet spectrometer 
volt 
variation 
very high frequency 
very high resolution radiometer 
visible infrared spin-scan radiometer 
very low frequency 
vertical temperature profile radiometer 
watt 
wideband video tape recorder 
World Data Center 
World Data Center A for Rockets and 
Satellites 
weather-acsimile 
Wisconsin Experiment Package 
Wallops Flight Center (NASA) 
Working Group for Space Physics Research 
World Meteorological Organization 
words per minute 
Weapons Research Establishment Satellite 
(Australia) 
Wallops Station (NASA, now Wallops Flight 
Center) 
White Sands Missile Range 
Western Test Range (also referred to as 
Vandenberg AFB) 
World Weather Watch 
atomic number 
A-S
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CODE 601 CODE 601.4 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
 
NAME TITLE/POSITION
 
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT MAIL CODE 
ORGANIZATION 
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CITY STATE 
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY TELEPHONE (Area Code) (Number) (Extension) 
DATE OF REQUEST DATE DATA (Our average processing time for a request s' 3 to 4 weeks. 
DESIRED Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if 
we cannot meet the date specified.) 
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply) 
o Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
 
O Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
 
Q Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
 
o Educational purposes (explain below) 0 Exhibit or display
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r Preparation of Doctoral thesis 0 Use in publication
 
O Other:
 
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC 
have been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare 
any articles based on this research. 
*NSSDC has available special forms for ordering photographic data from theSurveyor, Lunar Orbiter, 
Apollo, and Mariner missions. These forms will be provided on request. 
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY 
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from spacescience flightexperiments in supportof additional 
studies beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organi­
zation resident in the United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A 
(WDC-A) for Rockets and Satellites. (The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the re­
quested data to cover the cost of reproduction and the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received 
prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest' amounts of data when they are to be 
used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they are requested by an individual, affiliated with: (1) NASA installations, NASA 
contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state and local 
governments; and (5) non-profit organizations. 
DATA REQUESTED 
NSSDC DATA SET Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set NameR. 
Form of Data* (e.g., 16mm microfilm) Tiespan Needed 
ID NUMBER Refer to oatsetm 
brief descriptions. 
Additional Specifications 
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary information below. 
Density Mode No. of Tracks Computer 
r-556 bpi O3 BIN 0 7 
0800 bpi [J BCD E0 9 
0 1600 bpi 
0 
[ 
Q 
New tapes will be supplied frior to processing. 
Original NSSDC tapes will be'returned. 
I shall pay for new tapes. 
EElectric and Magnetic Field Data, 
Particle Data 
Spacecraft Name Index 
NSSDC ID Index 
Original Experiment Institution Index 
E Investigator Name Index 
EPhenomenon Ordered Bar Graphs 
EPhenomenon Measured Index 
ESupporting Data Descriptions 
E Appendix: Abbreviations and Acronyms 
